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THE

COMMONWEALTH

State of England- Of Scotland-

Of Ireland - Levellers suppressed -

Siege of Dublin raised- Tredah stormed-

Covenanters - Montrose taken p_isoner-

Executed- Covenanters- Battle of

Dunbar - Of Worcester - King's escape -
The commonwealth - Dutch war -

Dissolution of the parliament

HE CONFUSIONS, which overspread England after the murder I649

of Charles I. proceeded as well from the spirit of refinement State of

and innovation, which agitated the ruling party, as from the dis- England

solution of all that authority, both civil and ecclesiastical, by which

the nation had ever been accustomed to be governed. Every man

had framed the model of a repubhc; and, however new it was, or
fantastical, he was eager in recommending it to his fellow citizens,

or even imposing it by force upon them. Every man had adjusted

a system of religion, which, being derived from no traditional

authority, was peculiar to himself; and being founded on supposed

respiration, not on any principles of human reason, had no means,
besides cant and low rhetoric, by which it could recommend itself

to others. The levellers insisted on an equal distribution of power

and property, and disclaimed all dependance and subordination.

3
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The millenarians or fifth-monarchy-men required, that govern-

ment Itself should be abolished, and all human powers be laid in

the dust, in order to pave the way for the dominion of Christ,

whose second coming they suddenly expected. The Antinomians
even insisted, that the obligations of morahty and natural law were

suspended, and that the elect, guided by an internal principle,
more perfect and divine, were superior to the beggarly elements of

justice and humanity. A considerable party declaimed against

tythes and hireling priesthood, and were resolved, that the magis-

trate should not support by power or revenue any ecclesiastical

establishment. Another party inveighed against the law and its

professors; and on pretence of rendering more simple the distri-

bution of justice, were desirous of abolishing the whole system of

English jurisprudence, which seemed interwoven with monarchi-

cal government. Even those among the republicans, who adopted
not such extravagancies, were so intoxicated with their saintly

character, that they supposed themselves possessed of peculiar

privileges; and all professions, oaths, laws, and engagements had,

in a great measure, lost their influence over them. The bands of

society were every where loosened; and the irregular passions of

men were encouraged by speculative principles, still more unsocial

and irregular.

The royalists, consisting of the nobles and more considerable

gentry, being degraded from their authority and plundered of

their property, were inflamed with the highest resentment and

indxgnatlon against those ignoble adversaries, who had reduced
them to subjection. The presbyterians, whose credit had first sup-

ported the arms of the parliament, were enraged to find, that, by

the treachery or superior cunning of their associates, the fruits of
all their successful labours were ravished from them. The former

party, from inclination and principle, zealously attached them-
selves to the son of their unfortunate monarch, whose memory

they respected, and whose tragical death they deplored. The latter

cast their eye towards the same object; but they had still many

prejudices to overcome, many fears and jealousies to be allayed,

ere they could cordially entertain thoughts of restoring the family,

which they had so grievously offended, and whose principles they

regarded with such violent abhorrence.
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The only sohd support of the republican independent faction,

which, though it formed so small a part of the nation, had violently

usurped the government of the whole, was a numerous army of

near fifty thousand men. But this army, formidable from its disci-

pline and courage, as well as its numbers, was actuated by a splrxt,
that rendered it dangerous to the assembly, which had assumed

the command over it. Accustomed to indulge every chimera in

politics, every frenzy in religion, the soldiers knew little of the

subordination of citizens, and had only learned, from apparent
necessity, some maxims of military obedience. And while they still

maintained, that all those enormous violations of law and equity,

of which they had been guilty, were justified by the success, with

which providence had blessed them; they were ready to break out

into any new disorder, wherever they had the prospect of a like
sanction and authority.

What alone gave some stability to all these unsettled humours,

was the great influence, both civil and mditary, acquired by Oliver

Cromwel. This man, suited to the age in which he lived, and to that

alone, was equally qualified to gain the affection and confidence of

men, by what was mean, vulgar, and ridiculous in his character; as

to command their obedience by what was great, daring, and enter-

prizing. Familiar even to buffoonery with the meanest centinel, he

never lost his authority: Transported to a degree of madness with

religious extasies, he never forgot the political purposes, to which

they might serve. Hating monarchy, while a subject; despising

liberty, while a citizen; though he retained for a time all orders of

men under a seeming obedience to the parliament; he was secretly

paving the way, by artifice and courage, to his own unlimited

authority.

The parliament, for so we must henceforth call a small and

inconsiderable part of the house of commons, having murdered

their sovereign with so many appearing circumstances of solem-

nity and justice, and so much real violence and even fury, began to

assume more the air of a civil, legal power, and to enlarge a little

the narrow bottom upon which they stood. They admitted a few of
the excluded and absent members, such as were liable to least

exception; but on condition, that these members should sign an

approbation of whatever had been done in their absence with
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regard to the king's trial: And some of them were willing to acquire

a share of power on such terms: The greater part disdained to lend

their authority to such apparent usurpations. They issued some

writs for new elections, in places where they hoped to have interest

enough to bring m their own friends and dependants. They

named a council of state, thirty-eight in number, to whom all

addresses were made, who gave orders to all generals and admi-

rals, who executed the laws, and who digested all business before

it was introduced into parliament. _ They pretended to employ

themselves entirely in adjusting the laws, forms, and plan of a new

representative; and as soon as they should have settled the nation,
they professed their intention of restoring the power to the people,

from whom, they acknowledged, they had entirely derived it.

The commonwealth found every thing in England composed

into a seeming tranquillity by the terror of their arms. Foreign

powers, occupied in wars among themselves, had no leisure or
inclination to interpose in the domestic dissensions of this island.

The young king, poor and neglected, living sometimes in Holland,
sometimes m France, sometimes in Jersey, comforted h_mself,

amidst his present distresses, with the hopes of better fortune. The

situation alone of Scotland and Ireland gave any immediate m-
qmetude to the new repubhc.

Of After the successive defeats of Montrose and Hamilton, and the

Scotland ruin of their parties, the whole authority in Scotland fell into the

hands of Argyle and the rigid churchmen, that party which was

most averse to the interests of the royal family. Their enmity,

however, against the independents, who had prevented the set-
tlement of presbyterian discipline in England, carried them to

embrace opposite maxims in their political conduct. Though in-

vited by the English parliament to model their government into a

republican form, they resolved still to adhere to monarchy, which

had ever prevailed in their country, and which, by the express
terms of their covenant, they had engaged to defend. They consid-

a Their names were, the earls of Denblgh, Mulgrave, Pembroke, Sahsbury,
lords Grey and Falrfax, Lisle, Rolles, St. John, Wilde, Bradshaw, Cromwel,
Sklppon, Plckermg, Massam, Haselng, Harrington, Vane jun, Danvers,
Armlne, Mildmay, Constable, Pennington, Wilson, Whitlocke, Martin,
Ludlow, Stapleton, Hevingham, Wallop, Hutchinson, Bond, Popham,
Valentine, Walton, Scot, Purefoy, Jones.



CHAPTER LX

ered besides, that as the property of the kingdom lay mostly in the
hands of great families, it would be difficult to establish a common-

wealth, or without some chief magistrate, invested with royal au-

thority, to preserve peace or justice in the community. The exe-

cution, therefore, of the king, against which they had always

protested, having occasioned a vacancy of the throne, they imme-

diately proclaimed his son and successor, Charles II.; but upon
condition "of his good behawour and strict observance of the cov-

enant, and his entertaining no other persons about him but such

as were godly men and faithful to that obligation." These unusual

clauses, inserted in the very first acknowledgement of their prince,

sufficiently shewed their intention of limiting extremely his au-

thority. And the English commonwealth, having no pretence to
interpose in the affairs of that kingdom, allowed the Scots, for the

present, to take their own measures in setthng their government.

The dominion, whlch England claimed over Ireland, de- Of

manded more immediately their efforts for subduing that country. Ireland

In order to convey a just notion of Irish affairs, it will be necessary

to look backwards some years, and to relate briefly those trans-

actions, which had past during the memorable revolutions m Eng-
land. When the late king agreed to that cessation of arms with the

Popish rebels, b which was become so requisite, as well for the secur-

ity of the Irish protestants as for promoting his interests in Eng-
land, the parliament, in order to blacken his conduct, reproached

him with favouring that odious rebellion, and exclaimed loudly
against the terms of the cessation. They even went so far as to
declare it entirely null and invalid, because finished without their
consent; and to this declaration the Scots in Ulster, and the earl of

Inchiqum, a nobleman of great authority in Munster, professed to

adhere. By their means, the war was still kept alive; but as the

dangerous distractions in England hindered the parliament from
sending any considerable assistance to their allies in Ireland, the

marquess of Ormond, lord lieutenant, being a native of Ireland,

and a person endowed with great prudence and virtue, formed a

scheme for composing the disorders of his country, and for engag-
ing the rebel Irish to support the cause of his royal master. There

were many circumstances which strongly invited the natives of

b x643"
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Ireland to embrace the king's party. The maxims of that prince

had always led him to give a reasonable indulgence to the catholics

throughout all his dominions: and one principal ground of that

enmity, which the puritans professed against him, was this tacit

toleration. The parliament, on the contrary, even when un-

provoked, had ever menaced the papists with the most rigid re-

straint, if not a total extirpation; and immediately after the com-

mencement of the Irish rebellion, they put to sale all the estates of

the rebels, and had engaged the public faith for transferring them

to the adventurers, who had already advanced money upon that

security. The success, therefore, which the arms of the parliament

met with at Naseby, struck a just terror into the Irish; and engaged

the council of Kilkenny, composed of deputies from all the catholic

counties and oties, to conclude a peace with the marquess of Or-

mond. c They professed to return to their duty and allegiance,

engaged to furnish ten thousand men for the support of the king's

authority in England, and were content with stipulating, in return,

indemnity for their rebellion and toleration of their religion.

Ormond not doubting but a peace, so advantageous and even

necessary to the Irish, would be strictly observed, advanced with a
small body of troops to Kilkenny, in order to concert measures for

common defence with his new allies. The pope had sent over to
Ireland a nuncio, Rinuccini, an Italian; and this man, whose com-

mission empowered him to direct the spiritual concerns of the

Irish, was emboldened, by their ignorance and bigotry, to assume

the chief authority in the civil government. Foreseeing that a gen-
eral submission to the lord-lieutenant would put an end to his own

influence, he conspired with Owen Oneal, who commanded the

native Irish in Ulster, and who bore a great jealousy to Preston, the

general chiefly trusted by the council of Kilkenny. By concert,

these two malcontents secretly drew forces together, and were
ready to fall on Ormond, who remained in security, trusting to the

pacxfication so lately concluded with the rebels. He received intel-

ligence of their treachery, made his retreat with celerity and con-
duct, and sheltered his small army in Dubhn and the other fortified

towns, which still remained in the hands of the protestants.

1646 .
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The nuncio, full of arrogance, levity, and ambition, was not
contented w_th this violanon of treaty. He summoned an assembly

of the clergy at Waterford, and engaged them to declare against

that pacification, which the civil council had concluded with their

sovereign. He even thundered out a sentence of excommunication

against all who should adhere to a peace, so prejudicial, as he

pretended, to the catholic religion; and the deluded Irish, terrified

with his spiritual menaces, ranged themselves every where on hls

side. and submitted to his authority. Without scruple, he carned

on war against the lord-heutenant, and threatened with a siege the

protestant garrisons, which were, all of them, very ill provided for
defence.

Meanwhile, the unfortunate king was necessitated to take shel-

ter in the Scottish army; and being there reduced to close con-
finement, and secluded from all commerce with his friends, de-

spaired, that his authority, or even his liberty, would ever be
restored to him. He sent orders to Ormond, if he could not defend

himself, rather to submit to the English than to the Irish rebels;

and accordingly the lord-lieutenant, being reduced to extremities,

delivered up Dublin, Tredah, Dundalk, and other garrisons to
colonel Michael Jones, who took possession of them in the name of

the English parliament. Ormond himself went over to England,

was admitted into the king's presence, received a grateful acknowl-

edgment for his past services, and during some tmae lived in tran-

quilhty near London. But being banished, with the other royahsts,
to a d_stance from that city, and seeing every event turn out un-

fortunately for his royal master, and threaten him with a catastro-

phe still more direful, he thought proper to retire into France,

where he joined the queen and the prince of Wales.

In Ireland, during these transactions, the authority of the nun-
cio prevailed without controul among all the catholics; and that

prelate, by his indiscretion and insolence, soon made them repent

of the power, with which they had entrusted him. Prudent men
likewise were sensible of the total destruction, which was hanging

over the nation from the English parliament, and saw no resource

or safety but in giving support to the declining authority of the
king. The earl of Clanricarde, a nobleman of an ancient family, a

person too of merit, who had ever preserved his loyalty, was sensi-
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ble of the ruin which threatened his countrymen, and was re-

solved, if possible, to prevent it. He secretly formed a combination

among the catholics; he entered into a correspondence with Inch-

iquin, who preserved great authority over the protestants in Mun-
ster; he attacked the nunoo, whom he chaced out of the island;

and he sent to Paris a deputation, inviting the lord-lieutenant to

return and take possession of his government.

Ormond, on his arrival in Ireland, found the kingdom divided

into many factions, among which either open war or secret enmity

prevailed. The authority of the English parliament was established
in Dublin, and the other towns, which he himself had delivered

into their hands. Oneal maintained his credit in Ulster; and having

entered into a secret correspondence with the parliamentary gen-

erals, was more intent on schemes for his own personal safety than

anxious for the preservation of his country or religion. The other
Irish, diwded between their clergy, who were averse to Ormond,

and their nobility, who were attached to him, were very uncertain
in their mouons and feeble in their measures. The Scots in the

north, enraged, as well as their other countrymen, against the

usurpations of the sectarian army, professed their adherence to
the long; but were still hindered by many prejudices from entering
into a cordial union with his lieutenant. All these distracted coun-

cils and contrary humours checked the progress of Ormond, and

enabled the parliamentary forces in Ireland to maintain their

ground against him. The republican faction, meanwhile, in Eng-

land, employed in subduing the revolted royalists, in reducing the
parliament to subjection, in the trial, condemnation, and exe-

cution of their sovereign, totally neglected the supplying of Ire-

land, and allowed Jones and the forces in Dublin to remain in the
utmost weakness and necessity. The lord lieutenant, though sur-

rounded with difficulties, neglected not the favourable opportu-
nity of promoting the royal cause. Having at last assembled an

army of a6,ooo men, he advanced upon the parliamentary garri-

sons. Dundalk, where Monk commanded, was delivered up by the

troops, who mutinied against their governor. Tredah, Neury, and

other forts were taken. Dublin was threatened with a siege; and the

affairs of the lieutenant appeared in so prosperous a condition,
that the young king entertained thoughts of corning in person into
Ireland.
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When the English commonwealth was brought to some toler-

able settlement, men began to cast their eyes towards the neigh-

bouring island. During the contest of the two parties, the govern-

ment of Ireland had remained a great object of intrigue; and the

presbyterians endeavoured to obtain the lieutenancy for Waller,

the independents for Lambert. After the execution of the king,

Cromwel himself began to aspire to a command, where so much

glory, he saw, might be won, and so much authority acquired. In

his absence, he took care to have his name proposed to the council _5th
of state; and both friends and enemies concurred immediately to March

vote him into that important office: The former suspected, that

the matter had not been proposed merely by chance, without his
own concurrence; the latter desired to remove him to a distance,

and hoped, during his absence, to gain the ascendant over Fairfax,

whom he had so long blinded by his hypocritical professions.
Cromwel himself, when informed of his election, feigned surprize,

and pretended at first to hesitate with regard to the acceptance of

the command. And Lambert, either deceived by his dissimulation,

or in his turn, feigning to be deceived, still continued, notwith-

standing this disappointment, his friendship and connexions with
Cromwel.

The new lieutenant immediately applied himself with his

wonted vigilance to make preparations for his expedition. Many

disorders in England It behoved him previously to compose. All

places were full of danger and inquietude. Though men, aston-
ished with the successes of the army, remained in seeming tran-

quilhty, symptoms of the greatest discontent every where ap-

peared. The English, long accustomed to a mild administration,

and unacquainted with dissimulation, could not conform their

speech and countenance to the present necessity, or pretend at-
tachment to a form of government, which they generally regarded

with such violent abhorrence. It was requisite to change the mag-

istracy of London, and to degrade, as well as punish, the mayor

and some of the aldermen, before the proclamation for the aboli-

tion of monarchy could be published in the city. An engagement

being framed to support the commonwealth without king or house
of peers, the army was with some difficulty brought to subscribe it;

but though it was imposed upon the rest of the nation under severe

penalties, no less than putting all who refused out of the protec-
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tion of law; such obstinate reluctance was observed in the people,

that even the imperious parliament was obliged to desist from it.

The spirit of fanaucism, by which that assembly had at first been

strongly supported, was now turned, in a great measure, against

them. The pulpits, being chiefly filled with presbyterians, or dis-
gulsed royahsts, and having long been the scene of news and pol-

itics, could by no penalties be restrained from declarations, un-

favourable to the estabhshed government. Numberless were the

extravagances, which broke out among the people. Everard, a

disbanded soldier, having preached that the time was now come
when the community of goods would be renewed among chris-

tians, led out his followers to take possession of the land; and being

carried before the general, he refused to salute him; because he

was but his fellow creature, d What seemed more dangerous: The

army itself was infected with like humours, e Though the levellers
had for a time been suppressed by the audacious spirit of Crom-

wel, they still continued to propagate their doctrines among the

private men and inferior officers, who pretended a right to be
consulted, as before, in the administration of the commonwealth.

They now pracused against their officers the same lesson, which
they had been taught against the parliament. They framed a re-

monstrance, and sent five agitators to present _t to the general and
council of war: These were cashiered with ignominy by sentence of

a court martial. One Lockier, having carried his sedition farther,

was sentenced to death; but this punishment was so far from quell-

ing the mutinous spirit, that above a thousand of his companions
showed their adherence to him, by attending his funeral, and

Levellers wearing in their hats black and sea-green ribbons by way of fa-
suppressed, vours. About four thousand assembled at Burford, under the com-

mand of Thomson, a man formerly condemned for sedition by a

court-martial, but pardoned by the general. Colonel Reynolds, and

May afterwards Fairfax and Cromwel, fell upon them, while un-
prepared for defence, and seduced by the appearance of a treaty.

Four hundred were taken prisoners: Some of them capitally pun-

ished: The rest pardoned: And this tumultuous spirit, though it

still lurked in the army, and broke out from time to time, seemed

for the present to be suppressed.

d Whitlocke. e See note [A] at the end of the volume.
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Petitions, framed in the same spirit of opposition, were

presented to the parliament by lieutenant-colonel Lilburn, the

person who, for dispersing seditious libels, had formerly been
treated with such severity by the star-chamber. His liberty was at

this time as ill relished by the parliament, and he was thrown into

prison, as a promoter of sedition and disorder in the common-

wealth. The women applied by petitaon for his release; but were

now desired to mind their houshold affairs, and leave the govern-

ment of the state to the men. From all quarters, the parliament was
harassed with petitions of a very free nature, which strongly spoke

the sense of the nation, and proved how ardently all men longed
for the restoration of their laws and liberties. Even m a feast, which

the city gave to the parliament and council of state, it was deemed

a requisite precaution, if we may credit Walker and Dugdale, to
swear all the cooks, that they would serve nothing but wholesome
food to them.

The parliament judged it necessary to enlarge the laws of high-

treason beyond those narrow bounds, within which they had been

confined during the monarchy. They even comprehended verbal

offences, nay intentions, though they had never appeared in any
overt-act against the state. To affirm the present government to be

an usurpation, to assert that the parliament or council of state were

tyrannical or illegal, to endeavour subverting their authority or

stirring up sedition against them; these offences were declared to
be high-treason. The power of imprisonment, of which the peti-

tion of right had bereaved the king, it was now found necessary to

restore to the council of state; and all the jails in England were

filled with men whom the jealousies and fears of the ruling party

had represented as dangerous f The taxes, continued by the new

government, and which, being unusual, were esteemed heavy,
encreased the general ill will, under which it laboured. Besides the

customs and excise, ninety thousand pounds a month were levied

on land for the subsistance of the army. The sequestrations and

compositions of the royalists, the sale of the crown lands, and of

the dean and chapter lands, though they yielded great sums, were

not sufficient to support the vast expences, and, as was suspected,
the great depredations, of the parliament and of their creatures, g

/ History of Independency, part II. g Parl. History, vol. xlx. p. 136, 176.
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Amidst all these difficulties and disturbances, the steddy mind

of Cromwel, without confusion or embarrassment, still pursued its

purpose. While he was collecting an army of twelve thousand men

in the west of England, he sent to Ireland, under Reynolds and
Venables, a reinforcement of four thousand horse and foot, m

order to strengthen Jones, and enable him to defend himself

against the marquess of Ormond, who lay at Finglass, and was

making preparations for the attack of Dublin. Inchiquin, who had

now made a treaty with the king's lieutenant, having, with a sepa-
rate body, taken Tredah and Dundalk, gave a defeat to Offarrell

who served under Oneal, and to young Coot who commanded

some parliamentary forces. After he had joined his troops to the

main army, with whom, for some time, he remained united, Or-

mond passed the river Liffy, and took post at Rathmines, two miles

from Dublin; with a view of commencing the siege of that city. In

order to cut off all farther supply from Jones, he had begun the

reparation of an old fort, which lay at the gates of Dublin; and

being exhausted with continual fatigue for some days, he had

retired to rest, after leaving orders to keep his forces under arms.

2d He was suddenly awaked with the noise of firing; and starting from

August his bed, saw every thing already in tumult and confusion. Jones, an

excellent officer, formerly a lawyer, had sallied out with the rein-

forcement newly arrived; and attacking the party employed in

repairing the fort, he totally routed them, pursued the advantage,

and fell in with the army, which had neglected Ormond's orders.

These he soon threw into disorder; put them to flight, in spite of

Szegeof all the efforts of the lord lieutenant; chaced them off the field;
Dubhn seized all their tents, baggage, ammunition; and returned victo-

razsed rious to Dublin, after killing a thousand men, and taking above two

thousand prisoners?

This loss, which threw some blemish on the military character

of Ormond, was irreparable to the royal cause. That numerous

army, which, with so much pains and difficulty, the lord lieutenant

had been collecting for more than a year, was dispersed in a mo-
i5th ment. Cromwel soon after arrived in Dublin, where he was wel-

August comed with shouts and rejoicings. He hastened to Tredah. That

h Parl Hist. vol. xix. p a65.
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town was well fortified: Ormond had thrown into it a good garri-
son of three thousand men, under Sir Arthur Aston, an officer of

reputation. He expected that Tredah, lying in the neighbourhood

of Dublin, would first be attempted by Cromwel, and he was de-

sirous to employ the enemy some time in that siege, while he

himself should repair his broken forces. But Cromwel knew the

importance of dispatch. Having made a breach, he ordered a gen-

eral assault. Though twice repulsed with loss, he renewed the September
attack, and himself, along with Ireton, led on his men. All opposi- Tredah

stormed
tion was overborne by the furious valour of the troops. The town

was taken sword m hand; and orders being issued to give no quar-

ter, a cruel slaughter was made of the garrison. Even a few, who

were saved by the soldiers, satiated with blood, were next day

miserably butchered by orders from the general. One person alone

of the garrison escaped to be a messenger of this universal havoc
and destruction.

Cromwel pretended to retaliate by this severe execution the

cruelty of the Irish massacre: But he well knew, that almost the

whole garrison was English; and his justice was only a barbarous

policy, in order to terrify all other garrisons from resistance. His
policy, however, had the desired effect. Having led the army with-

out delay to Wexford, he began to batter the town. The garrison

after a slight defence offered to capitulate; but before they ob-

tained a cessation, they imprudently neglected their guards; and

the English army rushed in upon them. The same severity was
exercised as at Tredah.

Every town, before which Cromwel presented himself, now

opened its gates without resistance. Ross, though strongly garri-
soned, was surrendered by lord Taffe. Having taken Estionage;

Cromwel threw a bridge over the Barrow, and made himself mas- October

ter of Passage and Carric. The English had no farther difficulues
to encounter than what arose from fatigue and the advanced sea-

son. Fluxes and contagious distempers creeped in among the sol-
diers, who perished in great numbers. Jones himself, the brave

governor of Dublin, died at Wexford. And Cromwel had so far

advanced with his decayed army, that he began to find it difficult,
either to subsist in the enemies country, or retreat to his own

garrisons. But while he was in these straits, Corke, Kinsale, and all
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November the English garrisons in Munster deserted to him, and opening

their gates resolved to share the fortunes of their vxctorious coun-

trymen.

This deseruon of the English put an end to Ormond's author-
ity, which was already much diminished by the misfortunes at

Dublin, Tredah, and Wexford. The Irish, actuated by nanonal and

rehglous prejudices, could no longer be kept m obedience by a

protestant governor, who was so unsuccessful m all his enterprizes.

The clergy renewed their excommunicanons against him and his
adherents, and added the terrors of superstition to those which

arose from a victorious enemy. Cromwel having received a rein-

forcement from England, again took the field early m the spring.

He made himself master of Kilkenny and Clonmel, the only places

where he met with any vigorous resistance. The whole frame of the

Irish union being in a manner dissolved, Ormond, soon after, left
the island, and delegated his authority to Clanricarde, who found

affairs so desperate as to admit of no remedy. The Irish were glad

to embrace banishment as a refuge. Above 4o,ooo men passed into

foreign service; and Cromwel, well-pleased to free the island from

enemies, who never could be cordially reconciled to the English,
gave them full liberty and leisure for their embarkation.

While Cromwel proceeded with such uninterrupted success in

Ireland, which in the space of nine months he had almost entirely

subdued, fortune was preparing for him a new scene of victory and

triumph in Scotland. Charles was at the Hague, when Sir Joseph

Douglas brought him mtelhgence, that he was proclaamed king by
the Scottxsh parliament. At the same time, Douglas informed him

of the hard conditions annexed to the proclamation, and ex-

tremely damped that joy, which might arise from h_s being recog-

nized sovereign in one of his kingdoms. Charles too considered,

that those who pretended to acknowledge his title, were at that
very time in actual rebellion against his family, and would be sure

to intrust very httle authority in his hands, and scarcely would

afford him personal liberty and security. As the prospect of affairs

in Ireland was at that time not unpromising, he intended rather to

try his fortune in that kingdom, from which he expected more
dunful submission and obedience.

Meanwhile he found it expedient to depart from Holland. The

people in the United Provinces were much attached to his inter-
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ests. Besides his connexion with the family of Orange, which was

extremely beloved by the populace, all men regarded with compas-

sion his helpless condition, and expressed the greatest abhorrence

against the murder of his father; a deed, to which nothing, they

thought, but the rage of _hnaticlsm and faction could have im-

pelled the parliament. But though the public in general bore great

favour to the king, the States were uneasy at his presence. They

dreaded the parliament, so formidable by their power, and so

prosperous in all their enterprizes. They apprehended the most
precipitate resolutions from men of such violent and haughty dis-

positions. And after the murder of Dorislaus, they found it still

more necessary to satisfy the English commonwealth, by removing

the king to a dastance from them.

Dorislaus, though a native of Holland, had hved long in Eng- i65o

land; and being employed as assistant to the high court of justice,
which condemned the late king, he had risen to great credit and

favour with the ruling party. They sent him envoy to Holland; but

no sooner had he arrived at the Hague, than he was set upon by

some royalists, chiefly retainers to Montrose. They rushed into the

room, where he was sitting with some company; dragged him from

the table; put him to death as the first vicnm to their murdered
sovereign; very leisurely and peaceably separated themselves; and

though orders were issued by the magistrates to arrest them, these
were executed with such slowness and reluctance, that the crim-

inals had, all of them, the opportunity of making their escape.

Charles, having passed some time at Paris, where no assistance

was given him, and even few civilines were paid him, made his
retreat into Jersey, where his authority was still acknowledged.

Here, Winram, laird of Liberton, came to him as deputy from the
committee of estates in Scotland, and informed h_m of the condi-

nons, to which he must necessarily submit before he could be

admitted to the exercise of h_s authority. Conditions more severe

were never imposed by subjects upon their sovereign; but as the
affairs of Ireland began to decline, and the king found it no longer

safe to venture himself in that _sland, he gave a civil answer to
Winram, and desired commissioners to meet him at Breda, m

order to enter into a treaty with regard to these conditions.

The earls of Cassilis and Lothian, lord Burley, the laird of Covenant-
Liberton and other commissioners arrived at Breda; but without ers.
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any power of treating: The king must submit without reserve to

the terms imposed upon him. The terms were, that he should _ssue

a proclamation, banishing from court all excommunicated per-
sons, that is, all those, who, either under Hamilton or Montrose,

had ventured their lives for his family; that no English subject, who

had served against the parliament, should be allowed to approach

him; that he should bind himself by his royal promise to take the

covenant; that he should ratify all acts of parliament, by which

presbyterian government, the directory of worship, the confession
of faith, and the catechism were established; and that in civil affairs

he should entirely conform himself to the direction of parliament,

and m ecclesiastical to that of the assembly. These proposals, the

commissioners, after passing some time in sermons and prayers, in

order to express the more determined resolution, very solemnly

delivered to the king.
The king's friends were divided with regard to the part, which

he should act m this critical conjuncture. Most of his English coun-

sellors dissuaded him from accepting conditions, so disadvan-

tageous and dishonourable. They said, that the men, who now

governed Scotland, were the most furious and bigotted of that

party, which, notwithstanding his gentle government, had first

excited a rebellion against the late king; after the most unhmited

concessions, had renewed their rebellion, and stopped the

progress of his victories in England; and after he had entrusted his

person to them in his uttermost distress, had basely sold him,

together with their own honour, to his barbarous enemies: That

they had as yet shown no marks of repentance, and even in the

terms, which they now proposed, displayed the same anti-

monarchical principles, and the same jealousy of their sovereign,

by which they had ever been actuated: That nothing could be more

dishonourable, than that the king, in his first enterprize, should

sacrifice, merely for the empty name of royalty, those principles,
for which his father had died a martyr, and in which he himself had

been strictly educated: That by this hypocrisy he might lose the

royalists, who alone were sincerely attached to him; but never

would gain the presbyterians, who were averse to his family and his
cause, and would ascribe his compliance merely to policy and ne-

cessity: That the Scots had refused to give him any assurances of

their intending to restore him to the throne of England; and could
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they even be brought to make such an attempt, it had sufficiently

appeared, by the event of Hamilton's engagement, how unequal

their force was to so great an enterprize: That on the first check,
which they should receive, Argyle and his partizans would lay hold

of the quickest expedient for reconciling themselves to the English

parliament, and would betray the king, as they had done his father,

into the hands of his enemies: And that, however desperate the

royal cause, it must still be regarded as highly imprudent in the

king to make a sacrifice of his honour; where the sole purchase was
to endanger his life or hberty.

The earl of Laneric, now duke of Hamilton, the earl of Lau-

derdale, and others of that party, who had been banished their

country for the late engagement, were then with the king; and

being desxrous of returning home in his retinue, they joined the

opinion of the young duke of Buckingham, and earnestly pressed

him to submit to the conditions required of him. It was urged, that
nothing would more gratify the king's enemies than to see him fall

into the snare laid for him, and by so scrupulous a nicety, leave the

possession of his dominions to those who desired but a pretence

for excluding him: That Argyle, not daring so far to oppose the

bent of the nauon as to throw off all allegiance to his sovereign,
had embraced this expedient, by which he hoped to make Charles

dethrone himself, and refuse a kingdom, which was offered him:

That it was not to be doubted, but the same nanonal spirit, assisted

by Hamilton and his party, would rise still higher in favour of their
prince after he had entrusted himself to their fidelity, and would

much abate the rigour of the conditions, now imposed upon him:

That whatever might be the present intentions of the ruling party,

they must unavoidably be engaged in a war with England, and
must accept the assistance of the king's friends of all parties, in

order to support themselves against a power, so much superior:

That how much soever a steddy, uniform conduct might have been

suitable to the advanced age, and strict engagements of the late

king, no one would throw any blame on a young prince for com-
plying with conditions, which necessity had extorted from him:

That even the rigour of those principles, professed by his father,
though with some it had exalted his character, had been extremely

prejudicial to his interests; nor could any thing be more serviceable

to the royal cause than to give all parties room to hope for more
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equal and more indulgent maxims of government: And that where

affairs were reduced to so desperate a situation, dangers ought

little to be regarded; and the king's honour lay rather xn showing

some early symptoms of courage and activity, than in choosing
strictly a party among theological controversies, with which, it

might be supposed, he was, as yet, very little acquainted.
These arguments, seconded by the advice of the queen mother

and of the prince of Orange, the king's brother in law, who both

of them thought it ridiculous to refuse a kingdom merely from

regard to episcopacy, had great influence on Charles. But what
chletly determined him to comply was the account brought him of

the fate of Montrose, who, with all the circumstances of rage and

contumely, had been put to death by his zealous countrymen.

Though in this instance the king saw more evidently the furi-

ous splrit, by which the Scots were actuated, he had now no far-
ther resource, and was obliged to grant whatever was demanded
of him.

Montrose, having laid down his arms at the command of the

late king, had retired into France, and, contrary to his natural

disposition, had lived for some time unactive at Paris. He there

became acquainted with the famous cardinal de Retz; and that

penetrating judge celebrates him in his memoirs as one of those

heroes, of whom there are no longer any remains in the world, and

who are only to be met with m Plutarch. Desirous of Improving his

martial genius, he took a journey to Germany, was caressed by the

emperor, received the rank of mareschal, and proposed to levy a

regiment for the lmperxal service. While employed for that pur-

pose in the Low Countries, he heard of the tragical death of the

king; and at the same time received from his young master a

renewal of his commission of captain general in Scotland.' His

ardent and daring spirit needed but this authority to put him in

action. He gathered followers in Holland and the north of Ger-

many, whom his great reputation allured to him. The king of

Denmark and duke of Holstein sent him some small supply of

money: The queen of Sweden furnished him with arms: The

prince of Orange with ships: And Montrose, hastening his enter-

prize, lest the king's agreement with the Scots should make him

' Burnet, Clarendon.
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revoke his commzssion, set out for the Orkneys with about 500

men, most of them Germans. These were all the preparations,

which he could make against a kingdom, settled in domestic peace,

supported by a disoplined army, fully apprized of his enterprize,

and prepared against him. Some of his retainers having told him
of a prophesy, that to hzm and hzm alone zt was reserved to restore the

kzng's authorzt_ zn all his domznzons; he lent a willing ear to sugges-

tions, which, however ill grounded or improbable, were so con-

fo_'mable to his own daring character.

He armed several of the inhabitants of the Orkneys, though an

unwarlike people, and carried them over with him to Calthness;

hoping, that the general affection to the king's service, and the
fame of his former exploits, would make the Highlanders flock to

his standard. But all men were now harassed and fangued with

wars and disorders: Many of those, who formerly adhered to him,

had been severely punished by the covenanters: And no prospect
of success was entertained m opposition to so great a force as was

drawn together against him. But however weak Montrose's army,

the memory of past events struck a great terror Into the committee

of estates. They immediately ordered Lesley and Holborne to

march against him with an army of 4ooo men. Strahan was sent
before with a body of cavalry to check his progress. He fell unex-

pectedly on Montrose, who had no horse to bring him intelligence.

The royalists were put to flight; all of them either killed or taken

prisoners; and Montrose himself, having put on the disguise of a Montrose

peasant, was perfidiously delivered into the hands of his enemies, taken

by a friend, to whom he had entrusted his person, przsoner.

All the insolence, which success can produce in ungenerous

minds, was exerosed by the covenanters against Montrose, whom

they so much hated and so much dreaded. Theological annpathy

farther encreased their indignities towards a person, whom they

regarded as impious on account of the excommunication, which
had been pronounced against him. Lesley led him about for

several days in the same low habit, under which he had disguised

himself. The vulgar, wherever he passed, were instigated to re-

proach and vilify him. When he came to Edinburgh, every circum-

stance of elaborate rage and insult was put in practice by order of
the parliament. At the gate of the city, he was met by the magis-

trates, and put into a new cart, purposely made with a high chair
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or bench, where he was placed, that the people might have a full
view of him. He was bound with a cord, drawn over his breast and

shoulders, and fastened through holes made in the cart. The hang-

man then took off the hat of the noble prisoner, and rode himself

before the cart in his livery, and with his bonnet on; the other

officers, who were taken prisoners with the marquess, walking two
and two before them.

The populace, more generous and humane, when they saw so

mighty a change of fortune in this great man, so lately their dread

and terror, into whose hands the magistrates, a few years before,

had dehvered on their knees the keys of the city, were struck with
compassion, and viewed him with silent tears and admiration. The

preachers, next Sunday, exclaimed against this movement of

rebel nature, as they termed it; and reproached the people with

their profane tenderness towards the capital enemy of piety and
religion.

When he was carried before the parhament, which was then

sitting, Loudon, the chancellor, in a violent declamation, re-

proached him with the breach of the national covenant, which he

had subscribed; his rebellion against God, the king, and the king-
dom; and the many horrible murders, treasons, and impieties, for

which he was now to be brought to condign pumshment. Montrose

in his answer maintained the same superiority above his enemies,

to which, by his fame and great actions, as well as by the con-

sciousness of a good cause, he was justly entitled. He told the

parliament, that, since the king, as he was informed, had so far
avowed their authority as to enter into treaty with them, he now

appeared uncovered before their tribunal; a respect, which, while

they stood in open defiance to their sovereign, they would in vain
have required of him. That he acknowledged, with infinite shame

and remorse, the errors of his early conduct, when their plausible

pretences had seduced him to tread with them the paths of

rebellion, and bear arms against his prince and country. That his

following services, he hoped, had sufficiently testified his re-

pentance; and his death would now atone for that guilt, the only

one with which he could justly reproach himself. That in all his

warlike enterpnzes he was warranted by that commission, which
he had received from his and their master, against whose lawful

authority they had erected their standard. That to venture his life
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for his sovereign was the least part of his merit: He had even
thrown down his arms in obedience to the sacred commands of the

king; and had resigned to them the victory, which, in defiance of

all their efforts, he was still enabled to dispute with them. That no
blood had ever been shed by him but in the field of battle; and

many persons were now m his eye, many now dared to pronounce

sentence of death upon him, whose life, forfeited by the laws of

war, he had formerly saved from the fury of the soldiers. That he

was sorry to find no better testimony of their return to allegiance

than the murder of so faithful a subject, an whose death the king's
commission must be, at once, so highly injured and affronted.

That as to himself, they had in vain endeavoured to vilify and

degrade him by all their studied indigmties: The jusnce of his

cause, he knew, would ennoble any fortune; nor had he other

affhction than to see the authority of his prince, with which he was

invested, treated with so much ignominy. And that he now joyfully

followed, by a like unjust sentence, his late sovereign; and should
be happy, if, in his future destiny, he could follow him to the same

bhssful mansions, where his piety and humane virtues had already,

without doubt, secured him an eternal recompence.
Montrose's sentence was next pronounced against him, "That

he, James Graham" (for this was the only name they vouchsafed to

give him) "should next day be carried to Edinburgh cross, and

there be hanged on a gibbet, thirty feet high, for the space of three

hours: Then be taken down, his head be cut off upon a scaffold,

and affixed to the prison: His legs and arms be stuck up on the four

chief towns of the kingdom: His body be buried in the place appro-

priated for common malefactors; except the church, upon his re-
pentance, should take off his excommumcatlon."

The clergy, hoping, that the terrors of immediate death had

now glven them an advantage over their enemy, flocked about

him, and insulted over his fallen fortunes. They pronounced his
damnation, and assured him, that the judgment, whach he was so

soon to suffer, would prove but an easy prologue to that which he

must undergo hereafter. They next offered to pray with him: But

he was too well acquainted with those forms of imprecanon, which
they called prayers. "Lord, vouchsafe yet to touch the obdurate

heart of this proud incorrigible sinner; this wicked, perjured, trai-
terous, and profane person, who refuses to hearken to the voice of
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thy church." Such were the petitions, which, he expected, they

would, according to custom, offer up for him. He told them, that

they were a miserably deluded and deluding people; and would

shortly bring their country under the most insupportable ser-

vitude, to which any nation had ever been reduced. "For my part,"

added he, "I am much prouder to have my head affixed to the

place, where It is sentenced to stand, than to have my picture hang

in the king's bed-chamber. So far from being sorry, that my quar-

ters are to be sent to four cities of the kingdom; I wish I had limbs
enow to be dispersed into all the cities of Christendom, there to
remain as testimonies in favour of the cause, for which I suffer."

This sentiment, that very evening, while in prison, he threw Into

verse. The poem remains; a signal monument of his heroic spirit,

and no despicable proof of his poetical genius.
21st Now was led forth, amidst the insults of his enemies and the

Ma_ tears of the people, this man of illustrious birth and of the greatest

renown in the nation, to suffer, for his adhering to the laws of his

country, and the rights of his sovereign, the ignominious death

destined to the meanest malefactor. Every attempt, which the in-

solence of the governing party had made to subdue his spirit, had

hitherto proved fruitless: They made yet one effort more, in this
last and melancholy scene, when all enmity, arising from motives

merely human, is commonly softened and disarmed. The exe-

cutioner brought that book, which had been published in elegant

Latin of his great military actions, and tied it by a cord about his
neck. Montrose smiled at this new instance of their malice. He

thanked them, however, for their officious zeal; and said, that he

bore this testimony of his bravery and loyalty with more pride than

he had ever worn the garter. Having asked, whether they had any

more indignines to put upon him, and renewing some devout

Executed. ejaculations, he patiently endured the last act of the executioner.

Thus perished, in the thirty-eighth year of his age, the gallant

marquess of Montrose; the man whose military genius, both by

valour and conduct, had shone forth beyond any, which, during

these civil disorders, had appeared in the three kingdoms. The

finer arts too, he had, in his youth, successfully cultivated; and

whatever was sublime, elegant, or noble touched his great soul.
Nor was he insensible to the pleasures either of society or of love.

Something, however, of the vast and unbounded characterized his
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actions and deportment; and _t was merely by an heroic effort of

duty, that he brought his mind, Impatient of superiority, and even

of equahty, to pay such unlimited submission to the will of his

sovereign.

The vengeance of the covenanters was not satisfied with Mon-

trose's execunon. Urrey, whose inconstancy now led him to take

part with the king, suffered about the same nine: Spotiswood of

Daersie, a youth of eighteen, Sir Francis Hay of Dalgetie, and
colonel Sibbald, all of them of birth and character, underwent a

hke fate. These were taken prisoners with Montrose. The
Marquess of Huntley, about a year before, had also fallen a victim

to the severity of the covenanters.

The past scene &splays in a full light the barbarity of this

theological faction: The sequel will sufficiently display their
absurdity.

The king, in consequence of his agreement with the commis- 23dJ_ne

sioners of Scotland, set sail for that country; and being escorted by

seven Dutch ships of war, who were sent to guard the herring

fishery, he arrived in the frith of Cromarty. Before he was permit-

ted to land, he was required to sign the covenant; and many ser-
mons and lectures were made him, exhorting him to persevere in

that holy confederacy.* Hamilton, Lauderdale, Dumfermling, and Cove-

other noblemen of that party whom they called Engagers, were nanters

immediately separated from him, and obliged to renre to their

houses, where they lived m a private manner, wxthout trust or

authority. None of his English friends, who had served his father,

were allowed to remain in the kingdom. The king himself found,
that he was considered as a mere pageant of state, and that the few

remains of royalty, which he possessed, served only to draw on him
the greater indlgnines. One of the quarters of Montrose, his faith-
ful servant, who had borne his commxss_on, had been sent to Aber-

deen, and was still allowed to hang over the gates when he passed
by that place. _ The general assembly, and afterwards the commit-

tee of estates and the army, who were entirely governed by the

assembly, set forth a public declaranon, in which they protested,

"that they did not espouse any malignant quarrel or party, but

k Sir Edward Walker's Historical Discourses, p. 159. ¢$1r Edward
Walker's Historical Discourses, p. 16o.
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fought merely on their former grounds or principles; that they
disclaimed all the sins and guilt of the king, and of his house; nor

would they own him or his interest, otherwise than with a subordi-

nation to God, and so far as he owned and prosecuted the cause of
God, and acknowledged the sins of his house, and of his former

ways.'"

The king, lying entirely at mercy, and having no assurance of

life or liberty, farther than was agreeable to the fancy of these
austere zealots, was constrained to embrace a measure, which

nothing but the necessity of his affairs, and his great youth and
inexperience could excuse. He issued a declarauon, such as they

z6th required of him2 He there gave thanks for the merciful dis-

Aug pensations of providence, by which he was recovered from the

snare of evil counsel, had attained a full persuasion of the righ-
teousness of the covenant, and was reduced to cast himself and his

interests wholly upon God. He desired to be deeply humbled and

afflicted In spirit, because of his father's following wicked mea-

sures, opposing the covenant and the work of reformation, and

shedding the blood of God's people throughout all his dominions.
He lamented the idolatry of his mother and the toleration of it in

his father's house; a matter of great offence, he said, to all the
protestant churches, and a great provocation to him who is a jeal-

ous God, visiting the sins of the father upon the children. He

professed, that he would have no enemies but the enemies of the

covenant; and that he detested all popery, superstition, prelacy,
heresy, schism, and profaneness; and was resolved not to tolerate;

much less to countenance, any of them in any of his dominions. He
declared, that he should never love or favour those who had so

httle conscience as to follow his interests, in preference to the

gospel and the kingdom of Jesus Christ. And he expressed his

hope, that, whatever ill success his former guilt might have drawn
upon his cause, yet now, having obtained mercy to be on God's

side, and to acknowledge his own cause subordinate to that of God,

divine providence would crown his arms with victory.

Still the covenanters and the clergy were dlss_dent of the king's

sincerity. The facility, which he discovered in yielding whatever

was required of him, made them suspect, that he regarded all his

"*Ibid. p. a66, 167 . n Ibld p. 17o
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concessions merely as ridiculous farces, to which he must of neces-

sity submit. They had another trial prepared for him. Instead of

the solemnity of his coronation, which was delayed, they were

resolved, that he should pass through a public humiliation, and do

penance before the whole people They sent him twelve arncles of

repentance, which he was to acknowledge; and the king had
agreed, that he would submit to this indignity. The various trans-

gressions of his father and grandfather, together with the idolatry

of his mother, are again enumerated and aggravated in these arti-

cles; and farther declaranons were insisted on, that he sought the
restoration of his rights, for the sole advancement of religion, and
in subordination to the kingdom of Christ. ° In short, having ex-

alted the altar above the throne, and brought royalty under their

feet, the clergy were resolved to trample on it and vilify it, by every
instance of contumely, which their present influence enabled them

to Impose upon their unhappy prince.

Charles in the mean time found his authority entirely annihi-
lated, as well as his character degraded. He was consulted in no

public measure. He was not called to assist at any councils. His
favour was sufficient to discredit any pretender to office or ad-

vancement. All efforts, which he made to unite the opposite par-
ties, encreased the suspicion, which the covenanters had enter-

tained of him, as if he were not entirely their own. Argyle, who, by

subtllties and compliances, partly led and partly was governed by
this wild faction, still turned a deaf ear to all advances, which the

king made to enter into confidence with him. Mahgnants and En-

gagers continued to be the objects of general hatred and per-

secunon; and whoever was obnoxious to the clergy, failed not to
have one or other of these epithets affixed to him. The fanaticism,

which prevailed, being so full of sour and angry principles, and so

overcharged with various antipathies, had acquired a new object of

abhorrence: These were the Sorcerers. So prevalent was the opin-
ion of witchcraft, that great numbers, accused of that crime, were

burnt by sentence of the magistrates throughout all parts of Scot-

land. In a village near Berwic, which contained only fourteen
houses, fourteen persons were punished by fire; P and it became a

o Sir Edward Walker's Historical Discourses, p. 178. P Whltlocke, p. 434,
4o8
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science, every where much studied and cultivated, to distinguish a

true witch by proper trials and symptoms, q

The advance of the English army under Cromwel was not able

to appease or soften the animosities among the parties in Scotland.

The clergy were still resolute to exclude all but their most zealous

adherents. As soon as the English parliament found, that the treaty

between the king and the Scots would probably terminate in an

accommodanon, they made preparations for a war, which, they

saw, would, in the end, prove inevitable. Cromwel, having broken

the force and courage of the Irish, was sent for; and he left the

command of Ireland to Ireton, who governed that kingdom m the

character of deputy, and with vigilance and industry persevered in
the work of subduing and expelling the natives.

It was expected, that Fairfax, who still retained the name of

general, would continue to act against Scotland, and appear at the
head of the forces; a station for which he was well qualified, and

where alone he made any figure. But Fairfax, though he had

allowed the army to make use of his name in murdering their

sovereign, and offering violence to the parliament, had enter-

tained unsurmountable scruples against invading the Scots, whom

he considered as zealous presbyterians, and united to England by
the sacred bands of the covenant. He was farther disgusted at the

extremities, into which he had already been hurried; and was

confirmed in his repugnance by the exhortations of his wife, who

had great influence over him, and was herself much governed by

the presbyterian clergy. A committee of parliament was sent to
reason with him; and Cromwel was of the number. In vain did they

urge, that the Scots had first broken the covenant by their invasion

of England under Hamilton; and that they would surely renew

their hostile attempts, ff not prevented by the vigorous measures
of the commonwealth. Cromwel, who knew the rigid inflexibility

of Fairfax, in every thing, which he regarded as matter of prin-

ciple, ventured to solicit him with the utmost earnestness; and he

went so far as to shed tears of grief and vexation on the occasion.

No one could suspect any ambition in the man, who laboured so

zealously to retain his general in that high office, which, he knew,
he himself was alone entitled to fill. The same warmth of temper,

q Ibld. p 396,418.
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which made Cromwel a frantic enthusiast, rendered him the most

dangerous of hypocrites; and it was to this turn of mind, as much

as to his courage and capacity, that he owed all his wonderful

successes. By the contagious ferment of his zeal, he engaged every
one to co-operate with him in his measures; and entering easily

and affectionately into every part, which he was disposed to act, he

was enabled, even after multiplied deceits, to cover, under a tem-

pest of passion, all his crooked schemes and profound artifices.

Fairfax having resigned his commission, it was bestowed on

Cromwel, who was declared captain-general of all the forces in
England. Th_s command, in a commonwealth, which stood en-

tirely by arms, was of the utmost importance; and was the chief

step, which th_s amb_nous poliucian had yet made towards sov-

ereign power. He Immediately marched his forces, and entered

Scotland with an army of x6,ooo men.

The command of the Scottish army was given to Lesley, an

experienced officer, who formed a very proper plan of defence.

He entrenched himself in a fornfied camp between Edinburgh and
Leith, and took care to remove from the counties of Merse and the

Lothians every thing which could serve to the subslstance of the

Enghsh army. Cromwel advanced to the Scotch camp, and en-
deavoured, by every expedient, to bring Lesley to a battle: The

prudent Scotchman knew, that, though superior m numbers, his

army was much inferior in disciphne to the English; and he care-

fully kept h_mself within his entrenchments. By skirmishes and
small rencounters he tried to confirm the spirits of his soldiers; and

he was successful in these enterpnzes. His army daily encreased

both m numbers and courage. The king came to the camp; and

having exerted himself in an action, gamed on the affections of the

soldiery, who were more desirous of serving under a young prince

of spirit and vivacity than under a committee of talking gown-men.

The clergy were alarmed. They ordered Charles immediately to

leave the camp. They also purged it carefully of about 4ooo Mahg-

nants andEngagers, whose zeal had led them to attend the king, and
who were the soldiers of chief credit and experience in the nation, r

They then concluded, that they had an army composed entirely of

saints, and could not be beaten. They murmured extremely, not

r Sir Edw. Walker, p. 165.
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only against their prudent general, but also against the Lord, on

account of hts delays m giving them deliverance; s and they plainly

told him, that, if he would not save them from the English secta-

ries, he should no longer be their God. t An advantage having

offered itself on a Sunday, they hindered the general from making
use of it, lest he should involve the nation m the guilt of sabbath-

breaking.

Cromwel found himself in a very bad situation. He had no

provisions but what he received by sea. He had not had the pre-

caution to bring these in sufficient quantities; and his army was

reduced to difficulties. He retired to Dunbar. Lesley followed him

and encamped on the heights of Lammermure, which overlook

that town. There lay many d_fficult passes between Dunbar and

Berwic, and of these Lesley had taken possession. The English

general was reduced to extremities. He had even embraced a reso-

lution of sending by sea all his foot and artillery to England, and

of breaking through, at all hazards, with his cavalry. The madness
of the Scottish ecclesiastics saved him from this loss and dishonour.

Night and day the ministers had been wrestling with the Lord
in prayer, as they termed st; and they fancied, that they had at last

obtained the victory. Revelations, they said, were made them, that

the sectarian and heretical army, together with Agag, meaning

Cromwel, was delivered into their hands. Upon the faith of these

visions, they forced their general, in spite of his remonstrances, to

Battle of descend into the plain, with a view of attacking the English in their
Dunbar. retreat. Cromwel, looking through a glass, saw the enemy's camp

m motion; and foretold, without the help of revelations, that the

Lord had delivered them into hzs hands. He gave orders immedi-

3d ately for an attack. In this battle it was easily observed, that noth-

Septemb. ing, in military actions, can supply the place of discipline and

experience; and that, in the presence of real danger, where men
are not accustomed to it, the fumes of enthusiasm presently dissi-

pate, and lose their influence. The Scots, though double in num-

ber to the English, were soon put to flight, and pursued with great

slaughter. The chief, if not only resistance was made by one regi-

ment of Highlanders, that part of the army, which was the least

infected with fanaticism. No victory could be more complete than

Id. p. 168. t Whitlocke, p. 449.
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this which was obtained by Cromwel. About 3000 of the enemy

were slain, and 9ooo taken prisoners. Cromwel pursued his advan-

tage, and took possession of Edinburgh and Leith. The remnant of

the Scottish army fled to Sterling. The approach of the winter
season, and an ague, which seized Cromwel, kept him from push-

ing the victory any farther.

The clergy made great lamentations, and told the Lord, that to
them it was little to sacrifice their lives and estates, but to him it was

a great loss to suffer his elect to be destroyed? They published a

declaration, containing the cause of their late misfortunes. These

visitations they ascribed to the mamfold provocations of the king's

house, of which, they feared, he had not yet thoroughly repented;

the secret intrusion of malignants into the king's family and even

into the camp; the leaving of a most malignant and profane guard

of horse, who, being sent for to be purged, came two days before

the defeat, and were allowed to fight with the army; the owning of
the king's quarrel by many without subordination to religion and

liberty; and the carnal self-seeking of some, together with the

neglect of famtly prayers by others.

Cromwel, having been so successful in the war of the sword,

took up the pen against the Scottish ecclesiastics. He wrote them

some polemical letters, in which he maintained the chief points of
the independent theology. He took care likewise to retort on them

their favourite argument of providence; and asked them, whether
the Lord had not declared against them. But the ministers

thought, that the same events, which to their enemies were judge-
ments, to them were trials; and they replied, that the Lord had

only hid his face, for a time, from Jacob. But Cromwel insisted,

that the appeal had been made to God in the most express and
solemn manner, and that, in the fields of Dunbar, an _rrevocable

decision had been awarded in favour of the English army. _

Sir Edward Walker. wThis IS the best of Cromwel's wretched com-

positions that remains, and we shall here extract a passage out of it. "You

say you have not so learned Christ as to hang the equity of your cause upon
events. We could wish that blindness had not been upon your eyes to all
those marvellous dispensations, which God hath wrought lately in England.
But did not you solemnly appeal and pray? Did not we do so too? And
ought not we and you to thank, with fear and trembling, of the hand of the
great God, in this mighty and strange appearance of his, but can slightly call
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z651 The defeat of the Scots was regarded by the king as a fortunate

event. The armies, which fought on both sides, were almost

equally his enemies; and the vanquished were now obliged to give

him some more authority, and apply to him for support. The

parliament was summoned to meet at St. Johnstone's. Hamilton,
Lauderdale and all the Engagers were admitted into court and

camp, on condiuon of doing public pennance, and expressing

repentance for their late transgressions. Some Malignants also

creeped in under various pretences. The intended humiliation or

pennance of the king was changed into the ceremony of his coro-

ist nation, which was performed at Scone with great pomp and solem-

January. nIty. But amidst all this appearance of respect, Charles remained

in the hands of the most rigid Covenanters: And though treated

with civility and courtesy by Argyle, a man of parts and address, he

was little better than a prisoner, and was still exposed to all the

rudeness and pedantry of the ecclesiastics.

This young prince was In a situation, which very ill suited his

temper and disposition. All those good qualities which he pos-

sessed, his affability, his wit, his gaiety, his gentleman-like, disen-

gaged behaviour, were here so many vices; and his love of ease,

liberty, and pleasure was regarded as the highest enormity.

Though artful in the practice of courtly dissimulation, the sanc-

tified style was utterly unknown to him; and he never could mould

his deportment into that starched grimace, which the covenanters

required as an infallible mark of conversion. The duke of Buck-

ingham was the only English courtier allowed to attend him; and
by his ingenious talent for ridicule, he had rendered himself ex-

tremely agreeable to his master. While so many objects of derision

surrounded them, it was difficult to be altogether Insensible to the

it an event? Were not both your and our expectations renewed from time
to time, while we waited on God, to see which way he would manifest
himself upon our appeals? And shall we, after all these our prayers, fast-
ings, tears, expectations and solemn appeals, call these mere events_ The
Lord pity you. Surely we fear, because It has been a merciful and a gracious
deliverance to us.

"I beseech you in the bowels of Christ, search after the mind of the Lord
in It towards you, and we shall help you by our prayers that you may find
it. For yet, if we know our heart at all, our bowels do in Christ yearn after
the godly in Scotland." Thurloe, vol. i p. 158.
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temptation, and wholly to suppress the laugh. Obliged to attend

from morning to night at prayers and sermons, they betrayed

evident symptoms of weariness or contempt. The clergy never

could esteem the king sufficiently regenerated: And by continual
exhortations, remonstrances, and reprimands, they still en-

deavoured to bring him to a juster sense of his spiritual duty.

The king's passion for the fair could not altogether be re-

strained. He had once been observed using some familiarities with

a young woman; and a committee of ministers was appointed to

reprove him for a behaviour so unbecoming a covenanted mon-
arch. The spokesman of the committee, one Douglass, began with

a severe aspect, informed the king that great scandal had been

given to the godly, enlarged on the heinous nature of sin, and

concluded with exhorting his majesty, whenever he was disposed

to amuse himself, to be more careful, for the future, in shutting the

windows. This delicacy, so unusual to the place and to the charac-

ter of the man, was remarked by the king; and he never forgot the
obhgation.

The king, shocked at all the Indignities, and perhaps, still more

tired with all the formalities, to which he was obliged to submit,

made an attempt to regain his liberty. General Mlddleton, at the

head of some royalists, being proscribed by the covenanters, kept

in the mountains, expecting some opportunity of serving his mas-

ter. The king resolved to join this body. He secretly made his

escape from Argyle, and fled towards the Highlands. Colonel

Montgomery, with a troop of horse, was sent in pursuit of him. He
overtook the king, and persuaded him to return. The royalists

being too weak to support him, Charles was the more easily in-

duced to comply. This incident procured him afterwards better

treatment and more authority; the covenanters being afraid of
driving him, by their rigours, to some desperate resoluuon. Argyle

renewed his courtship to the king, and the king, wlth equal dissim-

ulation, pretended to repose great confidence in Argyle. He even

went so far as to drop hints of his intention to marry that noble-
man's daughter: But he had to do with a man too wise to be

seduced by such gross artifices.

As soon as the season would permit, the Scottish army was
assembled under Hamilton and Lesley; and the king was allowed
to join the camp. The forces of the western counties, notwithstand-
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ing the imminent danger, which threatened their country, were

resolute not to unite their cause with that of an army, which admit-

ted any engagers or malignants among them; and they kept in a

body apart under Ker. They called themselves the Protesters; and

their franuc clergy declaimed equally against the king and against

Cromwel. The other party were denominated Resolutzoners; and

these distinctions continued long after to divide and agitate the

kingdom.

Charles encamped at the Torwood; and his generals resolved to

conduct themselves by the same cautious maxims, which, so long
as they were embraced, had been successful during the former

campaign. The town of Stlrling lay at his back, and the whole north

supplied him with provisions. Strong entrenchments defended his

front; and it was in vain that Cromwel made every attempt to bring

him to an engagement. After losing much time, the English gen-
eral sent Lambert over the frith into Fife, with an intention of

cutting off the provisions of the enemy. Lambert fell upon Hol-

borne and Brown, who commanded a party of the Scots, and put

them to rout with great slaughter. Cromwel also passed over with

his whole army; and lying at the back of the king, made it impos-

sible for him to keep his post any longer.
Charles, reduced to despair, embraced a resolution worthy of a

young prince contending for empire. Having the way open, he

resolved immediately to march into England; where he expected,
that all his friends, and all those who were discontented with the

present government, would flock to his standard. He persuaded
the generals to enter into the same views; and with one consent the

army, to the number of 14,ooo men, rose from their camp, and

advanced by great journies towards the south.

Cromwel was surprized at this movement of the royal army.

Wholly intent on offending his enemy, he had exposed his friends
to imminent danger, and saw the king with numerous forces

marching into England; where his presence, from the general

hatred which prevailed against the parliament, was capable of

producing some great revolution. But ff this conduct was an over-

sight in Cromwel, he qmckly repaired it by his vigilance and activ-

ity. He dispatched letters to the parliament, exhorting them not to
be dismayed at the approach of the Scots: He sent orders every

where for assembling forces to oppose the king: He ordered Lam-
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bert with a body of cavalry to hang upon the rear of the royal army,

and infest their march: And he himself, leaving Monk with 7ooo

men to complete the reduction of Scotland, followed the king with

all the expediuon possible.
Charles found himself disappointed in his expectations of en-

creasing his army. The Scots, terrified at the prospect of so haz-

ardous an enterprlze, fell off m great numbers. The English pres-

byterians, having no warmng given them of the king's approach,

were not prepared to join him. To the royalists, this measure was

equally unexpected; and they were farther deterred from joining
the Scottish army by the orders, which the committee of ministers

had issued, not to admlt any, even in this desperate extremity, who

would not subscribe the covenant. The earl of Derby, leaving the

_sle of Man, where he had hitherto maintained his mdependance,

was employed in levying forces in Cheshire and Lancashire; but

was soon suppressed by a party of the parliamentary army. And
the king, when he arrived at Worcester, found, that his forces,

extremely harassed by a hasty and fatiguing march, were not more

numerous, than when he rose from his camp in the Torwood.

Such _s the influence of estabhshed government, that the com-

monwealth, though founded in usurpation the most unjust and

unpopular, had authority sufficient to raise every where the mihua
of the counties; and these, united with the regular forces, bent all

their efforts against the king. With an army of about 3o,ooo men, 3d Sept.
Cromwel fell upon Worcester; and attacking it on all sides, and

meeting with little resistance except from duke Hamilton and gen-
eral Middleton, broke in upon the disordered royalists. The streets

of the city were strowed with dead. Hamilton, a nobleman of brav- Battle of

ery and honour, was mortally wounded; Massey wounded and Worcester.

taken prisoner; the king himself, having glven many proofs of

personal valour, was obliged to fly. The whole Scottish army was
either killed or taken prisoners. The country people, inflamed

with national antipathy, put to death the few that escaped from the
field of battle.

The king left Worcester at six o'clock in the afternoon, and The

without halting, travelled about twenty-six miles, in company with king's

fifty or sixty of his friends. To provide for his safety, he thought it escape
best to separate himself from his companions; and he left them

without communicating his intentions to any of them. By the earl
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of Derby's directions, he went to Boscobel, a lone house in the

borders of Staffordshire, inhabited by one Penderell, a farmer. To

thxs man Charles entrusted himself. The man had dignity of senti-

ments much above his condinon; and though death was de-

nounced against all who concealed the king, and a great reward

promised to any one who should betray him, he professed and

maintained unshaken fidelity. He took the assistance of his four

brothers, equally honourable with himself; and having cloathed

the king m a garb like their own, they led him into the neigh-

bourmg wood, put a bill into his hand, and pretended to employ

themselves m cutting faggots. Some nights he lay upon straw in the

house, and fed on such homely fare as it afforded. For a better

concealment, he mounted upon an oak, where he sheltered him-

self among the leaves and branches for twenty-four hours. He saw

several soldiers pass bye. All of them were intent in search of the

king; and some expressed in his hearing their earnest wishes of

seizing him. This tree was afterwards denominated the Royal Oak;

and for many years was regarded by the neighbourhood with great
veneration.

Charles was in the middle of the kingdom, and could neither

stay m his retreat, nor stir a step from it, without the most immi-

nent danger. Fears, hopes, and party zeal interested multitudes to
discover him; and even the smallest indiscretion of his friends

might prove fatal. Having joined lord Wilmot, who was skulking in

the neighbourhood, they agreed to put themselves into the hands

of colonel Lane, a zealous royalist, who lived at Bentley, not many

miles distant. The king's feet were so hurt by walking about in

heavy boots or countrymen's shoes which did not fit him, that he

was obliged to mount on horseback; and he travelled in this situ-

ation to Bentley, attended by the Penderels, who had been so

faithful to him. Lane formed a scheme for his journey to Bristol,

where, it was hoped, he would find a ship, in which he might

transport himself. He had a near kinswoman, Mrs. Norton, who

lived within three miles of that city, and was with child, very near

the time of her delivery. He obtained a pass (for during those times

of confusion this precaution was requisite) for his sister Jane Lane

and a servant, to travel towards Bristol, under pretence of visiting
and attending her relation. The king rode before the lady, and

personated the servant.
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When they arrived at Norton's, Mrs. Lane pretended that she

had brought along as her servant, a poor lad, a neighbouring

farmer's son, who was ill of an ague; and she begged a private

room for him, where he might be quiet. Though Charles kept
himself retired in this chamber, the butler, one Pope, soon knew

h_m: The king was alarmed, but made the butler promise that he

would keep the secret from every mortal, even from his master;

and he was faithful to his engagement.

No ship, It was found, would, for a month, set sail from Bristol,

either for France or Spare; and the king was obliged to go else-
where for a passage. He entrusted himself to colonel Wmdham of

Dorsetshire, an affectionate partizan of the royal family. The nat-

ural effect of the long civil wars and of the furious rage, to which

all men were wrought up in their different factions, was, that every
one's inclinations and affections were thoroughly known, and even

the courage and fidelity of most men, by the variety of incidents,

had been put to trial. The royalists too had, many of them, been
obhged to make concealments m their houses for themselves, their

friends, or more valuable effects; and the arts of eluding the en-
emy had been frequently practised. All these circumstances

proved favourable to the king m the present exigency. As he often

passed through the hands of catholics, the Przest's hole, as they

called It, the place, where they were obliged to conceal their

persecuted priests, was sometimes employed for sheltering their
distressed sovereign.

Windham, before he received the king, asked leave to entrust
the important secret to his mother, his wife, and four servants, on

whose fidelity he could rely. Of all these, no one proved wanting
either in honour or discretion. The venerable old matron, on the

reception of her royal guest, expressed the utmost joy, that having
lost, without regret, three sons and one grandchild in defence of

his father, she was now reserved, in her declining years, to be
instrumental m the preservation of himself. Windham told the

king, that Sir Thomas, his father, in the year 1636, a few days

before his death, called to him his five sons. "My children," said he,

"we have hitherto seen serene and quiet times under our three last

sovereigns: But I must now warn you to prepare for clouds and

storms. Factions arise on every side, and threaten the tranquillity

of your native country. But whatever happen, do you faithfully
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honour and obey your prince, and adhere to the crown. I charge

you never to forsake the crown, though it should hang upon a

bush." "These last words," added Wmdham, "made such impres-

sions on all our breasts, that the many afflictions of these sad times
could never efface their indehble characters." From innumerable

instances it appears how deep rooted in the minds of the English

gentry of that age was the principle of loyalty to their sovereign;

that noble and generous principle, inferior only in excellence to

the more enlarged and more enlightened affection towards a legal
constitution. But during those umes of military usurpation, these

passions were the same.

The kang continued several days in Windham's house; and all

his friends in Britain and in every part of Europe, remained In the

most anxious suspence with regard to his fortunes: No one could

conjecture whether he were dead or ahve; and the report of his
death, being generally believed, happily relaxed the vigilant search

of his enemies. Trials were made to procure a-vessel for his escape;

but he still met with disappointments. Having left Windham's

house, he was obliged again to return to it. He passed through

many other adventures; assumed different disguises; in every step

was exposed to imminent perils; and received daily proofs of un-

corrupted fidelity and attachment. The sagacity of a smith, who
remarked, that his horses' shoes had been made m the north, not

in the west, as he pretended, once detected h_m; and he narrowly

escaped. At Shoreham in Sussex a vessel was at last found, in which
he embarked. He had been known to so many, that if he had not

set sail in that critical moment, it had been impossible for him to

escape. After one and forty days concealment, he arrived safely at

Fescamp m Normandy. No less than forty men and women had at

different times been privy to his concealment and escape. _
The battle of Worcester afforded Cromwel what he called his

crowmng mercy, y So elated was he, that he intended to have

knighted in the field two of his generals, Lambert and Fleetwood;

but was dissuaded by his friends from exerting this act of regal

authority. His power and ambition were too great to brook sub-

mission to the empty name of a republic, which stood chiefly by his

influence, and was supported by his victories. How early he enter-

x Heathe's Chronicle, p. 3ol. v Parl Hist. vol. xx. p. 47
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tamed thoughts of taMng into his hand the reins of government IS
uncertain. We are only assured, that he now discovered to his

intimate friends these aspiring views; and even expressed a desire

of assuming the rank of king, which he had contributed, with such
seeming zeal, to abolish. _

The little popularity and credxt, acquired by the republicans, The

farther stimulated the ambition of this enterpnzmg politician, common-

These men had not that large thought, nor those comprehensive wealth

views, which might quahfy them for acting the part of legislators:

Selfish aims and bigotry chiefly engrossed their attention. They

carrxed their rigid austerity so far as to enact a law, declaring
fornication, after the first act, to be felony, without benefit of

clergy. _ They made small progress m that important work, which

they professed to have so much at heart, the settling of a new
model of representanon, and fixing a plan of government. The
nation began to apprehend, that they intended to estabhsh them-

selves as a perpetual legislature, and to confine the whole power to

6o or 7° persons, who called themselves the parliament of the

commonwealth of England. And while they pretended to bestow

new liberties upon the nanon, they found themselves obhged to
infringe even the most valuable of those, which, through nine
Immemorial, had been transmitted from their ancestors. Not dar-

ing to entrust the trials of treason to juries, who, being chosen
Indifferently from among the people, would have been little favour-
able to the commonwealth, and would have formed their verdict

upon the ancient laws, they eluded that noble instxtuuon, by which
the government of this Island has ever been so much dis-

tinguished They had evidently seen m the trial of Lilburn what

they could expect from juries. This man, the most turbulent, but

the most upright and courageous of human kind, was tried for a

transgression of the new statute of treasons: But though he was

plainly guilty, he was acquitted, to the great joy of the people.
Westminster-hall, nay the whole city, rang with shouts and ac-

clamations. Never did any established power receive so strong a
declaration of Its usurpation and invalidity; and from no lnstitu-

Whltlocke, p 5_ 3 a Scobel, p. 121. A bill was introduced into the house
against painting, patches, and other immodest dress of women; but it did
not pass. Parl. Hist. vol. xlx. p. 263.
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tion, besides the admirable one of juries, could be expected this

magnanimous effort.

That they might not for the future be exposed to affronts,
which so much lessened their authority, the parliament erected a

high court of justice, which was to receive indictments from the

council of state. This court was composed of men, devoted to the

ruling party, without name or character, determined to sacrifice

every thing to their own safety or ambition. Colonel Eusebius

Andrews, and colonel Walter Slingsby were tried by this court for

conspiracies, and condemned to death. They were royalists, and

refused to plead before so illegal a jurisdiction. Love, Gibbons, and

other presbyterians, having entered into a plot against the repub-
lic, were also tried, condemned, and executed. The earl of Derby,

Sir Timothy Featherstone, Bemboe, being taken prisoners after

the battle of Worcester, were put to death by sentence of a court
martial: A method of proceeding declared illegal by that very

petition of right, for which a former parliament had so strenuously

contended, and which, after great efforts, they had extorted from

the king.

Excepting their principles of toleration, the maxims, by which
the republicans regulated ecclesiastical affairs, no more prognos-

ticated any durable settlement, than those by which they con-
ducted their civil concerns. The presbyterian model of congre-

gation, classes, and assembhes, was not allowed to be finished: It
seemed even the intention of many leaders in the parliament to

admit of no established church, and to leave every one, without

any guidance of the magistrate, to embrace whatever sect, and to

support whatever clergy, were most agreeable to him.

The parliament went so far as to make some approaches in one

province, to their independant model. Almost all the clergy of

Wales being ejected as malignants, itinerant preachers with small
salaries were settled, not above four or five in each county; and

these, being furnished with horses at the public expence, hurried

from place to place, and carried, as they expressed themselves, the

glad tidings of the gospel.b They were all of them men of the lowest
birth and education, who had deserted mechanical trades, in order

b Dr. John Walker's attempt, p. 147, & seq.
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to follow this new profession. And m this particular, as well as m

their wandering life, they pretended to be more truly apostolical.

The republicans, both by the turn of their disposition, and by

the nature of the instruments, which they employed, were better
qualified for acts of force and vigour than for the slow and deliber-

ate work of legislauon. Notwithstanding the late wars and blood-

shed, and the present factions, the power of England had never, in

any period, appeared so formidable to the neighbouring kingdoms
as it did at this time, in the hands of the commonwealth. A numer-

ous army served equally to retain every one in implicit subjection

to established authority, and to strike a terror into foreign nations.

The power of peace and war was lodged in the same hands with

that of imposing taxes; and no difference of views, among the

several members of the legislature, could any longer be appre-

hended. The present impositions, though much superior to what
had ever formerly been experienced, were in reahty moderate, and

what a nation, so opulent, could easily bear. The military genius of

the people had, by the civil contests, been rouzed from its former

lethargy; and excellent officers were formed in every branch of

service. The confusion, into which all things had been thrown, had

given opportunity to men of low stations to break through their
obscurity, and to rinse themselves by their courage to commands,

which they were well qualified to exercise, but to which their birth

could never have entitled them. And while so great a power was

lodged in such active hands, no wonder the republic was successful
in all its enterpnzes.

Blake, a man of great courage and a generous disposition, the

same person who had defended Lyme and Taunton with such

unshaken obstinacy against the late king, was made an admiral;

and though he had hitherto been accustomed only to land service,

into which too he had not entered till past fifty years of age, he
soon raised the naval glory of the nation to a greater height than

it had ever attained in any former period. A fleet was put under his

command, and he received orders to pursue prince Rupert, to
whom the king had entrusted that squadron, which had deserted

to him. Rupert took shelter in Kinsale; and escaping thence, fled
towards the coast of Portugal. Blake pursued, and chased him into

the Tagus, where he intended to make an attack upon him. But the
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king of Portugal, moved by the favour, which, throughout all Eu-
rope, attended the royal cause, refused Blake admittance, and

aided prince Rupert in making his escape. To be revenged of this

partiality, the English admiral made prize of twenty Portuguese
ships richly laden; and he threatened still farther vengeance. The

king of Portugal, dreading so dangerous a foe to his newly ac-

quired domimon, and sensible of the unequal contest, in which he

was engaged, made all possible submissions to the haughty repub-

lic, and was at last admitted to negociate the renewal of his alliance

with England. Prince Rupert, having lost a great part of his squad-
ron on the coast of Spain, made sail towards the West Indies. His

brother, prince Maurice, was there ship-wrecked in a hurricane.

Every where, this squadron subsisted by privateering, sometimes

on English, somenmes on Spamsh vessels. And Rupert at last re-

turned to France, where he disposed of the remnants of his fleet,

together with his prizes.

All the settlements in America, except New England, which had

been planted entirely by the puritans, adhered to the royal party,

even after the settlement of the republic; and Sir George Ayscue

was sent with a squadron to reduce them. Bermudas, Antigua,

Virginia were soon subdued. Barbadoes, commanded by lord Will-

oughby of Parham, made some resistance; but was at last obliged
to submit.

With equal ease were Jersey, Guernsey, Scilly, and the isle of

Man brought under subjection to the republic; and the sea, which
had been much infested by privateers from these islands, was ren-

dered safe to the English commerce. The countess of Derby de-
fended the isle of Man; and with great reluctance yielded to the

necessity of surrendering to the enemy. This lady, a daughter of

the illustrious house of Trimoille in France, had, during the civil

war, displayed a manly courage by her obstinate defence of

Latham-House against the parhamentary forces; and she retained

the glory of being the last person m the three kingdoms and in all
their dependant dominions, who submitted to the victorious com-
monwealth, c

Ireland and Scotland were now entirely subjected and reduced

to tranquillity. Ireton, the new deputy of Ireland, at the head of a

c See note [B] at the end of the volume.
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numerous army 30,000 strong, prosecuted the work of subduing
the revolted Irish; and he defeated them in many rencounters,

which, though of themselves of no great moment, proved fatal to

their declining cause. He pumshed without mercy all the prisoners

who had any hand in the massacres. Sir Phelim Oneale, among the
rest, was, some time after, brought to the gibbet, and suffered an

ignominious death, which he had so well merited by his inhuman
cruelties. Limeric, a considerable town, still remained in the hands

of the Irish; and Ireton, after a vigorous siege, made himself mas-

ter of it. He was here infected wlth the plague, and shortly after

died; a memorable personage, much celebrated for his vigilance,
industry, capacity, even for the strict execunon of justice in that

unlimited command, which he possessed in Ireland. He was ob-

served to be inflexible in all his purposes; and it was believed by

many, that he was animated with a sincere and passionate love of

hberty, and never could have been induced by any motive, to
submit to the smallest appearance of regal government. Cromwel

appeared to be much affected by his death; and the repubhcans,
who reposed great confidence in him, were inconsoleable. To shew

their regard for his merit and services, they bestowed an estate of
two thousand pounds a year on his family, and honoured him with

a magnificent funeral at the public charge. Though the established

government was but the mere shadow of a commonwealth, yet was

it beginning by proper arts to encourage that public spirit, which

no other species of civil polity is ever able fully to inspire.
The command of the army in Ireland devolved on lieutenant-

general Ludlow. The civil government of the island was entrusted

to commissioners. Ludlow continued to push the advantages

against the Irish, and every where obtained an easy victory. That

unhappy people, disgusted with the king on account of those vio-

lent declarations against them and their religion, which had been

extorted by the Scots, applied to the king of Spain, to the duke of
Lorraine; and found assistance no where. Clanricarde, unable to

assist the prevailing power, made submissions to the parliament,
and retired into England, where he soon after died. He was a

steady catholic; but a man much respected by all parties.
The successes, which attended Monk in Scotland, were no less

decisive. That able general laid siege to Stirling castle; and though
it was well provided for defence, it was soon surrendered to him.
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He there became master of all the records of the kingdom; and he

sent them to England. The earl of Leven, the earl of Crawford,

lord Ogilvy, and other noblemen, having met near Perth, in order

to concert measures for raising a new army, were suddenly set

upon by colonel Alured, and most of them taken prisoners. Sir

Philip Musgrave, with some Scots, being engaged at Dumfries in a

like enterprize, met with a like fate. Dundee was a town well forti-

fied, supplied with a good garrison under Lumisden, and full of all

the rich furniture, the plate, and money of the kingdom, which
had been sent thither as to a place of safety. Monk appeared before

It; and having made a breach, gave a general assault. He carried

the town: and following the example and instructions of Cromwel,

put all the inhabitants to the sword, In order to strike a general

terror Into the kingdom. Warned by this example, Aberdeen, St.
Andrew's, Inverness, and other towns and forts yielded, of their

own accord, to the enemy. Argyle made his submissions to the

English commonwealth; and excepting a few royalists, who re-
mained some time in the mountains, under the earl of Glencairn,

lord Balcarras, and general Mlddleton, that kingdom, which

had hitherto, through all ages, by means of its situation, poverty,

and valour, maintained its independance, was reduced to total
subjection.

The English parliament sent Sir Harry Vane, St. John, and

other commissioners to settle Scotland. These men, who possessed

little of the true splrit of liberty, knew how to maintain the appear-

ance of it; and they required the voluntary consent of all the
counties and towns of this conquered kingdom, before they would

unite them into the same commonwealth with England. The clergy

protested; because, they said, this incorporating union would draw

along with it a subordination of the church to the state in the things

of Christ. d English judges,joined to some Scottish, were appointed
to determine all causes;justice was strictly administered; order and

peace maintained; and the Scots, freed from the tyranny of the

ecclesiastics, were not much dissatisfied with the present govern-

ment. e The prudent conduct of Monk, a man who possessed a

a Whitlocke, p 496 Heathe's chromcle, p. 3o7 e See note [C] at the end
of the volume.
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capacity for the arts both of peace and war, served much to recon-
cile the minds of men, and to allay their prejudices.

By the total reduction and pacification of the British domin- ¢652

ions, the parliament had leisure to look abroad, and to exert their Dutch

vigour in foreign enterprizes. The Dutch were the first that felt the war
weight of their arms.

During the life of Frederic Henry, prince of Orange, the Dutch

republic had maintained a neutrality in the civil wars of England,
and had never interposed, except by her good offices, between the

contending parties. When William, who had married an Enghsh

princess, succeeded to his father's commands and authority, J the

states, both before and after the execution of the late king, were

accused of taking steps more favourable to the royal cause, and of

betraying a great prejudice against that of the parhament It was

long before the envoy of the English commonwealth could obtain

an audience of the states general. The murderers of Dorlslaus

were not pursued with such vigour as the parliament expected.

And much regard had been payed to the king, and many good

offices performed to him, both by the public, and by men of all

ranks, in the united provinces.

After the death of William, prince of Orange, g which was at-

tended with the depression of his party and the trmmph of the

Dutch repubhcans, the parliament thought, that the time was now

favourable for cementing a closer confederacy with the states. St.

John, chief justice, who was sent over to the Hague, had enter-

tained the idea of forming a kind of coalition between the two
republics, which would have rendered their interests totally insep-

arable; but fearing that so extraordinary a project would not be

rehshed, he contented himself with dropping some hints of xt, and

openly went no farther than to propose a strict defensive alliance

between England and the united provinces, such as has now, for
near seventy years, taken place between these friendly powers, h

But the states, who were unwilhng to form a nearer confederacy

with a government, whose measures were so obnoxious, and whose

situation seemed so precarious, offered only to renew the former

alliances wlth England. And the haughty St. John, disgusted with

f 1647 g In October 17, x65o. h Thurloe, vol 1 p. 182
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this disappointment, as well as incensed at many affronts, which

had been offered him with impunity, by the retainers of the Pal-

atine and Orange famihes, and indeed by the populace in general,

returned into England, and endeavoured to foment a quarrel be-
tween the republics

The movements of great states are often directed by as slender

springs as those of individuals. Though war with so considerable

a naval power as the Dutch, who were m peace with all their other

neighbours, might seem dangerous to the yet unsettled common-
wealth, there were several motives, which at this time reduced the

English parhament to embrace hostile measures. Many of the

members thought that a foreign war would serve as a pretence for

continuing the same parhament, and delaying the new model of a

representative, with which the nation had so long been flattered.

Others hoped, that the war would furmsh a reason for maintain-
ing, some time longer, that numerous standing army, which was so

much complained of.' On the other hand, some, who dreaded the

encreasmg power of Cromwel, expected, that the great expence of

naval armaments, would prove a motive for dimimshing the mili-

tary estabhshment. To divert the attention of the public from
domestic quarrels towards foreign transactions, seemed, in the

present disposition of men's minds, to be good policy. The supe-

rior power of the English commonwealth, together with its advan-

tages of situation, promised success; and the parliamentary leaders

hoped to gain many rich prizes from the Dutch, to distress and sink

their flourishing commerce, and by victories to throw a lustre on

their own establishment, which was so new and unpopular. All

these views, enforced by the violent spirit of St. John, who had

great influence over Cromwel, determined the parliament to

change the purposed alliance into a furious war against the united

provinces.

To cover these hostile intentions, the parhament, under pre-
tence of providing for the interests of commerce, embraced such

measures as, they knew, would give disgust to the states. They

framed the famous act of navigation; which prohibited all nations

' We are told in the life of Sir Harry Vane, that that famous repubhcan
opposed the Dutch war, and that it was the military gentlemen chiefly who
supported that measure.
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from importing into England m their bottoms any commodity,

which was not the growth and manufacture of their own country.

By this law, though the terms, in which it was conceived, were

general, the Dutch were principally affected; because thmr coun-
try produces few commodities, and they subsist chmfly by being

the general carriers and factors of Europe. Letters of reprisal were

granted to several merchants, who complained of injuries, which,

they pretended, they had received from the states; and above

eighty Dutch ships fell into their hands, and were made prizes. The
cruelties committed on the English at Amboyna, which were cer-

tainly enormous, but which seemed to be buried in obhvion by a

thirty years' silence, were again made the ground of complaint.

And the allowing the murderers of Dorislaus to escape, and the

conniving at the insults to which St. John had been exposed, were

represented as symptoms of an unfrmndly, if not a hostile dlsposi-
tion, in the states.

The states, alarmed at all these steps, sent orders to their am-

bassadors to endeavour the renewal of the treaty of alhance, which

had been broken off by the abrupt departure of St. John. Not to

be unprepared, they equipped a fleet of a hundred and fifty sail,
and took care, by their ministers at London, to inform the council

of state of that armament. This intelligence instead of striking

terror into the English republic, was considered as a menace, and

farther confirmed the parliament in their hostile resolutions. The

minds of men in both states were, every day, more irritated against

each other; and it was not long before these humours broke forth
into action.

Tromp, an admiral of great renown, received from the states

the command of a fleet of forty-two sail, in order to protect the

Dutch navigation against the privateers of the English. He was

forced by stress of weather, as he alledged, to take shelter in the
road of Dover, where he met with Blake, who commanded an

English fleet much inferior in number. Who was the aggressor in
the action, which ensued between these two admirals, both of them

men of such prompt and fiery dispositions, it is not easy to deter-
mine; since each of them sent to his own state a relatmn totally

opposite in all its circumstances to that of the other, and yet sup-

ported by the testimony of every captain in his fleet. Blake pre-

tended, that, having given a signal to the Dutch admiral to strike,
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Tromp, instead of complying, fired a broad-side at him. Tromp

asserted, that he was preparing to strike, and that the English
admiral, nevertheless, began hostlhties. It is certain that the admi-

ralty of Holland, who are distract from the council of state, had

given Tromp no orders to strike, but had left him to has own
d_scretion, with regard to that vain but much contested ceremo-

nial. They seemed wilhng to introduce the claim of an equahty with

the new commonwealth, and to interpret the former respect payed

the English flag, as a deference due only to the monarchy. This

circumstance forms a strong presumption against the narrative of

the Dutch admiral. The whole Orange party, it must be remarked,
to which Tromp was suspected to adhere, were desirous of a war

with England.

Blake, though his squadron consisted only of fifteen vessels,

re-inforced, after the battle began, by eight under captain Bourne,
maintained the fight with bravery for five hours, and sunk one

ship of the enemy, and took another. Night parted the combatants,
and the Dutch fleet retired towards the coast of Holland. The

populace of London were enraged, and would have insulted the
Dutch ambassadors, who lived at Chelsea, had not the council of

state sent guards to protect them.

When the states heard of thls action, of which the consequences

were easily foreseen, they were in the utmost consternation. They
immediately dispatched Paw, Pensionary of Holland, as their am-

bassador extraordinary to London, and ordered him to lay before

the parliament the narranve, which Tromp had sent of the late
rencounter. They entreated them, by all the bands of their com-

mon religion, and common libernes, not to precipitate themselves

into hostile measures, but to appoint commissioners who should

examine every circumstance of the acnon, and clear up the truth,

which lay in obscurity. And they pretended, that they had given no
orders to their admiral to offer any violence to the English, but

would severely punish him, if they found, upon enquiry, that he

had been guilty of an action, which they so much disapproved. The
imperious parliament would hearken to none of these reasons or

remonstrances. Elated by the numerous successes, which they had
obtained over their domesnc enemies, they thought that every

thing must y_eld to their fortunate arms; and they gladly seized the

opportunity, which they sought, of making war upon the states.
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They demanded, that, without any farther delay or enquiry, repa-
ration should be made for all the damages, which the English

had sustained. And when this demand was not complied with,

they dispatched orders for commencing war against the united

provinces.
Blake sailed northwards with a numerous fleet, and fell upon

the herring busses, which were escorted by twelve men of war. All

these he either took or dispersed. Tromp followed him with a fleet
of above a hundred sail. When these two admirals were within

sight of each other, and preparing for battle, a furious storm at-
tacked them. Blake took shelter in the English harbours. The

Dutch fleet was dispersed and received great damage.

Sir George Ayscue, though he commanded only forty ships, z6th

according to the English accounts, engaged near Plymouth the Aug
famous de Ruiter, who had under him fifty ships of war, with thirty

merchant-men. The Dutch ships were indeed of inferior force to

the English. De Ruiter, the only admiral m Europe, who has at-
tained a renown equal to that of the greatest general, defended

himself so well, that Ayscue gained no advantage over him. Night

parted them in the greatest heat of the action. De Ruiter next day
sailed off with his convoy. The English fleet had been so shattered

in the fight, that _t was not able to pursue.

Near the coast of Kent, Blake, seconded by Bourne and Pen, 28th

met a Dutch squadron, nearly equal in numbers, commanded by Oct
de Witte and de Ruiter. A battle was fought much to the disadvan-

tage of the Dutch. Their rear-admiral was boarded and taken. Two
other vessels were sunk, and one blown up. The Dutch next day
made sail towards Holland.

The English were not so successful in the Mediterranean. Van

Galen with much superior force attacked captain Badily and de-

feated him. He bought, however, his vlctory with the loss of his hfe.

Sea-fights are seldom so decisive as to disable the vanquished 29th
from making head in a little time against the victors. Tromp, sec- Nov

onded by de Rmter, met near the Goodwmns, with Blake, whose
fleet was inferior to the Dutch, but who resolved not to decline the

combat. A furious battle commenced, where the admirals on both

sides, as well as the inferior officers and seamen, exerted great

bravery. In th_s action the Dutch had the advantage. Blake himself
was wounded. The Garland and Bonaventure were taken. Two
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ships were burned, and one sunk; and night came opportunely to

save the English fleet. After this victory, Tromp in a bravado fixed

a broom to his mare-mast; as if he were resolved to sweep the sea

entirely of all English vessels.

z653 Great preparations were made m England, in order to wipe off
this disgrace. A gallant fleet of eighty sail was fitted out. Blake

commanded, and Dean under him, together w_th Monk, who had

been sent for from Scotland. When the Enghsh lay off Portland,

_8th they descried near break of day a Dutch fleet of seventy-six vessels,

Feb sailing up the channel, along with a convoy of 3oo merchantmen,
who had received orders to wait at the isle of Rh6, till the fleet

should arrive to escorte them. Tromp, and, under him, de Ruiter,
commanded the Dutch. This battle was the most furious that had

yet been fought between these warlike and rival nations. Three

days was the combat continued with the utmost rage and obsti-

nacy; and Blake, who was victor, gained not more honour than

Tromp, who was vanquished. The Dutch admiral made a skllful
retreat, and saved all the merchant ships, except thirty. He lost

however eleven ships of war, had _ooo men slain, and near 15oo

taken prisoners. The English, though many of their ships were

extremely shattered, had but one sunk. Their slain were not much
inferior in number to those of the enemy.

All these successes of the English were chiefly owing to the

superior size of their vessels; an advantage which all the skill and
bravery of the Dutch admirals could not compensate. By means of

ship-money, an imposition, which had been so much complained

of, and xn some respects with reason, the late king had put the navy
into a situanon, which it had never attained in any former reign;

and he ventured to build ships of a size, which was then unusual.
But the misfortunes, which the Dutch met with in battle, were

small in comparison of those, which their trade sustained from the

English. Their whole commerce by the channel was cut off: Even
that to the Baltic was much infested by English privateers. Their

fisheries were totally suspended. A great number of their ships,

above x6oo, had fallen into the hands of the enemy. And all this

distress they suffered, not for any national interests or necessity;
but from vain points of honour and personal resentments, of

which it was difficult to give a satisfactory account to the public.

They resolved therefore to gratify the pride of the parliament, and

to make some advances towards peace. They met not, however,
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with a favourable reception; and it was not without pleasure, that

they learned the dissolunon of that haughty assembly by the vio-

lence of Cromwel, an event from whmh they expected a more

prosperous turn to their affairs.

The zealous republicans in the parliament had not been the

chief or first promoters of the war; but when it was once entered

upon, they endeavoured to draw from it every possible advantage.

On all occasions they set up the fleet in opposition to the army, and

celebrated the glory and successes of their naval armaments. They

insisted on the intolerable expence, to which the nation was sub-
jected, and urged the necessity of dimimshing it by a reduction of Dzssolutzon

the land forces. They had ordered some regiments to serve on of the

board the fleet in the quality of marines. And Cromwel, by the parhament

whole train of their proceedings, evidently saw, that they had

entertained a jealousy of his power and ambition, and were re-

solved to bring him to a subordinanon under their authority. With-
out scruple or delay he resolved to prevent them.

On such firm foundations was built the credit of this extraor-

dinary man, that though a great master of fraud and dissimulation,

he judged it superfluous to employ any disguise m conducting this

bold enterprize. He summoned a general council of officers; and
immediately found, that they were disposed to receive whatever

_mpressions he was pleased to give them. Most of them were his
creatures, had owed their advancement to his favour, and relied

entirely upon him for their future preferment The breach being

already made between the military and civil powers, when the late

king was selzed at Holdenby; the general officers regarded the

parhament as at once their creature and their rival: and thought,

that they themselves were entitled to share among them those

offices and riches, of which its members had so long kept posses-
sion. Harrison, Rich, Overton, and a few others, who retained

some principle, were guided by notions so extravagant, that they
were easily deluded into measures the most violent and most crim-

inal. And the whole army had already been guilty of such illegal

and atrocious actions, that they could entertain no farther scruple

with regard to any enterprize, which might serve their selfish or

fanatical purposes.
In the council of officers it was presently voted to frame a

remonstrance to the parliament. After complaining of the arrears,

due to the army, they there desired the parliament to reflect how
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many years they had sitten, and what professions they had

formerly made of their retentions to new model the representative,

and establish successive parliaments, who might bear the burthen
of nanonal affairs, from which they themselves would gladly, after

so much danger and fatigue, be at last relieved. They confessed

that the parliament had atchieved great enterprizes, and had sur-

mounted mighty difficulnes; yet was it an injury, they said, to the
rest of the nation to be excluded from bearing any part in the

service of their country. It was now full time for them to give place

to others; and they therefore desired them, after settling a council,

who might execute the laws during the interval, to summon a new

parliament, and establish that free and equal government, which

they had so long promised to the people.
The parliament took this remonstrance m ill part, and made a

sharp reply to the council of officers. The officers insisted on their

advice; and by mutual altercanon and opposition the breach be-
came still wider between the army and the commonwealth. Crom-

xoth wel, finding matters ripe for his purpose, called a council of offi-
April cers, in order to come to a determination with regard to the public

settlement. As he had here many friends, so had he also some

opponents. Harrison having assured the council, that the general

sought only to pave the way for the government of Jesus and h_s
saints, major Streater briskly replied, that Jesus ought then to

come quickly: For if he delayed it till after Christmas, he would
come too late; he would find his place occupied. While the officers

were in debate, colonel Ingoldsby informed Cromwel, that the

parhament was sitting, and had come to a resolution not to d_ssolve

themselves, but to fill up the house by new elections; and was at

that very time engaged in deliberations with regard to this expedi-

ent. Cromwel in a rage immediately hastened to the house, and

carried a body of 3oo soldiers along with him. Some of them he

placed at the door, some in the lobby, some on the stairs. He first
addressed himself to his friend St. John, and told him, that he had

come wxth a purpose of doing what grieved him to the very soul,
and what he had earnestly with tears besought the Lord not to

impose upon him: But there was a necessity, in order to the glory

of God and good of the nation. He sat down for some time, and
heard the debate. He beckoned Harrison, and told him, that he

now judged the parliament ripe for a dissolution. "Sir," said Har-
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rlson, "the work is very great and dangerous: I desire you seriously

to consider, before you engage in m" "You say well," rephed the

general; and thereupon sat snll about a quarter of an hour. When

the question was ready to be put, he said again to Harrison, "This
is the time: I must do it." And suddenly starting up, he loaded the

parliament with the vilest reproaches, for their tyranny, ambition,

oppression, and robbery of the public. Then stamping with his

foot, which was a signal for the soldiers to enter, "For shame," said
he to the parliament, "get you gone: give place to honester men;

to those who will more faithfully discharge their trust. You are no

longer a parliament: I tell you, you are no longer a parhament.

The Lord has done with you; He has chosen other Instruments for

carrying on his work." Sir Harry Vane exclaiming against this

proceeding, he cried with a loud voice, "O! Sir Harry Vane, Sir
Harry Vane! The Lord deliver me from Sir Harry VaneV" Taking
hold of Martin by the cloke, "Thou art a whore master," said he
To another, "Thou art an adulterer." To a third, "Thou art a

drunkard and a glutton: .... And thou an extortioner," to a fourth.
He commanded a soldier to seize the mace. "What shall we do with

this bauble? Here take It away. It is you," said he, addressing
himself to the house, "that have forced me upon this I have sought

the Lord night and day, that he would rather slay me than put me
upon this work." Having commanded the soldiers to clear the hall,

he himself went out the last, and ordering the doors to be locked,

departed to his lodgings in Whitehall

In this furious manner, which so well denotes his genuine char-
acter, did Cromwel, without the least opposition, or even murmur,

annihilate that famous assembly, which had filled all Europe with
the renown of its actions, and with astonishment at its crimes, and

whose commencement was not more ardently desired by the peo-

ple than was its final dissolution. All parties now reaped succes-

sively the melancholy pleasure of seeing the injuries, which they

had suffered, revenged on their enemies; and that too by the same

arts, which had been practised against them. The king had, in

some mstances, stretched his prerogative beyond ItS just bounds;

and aided by the church, had well mgh put an end to all the
liberties and privileges of the nation. The presbyterians checked

the progress of the court and clergy, and excited, by cant and

hypocrisy, the populace first to tumults, then to war, against the
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king, the peers, and all the royahsts. No sooner had they reached

the pinnacle of grandeur, than the independents, under the ap-

pearance of still greater sancnty, instigated the army against them,

and reduced them to subjecnon. The independents, amidst their

empty dreams of liberty, or rather of domimon, were oppressed by
the rebellion of their own servants, and found themselves at once

exposed to the results of power and hatred of the people. By

recent, as well as all ancient example, it was become evident, that

illegal violence, with whatever pretences it may be covered, and

whatever object it may pursue, must inevitably end at last in the

arbitrary and despotic government of a single person.
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LIVER CROMWEL, in whose hands the dissolution of the par- _653
liament had left the whole power, civil and military, of three

kingdoms, was born at Huntingdon, the last year of the former Cromwel's

century, of a good family; though he himself, being the son of a b_rthand
second brother, inherited but a small estate from his father. In the privatel,&
course of his educanon he had been sent to the university; but his

genius was found little fitted for the calm and elegant occupations

of learning; and he made small proficiencies m his studies. He

even threw himself into a dissolute and disorderly course of hfe;

and he consumed, in gaming, drinking, debauchery, and country
riots, the more early years of his youth, and dissipated part of hxs

patrimony. All of a sudden, the spxHt of reformation seized him;

he rnarned, affected a grave and composed behaviour, entered

55
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into all the zeal and rigour of the puritanical party, and offered to
restore to every one whatever sums he had formerly gained by

gaming. The same vehemence of temper, which had transported

him into the extremes of pleasure, now distinguished his religious

habits. His house was the resort of all the zealous clergy of the
party; and his hospitality, as well as his liberalities to the silenced

and deprived ministers, proved as chargeable as his former de-

baucheries. Though he had acquired a tolerable fortune by a ma-

ternal uncle, he found his affairs so injured by his expences, that

he was obhged to take a farm at St. Ires, and apply himself, for

some years, to agriculture as a profession. But this expedient
served rather to involve him In farther debts and difficulties. The

long prayers, which he said to his family in the morning, and again

in the afternoon, consumed his own time and that of his plough-

men; and he reserved no leisure for the care of his temporal

affairs. His active mind, superior to the low occupations, to which

he was condemned, preyed upon itself; and he indulged his imag-
ination In visions, illuminations, revelations; the great nour-

ishment of that hypocondriacal temper, to which he was ever sub-

ject. Urged by his wants and his piety, he had made a party with

Hambden, his near kinsman, who was pressed only by the latter
motive, to transport himself Into New England, now become the

retreat of the more zealous among the puritanical party; and It was

an order of council, which obliged them to disembark and remain

in England. The earl of Bedford, who possessed a large estate in

the Fen Country, near the isle of Ely, having undertaken to drain
these morasses, was obliged to apply to the king; and by the powers

of the prerogative, he got commissioners appointed, who con-

ducted that work, and divided the new acquired land among the

several proprietors. He met with opposition from many, among

whom Cromwel distinguished himself; and this was the first public

opportunity, which he had met with, of discovering the factious

zeal and obstinacy of his character
From accident and intrigue he was chosen by the town of Cam-

bridge member of the long parliament. His domestic affairs were

then in great disorder; and he seemed not to possess any talents,

which could qualify him to rise in that public sphere, into which he

was now at last entered. His person was ungraceful, his dress
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slovenly, his voice untunable, his elocution homely, tedious, ob-

scure, and embarrassed. The fervor of his spirit frequently

prompted him to rise in the house; but he was not heard with

attention: His name, for above two years, is not to be found oftner

than twice in any committee; and those committees, into which he
was admitted, were chosen for affairs, which would more interest

the zealots than the men of business. In comparison of the elo-

quent speakers and fine gentlemen of the house, he was entirely

overlooked; and his friend Hambden alone was acquainted with
the depth of his genius, and foretold, that. if a civil war should
ensue, he would soon rise to eminence and distinction

Cromwel himself seems to have been conscious where his

strength lay; and partly from that motive, partly from the uncon-

trolable fury of his zeal, he always joined that party, which pushed

every thing to extremities against the king. He was active in pro-

moting the famous remonstrance, which was the signal for all the
ensuing commotions; and when, after a long debate, it was carried

by a small majority, he told lord Falkland, that, if the question had

been lost, he was resolved next day to have converted into ready

money the remains of his fortune, and immediately to have left the
kingdom. Nor was this resolution, he said, peculiar to himself:

Many others of his party he knew to be equally determined.

He was no less than forty-three years of age, when he first
embraced the mihtary profession; and by force of genius, without

any master, he soon became an excellent officer; though perhaps
he never reached the fame of a consummate commander. He

raised a troop of horse; fixed his quarters in Cambridge; exerted

great severity towards that university, which zealously adhered to

the royal party; and showed himself a man who would go all

lengths in favour of that cause, which he had espoused. He would

not allow his soldiers to perplex their heads with those subtilties,

of fighting by the king's authority against his person, and of obey-
lng his majesty's commands signified by both houses of parlia-

ment: He plainly told them, that, if he met the king in battle, he

would fire a pistol in his face as readily as against any other man.

His troop of horse he soon augmented to a regiment; and he first

instituted that discipline and inspired that spirit, which rendered

the parliamentary armies in the end victorious. "Your troops," said
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he to Hambden, according to his own account, k "are most of them

old decayed serving men and tapsters, and such kind of fellows;

the king's forces are composed of gentlemen's younger sons and

persons of good quality. And do you think, that the mean spirits of
such base and low fellows as ours will ever be able to encounter

gentlemen, that have honour and courage and resolution in them?

You must get men of spirit, and take it not ill that I say, of a spirit,

that is likely to go as far as gentlemen will go, or else I am sure you

will still be beaten, as you have hitherto been, in every encounter."

He did as he proposed. He enlisted the sons of freeholders and
farmers. He carefully invited into his regiment all the zealous

fanatics throughout England. When they were collected in a body,

their enthusiastic spirit still rose to a higher pitch. Their colonel,
from his own natural character, as well as from policy, was suf-

ficiently inclined to encrease the flame. He preached, he prayed,
he fought, he punished, he rewarded. The wild enthusiasm, to-

gether with valour and discipline, still propagated itself; and all

men cast their eyes on so pious and so successful a leader. From

low commands he rose with great rapidity to be really the first,

though in appearance only the second, in the army. By fraud and

violence, he soon rendered hmaself the first in the state. In propor-

tion to the encrease of his authority, his talents always seemed to

expand themselves; and he displayed every day new abilities,

which had lain dormant, till the very emergence, by which they

were called forth into action. All Europe stood astonished to see a

nation, so turbulent and unruly, who, for some doubtful en-
croachments on their privileges, had dethroned and murdered an

excellent pnnce, descended from a long line of monarchs, now at
last subdued and reduced to slavery by one, who, a few years

before, was no better than a private gentleman, whose name was
not known in the nation, and who was little regarded even in that

low sphere, to which he had always been confined.

The indignation, entertained by the people, against an author-

ity, founded on such manifest usurpation, was not so violent as

might naturally be expected. Congratulatory addresses, the first of

the kind, were made to Cromwel by the fleet, by the army, even by

many of the chief corporations and counties of England; but espe-

k Conference held at Whitehall.
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cially by the several congregations of saints, dispersed throughout

the klngdomJ The royalists, though they could not love the man,

who had embrued his hands in the blood of their sovereign, ex-

pected more lemty from him, than from thejealous and imperious

republicans, who had hitherto governed. The presbyterians were
pleased to see those men, by whom they had been outwitted and

expelled, now in their turn expelled and outwitted by their own

servant; and they applauded him, for this last act of violence upon

the parliament. These two parties composed the bulk of the na-

tion, and kept the people in some tolerable temper. All men, like-
wise, harassed with wars and factions, were glad to see any pros-

pect of settlement. And they deemed it less ignominious to submit

to a person of such admirable talents and capacity than to a few

ignoble enthusiastic hypocrites, who under the name of a republic,
had reduced them to a cruel subjection.

The republicans, being dethroned by Cromwel, were the party

whose resentment he had the greatest reason to apprehend. That

party, besides the independents, contained two sets of men, who

are seemingly of the most opposite principles, but who were then

united by a Slmlhtude of genius and of character. The first and
most numerous were the millenarlans, or fifth monarchy men,

who insisted, that, dominion being founded in grace, all distinction

in magistracy must be abolished, except what arose from piety and

holiness; who expected suddenly the second coming of Christ

upon earth; and who pretended, that the saints in the mean while,

that is, themselves, were alone entitled to govern. The second were

the deists, who had no other object than political liberty, who
denied entirely the truth of revelation, and insinuated, that all

the various sects, so heated against each other, were alike founded

in folly and in error. Men of such daring geniuses were not con-

tented with the antient and legal forms of civil government; but
challenged a degree of freedom beyond what they expected ever

to enjoy under any monarchy. Martin, Challoner, Harrlngton,

Sidney, Wildman, Nevil, were esteemed the heads of this small
division.

The deists were perfectly hated by Cromwel, because he had no

hold of enthusiasm, by which he could govern or over-reach them;

l See Milton's State Papers.
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he therefore treated them with great rigour and disdain, and usu-
ally denominated them the heathens. As the mlllenarians had a

great interest in the army, it was much more important for h_m to

gain their confidence; and their size of understanding afforded
him great facihty in deceiving them. Of late years, _t had been so
usual a topic of conversation to discourse of parliaments and coun-
cils and senates, and the soldiers themselves had been so much

accustomed to enter into that spirit, that Cromwel thought it req-
uisite to establish something which might bear the face of a com-

monwealth. He supposed, that God, in his providence, had thrown
the whole right, as well as power, of government into his hands;

and w_thout any more ceremony, by the adwce of his council of

officers, he sent summons to a hundred and twenty-eight persons
of different towns and counties of England, to five of Scotland, to

six of Ireland. He pretended, by his sole act and deed, to devolve

Barebone's upon these the whole authority of the state. This legislanve power

parhament, they were to exercise during fifteen months; and they were after-

wards to choose the same number of persons, who might succeed

them in that high and important office.

There were great numbers at that time, who made it a principle

always to adhere to any power, which was uppermost, and to sup-
port the established government. This maxim is not peculiar to the

people of that age; but what may be esteemed peculiar to them, is,

that there prevailed a hypocritical phrase for expressing so

prudential a conduct: It was called a wainng upon providence.
When providence, therefore, was so kind as to bestow on these

men, now assembled together, the supreme authority, they must

have been very ungrateful, if, in their turn, they had been wanting
4th July m complaisance towards her. They immediately voted themselves

a parliament; and having their own consent, as well as that of

Oliver Cromwel, for their legislative authority, they now pro-
ceeded very gravely to the exercise of it.

In this notable assembly were some persons of the rank of

gentlemen; but the far greater part were low mechamcs; fifth

monarchy men, anabaptists, antinomians, independents; the very

dregs of the fanatics. They began with seeking God by prayer: This

office was performed by eight or ten gzfted men of the assembly;

and with so much success, that according to the confession of all,

they had never before, in any of their devononal exercises, enjoyed
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so much of the holy spirit as was then communicated to them. _

Their hearts were, no doubt, dilated when they considered the

high dignity, to which they supposed themselves exalted. They
had been told by Cromwel in his first discourse, that he never

looked to see such a day, when Christ should be so owned." They

thought it, therefore, their duty to proceed to a thorough reforma-
tion, and to pave the way for the reign of the Redeemer, and for

that great work, which, it was expected, the Lord was to bring forth

among them. All fanatics, being consecrated by their own fond

_maglnations, naturally bear an antipathy to the ecclesiastics, who
claim a peculiar sanctity, derived merely from their office and

priestly character. This parliament took into consideration the

abolition of the clerical function, as favouring of popery; and the

taking away of tythes, which they called a relict of Judaism. Learn-
ing also and the universities were deemed heathemsh and unnec-

essary: The common law was denominated a badge of the conquest

and of Norman slavery; and they threatened the lawyers with a

total abrogation of their profession. Some steps were even taken

towards an abolition of the chancery, ° the highest court of judi-

cature in the kingdom; and the Mosaical law was intended to be

established as the sole system of English jurisprudence?

mParl. Hast. vol. xx. p 182. n These are his expressaons "Indeed, I have
but one word more to say to you, though in that perhaps I shall show m_
weakness: It is by way of encouragement to you in thas work; give me leave
to began thus: I confess I never looked to have seen such a day as this, it may
be nor you neither, when Jesus Christ should be so owned as he ISat this
day and in this work. Jesus Christ is owned this da), by your call, and you
own him by your willingness to appear for him, and you manifest this (as
far as poor creatures can do) to be a day of the power of Christ I know you
wallremember that scnpture, he makes h2speoplewzlhng_ntheday ofhzspower
God manifests at to be the day of the power of Chrast. having thro' so much
blood and so much tryal as has been upon this nation, he makes this one
of the greatest mercies, next to his own son, to have his people called to the
supreme authority. God hath owned his son, and hath owned you, and hath
made you to own him. I confess, I never looked to have seen such a day.
I did not." I suppose at this passage he cried: For he was very much given
to weeping, and could at any time shed abundance of tears. The rest of the
speech may be seen among Milton's State Papers, page xo6 It is very
curious, and full of the same obscurity, confusaon, embarrassment, and
absurdity, which appear in almost all Oliver's productions. ° Whltlocke,
P. 543, 548. P Conference held at Whatehall.
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Of all the extraordinary schemes, adopted by these legislators,

they had not leisure to finish any, except that which estabhshed the

legal solemmzation of marriage by the civil magistrate alone, with-

out the interposition of the clergy. They found themselves ex-

posed to the derision of the public. Among the fanatics of the

house, there was an active member, much noted for his long

prayers, sermons, and harangues. He was a leather-seller in Lon-

don: His name Prazse-god Barebone. This ridiculous name, which

seems to have been chosen by some poet or allegorist to suit so

ridiculous a personage, struck the fancy of the people: and they

commonly affixed to this assembly the appellation of Barebone's

parliament. _

The Dutch ambassadors endeavoured to enter into negotiation

with this parliament; but though protestants and even presby-

q It was usual tot the pretended saints at that time to change their names
from Henry, Edward, Anthony, William, which they regarded as heathen-
lsh, into others more sanctified and godly' Even the New Testament names,
James, Andrew, John, Peter, were not held in such regard as those which

were borrowed from the Old Testament, Hezekxah, Hahbakuk, Joshua,
Zerobabel Sometimes a whole godly sentence was adopted as a name. Here
are the names of a jur_/ said to be enclosed _n the count}' of Sussex about
that time

Accepted, Trevor of Northam. Return, Spelman of Wathng

Redeemed, Compton of Battle. Be Faithful, Joiner of Brlthng

Faint not, Hewlt of Heathfield. Fly Debate, Roberts of the same.

Make Peace, Heaton of Hare. Fight the good Fight of Faith,
God Reward, Smart of Flvehurst. White of Emer.

Standfast on High, Stringer of More Fruit, Fowlerot East Hadley.

Crowhurst. Hope for, Bending of the same.

Earth, Adams of Warbleton Gracetul, Harding of Lewes.

Called, Lower of the same Weep not, Blhng of the same.

Kill Sin, Pimple of W1tham. Meek, Brewer of Okeham.

See Brome's Travels into England, p 279. "Cromwell," says Cleveland,

"hath beat up his drums clean through the Old Testament. You may learn
the genealogy of our Saviour by the names of his regiment The muster-
master has no other hst, than the first chapter of St. Matthew." The brother
of this Praise-god Barebone had for name, If Chrzst had not d_edfor you, you
had been damned Barebone. But the people, ured of this long name, retained
only the last word, and commonly gave him the appellation of Damn'd
Barebone
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terlans, they met with a bad reception from those who pretended

to a sanctity so much superior. The Hollanders were regarded as

worldly minded men, Intent only on commerce and industry;

whom it was fitting the saints should first extirpate, ere they un-
dertook that great work, to which they believed themselves des-
tined by providence, of subduing Antichrist, the man of sin, and

extending to the uttermost bounds of the earth the kingdom of the

Redeemer.' The ambassadors finding themselves proscribed, not
as enemms of England, but of Christ, remained in astonishment,

and knew not which was most to be admired, the implacable spirit
or egregious tolly of these pretended saints.

Cromwel began to be ashamed of his legislature. If he ever had

any design in summoning so preposterous an assembly beyond
amusing the populace and the army; he had intended to alarm the

clergy and lawyers; and he had so far succeeded as to make them

desire any other government, which might secure their pro-

fessmns, now brought in danger by these desperate fanatics.

Cromwel himself was d_ssatlsfied, that the parliament, though they

had derived all their authority from him, began to pretend power

from the Lord, _ and to insist already on their divine commission.

He had been careful to summon in his writs several persons en-
tirely devoted to him. By concert, these met early, and it was

mentioned by some among them, that the sitting of this parliament

any longer would be of no service to the nation. They hastened, ¢2th oJ

therefore, to Cromwel, along with Rouse, their speaker; and by a December

formal deed or assignment, restored into his hands that supreme
authority, which they had so lately received from him General

Harrison and about twenty more remained in the house; and that

they might prevent the reign of the saints from coming to an

untimely end, they placed one Moyer in the chair, and began to

draw up protests. They were soon interrupted by colonel White,
with a party of soldiers. He asked them what they did there. "We
are seeking the Lord," said they. "Then you may go elsewhere,"

replied he: "For to my certain knowledge, he has not been here
these many years."

The military being now, in appearance, as well as in reality, the

sole power which prevailed in the nation, Cromwel thought fit to

r Thurloe, vol. 1. p. 273 , 591. Also Stubbe, p. 91, 92. ' Thurloe, vol 1
P- 393-
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indulge a new fancy: For he seems not to have had any deliberate

plan in all these alterations. Lambert, his creature, who, under the

appearance of obsequiousness to him, indulged an unbounded
ambition, proposed in a council of officers to adopt another

scheme of government, and to temper the liberty of a common-

wealth by the authority of a single person, who should be known

by the appellation of protector. Without delay, he prepared what

was called the znstrument of government, containing the plan of this

Cromwel new legislature; and as it was supposed to be agreeable to the
made general, it was immediately voted by the council of officers. Crom-

protector wel was declared protector; and with great solemmty installed in

that high office.

So little were these men endowed with the spirit of legislation,

that they confessed, or rather boasted, that they had employed

only four days m drawing this instrument, by which the whole

government of three kingdoms was pretended to be regulated and

adjusted to all succeeding generations. There appears no difficulty

in believing them; when it is considered how crude and undigested

a system of civil polity they endeavoured to establish. The chief

articles of the instrument are these: A council was appointed,

which was not to exceed twenty-one, nor be less than thirteen

persons. These were to enjoy their office during hfe or good be-
haviour; and m case of a vacancy, the remaining members named

three, of whom the protector chose one. The protector was ap-

pointed supreme magistrate of the commonwealth: In his name

was all justice to be admimstered; from him were all magistracy
and honours derived; he had the power of pardoning all crimes,

excepting murder and treason; to him the benefit of all forfeitures

devolved. The right of peace, war, and alliance, rested in him; but

in these particulars he was to act by the advice and with the consent

of his council. The power of the sword was vested in the protector,

jointly with the parliament, while it was sitting, or with the council
of state in the intervals. He was obliged to summon a parliament

every three years, and allow them to sit five months, without ad-

journment, prorogation, or dissolution. The bills, which they

passed, were to be presented to the protector for his assent; but ff

within twenty days it were not obtained, they were to become laws

by the authority alone of parhament. A standing army for Great
Britain and Ireland was established, of _o,ooo foot and lo,ooo
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horse; and funds were assigned for their support. These were not
to be diminished without consent of the protector; and in this

article alone he assumed a negative. During the intervals of parlia-

ment, the protector and council had the power of enacting laws,
which were to be valid till the next meeting of parliament. The

chancellor, treasurer, admiral, chief governors of Ireland and

Scotland, and the chief justices of both the benches must be chosen

with the approbation of parliament; and In the intervals, with the

approbation of the council, to be afterwards ratified by parliament.

The protector was to enjoy his office during life; and on his death,

the place was immediately to be supplied by the council This was
the instrument of government enacted by the council of officers,

and solemnly sworn to by Oliver Cromwel. The council of state,

named by the instrument, were fifteen; men entirely devoted to

the protector, and by reason of the opposition among themselves
in party and principles, not likely ever to combine against him.

Cromwel said, that he accepted the dignity of protector, merely

that he might exert the duty of a constable, and preserve peace in

the nation. Affairs indeed were brought to that pass, by the furious
animosities of the several factions, that the extensive authority and

even arbitrary power of some first magistrate was become a neces-

sary evil, in order to keep the people from relapsing into blood and
confusion. The independents were too small a party ever to estab-

lish a popular government, or entrust the nation, where they had
so little interest, with the free choice of its representatives. The

presbyterians had adopted the violent maxims of persecution; In-
compatible at all times with the peace of society, much more with
the wild zeal of those numerous sects, which prevailed among the

people. The royalists were so much enraged by the injuries, which

they had suffered, that the other prevailing parties would never

submit to them, who, they knew were enabled, merely by the
execution of the ancient laws, to take severe vengeance upon them.

Had Cromwel been guilty of no crime but this temporary usurpa-

tion, the plea of necessity and public good, which he alledged,

might be allowed, in every view, a reasonable excuse for his
conduct.

During the variety of ridiculous and distracted scenes, which

the civil government exhibited in England, the military force was

exerted with vigor, conduct, and unanimity; and never did the
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kingdom appear more formidable to all foreign nations. The Eng-

hsh fleet, conslsung of a hundred sail, and commanded by Monk
and Dean, and under them by Pen and Lauson, met, near the coast

of Flanders, with the Dutch fleet, equally numerous, and com-

manded by Tromp. The two republics were not inflamed by any
national antipathy, and their interests very httle interfered: Yet

few battles have been disputed with more fierce and obstinate

courage than were those many naval combats, which were fought

during this short, but violent war. The desire of remaining sole
lords of the ocean animated these states to an honourable emu-

lation against each other. After a battle of two days, in the first of

which Dean was killed, the Dutch, inferior in the size of their ships,
were obliged, with great loss, to retire into their harbours. Blake,

towards the end of the fight,joined his countrymen with eighteen

sail. The English fleet lay off the coast of Holland, and totally
interrupted the commerce of that republic.

The ambassadors, whom the Dutch had sent over to England,
gave them hopes of peace. But as they could obtain no cessation of

hostilities, the states, unwilling to suffer any longer the loss and

dishonour of being blockaded by the enemy, made the utmost

efforts to recover their injured honour. Never on any occasion did

the power and vigour of that republic appear in a more con-
spicuous light. In a few weeks, they had repaired and manned their

fleet; and they eqmpped some ships of a larger size, than any

which they had hitherto sent to sea. Tromp issued out, determined

again to fight the victors, and to d_e rather than to yield the contest.
He met with the enemy, commanded by Monk; and both sides

29th immediately rushed into the combat. Tromp, gallantly animating

July his men, with his sword drawn, was shot through the heart with a
musquet ball. This event alone decided the battle in favour of the

Enghsh. Though near thirty ships of the Dutch were sunk and

taken, they little regarded this loss compared with that of their
brave admiral.

Meanwhile the negotiations of peace were continually advanc-

ing. The states, overwhelmed with the expence of the war, terrified

by their losses, and mortified by their defeats, were extremely

desirous of an accommodation with an enemy whom they found,
by experience, too powerful for them. The king having shown an

inclination to serve on board their fleet; though they expressed
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their sense of the honour intended them, they declined an offer,

which might inflame the quarrel with the English commonwealth.

The great obstacle to the peace was found not to be any animosity
on the part of the English; but on the contrary a desire too earnest
of union and confederacy. Cromwel had revived the chimerical

scheme of a coalition with the united provinces; a total conjunction

of government, privileges, interests, and councils. This project _654

appeared so wild to the states, that they wondered any man of
sense could ever entertain it; and they refused to enter into confer- ¢5th

ences with regard to a proposal, which could serve only to delay April
any practicable scheme ot accommodation. The peace was at last

signed by Cromwel, now invested with the dignity of protector: Peace

and it proves suffiQently, that the war had been impolitic, since, wzth

after the most signal victories, no terms more advantageous could Holland

be obtained. A defensive league was made between the two repub-

lics. They agreed, each of them, to bamsh the enemies of the other;
those who had been concerned in the massacre of Amboyna were

to be punished, if any remained alive; the honour of the flag was

yielded to the English; eighty-five thousand pounds were stipu-

lated to be paid by the Dutch East India company for losses, which

the English company had sustained; and the island of Polerone in

the East Indies was promised to be ceded to the latter.

Cromwel, jealous of the connexions between the royal family

and that of Orange, insisted on a separate article; that neither the
young prince nor any of his family should ever be invested with the

dignity of stadholder. The province of Holland, strongly preju-

diced against that office, which they esteemed dangerous to lib-

erty, secretly ratified this arncle. The protector, knowing that the

other provinces would not be reduced to make such a concession,

was satisfied with this security.

The Dutch war, being successful, and the peace reasonable,
brought credit to Cromwel's administration. An act of justice,

which he exercised at home, gave likewise satisfaction to the peo-

ple; though the regularity of it may perhaps appear somewhat

doubtful. Don Pantaleon Sa, brother to the Portuguese ambassa-

dor, and joined with him in the same commission, _fancying him-

self to be insulted, came upon the exchange, armed and attended

t Thurloe, vol n. p. 429 .
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by several servants. By mistake, he fell on a gentleman, whom he

took for the person that had given him the offence; and having
butchered him with many wounds, he and all his attendants took

shelter m the house of the Portuguese ambassador, who had con-
nived at this base enterprize." The populace surrounded the

house, and threatened to set fire to it. Cromwel sent a guard, who

seized all the criminals. They were brought to trial: And notwith-

standing the opposlnon of the ambassador, who pleaded the priv-

ileges of his office, Don Pantaleon was executed on Tower-hill.

The laws of nations were here plainly violated: But the crime

committed by the Portuguese gentleman was to the last degree

atrocious; and the vigorous chastisement of it, suiting so well the

undaunted character of Cromwel, was universally approved of at

home and admired among foreign nations. The situation of Por-

tugal obliged that court to acquiesce; and the ambassador soon
after signed with the protector a treaty of peace and alliance, which

was very advantageous to the English commerce.

Another act of severity, but necessary in his situation, was, at

the very same time, exercised by the protector, in the capital pun-
ishment of Gerard and Vowel, two royalists, who were accused of

conspiring against his life. He had erected a high court of justice
for their trial; an infringement of the ancient laws, which at this

time was become familiar, but one to which no custom or prece-

dent could reconcile the nanon. Juries were found altogether un-

manageable. The restless Lilburn, for new offences, had been

brought to a new trial; and had been acquitted with new triumph
and exultanon. If no other method of conviction had been devised

during this illegal and unpopular government, all its enemies were
assured of entire impunity.

3d of The protector had occasion to observe the prejudices enter-

September. tained against his government, by the disposition of the parlia-
A new

ment, which he summoned on the third of September, that day of
parha-
ment the year, on which he gained his two great victories of Dunbar and

Worcester, and which he always regarded as fortunate for him. It
must be confessed, that, if we are left to gather Cromwel's in-

tentions from his instrument of government, it _s such a motley

piece, that we cannot easily conjecture, whether he seriously

Ibid. vol. 1. p. 616.
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meant to establish a tyranny or a repubhc. On one hand, a first

magistrate, in so extensive a government, seemed necessary both

for the dignity and tranquillity of the state, and the authority,
which he assumed as protector, was, in some respects, inferior to
the prerogatives, which the laws entrusted and st_ll entrust to the

king. On the other hand, the legislative power, which he reserved

to himself and council, together with so great an army, indepen-
dant of the parliament, were bad prognostics of his retention to

submit to a Clvll and legal constitution. But if this were not h_s
intention, the method, in which he distributed and conducted the

elections, being so favourable to hberty, form an inconsistency

which is not easily accounted for. He deprived of their right of
elecuon all the small burroughs, places the most exposed to influ-

ence and corruption. Of 4oo members, which represented Eng-

land, _7 o were chosen by the counties. The rest were elected by

London, and the more considerable corporations. The lower pop-
ulace too, so easily guided or deceived, were excluded from the

elections: An estate of _oo pounds value was necessary to entitle

any one to a vote. The elections of this parliament were conducted

with perfect freedom; and, excepting that such of the royalists as

had borne arms against the parliament and all their sons were

excluded, a more fair representation of the people could not be
desired or expected. Thirty members were returned from Scot-

land; as many from Ireland.

The protector seems to have been disappointed, when he

found, that all these precautions, which were probably nothing but
covers to his ambition, had not procured him the confidence of the
pubhc. Though Cromwel's administration was less odious to every

party than that of any other party, yet was it entirely acceptable to

none. The royalists had been instructed by the king to remain

quiet, and to cover themselves under the appearance of republi-

cans; and they found in th_s latter faction such inveterate hatred

against the protector, that they could not wish for more zealous
adversaries to his authority. It was maintained by them, that the

pretence of liberty and a popular election was but a new artifice of

this great deceiver, in order to lay asleep the deluded nation, and
give himself leisure to rivet their chains more securely upon them:

That in the instrument of government he openly declared his

intention of still retaining the same mercenary army, by whose
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assistance he had subdued the ancient, established government,

and who would with less scruple obey him, in overturning, when-

ever he should please to order them, that new system, which he

himself had been pleased to model: That being sensible of the

danger and uncertainty of all military government, he en-
deavoured to intermix some appearance, and but an appearance,

of civil administration, and to balance the army by a seeming

consent of the people: That the absurd trial, which he had made,

of a parliament, elected by himself, appointed perpetually to elect

their successors, plainly proved, that he aimed at nothing but tem-

porary expedients, was totally averse to a free republican govern-

ment, and possessed not that mature and deliberate reflection,

which could qualify him to act the part of a legislator: That his

xmperious character, which had betrayed itself in so many inci-

dents, could never seriously submit to legal limitanons; nor would

the very image of popular government be longer upheld than
while conformable to his arbitrary will and pleasure: And that the

best policy was to oblige him to take off the mask at once; and

either submit ennrely to that parliament which he had summoned,

or by totally rejecting its authority, leave himself no resource but
m his sediuous and enthusmstic army.

In prosecution of these views, the parliament, having heard the

protector's speech, three hours long, _ and having chosen Lenthal

for their speaker, immediately entered into a discussion of the

pretended instrument of government, and of that authority, which

Cromwel, by the title of protector, had assumed over the nation.

The greatest liberty was used m arraigning this new dignity; and

even the personal character and conduct of Crornwel escaped not

without censure. The utmost, that could be obtained by the offi-

cers and by the court party, for so they were called, was to protract

the debate by arguments and long speeches, and prevent the deci-

sion of a question, which, they were sensible, would be carried
against them by a great majority. The protector, surprised and

enraged at this refractory spirit in the parliament, which however

he had so much reason to expect, sent for them to the painted

chamber, and with an air of great authority inveighed against their

conduct. He told them, that nothing could be more absurd than

w Thurloe, vol li. p. 588.
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for them to dispute his title; since the same instrument of govern-
ment, which made them a parliament, had invested him with the

protectorship; that some points in the new constitution were sup-

posed to be fundamentals, and were not, on any pretence, to be
altered or disputed; that among these were the government of the

nation by a single person and a parliament, their joint authority

over the army and militia, the succession of new parliaments, and

liberty of conscience; and that, with regard to these particulars,

there was reserved to him a negative voice, to which, in the

other circumstances of government, he confessed himself no wise
intitled.

The protector now found the necessity of exacting a security,

which, had he foreseen the spirit of the house, he would with

better grace have required at their first meeting, x He obliged the

members to sign a recognition of his authority, and an engage-
ment not to propose or consent to any alteration in the govern-

ment, as it was settled in a single person and a parliament; and he

placed guards at the door of the house, who allowed none but
subscribers to enter. Most of the members, after some hesitation,

submitted to this condition, but retained the same refractory spirit,

which they had discovered in their first debates. The instrument of

government was taken in pieces, and examined, article by article,

with the most scrupulous accuracy: Very free topics were advanced

with the general approbation of the house: And during the whole

course of their proceedings, they neither sent up one bill to the

protector, nor took any notice of him. Being informed, that con-
splracies were entered into between the members and some mal-

contents officers; he hastened to the dissolution of so dangerous

an assembly. By the instrument of government, to which he had

sworn, no parliament could be dissolved, till it had Sltten five

months; but Cromwel pretended, that a month contained only i655

twenty-eight days, according to the method of computation prac- 22d o/

tised in paying the fleet and army. The full time, therefore, accord- Jan

lng to this reckoning, being elapsed; the parhament was ordered
to attend the protector, who made them a tedious, confused, angry

harangue, and dismissed them. Were we to judge of Cromwel's

capacity by this, and indeed by all his other compositions, we

x Thurloe, vol 11.p. 62o.
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should be apt to entertain no very favourable idea of it. But in the

great variety of human gemuses, there are some, which, though

they see their object clearly and distinctly in general; yet, when

they come to unfold its parts by d_scourse or writing, lose that

luminous conception, which they had before attained. All accounts
agree in ascribing to Cromwel a tiresome, dark, unintelligible elo-

cution, even when he had no intention to disguise his meaning:

Yet no man's actions were ever, in such a variety of difficult inci-
dents, more decisive and judicious.

The electing of a discontented parliament is a proofofa discon-

tented nation. The angry and abrupt dissolution of that parlia-

ment is always sure to encrease the general discontent. The mem-

bers of this assembly, returning to their counties, propagated that

spirit of mutiny, which they had exerted m the house, Sir Harry
Vane and the old republicans, who maintained the indissoluble

authority of the long parliament, encouraged the murmurs against

the present usurpation; though they acted so cautiously as to give

the protector no handle against them. Wildman and some others

of that party carried still farther their conspiracies against the

protector's authority. The royalists, observing this general ill will

towards the establishment, could no longer be retained in subjec-
tion; but fancied, that every one, who was dissatisfied like them,

had also embraced the same views and inclinations. They did not

consider, that the old parliamentary party, though many of them

were displeased with Cromwel, who had dispossessed them of their

power, were still more apprehensive of any success to the royal
cause; whence, besMes a certain prospect of the same con-

sequence, they had so much reason to dread the severest ven-

geance for their past transgressions.
Insurrec- In concert with the king a conspiracy was entered into by the

tzon of royalists throughout England, and a day of general rising ap-
the roy- pointed. Information of this design was conveyed to Cromwel.ah_t_

The protector's admimstrat_on was extremely vigilant. Thurloe,

his secretary, had spies every where. Manning, who had access to

the king's family, kept a regular correspondence with him. And it

was not difficult to obtain intelligence of a confederacy, so gener-

ally diffused among a party, who valued themselves more on zeal

and courage, than on secrecy and sobriety. Many of the royalists
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were thrown into prison. Others, on the approach of the day, were

terrified with the danger of the undertaking, and remained at

home. In one place alone the conspiracy broke into action. Pen-

ruddoc, Groves, Jones, and other gentlemen of the west, entered _xth of
Salisbury with about 9oo horse; at the very time when the sheriff March

and judges were holding the assizes. These they made prisoners;

and they proclaimed the king. Contrary to their expectations, they
received no accession of force; so prevalent was the terror of the

established government. Having in vain wandered about for some

time, they were totally discouraged; and one troop of horse was

able at last to suppress them. The leaders of the conspiracy, being
taken prisoners, were capitally punished. The rest were sold for

slaves, and transported to Barbadoes.

The easy subduing of this insurrecuon, which, by the boldness

of the undertaking, struck at first a great terror into the nation, was
a singular felicity to the protector; who could not, without danger,

have brought together any considerable body of his mutinous

army, in order to suppress it. The very insurrection itself he re-

garded as a fortunate event; since it proved the reality of those
conspiracies, which his enemies, on every occasion, represented as

mere fictions, invented to colour his tyrannical severities. He re-

solved to keep no longer any terms with the royalists, who, though

they were not perhaps the most implacable of his enemies, were

those whom he could oppress under the most plausible pretences,

and who met with least countenance and protection from his ad-
herents. He issued an edict with the consent of his council, for

exacting the tenth penny from that whole party; in order, as he
pretended, to make them pay the expences, to which their mu-

tinous disposition continuallv exposed the pubhc. Without regard

to compositions, articles of capitulation, or acts of indemnity, all
the royalists, however harassed with former oppressions, were

obliged anew to redeem themselves by great sums of money: and

many of them were reduced by these multiplied disasters to ex-

treme poverty. Whoever was known to be disaffected, or even lay

under any suspicion, though no guilt could be proved against him,

was exposed to the new exaction.
In order to raise this imposition, which commonly passed by

the name of decimation, the protector instituted twelve major-
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generals, and divided the whole kingdom of England into so many

military jurisdictions.' These men, assisted by commissioners, had

power to subject whom they pleased to declmanon, to levy all the

taxes Imposed by the protector and his council, and to imprison
any person who should be exposed to their jealousy or suspicion;

nor was there any appeal from them but to the protector himself

and his council. Under colour of these powers, which were suf-

ficiently exorbitant, the major-generals exercised an authority still

more arbitrary, and acted as if absolute masters of the property

and person of every subject. All reasonable men now concluded,

that the very masque of liberty was thrown aside, and that the

nation was for ever subjected to military and despotic government,

exercised not in the legal manner of European nations, but accord-

ing to the maxims of eastern tyranny. Not only the supreme mag-

istrate owed his authority to illegal force and usurpation: He had

parcelled out the people into so many subdivisions of slavery, and

had delegated to his inferior ministers the same unlimited author-
ity, which he himself had so violently assumed.

A government, totally mxlitary and despotic, is almost sure,

after some time, to fall into Impotence and languor: But when it
immediately succeeds a legal constitution, it may, at first, to for-

eign nations appear very vigorous and actwe, and may exert with

more unanimity that power, spirit, and riches, which had been

acquired under a better form. It seems now proper, after so long

State of an interval, to look abroad to the general state of Europe, and to

Europe consider the measures, which England, at this time, embraced in
its negotiations with the neighbouring princes. The moderate tem-

per and unwarlike genius of the two last princes, the extreme

difficulties under which they laboured at home, and the great

security which they enjoyed from foreign enemies, had rendered

them negligent of the transactions on the continent; and England,

during their reigns, had been, in a manner, overlooked in the

general system of Europe. The bold and restless genius of the

protector led him to extend his alliances and enterprizes to every

part of Christendom; and partly from the ascendant of his mag-

nanimous spirit, partly from the situation of foreign kingdoms, the

weight of England, even under its most legal and bravest princes,

Parl. Hist. vol xx. p 433
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was never more sensibly felt than during this unjust and violent
usurpanon.

A war of thirty years, the most gIgnal and most destructive that

had appeared in modern annals, was at last finished in Germany; -"

and by the treaty of Westphalia, were composed those fatal quar-
rels, which had been excited by the palatine's precipitate accep-
tance of the crown of Bohemia. The young palatine was restored

to part of his dignities and of his dominions." The rights, privi-

leges, and authority of the several members of the Germanic body
were fixed and ascertained: Sovereign princes and free states were

in some degree reduced to obedience under laws: And by the
valour of the heroic Gustavus, the enterprizes of the active Riche-

lieu, the intrigues of the artful Mazarlne, was in part effected,

after an infinite expence of blood and treasure, what had been

fondly expected and loudly demanded from the feeble efforts of

the pacific James, seconded by the scanty supplies of his jealous
parliaments

Sweden, which had acquired by conquest large dominions in

the north of Germany, was engaged in enterprlzes, which prom-

lsed her, from her success and valour, still more extensive acqmsi-
tlons on the side both of Poland and of Denmark. Charles X. who

had mounted the throne of that kingdom after the voluntary resig-
nation of Christina, being stimulated by the fame of Gustavus as

well as by his own mamal disposition, carried his conquering arms
to the south of the Baltic, and gained the celebrated battle of

Warsaw, which had been obstinately disputed during the space of

three days. The protector, at the time his alliance was courted by

every power in Europe, anxiously courted the alliance of Sweden:
and he was fond of forming a confederacy with a protestant power

of such renown, even though It threatened the whole north with

conquest and subjecnon.

The transacnons of the parliament and protector with France
had been various and complicated. The emissaries of Richelieu
had furnished fuel to the flame of rebellion, when it first broke out

in Scotland; but after the conflagration had diffused itself, the

In _648 a Thls prince, during the civil uars, had much neglected his
uncle and payed court to the parhament, He accepted of a pension of 8ooo
1 a year from them, and took a place m their assembl), of dlvmes.
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French court, observing the materials to be of themselves suf-

ficiently combustible, found it unnecessary any longer to animate

the British malcontents to an opposition of their sovereign. On the

contrary, they offered their mediation for composing these intes-
tine disorders; and their ambassadors, from decency, pretended to

act in concert with the court of England, and to receive directions

from a prince, with whom their master was connected with so near

an affinity. Meanwhile, Richelieu died, and soon after him, the

French king, Louis XIII. leaving his son an infant four years old,
and his widow, Anne of Austria, regent of the kingdom. Cardinal

Mazarine succeeded Richelieu in the ministry; and the same gen-

eral plan of pohcy, though by men of such opposite characters, was

still continued in the French counsels. The establishment of royal

authority, the reduction of the Austrian family, were pursued with

ardor and success; and every year brought an accession of force

and grandeur to the French monarchy. Not only battles were won,
towns and fortresses taken; the genius too of the nation seemed

gradually to improve, and to compose itself to the spirit of dutiful

obedience and of steddy enterprize. A Cond6, a Turenne were

formed; and the troops, animated by their valour, and guided by

their discipline, acquired every day a greater ascendant over the

Spaniards. All of a sudden, from some intrigues of the court, and
some discontents in the courts of judicature, intestine commotions

were excited, and every thing relapsed into confusion. But these
rebellions of the French, neither ennobled by the spirit of liberty,

nor disgraced by the fanatical extravagances, which distinguished
the British civil wars, were conducted with little bloodshed, and

made but a small impression on the minds of the people. Though

seconded by the force of Spain, and conducted by the prince of

CondO, the malcontents, in a little time, were either expelled or

subdued; and the French monarchy, having lost a few of its con-

quests, returned, with fresh vigour, to the acquisition of new do-
minion.

The queen of England and her son, Charles, during these com-

motions, passed most of their time at Paris; and notwithstanding
their near connexion of blood, received but few civilities, and still

less support, from the French court. Had the queen regent been

ever so much inclined to assist the English prince, the disorders of

her own affairs, would, for a long time, have rendered such in-
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tentions impracticable. The banished queen had a moderate pen-
sion assigned her; but it was so ill payed, and her credit ran so low,

that, one morning, when the cardinal de Retz waited on her, she

informed him, that her daughter, the princess Henrietta, was

obliged to lie abed, for want of a fire to warm her. To such a

condition was reduced, in the midst of Pans, a queen of England,

and daughter of Henry IV. of France!

The English parliament, however, having assumed the sov-

ereignty of the state, resented the countenance, cold as it was,
which the French court gave to the unfortunate monarch. On

pretence of injuries, of which the English merchants complained,

they issued letters of reprisal upon the French; and Blake went so

far as to attack and seize a whole squadron of ships, which were

carrying supphes to Dunkirk, then closely besieged by the Span-

iards. That town, disappointed of these supphes, fell into the

hands of the enemy. The French ministers soon found it necessary

to change their measures. They treated Charles with such affected
indifference, that he thought it more decent to withdraw, and

prevent the indignity of being desired to leave the kingdom. He

went first to Spaw, thence he retired to Cologne; where he lived
two years, on a small pension, about 600o pounds a year, payed

him by the court of France, and on some contributions sent him by

his friends in England. In the management of his family, he discov-

ered a disposinon to order and economy; and his temper, cheerful,

careless, and sociable, was more than a sufficient compensation for

that empire, of which his enemies had bereaved him. Sir Edward

Hyde, created lord-chancellor, and the marquess of Ormond, were
his chief friends and confidents.

If the French ministry had thought it prudent to bend under

the English parliament, they deemed it snll more necessary to pay

deference to the protector, when he assumed the reins of govern-

ment. Cardinal Mazarlne, by whom all the councils of France were

directed, was artful and vigilant, supple and patient, false and

intriguing; desirous rather to prevail by dexterity than violence,

and placing his honour more in the final success of his measures

than m the splendor and magnanimity of the means, which he

employed. Cromwel, by his imperaous character, rather than by
the advantage of h_s situation, acquired an ascendant over th_s

man, and every proposal made by the protector, however unrea-
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sonable in itself and urged with whatever insolence, met with a

ready compliance from the politic and timid cardinal. Bourdeaux

was sent over to England as mintster; and all ctrcumstances of

respect were payed to the daring usurper, who had imbrued his

hands in the blood of his sovereign, a prince so nearly related to
the royal family of France With indefatigable patience did Bour-

deaux conduct this negonation, which Cromwel seemed entirely to

neglect; and though privateers with English commisstons commit-

ted daily depredations on the French commerce, Mazarine was

content, in hopes of a fortunate issue, still to submit to these

indignities, b
The court of Spain, less connected with the unfortunate royal

family, and reduced to greater distress than the French monarchy,

had been still more forward m her advances to the prosperous

parliament and protector. Don Alonzo de Cardenas, the Spanish

envoy, was the first public minister, who recognized the authority
of the new republic; and In return for this civility, Ascham was sent

envoy into Spain by the parhament. No sooner had this minister

arrived in Madrid, than some of the bantshed royalists, inflamed

by that inveterate hatred, which animated the English factions,

broke Into his chamber, and murdered him together with his secre-

tary. Immediately, they took sanctuary in the churches; and, as-

sisted by the general favour, which every where attended the royal

cause, were enabled, most of them, to make their escape. Only one

of the criminals suffered death; and the parliament seemed to rest
satisfied with this atonement.

Spain, at this time. assailed every where by vigorous enemies
from without, and labouring under many mternal disorders, re-

tained nothing of her former grandeur, except the haughty pride

of her counsels, and the hatred and jealousy of her neighbours.

Portugal had rebelled, and established her monarchy in the house

of Braganza: Catalonia, complaining of vtolated privileges, had
revolted to France: Naples was shaken with popular convulsions:

o Thurloe, vol lli p io 3, 619, 653 In the treaty, which was signed after
long negoclatlon, the protector's name was inserted before the French
king's in that copy which remained in England. Thurloe, vol. vl. p. 116 See
farther, vol. vn p. 178.
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The Low Countries were invaded with superior forces, and

seemed ready to change their master: The Spanish infantry, an-

ciently so formidable, had been annihilated by Cond& m the fields

of Rocroy: And though the same prince, banished France, sus-

tained by his activity and valour, the falhng fortunes of Spain, he
could only hope to protract, not prevent, the ruin, with which that

monarchy was visibly threatened.

Had Cromwel understood and regarded the interests of his

country, he would have supported the declining condition of

Spare against the dangerous ambition of France, and preserved

that balance of power, on which the greatness and security of

England so much depend. Had he studied only his own interests,

he would have maintained an exact neutrality between those great

monarchies; nor would he have hazarded his ill-acquired and un-

settled power, by provoking foreign enemies, who might lend as-
sistance to domestic facnon, and overturn his tottering throne. But

his magnanimity undervalued danger: His active disposition and

avidity of extensive glory, made him incapable of repose: And as

the policy of men is continually warped by their temper, no sooner

was peace made with Holland, than he began to dehberate what
new enemy he should invade with his victorious arms.

The extensive empire and yet extreme weakness of Spain in the War

West Indies; the vigorous courage and great naval power of Eng- u,zth

land; were circumstances, which, when compared, excited the am- Spare

bltion of the enterprizing protector, and made him hope, that he

might, by some gainful conquest, render for ever illustrious that
dominion, which he had assumed over his country. Should he fail

of these durable acquisitions, the Indian treasures, which must

every year cross the ocean to reach Spain, were, he thought, a sure

prey to the English navy, and would support his military force.

without his laying new burthens on the discontented people. From

France a vigorous resistance must be expected: No plunder, no
conquests could be hoped for: The progress of his arms, even if

attended with success, must there be slow and gradual: And the

advantages acquired, however real, would be less striking to the
multitude, whom it was his interest to allure. The royal family, so

closely connected with the French monarch, might receive great

assistance from that neighbouring kingdom; and an army of
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French protestants, landed in England, would be able, he dreaded,
to unite the most opposite facuons against the present usurpauon, c

These mouves of policy were probably seconded by his bigotted

prejudices; as no human mind ever contained so strange a mixture

of sagacity and absurdity as that of this extraordinary personage.
The Swedish alhance, though much contrary to the interests of

England, he had contracted, merely from his zeal for protestant-

lsm; d and Sweden being closely connected with France, he could

not hope to maintain that confederacy, m which he so much

prided himself, should a rupture ensue between England and this
latter kingdom, e The Hugonots, he expected, would meet with

better treatment, while he engaged m a close umon w_th their

sovereign, f And as the Spaniards were much more paplsts than the

French, were much more exposed to the old puritanical hatred, g

and had even erected the bloody tribunal of the inquisition, whose

rigours they had refused to mitigate on Cromwel's solicitation; h he

hoped that a holy and meritorious war with such idolaters could

not fail of protection from heaven.' A preacher likewise, inspired,

as was supposed, by a prophetic spirit, bid him go and prosper;

calling him a stone cut out of the mountazns w_thout hands, that would

break the przde of the Spanzard, crush Antzchr_st, and make way for the
purzty of the Gospel over the whole world, k

Actuated equally by these bigotted, these ambitious, and these

interested motives, the protector equipped two considerable

squadrons; and while he was making those preparations, the

neighbouring states, ignorant of his intentions, remained m sus-

pence, and looked with anxious expectation on what side the storm
should discharge itself. One of these squadrons, consisting of

thirty capital ships, was sent into the Mediterranean under Blake,

whose fame was now spread over Europe. No English fleet, except

c See the account of the negoclatlons with France and Spain by Thurloe,
vol 1.p. 759 d He proposed to Sweden a general league and confederac)_
of all the protestants. Whltlocke, p 62o. Thurloe, vol. Wl p. 1. In order to
judge of the maxims, by which he conducted his foreign politics, see farther
Thurloe, vol iv p. 295,343, 443, vol. vn. p. a74. e Thurloe, vol. i. p 759.
f Thurloe, vol 1. p 759. g Id lbld h Id ibid. Don Alonzo said. that the
Indian trade and the lnqmsmon were his master's two eyes, and the protec-
tor ms_sted upon the putting out both of them at once. ' Carrmgton, p
19i. k Bates.
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during the Crusades, had ever before sailed in those seas; and

from one extremity to the other, there was no naval force, Chris-

tian or Mahometan, able to resist them. The Roman pontiff, whose

weakness and whose pride equally provoke attacks, dreaded in-

vasion from a power, which professed the most inveterate enmity

against him, and which so little regulated its movements by the
usual motives of interest and prudence. Blake, casting anchor be-

fore Leghorn, demanded and obtained from the duke of Tuscany

reparation for some losses, which the English commerce had

formerly sustained from him. He next sailed to Algiers, and com-

pelled the dey to make peace, and to restrain his pyratical subjects
from farther violences on the English. He presented himself be-

fore Tunis; and having there made the same demands, the dey of

that republic bade him look to the castles of Porto-Farino and

Goletta, and do his utmost. Blake needed not to be rouzed by such

a bravado" He drew his ships close up to the castles, and tore them

in pieces with h_s artillery. He sent a numerous detachment of

sailors in their long boats into the harbour, and burned every ship

which lay there. This bold acnon, which its very temerity, perhaps,
rendered safe, was executed with little loss, and filled all that part

of the world with the renown of Enghsh valour.

The other squadron was not equally successful. It was corn- Jamaica

manded by Pen, and carried on board 4ooo men, under the corn- conquered

mand of Venables. About 5ooo more joined them from Barbadoes

and St. Christopher's. Both these officers were reclined to the

king's service; l and it is pretended, that Cromwel was obliged to
hurry the soldiers on hoard, in order to prevent the execution of

a conspiracy which had been formed among them, m favour of the

exiled family. _ The ill success of this enterprize may justly be

ascribed, as much to the injudicious schemes of the protector, who

planned it, as to the bad execution of the officers, by whom it was
conducted. The soldiers were the refuse of the whole army: The

forces, lnhsted in the West Indies, were the most profligate of

mankind: Pen and Venables were of incompatible tempers: The

troops were not furnished with arms fit for such an expedition:

Their provisions were defecnve both in quantity and quahty: All

hopes of pillage, the best incentive to valour among such men,

zClarendon " Vlta D. Berwlo, p a24.
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were refused the soldiers and seamen: No directions or intel-

ligence were given to conduct the officers in their enterprize: And
at the same time, they were tied down to follow the advice of

commissioners, who disconcerted them in all their projects."

i3th It was agreed by the admiral and general to attempt St. Do-

April mingo, the only place of strength in the island of Hispaniola. On

the approach of the English the Spaniards in a fright deserted

their houses, and fled into the woods. Contrary to the opinion of

Venables, the soldiers were disembarked without guides ten

leagues distant from the town. They wandered four days through
the woods without provisions, and what was still more intolerable

xn that sultry climate, without water. The Spaniards recovered

spirit, and attacked them. The English, discouraged with the bad

conduct of their officers, and scarcely alive from hunger, thirst,

and fatigue, were unable to resist. An inconsiderable number of
the enemy put the whole army to rout, kalled 6oo of them, and
chased the rest on board their vessels.

The English commanders, in order to atone, as much as possi-

ble, for thls unprosperous attempt, bent their course to Jamaica,
which was surrendered to them without a blow. Pen and Venables

returned to England, and were both of them sent to the Tower by

the protector, who, though commonly master of his fiery temper,

was thrown into a violent passion at this disappointment. He had

made a conquest of greater importance, than he was h_mself at that

time aware of; yet was it much mferior to the vast projects, which

he had formed. He gave orders, however, to support it by men and
money; and that island has ever since remained _n the hands of the

English; the chief acqmsition which they owe to the enterprizing

spirit of Cromwel.
i656. As soon as the news of this expedition, which was an un-

warrantable violation of treaty, arrived in Europe, the Spaniards

declared war against England, and seized all the ships and goods
of English merchants, of which they could make themselves mas-

ters. The commerce with Spain, so profitable to the English, was

cut off; and near 15oo vessels, it is computed, ° fell in a few years

" Burchet's Naxal H2storv See also Carte's Collecnon, vol 11 p. 46, 47
Thurloe, vol 111.p 5o5 ° Thurloe, vol. iv. p 135. World's Mistake m
Ohver Cromwel, in the Harl. Mlscel vol. 1.
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into the hands of the enemy. Blake, to whom Montague was now
joined in command, after receiving new orders, prepared himself

for hostilities against the Spaniards.

Several sea officers, having entertained scruples of conscience

with regard to the justice of the Spanish war, threw up their com-

missions, and retired? No commands, they thought, of their supe-

riors could justify a war, which was contrary to the principles of

natural eqmty, and which the civil magistrate had no right to
order. Individuals, they maintained, m resigning to the public

their natural liberty, could bestow on it only what they themselves
were possessed of, a right of performing lawful actions, and could

invest it with no authority of commanding what is contrary to the
decrees of heaven. Such maxims, though they seem reasonable,

are perhaps too perfect for human nature; and must be regarded
as one effect, though of the most innocent and even honourable

kind, of that spirit, partly fanatical, partly republican, which pre-
dominated in England.

Blake lay some time off Cadiz, m expectation of intercepting Success
the plate fleet, but was at last obhged, for want of water, to make

sail towards Portugal. Captain Stayner, whom he had left on the

coast with a squadron of seven vessels, came in sight of the gal-
leons, and immediately set sail to pursue them. The Spamsh admi-

ral ran h_s ship ashore: Two others followed his example: The

English took two ships valued at near two millions of pieces of September

eight. Two galleons were set on fire; and the marquess of Badajox,

viceroy of Peru, with his wife and his daughter, betrothed to the

young duke of Medina Ceh, were destroyed In them. The

marquess himself might have escaped; but seeing these un-
fortunate women, astonished with the danger, fall in a swoon, and

perish in the flames, he rather chose to die with them than drag out
a life, embittered with the remembrance of such dismal scenesJ

When the treasures, gained by this enterprize, arrived at

Portsmouth, the protector, from a spirit of ostentation, ordered

them to be transported by land to London.

The next action against the Spaniards was more honourable,

though less profitable, to the nation. Blake, hawng heard that a

Spanish fleet of sixteen ships, much richer than the former, had

P Thurloe, vol. iv p. 57° , 589 q Thurloe, vol v p 433.
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taken shelter in the Canaries, immediately made sail towards them.

He found them in the bay of Santa Cruz, disposed in a formidable

posture. The bay was secured with a strong castle, well provided

with cannon, besides seven forts in several parts of it, all united by
a line of commumcation, manned with musqueteers Don Diego

Dlagues, the Spanish admiral, ordered all his smaller vessels to

moor close to the shore, and posted the larger galleons farther off,
at anchor, with their broadsides to the sea.

Blake was rather animated than daunted with this appearance.
The wind seconded his courage, and blowing full into the bay, in

a moment brought hlm among the thickest of his enemies. After

a resistance of four hours, the Spaniards yielded to English valour,

and abandoned their ships, which were set on fire, and consumed

with all their treasure. The greatest danger still remained to the

English. They lay under the fire of the castles and all the forts,
which must, in a little time, have torn them in pieces. But the wind,

suddenly shlfnng, carried them out of the bay; where they left the

Spamards in astonishment at the happy temerity of their auda-
cious victors.

And This was the last and greatest action of the gallant Blake. He

death of was consumed with a dropsy and scurvy, and hastened home, that

admiral he might yield up his breath in his native country, which he had soBlake
much adorned by his valour. As he came within sight of land, he

expired, r Never man, so zealous for a facnon, was so much re-

spected and esteemed even by the opposite facnons. He was by

principle an inflexible republican; and the late usurpations, amidst

all the trust and caresses, which he received from the ruhng pow-
ers, were thought to be very little grateful to him. It zs stzll our duty,

he said to the seamen, to fight for our country, znto what hands so ever
the government may fall. Disinterested, generous, liberal; ambitious

only of true glory, dreadful only to his avowed enemies; he forms
one of the most perfect characters of the age, and the least stained

with those errors and violences, which were then so predominant.

The protector ordered him a pompous funeral at the public

charge: But the tears of his countrymen were the most honourable
panegyric on his memory.

r 2oth of April, 1657
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The conduct of the protector in foreign affairs, though impru-
dent and impolinc, was full of vigour and enterprize, and drew a

consideration to his country, which, since the reign of Elizabeth, it

seemed to have totally lost. The great mind of this successful

usurper was Intent on spreading the renown of the English nation;
and while he struck mankind with astonishment at his extraor-

dinary fortune, he seemed to ennoble, instead of debasing, that
people, whom he had reduced to subjection. It was his boast, that

he would render the name of an Englishman as much feared and

revered as ever was that of a Roman; and as his countrymen found

some reality in these pretensions, their national vanity, being grat-
ified, made them bear with more patience all the indignities and
calamities, under which they laboured.

It must also be acknowledged, that the protector, in his civil and Domemc

domestic administration, displayed as great regard both to justice admm_stra-
and clemency, as his usurped authority, derived from no law, and tzon of

CromweI
founded only on the sword, could possibly permm All the chief

offices in the courts of judicature were filled with men of integrity:

Amidst the virulence of facuon, the decrees of the judges were
upright and impartial: And to every man but himself, and to him-

self, except where necessity required the contrary, the law was the
great rule of conduct and behaviour. Vane and Lilburn, whose

credit with the republicans and levellers he dreaded, were indeed

for some time confined to prison: Cony, who refused to pay illegal

taxes, was obliged by menaces to depart from his obstinacy: High

courts of justice were erected to try those who had engaged in

conspiracies and Insurrections against the protector's authority,
and whom he could not safely commit to the verdict of juries. But

these irregularities were deemed inevitable consequences of his

illegal authority. And though often urged by his officers, as is
pretended s to attempt a general massacre of the royalists, he at-

ways with horror rejected such sanguinary counsels.

In the army was laid the sole basis of the protector's power; and

in managing it consisted the chief art and delicacy of his govern-

ment. The soldiers were held in exact discipline; a policy, which
both accustomed them to obedience, and made them less hateful

Clarendon, Life of Dr Berwlck, &c.
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and burthensome to the people. He augmented their pay; though
the public necessities some times obliged him to run m arrears to

them. Their interests, they were sensible, were closely connected

with those of their general and protector. And he entirely com-
manded their affectionate regard, by his abilities and success in

almost every enterprize, which he had hitherto undertaken. But all
military government is precarious; much more where it stands in

opposition to civil establishments; and still more, where it encoun-

ters religious prejudices. By the wdd fanaticism, which he had
nourished in the soldiers, he had seduced them into measures, for

which, if openly proposed to them, they would have entertained

the utmost aversion. But this same spirit rendered them more

difficult to be governed, and made their caprices terrible even to

that hand, which directed their movements. So often taught, that

the office of kang was an usurpation upon Christ, they were apt to

suspect a protector not to be altogether compatible with that divine

authority. Harrison, though raised to the highest digmty, and pos-
sessed of Cromwel's confidence, became his most inveterate en-

emy as soon as the authority of a single person was established,

against which that usurper had always made such violent pro-

testations. Overton, Rich, Okey, officers of rank in the army, were
actuated with hke principles, and Cromwel was obliged to deprive
them of their commissions. Their influence, which was before

thought unbounded among the troops, seemed from that moment
to be totally annihilated.

The more effectually to curb the enthusiastic and seditious
spirit of the troops, Cromwel established a kind of mdltia in the

several counties. Companies of infantry and cavalry were enlisted

under proper officers, regular pay distributed among them, and a

resource by that means provided both against the insurrections of

the royahsts, and mutiny of the army.

Religion can never be deemed a point of small consequence in
civil government: But during this period, it may be regarded as the

great spring of men's actions and determinations. Though trans-
ported, himself, with the most frantic whimsies, Cromwel had

adopted a scheme for regulating this principle in others, which was

sagacious and political. Being resolved to maintain a national

church, yet determined neither to admit episcopacy nor presby-
tery, he established a number of commissioners, under the name
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of tryers, partly laymen, partly ecclesiastics, some presbyterians,
some independents. These presented to all livings, which were

formerly in the gift of the crown; they examined and admitted

such persons as received holy orders; and they inspected the hves,
doctrine, and behaviour of the clergy. Instead of supporting that

umon between learning and theology, which has so long been

attempted in Europe, these tryers embraced the latter principle m

its full purity, and made it the sole object of their examination. The

candidates were no more perplexed with questions concerning

their progress in Greek and Roman erudition; concerning their

talent for profane arts and sciences: The chief object of scrutiny

regarded their advances in grace, and fixmg the critical moment of
their conversion.

With the pretended saints of all denominations Cromwel was

familiar and easy. Laying aside the state of protector, which, on
other occasions, he well knew how to maintain, he msmuated to

them, that nothing but necessity could ever oblige him to invest

himself with it. He talked spiritually to them; he sighed, he

weeped, he canted, he prayed. He even entered with them into an

emulation of ghostly gifts; and these men, instead of grieving to be
out done in their own way, were proud, that his highness, by his

princely example, had dignified those practices, in which they
themselves were daily occupied:

If Cromwel might be said to adhere to any particular form of

religion, they were the independents who could chiefly boast of his

favour; and it may be affirmed, that such pastors of that sect, as

were not passionately addicted to civil liberty, were all of them
devoted to him. The presbyterian clergy also, saved from the rav-

ages of the anabaptists and millenarians, and enjoying their estab-

hshments and tythes, were not averse to his government; though

t Cromwel followed, though but in part the advice which he received
from general Harrison, at the time when the intimacy and endearment
most strongly subsisted betwixt them. "Let the waiting upon Jehovah," said
that military saint, "be the greatest and most considerable business you have
every day. Reckon it so, more than to eat, sleep, and council together. Run
aside sometimes from your company, and get a word with the Lord. Wh'_'
should not you have three or four precious souls always standing at your
elbow, with whom you might now and then turn into a corner, I have found
refreshment and mercy in such a way "' Milton's state papers, p. 12,
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he still entertained a great jealousy of that ambitious and restless

spirit, by which they were actuated. He granted an unbounded

liberty of conscience, to all but catholics and prelatists; and by that

means, he both attached the wild sectaries to his person, and em-
ployed them in curbing the domineering spirit of the presby-

terians. "I am the only man," he was often heard to say, "who has
known how to subdue that insolent sect, which can suffer none but
itself."

The protestant zeal, which possessed the presbyterians and

independents, was highly gratified by the haughty manner, in

which the protector so successfully supported the persecuted prot-

estants throughout all Europe. Even the duke of Savoy, so remote

a power, and so little exposed to the naval force of England, was

obhged, by the authority of France, to comply with his mediation,

and to tolerate the protestants of the vallies, against whom that

prince had commenced a furious persecution. France itself was
constrained to bear, not only with the rehgion, but even, in some

instances, with the seditious insolence of the Hugonots; and when

the French court applied for a reciprocal tolerauon of the catholic

religion in England, the protector, who arrogated in every thing

the superiority, would hearken to no such proposal. He had enter-
tained a project of instituting a college in imitation of that at Rome,

for the propagation of the faith; and his apostles, m zeal, though

not in unanimity, had certainly been a full match for the catholics.

Cromwel retained the church of England in constraint; though

he permitted its clergy a little more liberty than the republican
parliament had formerly allowed. He was pleased, that the supe-

rior lemty of his administration should in every thing be remarked.
He bridled the royalists, both by the army which he retained, and

by those secret spies, which he found means to intermix in all their

counsels. Manning being detected and punished with death, he

corrupted Sir Richard Willis, who was much trusted by chancellor

Hyde and all the royalists; and by means of this man he was let into

every design and conspiracy of the party. He could disconcert any
project, by confining the persons who were to be the actors in it;

and as he restored them afterwards to liberty, his severity passed

only for the result of general jealousy and suspicion. The secret
source of his mtelhgence remained still unknown and un-

suspected.
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Conspiracies for an assassination he was chiefly afraid of; these
being designs, which no prudence or vigilance could evade. Col-

onel Titus, under the name of Allen, had written a spMted dis-

course, exhorting every one to embrace this method of vengeance;

and Cromwel knew, that the inflamed minds of the royal party

were sufficiently disposed to put the doctrine in practice against
him. He openly told them, that assassinations were base and odi-

ous, and he never would commence hostilities by so shameful an

expedient; but if the first attempt or provocation came from them,
he would retaliate to the uttermost He had instruments, he said,

whom he could employ; and he never would desist, till he had

totally exterminated the royal family. Thls menace, more than all

his guards, contributed to the security of h_s person. _

There was no point about which the protector was more solic-

itous than to procure intelligence. This arncle alone, it is said, cost

him sixty thousand pounds a year. Postmasters, both at home and

abroad, were in his pay: Carriers were searched or bribed: Secre-
taries and clerks were corrupted: The greatest zealots m all parties

were often those who conveyed private information to him: And

nothing could escape his vigilant enquiry. Such at least is the rep-

resentation made by historians of Cromwel's admmlstranon: But
it must be confessed, that, if we may judge by those volumes of

Thurloe's papers, which have been lately published, this affair, like

many others, has been greatly magnified. We scarcely find by that

collection, that any secret counsels of foreign states, except those

of Holland, which are not expected to be concealed, were known
to the protector.

The general behaviour and deportment of this man, who had

been raised from a very private station, who had passed most of his

youth in the country, and who was still constrained so much to

frequent bad company, was such as might befit the greatest mon-

arch. He maintained a dignity without either affectation or osten-

tation; and supported with all strangers that high idea, with which
his great exploits and prodigious fortune had impressed them.

Among his ancient friends, he could relax himself; and by trifling

and amusement, jesting and making verses, he feared not ex-
posing himself to their most familiar approachesY With others, he

u See note [D] at the end of the volume w WhMocke, p 647
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sometimes pushed matters to the length of rustic buffoonery; and

he would amuse himself by putting burning coals into the boots

and hose of the officers, who attended him." Before the king's trial,

a meeting was agreed on between the chiefs of the republican
party and the general officers, in order to concert the model of that

free government, which they were to substitute, in the room of the

monarchical constituuon, now totally subverted. After debates on

this subject, the most important, that could fall under the dis-

cusslon of human creatures, Ludlow tells us, that Cromwel, by way

of frolic, threw a cushion at his head; and when Ludlow took up
another cushion, m order to return the compliment, the general

ran down stairs, and had almost fallen in the hurry. When the high

court of justice was signing the warrant for the execution of the

king, a matter, if possible, still more serious; Cromwel, taking the
pen m his hand, before he subscribed his name, bedaubed with ink

the face of Martin, who sat next him. And the pen being delivered

to Martin, he practised the same frolic upon Cromwel? He fre-
quently gave feasts to his inferior officers; and when the meat was

set upon the table, a signal was given; the soldiers rushed in upon

them; and w_th much noise, tumult, and confusion, ran away with

all the dishes, and disappointed the guests of their expected meal. _

That vein of Irolic and pleasantry, which made a part, however

inconsistent, of Cromwel's character, was apt sometimes to betray
him into other mconsistencms, and to discover _tself even where

religion might seem to be a little concerned. It is a tradition, that,

one day, s_ttmg at table, the protector had a bottle of wine brought
him, of a kind which he valued so highly, that he must needs open

the bottle himself: But m attempting it, the corkscrew dropt from

his hand. Immediately his courtiers and generals flung themselves

on the floor to recover it. Cromwel burst out a laughing. Should any

fool, said he, put zn hzs head at the door, he would fancy, from your
posture, that you were seekzng the Lord; and you are only seeking a cork
screw.

Amidst all the unguarded play and buffoonery of this singular

personage, he took the opportunity of remarking the characters,

designs, and weaknesses of men; and he would sometimes push

them, by an indulgence in wine, to open to him the most secret

x Bates. _ Trial of the regicides _ Bates
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recesses of their bosom. Great regularity, however, and even, aus-

terity of manners were always maintained in his court; and he was

careful never by any liberties to give offence to the most rigid of

the godly. Some state was upheld; but with httle expence, and
without any splendor. The nobility, though courted by him, kept

at a distance, and disdained to intermix with those mean persons,

who were the instruments of his government. Without departing

from oeconomy, he was generous to those who served him; and he

knew how to find out and engage in his interests every man pos-

sessed of those talents, which any particular employment de-

manded. His generals, his admirals, his judges, his ambassadors,

were persons, who contributed, all of them, in their several

spheres, to the security of the protector, and to the honour and
interest of the nation.

Under pretence of uniting Scotland and Ireland in one com-
monwealth with England, Cromwell had reduced those kingdoms

to a total subjection; and he treated them entirely as conquered

provinces. The civil administration of Scotland was placed in a
council, consisting mostly of Enghsh, of which lord Broghil was

president. Justice was administered by seven judges, four of whom

were English. In order to curb the tyrannical nobility, he both

abolished all vassalage a and revived the office of justice of peace,

which king James had introduced, but was not able to support, b A

long line of forts and garrisons was maintained throughout the

kingdom. An army of 1o,ooo men Ckept every thing in peace and
obedience; and neither the banditti of the mountains nor the big-

ots of the low countries could indulge their inclination to tur-

bulence and disorder. He courted the presbyterian clergy; though

he nourished that intestine enmity which prevailed between the

resolutioners and protesters; and he found, that very little policy
was requisite to foment quarrels among theologians. He permitted

no church assemblies; being sensible that from thence had pro-

ceeded many of the past disorders. And in the main, the Scots were

obliged to acknowledge, that never before, while they enjoyed

their irregular, factious liberty, had they attained so much hap-

paness as at present, when reduced to subjection under a foreign
nation.

a Whltlocke. p 57o. b Thurloe, vol. iv. p. 57- c Thurloe. vol vl. p 557
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The protector's admimstration of Ireland was more severe and

violent. The government of that island was first entrusted to Fleet-
wood, a notorious fananc, who had married Ireton's widow; then

to Henry Cromwel, second son of the protector, a young man of
an amiable mild disposition, and not destitute of vigor and capac-

ity. Above five milhons of acres, forfeited either by the popish

rebels or by the adherents of the king, were divided, partly among

the adventurers, who had advanced money to the parliament,

partly among the Enghsh soldiers, who had arrears due to them.

Examples of a more sudden and violent change of property are

scarcely to be found in any history. An order was even issued to
confine all the native Irish to the province of Connaught, where

they would be shut up by rivers, lakes, and mountains, and could

not, it was hoped, be any longer dangerous to the English govern-
ment: But this barbarous and absurd pohcy, which, from an im-

patience of attaining immediate security, must have depopulated

all the other prownces, and rendered the Enghsh estates of no

value, was soon abandoned as impracticable.

New Cromwel began to hope, that, by his administration, attended
parha- w_th so much lustre and success abroad, so much order and tran-

ment qmllity at home, he had now acqmred such authority as would

enable him to meet the representatives of the nation, and would

assure him of their dutiful compliance with his government. He

summoned a parliament; but not trusnng altogether to the good

will of the people, he used every art, which his new model of

representation allowed him to employ, m order to influence the
elections and fill the house with his own creatures. Ireland, being

entirely in the hands of the army, chose few but such officers as

were most acceptable to him. Scotland showed a like comphance;

and as the nobility and gentry of that kingdom regarded their

attendance on English parhaments as an ignominious badge of

slavery, it was, on that account, more easy for the officers to prevail
in the elections. Notwithstanding all these precautions, the protec-

tor still found, that the majority would not be favourable to him.

i7th of He set guards, therefore, on the door, who permitted none to
September enter but such as produced a warrant from his council; and the

council rejected about a hundred, who either refused a recogmtion

of the protector's government, or were on other accounts obnox-

ious to him. These protested against so egregious a violence, sub-
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versive of all liberty; but every apphcanon for redress was ne-

glected both by the council and the parliament.
The majority of the parliament, by means of these arts and

violences, was now at last either friendly to the protector, or re-
solved, by their comphance, to adjust, if possible, this military

government to thmr laws and hberues. They voted a renuncmtmn
of all title in Charles Stuart or any of his family; and this was the

first act, dignified with the appearance of national consent, which

had ever had that tendency. Colonel Jephson, m order to sound

the inclinations of the house, ventured to move, that the parha-
ment should bestow the crown on Cromwel; and no surpnze or
reluctance was discovered on the occasion. When Cromwel after-

wards asked Jephson what induced him to make such a motion,

"As long," said Jephson, "as I have the honour to sit m parhament,

I must follow the dictates of my own conscmnce, whatever offence

I may be so unfortunate as to g_ve you." "Get thee gone," said

Cromwel, giving him a gentle blow on the shoulder, "get thee

gone, for a mad fellow as thou art."

In order to pave the way to this advancement, for which he so

ardently longed, Cromwel resolved to sacrifice his major-generals,

whom he knew to be extremely odious to the nation. That measure

was also become necessary for his own security. All government,

purely military, fluctuates perpetually between a despotic mon-

archy and a despotic aristocracy, according as the authority of the

chief commander prevails, or that of the officers next him m rank

and digmty. The major-generals, being possessed of so much &s-
tinct jurisdiction, began to establish a separate title to power, and

had rendered themselves formidable to the protector himself; and

for this inconvenience, though he had not foreseen it, he well

knew, before it was too late, to provide a proper remedy. Claypole,

his son-in-law, who possessed his confidence, abandoned them to
the pleasure of the house; and though the name was still retained,

it was agreed to abridge, or rather entirely annihilate, the power of

the major-generals.

At length, a motion in form was made by alderman Pack, one

of the city members, for investing the protector with the dignity of

king. This motion, at first, excited great disorder, and divided the
whole house into parties. The chief opposition came from the

usual adherents of the protector, the major-generals and such
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officers as depended on them. Lambert, a man of deep intrigue

and of great interest in the army, had long entertained the ambi-

tion of succeeding Cromwel m the protectorship; and he foresaw,

that, if the monarchy were restored, hereditary right would also be
established, and the crown be transmitted to the posterity of the

prince first elected. He pleaded, therefore, conscience; and rouz-

mg all those civil and religious jealousies against kingly govern-
ment, which had been so industriously encouraged among the

soldiers, and which served them as a pretence for so many vio-

lences, he raised a numerous, and still more formidable party

against the mouon.
On the other hand, the motion was supported by every one,

who was more particularly devoted to the protector, and who

hoped, by so acceptable a measure, to pay court to the prevailing

authority. Many persons also, attached to their country, despaired

of ever being able to subvert the present illegal establishment, and
were desirous, by fixing it on ancient foundations, to induce the

protector, from views of his own safety, to pay a regard to the

ancient laws and liberties of the kingdom. Even the royalists im-

prudently joined in the measure; and hoped, that, when the ques-
tion regarded only persons, not forms of government, no one

would any longer balance between the ancient royal family, and an

i657 ignoble usurper, who, by blood, treason, and perfidy, had made
Crown his way to the throne. The bill was voted by a considerable major-

offered to ity; and a committee was appointed to reason with the protector,
Cromwel and to overcome those scruples, which he pretended against ac-

cepting so liberal an offer.

9th Aprzl. The conference lasted for several days. The committee urged,
that all the statutes and customs of England were founded on the

supposition of regal authority, and could not, without extreme

violence, be adjusted to any other form of government: That a

protector, except during the minority of a king, was a name utterly
unknown to the laws; and no man was acquainted with the extent

or hmits of his authority: That if it were attempted to define every

part of his jurisdiction, many years, if not ages, would be required

for the execution of so complicated a work; if the whole power of

the king were at once transferred to him, the question was plainly
about a name, and the preference was undisputably due to the

ancient title: That the English constitution was more anxious con-
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cernmg the form of government than concerning the birthright of

the first magistrate, and had provided, by an express law of Henry

VII. for the security of those who act in defence of the king in

being, by whatever means he might have acqmred possession:
That it was extremely the interest of all his Highness's friends to

seek the shelter of this statute, and even the people in general were

desirous of such a settlement, and in all juries were with great

difficulty induced to give their verdict in favour of a protector:

That the great source of all the late commotions had been the

jealousy of liberty; and that a republic, together with a protector,
had been established in order to provide farther securities for the

freedom of the constitution; but that by experience the remedy

had been found insufficient, even dangerous and pernicious; since

every undeterminate power, such as that of a protector, must be

arbitrary; and the more arbitrary, as it was contrary to the genius
and inclination of the people.

The difficulty consisted not in perswading Cromwel. He was

sufficiently convinced of the solidity of these reasons; and his

inclination, as well as judgment, was entirely on the side of the

committee. But how to bring over the soldiers to the same way of

thinking was the question. The office of king had been painted to
them in such horrible colours, that there were no hopes of recon-

ciling them suddenly to it, even though bestowed upon their gen-

eral, to whom they were so much devoted. A contradiction, open

and direct, to all past professions would make them pass, xn the

eyes of the whole nation, for the most shameless hypocrites, in-
listed, by no other than mercenary motives, in the cause of the

most perfidious traitor. Principles, such as they were, had been

encouraged in them by every consideration, human and divine;

and though it was easy, where interest concurred, to deceive them

by the thinnest disguises, it might be found dangerous at once to
pull off the masque, and to show them in a full light the whole

crime and deformity of their conduct. Suspended between these
fears and his own most ardent desires, Cromwel protracted the

time, and seemed still to oppose the reasonings of the committee;

in hopes, that by artifice he might be able to reconcile the refrac-

tory minds of the soldiers to his new dignity.
While the protector argued so much m contradiction both to

his judgment and inclination, it is no wonder, that his elocutmn,
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always confused, embarrassed, and unintelligible, should be in-

volved in tenfold darkness, and discover no ghmmermg of com-

mon sense or reason. An exact account of this conference remains,

and may be regarded as a great curiosity. The members of the

committee, in their reasonings, discover judgment, knowledge,

elocution: Lord Broghlll in particular exerts himself on this

memorable occasion. But what a contrast, when we pass to the

protector's rephes! After so singular a manner does nature distrib-

ute her talents, that, in a nation abounding with sense and learn-

ing, a man, who, by superior personal merit alone, had made his

way to supreme dignity, and had even obhged the parliament to

make him a tender of the crown, was yet incapable of expressing

himself on this occasion, but m a manner which a peasant of the

most ordinary capacity would justly be ashamed of J

d We shall produce any passage at random For his discourse IS all of a
piece "I confess, for It behoves me to deal plainly with you. I must confess,
I would sa,_, I hope. I may be understood m this. for indeed I must be
tender what I say to such an audience as this; I say, I would be understood,
that In this argument I do not make parallel betwixt men of a different
mind and a parliament, which shall have their desires I know there is no
comparison, nor can it be urged upon ine, that mv words ha_e the least
colour that way, because the parhament seems to give liberty to me to say
anything to you, as that, that ISa tender of my humble reasons and judge-
ment and opinion to them, and If I thmk they are such and will be such to
them. and are faithful servants, and will be so to the supreme authority, and
the legislative wheresoever it is If, I say, I should not tell you, knowing
their minds to be so, I should not be faithful, if I should not tell you so. to

the end you may report _t to the parliament. I shall say something for
myself, for my own mlnd, I do profess it, I am not a man scrupulous about
words or names of such things I have not. But as I have the word of God,
and I hope I shall ever have it, for the rule of my conscience, for my
informatlons, so truly men that have been led in dark paths, through the
providence and dispensation of God, why surely it is not to be objected to
a man, for who can love to walk in the dark_ But providence does so

dispose And though a man may impute his own folly and bhndness to
providence sinfully, yet _t must be at my peril; the case may be that st is the
providence of God, that doth lead men in darkness. I must need say, that
I have had a great deal of experience of providence, and though it is no rule
without or against the word, yet it is a very good expositor of the word in
many cases " Conference at Whztehall. The great defect in Oliver's speeches
consists not in his want of elocution, but in his want of ideas. The sagacity
of his actions, and the absurdity of his d_scourse, form the most prodigious
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The opposition, which Cromwel dreaded, was not that which

came from Lambert and his adherents, whom he now regarded as
capital enemies, and whom he was resolved, on the first occasion,

to deprive of all power and authority: It was that which he met with

m his own family, and from men, who, by interest as well as inch-
nation, were the most devoted to him. Fleetwood had married his

daughter: Desborow his sister: Yet these men, actuated by prin-

ople alone, could, by no persuasion, artifice, or entreaty, be re-
duced to consent, that their friend and patron should be invested

with regal dignity. They told him, that, if he accepted of the crown,
they would instantly throw up their commissions, and never after-

wards should have it m their power to serve him e Colonel Pride

procured a pennon against the office of king, signed by a majority

of the officers, who were in London and the nmghbourhood.

Several persons, it is said, had entered into an engagement to
murder the protector within a few hours after he should have

accepted the offer of the parhament. Some sudden mutiny in the

army was justly dreaded. And upon the whole, Cromwel, after the

agony and perplexity of long doubt, was at last obhged to refuse He re-
that crown, which the representanves of the nation, in the most 2ect_,t
solemn manner, had tendered to him. Most historians are mchned

to blame his choice; but he must be allowed the best judge of his

own situation. And in such complicated subjects, the alteration of

a very minute circumstance, unknown to the spectator, will often
be sufficient to cast the balance, and render a determlnatmn,

whmh, m itself, may be uneliglble, very prudent, or even absolutely
necessary to the actor.

A dream or prophecy, lord Clarendon mentions, which he af-

firms (and he must have known the truth), was umversally talked

of almost from the beginning of the c_vil wars, and long before

Cromwel was so considerable a person as to bestow upon it any

degree of probability. In this prophecy it was foretold, that Crom-
wel should be the greatest man in England, and would nearly, but

never would fully, mount the throne. Such a prepossession proba-

contrast that ever was known. The collecuon of all h_s speeches, letters.
sermons (for he also wrote sermons) would make a great curiosity, and with
a iew excepnons might justly pass for one of the most nonsensical books m
the world _ Thurloe, vol. vl. p. 261.
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bly arose from the heated imagination either of himself or of his

followers; and as it m_ght be one cause of the great progress, which

he had already made, it is not an unlikely reason, which may be

assigned, for his refusing at this time any farther elevation.
The parliament, when the regal dignity was rejected by Crom-

wel, found themselves obliged to retam the name of a common-

wealth and protector; and as the government was hitherto a man-
ifest usurpation, it was thought proper to sanctify it by a seeming

choice of the people and their representatives. Instead of the zn-
strument of government, which was the work of the general officers

Humble alone, a humble petztzon and advzce was framed, and offered to the

pet,tzon protector by the parliament. This was represented as the great

and ad- basis of the republican establishment, regulating and limiting the
Ul£e

powers of each member of the constitution, and securing the hb-
erty of the people to the most remote posterity. By this deed, the

authority of protector was in some particulars enlarged. In others,

it was considerably diminished. He had the power of nominating

his successor; he had a perpetual revenue assigned him, a million

a year for the pay of the fleet and army, three hundred thousand

pounds for the support of civil government; and he had authority
to name another house, who should enjoy their seats during life,

and exercise some functions of the former house of peers. But he

abandoned the power assumed in the intervals of parliament, of

framing laws with the consent of his council; and he agreed, that
no members of either house should be excluded but by the consent

of that house, of which they were members. The other articles
were m the mare the same as m the instrument of government.

The instrument of government Cromwel had formerly extolled as

the most perfect work of human invention: He now represented it

as a rotten plank, upon which no man could trust himself without

sinMng. Even the humble petition and advice, which he extolled in
its turn, appeared so lame and imperfect, that it was found requi-

site, this very session, to mend it by a supplement; and after all, it

may be regarded as a crude and undigested model of government.

It was, however, accepted for the voluntary deed of the whole

people in the three united nations; and Cromwel, as if his power
had just commenced from this popular consent, was anew inau-

gurated in Westminster Hall, after the most solemn and most

pompous manner.
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The parliament having adjourned itself, the protector deprived 2 6thJune
Lambert of all his commissions; but still allowed him a consid-

erable pension, of 2ooo pounds a year, as a bribe for his future

peaceable deportment. Lambert's authority in the army, to the
surprise of every body, was found immedlately to expire with the
loss of his commission. Packer and some other officers, whom

Cromwel suspected, were also displaced.

Richard, eldest son of the protector, was brought to court,

introduced into public business, and thenceforth regarded by

many as his heir in the protectorship: though Cromwel sometimes

employed the gross artifice of flattering others with hopes of the
succession. Richard was a person possessed of the most peaceable,
inoffensive, unambitious character; and had hitherto lived con-

tentedly in the country on a small estate, which his wife had

brought him. All the activity, which he discovered, and which
never was great, was however exerted to beneficent purposes: At

the time of the king's trial, he had fallen on his knees before his

father, and had conjured him, by every tye of duty and humanity,

to spare the life of that monarch. Cromwel had two daughters

unmarried: One of them he now gave In marriage to the grandson

and heir of his great friend, the earl of Warwic, with whom he had,

in every fortune, preserved an uninterrupted intimacy and good

correspondence. The other, he married to the viscount Fau-

conberg, of a family, formerly devoted to the royal party. He was

ambitious of forming connexIons with the nobility; and It was one

chief motive for his desiring the title of king, that he might replace

every thing in ItS natural order, and restore, to the ancient families,
the trust and honour, of which he now found himself obliged, for

his own safety, to deprive them.

The parliament was again assembled; consisting, as in the times _658

of monarchy, of two houses, the commons and the other house. 2othJan
Cromwel, during the interval, had sent writs to his house of peers,

which consisted of sixty members. They were composed of five or

six ancient peers, of several gentlemen of fortune and distinction,
and of some officers who had risen from the meanest stations.

None of the ancient peers, however, though summoned by writ,
would deign to accept of a seat, which they must share with such

companions as were assigned them. The protector endeavoured at

first to maintain the appearance of a legal magistrate. He placed
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no guard at the door of either house: But soon found how incom-

patible liberty is with military usurpations. By bringing so great a
number of his friends and adherents into the other house, he had

lost the majority among the national representatives. In con-

sequence of a clause in the humble petition and advice, the com-

mons assumed a power of re-admitting those members, whom the

council had formerly excluded. Sir Arthur Hazelrig and some
others, whom Cromwel had created lords, rather chose to take

their seat with the commons. An incontestible majority now de-

clared themselves against the protector; and they refused to ac-
knowledge the jurisdiction of that other house, which he had es-

tablished. Even the validity of the humble peution and advice was

questioned; as being voted by a parliament, which lay under force,

and which was deprived by military violence of a considerable

number of its members. The protector, dreading combinations

between the parliament and the malcontents in the army, resolved

to allow no leisure for forming any conspiracy against him; and

4th Feb with expressions of great displeasure, he dissolved the parliament.

When urged by Fleetwood and others of his friends not to precip-

itate himself into this rash measure, he swore by the hvmg God,

that they should not sit a moment longer.
These d_stractlons at home were not able to take off the protec-

tor's attention from foreign affairs; and in all his measures he

proceeded with the same vigour and enterprize, as if secure of the

duty and attachment of the three kingdoms. His alliance with

Sweden he still supported; and he endeavoured to assist that

crown in its successful enterprizes, for reducing all its neighbours
to subjection, and rendering itself absolute master of the Baltic. As

soon as Spain declared war against him, he concluded a peace and
an alliance with France, and umted himself in all his counsels with

that potent and ambitious kingdom. Spain, having long courted in
vain the friendship of the successful usurper, was reduced at last

to apply to the unfortunate prince. Charles formed a league with

Philip, removed his small court to Bruges in the Low Countries,

and raised four regiments of his own subjects, whom he employed

in the Spanish service. The duke of York, who had, with applause,

served some campaigns in the French army, and who had merited

the particular esteem of marshal Turenne, now joined his brother,
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and continued to seek military experience under Don John of

Austria and the prince of CondO.

The scheme of foreign politics, adopted by the protector, was

highly imprudent, but was suitable to that magnanimity and enter-

prize, with which he was so signally endowed. He was partacularly

desirous of conquest and dominion on the continent; j and he sent

over into Flanders six thousand men under Reynolds, who joined

the French army commanded by Turenne. In the former cam-

palgn, Mardyke was taken, and put into the hands of the English.

Early this campaign, siege was laid to Dunkirk; and when the

Spanish army advanced to relieve it, the combined armies of

France and England marched out of their trenches, and fought the

battle of the Dunes, where the Spaniards were totally defeated, g

The valour of the English was much remarked on this occasion.

Dunkirk, being soon after surrendered, was by agreement dehv- Dunkzrk

ered to Cromwel. He committed the government of that important taken

place to Lockhart, a Scotchman of abilities, who had married his

niece, and was his ambassador at the court of France.

This acquisition was regarded by the protector as the means

only of obtaining farther advantages. He was resolved to concert

/ He aspxred to get possession of Elsinore and the passage of the Sound See
World's Mzstake zn Ohver Cromwel He also endeavoured to get possession of

Bremen. Thurloe, vol Vl p 478. g It was remarked by the saints of that
time, that the battle was fought on a da_¢ which was held for a fast in
London, so that as Fleetwood said (Thurloe, vol vii. p 159,) while we were
praying, they were fighting; and the Lord hath given a signal answer The
Lord has not only owned us in our work there, but m our waiting upon him
in a way of prayer, which is indeed our old expermnced approved way in

all stre_ghts and difficultms Cromwel's letter to Blake and Montague, h_s
brave admirals, is remarkable for the same sparit. Thurloe, vol. iv p 744
You have, says he, as I verily believe and am persuaded, a plentiful stock
of prayers going for you dally, sent up by the soberest and most approved
ministers and christians m this nation, and, notwithstanding some discour-
agements, very much wrestling of faith for you, which are to us, and I trust
will be to you, matter of great encouragement But notwithstanding all this,
it will be good for you and us to deliver up ourselves and all our affairs to
the dlsposmon of our all-w_se Father, who not only out of prerogauve, but
because of hzs goodness, wisdom and truth, ought to be resigned unto by
his creatures, especmlly those who are children of his begetting through the
spirit, &c.
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measures with the French court for the final conquest and par-

tition of the Low Countries. h Had he hved much longer, and main-

tained his authority in England, so chimerical or rather so danger-

ous a project, would certainly have been carried into execution.

And this first and principal step towards more extensive conquest,

which France, during a whole century, has never yet been able, by

an infinite expence of blood and treasure, fully to attain, had at
once been accomphshed by the enterprizing, though unskilful pol-
itics of Cromwel.

During these transactions, great demonstrations of mutual

friendship and regard passed between the French king and the

protector. Lord Fauconberg, Cromwel's son-m-law, was dis-

patched to Louis, then in the camp before Dunl_rk; and was re-

ceived with the regard, usually payed to foreign princes by the

French court.' Mazarine sent to London his nephew Mancini,
along with the duke of Crequi; and expressed his regret, that his

urgent affairs should deprive him of the honour, which he had

long wished for, of paying, m person, his respects to the greatest
man in the world]

The protector reaped httle satisfaction from the success of his
arms abroad: The situation, in which he stood at home, kept him

m perpetual uneasiness and inquietude. His administration, so

expensive both by military enterprizes and secret intelligence, had
exhausted his revenue, and involved him in a considerable debt.

The royalists, he heard, had renewed their conspiracies, for a

general insurrection; and Ormond was secretly come over with a
view of concerting measures for the execution of this project. Lord

Fairfax, Sir William Waller, and many heads of the presbyterians,

had secretly entered into the engagement. Even the army was

infected with the general spirit of discontent; and some sudden

and dangerous eruption was every moment to be dreaded from it.

No hopes remained, after his violent breach with the last parlia-

ment, that he should ever be able to establish, with general con-

sent, a legal settlement, or temper the military with any mixture of

h Thurloe, vol. a. p 76_. ' Ibld vol vii. p. 151, 158. k In reahty the
cardinal had not entertained so high an Idea of Cromwel. He used to say,
that he was a fortunate madman Vie de Cromwel par Raguenet. See also
Carte's Collection, vol. 11.p 81. Gumble's Life of Monk, p. 93 World's
M_stake in O. Cromwel.
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civil authority. All his arts and policy were exhausted; and having

so often, by fraud and false pretences, decmved every party, and

almost every individual, he could no longer hope, by repeating the

same professions, to meet with equal confidence and regard.
However zealous the royalists, their conspiracy took not effect:

Willis discovered the whole to the protector. Ormond was obliged

to fly, and he deemed himself fortunate to have escaped so vigilant

an administration. Great numbers were thrown into prison. A high

court of justice was anew erected for the trial of those criminals,

whose guilt was most apparent. Notwithstanding the recogmtion
of his authority by the last parliament, the protector could not, as

yet, trust to an unbyassed jury. Sir Henry Slingsby, and Dr. Huet
were condemned and beheaded. Mordaunt, brother to the earl

of Peterborow, narrowly escaped. The numbers for his con-

demnation and h_s acquittal were equal; and just as the sentence

was pronounced in his favour, colonel Pride, who was resolved to
condemn him, came into court. Ashton, Storey, and Bestley were

hanged in different streets of the c_ty.
The conspiracy of the Mlllenarians in the army struck Cromwel

with still greater apprehensions. Harrison and the other discarded

officers of that party could not remain at rest. Sumulated equally

by revenge, by ambinon, and by conscience, they still harboured in

their breast some desperate project; and there wanted not officers

m the army, who, from like monves, were disposed to second all

their undertakings. The levellers and agitators had been encour-

aged by Cromwel to interpose with their advice in all political
deliberanons; and he had even pretended to honour many of them

with his intimate friendship, while he conducted his daring enter-

prizes against the king and the parhament. It was a usual practice
with him, in order to familiarize h_mself the more with the agita-

tors, who were commonly corporals or serjeants, to take them to
bed with him, and there, after prayers and exhortations, to discuss

together their projects and principles, political as well as rehgious

Having assumed the dignity of protector, he excluded them from
all his councils, and had neither leisure nor inclination to indulge

them any farther in their wonted familiarities. Among those who

were enraged at this treatment was Sexby; an active agitator, who
now employed against him all that restless industry, which had

formerly been exerted in his favour. He even went so far as to
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enter into a correspondence with Spare; and Cromwel, who knew

the distempers of the army, was justly afraid of some mutiny, to

which a day, an hour, an instant, might provide leaders.

Of assassinations hkewise he was apprehensive, from the zeal-
ous splrlt, which actuated the soldiers. Slndercome had under-

taken to murder him; and, by the most unaccountable accidents,

had often been prevented from executing his bloody purpose. His

design was discovered; but the protector could never find the

bottom of the enterprize, nor detect any of his accornpllces. He was

tried by ajury; and notwithstanding the general odmm attending

that crime, notwithstanding the clear and full proof of his guilt, so

little conviction prevailed of the protector's right to the supreme

government, it was with the utmost difficulty _ that this con-

spirator was condemned. When every thing was prepared for his

execution, he was found dead; from poison, as is supposed, which
he had voluntardy taken.

The protector might better have supported those fears and

apprehensions, which the pubhc distempers occasioned, had he

enjoyed any domesuc sansfacnon, or possessed any cordial friend
of his own family, in whose bosom he could safely have unloaded

his anxious and corroding cares. But Fleetwood, his son-in-law,

actuated by the wildest zeal, began to estrange himself from him;

and was enraged to discover, that Cromwel, in all his enterprizes,

had entertained views of promoting his own grandeur, more than

of encouraging piety and religion, of which he made such fer-
vent professions. His eldest daughter, married to Fleetwood, had

adopted republican principles so vehement, that she could not

with patience behold power lodged in a single person, even in her

indulgent father. His other daughters were no less prejudiced in

favour of the royal cause, and regretted the violences and miqm-

ties, into which, they thought, their family had so unhappily been

transported. Above all, the sickness of Mrs. Claypole, his peculiar
favourite, a lady endued with many humane virtues, and amiable

accomplishments, depressed his anxious mind, and poisoned all

his enjoyments. She had entertained a high regard for Dr. Huet,

lately executed; and being refused his pardon, the melancholy of

her temper, encreased by her distempered body, had prompted

l Thurloe, vol vl. p. 53.
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her to lament to her father all his sanguinary measures, and urge

him to compunction for those heinous crimes, into which his fatal

ambition had betrayed him. Her death, which followed soon after,

gave new edge to every word, which she had uttered.

All composure of mind was now for ever fled trom the protec-
tor: He felt, that the grandeur, which he had attained with so much

guilt and courage, could not ensure him that tranquillity, which it
belongs to virtue alone, and moderation fully to ascertain. Over-

whelmed with the load of public affairs, dreading perpetually

some fatal accident in his distempered government, seeing noth-

ing around him but treacherous friends or enraged enemies, pos-

sessing the confidence of no party, resting his title on no principle,

civil or religious, he found his power to depend on so delicate a

polze of factions and interests, as the smallest event was able.

without any preparation, in a moment to overturn. Death too,

which, with such signal intrepidity, he had braved in the field.

being incessantly threatened by the poniards of fanatical or inter-

ested assassins, was ever present to his terrified apprehension, and

haunted him in every scene of business or repose. Each action of

his life betrayed the terrors under which he laboured The aspect
of strangers was uneasy to him' With a piercing and anxious eye

he surveyed every face, to which he was not dally accustomed. He

never moved a step without strong guards attending him: He wore

armour under his cloaths, and farther secured himself by offensive

weapons, a sword, falchion, and pistols, which he always carried
about him. He returned from no place by the direct road, or by the

same way which he went Every journey he performed with hurry

and precipltanon. Seldom he slept above three nights together in
the same chamber: And he never let it be known beforehand what

chamber he intended to choose, nor entrusted himself in any.

which was not provided with back-doors, at which sentinels were

carefully placed. Society terrified him, while he reflected on his
numerous, unknown, and implacable enemies: Solitude aston-

ished him, by withdrawing that protection, which he found so

necessary for his security.

His body also, from the contagion of his anxious mind, began Szckness
to be affected; and his health seemed sensibly to dechne. He was of the

seized with a slow fever, which changed into a tertian ague. For the protector

space of a week, no dangerous symptoms appeared; and in the
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intervals of the fits he was able to walk abroad. At length, the fever

encreased, and he himself began to entertain some thoughts of
death, and to cast his eye towards that future existence, whose idea

had once been intimately present to him; though since, in the
hurry of affairs, and in the shock of wars and factions, it had, no

doubt, been considerably obliterated. He asked Goodwm, one of

his preachers, if the doctrine were true, that the elect could never

fall or suffer a final reprobation. "Nothing more certain," replied

the preacher. "Then am I safe," said the protector: "For I am sure

that once I was in a state of grace."

His physicians were sensible of the perilous condition, to which
his distemper had reduced him: But his chaplains, by their

prayers, visions, and revelations, so buoyed up his hopes, that he

began to believe his life out of all danger. A favourable answer, it

was pretended, had been returned by heaven to the petitions of all
the godly; and he relied on their asseverations much more than on

the opinion of the most experienced physicians. "I tell you," he

cried with confidence to the latter, "I tell you, I shall not die of this

distemper: I am well assured of my recovery. It is promised by the

Lord, not only to my supplications, but to those of men who hold

a stricter commerce and more intimate correspondence with him.
Ye may have skill in your profession; but nature can do more than

all the physicians in the world, and God is far above nature." " Nay,

to such a degree of madness did their enthusiastic assurances

mount, that, upon a fast day, which was observed, on his account,

both at Hampton Court and at White-hall, they did not so much
pray for his health, as give thanks for the undoubted pledges,

which they had received of his recovery. He himself was overheard

offering up his addresses to heaven; and so far had the illusions of

fanaticism prevailed over the plainest dictates of natural morality,

that he assumed more the character of a mediator, in interceding

for his people, than that of a criminal, whose atrocious violation of
social duty had, from every tribunal, human and divine, merited

the severest vengeance.

Meanwhile all the symptoms began to wear a more fatal aspect;

and the physicians were obliged to break silence, and to declare

that the protector could not survive the next fit, with which he

Bates: See also Thurloe, vol vn. p 355, 416-
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was threatened. The council was alarmed. A deputation was

sent to know his will with regard to his successor. His senses were

gone, and he could not now express his intentions. They asked
him whether he did not mean, that his eldest son, Richard,

should succeed him in the protectorship. A simple affirmative was,

or seemed to be extorted from him. Soon after, on the 3d of

September, that very day, which he had always considered as the

most fortunate for him, he expired. A violent tempest, which im- H_s death.

mediately succeeded his death, served as a subject of discourse to

the vulgar. His partlzans, as well as his enemies, were tond of

remarking this event; and each of them endeavoured, by forced
references, to interpret it as a confirmation of their particular

prejudices.

The writers, attached to the memory of this wonderful person, and
character

make his character, with regard to ablliues, bear the air of the most
extravagant panegyric: His enemies form such a representation of

his moral quahties as resembles the most virulent invective. Both

of them, it must be confessed, are supported by such striking

circumstances in his conduct and fortune as bestow on their repre-

sentation a great air of probability. "What can be more extraor-

dinary," it is said," "than that a person, of private birth and edu-
cation, no fortune, no eminent qualities of body, which have

somenmes, nor shining talents of mind, which have often raised

men to the highest dignities, should have the courage to attempt

and the abilines to execute so great a design as the subverting one
of the most ancient and best established monarchies in the world?

That he should have the power and boldness to put his prince and

master to an open and infamous death? Should banish that numer-

ous and strongly allied family? Cover all these temermes under a

seeming obedience to a parhament, in whose servme he pretended

to be retained? Trample too upon that parliament in their turn,

and scornfully expel them as soon as they gave him ground of
dissatisfaction? Erect in their place the dominion of the saints, and

give reality to the most visionary idea, which the heated imag-

ination of any fanatic was ever able to entertain? Suppress again
that monster in its infancy, and openly set up himself above all

n Cowley's Discourses' This passage is altered m some particulars from the
original
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things that ever were called sovereign in England? Overcome first

all his enemies by arms, and all his friends afterwards by artifice?

Serve all parties patiently for a while, and command them victo-

riously at last? Over-run each corner of the three nations, and

subdue with equal facihty, both the riches of the south, and the

poverty of the north? Be feared and courted by all foreign princes,

and be adopted a brother to the gods of the earth? Call together

parliaments with a word of his pen, and scatter them again with the

breath of his mouth? Reduce to subjecuon a warlike and discon-

tented nation, by means of a mutinous army? Command a mu-

tinous army by means of seditious and factious officers? Be hum-
bly and daily petitioned, that he would be pleased, at the rate of

milhons a year, to be hired as master of those who had hired him
before to be their servant? Have the estates and hves of three

nations as much at his disposal as was once the little inheritance of

his father, and be as noble and liberal in the spending of them?

And lastly (for there is no end of enumerating every particular of

his glory) with one word bequeath all this power and splendor to

his posterity? Die possessed of peace at home and triumph abroad?

Be buried among kings, and with more than regal solemnity; and

leave a name behind him not to be extlngmshed but with the whole
world; which as it was too little for his praise, so might it have been

for his conquests, if the short line of his mortal life could have

stretched out the extent of his immortal designs?"
My intention is not to disfigure this picture, drawn by so mas-

terly a hand: I shall only endeavour to remove from it somewhat

of the marvellous; a circumstance which, on all occasions, gives

much ground for doubt and suspicion. It seems to me, that the

circumstance of CromweI's life, in which his abilities are prin-

cipally discovered, is his rising, from a private station, in opposi-

tion to so many rivals, so much advanced before him, to a high
command and authority m the army. His great courage, his signal

military talents, his eminent dexterity and address, were all requi-

site for this important acquisition. Yet will not this promotion

appear the effect of supernatural abilities, when we consider, that
Fairfax himself, a private gentleman, who had not the advantage

of a seat in parliament, had, through the same steps, attained even

a superior rank, and, if endued with common capacity and pene-
tration, had been able to retain it. To incite such an army to

rebellion against the parhament, required no uncommon art or
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industry: To have kept them in obedience had been the more

difficult enterprize. When the breach was once formed between

the military and civil powers, a supreme and absolute authority,
from that moment, is devolved on the general; and if he be after-

wards pleased to employ artifice or policy, it may be regarded, on

most occasions, as great condescension, if not as superfluous cau-

tion. That Cromwel was ever able really to blind or over-reach,

either the king or the republicans, does not appear: As they pos-

sessed no means of resisting the force under his command, they

were glad to temporize with him, and, by seeming to be decewed,
walt for opportumties of freeing themselves from his dominion. If

he seduced the military fanatics, it is to be considered, that their

interests and his evidently concurred, that their ignorance and low

education exposed them to the grossest imposition, and that he
himself was at bottom as frantic an enthusiast as the worst of them,

and, in order to obtain their confidence, needed but to display

those vulgar and ridiculous habits, which he had early acquired,

and on which he set so high a value. An army is so forcible, and at

the same time so coarse a weapon, that any hand, which wields it,

may, without much dexterity, perform any operation, and attain
any ascendant, in human society.

The domestic administration of Cromwel, though it discovers
great abilities, was conducted without any plan either of liberty or

arbitrary power: Perhaps, his difficult situation admitted of nei-

ther. His foreign enterprizes, though full of intrepidity, were per-

nicious to national interest, and seem more the result of impetuous

fury or narrow prejudices, than of cool foresight and deliberation.

An eminent personage, however, he was in many respects, and

even a superior genius; but unequal and irregular in his oper-
ations. And though not defective in any talent, except that of
elocution, the abilities, which in him were most admirable, and

which most contributed to his marvellous success, were the mag-

nanimous resolution of his enterprizes, and his peculiar dexterity

in discovering the characters, and practising on the weaknesses of
mankind.

If we survey the moral character of Cromwel with that in-
dulgence, which is due to the bhndness and infirmltles of the

human species, we shall not be inclined to load his memory with

such violent reproaches as those which his enemies usually throw

upon it. Amidst the passions and prejudices of that period, that he
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should prefer the parliamentary to the royal cause, will not appear

extraordinary; since, even at present, some men of sense and

knowledge are disposed to think, that the question, with regard to

the justice of the quarrel, may be regarded as doubtful and uncer-
tain. The murder of the king, the most atrocious of all his acnons,

was to him covered under a mighty cloud of republican and fanat-

ical illusions; and it is not impossible, but he might believe it, as

many others did, the most meritorious action, that he could per-

form. His subsequent usurpation was the effect of necessity, as well

as of ambition; nor is it easy to see, how the various factions could
at that time have been restrained, without a mixture of military

and arbitrary authority. The private deportment of Cromwel, as a
son, a husband, a father, a friend, is exposed to no considerable

censure, 1fit does not rather merit praise. And upon the whole, his

character does not appear more extraordinary and unusual by the
mixture of so much absurdity with so much penetration, than by

his tempering such violent ambition and such enraged fanaticism

with so much regard to justice and humanity.

Cromwel was in the fifty-ninth year of his age when he died. He

was of a robust frame of body, and of a manly, though not of an

agreeable aspect. He left only two sons, Pochard and Henry; and
three daughters; one married to general Fleetwood, another to

Lord Fauconberg, a third to lord Rich. His father died when he was

young. His mother lived till after he was protector; and, contrary

to her orders, he buried her with great pomp in Westminster
Abbey. She could not be persuaded, that his power or person was

ever in safety. At every noise, which she heard, she exclaimed, that
her son was murdered; and was never satisfied that he was alive,

if she did not receive frequent visits from him. She was a decent

woman; and by her frugality and industry had raised and educated

a numerous family upon a small fortune. She had even been

obhged to set up a brewery at Huntingdon, which she managed to

good advantage. Hence Cromwel, m the invectives of that age, is

often stigmatized with the name of the brewer. Ludlow, by way of

insult, mennons the great accession, which he would receive to his

royal revenues upon his mother's death, who possessed a jointure

of sixty pounds a year upon his estate. She was of a good family,
of the name of Stuart; remotely allied, as is by some supposed, to

the royal family.
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LL THE ARTS of Cromwel's policy had been so often pracnsed, _658
that they began to lose their effect; and his power, instead of

being confirmed by time and success, seemed every day to become

more uncertain and precarious. His friends the most closely con-
nected with him, and his counsellors the most trusted, were enter-

ing into cabals against his authority; and with all his penetranon
into the characters of men, he could not find any ministers, on

whom he could rely. Men of probity and honour, he knew, would

not submit to be the instruments of an usurpanon, violent and

111
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illegal. Those, who were free from the restraint of principle, might

betray, from interest, that cause, in which, from no better monves,

they had inlisted themselves. Even those, on whom he conferred

any favour, never deemed the recompence an equivalent for the

sacrifices, which they made to obtain it: Whoever was refused any

demand, justified his anger by the specious colours of conscience
and of duty. Such difficulties surrounded the protector, that his

dying at so critical a time, is esteemed by many the most fortunate

circumstance that ever attended him; and it was thought, that all

his courage and dexterity could not much longer have extended
his usurped administration.

But when that potent hand was removed, which conducted the

government, every one expected a sudden dissolution of the un-

wieldy and ill-jointed fabric. Richard, a young man of no experi-

ence, educated in the country, accustomed to a retired life, un-

acquainted with the officers and unknown to them. recommended

by no military exploits, endeared by no familiarities, could not

long, it was thought, maintain that authority, which his father had

acquired by so many valorous atchievements, and such signal suc-

cesses. And when it was observed, that he possessed only the vir-

tues of private life, which In his situation were so many vices; that
indolence, Incapacity, irresolution attended his facility and good

nature; the various hopes of men were excited by the expectation

of some great event or revolution. For some time, however, the

Rzchard public was disappointed in this opinion. The council recognized

acknowl- the succession of Richard: Fleetwood, in whose favour, it was sup-
edged posed, Cromwel had formerly made a will, renounced all claim or
protector

pretension to the protectorship: Henry, Richard's brother, who

governed Ireland with popularity, ensured him the obedience of

that kingdom: Monk, whose authority was well established in Scot-

land, being much attached to the family of Cromwel, Immediately
proclaimed the new protector: The army, every where, the fleet,

acknowledged his title: Above ninety addresses, from the counties

and most considerable corporations, congratulated him on his ac-

cession, in all the terms of dutiful allegiance: Foreign ministers

were forward in paying him the usual compliments: And Richard,
whose moderate, unambitious character, never would have led

him to contend for empire, was tempted to accept of so rich an

inheritance, which seemed to be tendered to him, by the consent
of all mankind.
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It was found necessary to call a parliament, in order to furnish A parha-

supplies, both for the ordinary administration, and for fulfilling ment

those engagements with foreign princes, particularly Sweden. into

which the late protector had entered. In hopes of obtaining
greater influence In elections, the ancient right was restored to all
the small burroughs; and the counties were allowed no more than

their usual members. The house of peers or the other house con- I659

sisted of the same persons, that had been appointed by Oliver.

All the commons, at first, signed without hesitation an engage- 7th of
ment not to alter the present government. They next proceeded to Januao'

examine the humble petmon and advzce; and after great opposition

and many vehement debates, it was, at length, with much diffi-

culty, carried by the court-party to confirm it. An acknowledgment
too of the authority of the other house was extorted from them;

though it was resolved not to treat this house of peers with any
greater respect than they should return to the commons. A decla-
ration was also made, that the establishment of the other house

should no wise prejudice the right of such of the ancient peers as

had, from the beginning of the war, adhered to the parliament.
But in all these proceedings, the opposition among the commons

was so considerable, and the debates were so much prolonged, that

all business was retarded, and great alarm given to the partlzans of
the young protector.

But there was another quarter from which greater dangers

were justly apprehended. The most considerable officers of the

army, and even Fleetwood, brother-in-law to the protector, were
entering into cabals against him. No character in human society is

more dangerous than that of the fanatic; because, if attended with

weak judgment, he is exposed to the suggestions of others; if

supported by more discernment, he is entirely governed by his

own illusions, which sanctify his most selfish views and passions.

Fleetwood was of the former species; and as he was extremely
addicted to a republic, and even to the fifth monarchy or dominion

of the saints, it was easy for those, who had insinuated themselves

into his confidence, to instil disgusts against the dlgmty of protec-

tor. The whole repubhcan party in the army, which was still consid-
erable, Fltz, Mason, Moss, Farley, united themselves to that gen-

eral. The officers too of the same party, whom Cromwel had

discarded, Overton, Ludlow, Rich, Okey, Alured, began to appear,

and to recover that authority, which had been only for a time
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suspended. A party likewise, who found themselves eclipsed in
Richard's favour, Sydenham, Kelsey, Berry, Haines, joined the

cabal of the others. Even Desborow, the protector's uncle, lent his

authority to that faction. But above all, the intrigues of Lambert,

who was now rouzed from his retreat, inflamed all those danger-

Cabalof ous humours, and threatened the nation with some great con-
Walhng- vulslon. The discontented officers established their meetings in

ford-house Fleetwood's apartments; and because he dwelt in Wallingford-

house, the party received a denomination from that place.

Richard, who possessed neither resolution nor penetration,

was prevailed on to give an unguarded consent for calling a gen-

eral council of officers, who might make him proposals, as they

pretended, for the good of the army. No sooner were they assem-

bled than they voted a remonstrance. They there lamented, that

the good old cause, as they termed it, that is, the cause, for which they

had engaged against the late king, was entirely neglected; and they
proposed as a remedy, that the whole military power should be

entrusted to some person, in whom they might all confide. The

city militia, influenced by two aldermen, Tichburn and Ireton,

expressed the same resolution of adhering to the good old cause.

The protector was justly alarmed at those movements among

the officers. The persons, in whom he chiefly confided, were, all of

them, excepting Broghill, men of civil characters and professions;

Fiennes, Thurloe, Whltlocke, Wolseley; who could only assist him

with their advice and opinion. He possessed none of those arts,

which were proper to gain an enthusiastic army. Murmurs being
thrown out against some promotions, which he had made, Would

you have me, said he, prefer none but the godly? Here _sD_ck Ingoldsby,

continued he, who can nezther pray nor preach; yet wall I trust htm before

ye all. oThis imprudence gave great offence to the pretended saints.

The other qualities of the protector were correspondent to these
sentiments: He was of a gentle, humane, and generous disposition.

Some of his party offering to put an end to those intrigues by the

death of Lambert, he declared, that he would not purchase power

or dominion by such sanguinary measures.

The parliament was no less alarmed at the mihtary cabals. They

voted, that there should be no meeting or general council of offi-

0 Ludlow
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cers, except with the protector's consent, or by his orders. This

vote brought affairs immediately to a rupture. The officers has-
tened to Richard, and demanded of him the dissolution of the

parliament. Desborow, a man of a clownish and brutal nature.
threatened him, if he should refuse compliance. The protector

wanted the resolution to deny, and possessed little ability to resist.

The parliament was dissolved; and by the same act, the protector 22d Aprzl

was, by every one, considered as effectually dethroned. Soon after, R_chard

he signed his demission in form. deposed

Henry, the deputy of Ireland, was endowed with the same

moderate disposition as Richard; but as he possessed more vigour

and capacity, it was apprehended, that he might make resistance.

His popularity in Ireland was great; and even his personal author-

lty, notwithstanding his youth, was considerable. Had his ambmon

been very eager, he had, no doubt, been able to create disturbance:

But being threatened by Sir Hardress Waller, colonel John Jones,
and other officers, he very quietly resJgned his command, and

retired to England. He had once entertained thoughts, which he

had not resolution to execute, of proclaiming the king in DublinP

Thus fell, suddenly and from an enormous height, but, by a

rare fortune, without any hurt or injury, the family of the Crom-

wels. Richard continued to possess an estate, which was moderate,
and burthened too with a large debt, which he had contracted for

the interment of his father. After the restoration, though he re-

mained unmolested, he thought proper to travel for some years;

and at Pezenas in Languedoc he was introduced under a borrowed
name to the prince of Conti. That prince, talking of English affairs,

broke out into admiration of Cromwel's courage and capacity.

"But as for that poor pitiful fellow, Richard," said he, "what has
become of him? How could he be such a blockhead as to reap no

greater benefit from all his father's crimes and successes?" Richard

extended his peaceful and quiet life to an extreme old age, and
died not till the latter end of queen Anne's reign. His social virtues,

more valuable than the greatest capacity, met with a recompence,

more precious than noisy fame and more suitable, contentment

and tranquillity.

The council of officers, now possessed of supreme authority,

P Carte's collecuons, vol. 11.p 243.
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deliberated what form of government they should establish. Many

of them seemed inclined to exercise the power of the sword in the

most open manner; but as it was apprehended, that the people

would with great difficulty be induced to pay taxes, levied by arbi-
trary will and pleasure; it was agreed to preserve the shadow of

civil administration, and to revxve the long parhament, which had

been expelled by Cromwel. That assembly could not be dissolved,

it was asserted, but by their own consent; and violence had inter-

rupted, but was not able to destroy, their right to government. The

officers also expected, that, as these members had sufficiently felt
their own weakness, they would be contented to act in subordi-

nation to the mihtary commanders, and would thenceforth allow

all the authority to remain, where the power was so visibly vested.

The officers apphed to Lenthal, the speaker, and proposed to

him, that the parliament should resume their seats. Lenthal was of
a low, timid spirit; and being uncertain what issue might attend

these measures, was desirous of evading the proposal. He replied,

that he could by no means comply with the desire of the officers;

being engaged in a business of far greater importance to himself,
which he could not omit on any account, because it concerned the

salvation of his own soul. The officers pressed him to tell what it

might be. He was preparing, he said, to participate of the Lord's

supper, which he resolved to take next sabbath. They insisted, that

mercy was preferable to sacrifice, and that he could not better

prepare himself for that great duty, than by contributing to the

public service. All their remonstrances had no effect. However, on

the appointed day, the speaker, being informed, that a quorum of
the house was likely to meet, thought proper, notwithstanding the

salvation of his soul, as Ludlow observes, to join them; and the

house immediately proceeded upon business. The secluded mem-

bers attempted, but in vain, to resume their seats among them.
Long The numbers of this parliament were small, little exceeding

parhament seventy members: Their authority in the nation, ever since they

or rump had been purged by the army, was extremely diminished; and after
restored

their expulsion, had been totally annihilated: But being all of them

men of violent ambition; some of them men of experience and

capacity; they were resolved, since they enjoyed the title of the

supreme authority, and observed, that some appearance of a par-

liament was reqmslte for the purposes of the army, not to act a
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subordinate part to those who acknowledged themselves their

servants. They chose a council, in which they took care that the

officers of Wallingford-house should not be the majority: They

appointed Fleetwood lieutenant-general, but inserted in his com-
mission, that it should only continue during the pleasure of the

house: They chose seven persons, who should nominate to such

commands as became vacant: And they voted, that all commissions

should be received from the speaker, and be assigned by him in the

name of the house. These precautions, the tendency of which was

visible, gave great disgust to the general officers; and their discon-
tent would immediately have broken out into some resolution,

fatal to the parliament, had it not been checked by the apprehen-

sions of danger from the common enemy.

The bulk of the nation consisted of royalists and presbyterians;

and to both these parties the dominion of the pretended parlia-
ment had ever been to the last degree odious. When that assembly

was expelled by Cromwel, contempt had succeeded to hatred; and

no reserve had been used in expressing the utmost derision against

the impotent ambition of these usurpers. Seeing them reinstated

in authority, all orders of men felt the highest indignation; to-
gether with apprehensions, lest such tyrannical rulers should exert

their power by taking vengeance upon their enemies, who had so

openly msulted them. A secret reconciliation, therefore, was made

between the rival parties; and it was agreed, that, burying former
enmities in oblivion, all efforts should be used for the overthrow

of the rump; so they called the parliament, in allusion to that part

ot the animal body. The presbyterians, sensible from experience,

that their passion for liberty, however laudable, had carried them

into unwarrantable excesses, were willing to lay aside ancient

jealousies, and, at all hazards, to restore the royal family. The

nobility, the gentry bent their passionate endeavours to the same
enterprize, by which alone they could be redeemed from slavery

And no man was so remote from party, so indifferent to public

good, as not to feel the most ardent wishes, for the dissolution

of that tyranny, which, whether the civil or the military part of

it were considered, appeared equally oppressive and ruinous to
the nation.

Mordaunt, who had so narrowly escaped on his trial, before the

high-court of justice, seemed rather animated than daunted with
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Consptracy past danger; and having, by his resolute behaviour, obtained the

oJthe highest confidence of the royal party, he was now become the

royahsts centre of all their conspiracies. In many counties, a resolution was
taken to rise in arms. Lord Willoughby of Parham and Sir Horatio

Townshend undertook to secure Lynne: General Massey engaged
to seize Glocester: Lord Newport, Littleton, and other gentlemen

conspired to take possession of Shrewsbury; Sir George Booth of
Chester; Sir Thomas Middleton of North-Wales; Arundel, Pollar,

Granville, Trelawney, of Plymouth and Exeter. A day was ap-

pointed for the execunon of all these enterprizes. And the king,
attended by the duke of York, had secretly arrived at Calais, with

a resolution of putting himself at the head of his loyal subjects. The

French court had promised to supply him with a small body of

forces, in order to countenance the insurrections of the Enghsh
This combination was disconcerted by the mfidehty of Sir Rich-

ard Willis. That traitor continued with the parliament the same

correspondence, which he had begun with Cromwel. He had en-

gaged to reveal all conspiracies, so far as to destroy their effect; but

reserved to himself, if he pleased, the power of concealing the

conspirators. He took care never to name any of the old, genuine
cavaliers, who had zealously adhered, and were resolved still to
adhere, to the royal cause m every fortune. These men he es-

teemed; these he even loved. He betrayed only the new converts

among the presbyterians, or such lukewarm royahsts, as, discour-

aged with their disappomtments, were resolved to expose them-

selves to no more hazards. A lively proof, how Impossible it is, even

for the most corrupted minds, to divest themselves of all regard to
morality and social duty!

July Many of the conspirators in the different counties were thrown

into prison: Others, astonished at such symptoms of secret treach-

ery, left their houses or remained quiet: The most tempestuous
weather prevailed during the whole time appointed for the ren-

dezvouses, insomuch that some found it impossible to join their

friends, and others were dismayed with fear and superstition at an

Incident so unusual during the summer season. Of all the projects,

the only one which took effect, was that of Sir George Booth for

the seizing of Chester. The earl of Derby, lord Herbert of Cher-

bury, Mr. Lee, colonel Morgan entered into this enterprize. Sir

William Middleton joined Booth with some troops from North
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Wales; and the malcontents were powerful enough to subdue all in

that neighbourhood, who ventured to oppose them. In their decla-

ration they made no mention of the king. They only demanded a

free and full parliament.
The parliament was justly alarmed. How combustible the mate-

rials they well knew; and the fire was now fallen among them.

Booth was of a family eminently presbyterian; and his conjunction

with the royahsts they regarded as a dangerous symptom. They

had many officers, whose fidelity they could more depend on than
that of Lambert: But there was no one in whose vigilance and

capacity they reposed such confidence. They commissioned him to

suppress the rebels. He made incredible haste. Booth Imprudently

ventured himself out of the walls of Chester, and exposed, in the
open field, his rat troops against these hardy veterans. He was

soon routed and taken prisoner. His whole army was dispersed. Suppressed

And the parhament had no farther occupanon than to fill all the
jails wKh their open or secret enemies. Designs were even enter-

tamed of transporting the loyal families to Barbadoes, Jamaica,

and the other colonies; lest they should propagate in England

children of the same mahgnant affections with themselves.
This success hastened the rum of the parhament, Lambert, at

the head of a body of troops, was no less dangerous to them than

Booth. A thousand pounds, which they sent him to buy a jewel,

were employed by him in liberalines to his officers. At his in-

stigation they drew up a petition, and transmitted it to Fleetwood,
a weak man, and an honest, if sincerity m folly deserve that hon-

ourable name. The import of this petition was, that Fleetwood

should be made commander in chief, Lambert major general, Des-

borow lieutenant-general of the horse, Monk major-general of the
foot. To which a demand was added, that no officer should be

dismissed from his command but by a court-martial.
The parliament, alarmed at the danger, immediately cashiered

Lambert, Desborow, Berry, Clarke, Barrow, Kelsey, Cobbet. Sir

Arthur Hazelng proposed the impeachment of Lambert for high
treason. Fleetwood's commission was vacated, and the command

of the army was vested in seven persons, of whom that general was

one. The parliament voted, that they would have no more general

officers. And they declared it high treason to levy any money

without consent of parliament.
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But these votes were feeble weapons in opposition to the

swords of the soldiery. Lambert drew some troops together, in

order to decide the controversy. Okey, who was leading his regi-
ment to the assistance of the parhament, was deserted by them.

Morley and Moss brought their regiments into Palace-yard, reso-

z3th lute to oppose the violence of Lambert. But that artful general
October knew an easy way of disappointing them. He placed his soldiers in

the streets which lead to Westminster-hall. When the speaker came

Parha- In his coach, he ordered the horses to be turned, and very civilly
ment conducted him home. The other members were in hke manner

expelled intercepted. And the two regiments m Palace-yard, observing that
they were exposed to derision, peaceably retired to their quarters.

A little before this bold enterprize, a solemn fast had been kept by
the army; and it is remarked, that this ceremony was the usual

prelude to every signal violence, which they committed.

The officers found themselves again invested w_th supreme
authority, of which they intended for ever to retain the substance,

however they might bestow on others the empty shadow or ap-

26th pearance. They elected a committee of twenty-three persons, of

October. whom seven were officers. These they pretended to invest w_th

Committee sovereign authority; and they called them acommzttee of safety. They

of safety, spoke every where of summoning a parliament, chosen by the

people; but they really took some steps towards assembling a mil-

itary parliament, composed of officers elected from every regi-

ment In the service.q Throughout the three kingdoms there pre-

vailed nothing but the melancholy fears, to the nobility and gentry,
of a bloody massacre and extermination; to the rest of the people,
of perpetual servitude, beneath those sanctified robbers, whose

union and whose divisions would be equally destructive, and who,

under pretence of superior illuminations, would soon extirpate, if
possible, all private morality, as they had already done all public
law and justice, from the British dominions.

During the rime that England continued In this distracted con-

dition, the other kingdoms of Europe were hastening towards a

composure of those differences, by which they had so long been

Foreign agitated. The parliament, while it preserved authority, instead of

affazrs following the imprudent polmcs of Cromwel, and lending assxs-
tance to the conquering Swede, embraced the maxims of the Dutch

q Ludlow
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commonwealth, and resolved, m conjunction with that state, to

mediate by force an accommodation between the northern crowns.

Montague was sent with a squadron to the Baltic, and carried with

him as ambassador Algernon Sidney, the celebrated repubhcan.

Sidney found the Swedish monarch employed m the siege of Co-

penhagen, the capital of his enemy; and was highly pleased, that,

with a Roman arrogance, he could check the progress of royal

victories, and display m so signal a manner the superiority of

freedom above tyranny. With the highest indignation, the ambl-

nous prince was obhged to submit to the imperious medlanon of

the two commonwealths. "It is cruel," said he, "that laws should be

prescribed me by parricides and pedlars." But his whole army was

enclosed in an island, and might be starved by the combined

squadrons of England and Holland. He was obliged, therefore, to

qmt his prey, when he had so nearly gotten possession of it; and

having agreed to a pacification with Denmark, he reured into his

own country, where he soon after died.

The wars between France and Spare were also concluded by the

treaty of the Pyrenees. These animosities had long been carried on

between the rival states, even while governed by a sister and

brother, who cordially loved and esteemed each other. But pohtics,

which had so long prevailed over these friendly affecuons, now at

last yielded to their influence; and never was the triumph more full

and complete. The Spamsh Low Countries, if not every part of that

monarchy, lay almost entirely at the mercy of its enemy. Broken

armies, disordered finances, slow and irresolute counsels, by these

resources alone were the dispersed provinces of Spare defended

against the vigorous power of France. But the queen regent, anx-

ious for the fate of her brother, employed her authority with the

cardinal to stop the progress of the French conquests, and put an

end to a quarrel, which, being commenced by ambition, and atten-

ded with victory, was at last concluded with moderation. The

young monarch of France, though aspiring and warlike m his

character, was at this time entirely occupied in the pleasures of

love and gallantry, and had passively resigned the reins of empire

into the hands of his politic minister. And he remained an uncon-

cerned spectator; while an opportunity for conquest was parted

with, which he never was able, during the whole course of his

active reign, fully to retrieve.

The mimsters of the two crowns, Mazarlne and don Lores de
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Haro, met at the foot of the Pyrenees, in the _sle of Pheasants, a

place which was supposed to belong to neither kingdom. The

negouation being brought to an issue by frequent conferences

between the ministers, the monarchs themselves agreed to a con-
gress; and these two splendid courts appeared m their full lustre

amidst those savage mountains. Phihp brought his daughter, Mary

Therese, along with him; and giving her m marriage to his

nephew, Louis, endeavoured to cement by th_s new tye the incom-

patible interests of the two monarchies. The French king made a

solemn renunciauon of every succession, which might accrue to

him in right of his consort; a vain formahty, too weak to restrain

the ungoverned ambition of princes.

The affairs of England were m so great disorder, that it was not

posslble to comprehend that kingdom in the treaty, or adjust mea-

sures with a power, which was in such incessant fluctuatlon. The

king, reduced to despair by the tailure ot all enterpnzes tor his

restoration, was resolved to try the weak resource of foreign suc-
cours, and he went to the Pyrenees at the time when the two

ministers were m the midst of their negotiations. Don Louis re-

ceived him with that generous civlhty, peculiar to his nation; and

expressed great inclination, had the low condition of Spain al-
lowed him, to give assistance to the distressed monarch. The cau-

tious Mazarme, pleading the alhance of France with the Enghsh

commonwealth, refused even to see him; and though the king

offered to marry the cardinal's niece, T he could, for the present,

obtain nothing but empty professions of respect and protestauons
of services. The condition of that monarch, to all the world,

seemed totally desperate. His friends had been baffled m every

attempt for his service: The scaffold had often streamed with the

blood of the more acuve royalists: The spirits of many were broken

w_th tedious imprisonments: The estates of all were burthened by

the fines and confiscations, which had been levied upon them:

No-one durst openly avow himself of that party: And so small did
their number seem to a superficial view, that, even should the

nation recover its hberty, which was deemed no wise probable, it

was judged uncertain what form of government it would embrace.
But amidst all these gloomy prospects, fortune, by a surprlzing

r K. James's Memoirs.
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revolution, was now paving the way for the king to mount, m peace

and trmmph, the throne of his ancestors. It was by the prudence

and loyalty of general Monk, that this happy change was at last

accomplished.

George Monk, to whom the fate was reserved of re-estabhshmg General

monarchy, and finishing the bloody dissensions of three king- Monk
doms. was the second son of a family in Devonshire, ancmnt and

honourable, but lately, from too great hospitality and expence,

somewhat fallen to decay. He betook himself, in early youth, to the

profession of arms; and was engaged in the unfortunate expedi-
tions to Cadiz and the isle of Rh+ After England had concluded

peace with all her neighbours, he sought mlhtary expermnce m the

Low Countries, the great school of war to all the European nations;

and he rose to the command of a company under lord Goring. This

company consisted of 9oo men, of whom a hundred were volun-
teers, often men of family and fortune, sometimes noblemen, who

hved upon their own income in a splendid manner. Such a mlhtary
turn at that time prevailed among the English!

When the sound of war was first heard in this island, Monk

returned to England, partly desirous of promotion in his nam'e
country, partly disgusted with some ill usage from the States, of

which he found reason to complain. Upon the Scottish pacifi-

cation, he was employed by the earl of Leicester against the Irish

rebels; and having obtained a regiment, was soon taken notice of,

for his mihtary skill, and for his calm and deliberate valour. With-

out ostentation, expence, or caresses, merely by his humane and

equal temper, he gained the good-will of the soldiery, who, with a
mixture of familiarity and affection, usually called him honest

George Monk: an honourable appellation, which they still con-

tmued to him, even during his greatest elevation He was remark-
able for his moderation in party; and while all around him were

inflamed into rage against the opposite faction, he fell under sus-

picion from the candour and tranquilhty of his behaviour. When

the Irish army was called over into England, surmises of this kind

had been so far credited, that he had even been suspended from

his command, and ordered to Oxford, that he might answer the

charge laid against him. His established character for truth and

sincerity here stood him in great stead; and upon his earnest pro-
testations and declarations, he was soon restored to his regiment,
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which he joined at the siege of Nantwich. The day after his arrival,

Fairfax attacked and defeated the royahsts, commanded by Biron;

and took colonel Monk prisoner He was sent to the Tower, where

he endured, above two years, all the rigors of poverty and con-

finexnent The king, however, was so mindful as to send him,

notwithstanding his own difficulties, a present of 1oo guineas; but

It was not till after the royalists were totally subdued, that he

recovered his liberty. Monk, however distressed, had always

refused the most invmng offers from the parliament: But Crom-

wel, sensible of his merit, having sohclted him to engage in the

wars against the Irish, who were considered as rebels both by king
and parhament; he was not unwilling to repair his broken fortunes

by accepting a command, which, he flattered himself, was recon-

cilable to the strictest principles of honour Having once engaged

with the parliament, he was obhged to obey orders; and found

himself necessitated to fight, both against the marquess of Or-

mond in Ireland, and against the king himself in Scotland. Upon

the reduction of the latter kingdom, Monk was left with the su-

preme command; and by the equality and justice of his adminis-

tration he was able to gwe contentment to that restless people, now
reduced to subjection by a nation whom they hated. No less accept-

able was his authority to the officers and soldiers; and foreseeing,

that the good will of the army under his command might some
rime be of great service to him, he had, with much care and success,

cultivated their friendship.
The connexions, which he had formed with Cromwel, his bene-

factor, preserved him faithful to Richard, who had been enjoined

by his father to follow in every thing the directions of general

Monk. When the long parliament was restored, Monk, who was

not prepared for opposition, acknowledged their authority, and
was continued in his command, from which it would not have been

safe to attempt dislodging him. After the army had expelled theMonk
declares parliament, he protested against the violence, and resolved, as he

for the pretended, to vindicate their invaded privileges. Deeper designs,
parha- either in the king's favour or his own, were, from the beginning,
ment suspected to be the motive of his actions.

A rlvalship had long subsisted between him and Lambert; and

every body saw the reason why he opposed the elevation of that

ambitious general, by whose success his own authority, he knew,
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would soon be subverted. But little friendship had ever subsisted

between him and the parliamentary leaders; and it seemed no wise

probable, that he intended to employ his Industry, and spend his
blood, for the advancement of one enemy above another. How

early he entertained designs for the king's restoration, we know

not with certainty: It is hkely, that, as soon as Richard was deposed,

he foresaw, that, without such an expedient, it would be impossible

ever to bring the nanon to a regular settlement. His elder and

younger brothers were devoted to the royal cause: The Granvllles.
his near relauons, and all the rest of his kindred, were in the same
interests: He himself was intoxicated with no fumes of enthusiasm,

and had maintained no connexions with any of the fanatical tribe.

His early engagements had been with the king, and he had left that
service without receiving any disgust from the royal family. Since

he had inlisted himself with the opposite party, he had been guilty

of no violence or rigor, which might render him obnoxious. His

return, therefore, to loyalty was easy and open; and nothing could

be supposed to counterbalance his natural propensity to that mea-

sure, except the views of has own elevation, and the prospect of

usurping the same grandeur and authority, whmh had been as-

sumed by Cromwel. But from such exorbitant, if not impossible
projects, the natural tranquillity and moderation of his temper, the

calmness and solidity of his genres, not to mention his age, now

upon the decline, seem to have set him at a distance. Cromwel

himself, he always asserted, s could not long have maintained his
usurpation; and any other person, even equal to him in genius, it

was obvious, would now find it more difficult to practise arts, of

which, every one, from experience, was sufficiently aware. It is

more agreeable, therefore, to reason as well as candor to suppose,

that Monk, as soon as he put himself in motion, had entertained

views of effecting the king's restoration; nor ought any objections,

derived from his profound silence even to Charles himself, be

regarded as considerable. His temper was naturally reserved; his

circumstances required dissimulation; the king, he knew, was sur-

rounded with spies and traitors; and upon the whole, it seems hard

to interpret that conduct, which ought to exalt our idea of his

prudence, as a disparagement of his probity.

s Gumble's life of Monk, p. 93.
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Sir John Granville, hoping that the general would engage in

the king's service, sent into Scotland his younger brother, a clergy-
man, Dr. Monk, who carried him a letter and invitation from the

king. When the doctor arrived, he found, that his brother was then
holding a council of officers, and was not to be seen for some

hours. In the mean time, he was received and entertained by Price,

the general's chaplain, a man of probity, as well as a partizan of the

king's. The doctor having an entire confidence in the chaplain,

talked very freely to him about the object of his journey, and
engaged him, If there should be occasion, to second his apphca-
tions. At last, the general arrives; the brothers embrace; and after

some preliminary conversation, the doctor opens his business.

Monk interrupted him to know, whether he had ever before to any

body mentioned the subject. "To no body," rephed his brother,

"but to Price, whom I know to be entirely m your confidence."
The general, altenng his countenance, turned the d_scourse; and
would enter into no farther confidence with him, but sent him

away with the first opportunity. He would not trust his own
brother the moment he knew that he had disclosed the secret;

though to a man whom he himself could have trusted.'

His conduct in all other particulars was full of the same reserve

and prudence; and no less was reqmsite for effecting the difficult

work, which he had undertaken. All the officers in his army, of
whom he entertained any suspicion, he immediately cashiered:

Cobbet, who had been sent by the committee of safety, under

pretence of communicating their resolutions to Monk, but really

with a view of debauching his army, he committed to custody: He

drew together the several scattered regiments: He summoned an

assembly, somewhat resembling a convennon of states; and having

communicated to them his resolution of marching into England,
he received a seasonable, though no great supply of money

Hearing that Lambert was advancing northward with his army,
Monk sent Cloberry and two other commissioners to London, with

large professions of his inclination to peace, and with offers of

terms for an accommodanon. His chief aim was to gain time, and

relax the preparanons of his enemies. The committee of safety
fell into the snare. A treaty was signed by Monk's commissioners;

t Lord Lansdowne's defence of general Monk
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but he refused to ratify it, and complained that they had exceeded

their powers. He desired, however, to enter into a new negotiation

at Newcastle. The committee willingly accepted this fallacious
offer.

Meanwhile these military sovereigns found themselves sur- November
rounded on all hands with inextricable difficulues The nation had

fallen into total anarchy; and by refusing the payment of all taxes,

reduced the army to the greatest necessities. While Lambert's

forces were assembling at Newcastle, Hazelrig and Morley took

possession of Portsmouth. and declared for the parliament. A

party, sent to suppress them, was persuaded bv their commander

to join in the same declaration. The city apprentices rose in a

tumult, and demanded a free parliament. Though they were sup-

pressed by colonel Hewson, a man who from the profession of a

cobler had risen to a high rank in the army, the city still discovered
symptoms of the most dangerous discontent. It even established a

kind of separate government, and assumed the supreme authority

within itself. Admiral Lawson with his squadron came into the

river, and declared for the parliament. Hazelrig and Morley,

hearing of this important event, left Portsmouth, and advanced
towards London. The regiments near that city, being sohc_ted by
their old officers, who had been cashiered by the committee of

safety, revolted again to the parhament. Desborow's regiment,

being sent by Lambert to support his friends, no sooner arrived at
St. Albans, than it declared for the same assembly.

Fleetwood's hand was found too weak and unstable to support

this ill-founded fabric, which, every where around him, was falling

into ruins. When he received intelligence of any murmurs among

the soldiers, he would prostrate himself in prayer, and could

hardly be prevailed with to join the troops. Even when among
them, he would, in the midst of any discourse, invite them all to

prayer, and put himself on his knees before them. If any of his
friends exhorted him to more vigour, they could get no other

answer, than that God had spltten in his face, and would not hear

him. Men now ceased to wonder, why Lambert had promoted him

to the office of general, and had contented himself with the second
command in the army.

Lenthal, the speaker, being invited by the officers, again as- 26th o[

sumed authority, and summoned together the parliament, which December
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twice before had been expelled with so much reproach and lgno-
Parhament mlny. As soon as assembled, they repealed their act against the

restored, payment of excise and customs; they appointed commissioners for

assigning quarters to the army; and, without taking any nonce of
Lambert, they sent orders to the forces under his command imme-

diately to repair to those quarters, whmh were appointed them.

z66o Lambert was now in a very disconsol te condition. Monk, he

_stJan- saw, had passed the Tweed at Coldstream, and was advancing

uary upon him. His own soldiers deserted him in great multitudes, and
joined the enemy. Lord Fairfax too, he heard, had raised forces

behind him, and had possessed himself of York, without declaring
his purpose. The last orders of the parliament so entirely stripped
him of his army, that there remained not with him above a hun-

dred horse: All the rest went to their quarters with quietness and

resignation; and he himself was, some time after, arrested and

committed to the Tower. The other officers, who had formerly
been cashiered by the parliament, and who had resumed their

commands, that they might subdue that assembly, were again

cashmred and confined to thmr houses. Sir Harry Vane and some

members, who had concurred with the committee of safety, were

ordered into a hke confinement. And the parliament now seemed
to be again possessed of more absolute authority than ever, and to

be without any danger of opposition or controul.

The republican party was at this time graded by two men,
Hazelng and Vane, who were of opposite characters, and mortally

hated each other. Hazelrig, who possessed greater authority m the
parhament, was haughty, imperious, precipitate, vain-glorious,

without civility, without prudence; qualified only by his noisy,

pertinacious obstinacy to acquire an ascendant in public assem-

blies. Vane was noted, in all civil transactions, for temper, insin-

uation, address, and a profound judgment; in all rehglous specu-

lations, for folly and extravagance. He was a perfect enthusiast;

and fancying that he was certainly favoured with inspiration, he

deemed himself, to speak in the language of the times, to be a man

above ordinances, and, by reason of his perfection, to be unlimited

and unrestrained by any rules, which govern inferior mortals.

These whimsies, mingling with pride, had so corrupted his excel-
lent understanding, that sometimes he thought himself the person
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deputed to reign on earth for a thousand years over the whole

congregation of the faithful?

Monk, though reformed of the restoration of the parliament,

from whom he received no orders, still advanced with his army,

which was near 6ooo men: The scattered forces in England were
above five times more numerous. Fairfax, who had resolved to

declare for the kang, not being able to make the general open his
intentions, retired to his own house in Yorkshire. In all counnes

through which Monk passed, the prime gentry flocked to Mm with

addresses; expressing their earnest desire, that he would be instru-
mental in restoring the nation to peace and tranquilhty, and to the

enjoyment of those liberties, which by law were their birthright,

but of which, during so many years, they had been fatally be-

reaved: And that, in order to this salutary purpose, he would

prevail, either for the restoring of those members, who had been
secluded before the king's death, or for the elecnon of a new

parliament, who might legally and by general consent, again gov-

ern the nation. Though Monk pretended not to favour these ad-

dresses, that ray of hope, which the knowledge of his character and

situation afforded, mightily ammated all men. The tyranny and

the anarchy, which now equally oppressed the kingdom; the ex-
perience of past distractions, the dread of future convulsions, the

indignation against military usurpanon, against sancnfied hypoc-

risy: All these motives had united every party, except the most

desperate, into ardent wishes for the king's restoranon, the only

remedy for all these fatal evils.

Scot and Robinson were sent as deputies by the parliament,
under pretence of congratulating the general, but in reahty to

serve as spies upon hxm. The city dispatched four of their prin-

cipal citizens to perform like comphments; and at the same time to

confirm the general in his lnchnation to a free parliament, the
object of all men's prayers and endeavours. The authority of Monk

could scarcely secure the parliamentary deputies from those re-

sults, which the general hatred and contempt towards their mas-

ters drew from men of every rank and denomination.

Monk continued his march with few interruptions till he

Clarendon.
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reached St. Albans. He there sent a message to the parhament;

desiring them to remove from London those regiments, which,

though they now professed to return to their duty, had so lately

offered violence to that assembly. This message was unexpected,
and exceedingly perplexed the house. Their fate, they found, must

still depend on a mercenary army; and they were as distant as ever

from their imaginary sovereignty. However they found it neces-

sary to comply. The soldiers made more difficulty. A mutiny arose

among them. One regiment, in particular, quartered in Somerset-

3d Feb- house, expressly refused to yield their place to the northern army.
ruaFy.

Monk But those officers, who would gladly, on such an occasion, have
enters inflamed the quarrel, were absent or in confinement; and for want

London of leaders, the soldiers were at last, with great reluctance, obliged

to submit. Monk with his army took quarters in Westminster.
6th The general was introduced to the house, and thanks were
February given him by Lenthal for the eminent services which he had done

his country. Monk was a prudent, not an eloquent speaker. He told

the house, that the services, which he had been enabled to per-

form, were no more than his duty, and merited not such praises as

those with which they were pleased to honour him: That among
many persons of greater worth, who bore their commission, he had

been employed as the instrument of providence for effecting their

restoration; but he considered this service as a step only to more

important services, which it was the,r part to render to the nation:
That while on his march, he observed all ranks of men, m all

places, to be in earnest expectation of a settlement, after the vio-

lent convulsions, to which they had been exposed; and to have no

prospect of that blessing but from the dissolution of the present

parliament, and from the summoning of a new one, free and full,

who, meeting without oaths or engagements, might finally give

contentment to the nation: That applications had been made to

him for that purpose; but that he, sensible of his duty, had still told
the petitioners, that the parhament itself, which was now free and

would soon be full, was the best judge of all these measures, and

that the whole community ought to acquiesce in their deter-
mination: That though he expressed himself m this manner to the

people, he must now freely inform the house, that the fewer en-

gagements were exacted, the more comprehensive would their

plan prove, and the more satisfaction would it give to the nation:
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And that it was sufficient for public security, if the fanancal party

and the royalists were excluded; since the principles of these fac-

tions were destructive either of government or of hberty.

This speech, containing matter, which was both agreeable and
disagreeable to the house as well as to the nanon, snll kept every

one in suspence, and upheld that uncertainty, m which _t seemed

the general's interest to retain the public. But it was impossible for

the kingdom to remain long m this doubtful situanon: The people,
as well as the parhament, pushed matters to a decision. During the

late convulsions, the payment of taxes had been interrupted: and

though the parliament, upon their assembling, renewed the ordi-

nances for impositions, yet so little reverence did the people pay to

those legislators, that they gave very slow and unwllhng obedience

to their commands. The common council of London flatly refused

to submit to an assessment, reqmred of them; and declared, that,
till a free and lawful parhament imposed taxes, thev never should

deem it their duty to make any payment. This resolunon, if yielded

to, would immediately have put an end to the dominion of the

parliament: They were determined, therefore, upon this occasion

to make at once a full experiment of their own power and of their

general's obedience.
Monk received orders to march into the ctty; to seize twelve 9th

persons, the most obnoxious to the parhament; to remove the Februar'_'

posts and chains from all the streets; and to take down and break

the portcullises and gates of the city: And very few hours were

allowed him to deliberate upon the execunon of these wolent

orders. To the great surpnze and consternation of all men, Monk
prepared himself for obedience. Neglecting the entreanes of his

friends, the remonstrances of his officers, the cries of the people,

he entered the city in a military manner; he apprehended as many

as he could of the proscribed persons, whom he sent to the Tower;

with all the circumstances of contempt he broke the gates and

portcullises; and having exposed the city to the scorn and denslon

of all who hated it, he returned m triumph to his quarters in
Westminster.

No sooner had the general leisure to reflect, than he found,
that th_s last measure, instead of being a contlnuanon of that

cautious ambiguity, which he had hitherto maintained, was taking

party without reserve, and laying himself, as well as the nation, at
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the mercy of that tyrannical parliament, whose power had long

been odious, as their persons contemptible, to all men. He re-

solved, therefore, before it were too late, to repair the dangerous

mistake, into which he had been betrayed, and to show the whole

world, still more without reserve, that he meant no longer to be the

iith minister of violence and usurpation. After complaining of the

February' odious service, in which he had been employed; he wrote a letter

to the house, reproaching them, as well with the new cabals which

they had formed with Vane and Lambert, as with the encour-

agement glven to a fanatical petition presented by Praisegod Bare-
bone; and he required them, in the name of the citizens, soldiers,
and whole commonwealth, to issue writs, within a week, for the

filling of their house, and to fix the time for their own dissolution

Declares and the assembling of a new parliament. Having dispatched this

for a free letter, which might be regarded, he thought, as an undoubted
paTha- pledge of his sincerity, he marched with his army into the cxty, andment

desired Allen, the Mayor, to summon a common-council at Guild-

hall. He there made many apologies for the indignity, which, two

days before, he had been obliged to put upon them; assured them

of his perseverance in the measures which he had adopted; and

desired that they might mutually plight their faith for a strict
union between city and army, in every enterprize for the happiness
and settlement of the commonwealth.

It would be difficult to describe the joy and exultation, which

displayed itself throughout the city, as soon as intelligence was

conveyed of this happy measure, embraced by the general. The
prospect of peace, concord, liberty, justice, broke forth at once,

from amidst the deepest darkness, in which the nation had ever

been involved. The view of past calamities no longer presented

dismal prognostics of the future: It tended only to inhance the

general exultation for those scenes of happiness and tranquillity,
which all men now confidently promised themselves The royal-

ists, the presbyterians, forgetting all animosities, mingled in com-

mon joy and transport, and vowed never more to gratify the ambi-

tion of false and factious tyrants, by their calamitous divisions. The

populace, more outrageous in their festivity, made the air resound
with acclamations, and illuminated every street with signals of

jollity and triumph. Applauses of the general were every where

intermingled with detestation against the parliament. The most
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ridiculous inventions were adopted, in order to express this latter

passion. At every bonfire rumps were roasted; and where these

could no longer be found, pieces of flesh were cut into that shape:

And the funeral of the parhament (the populace exclaimed) was
celebrated by these symbols of hatred and der_slon.

The parliament, though m the agonies of despair, made still

one effort for the recovery of their domimon. They sent a commit-

tee with offers to gain the general. He refused to hear them, except

in the presence of some of the secluded members. Though several
persons, desperate from guilt and fanaticism, promised to invest

him with the dignity of supreme magistrate, and to support hxs

government, he would not hearken to such wild proposals. Having

fixed a close correspondence with the cxty, and established ats mih-
tm in hands, whose fidelity could be relied on, he returned with h_s

army to Westminster, and pursued every proper measure for the
settlement of the nation. While he still pretended to maintain

republican principles, he was taking large steps towards the re-

establishment of the ancient monarchy.

The secluded members, upon the general's lnvltauon, went to 2zst

the house, and finding no longer any obstruction, they entered, February
and immediately appeared to be the majority: Most of the inde- Secludedmembers
pendents left the place. The restored members first repealed all restored.
the ordinances, by which they had been excluded: They gave Sir

George Boothe and his party their liberty and estates: They re-

newed the general's commission, and enlarged his powers: They z6th

fixed an assessment for the support of the fleet and army: And March.
hawng passed these votes for the present composure of the king- Long

parhament
dom, they dissolved themselves, and issued writs for the immediate dissolved.
assembling of a new parliament. This last measure had been previ-
ously concerted with the general, who knew, that all men, however

different in affections, expectations, and designs, united in their
detestation of the long parliament.

A council of state was established, consisting of men of charac-

ter and moderation; most of whom, during the civil wars, had

made a great figure among the presbyterians. The militia of the

kingdom was put into such hands as would promote order and

settlement. These, conjoined with Monk's army, which lay united
at London, were esteemed a sufficient check on the more numer-

ous, though dispersed army, of whose inclinations there was still
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much reason to be diffident. Monk, however, was every day re-

moving the more obnoxious officers, and bringing the troops to a

state of discipline and obedience.

Overton, governor of Hull, had declared his resolution to keep
possession of that fortress till the coming of king Jesus: But when

Alured produced the authority of parliament for his delivering the

place to colonel Fairfax, he thought proper to comply.

Montague, who commanded the fleet in the Baltic, had entered

into the conspiracy with Sir George Boothe; and pretending want

of provisions, had sailed from the Sound towards the coast of
England, w_th an intennon of supporting that insurrection of the
royahsts. On his arrival he received the news of Boothe's defeat,

and the total failure of the enterprize. The great difficulties, to

which the parliament was then reduced, allowed them no leisure

to examine strictly the reasons, which he gave for quitting his

station; and they allowed him to retire peaceably to his country-
house. The council of state now conferred on him, in conjuncnon
with Monk, the command of the fleet; and secured the naval, as

well as military force, in hands favourable to the public settlement.

Notwithstanding all these steps, which were taking towards the
re-estabhshment of monarchy, Monk still maintained the appear-
ance of zeal for a commonwealth, and hitherto allowed no canal of

correspondence between himself and the king to be opened. To

call a free parliament, and to restore the royal family, were visibly,

in the present disposition of the kingdom, one and the same mea-

sure: Yet would not the general declare, otherwise than by his

actions, that he had adopted the king's interests; and nothing but

necessity extorted at last the confession from him. His silence, in

the commencement of his enterprize, ought to be no objection to

his sincerity; since he maintained the same reserve, at a nme,
when, consistent with common sense, he could have entertained

no other purpose, w
There was one Morrice, a gentleman of Devonshire, of a seden-

tary, studious disposition, nearly related to Monk, and one who

had always maintained the strictest intimacy with him. With this

friend alone did Monk dehberate concerning that great enterpnze,

which he had projected. Sir John Granville, who had a commission

_' See note [E] at the end of the volume.
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from the king, applied to Morrice for access to the general, but
received for answer, that the general desired him to communicate

his business to Morrice. Granville, though importunately urged,

twice refused to deliver his message to any but Monk himself; and

this cautious politician, finding him now a person, whose secrecy

could be safely trusted, admitted him to his presence, and opened

to him his whole intentions. Still he scrupled to commit any thing

to writing: x He delivered only a verbal message by Granville; as-

suring the king of his services, giving advice for his conduct, and
exhorting him instantly to leave the Spanish territories, and retire

into Holland. He was apprehensive lest Spain might detain him as

a pledge for the recovery of Dunkirk and Jamaica. Charles fol-
lowed these directions, and very narrowly escaped to Breda. Had

he protracted his journey a few hours, he had certainly, under

pretence of honour and respect, been arrested by the Spaniards.
Lockhart, who was governor of Dunkirk, and no wise averse to

the king's service, was applied to on this occasion. The state of

England was set before him, the certainty of the restoration repre-

sented, and the prospect of great favour displayed, if he would

anticipate the vows of the kingdom, and receive the king into his

fortress. Lockhart still replied, that his commission was derived

from an English parliament, and he would not open his gates but
In obedience to the same authority? This scruple, though in the

present emergence it approaches towards superstition, it IS diffi-

cult for us enurely to condemn.
The elections for the new parliament went every where in

favour of the king's party. This was one oI those popular torrents,
where the most indifferent, or even the most averse, are trans-

ported with the general passion, and zealously adopt the senti-

ments of the community, to which they belong. The enthusiasts
themselves seemed to be disarmed of their fury; and between

despair and astonishment gave way to those measures, which, they

found, it would be impossible for them, by their utmost efforts, to

withstand. The presbyterians, the royalists, being united, formed
the voice of the nation, which, without noise, but with infinite

ardour, called for the king's restoration. The kingdom was almost

entirely in the hands of the former party; and some zealous leaders

x Lansdowne, Clarendon. Y Burnet
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among them began to renew the demand of those conditions,

which had been required of the late king in the treaty of Newport:

But the general opimon seemed to condemn all those rigorous and

jealous capitulations with their sovereign. Harassed with con-
vulsions and disorders, men ardently longed for repose, and were

terrified at the mention of negotiations or delays, which might

afford opportunity to the sedinous army still to breed new con-

fusion. The passion too for liberty, having been carried to such

violent extremes, and having produced such bloody commotions,
began, by a natural movement, to give place to a spirit of loyalty

and obedience; and the public was less zealous in a cause, which
was become odious, on account of the calamities, which had so

long attended it. After the legal concessions made by the late king,

the constitution seemed to be sufficiently secured; and the addi-

tional conditions insisted on, as they had been framed during the

greatest ardour of the contest, amounted rather to annihilanon

than a limitation of monarchy. Above all, the general was averse to
the mention of conditions; and resolved, that the crown, which he

intended to restore, should be conferred on the king entirely free

and unincumbered. Without farther scruple, therefore, or jeal-

ousy, the people gave their voice in elections for such as they knew
to entertain sentiments favourable'to monarchy; and all payed

court to a party, which, they foresaw, was soon to govern the

nanon. Though the parliament had voted, that no one should
be elected, who had himself, or whose father had borne arms for

the late king; httle regard was any where payed to this ordinance.

The leaders of the presbyterians, the earl of Manchester, lord

Fairfax, lord Robarts, Holhs, Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper, An-

nesley, Lewis, were determined to atone for past transgressions by

their present zeal for the royal interests; and from former merits,

successes, and sufferings, they had acquired with their party the

highest credit and authority.
The affairs of Ireland were in a condition no less favourable to

the king. As soon as Monk declared against the English army, he

dispatched emissaries into Ireland, and engaged the officers in

that kingdom to concur with him in the same measures. Lord

Broghill, president of Munster, and Sir Charles Coote, president

of Connaught, went so far as to enter into a correspondence wlth

the king, and to promise their assistance for his restoranon. In
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conjunction with Sir Theophllus Jones, and other officers, they

took possession of the government, and excluded Ludlow, who

was zealous for the rump-parliament, but whom they pretended to

be in a confederacy with the Committee of Safety. They kept
themselves in readiness to serve the king; but made no declara-

tions, till they should see the turn, which affairs took in England.

But all these promising views had almost been blasted by an
untoward accident. Upon the admission of the secluded members,

the republican party, particularly the late king's judges, were
seized with thejustest despair, and endeavoured to infuse the same

sentiments into the army. By themselves or their emissaries, they

represented to the soldiers, that all those brave actions, which had

been performed during the war, and which were so meritorious in

the eyes of the parliament, would no doubt be regarded as the

deepest crimes by the royalists, and would expose the army to the

severest vengeance. That in vain did that party make professions

of moderation and lenity: The king's death, the execution of so

many of the nobility and gentry, the sequestration and im-

prisonment of the rest, were in their eyes crimes so deep, and

offences so personal, as must be prosecuted with the most im-
placable resentment. That the loss of all arrears, and the cashiering

of every officer and soldier, were the lIghtest punishment, which

must be expected: After the dispersion of the army, no farther

protection remained to them, either for life or property, but the

clemency of enraged victors. And that, even if the most perfect

security could be obtained, it were inglorious to be reduced, by

treachery and deceit, to subjection under a foe, who, in the open

field, had so often yielded to their superior valour.

After these suggestions had been infused Into the army, Lam-

bert suddenly made his escape from the Tower, and threw Monk

and the council of state into great consternation. They knew Lam-
bert's vigour and activity; they were acquainted with his popularity

In the army; they were sensible, that, though the soldiers had lately

deserted him, they sufficiently expressed their remorse and their

detestation of those, who, by false professions, they found, had so

egregiously deceived them. It seemed necessary, therefore, to em-

ploy the greatest celerity in suppressing so dangerous a foe: Col-

onel Ingoldsby, who had been one of the late king's judges, but

who was now entirely engaged in the royal cause, was dispatched
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2ed after him. He overtook him at Daventry, while he had yet assem-

ApT_l bled but four troops of horse. One of them deserted him. Another

quickly followed the example. He himself, endeavouring to make
his escape, was seized by Ingoldsby, to whom he made submissions

not suitable to his former character of spirit and valour. Okey,

Axtel, Cobbet, Crede, and other officers of that party were taken

prisoners with him. All the roads were full of soldiers hastening to

join them. In a few days, they had been formidable. And it was

thought, that It might prove dangerous for Monk himself to have

assembled any considerable body of his republican army for their
suppression: So that nothing could be more happy than the sud-

den extinction of this rising flame.

25th When the parliament met, they chose Sir Harbottle Grlmstone

April speaker, a man, who, though he had for some rime concurred with

the late parliament, had long been esteemed affectionate to the

king's service. The great dangers, incurred during former usurpa-
tions,joined to the extreme caution of the general, kept every one

in awe; and none dared for some days, to make any mention of the

king. The members exerted their spirit chiefly in bitter invectives

against the memory of Cromwel, and in execrations against the
ist May inhuman murther of their late sovereign. At last, the general,

having sufficiently sounded their inclinations, gave directions to

Annesley, president of the council, to inform them, that one Sir

John Granville, a servant of the king's, had been sent over by his

majesty, and was now at the door with a letter to the commons. The

The loudest acclamanons were excited by this intelligence. Granville
restoru- was called in: The letter accompanied with a declaration, greedily

t,on read: Without one moment's delay, and without a contradictory

vote, a committee was appointed to prepare an answer: And in

order to spread the same satisfaction throughout the kingdom, it

was voted that the letter and declaration should immediately be

published.

The people, freed from the state of suspence, in which they had

so long been held, now changed their anxious hope for the unmixt

effusions of joy; and displayed a social triumph and exultation,

which no private prosperity, even the greatest, is ever able fully to

inspire. Traditions remain of men, particularly of Oughtred, the

mathematician, who died of pleasure, when informed of this

happy and surprising event. The king's declaration was well calcu-
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lated to uphold the satisfaction, inspired by the prospect of public

settlement. It offered a general amnesty to all persons whatsoever;

and that without any exceptions but such as should afterwards be

made by parhament: It promised liberty of conscience; and a con-
currence in any act of parliament, which, upon mature deliber-

ation, should be offered, for insuring that indulgence: It submit-

ted to the arbitration of the same assembly, the enquiry into all

grants, purchases, and alienations: And it assured the soldiers of

all their arrears, and promised them, for the future, the same pay,

which they then enjoyed.

The lords, perceiving the spirit, by which the kingdom as well
as the commons was animated, hastened to re-instate themselves in

their ancient authority, and to take their share in the settlement of

the nation. They found the doors of their house open, and all were
admitted, even such as had formerly been excluded on account of

their pretended delinquency.

The two houses attended; while the king was proclaimed with 8th Ma_'

great solemnity, in Palace-Yard, at White-hall, and at Temple-Bar.
The commons voted 5oo pounds to buy a jewel for Granville, who

had brought them the king's gracious messages: A present of

5o,ooo pounds was conferred on the king. lo,ooo pounds on the

duke of York, 5ooo pounds on the duke of Gloucester. A commit-

tee of lords and commons was dispatched to invite his majesty to

return and take possession of the government. The rapidity, with
which all these events were conducted, was marvellous, and discov-

ered the passionate zeal and entire unanimity of the nation Such

an impatience appeared, and such an emulation, in lords, and
commons, and city, who should make the most lively expressions

of their joy and duty; that, as the noble historian expresses it, a

man could not but wonder where those people dwelt, who had
done all the mischief, and kept the king so many years from enjoy-

ing the comfort and support of such excellent subjects. The king

himself said, that it must surely have been his own fault, that he

had not sooner taken possession of the throne; since he found

every body so zealous in promoting his happy restoration.

The respect of foreign powers soon followed the submission of

the king's subjects. Spain invited him to return to the "Low Coun-
tries, and embark in some of her maritime towns. France made

protestations of affection and regard, and offered Calais for the
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same purpose. The states-general sent deputies with a hke friendly

invitation. The king resolved to accept of this last offer. The peo-

ple of the republic bore him a cordial affection; and politics no

longer restrained their magistrates from promoting and express-
Ing that sentiment. As he passed from Breda to the Hague, he was

attended by numerous crowds, and was received with the loudest

acclamations; as if themselves, not their rivals in power and com-

merce, were now restored to peace and security. The states-

general in a body, and afterwards the states of Holland apart,
performed their compliments with the greatest solemmty: Every

person of distinction was ambitious of being introduced to his

majesty; all ambassadors and public ministers of kings, princes, or

states, repaired to him, and professed the joy of their masters in his

behalf: So that one would have thought, that from the united
efforts of Christendom, had been derived this revolution, which

diffused every where such universal satisfaction.
The English fleet came in sight of Scheveling. Montague had

not waited for orders from the parliament; but had persuaded the
officers, of themselves, to tender their duty to his majesty. The

duke of York immediately went on board, and took the command
of the fleet as high admiral.

When the king disembarked at Dover, he was met by the gen-

eral, whom he cordially embraced. Never subject in fact, probably

in his intentions, had deserved better of his king and country. In

the space of a few months, without effusion of blood, by his cau-
tious and disinterested conduct alone, he had bestowed settlement

on three kingdoms, which had long been torne with the most

violent convulsions: And having obstinately refused the most in-

viting conditions, offered him by the king as well as by every party

in the kingdom, he freely restored his injured master to the vacant
29th May. throne. The king entered London on the _9th of May, which was

also his birth-day. The fond imaginations of men interpreted as a

happy omen the concurrence of two such joyful periods.

At this aera, it may be proper to stop a moment, and take a

general survey of the age, so far as regards manners, finances,

arms, commerce, arts and sciences. The chief use of history is, that
it affords materials for disquisitions of this nature; and it seems

the duty of an historian to point out the proper inferences and
conclusions.
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No people could undergo a change more sudden and entire In Manners

their manners than did the English nation during this period, and arts

From tranqulllity, concord, submission, sobriety, they passed in an
instant to a state of faction, fanaticism, rebellion, and almost

frenzy. The violence of the English parties exceeded any thing.

which we can now imagine: Had they continued but a little longer,

there was just reason to dread all the horrors of the ancient massa-

cres and proscriptions. The military usurpers, whose authority was

founded on palpable injustice, and was supported by no national
party, would have been impelled by rage and despair into such

sanguinary measures, and if these furious expedients had been

employed on one side, revenge would naturally have pushed the

other party, after a return of power, to retaliate upon their ene-

mies. No social intercourse was maintained between the parties;
no marriages or alliances contracted. The royalists, though op-

pressed, harassed, persecuted, disdained all afflmty with their

masters. The more they were reduced to subjection, the greater

superiority did they affect above those usurpers, who by violence

and injustice had acquired an ascendant over them.

The manners of the two factions were as opposite as those of
the most distant nations. "Your friends, the Cavaliers," said a par-

hamentarian to a royahst, "are very dissolute and debauched."

"True," rephed the royalists, "the}' have the infirmities of men.

But your friends, the Roundheads, have the vices of devils, tyr-

anny, rebellion, and spiritual pride."= Riot and disorder, at is cer-

tain, notwithstanding the good example set them by Charles I.

prevailed very much among his partizans. Being commonly men
of birth and fortune, to whom excesses are less pernicious than to

the vulgar, they were too apt to indulge themselves in all pleasures,

particularly those of the table. Opposition to the rigid preciseness

of their antagonists encreased their inclination to good-fellowship:
and the character of a man of pleasure was affected among them.

as a sure pledge of attachment to the church and monarchy.

Even when ruined by confiscations and sequestrations, the}' en-

deavoured to maintain the appearance of a careless and social

jollity. "As much as hope is superior to fear," said a poor and merrv
cavalier, "so much is our situation preferable to that of our ene-

mies. We laugh while they tremble."

z Sir Philip Warwlc
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The gloomy enthusiasm, which prevailed among the parlia-

mentary party, is surely the most curious spectacle presented

by any history; and the most instrucnve, as well as entertaining,
to a philosophical mind. All recreations were in a manner sus-

pended by the rigid seventy of the presbyterians and indepen-

dents. Horse-races and cock-matches were prohibited as the great-
est enormities. _ Even bear-baiting was esteemed heathenish and

unchristian: The sport of It, not the inhumanity, gave offence.

Colonel Hewson, from his pious zeal, marched with his regiment

into London. and destroyed all the bears, which were there kept
for the diversion of the citizens. This adventure seems to have

given birth to the fiction of Hudibras. Though the English nation

be naturally candid and sincere, hypocrisy prevailed among them

beyond any example in ancient or modern times. The religious

hypocrisy, It may be remarked, is of a peculiar nature; and being

generally unknown to the person himself, though more danger-
ous, it Implies less falsehood than any other species of insincerity.

The Old Testament, preferably to the New, was the favourite of all

the sectaries. The eastern poetical style of that composition made

it more easily susceptible of a turn, which was agreeable to them.

We have had occasion, in the course of this work. to speak of

many of the sects, which prevailed in England: To enumerate
them all would be impossible. The quakers, however, are so con-

siderable, at least so singular, as to merit some attention; and as

they renounced by principle the use of arms, they never made such

a figure in public transactions as to enter into any part of our
narrative.

The rehgion of the quakers, like most others, began with the

lowest vulgar, and, in its progress, came at last to comprehend

people of better quality and fashion. George Fox, born at Drayton
in Lancashire in 1624, was the founder of this sect. He was the son

of a weaver, and was himself bound apprentice to a shoe-maker.

Feehng a stronger impulse towards spiritual contemplations than
towards that mechanical profession, he left his master, and went

about the country, cloathed in a leathern doublet, a dress which he

long affected, as well for its singularity as its cheapness. That he

might wean himself from sublunary objects, he broke off all con-

a Kllhng no Murder
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nexlons with his friends and family, and never dwelled a moment

m one place; lest habit should beget new connexlons, and depress

the sublimity of his aerial meditations. He frequently wandered

into the woods, and passed whole days in hollow trees, without

company, or any other amusement than his Bible. Having reached

that pitch of perfection as to need no other book, he soon advanced

to another state of spiritual progress, and began to pay less regard

even to that divine composition Itself. His own breast, he imag-

ined, was full of the same inspiration, which had guided the proph-

ets and apostles themselves: and by this inward light must every

spiritual obscurity be cleared, by this living spirit must the dead
letter be animated.

When he had been sufficiently consecrated in his own Imag-

ination, he felt that the fumes of self-applause soon dissipate, ff not

continually supplied by the admiration of others; and he began to

seek proselytes. Proselytes were easily gained, at a time when all
men's affections were turned towards religion, and when the most

extravagant modes of it were sure to be most popular. All the

forms of ceremony, Invented by pride and ostentation, Fox and his

disciples, from a superior pride and ostentation, carefully rejected:

Even the ordinary rites of civility were shunned, as the nourish-
ment of carnal vanity and self-conceit. They would bestow no titles

of distinction: The name offrzend was the only salutation, with

which they Indiscriminately accosted every one. To no person

would they make a bow, or move their hat, or give any signs of
reverence. Instead of that affected adulation, introduced Into

modern tongues, of speaking to individuals as if they were a mul-
titude, they returned to the simplicity of ancient languages; and

thou and thee were the only expressions, which, on any consid-

eration, they could be brought to employ.

Dress too, a material circumstance, distinguished the members

of th_s sect. Every superfluity and ornament was carefully re-
trenched: No plaits to their coat, no buttons to their sleeves. No

lace, no ruffles, no embroidery. Even a button to the hat, though

sometimes useful, yet not being always so, was universally rejected

by them with horror and detestation.
The vmlent enthusiasm of this sect, like all high passions, being

too strong for the weak nerves to sustain, threw the preachers into

convulsions, and shaklngs, and distortions in their limbs; and they
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thence received the appellation of quakers. Amidst the great toler-

ation, which was then granted to all sects, and even encourage-

ment given to all innovations, this sect alone suffered persecution.

From the fervour of their zeal, the quakers broke into churches,
disturbed public worship, and harassed the minister and audience

with railing and reproaches. When carried before a magistrate,
they refused him all reverence, and treated him with the same

familiarity as if he had been their equal. Sometimes they were
thrown into mad-houses, sometimes into prisons: Sometmaes

whipped, sometimes pllloryed. The patience and fortitude, with
which they suffered, begat compassion, admiration, esteem) A

supernatural spirit was believed to support them under those suf-

ferings, which the ordinary state of humanity, freed from the

illusions of passion, is unable to sustain.

The quakers creeped into the army: But as they preached uni-
versal peace, they seduced the mlhtary zealots from their pro-

fessmn, and would soon, had they been suffered, have put an end,

without any defeat or calamity, to the dominion of the saints.

These attempts became a fresh ground of persecution, and a new

reason for their progress among the people.
Morals with this sect were carried, or affected to be carried, to

the same degree of extravagance as religion. Give a quaker a blow

on one cheek, he held up the other: Ask his cloke, he gave you his

coat also: The greatest interest could not engage him, in any court

of judicature, to swear even to the truth: He never asked more for

his wares than the preose sum, which he was determined to accept.
This last maxim is laudable, and continues still to be rehglously

observed by that sect.
No fanatics ever carried farther the hatred to ceremomes,

forms, orders, rites, and positive institutions. Even baptism and

the Lord's supper, by all other sects beheved to be interwoven with

b The following stor_ Is told by Whltlocke, p. 599 Some quakers at Has-
mgton in Northumberland coming to the mimster on the Sabbath-day, and
speaking to him, the people tell upon the quakers, and almost killed one or
two of them. u ho going out fell on their knees, and prayed God to pardon
the people, who knew not what they did, and afterwards speaking to the
people, so convinced them of the evil they had done in beating them, that
the country people tell a quarrelhng, and beat one another more than they
had before beaten the quakers
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the very vitals of christianity, were disdainfully rejected by them.

The very sabbath they profaned. The holiness of churches they
derided; and they would give to these sacred edifices no other

appellation than that of shops or steeple-houses. No priests were
admitted in thelr sect: Every one had received from immediate

Illumination a character much superior to the sacerdotal. When

they met for divine worship, each rose up in his place, and dehv-

ered the extemporary inspirations of the Holy Ghost: Women also
were admitted to teach the brethren, and were considered as

proper vehicles to convey the dictates of the spirit. Sometimes a

great many preachers were moved to speak at once: Sometimes a

total silence prevailed in their congregations.

Some quakers attempted to fast forty days in lmltauon of

Christ; and one of them bravely perished m the experiment c A

female quaker came naked into the church where the protector

sate; being moved by the spirit, as she said, to appear as a szgn to
the people. A number of them fancied, that the renovation of all

things had commenced, and that cloaths were to be rejected to-

gether with other super fluittes. The sufferings, which followed the

practice of this doctrine, were a species of persecution not well
calculated for promoting it.

James Naylor was a quaker, noted for blasphemy, or rather

madness, in the time of the protectorship. He fancied, that he
himself was transformed into Christ, and was become the real

saviour of the world; and in consequence of this frenzy, he en-
deavoured to imitate many actions of the Messiah related in the

evangelists. As he bore a resemblance to the common pictures of

Christ; he allowed his beard to grow in a like form: He raised a

person from the dead: _ He was ministered unto by women: * He

entered Bristol, mounted on a horse: I suppose, from the difficulty

in that place of finding an ass: His disciples spread their garments
before him, and cried, "Hosanna to the highest; holy, holy _s the

Lord God of Sabbaoth." When carried before the magistrate, he
would give no other answer to all questions than "thou hast said _t."

What is remarkable, the parliament thought that the matter de-

c Whltlocke, p 624. d Harlevan Mlscellan'_, vol Vl p 399. One Dorcas
Earberry made oath before a magistrate, that she had been dead two days,
and that Naylor had brought her to hfe e Id. Ibid.
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served their attention. Near ten days they spent in enquiries and

debates about him. / They condemned him to be pilloryed,

whipped, burned in the face, and to have his tongue bored

through with a red hot iron. All these severities he bore with the

usual patience. So far his delusion supported him. But the sequel

spoiled all. He was sent to Bridewell, confined to hard labour, fed
on bread and water, and debarred from all his disciples, male

and female. His illusion dissipated; and after some time, he was

contented to come out an ordinary man, and return to his usual
occupations.

The chief taxes in England, during the tame of the common-

wealth, were the monthly assessments, the excise, and the customs.

The assessments were levaed on personal estates as well as on

land; g and commissioners were appointed in each county for rat-

mg the individuals. The highest assessment amounted to 12o,ooo

pounds a month in England; the lowest was 35,ooo. The assess-
ments in Scotland were sometimes lo,ooo pounds a month; h com-

monly 6ooo. Those on Ireland 9ooo. At a medium, this tax might

have afforded about a million a year. The excise, during the civil
wars, was levied on bread, flesh-meat, as well as beer, ale, strong-

waters, and many other commodities. After the king was subdued,
bread and flesh-meat were exempted from excise. The customs on

exportanon were lowered in 1656.' In 165o, commissioners were

appointed to levy both customs and excises. Cromwel m 1657

returned to the old practice of farming. Eleven hundred thousand

pounds were then offered, both for customs and excise, a greater
sum than had ever been levied by the commlssioners: * The whole

of the taxes during that period might at a medium amount to

above two mdlions a year; a sum, which, though moderate, much

exceeded the revenue of any former king. / Sequestrations, com-

positions, sale of crown and church lands, and of the lands of

delinquents, yxelded also considerable sums, but very difficult to be
estimated. Church lands are said to have been sold for a million. _

None of these were ever valued at above ten or eleven years pur-

l Thurloe, vol v. p 7o8, g Scobel, p. 41% h Thurloe, vol. n. p. 476
' Scobel, p 376 k Thurloe, _ol. vl p 425 _It appears that the late
king's revenue from 1637, to tl'le meeting of the long parliament, was only
900,000 pounds, of which 900,000 may be esteemed illegal " Dr
Walker, p 14
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chase." The estates of delinquents amounted to above 200,000

pounds a year. ° Cromwel died more than two milhons m debt; p

though the parliament had left him in the treasury above 5oo,ooo
pounds; and in stores, the value of 7oo,ooo pounds, q

The committee of danger in April x648 voted to raise the army

to 4o,ooo men? The same year, the pay of the army was estimated

at 8o,ooo pounds a month? The establishment of the army in

a652, was m Scotland 15,ooo foot, _58o horse, 56o dragoons; in

England, 47oo foot, _52o horse, garrisons 6154. In all, 31,519,

besides officers, t The army m Scotland was afterwards consid-
erably reduced. The army in Ireland was not much short of 2o,ooo

men; so that upon the whole, the commonwealth maintained in

1652 a standing army of more than 5o,ooo men. Its pay amounted
to a yearly sum of 1,o47,715 poundsY Afterwards the protector

reduced the estabhshment to 3o,ooo men; as appears by the In-
strument of Government and Humble Petition and Advice. His

frequent enterpnzes obliged him from time to time to augment
them. Rmhard had on foot in England an army of 13,258 men, in

Scotland 95o6, in Ireland about lo,ooo men. w The foot soldiers

had commonly a shilling a day. x The horse had two shillings and
six-pence; so that many gentlemen and younger brothers of good

family inlisted in the protector's cavalry.: No wonder, that such

men were averse from the re-establishment of civil government, by

which, they well knew, they must be deprived of so gainful a

profession.
At the time of the battle of Worcester, the parliament had on

foot about 8o,ooo men, partly mihtia, partly regular forces. The

vigour of the commonwealth, and the great capacity of those mem-

bers, who had assumed the government, never at any time ap-

peared so conspicuous?

The whole revenue of the public during the protectorship of
Richard was estimated at 1,868,717 pounds: His annual expences

at _,2ol,54 o pounds. An additional revenue was demanded from

parliament, a

" Thurloe, vol. 1. p. 753- o Ibid. vol IIp 414 P Ibid. vol vii. p 667.
q World's Mistake an Ohver Cromwel r Whltlocke, p. 298 _Ibld
P 378 t Journal, 2d December, 1652 _ Id lbld wJournal, 6th of
April, 1659 x Thurloe, vol. 1. p. 395, vol. n. p. 414 . _ Gumble's Life of
Monk. _ Whltlocke, p. 477 " Journal, 7th April, 1659
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The commerce and Industry of England encreased extremely
during the peaceable period of Charles's reign: The trade to the

East-Indies and to Guinea became considerable. The English pos-
sessed almost the sole trade with Spain. Twenty thousand cloths

were annually sent to Turkey. b Commerce met with Interruption,
no doubt, from the civil wars and convulsions, which afterwards

prevailed; though it soon recovered after the establishment of the

commonwealth. The war with the Dutch, by distressing the com-

merce of so formidable a rival, served to encourage trade m Eng-

land: The Spanish war was to an equal degree pernicious. All the
effects of the English merchants, to an immense value, were con-

fiscated in Spain. The prevalence of democratical principles en-

gaged the country gentlemen to bind their sons apprentices to
merchants; c and commerce has ever since been more honourable

in England than in any other European kingdom. The exclusive

companies, which formerly confined trade, were never expressly
abolished by any ordinance of parliament during the common-

wealth; but as men payed no regard to the preroganve, whence the

charters of these companies were derived, the monopoly was grad-

ually invaded, and commerce encreased by the encrease of hberty.
Interest in 165o was reduced to s_x per cent.

The customs in England, before the civil wars, are said to have

amounted to 5oo,ooo pounds a year: d A sum ten t_mes greater

than during the best period in queen Elizabeth's reign: But there
is probably some exaggeration in this matter.

The Post-house, in 1653, was farmed at lo,ooo pounds a year,
which was deemed a considerable sum for the three kingdoms.

Letters paid only about half the present postage.

From 1619 to 1638, there had been corned 6,9oo,o4_ pounds.

From 1638 to 1657, the coinage amounted to 7,733,522 pounds, e

Dr. Davenant has told us, from the registers of the mint, that,

between 1558 and 1659, there had been coined 19,83_,476
pounds in gold and silver.

The first mention of tea, coffee, and chocolate, Is about 166o/

Asparagus, artlchoaks, colliflower, and a variety of sallads, were

about the same time introduced into England.g

The colony of New England encreased by means of the purl-

b Strafford's Letters. vol _ p. 4_1, 4_3, 43o, 467 c Clarendon. d Lewis
Roberts's Treasure of Traffick. _ Happy future state of England
/Anderson,_ol.u. p 111 gId ibid.
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tans, who fled thither, in order to free themselves from the con-

straint, which Laud and the church party had Imposed upon them;

and before the commencement of the civil wars, it is supposed to

have contained 25,ooo souls, h For a like reason, the catholics, after-

wards, who found themselves exposed to many hardships, and
dreaded still worse treatment, went over to America in great num-

bers, and settled the colony of Maryland.

Before the civil wars, learning and the fine arts were favoured

at court, and a good taste began to prevail in the nation. The king

loved pictures, sometimes handled the pencil himself, and was a
good judge of the art. The pieces of foreign masters were bought

up at a vast price; and the value of pictures doubled in Europe by
the emulation between Charles and Philip IV. of Spain, who were

touched with the same elegant passion. Vandyke was caressed and

enriched at court. Inigo Jones was master of the king's braidings;

though afterwards persecuted by the parliament, on account of the
part which he had In rebuilding St. Paul's, and for obeying some

orders of council, by which he was directed to pull down houses,
in order to make room for that edifice. Laws, who had not been

surpassed by any musician before him, was much beloved by the

king, who called him the father of music. Charles was a good judge
of writing, and was thought by some more anxious with regard to

purity of style than became a monarch.' Notwithstanding his nar-
row revenue, and his freedom from all vanity, he lived in such

magnificence, that he possessed four and twenty palaces, all of

them elegantly and compleatly furnished; insomuch, that, when
he removed from one to another, he was not obliged to transport

any thing along with him.

Cromwel, though himself a barbarian, was not insensible to

literary merit. Usher, notwithstanding his being a bishop, received

a pension from him. Marvel and Milton were in his service. Waller,
who was his relation, was caressed by him. That poet always said,
that the Protector himself was not so wholly Illiterate as was com-

monly imagined. He gave a hundred pounds a year to the divinity

professor at Oxford; and an historian mentions this bounty as an
instance of his love of hterature, k He intended to have erected a

college at Durham for the benefit of the northern counties

h British Empire m America, vol. 1. p. 372. ' Burnet. k Neale's History
of the Puritans, vol. iv p 123
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Civil wars, especially when founded on principles of liberty, are
not commonly unfavourable to the arts of eloquence and com-

position; or rather, by presenting nobler and more interesting

objects, they amply compensate that tranquillity, of which they
bereave the muses. The speeches of the parliamentary orators

during this period are of a strain much superior to what any

former age had produced in England; and the force and compass

of our tongue were then first put to trial. It must, however, be
confessed, that the wretched fanaticism, which so much infected

the parliamentary party, was no less destructive of taste and sci-

ence, than of all law and order. Gaiety and wit were proscribed'

Human learning despised: Freedom of enquiry detested: Cant and

hypocrisy alone encouraged. It was an article positively insisted on

in the preliminaries to the treaty of Uxbridge, that all play-houses

should for ever be abolished. Sir John Davenant, says Whltlocke]
speaking of the year 1658, published an opera, notwithstanding

the nicety of the times. All the king's furniture was put to sale: His
plctures, disposed of at very low prices, enriched all the collections

in Europe: The cartoons, when complete, were only appraised at

3oo pounds, though the whole collection of the king's curiosities

was sold at above 5o,ooo. _ Even the royal palaces were pulled m

pieces, and the materials of them sold. The very library and medals

at St James's, were Intended by the generals to be brought to

auction, an order to pay the arrears of some regiments of cavalry,

quartered near London: But Selden, apprehensive of the loss,
engaged his friend Whltlocke, then lord-keeper for the common-

wealth, to apply tor the office of librarian. This expedient saved
that valuable collection.

It is however remarkable, that the greatest genius by far, that

shone out in England during this period, was deeply engaged with

these fanatics, and even prostituted his pen in theological con-

troversy, in factious disputes, and in justifying the most violent

measures of the party. This was John Milton, whose poems are

admirable, though liable to some objections; his prose writings

disagreeable, though not altogether defective in genius. Nor are all

his poems equal: His Paradise Lost, his Comus, and a few others

shine out amidst some flat and insipid compositions: Even in the

tP. 639. m Parl Hist. _ol xix. p 83
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Paradise Lost, his capital performance, there are very long pas-

sages, amounting to near a third of the work, almost wholly desti-

tute of harmony and elegance, nay, of all vigour of imagination.

This natural inequality m Milton's genius was much encreased by

the inequalities in his subject; of which some parts are of them-
selves the most lofty that can enter into human conception; others

would have required the most laboured elegance of composition to

support them. It is certain, that this author, when in a happy
mood, and employed on a noble subject, is the most wonderfully

sublime of any poet in any language: Homer and Lucretius and

Tasso not excepted. More concise than Homer, more simple than
Tasso, more nervous than Lucretius; had he lived in a later age,

and learned to polish some rudeness in his verses; had he enjoyed
better fortune, and possessed leisure to watch the returns of genius

in himself; he had attained the pinnacle of perfection, and borne

away the palm of epic poetry.
It is well known, that Milton never enjoyed in his lifetime the

reputauon which he deserved. His Paradise Lost was long ne-

glected: Prejudices against an apologist for the regicides, and

against a work not wholly purged from the cant of former times,
kept the ignorant world from perceiving the prodigious merit of

that performance. Lord Somers, by encouraging a good edition of

it, about twenty years after the author's death, first brought it into

request; and Tonson, in his dedication of a smaller edition, speaks

of it as a work just beginning to be known. Even during the prev-
alence of Milton's party, he seems never to have been much re-

garded; and Whltlock& talks of one Milton, as he calls him, a blind

man, who was employed in translating a treaty with Sweden into

Latin. These forms of expression are amusing to posterity, who
consider how obscure Whitlocke himself, though lord-keeper, and

ambassador, and indeed a man of great abilities and merit, has

become in comparison of Milton.

It IS not strange, that Milton received no encouragement after
the restoration: It is more to be admired, that he escaped with his

life. Many of the cavaliers blamed extremely that lenity towards
him, which was so honourable in the king, and so advantageous to

posterity. It is said, that he had saved Davenant's hfe during the

p. 633.
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protectorship; and Davenant in return afforded him hke protec-

tion after the restoration; being sensible, that men of letters ought

always to regard their sympathy of taste as a more powerful band

of union, than any difference of party or opinion as a source of

ammosity. It was during a state of poverty, bhndness, disgrace.

danger, and old age, that Milton composed his wonderful poem,

which not only surpassed all the performances of his co-

temporaries, but all the composinons, which had flowed from his

pen, during the vigor of his age, and the height of his prosperity.
This circumstance is not the least remarkable of all those which

attend that great genius. He died in 1674, aged 66.

Waller was the first refiner of English poetry, at least of English

rhyme; but his performances still abound with many faults, and
what is more material, they contain but feeble and superficial

beauties. Gaiety, wit, and ingenuity are their ruhng character:

They aspire not to the sublime; still less to the pathetic. They treat

of love, without making us feel any tenderness; and abound in

panegyric, without exciting admiration. The panegyric, however,

on Cromwel contains more force than we should expect from the

other compositions of this poet.

Waller was born to an ample fortune, was early introduced to

the court, and lived in the best company. He possessed talents for
eloquence as well as poetry; and till his death, which happened m

a good old age, he was the delight of the house of commons. The
errors of his life proceeded more from want of courage than of

honour or integrity. He died xn x687, aged 82.

Cowley is an author extremely corrupted by the bad taste of his

age; but had he lived even m the purest times of Greece or Rome,

he must always have been a very indifferent poet. He had no ear

for harmony; and his verses are only known to be such by the

rhyme, which terminates them. In his rugged untuneable numbers
are conveyed sentiments the most strained and distorted; long

spun allegories, distant allusions, and forced conceits. Great inge-

nuity, however, and vigour of thought sometimes break out amidst

those unnatural conceptions: A few anacreontlcs surprise us by

their ease and gaiety: His prose wrinngs please, by the honesty and

goodness which they express, and even by their spleen and mel-
ancholy. This author was much more praised and admired during

his life time, and celebrated after his death, than the great Milton.

He died m a667, aged 49.
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Sir John Denham in his Cooper's Hill (for none of his other

poems merit attention) has a loftiness and vigour, which had not

before him been attained by any English poet, who wrote in

rhyme. The mechamcal difficulties of that measure retarded Its

improvement. Shakespeare, whose tragic scenes are sometimes so
wonderfully forcible and expressive, is a very Indifferent poet,

when he attempts to rhyme. Precision and neatness are chiefly

wanting m Denham. He died m 1688, aged 73.

No English author m that age was more celebrated both abroad
and at home than Hobbes" In our time, he is much neglected: A

lively instance how precarious all reputations, founded on reason-

mg and philosophyT A pleasant comedy, which paints the manners

of the age, and exposes a faithful picture of nature, is a durable

work, and is transmitted to the latest posterity. But a system,

whether physical or metaphysical, commonly owes ItS success to its
novelty; and is no sooner canvassed with lmparuahtv than its weak-

ness is discovered Hobbes's politics are fitted only to promote

tyranny, and his ethics to encourage licentiousness. Though an

enemy to rehgion, he partakes nothing of the spirit of scepticism;

but is as positive and dogmatical as if human reason, and his rea-
son in particular, could attain a thorough conviction m these sub-

jects. Clearness and propriety of style are the chief excellencies of
Hobbes's writings. In his own person he is represented to have

been a man of virtue; a character no wise surprising, notwithstand-

ing his libertine system of ethics. Timidity is the principal fault,
with which he is reproached. He lived to an extreme old age, vet

could never reconcile himself to the thoughts of death. The bold-

ness of his opinions and sentiments form a remarkable contrast to

this part of his character. He died m 1679, aged 91.

Harrmgton's Oceana was well adapted to that age, when the

plans of imaginary republics were the daily subjects of debate and
conversation; and even m our tame It 1sjustly admired as a work of

genius and invention. The idea, however, of a perfect and immor-

tal commonwealth will always be found as chimerical as that of a

perfect and immortal man. The style of this author wants ease and

fluency; but the good matter, which his work contains, makes

compensation. He died in 1677, aged 66.
Harvey is entitled to the glory of having made, by reasoning

alone, without any mixture of accident, a capital discovery in one

of the most important branches of science. He had also the hap-
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piness of estabhshmg at once his theory on the most solid and

convincing proofs; and posterity has added little to the arguments

suggested by his industry and ingenmty. His treatise of the circu-
lation of the blood is farther embelhshed by that warmth and spirit,

which so naturally accompany the genius of invention. This great
man was much favoured by Charles I. who gave him the liberty of

using all the deer m the royal forests for perfecting his discoveries

on the generanon of animals. It was remarked, that no physician

in Europe, who had reached forty years of age, ever, to the end of

his life. adopted Harvey's doctnne of the circulanon of the blood,
and that his practice in London diminished extremely, from the

reproach drawn upon h_m, by that great and signal discovery. So

slow is the progress of truth m every science, even when not op-

posed by factious or superstlnOUS prejudices! He died m 1657,

aged 79.

This age affords great materials for history; but did not pro-

duce any accomplished hastorlan. Clarendon, however, will always

be esteemed an entertaining writer, even mdependant of our curi-

osity to know the facts, which he relates. His style is prolix and

redundant, and suffocates us by the length of its periods: But it

discovers imagination and sentiment, and pleases us at the same
time that we disapprove of it. He is more partial in appearance

than in reahty. For he seems perpetually anxious to apologize for

the king; but his apologies are often well grounded. He is less

partial m h_s relation of facts, than in his account of characters: He

was too honest a man to falsify the former; his affecnons were

easily capable, unknown to himself, of disguising the latter. An air

of probity and goodness runs through the whole work; as these

qualities did in reality embellish the whole life of the author. He

died in a674, aged 66.

These are the chief performances, which engage the attention
of posterity. Those numberless productions, with which the press

then abounded; the cant of the pulpit, the declamations of party,

the suhtilties of theology, all these have long ago sunk in silence
and oblivion. Even a writer, such as Selden, whose learning was his

chief excellency; or Chillingworth, an acute disputant against the

papists will scarcely be ranked among the classics of our language
or country.
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CHARLES II

New ministry -Act of indemnity -
Settlement of the revenue - Trial and execution

of the regicides - Dissolution of the convention -

Parliament - Prelacy restored - Insurrection of the

Millenarians -Affairs of Scotland- Conference

at the Savoy - Arguments for and against a
comprehension - A new parliament - Bishops' seats

restored - Corporation act - Act of uniformity -

King's marriage - Trial of Vane - And

execution -Presbyterian clergy ejected-
Dunkirk sold to the French -

Declaration of indulgence -

Decline of Clarendon 's credit

HARLES II. when he ascended the throne of his ancestors, was i66othirty years of age. He possessed a vigorous constitution, a
fine shape, a manly figure, a graceful air; and though his features

were harsh, yet was his countenance xn the main hvely and engag-

ing. He was in that period of life, when there remains enough of

youth to render the person amiable, without preventing that au-

thority and regard, which attend the years of experience and ma-

turity. Tenderness was excited by the memory of his recent adver-
sities. His present prosperity was the object rather of admirauon

155
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than of envy. And as the sudden and surprising revolution, which

restored him to his regal rights, had also restored the nanon to

peace, law, order, and liberty; no prince ever obtained a crown in
more favourable circumstances, or was more blest with the cordial

affection and attachment of his subjects.

This popularity, the king, by his whole demeanor and behav-

iour, was well qualified to support and to encrease. To a lively wit

and quick comprehension, he umted a just understanding and a

general observation both of men and things. The easiest manners,

the most unaffected politeness, the most engaging gaiety accom-

panied his conversation and address. Accustomed during his exile
to live among his courtiers rather like a companion than a mon-

arch, he retained, even while on the throne, that open affability,

which was capable of reconciling the most determined republicans
to his royal dignity. Totally devoid of resentment, as well from the

natural lenity as carelessness of his temper, he insured pardon to

the most guilty of his enemies, and left hopes of favour to his most

violent opponents. From the whole tenor of his actions and dis-

course, he seemed desirous of losing the memory of past ani-

mosities, and of uniting every party m an affection for their prince

and their native country
New Into his council were admitted the most eminent men of the

mmzstu nation, without regard to former distinctions: The presbytermns,

equally with the royalists, shared this honour. Annesley was also

created earl of Anglesey; Ashley Cooper lord Ashley; Denzll Holhs
lord Hollis. The earl of Manchester was appointed lord chamber-

lain, and lord Say, privy seal. Calamy and Baxter, presbyterian

clergymen, were even made chaplains to the king.

Admiral Montague, created earl of Sandwmh, was entitled from

h_s recent servaces to great favour; and he obtained it. Monk,

created duke of Albemarle, had performed such signal services,

that, according to a vulgar and malignant observation, he ought
rather to have expected hatred and ingratitude: Yet was he ever

treated by the king with great marks of distinction. Charles's dlspo-

sinon, free from jealousy; and the prudent behaviour of the gen-
eral, who never over-rated his merits; prevented all those disgusts,

which naturally arise in so delicate a situation. The capacity too of

Albemarle was not extensive, and his parts were more solid than

shining. Though he had distinguished himself in inferior stations,
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he was imagined, upon familiar acquaintance, not to be wholly

equal to those great atchievements, which fortune, united to

prudence, had enabled him to perform; and he appeared unfit for
the court, a scene of life to which he had never been accustomed

Morrlce, his friend, was created secretary of state, and was sup-

ported more by his patron's credit than by his own abilities or

experience.
But the choice, which the king at first made of his principal

ministers and favourites, was the circumstance, which chiefly gave

contentment to the nation, and prognosticated future happiness

and tranquillity. Sir Edward Hyde, created earl of Clarendon, was

chancellor and prime minister: The marquess, created duke of

Ormond, was steward of the household: The earl of Southampton,

high treasurer: Sir Edward Nicholas, secretary of state. These

men, united together in friendship, and combining In the same
laudable inclinations, supported each others credit, and pursued

the interests of the public.

Agreeable to the present prosperity of public affairs was the

universal joy and festivity diffused throughout the nation. The
melancholy austerity of the fanatics fell into discredit together with

their principles. The royalists, who had ever affected a contrary

disposition, found in their recent success new motives for mirth

and gaiety; and it now belonged to them to give repute and fashion

to their manners. From past experience it had sufficiently ap-

peared, that gravity was very distinct from wisdom, formality from

virtue, and hypocrisy from religion. The king himself, who bore a
strong propensity to pleasure, served, by his powerful and engag-

ing example, to banish those sour and malignant humours, which

had hitherto engendered such confusion. And though the just

bounds were undoubtedly passed, when men returned from their

former extreme; yet was the public happy in exchanging vices,

pernicious to society, for disorders, hurtful chiefly to the individu-
als themselves, who were guilty of them.

It required some time before the several parts of the state,

disfigured by war and faction, could recover their former arrange-
ment: But the parliament immediately fell into good correspon-

dence with the king; and they treated him with the same dutiful

regard, which had usually been payed to his predecessors. Being

summoned without the king's consent, they received, at first, only
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the title of a convention; and It was not till he passed an act for that

purpose, that they were called by the appellation of parliament. All
judicial proceedings, transacted in the name of the commonwealth

or protector, were ratified by a new law. And both houses, ac-

knowledging the guilt of the former rebellion, gratefully received,

in their own name and in that of all the subjects, his majesty's

gracious pardon and indemnity

Act of The king, before his restoration, being afraid of reducing any
_ndemmty of his enemies to despair, and at the same rime unwilling that such

enormous crimes as had been committed, should receive a total

Impunity, had expressed himself very cautiously in his declaration

of Breda, and had promised an mdemmty to all criminals, but such

as should be excepted by parhament. He now issued a proclama-

tion, declanng that such of the late king's judges as d_d not yield

themselves prisoners within fourteen days should receive no par-
don. Nineteen surrendered themselves: Some were taken in their

flight: Others escaped beyond sea.

The commons seem to have been more inclined to lenity than

the lords. The upper house, inflamed by the ill usage, which they

had received, were resolved, besides the late king's judges, to ex-
cept every one, who had Sltten in any high court of justice. Nay, the

earl of Bristol moved, that no pardon might be granted to those

who had any w_se contributed to the king's death. So wide an

excepnon, in whxch every one, who had served the parliament,

might be comprehended, gave a general alarm; and men began to

apprehend, that this motion was the effect of some court arnfice

or intrigue. But the king soon dissipated these fears. He came to

the house of peers; and in the most earnest terms, passed the act

of general indemnity. He urged both the necessity of the thing,

and the obhgation of his former promise: A promise, he said,

which he would ever regard as sacred; since to it he probably owed
the satisfaction, which at present he enjoyed, of meeting his people

in parhament. This measure of the king's was received with great

applause and sansfaction.

After repeated solicitations, the act of indemnity passed both

houses, and soon received the royal assent. Those who had an
Immediate hand m the late king's death, were there excepted:
Even Cromwel, Ireton, Bradshaw, and others now dead were at-

tainted, and their estates forfeited. Vane and Lambert, though
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none of the regicides, were also excepted. St. John and seventeen

persons more were deprived of all benefit from this act, if they ever

accepted any public employment. All who had sltten m any illegal

high court of justice were disabled from bearing offices. These
were all the severmes, which followed such furious civil wars and
convulsions.

The next business was the settlement of the king's revenue. In Settlement

this work, the parhament had regard to public freedom as well as of the

to the support of the crown. The tenures of wards and liveries had revenue

long been regarded as a grievous burthen by the nobility and
gentry: Several attempts had been made during the reign of James

to purchase this prerogative, together with that of purveyance;

and 2oo,ooo pounds a year had been offered that prince in lieu of

them: Wardships and purveyance had been utterly abolished by

the republican parhament: And even in the present parliament,

before the king arrived in England, a bill had been introduced,

offering him a compensation for the emoluments of these prerog-

atives. A hundred thousand pounds a year was the sum agreed to,

and half of the excise was settled in perpetuity upon the crown as

the fund whence this revenue should be levied. Though that im-
post yielded more profit, the bargain m_ght be esteemed hard; and

it was chiefly the necessity of the king's situation, which reduced

him to consent to it. No request of the parhament, during the

present joy, could be refused them.

Tonnage and poundage and the other half of the excise were

granted to the king during hfe. The parliament even proceeded so
far as to vote that the settled revenue of the crown for all charges

should be a,_oo,ooo pounds a year; a sum greater than any Eng-

hsh monarch had ever before enjoyed. But as all the princes of

Europe were perpetually augmenting their mihtarv force, and

consequently their expence, it became requisite that England,

from motives both of honour and security, should bear some pro-

portion to them, and adapt its revenue to the new system of poli-

tics, which prevailed. According to the chancellor's computanon,
a charge of 8oo,ooo pounds a year, was at present reqmslte for the

fleet and other articles, which formerly cost the crown but e_ghty
thousand.

Had the parliament, before restoring the king, insisted on any
farther limltanons than those which the constitution already Ira-
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posed; besides the danger of reviving former quarrels among par-
ties; it would seem, that their precaution had been ennrely super-

fluous. By reason of its slender and precarious revenue, the crown
in effect was still totally dependant. Not a fourth part of this sum,

which seemed reqmslte for public expences, could be levted with-

out consent of parliament; and any concessions, had they been

thought necessary, might, even after the restoranon, be extorted

by the commons from their necessitous prince. This parliament
showed no retention of employing at present that engine to any

such purposes, but they seemed still determined not to part with

it entirely, or to render the revenues of the crown fixed and

independent. Tho' they voted in general, that 1,2oo,ooo pounds a

year should be settled on the king, they scarcely assigned any

funds, whmh could yield two thirds of that sum. And they left

the care of fulfilling their engagements to the future consideration

of parliament.
In all the temporary supphes, which they voted, they discov-

ered the same caunous frugality. To disband the army, so formi-
dable m itself, and so much accustomed to rebellion and changes

of government, was necessary for the security both of king and
parhament; vet the commons showed great jealousy m granting

the sums, requisite for that end. An assessment of 7o,ooo pounds

a month was _mposed; but it was at first voted, to continue only
three months: And all the other sums, which they levied for that

purpose, by a poll-bill and new assessments, were still granted by

parcels; as ff they were not, as yet, well assured of the fidelity of the
hand, to which the money was entrusted. Having proceeded so far

z3th Sept in the settlement of the nation, the parliament adjourned itself for
some time.

Trzal and During the recess of parliament, the object, which chiefly inter-

executzon ested the pubhc, was the trial and condemnation of the regicides.
of the The general indignation, attending the enormous crime, of which

regtczde_ these men had been guilty, made their sufferings the subject of joy

to the people: But in the peculiar circumstances of that action, m

the prejudices of the times, as well as m the behaviour of the
criminals, a mind, seasoned with humanity, will find a plentiful

source of compassion and indulgence. Can any one, without con-

cern for human blindness and ignorance, consider the demeanor

of general Harrison, who was first brought to his trial? With great
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courage and elevation of sentiment, he told the court, that the

pretended crime, of which he stood accused, was not a deed, per-

formed in a corner: The sound of it had gone forth to most na-

tions; and in the singular and marvellous conduct of it had chiefly
appeared the sovereign power of heaven. That he himself, agi-

tated by doubts, had often, with passionate tears, offered up his

addresses to the divine Majesty, and earnestly sought for light and

conviction: He had still received assurance of a heavenly sanction,

and returned from these devout supplications with more serene
tranquilhty and satisfaction. That all the nations of the earth were,

in the eyes of their Creator, less than a drop of water in the bucket;

nor were their erroneous judgments aught but darkness compared

with divine illuminations. That these frequent illapses of the di-

vine spirit he could not suspect to be interested illusions, since he

was conscious, that, for no temporal advantage, would he offer
injury to the poorest man or woman that trod upon the earth. That

all the allurements of ambition, all the terrors of imprisonment,
had not been able, during the usurpation of Cromwel, to shake his

steddy resolution, or bend him to a compliance with that deceitful

tyrant. And that when invited by him to sit on the right hand of the
throne, when offered riches and splendor and dominion, he had

disdainfully rejected all temptations; and neglecting the tears of

his friends and family, had still, through every danger, held fast his

principles and his integrity.

Scot, who was more a republican than a fanatic, had said in the
house of commons, a little before the restoration, that he desired

no other epitaph to be inscribed on his tomb-stone than this; Here

hes Thomas Scot, who adjudged the kzng to death. He supported the

same spirit upon his trial.

Carew, a Millenarian, submitted to his trial, savzng to our Lord

Jesus Chrzst hzs rzght to the government of these kzngdoms Some scrupled

to say, according to form, that they would be tried by God and their
country; because God was not visibly present to judge them.

Others said, that they would be tried by the word of God.

No more than six of the late king's judges, Harrison, Scot,

Carew, Clement, Jones, and Scrope, were executed: Scrope alone,
of all those who came in upon the king's proclamation. He was a

gentleman of good family and of a decent character: But it was
proved, that he had a little before, m conversation, expressed
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himself as if he were no wise convinced of any guilt in condemning

the king. Axtel, who had guarded the high court of justice, Hacker,

who commanded on the day of the king's execution, Coke, the

solicitor for the people of England, and Hugh Peters, the fanatical

preacher, who inflamed the army and impelled them to regicide:

All these were tried, and condemned, and suffered with the king's

judges. No saint or confessor ever went to martyrdom with more

assured confidence of heaven than was expressed by those crim-

inals, even when the terrors of immediate death, joined to many

indignities, were set before them. The rest of the king's judges, by

an unexampled lenity, were reprieved; and they were dispersed

into several prisons.
This punishment of declared enemies interrupted not the re-

joicings of the court: But the death of the duke of Glocester, a

young prince of promising hopes, threw a great cloud upon them.

The king, by no Incident in his life, was ever so deeply affected.

Glocester was observed to possess united the good qualities of both

his brothers: The clear judgment and penetration of the king; the

industry and application of the duke of York. He was also believed

to be affectionate to the religion and constitution of his country.

He was but twenty years of age, when the small-pox put an end to
his life.

The princess of Orange, having come to England, in order to

partake of the joy, attending the restoration of her family, w_th

whom she hved in great friendship, soon after sickened and died.

The queen-mother payed a visit to her son; and obtained his con-

sent to the marriage of the princess Henrietta, with the duke of

Orleans, brother to the French king.
6th Nov After a recess of near two months, the parliament met, and

proceeded in the great work of the national settlement. They es-

tablished the post-office, wine-licences, and some articles of the
D,ssolu-

revenue. They granted more assessments, and some arrears for
uon of the paying and disbanding the army. Business, being carred on withcon"t_e_'l -

tton par- great unanimity, was soon dispatched: And after they had sitten
lzament near two months, the king, in a speech full of the most gracious

29th Dec. expressions, thought proper to dissolve them.

This house of commons had been chosen during the reign of

the old parhamentary party; and though many royahsts had

creeped in amongst them, yet did it chiefly consist of presby-
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terians, who had not yet entirely laid aside their old jealousies and

principles. Lenthal, a member, having said, that those who first

took arms against the king, were as guilty as those who afterwards

brought him to the scaffold, was severely reprimanded by order of

the house; and the most violent efforts of the long parliament, to

secure the constitution, and bring dehnquents to justice, were in
effect vindicated and applauded. ° The claim of the two houses to

the militia, the first ground of the quarrel, however exorbitant an

usurpation, was never expressly resigned by this parliament. They
made all grants of money with a very sparing hand. Great arrears

being due by the protectors, to the fleet, the army, the navy-office,

and every branch of service; this whole debt they threw upon the

crown, without establishing funds sufficient for its payment. Yet

notwithstanding this jealous care, expressed by the parliament,

there prevails a story, that Popham, having sounded the disposi-
tion of the members, undertook to the earl of Southampton to

procure, during the king's life, a grant of two millions a year, land
tax; a sum, which, added to the customs and excise, would for ever

have rendered this prince independant of his people. South-

ampton, it is said, merely from his affection to the king, had un-

warily embraced the offer; and it was not till he communicated the
matter to the chancellor, that he was made sensible of its perni-

cious tendency. It is not improbable, that such an offer might have

been made, and been hearkened to; but it is no wise probable, that
all the interest of the court would ever, with this house of com-

mons, have been able to make it effectual. Clarendon showed his

prudence, no less than his integrity, m entirely rejecting It.

The chancellor, from the same principles of conduct, hastened

to disband the army. When the king reviewed these veteran troops,

he was struck with their beauty, order, discipline, and martial

appearance; and being sensible, that regular forces are most neces-

sary implements of royalty, he expressed a desire of finding expe-
dients still to retain them. But his wise minister set before him the

dangerous spirit by which these troops were actuated, their enthu-

siastic genius, their habits of rebellion and mutiny; and he con-

vinced the king, that, till they were disbanded, he never could
esteem himself securely established on his throne. No more troops

0Journals, vol vm. p. 24.
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were retained than a few guards and garrisons, about looo horse,

and 4ooo foot. This was the first appearance, under the monarchy,
of a regular standing army in this island. Lord Mordaunt said, that

the king, being possessed of that force, might now look upon
himself as the most considerable gentleman in England? The for-
nficanons of Glocester, Taunton, and other towns, which had

made resistance to the king durmg the civil wars, were demolished.

Clarendon not only behaved with wisdom and justice in the

office of chancellor: All the counsels, which he gave the king,

tended equally to promote the interest of prince and people.
Charles, accustomed m his exile to pay entire deference to the

judgment of this faithful servant, continued still to submit to his

direction; and for some time no minister was ever possessed of
more absolute authority. He moderated the forward zeal of the

royalists, and tempered their appetite for revenge. With the op-

posite party, he endeavoured to preserve inviolate all the king's

engagements: He kept an exact register of the promises which had

been made for any service, and he employed all his industry to

fulfil them. This good minister was now nearly allied to the royal

family. His daughter, Ann Hyde, a woman of spirit and fine ac-
complishments, had hearkened, while abroad, to the addresses of

the duke of York, and under promise of marriage, had secretly

admitted him to her bed. Her pregnancy appeared soon after the

restoration; and though many endeavoured to dissuade the king

from consenting to so unequal an alhance, Charles, In pity to his

friend and minister, who had been ignorant of these engagements,

permitted his brother to marry her.q Clarendon expressed great
uneasiness, at the honour, which he had obtained; and said, that,

by being elevated so much above his rank, he thence dreaded a
more sudden downfal.

Prelacy Most circumstances of Clarendon's administration have met
restored with applause: His maxims alone in the conduct of ecclesiastical

politics have by many been deemed the effect of prejudices, nar-

row and bigotted. Had the jealousy of royal power prevailed so far

with the convention parliament as to make them restore the king

P King James's Memoirs This pnnce says, that Venner's msurrecuon fur-
rushed a reason or pretence for keeping up the guards, which were m-
tended at first to have been disbanded w_th the rest of the army. q King
James's Memoirs.
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with strict limitations, there is no question but the establishment of

presbyterian discipline had been one of the conditions most rigidly

insisted on. Not only that form of ecclesiastical government is

more favourable to liberty than to royal power: It was likewise, on

its own account, agreeable to the majority of the house of com-
mons, and suited their religious principles. But as the impatience

of the people, the danger of delay, the general disgust towards

faction, and the authority of Monk had prevailed over that jealous

project of limitations, the full settlement of the hierarchy, together
with the monarchy, was a necessary and infallible consequence. All

the royalists were zealous for that mode of rehglon; the merits of

the episcopal clergy towards the king, as well as their sufferings on

that account, had been great; the laws, which estabhshed bishops

and the liturgy, were as yet unrepealed by legal authority; and any

attempt of the parliament, by new acts, to g_ve the superiority to
presbyterianism, had been sufficient to involve the nation again

an blood and confusion. Moved by these views, the commons

had wisely postponed the examination of all religious controversy,

and had left the settlement of the church to the king and to the
ancient laws.

The king at first used great moderanon in the execunon of the
laws. Nine bishops still remained ahve; and these were immedi-

ately restored to their sees: All the ejected clergy recovered their

livings: The liturgy, a form of worship decent, and not without

beauty, was again admitted into the churches: But at the same

ume, a declaration was issued, in order to give contentment to the

presbyterians, and preserve an air of moderation and neutrality, r

In this declaration, the king promised, that he would provide suf-

fragan bishops for the larger dioceses; that the prelates should, all

of them, be regular and constant preachers; that they should not
confer ordmauon, or exercise any junsdicuon, without the adwce

and assistance of presbyters, chosen by the diocese; that such alter-

anons should be made in the liturgy, as would render it totally

unexceptionable; that m the mean time, the use of that mode of

worship should not be imposed on such as were unwilling to re-

ceive it; and that the surplice, the cross m bapnsm, and bowing at

the name of Jesus should not be rigidly insisted on. This declara-

r Parl. Hist. vol xxlil p 173
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tion was issued by the king as head of the church; and he plainly

assumed, in many parts of it, a legislative authority in ecclesiastical

matters. But the English government, though more exactly de-

fined by late contests, was not, as yet, reduced, in every particular,
to the strict hmlts of law And if ever prerogative was justifiably

employed, it seemed to be on the present occasion, when all parts

of the state were torne with past convulsions, and required the

moderating hand of the chief magistrate, to reduce them to their
ancient order.

But though these appearances of neutrality were maintained,

and a mmgated episcopacy only seemed to be insisted on, it was far
from the intention of the ministry always to preserve like regard to

the presbyterians. The madness of the fifth-monarchy-men af-

forded them a pretence for departing from st. Venner, a desperate
enthusiast, who had often conspired against Cromwel, having, byInsurrec-
his zealous lectures, inflamed his own imagination and that of hist_onof

the Mille- followers, issued forth at their head into the streets of London.

narmns They were to the number of sixty, compleatly armed, believed

themselves invulnerable and invincible, and firmly expected the
same success, which had attended Gideon and other heroes of the

Old Testament. Every one at first fled before them. One unhappy
man, who, being questioned, said, "He was for God and king

Charles," was instantly murdered by them. They went tri-

umphantly from street to street, every where proclaiming king

Jesus, who, they said, was their invisible leader. At length, the
magistrates, having assembled some train-bands, made an attack

upon them. They defended themselves with order as well as val-

our; and after killing many of the assailants, they made a regular

retreat into Cane-Wood near Hampstead. Next morning, they

were chased thence by a detachment of the guards; but they ven-

tured again to invade the city, which was not prepared to receive

them. After committing great disorder, and traversing almost ev-

ery street of that immense capital, they renred into a house, which
they were resolute to defend to the last extremity. Being sur-

rounded, and the house untiled, they were fired upon from every

side; and they still refused quarter. The people rushed m upon
them, and seized the few who were alive. These were tried, con-

demned, and executed; and to the last they persisted in affirming,

that, if they were deceived, st was the Lord that had deceived them.
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Clarendon and the ministry took occasion from this insur-

rection to infer the dangerous spirit of the presbyterians and of all

the sectaries: But the madness of the attempt sufficiently proved,
that it had been undertaken by no concert, and never could have

proved dangerous. The well-known hatred too, which prevailed

between the presbyterians and the other sects, should have re-

moved the former from all suspicion of any concurrence in the

enterprxze. But as a pretence was wanted, besides their old demer-

Its, for justifying the intended rigours against all of them, this

reason, however slight, was greedily laid hold of.
Affairs in Scotland hastened with still qmcker steps than those Affairs of

m England towards a settlement and a compliance with the king. Scotland

It was deliberated in the Enghsh council, whether that nation

should be restored to its liberty, or whether the forts, erected by
Cromwel, should not still be upheld, in order to curb the mutinous

splIit, by which the Scots in all ages had been so much governed.
Lauderdale, who, from the battle of Worcester to the restoration,

had been detained prisoner m the Tower, had considerable mflu-

ence with the king; and he strenuously opposed this vmlent mea-

sure. He represented, that it was the loyalty of the Scomsh nauon,

which had engaged them m an opposition to the English rebels;
and to take advantage of the calammes, into whmh, on that ac-

count, they had fallen, would be regarded as the highest injustice

and ingratitude: That the spirit of that people was now fully sub-

dued by the servitude, under which the usurpers had so long held

them, and would of itself yield to any reasonable compliance with

their legal sovereign, if, by this means, they recovered their hberty

and independence: That the attachment of the Scots towards their

kmg, whom they regarded as their native prince, was naturally

much stronger than that of the Enghsh; and would afford him a
sure resource, in case of any rebellion among the latter: That

republican principles had long been, and still were, very prevalent

with his southern subjects, and might again menace the throne
with new tumults and resistance. That the ume would probably

come, when the king, instead of desiring to see English garrisons

in Scotland, would be better pleased to have Scottish garrisons m

England, who, supported by English pay, would be fond to curb
the sedmous genius of that opulent nation: And that a people,

such as the Scots, governed by a few nobility, would more easily be
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reduced to submission under monarchy, than one, like the Eng-

lish, who breathed nothing but the spirit of democratlcal equahty.

i66i These views reduced the king to disband all the forces in Scot-
zstJan land, and to raze all the forts, which had been erected. General

Mlddleton, created earl of that name, was sent commissioner to the

parliament, which was summoned. A very comphant spirit was
there discovered in all orders of men. The commissioner had even

sufficient influence to obtain an act, annulling, at once, all laws,

which had passed since the year 1633; on pretext of the violence,

which, during that time, had been employed against the king and
his father, in order to procure their assent to these statutes. This

was a very large, if not an unexampled concession; and, together

with many dangerous limitations, overthrew some useful barriers,
which had been erected to the constitution. But the tide was now

running strongly towards monarchy; and the Scottish nation

plainly discovered, that their past resistance had proceeded more
from the turbulence of their aristocracy and the bigotry of their

ecclesiastics than from any fixed passion towards civil liberty.
The lords of articles were restored, with some other branches of

prerogative; and royal authority, fornfied with more plausible
claims and pretences, was, in its full extent, re-established in

that kingdom.

The prelacy likewise, by the abrogating of every statute, en-

acted in favour of presbytery, was thereby tacitly restored; and the

king deliberated what use he should make of this concession. Lau-

derdale, who at bottom was a passionate zealot against episcopacy,

endeavoured to persuade him, that the Scots, if gratified in this

favourite point of ecclesiastical government, would, in every other

demand, be entirely comphant with the king. Charles, though he

had no such attachment to prelacy as had influenced his father and

grandfather, had suffered such indigmties from the Scottish pres-

byterians, that he ever after bore them a hearty aversion. He sa_d
to Lauderdale, that presbyterianism, he thought, was not a reli-

gion for a gentleman; and he could not consent to Its farther
continuance in Scotland. Middleton too and his other ministers

persuaded him, that the nation in general was so disgusted with

the violence and tyranny of the ecclesiasncs, that any alteration of
church government would be universally grateful. And Claren-
don, as well as Ormond, dreading that the presbyterian sect, if
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legally established in Scotland, would acquire authority in England
and Ireland, seconded the application of these ministers The res-

olution was therefore taken to restore prelacy; a measure after-

wards attended with many and great inconveniencies: But whether

in this resolution Charles chose not the lesser evil, it is very difficult
to determine. Sharp who had been commissioned by the presby-

terians in Scotland to manage their interests with the king, was

persuaded to abandon that party; and as a reward for his compli-
ance, was created archbishop of St. Andrews. The conduct of ec-

clesiastical affairs was chiefly entrusted to him; and as he was

esteemed a traitor and a renegade by his old friends, he became on

that account, as well as from the violence of his conduct, extremely
obnoxious to them.

Charles had not promised to Scotland any such indemnity as he

had ensured to England by the declaration of Breda: And it was
deemed more political for him to hold over men's heads, for some

time, the terror of punishment; till they should have made the

requisite comphances with the new government. Though neither

the king's temper nor plan of administration led him to severity;

some examples, after such a bloody and triumphant rebellion,
seemed necessary; and the marquess of Argyle and one Guthry.

were pitched on as the victims. Two acts of indemnity, one passed

by the late king In 1641, another by the present in 1651, formed,

it was thought, invincible obstacles to the punishment of Argyle,

and barred all enquiry into that part of his conduct, which might

justly be regarded as the most exceptionable. Nothing remained
but to try him for his compliance with the usurpation, a crime
common to him with the whole nation, and such a one as the most

loyal and affectionate subject might frequently by violence be

obliged to commit. To make this compliance appear the more

voluntary and hearty, there were produced in court letters, which
he had written to Albemarle, while that general commanded in

Scotland, and which contained expressions of the most cordial

attachment to the estabhshed government. But besides the general

Indignation, excited by Albemarle's discovery of this private corre-

spondence; men thought, that even the highest demonstrations of

affection might, during jealous times, be exacted as a necessary

mark of compliance from a person of such distinction as Argyle,
and could not, by any equitable construction, imply the crime of
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treason. The parliament, however, scrupled not to pass sentence

upon him; and he died with great constancy and courage. As he

was universally known to have been the chief instrument of the

past disorders and civil wars. the irregularity of his sentence, and
several iniquitous circumstances in the method of conducting his

trial, seemed on that account to admit of some apology. Lord

Lorne, son of Argyle, having ever preserved his loyalty, obtained

a gift of the forfeiture. Guthry was a seditious preacher, and had

personally affronted the king: His punishment gave surprize to no

body. Sir Archibald Johnstone of Warriston was attainted and fled;
but was seized in France about two years after, brought over, and

executed. He had been very active, during all the late disorders;

and was even suspected of a secret correspondence with the

English regicides.

Besides these instances of compliance in the Scotnsh parlia-

ment, they voted an addinonal revenue to the king of 4o,ooo

pounds a year, to be levied by way of excise. A small force was

purposed to be maintained by this revenue, m order to prevent like

confusions with those to which the kingdom had been hitherto

exposed. An act was also passed, declaring the covenant unlawful,

and its obliganon void and null.
In England, the civil distlncnons seemed to be abolished by the

lenity and equality of Charles's administration. Cavalier and
Round-head were heard of no more: All men seemed to concur in

submitting to the king's lawful prerogatives, and in cherishing the

just privileges of the people and of parliament. Theological con-

troversy alone still subsisted, and kept alive some sparks of that
flame, which had thrown the nation into combustion. While catho-

lics, independents, and other sectaries were content with enter-

tainlng some prospect of toleration; prelacy and presbytery strug-

gled for the superiority, and the hopes and fears of both parties
Con- kept them m agitanon. A conference was held in the Savoy be-

ference tween twelve bishops and twelve leaders among the presbyterian

at the ministers, with an intention, at least on pretence, of bringing about
Savoy
25th an accommodation between the parties. The surplice, the cross in
March baptism, the kneeling at the sacrament, the bowing at the name of

Jesus, were anew canvassed; and the ignorant multitude were in

hopes, that so many men of gravity and learning could not fail,

after deliberate argumentation, to agree in all points of contro-
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versy: They were surpnzed to see them separate more inflamed

than ever, and more confirmed in their several prejudices. To

enter into parnculars would be superfluous. Disputes concerning

rehgious forms are, in themselves, the most frivolous of any; and

merit attention only so far as they have Influence on the peace and
order of civil society.

The king's declaration had promised, that some endeavours

should be used to effect a comprehension of both parries; and

Charles's own indifference with regard to all such quesnons
seemed a favourable circumstance for the execunon of that

project. The parnzans of a comprehension said, that the presby- Arguments

terians, as well as the prelansts, having felt by experience the fatal [or and

effects of obstinacy and violence, were now well dlsposed towards against
a compre-

an amicable agreement: That the bishops, by rehnquishmg some hens_on
part of their authority, and dispensing with the most exceptionable

ceremomes, would so gratify their adversaries as to obtain their

cordial and affectionate compliance, and unite the whole nanon in

one faith and one worship: That by obstinately insisting on forms,

in themselves insignificant, an air of importance was bestowed on

them, and men were taught to continue equally obstinate in re-

jecting them: That the presbyterian clergy would go every reason-
able length, rather than, by parting with their livings, expose

themselves to a state of beggary, at best of dependence: And that

if their pride were flattered by some seeming alterations, and a
pretence given them for affirming, that they had not abandoned

their former principles, nothing farther was wannng to produce a

thorough union between those two parties, which comprehended
the bulk of the nation.

It was alledged on the other hand, that the difference between

rehgious sects was founded, not on principle, but on passion, and

till the irregular affections of men could be corrected, it was m vain

to expect, by compliances, to obtain a perfect unanimity and com-

prehension: That the more insignificant the objects of dispute

appeared, with the more certainty might it be inferred, that the
real ground of dissention was different from that which was uni-

versally pretended: That the love of novelty, the pride of argu-

mentation, the pleasure of making proselytes, and the obstinacy of

contradiction, would for ever give rise to sects and disputes, nor

was it possible that such a source of dissention could ever, by any
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concessions, be ennrely exhausted: That the church, by departing

from ancient practices and principles, would tacitly acknowledge

herself guilty of error, and lose that reverence, so reqmsite for

preserving the attachment of the multitude: And that if the

present concessions (which was more than probable) should prove

ineffectual, greater must still be made; and in the issue, discipline

would be despoiled of all its authority, and worship of all its de-

cency, without obtaining that end, which had been so fondly

sought for by these dangerous indulgences.
The ministry were inchned to give the preference to the latter

arguments; and were the more confirmed in that retention by the

disposition, which appeared in the parliament lately assembled.

The royahsts and zealous churchmen were at present the popular

party m the nation, and, seconded by the efforts of the court, had

A new prevailed in most elecuons. Not more than fifty-six members of the
parha- presbyterian party had obtained seats in the lower house; _ and

ment these were not able rather to oppose or retard the measures of the

8th May majority. Monarchy, therefore, and episcopacy, were now exalted

to as great power and splendor as they had lately suffered misery

and depression. Sir Edward Turner was chosen speaker.
An act was passed for the security of the king's person and

government. To intend or devise the king's imprisonment, or

bodily harm, or deposition, or levying war against him, was de-

clared, during the life-time of his present majesty, to be high

treason. To affirm him to be a papist or heretic, or to endeavour

by speech or writing to alienate his subjects' affections from him;
these offences were made sufficmnt to incapacitate the person

guilty from holding any employment m church or state. To main-

tain that the long parliament is not dissolved, or that either or both
houses, without the king, are possessed of legislative authority, or

that the covenant is binding; was made pumshable by the penalty

of premunire.

The covenant itself, together with the act for erecting the high

court of justice, that for subscribing the engagement, and that for

declaring England a commonwealth, were ordered to be burnt by

the hands of the hangman. The people assisted with great alacrity
on this occasmn.

Carte's Answer to the Bystander, p. 79.
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The abuses of petitioning in the preceding reign had been

attended with the worst consequences; and to prevent such Irreg-

ular practices for the future, it was enacted, that no more than

twenty hands should be fixed to any petition, unless with the sanc-
tion of three justices, or the major part of the grand jury; and that

no petition should be presented to the king or either house

by above ten persons. The penalty annexed to a transgression of
this law was a fine of a hundred pounds and three months

imprisonment.
The bishops, though restored to their spiritual authority, were Bzshops'

still excluded from parliament by the law, which the late king had seats re-

passed, Immediately before the commencement of the civil disor- stored

ders. Great violence, both against the king and the house of peers,

had been employed in passing this law; and on that account alone,

the partizans of the church were provided with a plausible pre-
tence for repealing it. Charles expressed much satisfaction, when

he gave his assent to the act for that purpose. It is certain, that the

authority of the crown, as well as that of the church, was Interested

in restoring the prelates to their former dignity. But those,

who deemed every acquisition of the prince a detriment to the
people, were apt to complain of this Instance of complaisance in

the parliament.

After an adjournment of some months, the parliament was 2oth Nov

again assembled, and proceeded in the same spirit as before They

discovered no design of restoring, in its full extent, the ancient

prerogative of the crown: They were only anxious to repair all
those breaches, which had been made, not by the love of liberty,

but by the fury of faction and civil war. The power of the sword

had, in all ages, been allowed to be vested in the crown; and though

no law conferred this prerogame, every parhament, tall the last of
the preceding reign, had wllhngly submitted to an authority more

ancient, and therefore more sacred, than that of any posmve stat-

ute. It was now thought proper solemnly to relinquish the violent

pretensions of that parhament, and to acknowledge, that neither

one house, nor both houses, independent of the king, were pos-

sessed of any military authority. The preamble to this statute went

so far as to renounce all right even of defenszve arms against the
king; and much observation has been made with regard to a con-

cession, esteemed so singular. Were these terms taken in their full
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hteral sense, they imply a total renunciation of hmltanons to mon-

arch),, and of all privileges in the subject, independent of the will

of the sovereign. For as no rights can subsist without some remedy,

sull less rights exposed to so much invasion from tyranny, or even

from amblnon: if subjects must never resist, it follows, that every

pnnce, without any effort, policy or violence, is at once rendered

absolute and uncontroulable: The sovereign needs only issue an

edict, abolishing every authority but his own; and all liberty, from

that moment, is m effect anmhilated. But this meaning it were

absurd to impute to the present parliament, who, though zealous

royalists, showed m their measures, that they had not cast off all

regard to nauonal privileges. They were probably sensible, that to

suppose in the sovereign any such invasion of public liberty is

entirely unconstitutional; and that therefore expressly to reserve,

upon that event, any fight of resistance in the subject, must be

liable to the same objecuon They had seen that the long parlia-

ment, under colour of defence, had begun a violent attack upon

kingly power; and after involving the kingdom in blood, had fi-

nally lost that hberty, for which they had so Imprudently con-

tended. They thought, perhaps erroneously, that it was no longer

possible, after such public and such exorbitant pretensions to

persevere in that prudent silence, hitherto maintained by the laws;

and that it was necessary, by some posmve declarauon, to bar the

return of like mconvemencies. When they excluded, therefore, the

right of defence, they supposed, that the constitution remaining

firm upon Rs basis, there never really could be an attack made by

the sovereign. If such an attack was at any time made, the necessity

was then extreme: And the case of extreme and violent necesslty,

no laws, they thought, could comprehend; because to such a neces-

sity no laws could beforehand point out a proper remedy.

The other measures of this parliament still discovered a more

anxious care to guard against rebellion in the subject than en-

croachments in the crown: The recent evils of civil war and usurpa-

tion had naturally encreased the spirit of submission to the mon-

Corpo- arch, and had thrown the nation into that dangerous extreme.

ratzon During the violent and jealous government of the parliament and

act of the protectors, all magistrates, liable to suspicion, had been

expelled the corporations; and none had been admitted, who gave

not proofs of affection to the ruling powers, or who refused to
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subscribe the covenant. To leave all authority in such hands

seemed dangerous; and the parliament, therefore, empowered the

king to appoint commissioners for regulating the corporations,

and expelling such magistrates as either intruded themselves by
violence, or professed principles, dangerous to the constitution,
civil and ecclesiastical. It was also enacted, that all magistrates

should disclaim the obligation of the covenant, and should declare,

both their belief, that it was not lawful, upon any pretence what-

soever, to resist the king, and their abhorrence of the traiterous

position of taking arms by the king's authority against his person,

or against those who were commissioned by him.
The care of the church was no less attended to by this parlia- _662

ment, than that of monarchy; and the bill of uniformity was a Act of

pledge of their sincere attachment to the episcopal hierarchy, and umformlt,_
of their antipathy to presbyterianism. Different parties, however,

concurred in promoting this bill, which contained many severe

clauses. The independents and other sectaries, enraged to find all

their schemes subverted by the presbyterians, who had once been

their associates, exerted themselves to disappoint that party of the

favour and indulgence, to which, from their recent merits in pro-

rooting the restoration, they thought themselves justly entitled. By

the presbyterians, said they, the war was raised: By them was the
populace first incited to tumults. By their zeal, interes.t, and riches

were the armies supported: By their force was the king subdued:

And if, in the sequel, they protested against those extreme vio-
lences, committed on his person by the mihtary leaders, their op-

position came too late, after having supplied these usurpers with

the power and the pretences, by which they maintained their san-

gulnary measures. They had indeed concurred with the royalists in

recalling the king: But ought they to be esteemed, on that account,

more affectionate to the royal cause? Rage and animosity, from

disappointed ambition, were plainly their sole motives; and if the
king should now be so imprudent as to distinguish them by any

particular indulgences, he would soon experience from them the

same hatred and opposition, which had proved so fatal to h_s
father.

The catholics, though they had little interest in the nation, were
a considerable party at court; and from their services and suf-

ferings, during the civil wars, it seemed but just to bear them some
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favour and regard. These religlonlsts dreaded an entire union

among the protestants. Were they the sole nonconformists in the

nation, the severe execution of penal laws upon their sect seemed
an infallible consequence; and they used, therefore, all their Inter-

est to push matters to extremity against the presbyterians, who had

formerly been their most severe oppressors, and whom they now

expected for their companions m afflmtion. The earl of Bristol,

who, from conviction, or interest, or levity, or complaisance for the

company with whom he lived, had changed his religion during the

king's exile, was regarded as the head of this party.

The church party had, during so many years, suffered such

injuries and indignities from the sectaries of every denomination,
that no moderation, much less deference, was on this occasion to

be expected m the ecclesiastics. Even the laity of that communion

seemed now d_sposed to retaliate upon their enemies, according to
the usual measures of party jusnce. This sect or faction (Ior it

partook of both) encouraged the rumours of plots and con-

spiracles against the government; crimes, which, without any ap-

parent reason, they imputed to their adversaries. And instead of

enlarging the terms of communion, in order to comprehend the

presbyterians, they gladly laid hold of the prejudices, which pre-

vailed among that sect, m order to eject them from their livings. By

the bill of uniformity it was required, that every clergyman should

be re-ordained, if he had not before received episcopal ordination;

should declare his assent to every thing contained in the Book of

Common Prayer; should take the oath of canonical obedience;

should abjure the solemn league and covenant; and should re-
nounce the principle of taking arms, on any pretence whatsoever,

against the king.
This bill re-instated the church in the same condition, in which

it stood before the commencement of the civil wars; and as the old

persecuting laws of Elizabeth still subsisted in their full rigor, and

new clauses of a like nature were now enacted, all the king's prom-

lses of toleration and of indulgence to tender consciences were

thereby eluded and broken It is true, Charles, in his declaranon

from Breda, had expressed his intention of regulating that in-

dulgence by the advice and authority of parliament: But this limi-
tation could never reasonably be extended to a total infringement

and violation of h_s engagements. However, it is agreed, that the
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king did not voluntarily concur with this violent measure, and that
the zeal of Clarendon and of the church party among the com-

mons, seconded by the intrigues of the catholics, was the chmf
cause, which extorted hxs consent.

The royahsts, who now predominated, were very ready to sig-
nalize thmr victory, by establishmg those high principles of mon-

archy, which thmr antagonists had controverted: But when any

real power or revenue was demanded for the crown, they were
neither so forward nor so liberal in their concessions as the king

would gladly have wished. Though the parhament passed laws for

regulating the navy, they took no notice of the army; and declined

giving thmr sanction to this dangerous innovanon. The king's
debts were become intolerable; and the commons were at last

constrained to vote him an extraordinary supply of 1,_oo,ooo

pounds, to be levmd by mghteen monthly assessments. But besides
that this supply was much inferior to the occasion, the king was

obliged earnestly to solicit the commons, before he could obtain _t,
and, in order to convince the house of its absolute necessity, he

desired them to examine strictly into all his recmpts and disburse-

ments. Finding hkewise upon enquiry, that the several branches of

revenue fell much short of the sums expected, they at last, after

much delay, voted a new imposltion of two shillings on each
hearth; and this tax they settled on the king during hfe. The whole

established revenue, however, did not, for many years, exceed a

million,' a sum confessedly too narrow for the public expences. A

very ngld frugahty at least, which the king seems to have wanted,
would have been requisite to make It suffice for the dignity and

security of government. After all business was dispatched, the 19th May

parliament was prorogued.

Before the parhament rose, the court was employed in makmg King's

preparations for the reception of the new queen, Catherine of marriage.
Portugal, to whom the king was betrothed, and who had just
landed at Portsmouth. During the rime, that the protector carried

on the war with Spain, he was naturally led to support the Por-

tuguese m their revolt; and he engaged himself by treaty to supply
them with lO,OOO men for their defence against the Spaniards. On

the king's restoration, advances were made by Portugal for the

t D'Estrades, 25th of July, 1661 Mr. Ralph's History, vol 1. p. 176
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renewal of the alliance; and in order to bind the friendship closer,

an offer was made of the Portuguese princess, and a portion of

5oo,ooo pounds, together with two fortresses, Tangiers in Africa

and Bombay in the East Indies. Spare, who, after the peace of the
Pyrenees, bent all her force to recover Portugal, now in appear-

ance abandoned by France, took the alarm, and endeavoured to fix

Charles in an opposite interest. The catholic king offered to adopt

any other princess as a daughter of Spare, either the princess of

Parma, or, what he thought more popular, some protestant prin-

cess, the daughter of Denmark, Saxony, or Orange: And on any of

these, he promised to confer a dowry equal to that which was

offered by Portugal. But many reasons inclined Charles rather to

accept of the Portuguese proposals. The great disorders in the

government and finances of Spain made the execution of her

promises be much doubted; and the king's urgent necessities de-

manded some immediate supply of money. The Interest of the
English commerce likewise seemed to require, that the indepen-

dancy of Portugal should be supported, lest the union of that

crown with Spain should put the whole treasures of America into

the hands of one potentate. The claims too of Spain upon Dunkirk
and Jamaica, rendered it impossible, without farther concessions,

to obtain the cordial friendship of that power: And on the other

hand, the offer, made by Portugal, of two such considerable for-

tresses, promised a great accession to the naval force of England.

Above all, the proposal of a protestant princess was no allurement

to Charles, whose incllnanons led him strongly to give the prefer-

ence to a catholic alliance. According to the most probable ac-

counts, _ the resolution of marrying the daughter of Portugal was

taken by the king, unknown to all his ministers; and no remon-

strances could prevail with him to alter his intentions. When the
matter was laid before the council, all voices concurred in ap-

Carte's Ormond, vol n p. _54 This account seems better supported, than
that in Ablancourt's Memoirs, that the chancellor chiefly pushed the Por-
tuguese alliance The secret transactions of the court of England could not
be supposed to be much known to a French resident at Lisbon And what-
ever opposluon the chancellor might make, he would certainly endeavour
to conceal it from the queen and all her family, and even in the parliament
and council would support the resolution already taken. Clarendon htmself
says zn h_sMemozrs,that he never eztheropposedorpromoted thePortuguese match
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proving the resolution; and the parliament expressed the same

complaisance. And thus was concluded, seemingly with universal 2ist May

consent, the inauspicious marriage with Catherine, a princess of

virtue, but who was never able either by the graces of her person
or humour, to make herself agreeable to the king. The report,

however, of her natural incapacity to have children, seems to have

been groundless; since she was twice declared to be pregnant?

The festivity of these espousals was clouded by the trial and

execution of criminals. Berkstead, Cobbet, and Okey, three regi-

cides, had escaped beyond sea: and after wandering some nme
concealed in Germany, came privately to Delft, having appointed

their families to meet them in that place. They were discovered by

Downing, the kmg's resident in Holland, who had formerly served

the protector and commonwealth in the same station, and who

once had even been chaplain to Okey's regiment. He applied for
a warrant to arrest them. It had been usual tot the States to grant

these warrants; though at the same time, they had ever been care-

ful secretly to advertise the persons, that they might be enabled to

make their escape. This precaution was eluded by the vigilance

and dispatch of Downing. He quickly seized the criminals, hurried
them on board a frigate which lay off the coast, and sent them to

England. These three men behaved with more moderation and

submission than any of the other regicides, who had suffered.

Okey in particular, at the place of execution, prayed for the king,

and expressed his intention, had he lived, of submitting peaceably

to the established government. He had risen during the wars from
being a chandler in London to a high rank in the army: and in all

his conduct appeared to be a man of humanity and honour. In

consideration of his good character and of his dutiful behaviour,
his body was given to his friends to be buried.

The attention of the public was much engaged by the trial of

two distinguished criminals, Lambert and Vane. These men,

though none of the late king's judges, had been excepted from the

general indemnity, and committed to prison. The convention-

parliament, however, was so favourable to them, as to petition the

king, if they should be found guilty, to suspend their execution:

But this new parliament, more zealous for monarchy, applied for

w Lord Landsdown's Defence of general Monk Temple, vol n. p. 154
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their trial and condemnation. Not to revive disputes, which were

Trial of better buried in oblivion, the indictment of Vane did not compre-

Vane, hend any of his actions during the war between the king and

parliament: It extended only to his behaviour after the late king's
death, as member of the council of state, and secretary of the navy,

where fidelity to the trust, reposed in him, required his opposition
to monarchy.

Vane wanted neither courage nor capacity to avail himself of

this advantage. He urged, that, if a compliance with the govern-

ment, at that time estabhshed in England, and the acknowledging
of its authority were to be regarded as criminal, the whole nation

had Incurred equal gmlt, and none would remain, whose inno-

cence could entitle them to try or condemn him for his pretended

treasons: That, according to these maxims, wherever an illegal
authority was established by force, a total and universal destruc-

tion must ensue; while the usurpers proscribed one part of the
nation for disobedience, the lawful prince punished the other for

compliance: That the legislature of England, foreseeing this vio-

lent situation, had provided for public security by the famous
statute of Henry VII.; in which it was enacted, that no man, in case

of any revolution, should ever be quesnoned for his obedience to

the king m being: That whether the established government were

a monarchy or a commonwealth, the reason of the thing was still
the same; nor ought the expelled prince to think himself entitled

to allegiance, so long as he could not afford protection: That it

belonged not to private persons, possessed of no power, to discuss

the title of their governors; and every usurpanon, even the most

flagrant, would equally require obedience with the most legal es-

tablishment: That the controversy between the late king and his

parliament was of the most delicate nature; and men of the great-

est probity had been divided in their choice of the party which they
should embrace: That the parliament, being rendered indissoluble

but by its own consent, was become a kind of co-ordinate power
with the king; and as the case was thus entirely new and unknown

to the consntution, it ought not to be tried rigidly by the letter of
the ancient laws: That for his part, all the violences, which had

been put upon the parliament, and upon the person of the sov-

ereign, he had ever condemned; nor had he once appeared in the

house for some time before and after the execution of the king:
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That, finding the whole government thrown into disorder, he was

still resolved, in every revolution, to adhere to the commons, the

root, the foundation of all lawful authority: That in prosecution of

this principle, he had chearfully undergone all the violence of

Cromwel's tyranny; and would now, with equal alacrity, expose
himself to the rigours of perverted law andjustice: That though it

was in his power, on the king's restoration, to have escaped from
his enemies, he was determined, in imitation of the most illustrious

names of antiquity, to perish in defence of liberty, and to give

testimony with his blood for that honourable cause, in which he
had been inllsted: And, that, besides the ties, by which God and

nature had bound him to his native country, he was voluntarily

engaged by the most sacred covenant, whose obhgation no earthly

power should ever be able to make him relinquish.
All the defence, which Vane could make. was fruitless. The

court, considering more the general opinion of his active gmlt In

the beginning and prosecution of the civil wars. than the articles of

treason charged against him, took advantage of the letter of the

law, and brought him in guilty. His courage deserted him not upon • •th June

his condemnauon. Though timid by nature, the persuasion of a

just cause supported him against the terrors of death; while his
enthusiasm, excited by the prospect of glory, embellished the con-

clusion of a life, which, through the whole course of it, had been

so much disfigured by the prevalence of that principle. Lest pity
for a courageous sufferer should make impression on the popu- and ex-

lace, drummers were placed under the scaffold, whose noise, as he ecutzon

began to launch out in reflections on the government, drowned his •4th June

voice, and admonished him to temper the ardour of his zeal. He

was not astonished at this unexpected incident. In all his behav-

iour, there appeared a firm and animated intrepidity; and he con-

sldered death but as a passage to that eternal felicity, which he
believed to be prepared for him.

This man, so celebrated for his parliamentary talents, and for

his capacity in business, has left some writings behind him: They

treat, all of them, of religious subjects, and are absolutely unin-
telligible: No traces of eloquence, or even of common sense appear

in them. A strange paradox! did we not know, that men of the

greatest genius, where they relinquish by principle the use of their

reason, are only enabled, by their vigour of mind, to work them-
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selves the deeper into error and absurdity. It was remarkable, that,

as Vane, by being the chief instrument of Strafford's death, had

first opened the way for that destrucnon, which overwhelmed the

nation; so by his death he closed the scene of blood. He was the last

that suffered on account of the civil wars. Lambert, though con-

demned, was reprieved at the bar; and the judges declared, that,
If Vane's behaviour had been equally dutiful and submissive, he

would have experienced like lenity in the king. Lambert survived
his condemnation near thirty years. He was confined to the isle of

Guernesey, where he hved contented, forgetting all his past
schemes of greatness, and entirely forgotten by the nation: He
died a Roman catholic.

Presby- However odious Vane and Lambert were to the presbyterians,

termn that party had no leisure to rejoice at their condemnation. The

clergy fatal St. Bartholomew approached; the day, when the clergy were
ejected
24th obliged bv the late lab, either to relinquish their livings, or to sign
Aug the articles required of them. A combination had been entered

into by the more zealous of the presbyterian ecclesiastics to refuse

the subscription; in hopes, that the bishops would not venture at

once to expel so great a number of the most popular preachers.
The catholic party at court, who desired a great rent among the

protestants, encouraged them m this obstinacy, and gave them

hopes, that the king would protect them in their refusal. The king

himself, by his irresolute conduct, contributed, either from design

or accident, to encrease this opinion. Above all, the terms of sub-

scnption had been made strict and rigid, on purpose to disgust all
the zealous and scrupulous among the presbyterians, and deprive

them of their livings. About _ooo of the clergy, in one day, relin-
quished their cures; and to the astonishment of the court, sacri-

riced their interest to their religious tenets. Fortified by society in
their sufferings, they were resolved to undergo any hardships,

rather than openly renounce those principles, which, on other

occasions, they were so apt, from interest, to warp or elude. The

church enjoyed the pleasure of retaliation; and even pushed, as

usual, the vengeance farther than the offence. During the domin-

ion of the parliamentary party, a fifth of each living had been left

to the ejected clergyman; but this Indulgence, though at first in-
sisted on by the house of peers, was now refused to the presby-

terians. However difficult to conciliate peace among theologians,
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it was hoped by many, that some relaxation In the terms of commu-

nion might have kept the presbyterians united to the church, and
have cured those ecclesiastical factions, which had been so fatal,

and were still so dangerous. Bishoprics were offered to Calamy,
Baxter, and Reynolds, leaders among the presbyterians, the last

only could be prevailed on to accept. Deaneries and other prefer-

lnents were refused by many.

The next measure of the king has not had the good fortune to

be justified by any party; but is often considered, on what grounds
I shall not determine, as one of the greatest mistakes, if not blem-

ishes, of his reign. It is the sale of Dunkirk to the French The

parsimonious maxims of the parliament, and the liberal, or rather Dunkirk

careless disposition of Charles, were ill suited to each other, and _oIdto the

not,_ithstanding the supplies voted him, his treasury was still _ery F_ench

empty and very much indebted. He had secretly received the sum
of 2oo,ooo crowns from France for the support of Portugal; but

the forces sent over to that country, and the fleets, maintained in

order to defend it, had already cost the king that sum, and together

with it, near double the money, which had been payed as the

queen's portion? The time fixed for payment of his sister's portion
to the duke of Orleans was approaching. Tanglers, a fortress from

which great benefit was expected, was become an additional bur-
then to the crown; and Rutherford, who now commanded in Dun-

kirk, had encreased the charge of that garrison to a hundred and

twenty thousand pounds a year. These considerations had such
influence, not only on the king, but even on Clarendon, that this

uncorrupt mImster was the most forward to advise accepting a sum

of money in lieu of a place which, he thought, the king, from the

narrow state of his revenue, was no longer able to retain. By the

treaty with Portugal, it was stipulated, that Dunkirk should never

be yielded to the Spaniards. France was therefore the only pur-
chaser that remained. D'Estrades was Invited over by a letter from

the chancellor himself, in order to conclude the bargain. Nine

hundred thousand pounds were demanded: One hundred thou-

sand were offered. The English by degrees lowered their demand;
the French raised their offer: And the bargain was concluded at

x D'Estrades, 17th of August, 1662 There was abme halt ot 500.000
pounds really paid as the queen's pomon
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400,000 pounds. The artillery an stores were valued at a fifth of

the sum." The importance of this sale was not, at that ume, suf-

ficiently known, either abroad or at home.: The French monarch

himself, so fond of acqmsinons, and so good a judge of his own

interests, thought, that he had made a hard bargain," and this sum,

m appearance so small, was the utmost, which he would allow his
ambassador to offer

A new incident discovered such a glimpse of the king's charac-

ter and principles as, at first, the nation was somewhat at a loss how

to interpret, but such as subsequent events, by degrees, rendered

Declara- sufficiently plato and manifest. He issued a declaration on pre-

tzon of m- tence of mingatmg the rigours, contained in the act of uniformity

dulgence After expressing his firm resolution to observe the general indem-26th Dec.
nity, and to trust entirely to the affections of his subjects, not to any

mihtary power, for the support of his throne; he mentioned the

promises of liberty of conscience, contained in his declaration of

Breda. And he subjoined, that, "as in the first place he had been

zealous to settle the uniformity of the church of England, in disci-

pline, ceremony and government, and shall ever constantly main-

tam it: So as for what concerns the penalties upon those who, living

peaceably, do not conform themselves thereunto, through scruple

and tenderness of m_sgmded conscience, but modestly and with-

out scandal perform their devotions m their own way, he should

make tt his special care, so far as m him lay, without invading the

freedom of parhament, to mchne their wisdom next approaching

sessions to concur with him in making some such act for that

_'D'Estrades, _ 1st ofAugust. 12th of September, 166'- : It appears, how-
ever, from man) of D'Estrades's letters, parnculatly that of the 91st of
August, 166 t, that the king might have transferred Dunkirk to the parha-
ment, who would not ha_e refused to bear the charges of it, but were
unwilling to g_ e money to the king for that purpose The king on the other
hand was jealous, lest the parhament should acqmre an,,' separate dominion
or authority in a branch ofadmm_strauon, which seemed so htt]e to belong
to them Aproofthat the government was not yet settledmtothatcom-
posure, and mutual confidence, which is absolutely requisite for conduct-
mg_t _ Id 3d of October, a66_ The chleflmportance mdeed of Dun-

kirk to the Enghsh was. that _twas able to d_stress their trade when m the
hands of the French But lt was Lewls the XIVth who first made lt a good
sea-port. If e_er England have occasion to transport armies to the con-
tment. _t must be in support of some ally whose towns serve to the same
purpose as Dunkirk uould, if in the hands of the Enghsh
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purpose, as may enable him to exercise, with a more universal

satisfaction, that power of dispensing, which he conceived to be
inherent in him. ''b Here a most important prerogative was exer-

cised by the king; but under such artful reserves and hmitatlons as

might prevent the full discussion of the claim, and obviate a breach

between him and his parhament. The foundation of this measure

lay much deeper, and was of the utmost consequence.

The king, during his exile, had imbibed strong prejudices In

favour of the catholic religion; and according to the most probable

accounts, had already been secretly reconciled in form to the
church of Rome. The great zeal, expressed by the parliamentary

party against all papists, had always, from a spirit of opposition,

inclined the court and all the royalists to adopt more favourable

sentiments towards that sect, which, through the whole course of

the civil wars, had strenuousl_ supported the rights of the sov-
ereign. The rigour too, which the king, during his abode in Scot-

land, had experienced from the presbyterians, disposed him to run

into the other extreme, and to bear a kindness to the party, most

opposite in its genius to the severity of those rehgionists. The

solicitations and importunities of the queen-mother, the contagion

of the company which he frequented, the view of a more splendid
and courtly mode of worship, the hopes of indulgence In pleasure,

all these causes operated powerfully on a young prince, whose

careless and dissolute temper made him incapable of adhering

closely to the principles of his early education. But If the thought-
less humour of Charles rendered him an easy convert to popery,

the same disposition ever prevented the theological tenets of that

sect from taking any fast hold of him. During his vigorous state of

health, while his blood was warm and his spirits high, a contempt

and disregard to all religion held possession of his mind; and he

might more properly be denominated a deist than a catholic. But
in those revolutions of temper, when the love of raillery gave place

to reflection, and his penetrating, but negligent understanding

was clouded with fears and apprehensions, he had starts of more

sincere convicuon; and a sect, which always possessed his inclina-

tion, was then master of his judgment and opimon, c

b Kennet's Register. p 85o c The author confesses, that the king's zeal
for popery was apt, at intervals, to go farther than is here supposed, as
appears from Inan,_ passages in James the Second's Memoirs.
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But though the king thus fluctuated, during his whole reign,

between irrehgion, which he more openly professed, and popery,

to which he retained a secret propensity, his brother, the duke of

York, had zealously adopted all the principles of that theological

party. His eager temper and narrow understanding made him a
thorough convert, without any reserve from Interest, or doubts

from reasoning and enquiry. By his application to business, he had

acquired a great ascendant over the king, who, though possessed

of more discernment, was glad to throw the burthen of affairs on
the duke, of whom he entertained little jealousy. On pretence of

easing the protestant dissenters, thev agreed upon a plan for intro-

ducing a general toleration, and giving the cathohcs the free exer-

cise of their religion; at least, the exerose of it in private houses.

The two brothers saw with pleasure so numerous and popular a

body of the clergy refuse conformity; and it was hoped, that, under
shelter of their name, the small and hated sect of the catholics

might meet with favour and protection.
i663 But while the king pleaded his early promises of toleration, and

zSth Feb insisted on many other plausible topics, the parliament, who sat a
little after the declaration was issued, could by no means be satis-

fied with this measure. The declared intention of ea_mg the dis-

senters, and the secret purpose of favouring the catholics, were

equally disagreeable to them; and in these prepossessions they
were encouraged by the king's ministers themselves, particularly

the chancellor. The house of commons represented to the king,

that his declaration of Breda contained no promise to the presby-

terians and other dissenters, but only an expression of his in-

tentions, upon supposition of the concurrence of parliament. That
even if the nonconformists had been entitled to plead a promise,

they had entrusted this claim, as all their other rights and privi-

leges, to the house of commons, who were their representatives,
and who now freed the king from that obligation: That it was not

to be supposed, that his majesty and the houses were so bound by

that declaration as to be incapacitated from making any laws,

which might be contrary to it: That even at the king's restoration,

there were laws of umformlty m force, which could not be dis-

pensed with but by act of parhament. And that the indulgence

intended would prove most pernicious both to church and state,

would open the door to schism, encourage faction, disturb the
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public peace, and discredit the wisdom of the legislature The king

did not think proper, after this remonstrance, to insist any farther

at present on the project of indulgence.

In order to deprive the catholics of all hopes, the two houses
concurred In a remonstrance against them The king gave a gra-

cious answer; though he scrupled not to profess his gratitude
towards many of that persuasion, on account of their faithful ser-

vices in his father's cause and in his own. A proclamation, for

form's sake, was soon after issued against Jesuits and Romish

priests: But care was taken, by the very terms of It, to render It

ineffectual. The parliament had allowed, that all foreign priests,

belonging to the two queens, should be excepted, and that a per-

mission for them to remain m England should still be granted. In

the proclamation, the word,foreign, was purposely omitted; and

the queens were thereby authorized to give protection to as many

English priests as they should think proper.
That the king might reap some advantage from his comph-

ances, however fallacious, he engaged the commons anew mto an

examination of his revenue, which, chiefly by the neghgence in

levying it, had proved, he said, much inferior to the public charges
Notwithstanding the price of Dunkirk, his debts, he complained,
amounted to a considerable sum; and to satisfy the commons, that

the money formerly granted him, had not been prodigally ex-

pended, he offered to lay before them the whole account of his
disbursements. It is however agreed on all hands, that the king,

though, during his banishment, he had managed his small and
precarious income with great order and economy, had now much
abated of these virtues, and was unable to make his royal revenues

suffice for his expences. The commons, without entering into too

nice a disquisition, voted him four subsidies; and this was the last
time, that taxes were levied in that manner

Several laws were made this session with regard to trade The
militia also came under conslderation, and some rules were estab-

lished for ordering and arming it. It was enacted, that the king

should have no power of keeping the militia under arms above

fourteen days in the year. The situation of this island, together

with its great naval power, has always occasioned other means of
security, however requisite, to be much neglected amongst us: And

the parliament showed here a very superfluous jealousy of the
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king's strictness in disciplining the mlhtia. The principles of liberty

rather require a contrary jealousy.

The earl of Bristol's friendship with Clarendon, which had

subsisted, with great intimacy, during their exile and the distresses
of the royal party, had been considerably impaired since the resto-

ration, by the chancellor's refusing his assent to some grants, which

Bristol had applied for to a court lady: And a little after, the latter

nobleman, agreeably to the impetuosity and Indiscretion of his

temper, broke out against the minister in the most outrageous

manner. He even entered a charge of treason against him before

the house of peers: but had concerted his measures so Impru-
dently, that the judges, when consulted, declared, that, neither for

its matter nor its form, could the charge be legally received. The
articles indeed resemble more the Incoherent altercations of a

passionate enemy, than a serious accusation, fit to be discussed by

a court of judicature; and Bristol himself was so ashamed of his

conduct and defeat, that he absconded during some time. Notwith-

standing his fine talents, his eloquence, his spirit, and his courage,

he could never regain the character, which he lost by this hasty and

precipitate measure.
Decline of But though Clarendon was able to elude this rash assault, his

Clar- credit at court was sensibly declining; and in proportion as the king

endon's found himself established on the throne, he began to alienatec_edlt
himself from a minister, whose character was so little suited to his

own. Charles's favour for the catholics was always opposed by

Clarendon, public liberty was secured against all attempts of the

over-zealous royahsts, prodigal grants oI the king were checked or

refused, and the dlgmty of his own character was so much con-

sulted by the chancellor, that he made it an inviolable rule, as did

also his friend, Southampton, never to enter into any connexion

with the royal mistresses. The king's favourite was Mrs. Palmer,
afterwards created dutchess of Cleveland; a woman prodigal, ra-

pacious, dissolute, violent, revengeful. She failed not in her turn to
undermine Clarendon's credit with his master; and her success was

at this rime made apparent to the whole world. Secretary Nicholas,

the chancellor's great friend, was removed from his place; and Sir

Harry Bennet, his avowed enemy, was advanced to that office.

Bennet was soon after created lord Arlington.

Though the king's conduct had hKherto, since his restoranon,
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been, in the main, laudable, men of penetration began to observe,
that those virtues, by which he had, at first, so much dazzled and

enchanted the nauon, had great show, but not equal sohdlty. His

good understanding lost much of its influence by his want of appli-

cauon; his bounty was more the result of a facility of disposition

than any generosity of character; his social humour led him fre-

quently to neglect his dignity; his love of pleasure was not attended

with proper sentiment, and decency; and while he seemed to bear

a good will to every one that approached him, he had a heart not
very capable of friendship, and he had secretly entertained a very

bad opinion and distrust of mankind. But above all, what sullied

his character in the eyes of good judges was his neghgent ingrati-

tude towards the unfortunate cavahers, whose zeal and sufferings

in the royal cause had known no bounds. Thxs conduct however in

the king may, from the circumstances of his situation and temper,
admxt of some excuse; at least, of some alleviation As he had been

restored more by the efforts of has reconciled enemies than of his

ancient friends, the former pretended a title to share his favour;

and being, from practice, acquainted with pubhc business, the)'
were better qualified to execute any trust committed to them. The

king's revenues were far from being large, or even equal to his

necessary expences; and his mistresses, and the companions of his

mirth and pleasures, gained by solicitation every request from his

easy temper. The very poverty, to which the more zealous royahsts

had reduced themselves, by rendering them insignificant, made

them unfit to support the king's measures, and caused him to
deem them a useless incumbrance. And as many false and ridicu-
lous claims of merit were offered, his natural redolence, averse to

a strict discussion or enqmry, led him to treat them all with equal

indifference. The parliament took some notice of the poor cav-

aliers. Sixty thousand pounds were at one time distributed among

them: Mrs. Lane also and the Penderells had handsome presents

and pensions from the king. But the greater part of the royalists

still remained in poverty and distress; aggravated by the cruel

disappointment in their sanguine hopes, and by seeing favour and

preferment bestowed upon their most inveterate foes. With regard
to the act of indemnity and oblivion, they universally said, that it

was an act of indemnity to the king's enemies, and of obhvlon to his
friends.
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i664 THE NEXT SESSION of parliament discovered a continuance of
i6th lthe same principles, which had prevailed in all the foregoing.
March Monarchy and the church were snll the objects of regard and
A new

affection. During no period of the present reign, did this spiritSeSSIO12

more evidently pass the bounds of reason and moderation.

The king in his speech to the parliament had ventured openly
to demand a repeal of the triennial act; and he even went so far as

to declare, that, notwithstanding the law, he never would allow any

parhament to be assembled by the methods prescribed m that

19 °
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statute. The parliament, without taking offence at this declaration,

repealed the law; and in lieu of all the securities, formerly pro-

vided, satisfied themselves with a general clause, "that parliaments

should not be Interrupted above three years at the most." As the

English parliament had now raised itself to be a regular check and

controul upon royal power, it IS evident, that they ought still to

have preserved a regular security for their meeting, and not have

trusted entirely to the good-will of the king, who, if ambitious or

enterprising, had so little reason to be pleased with these assem-

blies Before the end of Charles's reign, the nation had occasion to

feet very sensibly the effects of this repeal

By the act of uniformity, ever)" clergyman, who should officiate

without being properly qualified, was punishable by fine and im-

prisonment: But this security was not thought sufficient for the

church. It was now enacted, that, wherever five persons above

those of the same household, should assemble in a religious con-

gregation, every one of them was liable, for the first offence, to be

imprisoned three months, or pay five pounds; for the second, to

be Imprisoned six months, or pay ten pounds; and for the third to

be transported seven years, or pay a hundred pounds. The parlia-

ment had only in their eye the malignity of the sectaries: They
should have carried their attention farther, to the chief cause of

that malignity, the restramt under which they laboured.

The commons likewise passed a vote, that the wrongs, dishon-

ours, and indignities, offered to the English by the subjects of the

United Provinces, were the greatest obstructions to all foreign

trade: And they promise, d to assist the king with their lives and

fortunes in asserting the rights of his crown against all opposition

whatsoever. This was the first open step towards a Dutch war. We

must explain the causes and motives of this measure.

That close union and confederacy, which, during a course of Rupture

near seventy-years, has subsisted, almost without interruption or zt,zth

jealousy, between England and Holland, is not so much founded Holland

on the natural unalterable Interests of these states, as on their

terror of the growing power of the French monarch, who, without

their combination, it is apprehended, would soon extend his do-

minion over Europe. In the first years of Charles's reign, when the

ambitious genius of Lewis had not, as yet, displayed itself; and

when the great force of his people was, in some measure, unknown
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even to themselves, the rivalship of commerce, not checked by any

otherjealous_ or apprehension, had m England begotten a v_olent

enmity against the neighbouring repubhc.

Trade was beginning, among the English, to be a matter of
general concern; but notwithstanding all their efforts and advan-

tages, their commerce seemed hitherto to stand upon a footing,

which was somewhat precarious. The Dutch, who, by industry and

frugality, were enabled to undersell them m every market, re-

tamed possession of the most lucrative branches of commerce; and

the English merchants had the mortification to find, that all at-
tempts to extend their trade were still turned, by the vigilance of

their rivals, to their loss and dishonour. Their Indignation en-

creased, when they considered the superior naval power of Eng-

land; the bravery of her officers and seamen; her favourable situ-

anon, which enabled her to intercept the whole Dutch commerce.
By the prospect of these advantages, they were strongly prompted,

from motives less just than political, to make war upon the States;

and at once to ravish from them by force, what they could not

obtain, or could obtain but slowly, by superior skill and industry.

The careless, unamblnous temper of Charles rendered him
little capable of forming so vast a project as that of engrossing the

commerce and naval power of Europe; yet could he not remain

altogether insensible to such obvious and such tempting prospects.

His gemus, happily turned towards mechanics, had reclined him to

study naval affairs, which, of all branches of business, he both

loved the most, and understood the best. Though the Dutch, dur-

ing his exile, had expressed towards him more clvihty and frlend-

sMp, than he had received from any other foreign power; the
Louvesteln or aristocratic faction, which, at this time, ruled the

commonwealth, had fallen into close union with France; and could

that party be subdued, he might hope, that his nephew, the young
prince of Orange, would be re-instated in the authority, possessed

by his ancestors, and would bring the States to a dependence under
England. His narrow revenues made it still requisite for him to

study the humours of his people, which now ran violently towards
war; and it has been suspected, though the suspicion was not

justified by the event, that the hopes of diverting some of the

supplies to his private use were not overlooked by this necessitous
monarch.
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The duke of York, more active and enterprlzmg, pushed more

eagerly the war with Holland. He desired an opportunity of dis-

tinguishing himself: He loved to cultivate commerce: He was at

the head of a new African company, whose trade was extremely
checked by the settlements of the Dutch. And perhaps, the reli-

gious prejudices, by which that prince was always so much gov-

erned, began, even so early, to instil into him an antipathy against

a protestant commonwealth, the bulwark of the reformation. Clar-

endon and Southampton, observing that the nation was not sup-

ported bv any foreign alhance, were averse to hostilities; but their
credit was now on the dechne.

By these concurring motives, the court and parliament were _7th May

both of them mchned to a Dutch war. The parliament was pro-
rogued without voting supplies: But as they had been induced,

w_thout any open application from the crown, to pass that vote

above-mentioned against the Dutch encroachments, _t was reason-

ably considered as sufficient sanction for the vigorous measures,
which were resolved on.

Downing, the English mimster at the Hague, a man of an in-

solent, impetuous temper, presented a memorial to the States,
containing a hst of those depredations, of which the Enghsh com-

plained. It _s remarkable, that all the pretended depredations pre-

ceded the year 1662, when a treaty of league and alliance had been

renewed with the Dutch; and these complaints were then thought

either so ill grounded or so frivolous, that they had not been

mentioned in the treaty. Two ships alone, the Bonaventure and

the Good-hope, had been claimed by the Enghsh; and it was

agreed, that the clmm should be prosecuted by the ordinary course

of justice. The States had consigned a sum of money, in case the

cause should be decided against them; but the matter was snll in

dependance. Cary, who was entrusted by the proprietors with the
management of the law-smt for the Bonaventure, had resolved to

accept of thirty thousand pounds, which were offered h_m; but was

hindered by Downing, who told him, that the clmm was a matter

of state between the two nations, not a concern of private persons.e

These circumstances give us no favourable _dea of the justice of the

English pretensions.

a Temple, vol. n. p. 42
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Charles confined not himself to memorials and remonstrances.

Sir Robert Holmes was secretly dispatched with a squadron of

twenty-two ships to the coast of Africa. He not only expelled the

Dutch from cape Corse, to which the English had some pre-
tensions He likewise seized the Dutch settlements of cape Verde

and the isle of Goree, together with several ships trading on that

coast. And having sailed to America, he possessed himself of Nova

Belgla, since called New York; a territory, which James the first

had given by patent to the earl of Stlrling, but which had never

been planted but by the Hollanders. When the States complained
of these hostile measures, the king, unwilling to avow what he

could not well justify, pretended to be totally Ignorant of Holmes's
enterprlze. He likewise confined that admiral to the Tower; but
some time after released him.

The Dutch, finding that their appllcanons for redress were
likely to be eluded, and that a ground of quarrel was Industriously

sought for by the English, began to arm with diligence. They even

exerted, with some precipitation, an act of vigour, which hastened

on the rupture. Sir John Lawson and de Ruyter had been sent with

combined squadrons into the Mediterranean, in order to chastise

the pyratlcal states on the coast of Barbary. and the time of their

separation and return was now approaching. The States secretly

dispatched orders to de Ruyter, that he should take in provisions

at Cadiz; and sailing towards the coast of Guinea, should retaliate

on the English, and put the Dutch in possession of those set-

tlements whence Holmes had expelled them. De Ruyter, having a
considerable force on board, met with no opposition in Guinea. All

the new acquisitions of the English, except cape Corse, were recov-

ered from them. They were even dispossessed of some old set-

tlements. Such of their ships as fell into his hands were seized by
de Ruyter. That admiral sailed next to America. He attacked Bar-

badoes, but was repulsed. He afterwards committed hostilities on

Long Island.

Meanwhile, the English preparations for war were advancing

with vigor and industry. The king had received no supplies from

parliament; but by his own funds and credit he was enabled to

equip a fleet: The city of London lent him lOO,OOO pounds: The

spirit of the nation seconded his armaments: He himself went

from port to port, inspecting with great diligence, and encour-
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aging the work: And in a little time the English navy was put in a
formidable condition. Eight hundred thousand pounds are said to

have been expended on this armament. When Lawson arrived,

and communicated his suspicion of de Ruyter's enterprize, orders

were _ssued for seizing all Dutch ships; and x35 fell into the hands

of the English. These were not declared prizes, till afterwards,

when war was proclaimed.

The parliament, when it met, granted a supply, the largest by 24th Nov
far that had ever been given to a king of England, yet scarcely A new

sufficient for the present undertaking. Near two millions and a sesszon

half were voted, to be levied by quarterly payments In three years.

The avidity of the merchants, together with the great prospect of

success, had animated the whole nation against the Dutch.

A great alteration was made this session in the method of taxing
the clergy. In almost all the other monarchies of Europe, the
assemblies, whose consent was formerly requisite to the enacting

of laws, were composed of three estates, the clergy, the nobility,

and the commonalty, which formed so many members of the polit-

ical body, of which the king was considered as the head. In Eng-

land too, the parliament was always represented as consisting of
three estates; but their separation was never so distinct as in other

kingdoms. A convocation, however, had usually sItten at the same

time with the parliament; though they possessed not a negative

voice m the passing of laws, and assumed no other temporal power

than that of imposing taxes on the clergy. By reason of ecclesi-

astical preferments, which he could bestow, the king's influence
over the church was more considerable than over the laity; so that

the subsidies, granted by the convocanon, were commonly greater

than those which were voted by parliament. The church, there-

fore, was not displeased to depart tacitly from the right of taxing

herself, and allow the commons to lay impositions on ecclesiastical

revenues, as on the rest of the kingdom. In recompence, two
subsidies, which the convocation had formerly granted, were

remitted, and the parochial clergy were allowed to vote at elec-

nons. Thus the church of England made a barter of power for

profit. Their convocations, having become insignificant to the
crown, have been much disused of late years.

The Dutch saw, with the utmost regret, a war approaching,

whence they might dread the most fatal consequences, but which
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afforded no prospect of advantage. They tried every art of nego-

tmtion, before they would come to extremmes. Their measures

were at that time directed by John de Wit, a mimster equally

eminent for greatness of mind, for capacKy, and for integrity.

Though moderate in his private deportment, he knew how to

adopt m his public counsels that magnanimKy, which stats the

mamster of a great state. It was ever h_s maxim, that no indepen-

dent government should yield to another any evident point of

reason or eqmty; and that all such concessions, so far from pre-

venting war, served to no other purpose than to provoke fresh
clmms and results. By his management a spirit of union was pre-

served m all the provinces; great sums were levied; and a navy was

equipped, composed of larger ships than the Dutch had ever bmlt

before, and able to cope with the fleet of England.

I665, As soon as certain intelligence arrived of de Ruyter's enter-

22d Feb prizes, Charles declared war against the States. His fleet, consisting

of x x4 sad, besides fire-shws and ketches, was commanded by the
duke of York, and under him by prince Rupert and the earl of

3d June Sandwich. It had about _2,ooo men on board. Obdam, who was

Vzctory admiral of the Dutch navy, of nearly equal force, declined not the
of the combat. In the heat of action, when engaged m close fight with the

Enghsh duke of York, Obdam's ship blew up. Th_s accident much discour-

aged the Dutch, who fled towards their own coast. Tromp alone,

son of the famous admiral, killed during the former war, bravely

sustained with his squadron the efforts of the Enghsh, and pro-

tected the rear of his countrymen. The vanquished had nineteen

ships sunk and taken. The victors lost only one. Sir John Lawson
died soon after of his wounds.

It _s affirmed, and with an appearance of reason, that th_s

victory might have been rendered more complete, had not orders

been issued to slacken sail by Brounker, one of the duke's bed-
chamber, who pretended authority from his master. The duke

disclaimed the orders; but Brounker never was sufficiently pun-

ished for his temerity, e It is allowed, however, that the duke be-

e King James m his Memoirs gwes an account of this affair &fferent from
what we meet with m any historian. He says, that, while he was asleep,
Brounker brought orders to Sar John Harman, captain of the ship, to
slacken sail. SxrJohn remonstrated, but obeyed. After some rime, finding
that his falhng back was likely to produce confusion m the fleet, he hoisted
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haved with great bravery during the action. He was long in the
thickest of the fire. The earl of Falmouth, lord Muskerry, and Mr.

Boyle, were killed by one shot at his side, and covered him all over
with their brains and gore. And it is not likely, that, m a pursuit,

where even persons of inferior station, and of the most cowardly

disposition, acquire courage, a commander should feel his spirits

to flag, and should turn from the back of an enemy, whose face he
had not been afraid to encounter.

This disaster threw the Dutch into consternation, and deter-

mined de Wit, who was the soul of their councils, to exert his

military capacity, In order to support the declining courage of his
countrymen. He went on board the fleet, which he took under his
command, and he soon remedied all those disorders, which had

been occasioned by the late misfortune. The genius of this man

was of the most extensive nature. He quickly became as much
master of naval affairs, as if he had from his infancy been educated

in them; and he even made improvements in some parts of pilot-

age and sailing, beyond what men expert in those arts had ever
been able to attain.

The misfortunes of the Dutch determined their allies to act for Rupture

their assistance and support. The king of France was engaged in a wzth
defensive alliance with the States; but as his naval force was yet in France

its infancy, he was extremely averse, at that time, from entering

into a war with so formidable a power as England. He long tried to

mediate a peace between the states, and for that purpose sent an

embassy to London, which returned without effecting any thing.

Lord Holhs, the English ambassador at Paris, endeavoured to draw
over Lewis to the side of England; and, in his master's name, made

him the most tempting offers. Charles was content to abandon all

the Spanish Low Countries to the French, without pretending to

the sail as before So that the prince coming soon after on the quarter deck,
and finding all things as he left them, knew nothing of what had passed
during his repose. No body gave him the least lnumataon of at It was long
after, that he heard of it, by a kind of accident; and he intended to have
punished Brounker by martml law; but just about that time, the house of
commons took up the question and impeached him, which made it impos-
sible for the duke to punish ham otherwise than by dismissing him has
service. Brounker, before the house, never pretended, that he had received
any orders from the duke.
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a foot of ground for himself; provided Lewis would allow him to

pursue his advantages against the Dutch/But the French mon-

arch, though the conquest of that valuable territory was the chief

object of his ambition, rejected the offer as contrary to his inter-
ests: He thought, that if the English had once established an un-

controulable dominion over the sea and over commerce, they

would soon be able to render his acquisxtions a dear purchase to
him. When de Lmnne, the French secretary, assured Van Beun-

inghen, ambassador of the States, that this offer had been pressed

on his master during six months, "I can readily believe it," replied

the Dutchman; "I am sensible that it is the interest of England. ''g
Such were the established maxims at that ume with regard to

the interests of princes. It must however be allowed, that the pol-

itics of Charles, in making this offer, were not a little hazardous.

The extreme weakness of Spain would have rendered the French

conquests easy and infallible; but the vigour of the Dutch, it might

be foreseen, would make the success of the Enghsh much more

precarious. And even were the naval force of Holland totally anm-

hdated, the acquisition of the Dutch commerce to England could

not be relied on as a certain consequence; nor is trade a constant

attendant of power, but depends on many other, and some of them
very dehcate, c_rcumstances.

Though the king of France was resolved to support the Hol-

landers in that unequal contest, in which they were engaged; he
yet protracted his declaration, and employed the ume in naval

preparations, both in the ocean and the Mediterranean. The king

of Denmark mean while was resolved not to remain an idle spec-

tator of the contest between the maritime powers. The part which

he acted was the most extraordinary: He made a secret agreement

with Charles to seize all the Dutch ships in his harbours, and to

share the spoils with the English, provided they would assist him
in executing this measure In order to encrease his prey, he per-

fidiously invited the Dutch to take shelter in his ports; and accord-

ingly the East India fleet, very richly laden, had put into Bergen.
Sandwich, who now commanded the Enghsh navy (the duke hav-

ing gone ashore) dispatched Sir Thomas Tiddlman with a squad-

J D'Estrades, 19th of December, 1664. g D'Estrades, 14th August, 1665.
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ron to attack them; but whether from the king of Denmark's delay

in sending orders to the governor, or, what ISmore probable, from

his avidity in endeavouring to engross the whole booty, the English

admiral, though he behaved with great bravery, failed of his pur- 3d
pose. The Danish governor fired upon him; and the Dutch, having August

had leisure to fortify themselves, made a gallant resistance.

The king of Denmark, seemingly ashamed of his conduct, con-

cluded with Sir Gilbert Talbot, the English envoy, an offensive

alliance against the States; and at the very same time, his resident

at the Hague, by his orders, concluded an offensive alliance Rupture

against England. To this latter alliance he adhered, probably from wzth

jealousy of the encreasmg naval power of England; and he seized Denmark

and confiscated all the English ships in his harbours. This was a

sensible check to the advantages, which Charles had obtained over
the Dutch. Not only a blow was given to the English commerce; the

king of Denmark's naval force was also considerable, and threat-

ened every moment a conjunction with the Hollanders. That

prince stipulated to assist his ally w_th a fleet of thirty sail; and he
recewed in return a yearly subsidy of 1,5oo,ooo crowns, of which

3oo,ooo were paid by France.
The king endeavoured to counterbalance these confederacies

by acquiring new friends and allies. He had dispatched Sir Richard

Fanshaw into Spain, who met with a very cold reception. That

monarchy was sunk into a state of weakness, and was menaced with
an invasion from France; yet could not any motive prevail with

Philip to enter into cordial friendship with England. Charles's
alliance with Portugal, the detention of Jamaica and Tangmrs, the
sale of Dunkirk to the French; all these offences sunk so deep in

the mind of the Spanish monarch, that no motive of interest was

sufficient to outweigh them.

The bishop of Munster was the only ally that Charles could

acquire. This prelate, a man of restless enterprize and ambition,
had entertained a violent animosity against the States; and he was

easily engaged, by the promise of subsidies from England, to make
an incursion on that republic. With a tumultuary army of near
2o,ooo men, he invaded her territories, and met with weak resis-

tance. The land forces of the States were as feeble and ill-governed,

as their fleets were gallant and formidable. But after his commit-

tlng great ravages in several of the provinces, a stop was put to the
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progress of this warlike prelate. He had not mihtary skill sufficient

to improve the advantages which fortune had put into his hands:

The klng of France sent a body of 60oo men to oppose him"

Subsidies were not regularly remitted him from England; and
many of his troops deserted for want of pay: The elector of Bran-

denburgh threatened him with an invasion in his own state: And

on the whole, he was glad to conclude a peace under the mediation
of France. On the first surmise of his intentions, Sir William Tem-

ple was sent from London with money to fix him in his former
alliance; but found, that he arrived too late.

The Dutch, encouraged by all these favourable circumstances,
continued resolute to exert themselves to the utmost in their own

defence. De Ruyter, their great admiral, was arrived from his expe-

dition to Guinea: Their Indian fleet was come home in safety:

Their harbours were crowded with merchant ships: Faction at

home was appeased: The young prince of Orange had put himself
under the tuition of the States of Holland, and of de Wit. their

penslonary, who executed his trust with honour and fidehty: And

the animosity, which the Hollanders entertained against the attack

of the English, so unprovoked, as they thought it, made them thirst

for revenge, and hope for better success in their next enterprize.
Such vigour was exerted in the common cause, that, in order to

man the fleet, all merchant ships were prohibited to sail, and even

the fisheries were suspended, h

The Enghsh likewise continued in the same disposition, though

another more grievous calamity had joined itself to that of war.

xoth The plague had broken out in London; and that with such violence
Octob as to cut off, in a year, near 9o,0oo inhabitants. The king was

obliged to summon the parliament at Oxford.

New A good agreement still subsisted between the king and parlia-

sesswn ment. They, on their part, unanimously voted him the supply
demanded, twelve hundred and fifty thousand pounds, to be lev-

ied in two years by monthly assessments. And he, to gratify them;

F_ve- passed the five-mile-act, which has given occasion to grievous and

rode- not unjust complaints. The church, under pretence of guarding

act monarchy against its inveterate enemies, persevered in the project
of wreaking her own enmity against the nonconformists. It was

h Tromp's hfe. D'Estrades, 5th of February 1665.
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enacted, that no dissenting teacher, who took not the non-

resistance oath above mentioned, should, except upon the road,

come within five miles of any corporation, or of any place, where

he had preached after the act of oblivion. The penalty was a fine
of fifty pounds, and six months imprisonment. By ejecting the

nonconforming clergy from their churches, and prohibiting all

separate congregations, they had been rendered incapable of gain-

ing any livelihood by their spiritual profession. And now, under

colour of removing them from places, where their influence might

be dangerous, an expedient was fallen upon to deprive them of all
means of subsxstence. Had not the spirit of the nation undergone

a change, these violences _ere preludes to the most furious

persecution.

However prevalent the hierarchy, this law did not pass without

opposition. Besides several peers, attached to the old parlia-
mentary party, Southampton himself, though Clarendon's great

friend, expressed his disapprobation of these measures. But the

church party, not discouraged with this opposition, introduced

into the house of commons a bill for imposing the oath of non- 3zst
resistance on the whole nation. It was rejected only by three voices. Octob

The parliament, after a short session, was prorogued.
After France had declared war, England was evidently over- _666

matched in force. Yet she possessed this advantage by her situ-

ation, that she lay between the fleets of her enemies, and might be

able, by speedy and well-concerted operations, to prevent their

junction But such was the unhappy conduct of her commanders,
or such the want of intelligence in her ministers, that this circum-

stance turned rather to her prejudice. Lewis had given orders to
the duke of Beaufort, his admiral, to sail from Toulon; and the

French squadron, under his command, consisting of above forty

sail,' was now commonly supposed to be entering the channel. The
Dutch fleet, to the number of seventy-six sail, was at sea, under the

command of de Ruyter and Tromp, in order to join him. The duke

of Albemarle and prince Rupert commanded the English fleet,

which exceeded not seventy-four sail. Albemarle, who, from his

successes under the protector, had too much learned to despise the
enemy, proposed to detach prince Rupert with twenty ships, in

D'Estrades, 21St of May 1666
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order to oppose the duke of Beaufort. Sir George Ayscue, well

acquainted with the bravery and conduct of de Ruyter, protested

against the temerity of th_s resolution' But Albemarle's authority

prevailed The remainder of the English set sail to give battle to the

Dutch, who, seeing the enemy advance quickly upon them, cut
their cables, and prepared for the combat. The battle that ensued,

is one of the most memorable, that we read of in story; whether we

Sea fight consider its long duration, or the desperate courage, with which it

oJJou, was tought. Albemarle made here some atonement by his valour

day_ for the rashness of the attempt. No youth, animated by glory and
ambitious hopes, could exert himself more than did this man, who
was now In the decline of life, and who had reached the summit of

honours. We shall not enter minutely into particulars. It will be

sufficient to mention the chief events of each day's engagement.
i_tJune In the first day, Sir Wllham Berkeley, vice-admiral, leading the

van, fell into the thickest of the enemy, was overpowered, and his

ship taken. He himself was found dead in his cabin, all covered

with blood The English had the weather-gage of the enemy; but

as the wind blew so hard, that they could not use their lower tire,

they derived but small advantage from this circumstance. The

Dutch shot, however, fell chiefly on their sails and rigging, and few

ships were sunk or much damaged Chain-shot was at that time a

new Invention: commonly attributed to de Wit. Sir John Harman
exerted himself extremely on this day. The Dutch admxral, Evertz,

was killed m engaging him. Darkness parted the combatants.

The second day, the wind was somewhat fallen, and the combat
became more steady and more terrible. The English now found,

that the greatest valour cannot compensate the superiority of

numbers, against an enemy who is well conducted, and who is not

defective in courage. De Ruyter and Van Tromp, rivals m glory
and enemies from faction, exerted themselves in emulation of each

other; and de Ruyter had the advantage of disengaging and saving

his antagonist, who had been surrounded by the English, and was

in the most imminent danger. Sixteen fresh ships joined the Dutch

fleet during the action: And the English were so shattered, that

their fighting ships were reduced to twenty-eight, and they found

themselves obliged to retreat towards their own coast. The Dutch
followed them, and were on the point of renewing the combat;

when a calm, which came a little before mght, prevented the en-

gagement.
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Next morning, the English were obliged to continue their re-

treat; and a proper disposition was made for that purpose. The

shattered ships were ordered to stretch ahead; and sixteen of the
most entire followed them in good order, and kept the enemy in
awe. Albemarle himselt closed the rear, and presented an un-

daunted countenance to his victorious foes. The earl of Ossory,

son of Ormond, a gallant youth, who sought honour and experi-

ence in every action throughout Europe, was then on board the
admiral. Albemarle confessed to him his intention rather to blow

up his ship and perish gloriously, than yield to the enemy. Ossorv

applauded this desperate resolution.
About two o'clock, the Dutch had come up with their enemy,

and were ready to renew the fight; when a new fleet was descried

from the south, crowding all their sail to reach the scene of action.
The Dutch flattered themselves that Beaufort was arrived, to cut

off the retreat of the vanquished: The English hoped, that prince

Rupert had come, to turn the scale of action. Albemarle, who had

received intelhgence of the prince's approach, bent his course

towards him. Unhappily. Sir George Ayscue, in a ship of a hun-

dred guns, the largest in the fleet, struck on the Galloper sands,
and could receive no assistance from his friends, who were hasten-

lng to join the reinforcement. He could not even reap the con-

solatlon of perishing with honour, and revenging his death on his

enemies. They were preparing fireshlps to attack him, and he was

obhged to strike The Enghsh sailors, seeing the necessity, with the
utmost indignation surrendered themselves prisoners.

Albemarle and prince Rupert were now determined to face the

enemy; and next morning the battle began afresh, with more equal
force than ever, and with equal valour. After long cannonading,

the fleets came to a close combat; which was continued with great

violence, till parted by a mist. The English retired first into their
harbours.

Though the English, by their obstinate courage, reaped the

chief honour in this engagement, it is somewhat uncertain, who

obtained the victory. The Hollanders took a few ships; and having

some appearances of advantage, expressed their satisfaction by all

the signs of triumph and rejoicing. But as the English fleet was

repaired in a little time, and put to sea more formidable than ever,

together with many of those ships, which the Dutch had boasted to
have burned or destroyed; all Europe saw, that those two braxe
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nations were engaged in a contest, which was not likely, on either

side, to prove decisive.

It was the conjunction alone of the French, that could give a

decisive superiority to the Dutch. In order to facilitate this con-

junction, de Ruyter, having repaired his fleet, posted himself at the

mouth of the Thames. The English, under prince Rupert and

Albemarle, were not long in coming to the attack. The numbers of

each fleet amounted to about eighty sail; and the valour and ex-
25th July perience of the commanders, as well as of the seamen, rendered

V_ctor_' the engagement fierce and obstinate. Sir Thomas Allen, who com-
o/the manded the white squadron of the Enghsh, attacked the Dutch
English

van, which he entirely routed; and he killed the three admirals who

commanded it. Van Tromp engaged SlrJeremy Smith; and during

the heat of action, he was separated from de Ruyter and the mare

body, whether by accident or design was never certainly known. De

Ruyter, with conduct and valour, maintained the combat against

the main body of the Enghsh; and though overpowered by num-

bers, kept his station, till night ended the engagement. Next day,

finding the Dutch fleet scattered and discouraged, his high spirit
submitted to a retreat, which yet he conducted with such skill, as

to render it equally honourable to himself as the greatest victory.

Full of indignation however at yielding the superiority to the en-

emy, he frequently exclaimed, "My God! what a wretch am I?

among so many thousand bullets, is there not one to put an end to

my miserable life?" One de Witte, his son-m-law, who stood near,

exhorted him, since he sought death, to turn upon the English,

and render his life a dear purchase to the victors. But de Ruyter

esteemed _t more worthy a brave man to persevere to the utter-

most, and, as long as possible, to render service to his country. All

that night and next day, the English pressed upon the rear of the

Dutch; and it was chiefly by the redoubled efforts of de Ruyter,
that the latter saved themselves in their harbours.

The loss, sustained by the Hollanders in this action, was not

very considerable; but as violent animosities had broken out be-

tween the two admirals, who engaged all the officers on one side
or other, the consternation, which took place, was great among the

provinces. Tromp's commission was at last taken from him; but
though several captains had misbehaved, they were so effectually

protected by their friends in the magistracy of the towns, that most
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of them escaped punishment, many were still continued m their
commands.

The English now rode mcontestlble masters of the sea, and
insulted the Dutch in their harbours. A detachment under Holmes

was sent into the road of Vlie, and burned a hundred and forty

merchantmen, two men of war. together with Brandarls, a large

and rich village on the coast. The Dutch merchants, who lost by

this enterprize, uniting themselves to the Orange faction, ex-

claimed against an admmistranon, which, they pretended, had

brought such disgrace and ruin on their country. None but the
firm and intrepid mind of de W_t could have supported atself

under such a complication of calamities.

The king of France, apprehensive that the Dutch would sink
under their misfortunes; at least, that de Wit, his friend, might be

dispossessed of the administration, hastened the advance of the
duke of Beaufort. The Dutch fleet likewise was again eqmpped.

and under the command of de Ruyter, cruised near the straits of

Dover. Prince Rupert with the English navy, now stronger than

ever, came full sail upon them. The Dutch admiral thought proper

to decline the combat, and retired Into St. John's road near Bul-

loigne. Here he sheltered himself, both from the English. and
from a furious storm, which arose Prince Rupert too was obliged

to retire into St. Helens; where he stayed some time, in order to

repair the damages, which he had sustained. Mean while the duke

of Beaufort proceeded up the channel, and passed the English

fleet unperceived; but he did not find the Dutch, as he expected

De Ruyter had been seized with a fever: Many of the chief officers
had fallen into sickness: A contagious distemper was spread

through the fleet: And the States thought it necessary to recall
them into thmr harbours, before the enemy should be refitted.

The French king, anxious for his navy, which, with so much care

and industry, he had lately built, dispatched orders to Beaufort, to

make the best of his way to Brest. That admiral had again the good

fortune to pass the English. One ship alone, the Ruby, fell into the

hands of the enemy.
While the war continued without any decisive success on either

side, a calamity happened in London, which threw the people into 3d Sept

great consternation. Fire, breaking out in a baker's house near the Fzreof

bridge, spread itself on all sides with such rapidity, that no efforts London
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could extinguish it, till It laid in ashes a considerable part of the

city The inhabitants, without being able to provide effectually for
their rehef, were reduced to be spectators of their own ruin; and

were pursued from street to street by the flames, which unex-

pectedly gathered round them. Three days and mghts did the fire
advance; and it was only by the blowing up of houses, that it was

at last extinguished. The king and duke used their utmost en-

deavours to stop the progress of the flames; but all their industry
was unsuccessful. About four hundred streets, and thirteen thou-

sand houses were reduced to ashes.

The causes of this calamity were evident. The narrow streets of

London, the houses built entirely of wood, the dry season, and a

violent east wind which blew: these were so many concurring cir-
cumstances, which rendered it easy to assign the reason of the

destruction that ensued. But the people were not satisfied with this

obvious account Proinpted by blind rage, some ascribed the guilt

to the republicans, others to the catholics; though It is not easy to

conceive how the burning of London could serve the purposes of

either party. As the papists were the chief objects of public de-

testation, the rumour, which threw the guilt on them, was more
favourably received by the people. No proof however, or even

presumption, after the strictest enquiry by a committee of parlia-
ment, ever appeared to authorize such a calumny; yet in order to

give countenance to the popular prejudice, the Inscription, en-

graved by authority on the monument, ascribed this calamity to
that hated sect. This clause was crazed by order of king James,
when he came to the throne; but after the revolution it was re-

placed. So credulous, as well as obstinate, are the people, in believ-

ing every thing, which flatters their prevailing passion!

The fire of London, though at that time a great calamity, has

proved in the issue beneficial both to the city and the kingdom.
The city was rebuilt in a very httle time; and care was taken to make

the streets wider and more regular than before. A discretionary
power was assumed by the king to regulate the distribution of the

buildings, and to forbid the use of lath and timber, the materials,

of which the houses were formerly composed. The necessity was so
urgent, and the occasion so extraordinary, that no exceptions were

taken at an exercise of authority, which otherwise might have been

deemed illegal. Had the king been enabled to carry his power still
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farther, and made the houses be rebuilt with perfect regularity,

and entirely upon one plan; he had much contributed to the con-

venience, as well as embellishment of the city. Great advantages,

however, have resulted from the alterations; though not carried to

the full length. London became much more healthy after the fire.

The plague, which used to break out with great fury twice or thrice

every century, and indeed was always lurking m some corner or

other of the city, has scarcely ever appeared since that calamity.

The parliament met soon after, and gave the sanction of law to

those regulations made by royal authority; as well as appointed
commissioners for deciding all such questions of property, as

might arise from the fire. They likewise voted a supply of

1,8oo,ooo pounds to be levied, partly by a poll-bill, partly by assess-

ments. Though their enquiry brought out no proofs, which could

fix on the papists the burning of London, the general aversion
against that sect still prevailed; and complaints were made, proba-

bly without much foundation, of ItS dangerous encrease. Charles.

at the desire of the commons, issued a proclamation for the ban-

lshment of all priests and jesuits; but the bad execution of this, as

well as of former edicts, destroyed all confidence In his sincerity,

whenever he pretended an aversion towards the catholic religion.

Whether suspicions of this nature had diminished the king's pop-

ularity, is uncertain, but it appears, that the supply was voted
much later than Charles expected, or even than the public necessi-

ties seemed to require. The intrigues of the duke of Buckingham,
a man who wanted only steadiness to render him extremely dan-

gerous, had somewhat embarrassed the measures ot the court:
And this was the first time that the king found any considerable

reason to complain of a failure of confidence In this house of

commons. The rising symptoms oflll humour tended, no doubt, to

quicken the steps, which were already making towards a peace with

foreign enemies.

Charles began to be sensible, that all the ends, for which the war Advances
had been undertaken, were likely to prove entirely abortive. The toward_

Dutch, even when single, had defended themselves with vigor, and peace

were every day improving in their military skill and preparations.

Though their trade had suffered extremely, their extensive credit i667

enabled them to levy great sums; and while the seamen of England

loudly complained of want of pay, the Dutch navy was regularly
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supphed with money and every thing requisite for its subsistence.

As two powerful kings now supported them, every place, from the

extremity of Norway to the coasts of Bayonne, was become hostile

to the English. And Charles, neither fond of action, nor stimulated
by any violent ambmon, earnestly fought for means of restoring

tranquillity to his people, disgusted with a war, which, being joined

with the plague and fire, had proved so fruitless and destructive.

The first advances towards an accommodation were made by

England. When the king sent for the body of Sir William Berkeley,

he insinuated to the States his desire of peace on reasonable terms;
and their answer corresponded in the same amicable intentions.

Charles, however, to maintain the appearance of superiority, still

insisted, that the States should treat at London; and they agreed to

make him this comphment so far as concerned themselves: But

being engaged in alliance with two crowned heads, they could not,
they sa_d, prevail with these to depart in that respect from their

dignity. On a sudden, the king went so far on the other side as to

offer the sending of ambassadors to the Hague; but this proposal,

which seemed honourable to the Dutch, was meant only to divide

and distract them, by affording the English an opportunity to carry

on cabals with the disaffected party. The offer was therefore re-

jected; and conferences were secretly held in the queen-mother's

apartments at Paris, where the pretensions of both parties were

discussed. The Dutch made equitable proposals, either that all

things should be restored to the same condition in which they
stood before the war; or that both parties should continue m pos-

session of their present acqms_tions. Charles accepted of the latter

proposal; and almost every thing was adjusted, except the disputes

with regard to the isle of Polerone. This island lies in the East
Indies, and was formerly valuable for its produce of spices. The

English had been masters of _t; but were dispossessed at the time

when the violences were committed against them at Amboyna.

Cromwel had stipulated to have it restored; and the Hollanders,

having first entirely destroyed all the sp_ce trees, maintained, that

they had executed the treaty, but that the English had been anew

expelled during the course of the war. Charles renewed his pre-
tensions to this island; and as the reasons on both sides began to

multiply, and seemed to require a long discussion, it was agreed to

transfer the treaty to some other place; and Charles made choice
of Breda.
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Lord Hollis and Henry Coventry were the English ambassa-

dors. They immediately desired, that a suspension of arms should

be agreed to, till the several claims could be adjusted: But this

proposal, seemingly so natural, was rejected by the credit of de
Wit. That penetrating and active minister, thoroughly acquainted

with the characters of princes and the situation of affairs, had

discovered an opportunity of striking a blow, which might at once

restore to the Dutch the honour lost during the war, and severely

revenge those injuries, which he ascribed to the wanton ambition
and injustice of the English.

Whatever projects might have been formed by Charles for se-

creting the money granted him by parliament, he had hitherto

failed in his intention. The expences of such vast armaments had

exhausted all the supplies; k and even a great debt was contracted

to the seamen. The king therefore was resolved to save, as far as

possible, the last supply of 1,8oo,ooo pounds; and to employ it for
payment of his debts, as well those which had been occasioned by

the war, as those which he had formerly contracted. He observed,

that the Dutch had been with great reluctance forced into the war,

and that the events of it were not such as to inspire them with great
desire of its continuance. The French, he knew, had been engaged

into hostilities by no other motive than that of supporting their

ally; and were now more desirous than ever of putting an end to

the quarrel. The differences between the parties were so inconsid-

erable, that the conclusion of peace appeared infallible, and noth-

ing but forms, at least some vain points of honour, seemed to
remain for the ambassadors at Breda to discuss In this situation,

Charles, moved by an ill-timed frugality, remitted his prepara-

tions, and exposed England to one of the greatest affronts, which
it has ever received. Two small squadrons alone were equipped,

and during a war with such potent and martial enemies, every

thing was left almost in the same s_tuation as in times of the most

profound tranquilhty.

De Wit protracted the negotiations at Breda, and hastened the

k The Dutch had spent on the war near 4° mllhons of hvres a year. above
three mllhons sterhng A much greater sum than had been granted bv the
Enghsh parhament_ D'Estrades, 24th of December, 1665, 1st of January.
I666 Temple, _ol i p 71 It was probably the want of money which
engaged the king to pa,v the seamen with tickets, a contrivance whmh
proved so much to their loss
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naval preparations. The Dutch fleet appeared in the Thames un-

der the command of de Ruyter, and threw the English into the
utmost consternation. A chain had been drawn across the river

Medway; some fortifications had been added to Sheerness and

Upnore castle: But all these preparations were unequal to the
present necessity. Sheerness was soon taken: nor could it be saved

by the valour of Sir Edward Sprague, who defended it. Having the

advantage of a spring tide, and an easterly wind, the Dutch pressed

roth June on, and broke the chain, though fortified by some ships, which had

Dzsgrace been there sunk by orders of the duke of Albemarle They burned
at the three ships, which lay to guard the chain, the Matthias, the
Chatham.

Unity, and the Charles the Fifth. After damaging several vessels,

and possessing themselves of the hull of the Royal Charles, which

the English had burned, they advanced with six men of war, and

five fire-ships, as far as Upnore castle, where they burned the

Royal Oak, the Loyal London, and the Great James. Captain

Douglas, who commanded on board the Royal Oak, perished in

the flames, though he had an easy opportunity of escaping. "Never

was it known," he said, "that a Douglas had left his post without

orders." t The Hollanders fell down the Medway without receiving

any considerable damage; and it was apprehended, that they

might next tide sail up the Thames, and extend their hostilities
even to the bridge of London. Nine ships were sunk at Woolwich,

four at Blackwall: Platforms were raised in many places, furmshed

with artillery: The train bands were called out; and every place was

m a violent agitation. The Dutch sailed next to Portsmouth, where
they made a fruitless attempt: They met with no better success at

Plymouth: They insulted Harwich: They sailed again up the

Thames as far as Tilbury, where they were repulsed. The whole

coast was in alarm; and had the French thought proper at this time

to join the Dutch fleet, and to invade England, consequences the

most fatal might justly have been apprehended. But Lewis had no
intention to push the victory to such extremities. His interest re-

quired, that a balance should be kept between the two maritime

powers: not that an uncontrouled superiority should be given to
either.

Great indignation prevailed amongst the English, to see an

l Temple, vol n. p. 4 a
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enemy, whom they regarded as inferior, whom they had expected

totally to subdue, and over whom they had gained many honour-

able advantages, now of a sudden ride undisputed masters of the

ocean, burn their ships in their very harbours, fill every place with
confusion, and strike a terror into the capital itself. But though the
cause of all these disasters could be ascribed neither to bad fortune,

to the misconduct of admirals, nor to the ill-behaviour of seamen,

but solely to the avarice, at least to the improvidence, of the gov-

ernment; no dangerous symptoms of discontent appeared, and no

attempt for an insurrection was made by any of those numerous

sectaries, who had been so openly branded for their rebellious

principles, and who upon that supposition had been treated with

such severity, m

In the present distress, two expedients were embraced: An

army of a2,ooo men was suddenly levied; and the parhament,

though it lay under prorogation, was summoned to meet. The
houses were very thin; and the only vote, which the commons

passed, was an address for breaking the army; which was complied

with. This expression of jealousy shewed the court what they

might expect from that assembly; and it was thought more

prudent to prorogue them till next winter.

But the signing of the treaty at Breda extricated the king from IOthJuly

his present difficulties. The English ambassadors received orders Peace
to recede from those demands, which, however frivolous in them- of Bre&_.

selves, could not now be rehnqmshed, without acknowledging a

superiority in the enemy. Polerone remained with the Dutch; sat-
lsfaction for the ships, Bonaventure and Goodhope, the pretended

grounds of the quarrel, was no longer insisted on; Acadie was

yielded to the French. The acquisition of New-York, a settlement

so important by its situation, was the chief advantage which the

English reaped from a war, in which the national character of
bravery had shone out with lustre, but where the misconduct of

the government, especially in the conclusion, had been no less

apparent.

To appease the people by some sacrifice seemed requisite be-

" Some nonconformists however, both m Scotland and England, had kept
a correspondence with the States, and had entertained projects for xnsur-
rections, but they were too weak even to attempt the execution of them
D'Estrades, 13th October, 1665
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fore the meeting of parhament; and the prejudices of the nation
Clar- pointed out the victim. The chancellor was at this time much ex-

endon'a posed to the hatred of the public, and of every party, which divided

fall the nation. All the numerous sectaries regarded him as their deter-
mined enemy, and ascribed to his advice and influence, those

persecuting laws, to which they had lately been exposed. The

catholics knew, that while he retained any authority, all their credit

with the king and the duke would be entirely useless to them, nor

must they ever expect any favour or indulgence. Even the royahsts,

disappointed in their sanguine hopes of preferment, threw a great

load of envy on Clarendon, into whose hands the king seemed at

first to have resigned the whole power of government. The sale of

Dunkirk, the bad payment of the seamen, the disgrace at Chat-
ham, the unsuccessful conclusion of the war; all these misfortunes

were charged on the chancellor, who, though he had ever opposed
the rupture with Holland, thought it still his duty to justify what he

could not prevent. A building, likewise, of more expence and mag-

nificence than his slender fortune could afford, being unwarily
undertaken by him, much exposed him to public reproach, as if he

had acqmred great riches by corruption. The populace gave it
commonly the appellation of Dunkirk House.

The king himself, who had always more revered than loved the

chancellor, was now totally estranged from him. Amidst the dis-
solute manners of the court, that minister still maintained an in-

flexible dignity, and would not submit to any condescensions,

which he deemed unworthy of his age and character. Buckingham,
a man ot profligate morals, happy in his talent for ridicule, but
exposed in his own conduct to all the ridicule, which he threw on

others, still made him the object of his raillery, and gradually

lessened in the king that regard, which he bore to his minister.

When any difficulties arose, either for want of power or money,
the blame was still thrown on him, who, it was believed, had care-

fully at the restoration checked all lavish concessions to the king.

And what perhaps touched Charles more nearly, he found in Clar-
endon, it is said, obstacles to his pleasures as well as to his ambition.

The king, disgusted with the homely person of his consort, and

desirous of having children, had hearkened to proposals of obtain-

ing a divorce, on pretence either of her being pre-engaged to
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another, or of having made a vow of chasmy before her marriage.

He was farther stimulated by his passion for Mrs. Stuart, daughter

of a Scotch gentleman; a lady of great beauty, and whose virtue he

had hitherto found impregnable: But Clarendon, apprehensive of

the consequences attending a disputed title, and perhaps anxious

for the succession of his own grandchildren, engaged the duke of

Richmond to marry Mrs. Stuart, and thereby put an end to the

king's hopes. It is pretended, that Charles never forgave this disap-

pointment.
When politics, therefore, and mchnatIon both concurred to

make the king sacrifice Clarendon to popular prejudices, the

memory of his past services was not able any longer to delay his

fall. The great seal was taken from him, and given to Sir Orlando

Bridgeman, by the title of Lord Keeper. Southampton the trea-
surer was now dead, who had persevered to the utmost in his
attachments to the chancellor. The last t_me he appeared at the

council table, he exerted his friendship with a vigour, which nei-

ther age nor infirmities could abate. "This man," said he, speaking

of Clarendon, "is a true protestant, and an honest Enghshman;

and while he enjoys power, we are secure of our laws, liberties, and

religion. I dread the consequences of his removal."
But the fall of the chancellor was not sufficient to gratify the

malice of his enemies: His total ruin was resolved on. The duke of

York in vain exerted his interest in behalf of his father-In-law. Both

prince and people united in promoting that violent measure, and

no means were thought so proper for ingratiating the court with

a parliament, which had so long been governed by that very min-
ister, who was now to be the victim of their prejudices.

Some popular acts paved the way for the session; and the par-
liament, in their first address, gave the king thanks for these m-

stances of his goodness, and among the rest, they took care to
mention his dlsmissaon of Clarendon. The king, In reply, assured

the houses, that he would never again employ that nobleman in

any public office whatsoever. Immediately, the charge against him

was opened m the house of commons by Mr. Seymour, afterwards
Sir Edward, and consisted of seventeen articles. The house, with-

out examining particulars, farther than hearing general affir-
mations, that all would be proved, immediately voted his impeach-
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ment. Many of the articles n we know to be either false or frivolous;

and such of them, as we are less acquainted with, we may fairly

presume to be no better grounded. His advising the sale of Dun-

kirk, seems the heaviest and truest part of the charge; but a mis-
take in judgment, allowing it to be such, where there appears no

symptoms of corruption or bad intentions, it would be very hard

to impute as a crime to any minister. The king's necessities, which

occasioned that measure, cannot with any appearance of reason be

charged on Clarendon; and chiefly proceeded from the over-

frugal maxims of the parhament Itself, in not granting the proper
supphes to the crown.

When the impeachment was carried up to the peers, as it con-

tained an accusanon of treason m general, wlthout specifying any

particulars, it seemed not a sufficient ground for committing Clar-

endon to custody. The precedents of Stratford and Laud were not,
by reason of the violence of the times, deemed a proper authority;

but as the commons still ms_sted upon his commitment, it was

necessary to appoint a free conference between the houses. The

lords persevered m their resolunon; and the commons voted this

conduct to be an obstruction to public justice, and a precedent of

evil and dangerous tendency. They also chose a committee to draw

up a vindlcauon of their own proceedings.

Clarendon, finding that the popular torrent, united to the wo-

lence of power, ran with impetuosity against him, and that a de-

fence, offered to such prejudiced ears, would be entirely ineffec-
tual, thought proper to withdraw. At Calms, he wrote a paper
addressed to the house of lords. He there said, that his fortune,

which was but moderate, had been gained ennrely by the lawful,

avowed profits of his office, and by the voluntary bounty of the

king; that during the first years after the restoranon he had always

concurred in opinion with the other counsellors, men of such

reputation that no one could entertain suspicions of their wisdom

or integrity; that his credit soon declined, and however he might

disapprove of some measures, he found it vain to oppose them;

that his repugnance to the Dutch war, the source of all the public

grievances, was always generally known, as well as his disap-

probation of many unhappy steps taken in conducting it; and that

See note [F] at the end of the volume
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whatever pretence might be made of public offences, his real

crime, that which had exasperated his powerful enemies, was Ms

frequent opposition to exorbitant grants, which the importunity of

smtors had extorted from his majesty.
The lords transmitted this paper to the commons under the

appellation of a hbel; and by a vote of both houses, it was con-
demned to be burned by the hands of the hangman. The parlia-

ment next proceeded to exert their legislative power against Clar-

endon, and passed a bill of banishment and incapacity, which Claren-
received the royal assent. He retired into France, where he lived in don's

a private manner. He survived his banishment six years, and he banzsh-merit

employed his leisure chiefly in reducing into order the History of
the Civil Wars, for which he had before collected materials. The

performance does honour to his memory; and except Whltlocke's
Memorials, is the most candid account of those times, composed by

any contemporary author.
Clarendon was always a friend to the liberty and constitution of

his country. At the commencement of the cfvil wars, he had en-

tered into the late king's service, and was honoured with a great
share m the esteem and friendship of that monarch: He was pur-

sued with unrelenting ammosity by the Long Parliament: He had
shared all the fortunes and directed all the counsels of the present

king during his exile: He had been advanced to the highest trust
and offices after the restoranon: Yet all these circumstances, which

might naturally operate with such force, either on resentment,
gratitude, or amblnon, had no influence on his uncorrupted mind.
It is said, that when he first engaged in the study of the law, his

father exhorted ham with great earnestness to shun the practice

too common In that profession, of straining every point in favour

of prerogative, and perverting so useful a science to the oppression

of liberty: And in the m_dst of these rational and virtuous counsels,
which he re-iterated, he was suddenly seized with an apoplexy, and

expired in his son's presence. This circumstance gave additional

weight to the principles, which he inculcated.

The combinauon of king and subject to oppress so good a

minister affords, to men of opposite dispositions, an equal occa-

sion of inveighing against the ingratitude of princes, or xgnorance

of the people. Charles seems never to have mitigated his resent-

ment against Clarendon; and the national prejudices pursued him
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to his retreat m France. A company of English soldiers, being

quartered near him, assaulted his house, broke open the doors,

gave him a dangerous wound on the head, and would have pro-

ceeded to the last extremities, had not their officers, hearing of the

violence, happily interposed.
i668 The next expedient, which the king embraced, in order to ac-

qmre popularity, is more deserving of praise; and, had it been

steadily pursued, would probably have rendered his reign happy,

certainly his memory respected. It is the Triple Alhance of which

I speak; a measure, which gave entire satisfaction to the public.
State of The glory of France, which had long been eclipsed, either by

France domestic factions, or by the superior force of the Spanish mon-

archy, began now to break out with great lustre, and to engage the

attennon of the neighbouring nations. The independent power
and mutinous spirit of the nobility were subdued: The popular

pretensions of the parliament restrained: The Hugonot party re-

duced to subjection: That extensive and fertile country, enjoying

every advantage both of climate and situation, was fully peopled

with ingenious and industrious inhabitants: And while the spirit of

the nation discovered all the vigour and bravery requisite for great

enterprizes, it was tamed to an entire submission under the will of
the sovereign.

Character The sovereign, who now filled the throne, was well adapted, by

of Lewzs his personal character, both to encrease and to avail himself of

XIV these advantages. Lewis XIV. endowed with every quality, which

could enchant the people, possessed many which merit the ap-
probation of the wise. The masculine beauty of his person was

embellished with a noble air: The dlgmty of his behaviour was

tempered with affability and politeness: Elegant without effemi-
nacy, addicted to pleasure without neglecting business, decent in

his very vices, and beloved in the midst of arbitrary power; he

surpassed all contemporary monarchs, as in grandeur, so likewise

m fame and glory.

His ambition, regulated by prudence, not by justice, had care-

fully provided every means of conquest; and before he put himself

in motion, he seemed to have absolutely ensured success. His fi-
nances were brought into order: A naval power created: His ar-

mies encreased and disciphned: Magazines and military stores pro-

vided: And though the magnificence of his court was supported
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beyond all former example, so regular was the economy observed,

and so willingly did the people, now enriched by arts and com-

merce, submit to multiplied taxes, that his military force much

exceeded what in any preceding age had ever been employed by

any European monarch.
The sudden decline and almost total fall of the Spanish mon-

archy, opened an inviting field to so enterprising a prince, and

seemed to promise him easy and extensive conquests. The other

nations of Europe, feeble or Ill-governed, were astonished at the

greatness of his rising empire, and all of them cast their eyes

towards England, as the only power, which could save them from

that subjection, with which they seemed to be so nearly threatened.

The animosity, which had anciently subsisted between the

English and French nations, and which had been suspended for

above a century by the jealousy of Spanish greatness, began to
revive and to exert itself. The glory of preserving the balance of

Europe, a glory so much founded on justice and humanity, flat-
tered the ambition of England; and the people were eager to

provide for their own future security, by opposing the progress of
so hated a rival. The prospect of embracing such measures had

contributed, among other reasons, to render the peace of Breda so

universally acceptable to the nation. By the death of Philip IV. king

of Spain, an inviting opportunity, and some very slender pre-
tences, had been afforded to call forth the ambition of Lewis.

At the treaty of the Pyrenees, when Lewis espoused the Spanish

princess, he had renounced every title of succession to every part

of the Spanish monarchy; and this renunciation had been couched
m the most accurate and most precise terms, that language could
afford. But on the death of his father-in-law, he retracted his

renunciation, and pretended, that natural rights, depending on
blood and succession, could not be anmhllated by any extorted

deed or contract. Philip had left a son, Charles II. of Spain, but as

the queen of France was of a former marriage, she laid claim to a

considerable province of the Spamsh monarchy, even to the exclu-

sion of her brother. By the customs of some parts of Brabant, a

female of a first marriage was preferred to a male of a second, in

the succession to private inheritances; and Lewis thence referred,

that his queen had acquired a right to the dominion of that im-

portant dutchy.
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A claim of this nature was more properly supported by military

French zn- force than by argument and reasoning. Lewis appeared on the

vas_onof frontiers of the Netherlands with an army of 4o,ooo men, corn-

the Low manded by the best generals of the age, and provided with everyCountr2es
thing necessary for actzon. The Spaniards, though they might have

foreseen this measure, were totally unprepared. Their towns,

without magazines, fortifications, or garrisons, fell into the hands

of the French king, as soon as he presented himself before them.

Athe, Lisle, Tournay, Oudenarde, Courtray, Charlerol, Blnche
were Immediately taken: And _t was visible, that no force in the

Low Countries was able to stop or retard the progress of the
French arms.

This measure, executed with such celerity and success, gave
great alarm to almost every court in Europe. It had been observed

with what dignity, or even haughnness, Lewis, from the time he

began to govern, had ever supported all his rights and pretensions.

D'Estrades, the French ambassador, and Watteville, the Spanish,

having quarrelled in London, on account of their claims for pre-

cedency, the French monarch was not satisfied, till Spain sent to

Paris a solemn embassy, and promised never more to revive such
contests. Crequl, his ambassador at Rome, had met with an affront

from the pope's guards: The pope, Alexander VII. had been con-

strained to break his guards, to send his nephew to ask pardon, and
to allow a pillar to be erected in Rome itself, as a monument of his

own humihatlon. The king of England too had experienced the

high spirit and unsubmittmg temper of Lewis. A pretension to
superiority m the English flag having been advanced, the French

monarch remonstrated with such vigour, and prepared himself to

resist with such courage, that Charles found it more prudent to

desist from his vain and antiquated claims. The king of England,
said Lewis to his ambassador D'Estrades, may know my force, but

he knows not the sennments of my heart: Every thing appears to
me contemptible in comparison of glory. ° These measures of con-

duct had given strong indications of his character: But the invasion

of Flanders discovered an ambition, which, being supported by

such overgrown power, menaced the general libernes of Europe.
As no state lay nearer the danger, none was seized with more

o _5th of January, 1662
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terror than the United Provinces. They were still engaged, to-

gether with France, in a war against England; and Lewis had

promised them, that he would take no step against Spain without

previously informing them: But, contrary to this assurance, he

kept a total silence, till on the very point of entering upon action.
If the renunciation, made at the treaty of the Pyrenees, was not

valid, it was foreseen, that upon the death of the king of Spain, a

sickly infant, the whole monarchy would be claimed by Lewis; after
which It would be vainly expected to set bounds to his pretensions.

Charles, acquainted with these well-grounded apprehensions of

the Dutch, had been the more obstinate in insisting on his own

conditions at Breda; and by delaying to sign the treaty, had impru-

dently exposed himself to the signal disgrace, which he received at
Chatham. De Wit, sensible that a few weeks delay would be of no

consequence in the Low Countries, took this opportunity of strik-
ing an important blow, and of finishing the war with honour to

himself and to his country.

Negotiations meanwhile commenced for the saving of Flan- Negotm-
ders; but no resistance was made to the French arms. The Spanish tmns

mimsters exclaimed every where against the flagrant Injustice of

Lewis's pretensions, and represented it to be the interest of every

power in Europe, even more than of Spain itself, to prevent his

conquest of the Low Countries. The emperor and the German

princes discovered evident symptoms of discontent; but their mo-
tions were slow and backward. The States, tho' terrified at the

prospect of having their frontier exposed to so formidable a foe,
saw no resource, no means of safety. England indeed seemed dis-

posed to make opposition to the French; but the variable and

impolitic conduct of Charles kept that republic from making him

any open advances, by whmh she might lose the friendship of

France, without acquiring any new ally. And though Lewis, dread-

mga combination of all Europe, had offered terms of accommo-

dation, the Dutch apprehended, lest these, either from the obsti-

nacy of the Spaniards, or the ambition of the French, should never
be carried into execution.

Charles resolved with great prudence to take the first step

towards a confederacy. Sir William Temple, his resident at Brus-

sels, received orders to go secretly to the Hague, and to concert

with the States the means of saving the Netherlands. This man,
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whom philosophy had taught to despise the world, without ren-

dering him unfit for it, was frank, open, sincere, superior to the

little tricks of vulgar pohtlcmns: And meeting in de Wit with a man

of the same generous and enlarged sentiments, he immediately
opened his master's intentions, and pressed a speedy conclusion.

A treaty was from the first negotiated between these two statesmen

with the same cordiality, as if it were a private transacnon between

intimate compamons. Deeming the interests of their country the
same, they gave full scope to that sympathy of character, which

disposed them to an entire reliance on each other's professions and

engagements. And though jealousy against the house of Orange

might inspire de Wit with an aversion to a strict umon with Eng-

land, he generously resolved to sacrifice all pNvate considerations

to the public service.

Temple insisted on an offensive league between England and

Holland, In order to oblige France to relinquish all her conquests:
But de Wit told him, that this measure was too bold and precipitate

to be agreed to by the States. He said, that the French were the old
and constant alhes of the republic; and till matters came to ex-

tremities, she never would deem it prudent to abandon a friend-

ship so well established, and rely entirely on a treaty with England,
which had lately waged so cruel a war against her: That ever since

the reign of Ehzabeth, there had been such a fluctuation in the

Enghsh councils, that _twas not possible, for two years together, to
take any sure or certain measures with that kingdom: That though

the present mimstry, having entered into views so conformable to

national interest, promised greater firmness and constancy, it

might still be unsafe, in a business of such consequence, to put
entire confidence in them: That the French monarch was young,

haughty, and powerful; and if treated in so imperious a manner,

would expose himself to the greatest extremities rather than sub-
mit: That it was sufficient, if he could be constrained to adhere to

the offers, which he himself had already made; and If the remain-

mg provinces of the Low Countries could be thereby saved from

the danger, with which they were at present threatened: And that

the other powers, in Germany and the north, whose assistance they
might expect, would be satisfied with putting a stop to the French

conquests, without pretending to recover the places already lost.

The English minister was content to accept of the terms, pro-
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posed by the pensionary. Lewis had offered to rehnqulsh all the

queen's rights on condition either of keeping the conquests, which

he had made last campaign, or of receiving, m lieu of them,

Franchecomt_, together with Cambray, Aire, and St. Omers. De
Wit and Temple founded their treaty upon this proposal. They

agreed to offer their mediation to the contending powers, and

obhge France to adhere to this alternative, and Spain to accept of

It. If Spare refused, they agreed, that France should not prosecute

her claim by arms, but leave it entirely to England and Holland to
employ force for making the terms effectual. And the remainder

of the Low Countries they thenceforth guaranteed to Spain. A
defensive alhance was hkewlse concluded between Holland and

England.
The articles of this confederacy were soon adjusted by such

candid and able negotiators: But the greatest difficulty still re-
mained. By the constitution of the republic, all the towns in all the

provinces must give their consent to every alliance; and besides

that this formality could not be dispatched m less than two months,

It was justly to be dreaded, that the influence of France would

obstruct the passing of the treaty in some of the smaller cities.
D'Estrades, the French ambassador, a man of abilities, hearing of

the league, which was on the carpet, treated it lightly; "Six weeks
hence," said he, "we shall speak to it." To obviate this difficulty, de

Wit had the courage, for the public good, to break through the
laws in so fundamental an article; and by his authority, he pre-

vailed with the States General at once to sign and ratify the league:

Though they acknowledged, that, if that measure should displease z3th Jan

their consutuents, they risqued their heads by this irregularity.

After sealing, all parries embraced with great cordiality Temple

cried out, At Breda, as frzends: Here, as brothers. And de Wit added,
that now the matter was finished, it looked like a miracle.

Room had been left in the treaty for the accession of Sweden, Trtple

which was soon after obtained; and thus was concluded in five days league

the triple league; an event received with equal surprise and ap-
probation by the world. Notwithstanding the unfortunate conclu-

sion of the last war, England now appeared in her proper station,

and, by this wise conduct, had recovered all her influence and

credit in Europe. Temple likewise received great applause; but to

all the compliments made him on the occasion, he modestly re-
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phed, that to remove things from their center, or proper element,

reqmred force and labour; but that of themselves they easily re-
turned to it.

The French monarch was extremely displeased with this mea-

sure. Not only bounds were at present set to his ambition: Such a

barrier was also raised as seemed for ever impregnable. And

though his own offer was made the foundation of the treaty, he

had prescribed so short a time for the acceptance of it, that he stall

expected, from the delays and reluctance of Spain, to find some

opportumty of eluding it. The court of Madrid showed equal dis-

pleasure. To rehnqulsh any part of the Spanish provinces, m lieu

of claims, so apparently unjust, and these urged with such violence

and haughtiness, respired the highest disgust. Often did the Span-
mrds threaten to abandon ennrely the Low Countries rather than

submit to so cruel a mortificanon; and they endeavoured, by this
menace, to terrify the mediating powers into more vigorous mea-

sures for thear support. But Temple and de W_t were better ac-

quainted with the vaews and anterests of Spain. They knew, that she
must still retain the Low Countries, as a bond of connexion with

the other European powers, who alone, if her young monarch

should happen to die without issue, could ensure her indepen-

dency against the pretensions of France. They still urged, there-

Treaty of fore, the terms of the triple league, and threatened Spain with war
Azx-/a- in case of refusal. The plenipotentiaries of all the powers met at

Chapel&. Aix-la-Chapelle. Temple was mimster for England; Van Beun-
inghen for Holland; D'Ohna for Sweden.

Spain at last, pressed on all hands, accepted of the alternanve

offered; but m her very compliance, she gave strong symptoms of

ill-humour and discontent. It had been apparent, that the Hol-

landers, entirely neglecting the honour of the Spanish monarchy,

had been anxious only for their own security; and, provided they
could remove Lewis to a distance from their frontier, were more

indifferent what progress he made an other places. Sensible of

these views, the queen-regent of Spain resolved still to keep them

in an anxiety, which might for the future be the foundanon of an

union more intimate than they were willing at present to enter

into. Franchecomt6, by a vigorous and well concerted plan of the

French king, had been conquered, in fifteen days, during a rig-
orous season, and in the midst of winter. She chose therefore to
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recover this province, and to abandon all the towns conquered in

Flanders during the last campaign. By this means, Lewis extended

his garrisons into the heart of the Low-counmes; and a very feeble

barrier remained to the Spanish provinces.

But notwithstanding the advantages of h_s situation, the

French monarch could entertain small hopes of ever extending hxs

conquests on that quarter, which lay the most exposed to h_s ambi-

tion, and where his acquismons were of most importance. The

triple league guaranteed the remaining provinces to Spare; and
the emperor and other powers of Germany, whose interest seemed
to be intimately concerned, were invited to enter into the same

confederacy. Spare herself, having, about this time, under the

mediation of Charles, made peace on equal terms with Portugal,

might be expected to exert more wgour and opposition to her

haughty and mumphant rival. The great satisfaction, expressed in
England, on account of the counsels now embraced by the court,

promised the hearty concurrence of parhament m every measure,

whmh could be proposed for opposluon to the grandeur of France.

And thus all Europe seemed to repose herself with security under

the wings of that powerful confederacy, whmh had been so happily
formed for her protection. It xs now nine to g_ve some account of
the state of affairs m Scotland and m Ireland.

The Scottish nation, though they had never been subject to the AfJazraof

arbitrary power of thmr prince, had but very imperfect notions of Scotland

law and liberty; and scarcely in any age had they ever enjoyed an

administrauon, which had confined itself within the proper
boundaries. By thmr final umon alone with England, thexr once

hated adversary, they have happily attained the experience of a

government perfectly regular, and exempt from all violence and

mjusnce. Charles, from his aversion to business, had entrusted the

affairs of that country to his ministers, particularly Mlddleton; and

these could not forbear making very extraordinary stretches of

authority.

There had been intercepted a letter, written by lord Lorne to

lord Duffus, in which, a little too plainly, but very truly, he com-

plained, that his enemies had endeavoured by fatshood to prepos-

sess the king against him. But he said, that he had now discovered
them, had defeated them, and had gamed the person, meaning the

earl of Clarendon, upon whom the chief of them depended. This
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letter was produced before the parliament; and Lorne was tried

upon an old, tyranmcal, absurd law against Leaszng-mak_ng; by

which it was rendered criminal to belle the subjects to the king, or

create in him an 111opinion of them. He was condemned to die: But

Charles was much displeased with the sentence, and granted him
a pardon.P

It was carried m parliament, that twelve persons, without

crime, witness, trial, or accuser, should be declared incapable of all

trust or office; and to render this injustice more egregious, it was

agreed, that these persons should be named by ballot: A method
of voting, which several republics had adopted at elections, in

order to prevent faction and Intrigue; but which could serve only

as a cover to malice and iniquity, in the Inflicting of punishments.

Lauderdale, Crawford, and sir Robert Murray, among others,

were incapacitated: But the king, who disapproved of this injus-
tice, retused his assent, q

An act was passed against all persons, who should move the

king for restoring the children of those who were attainted by

parliament; an unheard-of restraint on applications for grace

and mercy. No penalty was affixed; but the act was but the more

violent and tyrannical on that account. The court-lawyers had

established it as a maxim, that the assigning of a punishment was

a hmltation of the crown: Whereas a law, forbidding anything,

though without a penalty, made the offenders criminal. And in

that case, they determined, that the punishment was arbitrary;
only that it could not extend to life. Middleton as commissioner

passed this act; though he had no instrucnons for that purpose.

An act of indemnity passed; but at the same time it was voted,

that all those who had offended during the late disorders, should

be subjected to fines; and a committee of parhament was ap-

pointed for imposing them. These proceeded without any regard
to some equitable rules, which the king had prescribed to them. T

The most obnoxious compounded secretly. No consideration was

had, either of men's riches, or of the degrees of their guilt: No
proofs were produced: Enqumes were not so much as made: But

as fast as information was given in against any man, he was marked
down for a particular fine: And all was transacted m a secret

P Burnet, p. 149 q Burnet, p. 152. r Id p. x47.
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committee. When the list was read in parliament, exceptions were

made to several: Some had been under age during the civil wars;

some had been abroad. But it was still replied, that a proper nine
would come, when every man should be heard in his own defence.

The only intention, it was said, of setting the fines was, that such

persons should have no benefit by the act of indemnity, unless they

paid the sum demanded: Every one that chose to stand upon his

innocence, and renounce the benefit of the indemnity, might do it
at his peril. It was well known, that no one would dare so far to set

at defiance so arbitrary an administration. The king wrote to the

council, ordering them to supersede the levying of those fines: But

Middleton found means, during some time, to elude these orders.'

And at last, the king obliged his ministers to compound for half the

sums, which had been imposed. In all these transacnons, and m

most others, which passed during the present reign, we still find

the moderating hand of the king, interposed to protect the Scots
from the oppressions, which their own countrymen, employed in

the ministry, were desirous of exercising over them.
But the chief circumstance, whence were derived all the sub-

sequent tyranny and disorders m Scotland, was the execution of

the laws for the establishment of episcopacy; a mode of govern-

ment, to which a great part of the nation had entertained an

unsurmountable aversion. The rights of patrons had for some

years been abolished; and the power of electing ministers had been

vested m the kirk-session, and lay-elders. It was now enacted, that

all incumbents, who had been admitted upon this title, should
receive a presentation from the patron, and should be instituted

anew by the bishop, under the penalty of deprivation. The more

rigid presbyterians concerted measures among themselves, and

refused obedience: They imagined, that their number would pro-

tect them. Three hundred and fifty parishes, above a third of the
kingdom, were at once declared vacant. The western counties

chiefly were obstinate in this particular. New ministers were

sought for all over the kingdom; and no one was so ignorant or

vicious as to be rejected. The people, who loved extremely and

respected their former teachers; men remarkable for the seventy

of their manners, and their fervor in preaching: were inflamed

Burner, p 2Ol.
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against these intruders, who had obtained their hvings under such

invidious circumstances, and who took no care, by the regularity of

their manners, to soften the prejudices entertained against them.

Even most of those, who retained their livings by compliance, fell

under the imputation of hypocrisy, either by their shewing a dis-

gust to the new model of ecclesiastical government, which they had

acknowledged; or on the other hand, by declaring, that their

former adherence to presbytery and the covenant had been the

result of violence and necessity. And as Mlddleton and the new

ministry indulged themselves in great riot and disorder, to which
the nanon had been little accustomed, an opinion universally pre-

vailed, that any form of rehgion, offered by such hands, must be

profane and impious

The people, notwxthstanding their discontents, were resolved

to give no handle against them, by the least symptom of mutiny or
sedinon. But this submasslve disposition, instead of procuring a

mIngation of the rigours, was made use of as an argument for

continuing the same measures, which by their vigour, it was pre-
tended, had produced so prompt an obedience. The king, how-

ever, was disgusted with the violence of Middleton, _ and he made

Rothes commissioner m his place. This nobleman was already

president of the council; and soon after was made lord keeper and

treasurer. Lauderdale still continued secretary of state, and com-

monly resided at London.

Affairs remained in a peaceable state, till the severe law was

made in England against conventicles? The Scottish parliament
Imitated that violence, by passing a like act. A kind of high commls-

sxon court was appointed by the privy-council, for executing this

rigorous law, and for the direcnon of ecclesiastical affairs. But

even this court, illegal as it might be deemed, was much preferable

to the method next adopted. Military force was let loose by the
council Wherever the people had generally forsaken their

churches, the guards were quartered throughout the country. Sir

James Turner commanded them, a man whose natural ferocity of

temper was often inflamed by the use of strong liquors. He went

about, and received from the clergy lists of those who absented

themselves from church, or were supposed to frequent con-

t Burnet, p. 2o_. _ 1664•
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venticles. Without any proof or legal conviction, he demanded a

fine from them, and quartered soldiers on the supposed delin-
quents, till he received payment. As an insurrection was dreaded
during the Dutch war, new forces were levied, and intrusted to the

command of Dalzlel and Drummond; two officers, who had served

the king during the civil wars, and had afterwards engaged in the
service of Russia, where they had encreased the native cruelty of

their dlsposinon. A full career was given to their tyranny by the

Scotnsh ministry. Representations were made to the king against

these enormities. He seemed touched with the state of the country;
and besides giving orders, that the ecclesiastical commission

should be discontinued, he signified his opinion, that another way
of proceeding was necessary for his service5

This lenity of the king's came too late to remedy the disorders.

The people, inflamed with bigotry, and irritated by ill usage, rose
in arms. They were instigated by Guthry, Semple, and other
preachers. They surprised Turner in Dumfrles, and resolved to

have put him to death; but finding, that his orders, which fell into

their hands, were more violent than his execunon of them, they
spared his life. At Laneric, after many prayers, they renewed the

covenant, and published their manifesto; in which they professed

all submission to the king: They desired only the re-establishment

of presbytery and of their former ministers. As many gentlemen of

their party had been confined on suspicion; Wallace and Lear-

mont, two officers, who had served, but in no high rank, were
entrusted by the populace with the command. Their force never

exceeded two thousand men; and though the country in general
bore them favour, men's spirits were so subdued, that the rebels

could expect no farther accession of numbers. Dalziel took the

field to oppose their progress. Their number was now diminished

to 8oo; and these, having advanced near Edinburgh, attempted to

find their way back into the west by Pentland Hills. They were

attacked by the king's forces, x Finding that they could not escape,

they stopped their march. Their clergy endeavoured to infuse

courage into them. After singing some psalms, the rebels turned

on the enemy; and being assisted by the advantage of the ground,
they received the first charge very resolutely. But that was all the

w Burnet, p 213 x _8th November, a666.
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action: Immediately, they fell into disorder, and fled for their hves.

About forty were killed on the spot, and a hundred and thirty

taken prisoners. The rest, favoured by the night, and by the wea-

nness, and even by the pity of the king's troops, made their escape.
The oppressions which these people had suffered, the de-

lusions under which they laboured, and their inoffensive behav-

iour during the insurrection, made them the objects of compas-

sion: Yet were the king's ministers, particularly Sharpe, resolved to

take severe vengeance. Ten were hanged on one gibbet at Edin-

burgh: Thirty-five before their own doors in different places.

These criminals might all have saved their lives, if they would have

renounced the covenant. The executions were going on, when the

king put a stop to them. He said, that blood enough had already

been shed; and he wrote a letter to the privy-council, in which he

ordered, that such of the prisoners as should simply promise to
obey the laws for the future, should be set at liberty, and that the

incorrigible should be sent to the plantations _ This letter was

brought by Burnet, archbishop of Glasgow, but not being immedi-

ately delivered to the council by Sharpe, the president, z one Mac-

call had in the interval been put to the torture, under which he

expired. He seemed to die in an exstacy of joy. "Farewel sun,
moon, and stars; farewel world and time; farewel weak and frail

body: Welcome etermty, welcome angels and saints, welcome

Saviour of the world, and welcome God, the judge of all!" Such

were his last words: And these animated speeches he uttered with

an accent and manner, which struck all the bystanders with aston-
ishment.

AfJazrso] The settlement of Ireland after the restoration was a work of

Ireland. greater difficulty than that of England, or even of Scotland. Not

only the power, during the former usurpations, had there been

vested in the king's enemies: The whole property, in a manner, of
the kingdom had also been changed; and it became necessary to

redress but with as little violence as possible, many grievous hard-

ships and iniquities, which were there complained of.

The Irish catholics had in x648 concluded a treaty with Or-

mond, the king's lieutenant, in which they had stipulated pardon

for their past rebellion, and had engaged under certain conditions

Burnet, p. _37 z Wodrow's History, vol I p 255
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to assist the royal cause: And though the violence of the priests and

the bigotry of the people had prevented, in a great measure, the
execution of this treaty; yet were there many, who having strictly,
at the hazard of their lives, adhered to It, seemed on that account

well entitled to reap the fruits of their loyalty. Cromwel, having
without distinction expelled all the native Irish from the three

provinces of Munster, Lelnster, and Ulster, had confined them to

Connaught and the county of Clare; and among those who had

thus been forfeited, were many whose innocence was altogether

unquestionable. Several protestants likewise, and Ormond among
the rest, had all along opposed the Irish rebellion; yet having

afterwards embraced the king's cause against the parliament, they

were all of them attainted by Cromwel. And there were many
officers, who had, from the commencement of the insurrection,

served in Ireland, and who, because they would not desert the

king, had been refused all their arrears by the English Common-
wealth.

To all these unhappy sufferers some justice seemed to be due.

But the difficulty was to find the means of redressing such great

and extensive iniquities. Almost all the valuable parts of Ireland
had been measured out and divided, either to the adventurers,

who had lent money to the parliament for the suppression of the
Irish rebellion, or to the soldiers, who had received land in lieu of

their arrears. These could not be dispossessed, because they were

the most powerful and only armed part of Ireland; because it was

requisite to favour them, in order to support the protestant and

English interest In that kingdom; and because they had generally,

with a seeming zeal and alacrity, concurred in the king's restora-

tion. The king, therefore, issued a proclamation; in which he

promised to maintain their settlement, and at the same time en-

gaged to give redress to the innocent sufferers. There was a quan-
tity of land as yet undivided in Ireland; and from this and some

other funds, it was thought possible for the king to fulfil both these

engagements.
A court of claims was erected, consisting altogether of English

commissioners, who had no connexion with any of the parties, into
which Ireland was divided. Before these were laid four thousand

claims of persons craving restitution on account of their inno-
cence; and the commissioners had found leisure to examine only
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six hundred. It already appeared, that, if all these were to be

restored, the funds, whence the adventurers and soldiers must get

reprisals, would fall short of giving them any tolerable satisfaction.

A great alarm and anxiety seized all ranks of men: The hopes and
fears of every party were excited: These eagerly grasped at recov-

ering their paternal Inheritance: Those were resolute to maintain

their new acquisitions.

The duke of Ormond was created lord-lieutenant; being the

only person, whose prudence and equity could compose such jar-

ring interests. A parliament was assembled at Dublin; and as the

lower house was almost entirely chosen by the soldiers and adven-

turers, who still kept possession, it was extremely favourable to

that interest. The house of peers showed greater impartiality.
An Insurrection was projected, together with a surprlzal of the

castle of Dublin, by some of the disbanded soldiers; but this design
was happily defeated by the vigilance of Ormond. Some of the

criminals were punished. Blood, the most desperate of them, es-

caped into England.

But affairs could not long remain In the confusion and uncer-

tainty, into which they had fallen. All parties seemed willing to

abate somewhat of their pretensions, in order to attain some sta-

bility; and Ormond interposed his authority for that purpose. The

soldiers and adventurers agreed to relinquish a third of their pos-

sessions; and as they had purchased their lands at very low prices,

they had reason to think themselves favoured by this composition.

All those, who had been attainted on account of their adhering to
the king, were restored; and some of the innocent Irish. It was a

hard situation, that a man was obliged to prove himself innocent,

in order to recover possession of the estate, which he and his

ancestors had ever enjoyed: But the hardship was augmented, by

the difficult conditions annexed to this proof. If the person had
ever lived in the quarters of the rebels, he was not admitted to

plead his innocence; and he was, for that reason alone, supposed

to have been a rebel. The heinous guilt of the Irish nation made

men the more readily overlook any iniquity, which might fall on

individuals; and it was considered, that, though it be always the
interest of all good government to prevent injustice, it is not always

possible to remedy it, after it has had a long course, and has been

attended with great successes.
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Ireland began to attain a state of some composure when it was

disturbed by a violent act, passed by the English parhament, which

prohibited the importation of Irish cattle into England _ Ormond

remonstrated strongly against this law. He said, that the present
trade, carried on between England and Ireland, was extremely to

the advantage of the former kingdom, which received only pro-
visions, or rude materials, in return for every species of manu-

facture: That if the cattle of Ireland were prohibited, the inhab-
itants of that island had no other commodity, by which they could

pay England for their importations, and must have recourse to
other nations for a supply: That the industrious inhabitants of

England, if deprived of Irish provisions, which made living cheap,

would be obliged to augment the price of labour, and thereby
render their manufactures too dear to be exported to foreign mar-

kets: That the indolent inhabitants of Ireland, finding provisions

fall almost to nothing, would never be reduced to labour, but

would perpetuate to all generations their nanve sloth and barba-

rism: That by cutting off almost ennrely the trade between the

kingdoms, all the natural bands of union were dissolved, and noth-

ing remained to keep the Irish in their duty but force and violence:

And that by reducing that kingdom to extreme poverty, it would
be even rendered incapable of maintaining that mdltary power, by

which, during ItS well grounded discontents, it must necessarily be

retained m subjection.

The king was so much convinced of the justness of these rea-

sons, that he used all hxs interest to oppose the bill; and he openly
declared, that he could not give his assent to it with a safe con-

science. But the commons were resolute in their purpose. Some of

the rents of England had fallen of late years, which had been

ascribed ennrely to the importanon of Irish cattle: Several in-

trigues had contributed to inflame that prejudice, parncularly

those of Buckingham and Ashley, who were desirous of giving

Ormond disturbance in his government: And the sprat of tyranny,

of which nanons are as susceptible as indavlduals, had extremely

ammated the Enghsh to exert their superiority over their de-

pendant state. No affair could be conducted with greater violence

than this was by the commons. They even went so far in the pream-

In 1666.
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ble of the bill as to declare the Importation of Irish cattle to be a

nuzsance. By this expression, they gave scope to their passion, and

at the same time barred the king's prerogative, by which he might

think himself entitled to dispense with a law, so full of injustice and

bad policy. The lords expunged the word; but as the king was

sensible, that no supply would be given by the commons, unless

they were gratified in their prejudices, he was obliged both to

employ his interest with the peers for making the bill pass, and to

glve the royal assent to It. He could not, however, forbear express-

ing his displeasure at the jealousy entertained against him, and at

the intennon, which the commons discovered of retrenching his
prerogative.

This law brought great distress for some rime upon the Irish;

but It has occasioned their applying wlth greater industry to man-

ufactures, and has proved in the Issue beneficial to that kingdom.
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Blood's crimes - Duke declares himself Catholic -
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INCE THE RESTORATION, England had attained a sltuauon, x668
which had never been experienced in any former period of her

government, and which seemed the only one, that could fully

ensure, at once, her tranqulllity and her liberty: The king was in

continual want of supply from the parliament; and he seemed

willing to accommodate hlmself to that dependent situation. In-
stead of reviwng those claims of prerogative, so strenuously ln-
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sisted on by his predecessors, Charles had strictly confined himself

within the limits of law, and had courted, by every art of popu-
larity, the affections of his subjects. Even the severities, however

blameable, which he had exercised against nonconformists, are to

be considered as expedients, by which he strove to Ingratiate him-
self with that party, which predominated in parliament. But not-

withstanding these promising appearances, there were many cir-

cumstances, which kept the government from resting steddily on

that bottom, on which it was placed. The crown having lost almost

all its ancient demesnes, relied entirely on voluntary grants of the
people; and the commons not fully accustomed to this new situ-

ation, were not yet disposed to supply with sufficmnt liberality the

necessities of the crown. They imitated too strictly the example of
their predecessors in a rigid frugality of public money; and neither

sufficiently considered the indigent condition of their prince, nor

the general state of Europe; where every nation, by its increase

both of magnificence and force, had made great additions to all
pubhc expences. Some considerable sums, indeed, were bestowed

on Charles; and the patriots of that age, tenacious of ancient max-

ims, loudly upbraided the commons with prodigality. But if we

may judge by the example of a later period, when the government

has become more regular, and the harmony of its parts has been

more happily adjusted, the parliaments of this reign seem rather
to have merited a contrary reproach.

The natural consequence of the poverty of the crown was,
besides feeble irregular transacnons in foreign affairs, a continual
uncertainty in its domestic administration. No one could answer

with any tolerable assurance for the measures of the house of

commons. Few of the members were attached to the court by any

other band than that of inchnatlon Royalists indeed in their prin-

ciples, but unexperienced in business, they lay exposed to every

rumour or insinuation; and were driven by momentary gusts or

currents, no less than the populace themselves. Even the attempts

made to gain an ascendant over them, by offices, and, as it is

believed, by bribes and pensions, were apt to operate in a manner

contrary to what was intended by the ministers. The novelty of the
practice conveyed a general, and indeed a just, alarm; while at the

same time, the poverty of the crown rendered this influence very
limited and precarious.
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The character of Charles was ill fitted to remedy those defects

in the constitution. He acted in the administration of public affairs,

as if government were a pastime, rather than a serious occupation;

and by the uncertainty of his conduct, he lost that authority, which

could alone bestow constancy on the fluctuating resolutions of the

parliament. His expences too, which sometimes perhaps exceeded

the proper bounds, were directed more by inclination than by

pohcy; and while they encreased his dependance on the parlia-
ment, they were not calculated fully to satisfy either the interested

or disinterested part of that assembly

The parliament met after a long adjournment; and the king 8th of Feb-

promised himself every thing from the attachment of the corn- ruar_.

mons. All his late measures had been calculated to acquire the A parha-
ment

good will of his people; and above all, the triple league, it was

hoped, would be able to efface all the disagreeable impressions left

by the unhappy conclusion of the Dutch war. But a new attempt
made by the court, and a laudable one too, lost him, for a time, the

effect of all these endeavours. Buckingham, who was in great

favour with the king, and carried on many intrigues among the

commons, had also endeavoured to support connexions with the
nonconformists; and he now formed a scheme, in concert with the

lord keeper, Sir Orlando Brldgeman, and the chief justice, Sir

Matthew Hale, two worthy patriots, to put an end to those sever-

ities, under which these religaonists had so long laboured. It was

proposed to reconcile the presbyterians by a comprehension, and

to grant a toleration to the independants and other sectaries. Fa-

vour seems not, by this scheme, as by others embraced during the

present reign, to have been intended the cathohcs: Yet were the

zealous commons so disgusted, that they could not be prevailed on

even to give the king thanks for the triple league, however laud-
able that measure was then, and has ever since been esteemed.

They immediately voted an address for a proclamanon against

conventicles. Their request was comphed with; but as the king still

dropped some hints of his desire to reconcile his protestant sub-

jects, the commons passed a very unusual vote, that no man should

bring into the house any bill of that nature. The king in vain

reiterated his solicitations for supply; represented the necessity of

equipping a fleet; and even offered, that the money, which they

should grant, should be collected and issued for that purpose by
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commissioners appointed by the house. Instead of complying, the

commons voted an enquiry into all the miscarriages during the late

war; the slackening of sail after the duke's victory from false orders

delivered by Brounker, the miscarriage at Berghen, the division of
the fleet under prince Rupert and Albemarle, the disgrace at Chat-

ham. Brounker was expelled the house, and ordered to be im-

peached. Commissioner Pet, who had neglected orders issued for

the security of Chatham, met with the same fate. These impeach-

ments were never prosecuted. The house at length, having been

indulged in all their prejudices, were prevailed with to vote the
king three hundred and ten thousand pounds, by an imposition on

wine and other hquors; after which they were adjourned.

iith of Public business, besides being retarded by the disgust of the

May commons against the tolerating maxims of the court, met with

obstructions this session from a quarrel between the two houses.
Skinner, a rich merchant in London, having suf[ered some injuries

from the East India company, laid the matter by petition before

the house of lords, by whom he was relieved in costs and damages

to the amount of five thousand pounds. The commons voted, that

the lords, in taking cognizance of this affair, originally, without

any appeal from inferior courts, had acted in a manner not agree-

able to the laws of the land, and tending to deprive the subject of

the right, ease, and benefit, due to him by these laws; and that

Skinner, in prosecuting the smt after this manner, had infringed

the privileges of the commons: For which offence, they ordered
him to be taken into custody. Some conferences ensued between

the houses; where the lords were tenacious of their right of judi-

cature, and maintained, that the method, in which they had exer-

cised it, was quite regular. The commons rose into a great ferment;

and went so far as to vote, that "whoever should be aiding or

assisting m putting in execution the order or sentence of the house

of lords, in the case of Skinner against the East-India company,

should be deemed a betrayer of the rights and liberties of the

commons of England, and an infringer of the privileges of the

house of commons." They rightly judged, that it would not be easy,

after this vote, to find any one, who would venture to incur their

indignation. The proceedings indeed of the lords seem in this case
to have been unusual and without precedent.
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The king's necessities obliged him again to assemble the parha- _669.

ment, who showed some disposition to reheve him. The price, 9th of

however, which he must pay for this indulgence, was his yielding October

to new laws against conventicles. His complaisance in this particu-

lar contributed more to gain the commons, than all the pompous
pretences of supporting the triple alliance, that popular measure,

by which he expected to make such advantage. The quarrel be-
tween the two houses was revived; and as the commons had voted

only four hundred thousand pounds, with which the king was not
satisfied, he thought proper before they had carried their vote into

a law, to prorogue them. The only business finished this short Hth of

session was the receiving of the report of the committee appointed December
for examining the public accounts. On the first inspection of this

report, there appears a great sum, no less than a million and a half,

unaccounted for; and the natural inference is, that the king had
much abused the trust reposed in him by parliament. But a more

accurate inspection of particulars serves, in a great measure, to

remove this imputation. The king indeed went so far as to tell the

parliament from the throne, "That he had fully informed himself

of that matter, and did affirm, that no part of those monies, which
they had given him, had been diverted to other uses, but on the

contrary, besides all those supplies, a very great sum had been

raised out of his standing revenue and credit, and a very great debt
contracted; and all for the war." Though artificial pretences have

often been employed by kings in their speeches to parliament, and
by none more than Charles, it is somewhat difficult to suspect him
of a direct lie and falshood. He must have had some reasons, and

perhaps not unplausible ones, for this affirmation, of which all his

hearers, as they had the accounts lying before them, were at that

time competent judges, b
The method, which all parliaments had hitherto followed, was

to vote a particular sum for the supply, without any distinction or

any appropriation to particular services. So long as the demands of

the crown were small and casual, no great inconveniencles arose

from this practice. But as all the measures of government were

now changed, it must be confessed, that, if the king made a just

b See note [G] at the end of the volume
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apphcation of public money, this inaccurate method of pro-

ceedmg, by exposing him to suspicion, was prejudicial to him. If he

were inclined to act otherwise, it was equally hurtful to the people.

For these reasons, a contrary practice, during all the late reigns,
has constantly been followed by the commons.

i67o When the parhament met after the prorogation, they entered

I4th anew upon the business of supply, and granted the king an addi-

February. tlonal duty, during eight years, of twelve pounds on each tun of

Spanish wine imported, eight on each tun of French. A law also

passed empowering him to sell the fee farm rents; the last remains
of the demesnes, by which the ancient kings of England had been

supported. By this expedient he obtained some supply for his

present necessmes, but left the crown, if possible, still more de-

pendent than before. How much money might be raised by these

sales _s uncertain; but it could not be near one million eight hun-
dred thousand pounds, the sum assigned by some writers5

The act against conventicles passed, and received the royal

assent. It bears the appearance of mitigating the former per-

secutmg laws; but if we may judge by the spirit, which had broken

out almost every session during this parliament, it was not in-

tended as any favour to the nonconformists. Experience probably

had taught, that laws over rigid and severe could not be executed.

By this act the hearer in a conventicle (that is, in a dissenting

assembly, where more than five were present, besides the family)

was fined five shillings for the first offence, ten for the second; the

preacher twenty pounds for the first offence, forty for the second
The person, in whose house the convenncle met, was amerced a

like sum with the preacher. One clause is remarkable; that, if any

dispute should arise with regard to the interpretation of any part
of the act, the judges should always explain the doubt in the sense

least favourable to conventicles, it being the intention of parha-
ment entirely to suppress them. Such was the zeal of the commons,

that they violated the plainest and most established maxims of civil

policy, which reqmre, that, m all criminal prosecutions, favour

should always be given to the prisoner.

The affair of Skinner still remained a ground of quarrel be-

c Mr. Carte, in his vindication of the Answer to the Bystander, p. 99, says,
that the sale of the fee farm rents would not ymld above one hundred
thousand pounds, and his reasons appear well founded.
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tween the two houses; but the king prevailed with the peers to

accept of the expedient proposed by the commons, that a general

razure should be made of all the transactions with regard to that
disputed question.

Some attempts were made by the king to effect a union between

England and Scotland: Though they were too feeble to remove all

the difficulties, which obstructed that useful and Important under-

taking. Commissioners were appointed to meet, in order to regu-

late the conditions: But the design, chiefly by the Intrigues of
Lauderdale, soon after came to nothing.

The king, about this time, began frequently to attend the de-

bates of the house of peers. He said, that they amused him, and

that he found them no less entertaining than a play. But deeper

designs were suspected. As he seemed to interest himself ex-

tremely In the cause of lord Roos, who had obtained a divorce from

his wife on the accusation of adultery, and applied to parliament
for leave to marry again; people imagined, that Charles intended

to make a precedent of the case, and that some other pretence

would be found for getting rid of the queen. Many proposals to

this purpose, it is said, were made him by Buckingham' But the

king, how little scrupulous soever in some respects, was incapable
of any action harsh or barbarous; and he always rejected every

scheme of this nature. A suspicion however of such intentions, It

was observed, had, at this time, begotten a coldness between the

two royal brothers.

We now come to a period, when the king's counsels, which had
hitherto, in the main, been good, though negligent and fluctu-

ating, became, during some time, remarkably bad, or even crim-

inal; and breeding incurable jealousies in all men, were followed

by such consequences as had almost terminated in the ruin both of

prince and people. Happily, the same negligence still attended
him; and, as It had lessened the influence of the good, it also
diminished the effect of the bad measures, which he embraced.

It was remarked, that the committee of council, established for

foreign affairs, was entirely changed; and that prince Rupert, the

duke of Ormond, secretary Trevor, and lord keeper Brldgeman,

men in whose honour the nation had great confidence, were never

called to any deliberations. The whole secret was entrusted to five

persons, Clifford, Ashley, Buckingham, Arlington, and Lauder-
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The dale. These men were known by the appellation of the Cabal, a

Cabal. word which the initial letters of their names happened to compose.
Never was there a more dangerous ministry in England, nor one
more noted for pernicious counsels.

Thar Lord Ashley, soon after known by the name of earl of Shaftes-

characters, bury, was one of the most remarkable characters of the age, and

the chief spring of all the succeeding movements. During his early

youth, he had engaged in the late king's party; but being disgusted
with some measures of prince Maurice, he soon deserted to the
parliament. He insinuated himself into the confidence of Crom-

wel; and as he had great Influence with the presbyterians, he was

serviceable in supporting, with his party, the authority of that

usurper. He employed the same credit in promoting the restora-
tion; and on that account both deserved and acquired favour with

the king. In all his changes, he still maintained the character of

never betraying those friends whom he deserted; and which-ever

party he joined, his great capacity and singular talents soon gained

him their confidence, and enabled him to take the lead among

them. No station could satisfy his ambition, no fatigues were insu-
perable to his industry. Well acquainted with the blind attachment

of faction, he surmounted all sense of shame: And relying on the

subtilty of his contrivances, he was not startled with enterprizes,

the most hazardous and most criminal. His talents, both of public

speaking and private insinuation, shone out in an eminent degree;

and amidst all his furious passions, he possessed a sound judgment

of business, and still more of men. Though fitted by nature for

beginning and pushing the greatest undertakings, he was never

able to conduct any to a happy period; and his eminent abilities, by

reason of his insatiable desires, were equally dangerous to himself,
to the prince, and to the people.

The duke of Buckingham possessed all the advantages, which

a graceful person, a high rank, a splendid fortune, and a lively wit

could bestow; but by his wild conduct, unrestrained either by
prudence or principle, he found means to render himself in the

end odious and even insignificant. The least interest could make

him abandon his honour; the smallest pleasure could seduce him

from his interest; the most frivolous caprice was sufficient to coun-

terbalance his pleasure. By his want of secrecy and constancy, he

destroyed his character in public life; by his contempt of order and
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economy, he dissipated his private fortune; by riot and de-
bauchery, he ruined his health; and he remained at last as in-

capable of doing hurt, as he had ever been httle desirous of doing
good, to mankind.

The earl, soon after created duke of Lauderdale, was not de-

fective in natural, and still less in acquired, talents; but neither was

his address graceful, nor his understanding just. His principles, or,

more properly speaking, his prejudices, were obstinate, but unable

to restrain his ambition: His ambition was sull less dangerous than
the tyranny and violence of his temper. An implacable enemy, but

a lukewarm friend; insolent to his inferiors, but abject to his supe-
riors; though in his whole character and deportment, he was al-

most diametrically opposite to the king, he had the fortune, be-

yond any other minister, to maintain, during the greater part of his
reign, an ascendant over him.

The talents of parliamentary eloquence and intrigue had raised

Sir Thomas Chfford; and his daring impetuous spirit gave hlm
weight in the king's councils. Of the whole cabal, Arhngton was the

least dangerous either by his vices or his talents. His judgment was

sound, though his capacity was but moderate; and his intentions

were good, though he wanted courage and integrity to persevere

in them. Together with Temple and Brldgeman, he had been a

great promoter of the triple league; but he threw himself w_th

equal alacrity into opposite measures, when he found them agree-

able to his master. Clifford and he were secretly cathohcs: Shaftes-
bury, though addicted to astrology, was reckoned a deist: Buck-

lngham had too httle reflection to embrace any steady principles:
Lauderdale had long been a bigotted and furious presbyterian;

and the opinions of that sect still kept possession of his mind, how

little soever they appeared in his conduct.

The dark counsels of the cabal, though from the first they gave Thezr

anxiety to all men of reflection, were not thoroughly known but by counsels

the event. Such seem to have been the views, which they, In con-
currence with some catholic courtiers, who had the ear of their

sovereign, suggested to the king and the duke, and which these

princes too greedily embraced. They said, that the parliament,

though the spirit of party, for the present, attached them to the

crown, were still more attached to those powers and privileges,

which their predecessors had usurped from the sovereign: That
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after the first flow of kindness was spent, they had discovered

evident symptoms of discontent; and would be sure to turn against

the king all the authority which they yet retained, and still more

those pretensions which it was easy for them in a moment to
revive. That they not only kept the king m dependence by means

of his precarious revenue, but had never discovered a suitable

generosity, even in those temporary supplies, which they granted

him: That it was high time for the prince to rouze himself from his

lethargy, and to recover that authority, which his predecessors,

during so many ages, had peaceably enjoyed: That the great error

or misfortune of his father was the not having formed any close

connexion with foreign princes, who, on the breaking out of the

rebellion, might have found their interest m supporting him: That

the present alliances, being entered into with so many weaker

potentates, who themselves stood in need of the king's protection,
could never serve to maintain, much less augment, the royal au-

thority: That the French monarch alone, so generous a prince, and

by blood so nearly allied to the king, would be found both able and

willing, if gratified in his ambition, to defend the common cause of

kings against usurping subjects: That a war, undertaken against

Holland by the united force of two such mighty potentates, would

prove an easy enterprize, and would serve all the purposes which

were aimed at: That under pretence of that war, it would not be

difficult to levy a military force, without which, during the preva-

lence of republican principles among his subjects, the king would

vainly expect to defend his prerogative: That his naval power
might be maintained, partly by the supplies, which, on other pre-

tences, would previously be obtained from parliament; partly by

subsidies from France; partly by captures, which might easily be

made on that opulent republic: That in such a situation, attempts

to recover the lost authority of the crown would be attended with

success; nor would any malcontents dare to resist a prince, forti-

fied by so powerful an alliance; or if they did, they would only draw
more certain ruin on themselves and on their cause: And that by

subduing the States, a great step would be made towards a refor-

mation of the government; since it was apparent, that that repub-

lic, by its fame and grandeur, fortified, in his factious subjects,
their attachment to what they vamly termed their civil and reli-

gious liberties.
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These suggestions happened fatally to concur with all the incli-

nations and prejudices of the king; his desire of more extensive

authority, his propensity to the catholic religion, his avidity for

money. He seems likewise, from the very beginning of his reign, to
have entertained great jealousy of his own subjects, and, on that

account, a desire of fortifying himself by an intimate alliance with

France. So early as 1664 , he had offered the French monarch to

allow him without opposition to conquer Flanders, provided that

prince would engage to furnish him with ten thousand infantry,
and a suitable number of cavalry, in case of any rebellion in Eng-

land. e As no dangerous symptom at that time appeared, we are left

to conjecture, from this incident, what opinion Charles had con-

ceived of the factious disposition of his people.

Even during the time, when the triple alliance was the most

zealously cultivated, the king never seems to have been entirely

cordial in those salutary measures, but still to have cast a longing
eye towards the French alliance. Clifford, who had much of his

confidence, said imprudently, "Notwithstanding all this joy, we
must have a second war with Holland." The accession of the Em-

peror to that alliance had been refused by England on frivolous
pretences. And many unfriendly cavils were raised against the

States with regard to Surinam and the conduct of the East India

company, e But about April 1669, the strongest symptoms ap-

peared of those fatal measures, which were afterwards more

openly pursued.

De Wit, at that time, came to Temple; and told him, that he
payed him a visit as a friend, not as a minister. The occasion was

to acquaint him with a conversation which he had lately had with

Puffendorf, the Swedish agent, who had passed by the Hague in
the way from Paris to his own country. The French ministers,

Puffendorf said, had taken much pains to persuade him, that the

Swedes would very ill find their account In those measures, which

they had lately embraced: That Spain would fall them in all her

promises of subsidies; nor would Holland alone be able to support

them: That England would certainly fail them, and had already
adopted counsels directly opposite to those which by the triple

league she had bound herself to pursue: And that the resolution

D'Estrades, 2xst July, 1667. _ See note [HI at the end of the volume.
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was not the less fixed and certain, because the secret was as yet

communicated to very few either in the French or English court.
When Puffendorf seemed incredulous, Turenne showed him a

letter from Colbert de Crossy, the French minister at London, m

which, after mentioning the success of his negotiations, and the

favourable disposition of the chmf ministers there, he added, "And

I have at last made them sensible of the full extent of his majesty's

bounty. ''/From this incident it appears, that the infamous practice

of selling themselves to foreign princes, a practme, which, notwith-
standing the malignity of the vulgar, is certainly rare among men

in high office, had not been scrupled by Charles's mimsters,
who even obtained their master's consent to this dishonourable

corruption.
But while all men of penetration, both abroad and at home,

were alarmed with these incidents, the visit, which the king re-
ceived from his sister, the duchess of Orleans, was the foundation

of still stronger suspicmns. Lewis, knowing the address and insin-

uation of that amiable princess, and the great influence, which she

had gained over her brother, had engaged her to employ all her

good offices, in order to detach Charles from the triple league,
which, he knew, had fixed such unsurmountable barriers to his

ambinon; and he now sent her to put the last hand to the plan of

their conjunct operations. That he might the better cover this

negotiation, he pretended to visit his frontiers, particularly the

great works which he had undertaken at Dunkirk; and he carried
i6th May the queen and the whole court along with him. While he remained

on the opposite shore, the duchess of Orleans went over to Eng-
land; and Charles met her at Dover, where they passed ten days

together in great mirth and festivity. By her artifices and caresses,

Alhance she prevailed on Charles to relinquish the most settled maxims of
wuh honour and pohcy, and to finish his engagements with Lewis for
France the destruction of Holland; as well as for the subsequent change of

religion in England.
But Lewis well knew Charles's character, and the usual fluctu-

ation of his counsels. In order to fix him in the French interests, he

resolved to bind him by the ryes of pleasure, the only ones which

with him were irresisnble; and he made him a present of a French

f Temple, vol. 11.p. 179-
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mistress, by whose means he hoped, for the future, to govern him.

The dutchess of Orleans brought with her a young lady of the

name of Queroflaille, whom the king carried to London, and soon

after created dutchess of Portsmouth. He was extremely attached
to her during the whole course of his life; and she proved a great

means of supporting his connexions with her native country.

The sansfactlon, which Charles reaped from his new alliance,

received a great check by the death of his sister, and still more by

those melancholy circumstances which attended it. Her death was

sudden, after a few days illness; and she was seized with the malady

upon drinking a glass of succory-water. Strong suspicions of poi-

son arose in the court of France, and were spread all over Europe,

and as her husband had discovered many symptoms of jealousy
and discontent on account of her conduct, he was universally be-

heved to be the author of the crime. Charles himself, during some
time, was entirely convinced of his guilt; but upon receiving the

attestation of physicians, who, on opening her body, found no

foundation for the general rumour, he was, or pretended to be
satisfied. The duke of Orleans indeed did never, in any other

circumstance of his life, betray such dispositions as might lead him
to so criminal an action; and a lady. It is said. drank the remains of

the same glass, without feeling any Inconvenience. The sudden

death of princes is commonly accompanied with these dismal sur-

mises; and therefore less weight is in this case to be laid on the

suspicions of the public.

Charles, instead of breaking with France upon this incident,

took advantage of it to send over Buckingham, under pretence of

condoling with the duke of Orleans, but in reality to concert far-

ther measures for the projected war. Never ambassador received

greater caresses. The more destrucnve the present measures were

to the interests of England, the more natural was it for Lewis to
load with civilities, and even with favours, those whom he could

engage to promote them.

The journey of Buckingham augmented the suspicions in Hol-

land, which every circumstance tended still farther to confirm.
Lewis made a sudden Irruption into Lorraine; and though he

missed seizing the duke himself, who had no surmise of the dan-

ger, and who narrowly escaped, he was soon able, without resis-

tance, to make himself master of the whole country. The French
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monarch was so far unhappy, that, though the most tempting

opportunities offered themselves, he had not commonly so much

as the pretence of equity and justice to cover his ambitious mea-

sures. This acqulslnon of Lorraine ought to have exclted the jeal-
ousy of the contracting powers m the triple league, as much as an
invasion of Flanders xtself; yet did Charles turn a deaf ear to all

remonstrances, made him upon that subject.

But what tended chiefly to open the eyes of de Wit and the

States, with regard to the measures of England, was the sudden

recal of S_r Wilham Temple. This minister had so firmly estab-

hshed his character of honour and integrity, that he was believed
incapable even of obeying his master's commands, in promoting

measures which he esteemed permcious to his country; and so

long as he remained m employment, de Wit thought himself as-

sured of the fidelity of England. Charles was so sensible of this
prepossession, that he ordered Temple to leave h_s family at the

Hague, and pretended, that that minister would _mmedmtely re-

turn, after having conferred with the king about some business,

where his negonation had met with obstrucnons. De Wit made the

Dutch resident inform the English court, that he should consider
the recal of Temple as an express declaration of a change of mea-

sures m England; and should even know what interpretation to

put upon any delay of his return.

24th Oct While these measures were secretly in agitation, the parliament

A parha- met, according to adjournment. The king made a short speech,

ment and left the business to be enlarged upon by the keeper. That

minister much resisted on the king's great want of supply; the

mighty encrease of the naval power of France, now triple to what

it was before the last war with Holland; the decay of the English

navy; the necessity of fitting out next year a fleet of fifty sail; the

obligations which the king lay under by several treaties to exert
himself for the common good of christendom. Among other trea-

nes, he mennoned the triple alhance, and the defensive league
with the States.

The artifice succeeded. The house of commons, entirely satis-

fied with the king's measures, voted him considerable supplies. A

land tax for a year was imposed of a shilling a pound; two shillings
a pound on two thirds of the salaries of offices; fifteen shllhngs on

every hundred pounds of bankers' money and stock; an additional
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excise upon beer for six years, and certain Impositions upon law

proceedings for nine years. The parliament had never before been

in a more liberal humour, and never surely was it less merited by

the counsels of the king and of his ministers x

The commons passed another bill. for laying a duty on tobacco, i67x

Scotch salt, glasses, and some other commodities. Against this bill

the merchants of London appeared by petition before the house of

lords. The lords entered into their reasons, and began to make

amendments on the bill sent up by the commons. This attempt was

highly resented by the lower house, as an encroachment on the

right, which they pretended to possess alone, of granting money to

the crown. Many remonstrances passed between the two houses;

and by their altercations the king was obliged to prorogue the

parliament; and he thereby lost the money which was intended 22d

him. This is the last time that the peers have revived any pre- April

g This year, on the 3d of January, died George Monk, duke ot Albemarle,
at Newhall m Essex, after a languishing Illness, and in the sixty-third )'ear

of his age He left a great estate of 5,ooo 1 a year m land, and 6o,ooo 1 in
money, acquired by the bounty of the king, and encreased b) his own
frugality in his later years. Bishop Burner, who, agreeably to his own
factious spirit, treats this illustrious personage w_th great mahgmtv, re-
proaches him with avarice. But as he appears not to have been in the least
tainted with rapacity, his frugal conduct may more candidly be imputed to
the habits, acquired m early hfe, while he was possessed of a very narrow
fortune. It is indeed a singular proof of the strange power of faction, that
any mahgmty should pursue the memory of a nobleman, the tenor ot
whose life was so unexceptionable, and who, by restoring the antlent and
legal and free government to three kingdoms, plunged In the most destruc-
tive anarchy, may safely be stud to be the subject, in these islands, who, since
the beginning of time, rendered the most durable and most essential ser-
_lces to his nan_e country. The means also, by which he atchleved his great
undertakings, were almost entirely unexceptionable. His temporary dissim-
ulation, being absolutely necessary, could scarcely be blameable He had
received no trust from that mungrel, pretended, usurping parliament
whom he dethroned; therefore could betray none He e_en refused to

carry his dissimulation so far as to take the oath of abjuration against the
king. I confess, however, that the Rev Dr. Douglas has shown me, from the
Clarendon papers, an original letter of his to Sir Arthur Hazzlerig, contain-
ing very earnest, and certainly false protestations of his zeal for a common-
wealth. It i8 to be lamented, that so worthy a man, and of such plain
manners, should ever have found it necessary to carry his dlssimulauon to
such a height. His family ended with his son
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tensions of that nature. Ever since, the privilege of the commons,

in all other places, except m the house of peers, has passed for
uncontroverted.

There was a private affair, which during this session disgusted
the house of commons, and required some paros to accommodate

It. The usual method of those who opposed the court in the money

bills, was, if they failed in the main vote, as to the extent of the

supply, to levy the money upon such funds as they expected would
be unacceptable, or would prove deficient. It was proposed to lay

an imposition upon playhouses: The courtiers objected, that the

players were the king's servants, and a part of his pleasure. Sir

John Coventry, a gentleman of the country party, asked, "whether

the king's pleasure lay among the male or the female players?"
This stroke of sanre was aimed at Charles, who, besides his mis-

tresses of higher quality, entertained at that time two actresses,

Davis and Nell Gwm. The king received not the raillery with the

good humour, which might have been expected. It was said, that

this being the first time, that respect to majesty had been publicly

violated, it was necessary, by some severe chasnsement, to make

Coventry an example to all who might incline to tread in his foot-

steps. Sands, Obnan, and some other officers of the guards were
ordered to way-lay him, and to set a mark upon him. He defended

himself with bravery, and after wounding several of the assailants,

was disarmed with some difficulty. They cut his nose to the bone,

in order, as they said, to teach h_m what respect he owed to the

king. The commons were inflamed by this indignity offered to one
of their members, on account of words spoken in the house. They

Covent_, passed a law, wMch made it capital to maim any person; and they
act enacted, that those criminals, who had assaulted Coventry, should

be incapable of receiving a pardon from the crown.
There was another private affair transacted about this time, by

which the king was as much exposed to the imputation of a capri-

cious lenity, as he was here blamed for unnecessary severity.

Blood's Blood, a disbanded officer of the protector's, had been engaged in

crTmes the conspiracy for raising an insurrection in Ireland; and on ac-
count of this crime he himself had been attainted, and some of his

accomplices capitally pumshed. The daring villain meditated re-

venge upon Ormond, the lord lieutenant. Having by arnfice

drawn off the duke's footmen, he attacked his coach in the night
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ume, as it drove along St. James's street in London; and he made

himself master of his person. He might here have finished the

crime, had he not meditated refinements in his vengeance: He was

resolved to hang the duke at Tyburn; and for that purpose bound
him, and mounted him on horseback behind one of his compan-

Ions. They were advanced a good way Into the fields; when the

duke, making efforts for his liberty, threw himself to the ground,

and brought down with him the assassin to whom he was fastened.

They were struggling together in the mire; when Ormond's ser-
vants, whom the alarm had reached, came and saved him. Blood

and his companions, firing their pistols in a hurry at the duke, rode

off, and saved themselves by means of the darkness

Buckingham was at first, with some appearances of reason,

suspected to be the author of thls attempt. His profligate charac-
ter, and his enmity against Ormond, exposed him to that im-

putation. Ossory soon after came to court; and seeing Buckingham

stand by the king, his colour rose, and he could not forbear ex-

pressing himself to this purpose. "My lord, I know well, that you

are at the bottom of this late attempt upon my father: But I give

you warning; if by any means he come to a violent end, I shall not

be at a loss to know the author. I shall consider you as the assassin:

I shall treat you as such, and wherever I meet you, I shall pistol

you, though you stood behind the king's chmr; and I tell it you in

his majesty's presence, that you may be sure I shall not fall of

performance. ''h If there was here any indecorum, it was easily
excused in a generous youth, when his father's life was exposed to

danger.
A little after, Blood formed a design of carrying off the crown

and regalia from the Tower; a design, to which he was prompted,

as well by the surprising boldness of the enterprize, as by the views

of profit. He was near succeeding. He had bound and wounded

Edwards, the keeper of the jewel-office, and had gotten out of the

Tower with his prey; but was overtaken and seized, with some of
his associates. One of them was known to have been concerned in

the attempt upon Ormond; and Blood was immediately concluded

to be the ringleader. When questioned, he frankly avowed the

enterprize; but refused to tell his accomplices. "The fear of death,"

h Carte's Ormond, vol n. p _25
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he said, "should never engage him, either to deny a guilt, or be-

tray a friend." All these extraordinary circumstances made him the

general subject of conversanon; and the king was moved by an idle

curiosity to see and speak with a person, so noted for his courage
and his crimes. Blood might now esteem hlmselt secure of pardon;

and he wanted not address to improve the opportumty. He told

Charles, that he had been engaged, with others, in a design to kill

him with a carablne above Battersea, where his majesty often went

to bathe: That the cause of this resolunon was the severity exer-

cised over the consciences of the godly, m restraining the liberty of

their religious assemblies: That when he had taken his stand

among the reeds, full of these bloody resolutions, he found his

heart checked with an awe of majesty; and he not only relented

himself, but diverted his associates from their purpose: That he

had long ago brought himself to an ennre indifference about life,

which he now gave for lost; yet could he not forbear warning the

king of the danger whmh might attend his execunon: That his

associates had bound themselves by the strictest oaths to revenge

the death of any of the confederacy: And that no precaution or

power could secure any one from the effects of their desperate
resolutions.

Whether these considerations excited fear or admiration in the

king, they confirmed his resolution of granting a pardon to Blood;

but he thought it a point of decency first to obtain the duke of

Ormond's consent. Arlington came to Ormond m the king's name.
and desired that he would not prosecute Blood, for reasons which

he was commanded to give him. The duke rephed, that his maj-

esty's commands were the only reason, that could be given; and

being sufficient, he might therefore spare the rest. Charles carried

his kindness to Blood still farther: He granted him an estate of five

hundred pounds a year m Ireland; he encouraged his attendance
about his person; he shewed him great countenance, and many

applied to him for promoting thmr pretensions at court. And while

old Edwards, who had bravely ventured his life, and had been

wounded, In defending the crown and regaha, was forgotten and
neglected, this man, who deserved only to be stared at, and de-
tested as a monster, became a kind of favourite.

Errors of this nature m prwate life have often as bad an influ-

ence as miscarriages, m which the public is more immediately
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concerned Another incident happened this year, which refused a

general displeasure, and still greater apprehensions, into all men.

The dutchess of York died; and in her last sickness, she made open
profession of the Romish religion, and finished her life in that

communion. This put an end to that thin disgmse, which the duke

had hitherto worn; and he now openly declared his conversion to Duke

the church of Rome. Unaccountable terrors of popery, ever since declarer

the accession of the house of Stuart, had prevailed throughout the hzrnself
catholic

nation; but these had formerly been found so groundless, and had
been employed to so many bad purposes, that surmises of this

nature were likely to meet with the less credit among all men of

sense; and nothing but the duke's imprudent bigotry could have

convinced the whole nation of this change of religion. Popery,

which had hitherto been only a hideous spectre, was now become
a real ground of terror; being openly and zealously embraced by

the heir to the crown, a prince of industry and enterprlze, while

the king himself was not entirely free from like suspicions.

It is probable, that the new alliance with France inspired the

duke with the courage to make open profession of his religion, and
rendered him more careless ot the affections and esteem of the

English. This alliance became every day more apparent. Temple

was declared to be no longer ambassador to the States; and Down-

lng, whom the Dutch regarded as the inveterate enemy of their

republic, was sent over m his stead. A ground of quarrel was

sought by means of a yacht, dispatched for lady Temple. The

captain sailed through the Dutch fleet, which lay on their own
coasts; and he had orders to make them strike, to fire on them, and

to persevere ull they should return his fire. The Dutch admiral,

Van Ghent, surprised at this bravado, came on board the yacht,

and expressed his willingness to pay respect to the British flag,
according to former practice: But that a fleet, on their own coasts,

should strike to a single vessel, and that not a ship of war, was, he

said, such an innovation, that he durst not, without express orders,

agree to It. The captain, thinking it dangerous, as well as absurd,

to renew firing in the midst of the Dutch fleet, continued his

course, and for that neglect of orders was committed to the Tower.
This Incident, however, furnished Downing with a new arncle

to encrease those vain pretences on whmh it was purposed to

ground the intended rupture. The English court delayed several
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months before they complained; lest, if they had demanded satis-

faction more early, the Dutch might have had time to grant it. Even

when Downing delivered his memorial, he was bound by his in-

structions not to accept of any satisfaction after a certain number
of days; a very imperious manner of negotiating, and _mprac-
tlcable in Holland, where the forms of the republic render delays

absolutely unavoidable. An answer, however, though refused by

Downing, was sent over to London; with an ambassador extraor-

dinary, who had orders to use every expedient, that might give
satisfaction to the court of England. That court replied, that the

answer of the Hollanders was ambiguous and obscure, but they

would not specify the articles or expressions, which were liable to

that objection. The Dutch ambassador desired the English minis-
ter to draw the answer in what terms they pleased; and he engaged

to sign it: The English ministry replied, that it was not their busi-
ness to draw papers for the Dutch. The ambassador brought them

the draught of an article, and asked them whether it were satis-

factory: The English answered, that, when he had signed and

dehvered it, they would tell him their mind concerning It. The

Dutchman resolved to sign it at a venture; and on his demanding
a new audience, an hour was appointed for that purpose: But

when he attended, the English refused to enter upon business, and

told him, that the season for negotiating was now past.'

1672 Long and frequent prorogations were made of the parliament;
lest the houses should declare themselves with vigour against

counsels, so opposite to the inclination as well as interests of the

public. Could we suppose, that Charles, in his alliance against

Holland, really meant the good of his people, that measure must

pass for an extraordinary, nay, a romantic, strain of patriotism,

which could lead him, in spite of all difficulties, and even in spite
of themselves, to seek the welfare of the nation. But every step,

which he took in this affair, became a proof to all men of pene-

tration, that the present war was intended against the religion and

' England's Appeal, p. 22. This year, on the 12th of November, died, m his
retreat, and In the 6oth year of his age, Thomas lord Falrfax, who per-
formed many great acuons, without being a memorable personage, and
allowed himself to be carried into many criminal enterprlzes, with the best
and most upright retentions. His daughter and heir was married to George
Vflhers, duke of Buckingham.
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hberties of his own subjects, even more than against the Dutch

themselves. He now acted in every thing, as ff he were already an
absolute monarch, and was never more to lie under the controul of
national assemblies.

The long proroganons of parliament, if they freed the king
from the _mportunate remonstrances of that assembly, were how-

ever attended with th_s inconvenience, that no money could be

procured to carry on the military preparanons against Holland.

Under pretence of maintaining the triple league, which, at that
very time, he had firmly resolved to break, Charles had obtained

a large supply from the commons; but th_s money was soon ex-

hausted by debts and expences. France had snpulated to pay two

hundred thousand pounds a year during the war, but that supply

was inconsiderable, compared to the immense charge of the

English navy. It seemed as yet premature to venture on levying
money, without consent of parhament; since the power of taxing

themselves was the privilege, of which the Enghsh were, with rea-

son, particularly jealous. Some other resource must be fallen on.

The king had declared, that the staff of treasurer was ready for any

one, that could find an expedient for supplying the present neces-
sities. Shaftesbury dropped a hint to Clifford, which the latter

immediately seized, and carried to the king, who granted him the 2d

promised reward, together with a peerage. This expedient was the January.
Exchequer

shutting up of the Exchequer, and the retaining of all the pay- shut
ments, which should be made into it.

It had been usual for the bankers to carry their money to the

Exchequer, and to advance it upon security of the funds, by which

they were afterwards re-imbursed, when the money was lewed on

the public. The bankers, by this traffic, got eight, somenmes ten,

per cent. for sums, which either had been consigned to them wath-
out interest, or which they had borrowed at six per cent.: Profits,

which they dearly paid for by this egregious breach of public faith.

The measure was so suddenly taken, that none had warning of the

danger. A general confusion prevailed in the city, followed by the

ruin of many. The bankers stopped payment; the merchants could

answer no bills; distrust took place every where, with a stagnanon

of commerce, by which the public was universally affected. And

men, full of dismal apprehensions, asked each other, what must be

the scope of those mysterious counsels, whence the parhament and
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all men of honour were excluded, and which commenced by the

forfeiture of public credit, and an open violation of the most sol-

emn engagements, both foreign and domestic.
Declara- Another measure of the court contains something laudable,
tzonoJ when considered in itself; but if we reflect on the motive whence

zndul- it proceeded, as well as the time when it was embraced, it will

gence furnish a strong proof of the arbitrary and dangerous counsels,

pursued at present by the king and his ministry. Charles resolved
to make use of his supreme power in ecclesiastical matters; a

power, he said, which was not only Inherent in him, but which had

i5th been recognized by several acts of parliament. By virtue of this

March authority, he issued a proclamation; suspending the penal laws,

enacted against all nonconformists or recusants whatsoever; and

granting to the protestant dissenters the public exercise of their
religion, to the catholics the exercise of it in private houses. A

fruitless experiment of this kind, opposed by the parliament, and

retracted by the king, had already been made a few years after the

restoration; but Charles expected, that the parliament, whenever
it should meet, would now be tamed to greater submission, and

would no longer dare to controul his measures. Meanwhile, the
dissenters, the most inveterate enemies of the court, were mollified

by these indulgent maxims: And the catholics, under their shelter,

enjoyed more liberty than the laws had hitherto allowed them.
At the same time, the act of navigation was suspended by royal

will and pleasure: A measure, which, though a stretch of prerog-
ative, seemed useful to commerce, while all the seamen were em-

ployed on board the royal navy. A like suspension had been

granted, during the first Dutch war, and was not much remarked;
because men had, at that time, entertained less jealousy of the

crown. A proclamation was also issued, containing rigorous clauses

in favour of pressing: Another full of menaces against those who
presumed to speak undutlfully of his majesty's measures, and even

against those who heard such discourse, unless they informed in

due time against the offenders: Another against importing or

vending any sort of painted earthen ware, "except those of China,

upon pain of being grievously fined, and suffering the utmost

punishment, which might be lawfully inflicted upon contemners

of his majesty's royal authority." An army had been levied; and it

was found, that discipline could not be enforced without the exer-
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cise of martial law, which was therefore established by order of

council, though contrary to the petition of right All these acts of

power, how little important soever in themselves, savoured

strongly of arbitrary government, and were nowise suitable to

that legal admmistranon, which the parliament, after such violent

convulsions and civil wars, had hoped to have established m

the kingdom.

It may be worth remarking, that the lord-keeper refused to

affix the great seal to the declaration for suspending the penal

laws; and was for that reason, though under other pretences, re-
moved from his office. Shaftesbury was made chancellor in his

place: and thus another member of the Cabal received the reward
of his counsels.

Foreign transactions kept pace with these dornestlc occur- Attack

fences. An attempt, before the declaranon of war, was made on the oJ the
Dutch Smyrna fleet by Sir Robert Holmes. This fleet consisted of Smyrna

seventy sail, valued at a million and a half: and the hopes of seizing fleet

so rich a prey had been a great mouve for engaging Charles in the

present war, and he had considered that capture as a principal

resource for supporting his military enterprlzes. Holmes, with
nine frigates and three yachts, had orders to go on this command;

and he passed Sprague m the channel, who was returning with a

squadron from a cruize In the Mediterranean. Sprague informed

him of the near approach of the Hollanders; and had not Holmes,

from a desire of engrossing the honour and profit of the enter-
prize, kept the secret of his orders, the conjuncnon of these squad-

rons had rendered the success infallible. When Holmes ap- _3th

proached the Dutch, he put on an amicable appearance, and March

invited the admiral, Van Ness, who commanded the convoy, to

come on board of him; One of his captains gave a like insidious
mvltanon to the rear-admiral. But these officers were on their

guard. They had received an intimation of the hostile intentions of

the English, and had already put all the ships of war and merchant-

men in an excellent posture of defence. Three nines were they

valiantly assailed by the English; and as often did they valiantly

defend themselves. In the third attack one of the Dutch shxps of
war was taken: and three or four of their most inconsiderable

merchantmen fell into the enemies' hands. The rest, fighting with
skill and courage, continued their course; and favoured by a mist,
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got safe into their own harbours. This attempt is denominated

perfidious and pyratical by the Dutch writers, and even by many of

the English. It merits at least the appellation of Irregular; and as

it had been attended with bad success, it brought double shame

upon the contrivers. The English ministry endeavoured to apolo-
gize for the action, by pretending that It was a casual rencounter,

arising from the obstinacy of the Dutch, in refusing the honours of

the flag: But the contrary was so well known, that even Holmes

himself had not the assurance to persist in this asseveration.

Till this incident the States, notwithstanding all the menaces

and preparations of the English, never believed them thoroughly
in earnest, and had always expected, that the affair would termi-

nate, either in some demands of money, or In some proposals for

the advancement of the prince of Orange. The French themselves

had never much reckoned on assistance from England; and

scarcely could believe, that their ambitious projects would, con-

trary to every maxim of honour and policy, be forwarded by that

power, which was most Interested, and most able to oppose them.

z7th But Charles was too far advanced to retreat. He immediately

March issued a declaration of war against the Dutch; and surely reasons
War more false and frivolous never were employed to justify a flagrantdeclared
wzth violation of treaty. Some complaints are there made of injuries
Holland. done to the East India company, which yet that company dis-

avowed. The detention of some English in Surinam is mentioned,

though it appears, that these persons had voluntarily remained
there: The refusal of a Dutch fleet on their own coasts to strike to

an Enghsh yacht, is much aggravated: And to piece up all these

pretensions, some abusive pictures are mentioned, and repre-

sented as a ground of quarrel. The Dutch were long at a loss what

to make of this article; till it was discovered, that a portrait of

Cornelius de Wit, brother to the penslonary, painted by order of
certain magistrates of Dort, and hung up in a chamber of the

town-house, had given occasion to the complaint. In the perspec-

tive of this portrait, the painter had drawn some ships on fire in a
harbour. This was construed to be Chatham, where de Wit had

really distinguished himself, and had acquired honour; but little

did he imagine, that, while the insult itself, committed in open war,

had so long been forgiven, the picture of it should draw such

severe vengeance upon his country. The conclusion of this man-
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lfesto, where the king still professed his resolution of adhering to

the triple alhance, was of a piece with the rest of It.

Lewis's declaration of war contained more dignity, if un-

disguised violence and injustice could merit that appellation He
pretended only, that the behaviour of the Hollanders had been

such, that it did not consist with his glory any longer to bear it.

That monarch's preparations were in great forwardness; and his

ambition was flattered with the most promising views of success.

Sweden was detached from the triple league: The bishop of Mun-

ster was engaged by the payment of subsidies to take part with

France: The elector of Cologne had entered into the same alliance;

and having consigned Bonne and other towns into the hands of

Lewis, magazines were there erected; and it was from that quarter

that France purposed to invade the United Provinces. The stand-

mg force of that kingdom amounted to a hundred and eighty
thousand men; and with more than half of this great army was the

French king now approaching to the Dutch frontiers. The order,

economy, and industry of Colbert, equally subservient to the ambi-

tion of the prince and happiness of the people, furnished un-
exhausted treasures. These, employed by the unrelenting vig-

ilance of Louvols, supplied every military preparation, and

facilitated all the enterprizes of the army: CondO, Turenne, sec-

onded by Luxembourg, Crequi, and the most renowned generals

of the age, conducted this army, and by their conduct and reputa-

tion inspired courage into every one. The monarch himself, sur-
rounded with a brave nobility, animated his troops by the prospect

of reward, or, what was more valued, by the hopes of his ap-

probation. The fatigues of war gave no lnterrupnon to gaiety: Its

dangers furnished matter for glory: And in no enterprlze did the

genius of that gallant and polite people ever break out with more

distinguished lustre.
Though de Wit's intelligence in foreign courts was not equal to

the vigilance of his domestic administration, he had, long before,

received many surmises of this fatal confederacy; but he prepared

not for defence, so early or with such industry, as the danger

required. A union of England with France was evidently, he saw,
destructive to the interests of the former kingdom; and there-

fore, overlooking or ignorant of the humours and secret views of

Charles, he concluded it impossible, that such permclous projects
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could ever really be carried into execution. Secure in this falla-

cious reasoning, he allowed the republic to remain too long in

that defenceless situation, into which many concurring accidents
had conspired to throw her.

VVeakl_e_._ By a continued and successful application to commerce, the

o! the people were become unwarlike, and confided entirely for their

States defence in that mercenary army, which they maintained. After the

treaty of Westphalia, the States, trusting to their peace with Spain,

and their alliance with France, had broken a great part of this

army, and did not support with sufficient vigilance the disclphne

of the troops which remained. When the arlstocranc party pre-

vailed, it was thought prudent to dismiss many of the old experi-

enced officers, who were devoted to the house of Orange; and

their place was supphed by raw youths, the sons or kinsmen of

burgomasters, by whose interest the party was supported. These

new officers, relying on the credit of their friends and family,

neglected their military duty; and some of them, it is said, were

even allowed to serve by deputies, to whom they assigned a small

part of their pay. During the war with England, all the forces of
that nation had been disbanded: Lewis's invasion of Flanders, fol-

lowed by the triple league, occasioned the dismiss)on of the French

regiments: And the place of these troops, which had ever had a
chief share in the honour and fortune of all the wars in the Low

Countries, had not been supplied by any new levies.

De Wit, sensible of this dangerous situation, and alarmed by the

reports which came trom all quarters, exerted himself to supply
those defects, to which it was not easy of a sudden to provide a

suitable remedy. But every proposal, which he could make, met

with opposition from the Orange party, now become extremely

formidable The long and uncontrouled administration of this

statesman had begotten envy: The present incidents roused up his
enemies and opponents, who ascribed to his misconduct alone the

bad situanon of the republic: And, above all, the popular affection

to the young prince, which had so long been held in violent con-

stralnt, and had thence acquired new accession of force, began to

display itself, and to threaten the commonwealth with some great

convulsion. William III, prince of Orange, was m the twenty-
second year of his age, and gave strong indications of those great

qualities, by which his life was afterwards so much distinguished.
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De Wit himself, by giving him an excellent education, and in-

structing him in all the principles of government and sound policy,
had generously contributed to make his rival formidable Dread-

mg the precarious situation of h_s own party, he was always re-

solved, he said, by conveying to the prince the knowledge of af-

fairs, to render him capable of serving his country, if any future

emergence should ever throw the administration into his hands.

The conduct of William had hitherto been extremely laudable.

Notwithstanding his powerful alliances with England and Bran-
denburgh, he had expressed his resolution of depending entlrelv
on the States for his advancement; and the whole tenor of his

behaviour stated extremely the genius of that people Silent and

thoughtful; given to hear and to enquire; of a sound and steady
understanding; firm m what he once resolved, or once denied;

strongly intent on business, little on pleasure: By these virtues he

engaged the attention of all men. And the people, sensible that

they owed their liberty, and very existence, to his family, and

remembering, that his great uncle, Maurice, had been able, even

in more early youth, to defend them against the exorbitant power

of Spain, were desirous of raising this prince to all the authority of
his ancestors, and hoped, from his valour and conduct alone, to

receive protection against those imminent dangers, wlth which

they were at present threatened.

While these two powerful factions struggled for superiority,

every scheme for defence was opposed, every project retarded.
What was determined with difficulty, was executed without vigour.

Levies indeed were made, and the army compleated to seventy

thousand men; * The prince was appointed both general and ad-

miral of the commonwealth, and the whole military power was put
into his hands. But new troops could not of a sudden acquire

discipline and experience: And the partizans of the prince were

still unsatisfied, as long as the perpetual edzct, so it was called, re-

mained m force; by which he was excluded from the stadt-

holdership, and from all share in the civil administration.

It had always been the maxim of de Wit's party to cultivate
naval affairs with extreme care, and to give the fleet a preference
above the army. which they represented as the object of an unrea-

k Temple, vol. i. p. 75
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sonable partiality in the princes of Orange. The two violent wars,

which had of late been waged with England, had exercised the

valour, and improved the skill of the sailors. And, above all, de

Ruyter, the greatest sea commander of the age, was closely con-

nected with the Lovestein party; and every one was disposed, with
confidence and alacrity, to obey him. The equipment of the fleet

was therefore hastened by de Wit; in hopes, that, by striking at first

a successful blow, he might inspire courage into the dismayed

States, and support his own dechning authority. He seems to have

been, in a peculiar manner, incensed against the English; and he
resolved to take revenge on them for their conduct, of which, he

thought, he himself and his country had such reason to complain.

By the offer of a close alhance for mutual defence, they had se-

duced the republic to quit the alhance of France; but no sooner

had she embraced these measures, than they formed leagues for
her destruction, with that very power, which they had treach-

erously engaged her to offend. In the midst of full peace, nay,

during an intimate union, they attacked her commerce, her only

means of subsistence; and, moved by shameful rapacity, had in-
vaded that property, which, from a reliance on their faith, they had

hoped to find unprotected and defenceless. Contrary to their own

manifest interest, as well as to their honour, they still retained a

malignant resentment fo, her successful conclusion of the former

war; a war, which had, at first, sprung from their own wanton

insolence and ambition. To repress so dangerous an enemy,

would, de Wit imagined, give peculiar pleasure, and contribute to
the future security of his country, whose prosperity was so much

the object of general envy.

Actuated by like motives and wews, de Ruyter put to sea with

a formidable fleet, consisting of ninety-one ships of war and forty-

four fire-ships. Cornelius de Wit was on board, as deputy from the

States. They sailed in quest of the English, who were under the
command of the duke of York, and who had already joined the

Battle of French under Mareschal d'Etr&es. The combined fleets lay at Sole-

Solebay. bay in a very negligent posture; and Sandwich, being an experi-

28th enced officer, had given the duke warning of the danger; but
May received, it is said, such an answer as intimated, that there was

more of caution than of courage in his apprehensions. Upon the

appearance of the enemy, every one ran to his post with precip-
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itation, and many ships were obliged to cut their cables, in order

to be in readiness. Sandwich commanded the van; and though

determined to conquer or to perish, he so tempered his courage

with prudence, that the whole fleet was visibly Indebted to him for
its safety. He hastened out of the bay, where it had been easy for

de Ruyter with h_s fire-ships to have destroyed the combined

fleets, which were crowded together, and by this wise measure he

gave time to the duke of York, who commanded the main body,

and to mareschal d'Etr+es, admiral of the rear, to disengage them-
selves. He himself meanwhile rushed into battle w_th the Hol-

landers; and by presenting himself to every danger, had drawn

upon him all the bravest of the enemy. He killed Van Ghent, a

Dutch admiral, and beat off his ship: He sunk another ship, which

ventured to lay him aboard: He sunk three fire-ships, which en-

deavoured to grapple with him: And though his vessel was torn in
pieces with shot, and of a thousand men she contained, near six

hundred were laid dead upon the deck, he continued still to thun-

der with all his artillery in the midst of the enemy. But another

fire-ship, more fortunate than the preceding, having laid hold of

his vessel, her destruction was now inevitable. Warned by Sir
Edward Haddock, his captain, he refused to make his escape, and Sandwich

bravely embraced death as a shelter from that ignominy, which a kdled

rash expression of the duke's, he thought, had thrown upon him.

During this fierce engagement with Sandwich, de Ruyter re-

mained not inactive. He attacked the duke of York, and sought
him with such fury for above two hours, that of two and thirty

actions, in which that admiral had been engaged, he declared this

combat to be the most obstinately disputed. The duke's ship was so

shattered, that he was obliged to leave her, and remove his flag to

another. His squadron was overpowered with numbers; till Sir

Joseph Jordan, who had succeeded to Sandwich's command, came

to his assistance; and the fight, being more equally balanced, was
continued till night, when the Dutch retired, and were not fol-

lowed by the English. The loss sustained by the fleets of the two

maritime powers was nearly equal, if it did not rather fall more

heavy on the English. The French suffered very little, because they

had scarcely been engaged m the action; and as this backwardness
is not their national character, it was concluded, that they had

received secret orders to spare their ships, while the Dutch and
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English should weaken each other by their mutual animosity. Al-

most all the other actions during the present war tended to con-

firm this suspicion.

It might be deemed honourable for the Dutch to have fought
with some advantage the combined fleets of two such powerful

nations; but nothing less than a complete victory could serve the
purpose of de Wit, or save his country from those calamities, which

from every quarter threatened to overwhelm her. He had ex-

pected, that the French would make their attack on the side of

Maestricht, which was well fortified, and provlded with a good

garrison; but Lewis, taking advantage of his alliance with Cologne,
resolved to invade the enemy on that frontier, which he knew to be

more feeble and defenceless. The armies of that elector, and those

of Munster appeared on the other side of the Rhine, and divided

the force and attention of the States. The Dutch troops, too weak
to defend so extensive a frontier, were scattered into so many

towns, that no considerable body remained in the field; and a

strong garrison was scarcely to be found in any fortress. Lewis

z4th Mm, passed the Meuse at Viset; and laying siege to Orsoi, a town of the

elector of Brandenburgh's, but garrisoned by the Dutch, he car-

Progress ried it in three days. He divided his army, and invested at once

of the Burlk, Wesel, Emerik, and Rhlmberg, four places regularly forti-

French fled, and not unprovided with troops: In a few days all these places

were surrendered. A general astonishment had seized the Hol-

landers, from the combination of such powerful princes against
the republic; and no where was resistance made, suitable to the

ancient glory or present greatness of the state. Governors without

experience commanded troops without d_scipline; and despair

had universally extinguished that sense of honour, by which alone,
men, m such dangerous extremities, can be animated to a valorous
defence.

2d June Lewis advanced to the banks of the Rhine, which he prepared

to pass. To all the other calamities of the Dutch was added the

extreme drought of the season, by which the greatest rivers were

much diminished, and in some places rendered fordable. The

French cavalry, ammated by the presence of their prince, full of

impetuous courage, but ranged in exact order, flung themselves

into the river: The infantry passed in boats: A few regiments of

Dutch appeared on the other side, who were unable to make resls-
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tance. And thus was executed without danger, but not without

glory, the passage of the Rhine; so much celebrated, at that time,

by the flattery of the French courtiers, and transmitted to pos-

terity by the more durable flattery of their poets.

Each success added courage to the conquerors, and struck the

vanquished with dismay. The prince of Orange, though prudent

beyond his age, was but newly advanced to the command, un-

acquainted with the army, unknown to them; and all men, by

reason of the violent factions which prevailed, were uncertain of

the authomty on which they must depend. It was expected, that the

fort of Skink, famous for the sieges which it had formerly sus-

tained, would make some resistance; but it yielded to Turenne in

a few days. The same general made himself master of Arnhelm,

Knotzembourg, and Nlmeguen, as soon as he appeared before

them. Doesbourg at the same time opened its gates to Lewis. Soon

after, Harderwic, Amersfort, Campen, Rhenen, Vlane, Elberg,

Zwol, Cullemberg, Wagenlnguen, Lochem, Woerden, fell into the
enemies' hands. Groll and Deventer surrendered to the mareschal

Luxembourg, who commanded the troops of Munster And every

hour brought to the States news of the rapid progess of the French.
and of the cowardly defence of their own garrisons.

The prince of Orange, with his small and discouraged army,

retired into the province of Holland; where he expected, from the

natural strength of the country, since all human art and courage
failed, to be able to make some resistance. The town and province

of Utrecht sent deputies, and surrendered themselves to Lew_s.

Naerden, a place within three leagues of Amsterdam, was seized by

the marqms of Rochfort, and had he pushed on to Muyden, he had

easily gotten possession of it. Fourteen stragglers of his army hav-

ing appeared before the gates of that town, the magistrates sent
them the keys; but a servant maid, who was alone in the castle,

having raised the drawbridge, kept them from taking possession of

that fortress. The magistrates afterwards, finding the party so

weak, made them drunk, and took the keys from them. Muyden is

so near to Amsterdam, that its cannon may infest the ships which

enter that city.

Lewis with a splendid court made a solemn entry into Utrecht, 25th June

full of glory, because every where attended with success; though

more owing to the cowardice and misconduct of his enemies, than
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to his own valour or prudence. Three provinces were already in his

hands, Guelderland, Overyssel, and Utrecht; Gronlnghen was

threatened; Friezeland was exposed: The only difficulty lay In

Holland and Zealand; and the monarch deliberated concerning
the proper measures for reducing them. Cond_ and Turenne ex-

horted him to dismantle all the towns, which he had taken, except

a few; and fortifying his main army by the garrisons, put himself

In a condition of pushing his conquests. Louvois, hoping that the

other provinces, weak and dismayed, would prove an easy prey,

advised him to keep possession of places, which might afterwards
serve to retain the people in subjection. His council was followed,

though it was found, soon after, to have been the most impolitic.
Consterna- Meanwhile the people, throughout the republic, instead of col-

tlon of the leering a noble indignation against the haughty conqueror, dis-
Dutch charged their rage upon their own unhappy minister, on whose

prudence and integrity every one formerly bestowed the merited

applause. The bad condition of the armies was laid to his charge.

The ill choice of governors was ascribed to his partiahty: As in-

stances of cowardice multiplied, treachery was suspected; and his

former connections with France being remembered, the populace

believed, that he and his partizans had now combined to betray

them to their most mortal enemy. The prince of Orange, notwith-

standing his youth and inexperience, was looked on as the only'

saviour of the state; and men were violently driven by their fears

into his party, to which they had always been led by favour and
inclination.

Amsterdam alone seemed to retain some courage; and by form-

ing a regular plan of defence, endeavoured to infuse sprat into the

other cities. The magistrates obliged the burgesses to keep a strict

watch: The populace, whom want of employment might engage to
mutiny, were maintained by regular pay, and armed for the de-

fence of the public. Some ships, which lay useless in the harbour,

were refitted, and stationed to guard the city: And the sluices being

opened, the neighbounng country, without regard to the damage
sustained, was laid under water. All the province followed the

example, and scrupled not, in this extremity, to restore to the sea

those fertile fields, which with great art and expence had been won
from it.

The states were assembled, to consider, whether any means
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were left to save the remains of their lately flourishing, and now

distressed Commonwealth. Though they were surrounded with

waters, which barred all access to the enemy, their deliberations
were not conducted with that tranquillity, which could alone sug-

gest measure, proper to extricate them from their present diffi-

culties. The nobles gave their vote, that, provided their religion,

hberty, and sovereignty could be saved, every thing else should

without scruple be sacrificed to the conqueror. Eleven towns con-
curred m the same sentiments. Amsterdam singly declared against

all treaty with insolent and triumphant enemies: But notwith-

standing that opposition, ambassadors were dispatched to xmplore

the pity of the two combined monarchs. It was resolved to sacrifice

to Lewis, Maestrlcht and all the frontier towns, which lay without

the bounds of the seven provinces, and to pay him a large sum for

the charges of the war.
Lewis deliberated with his ministers Louvois and Pomponne,

concerning the measures which he should embrace in the present

emergence; and fortunately for Europe, he still preferred the vio-

lent counsels of the former. He offered to evacuate his conquests
on condition, that all duties lately imposed on the commodities of

France, should be taken off: That the public exercise of the Ro-

mish religion should be permitted in the United Provinces; the

churches shared with the catholics; and their priests maintained by

appointments from the States: That all the frontier towns of the

republic should be yielded to him, together with Nimeguen, Sklnk,
Knotzembourg, and that part of Guelderland which lay on the
other side of the Rhine; as hkewise the _sle of Bommel, that of

Voorn, the fortress of St. Andrew, those of Louvestein and Creve-

coeur: That the States should pay him the sum of twenty millions

of hvres for the charges of the war: That they should every year

send him a solemn embassy, and present him with a golden medal,

as an acknowledgment, that they owed to him the preservation of

that liberty, which, by the assistance of his predecessors, they had

formerly acquired: And that they should give entire satisfaction to

the king of England: And he allowed them but ten days for the

acceptance of these demands.
The ambassadors, sent to London, met wath still worse recep-

tion: No minister was allowed to treat with them; and they were

retained in a kind of confinement. But notwithstanding this rig-
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orous conduct of the court, the presence of the Dutch ambassadors

excited the sentiments of tender compassion, and even in&gna-

tion, among the people m general, especially among those who
could foresee the aim and result of those dangerous counsels. The

two most powerful monarchs, they saM, m Europe, the one by

land, the other by sea, have, contrary to the froth of solemn trea-

ties, combined to exterminate an illusmous repubhc: What a dis-

mal prospect does thmr success afford to the nmghbours of the

one, and to the subjects of the other? Charles had formed the triple
league, in order to restrain the power of France: A sure proof, that

he does not now err from ignorance. He had courted and obtained

the applauses of his people by that wise measure: As he now adopts

contrary counsels, he must surely expect by thmr means to render

himself independent of his people, whose sentiments are become

so indifferent to him. During the entire submissmn of the nanon,

and dutiful behaviour of the parliament, dangerous projects, with-

out provocatmn, are formed to reduce them to subjecuon; and all

the formgn mterests of the people are sacrificed, in order the more

surely to bereave them of their domestic libertms Lest any instance
of freedom should remain within their view, the Umted Provinces,

the real barrier of England, must be abandoned to the most dan-
gerous enemy of England; and by an universal combination of

tyranny against laws and hberty, all mankind, who have retained,

in any degree, their precious, though hitherto precarious, birth-

rights, are for ever to submit to slavery and injustme.

Though the fear of giving umbrage to his confederate had

engaged Charles to treat the Dutch ambassadors with such rigour,

he was not altogether without uneasiness, on account of the rapid

and unexpected progress of the French arms Were Holland en-

tirely conquered, its whole commerce and naval force, he per-

ceived, must become an accession to France; the Spanish Low

Countrms must soon follow; and Lewis, now independent of his

ally, would no longer think it his interest to support him against his

discontented subjects. Charles, though he never carried his atten-

tion to very d_stant consequences, could not but foresee these

obvious events; and though incapable of envy or jealousy, he was

touched with anxiety, when he found every thing ymld to the
French arms, while such vigorous resistance was made to his own.

He soon dismissed the Dutch ambassadors, lest they should cabal
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among his subjects, who bore them great favour: But he sent over

Buckingham and Arlington, and soon after lord Halifax, to nego-

tiate anew with the French king, in the present prosperous situ-
ation of that monarch's affairs.

These ministers passed through Holland; and as they were

supposed to bring peace to the distressed republic, they were every

where received with the loudest acclamations. "God bless the king

of England! God bless the prince of Orange! Confusion to the
States v' This was every where the cry of the populace. The ambas-

sadors had several conferences with the States and the prince of

Orange; but made no reasonable advances towards an accommo-

dation. They went to Utrecht, where they renewed the league with

Lewis, and agreed, that neither of the kings should make peace

with Holland but by common consent. The'_ _ next gave in their

pretensions, of which the following are the principal articles: That

the Dutch should give up the honour of the flag, without the least
reserve or limitation: nor should whole fleets, even on the coast of

Holland, refuse to strike or lower their topsails to the smallest ship,

carrying the British flag: That all persons, guilty of treason against

the king, or of writing seditious libels, should, on complaint, be
banished for ever the dominions of the States. That the Dutch

should pay the king a million sterhng towards the charges of the

war, together with ten thousand pounds a-year, for permission to

fish on the British seas: That they should share the Indian trade

with the English. That the prince of Orange and his descendants
should enjoy the sovereignty of the United Provinces: at least, that

they should be invested with the dignities of Stadtholder, Admiral

and General, in as ample a manner as had ever been enjoyed by

any of his ancestors: And that the isle of Walcheren, the city and

castle of Sluls, together with the isles of Cadsant, Gor_e, and
Vorne, should be put into the king's hands, as a security for the

performance of articles.

The terms proposed by Lewis bereaved the repubhc of all

security against any invasion by land from France: Those

demanded by Charles exposed them equally to an invasion by sea

from England: And when both were united, they appeared abso-

lutely intolerable, and reduced the Hollanders, who saw no means
of defence, to the utmost despair. What extremely augmented

their distress, were the violent factions, with which they continued
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to be every where agitated. De Wit, too pertinaoous m defence of

his own system of liberty, while the very being of the Common-

wealth was threatened, still persevered in opposing the repeal of
the perpetual edict, now become the object of horror to the Dutch

populace. Their rage at last broke all bounds, and bore every thing

3oth June before it. They rose in an insurrection at Dort, and by force con-

strained their burgo-masters to sign the repeal, so much de-

manded. This proved a signal of a general revolt throughout all

the prownces.

Prznce of At Amsterdam. the Hague, Middlebourg, Rotterdam, the peo-
Orange pie flew to arms, and trampling under foot the authority of their

Stadt- magistrates, obliged them to submit to the prince of Orange. Theyholder
expelled from their office such as displeased them: They required

the prince to appoint others m their place" And agreeably to the
proceedings of the populace in all ages, provided they might wreak

their vengeance on their superaors, they expressed great indiffer-

ence for the protection of their ciwl hberties.

The superior talents and virtues of de Wit made him, on this

occasion, the chief object of envy, and exposed him to the utmost

rage of popular prejudice. Four assassins, actuated by no other
motive than mistaken zeal, had assaulted him in the streets; and

after giving him many wounds, had left him for dead. One of them

was pumshed: The others were never questioned for the crime.

His brother, Cornehus, who had behaved with prudence and cour-

age on board the fleet, was obliged by sickness to come ashore, and
he was now confined to h_s house at Dort. Some assassins broke in

upon him, and it was with the utmost difficulty that his family and

servants could repel their violence. At Amsterdam, the house of

the brave de Ruyter, the sole resource of the distressed common-

wealth, was surrounded by the enraged populace; and his wife
and children were for some nine exposed to the most imminent

danger.

One Tichelaer, a barber, a man noted for infamy, accused

Cornelius de Wit of endeavouring by bribes to engage him in the

design of poisoning the prince of Orange. The accusation, though
attended with the most improbable and even absurd circum-

stances, was greedily received by the credulous mulntude, and

Cornelius was cited before a court of judicature. The judges, either

blinded by the same prejudices, or not daring to oppose the popu-
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lar torrent, condemned him to suffer the question. This man, who

had bravely served his country in war, and who had been invested

with the highest dignities, was delivered into the hands of the

executioner, and torn in pieces by the most inhuman torments

Amidst the severe agonies which he endured, he still made

protestations of his innocence, and frequently repeated an ode

of Horace, which contained sentiments suited to his deplorable
condition:

Justum et tenacem propos_t_ v_rum, &c t

The judges, however, condemned him to lose his offices, and to

be banished the commonwealth. The penslonary, who had not

been terrified from performing the part of a kind brother, and

faithful friend during thts prosecutxon, resolved not to desert him

on account of the unmerited infamy, which was endeavoured to be

thrown upon him. He came to his brother's prison, determined to

accompany him to the place of his exile. The signal was given to Ma_ac_e

the populace. They rose in arms: They broke open the doors of the of the
prison; they pulled out the two brothers; and a thousand hands de Wtts

t Which may be thus translated

The man, whose mind on virtue bent,

Pursues some greatl) good intent,
With und_verted aim,

Serene beholds the angry crowd,
Nor can their clamours, fierce and loud,

H_s stubborn honour tame

Not the proud tyrant's fiercest threat,
Nor storms, that from their dark retreat

The lawless surges wake,
Not Jove's dread bolt that shakes the pole,
The firmer purpose of his soul

With all its power can shake

Shou'd Nature's frame in rums tall,

And chaos o'er the stoking ball

Resume primeval sway,
His courage chance and fate defies,
Nor feels the wreck of earth and sMes

Obstruct _ts destm'd way
BLACKLOCKE
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vied who should first be imbrued in their blood. Even their death

did not satiate the brutal rage of the multitude They exercised on

the dead bodies of those virtuous citizens, indignities too shocking

to be recited; and tilt tired with their own fury, they permitted not
the friends of the deceased to approach, or to bestow on them the
honours of a funeral, silent and unattended.

The massacre of the de Wits put an end for the time to the

remains of their party; and all men, from fear, inclination, or

prudence, concurred in expressing the most implicit obedience to

the prance of Orange. The republic, though half subdued by for-

eign force, and as yet dismayed by its misfortunes, was now firmly
united under one leader, and began to collect the remains of its

Good pristine vigour. William, worthy of that heroic family from which

conduct he sprang, adopted sentiments becoming the head of a brave and

o[the free people He bent all his efforts against the public enemy: He
prince sought not against his country any advantages, which might be

dangerous to civil liberty. Those intolerable conditions, demanded

by their insolent enemies, he exhorted the States to reject with
scorn; and by his advice they put an end to negotiations, which

served only to break the courage of their fellow-citizens, and delay
the assistance of their allies. He showed them, that the numbers

and riches of the people, aided by the advantages of situation,
would still be sufficxent, if they abandoned not themselves to de-

spair, to resist, at least retard, the progress of their enemies, and

preserve the remaining provinces, till the other nanons of Europe,
sensible of the common danger, could come to their relief. He

represented, that, as envy at their opulence and liberty had pro-

duced this mighty combination against them, they would in vain

expect by concessions to satisfy foes, whose pretensions were as

little bounded by moderation as by justice. He exhorted them to

remember the generous valour of their ancestors, who, yet in the

infancy of the state, preferred liberty to every human consid-
eration; and rouzlng their spirits to an obstinate defence, repelled

all the power, riches, and military discipline of Spain. And he

professed himself willing to tread in the steps of his illustrious

predecessors, and hoped, that, as they had honoured him with the
same affection, which their ancestors paid to the former princes of

Orange, they would second his efforts with the same constancy and

manly fortitude.
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The spirit of the young prince infused itself into his hearers.

Those who lately entertained thoughts of yielding their necks to

subjection were now bravely determined to resist the haughty vic-
tor, and to defend those last remains of their native soil, of which

neither the irruptions of Lewis nor the inundation of waters had

as yet bereaved them. Should even the ground fail them on which

they might combat, they were still resolved not to yield the gener-

ous strife; but flying to their settlements in the Indies, erect a new

empire in those remote regions, and preserve alive, even in the
climates of slavery, that liberty, of which Europe was become un-

worthy. Already they concerted measures for executing this ex-

traordinary resolution; and found, that the vessels, contained in

their harbours, could transport above two hundred thousand in-
habitants to the East-Indies.

The combined princes, finding at last some appearance of op-

position, bent all their efforts to seduce the prince of Orange, on

whose valour and conduct the fate of the commonwealth entirely

depended. The sovereignty of the province of Holland was offered

him, and the protection of England and France, to insure him, as

well against the invasion of foreign enemies, as the insurrection of

his subjects. All proposals were generously rejected; and the

prince declared his resolution to retire Into Germany, and to pass

his life in hunting on his lands there, rather than abandon the

liberty of his country, or betray the trust reposed in him. When

Buckingham urged the mevltable destruction which hung over the
United Provinces, and asked him, whether he did not see, that the

commonwealth was ruined; There zs one certazn means, replied the

prince, by whwh I can be sure never to see my country's rum, I wzll d_e
_n the last dztch.

The people in Holland had been much incited to espouse the

prince's party, by the hopes, that the king of England, pleased with
his nephew's elevation, would abandon those dangerous engage-

ments, into which he had entered, and would afford his protection

to the distressed republic. But all these hopes were soon tound to

be fallacious. Charles still persisted in his alliance with France; and

the combined fleets approached the coast of Holland, with an

English army on board, commanded by count Schomberg. It is

pretended, that an unusual tide carried them off the coast; and

that Providence thus interposed, in an extraordinary manner, to
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save the repubhc from the imminent danger, to which it was ex-

posed. Very tempestuous weather, it is certain, prevailed all the
rest of the season; and the combined fleets either were blown to a

distance, or durst not approach a coast, which might prove fatal to
them. Lewis, finding that his enemies gathered courage behind
their inundations, and that no farther success was likely for the

present to attend his arms, had retired to Versailles.
The other nations of Europe regarded the subjection of Hol-

land as the forerunner of their own slavery, and retained no hopes

of defending themsel_ es, should such a mighty accession be made

to the already exorbitant power of France. The emperor, though

he lay at a distance, and was naturally slow in his undertakings,

began to put himself in motion; Brandenburgh shewed a disposi-
tion to support the States; Spain had sent some forces to their

assistance; and by the present efforts of the prince of Orange, and

the prospect of relief from their allies, a different face of affairs

began already to appear. Groninghen was the first place that

stopped the progress of the enemy: The bishop of Munster was

repulsed from before that town, and obliged to raise the siege
with loss and dishonour. Naerden was attempted by the prince of

Orange; but mareschal Luxembourg, breaking m upon his en-
trenchments with a sudden irruption, obliged him to abandon the

enterprlze.

i673 There was no ally, on whom the Dutch more relied for assls-

4th oJ tance, than the parliament of England, which the king's necessmes
Feb

at last obhged him to assemble. The eyes of all men, both abroad
A parha- and at home, were fixed on this session, which met after pro-merit

rogations continued for near two years. It was evident how much

the king dreaded the assembling of his parliament; and the discon-

tents, universally excited by the bold measures entered into, both

in foreign and domestic administration, had given but too just
foundation for his apprehensions.

The king, however, m his speech, addressed them with all the

appearance of cordiality and confidence. He said, that he would
have assembled them sooner, had he not been desirous to allow

them leisure for attending their private affairs, as well as to give his

people respite from taxes and impositions: That since their last

meeting, he had been forced into a war, not only just but neces-

sary; necessary both for the honour and interest of the nation:
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That in order to have peace at home, while he had war abroad, he

had issued his declaration of indulgence to dissenters, and had

found many good effects to result from that measure: That he

heard of some exceptions, which had been taken to this exercise of
power; but he would tell them plainly, that he was resolved to stick

to his declaration; and would be much offended at any con-

tradiction: And that though a rumour had been spread, as if the

new levied army had been intended to controul law and property,

he regarded that jealousy as so frivolous, that he was resolved to

augment his forces next spring, and did not doubt but they would

consider the necessity of them in their supphes. The rest of the
business he left to the chancellor.

The chancellor enlarged on the same topics, and added many

extraordinary positions of his own. He told them, that the Hol-

landers were the common enemies of all monarchies, especially
that of England, their only competitor for commerce and naval

power, and the sole obstacle to their views of attaining an universal

empire, as extensive as that of ancient Rome: That, even during

their present distress and danger, they were so intoxicated with

these ambitious projects, as to slight all treaty, nay, to refuse all
cessation of hostilities: That the klng, in entering on this war, did

no more than prosecute those maxims, which had engaged the

parliament to advise and approve of the last; and he might there-

fore safely say, that zt was thezr war: That the States being the

eternal enemies of England, both by interest and inclination, the
parliament had wisely judged it necessary to extirpate them, and

had laid it down as an eternal maxim, that delenda est Carthago, this

hostile government by all means is to be subverted: And that

though the Dutch pretended to have assurances, that the parlia-

ment would furnish no supplies to the king, he was confident, that

this hope, in which they extremely trusted, would soon fail them

Before the commons entered upon business, there lay before

them an affair, which discovered, beyond a possibility of doubt, the

arbitrary projects of the king; and the measures, taken upon it,

proved, that the house was not at present in a disposition to submit

to them. It had been the constant undisputed practice, ever since
the parhament in 16o4, for the house, in case of any vacancy, to
issue out writs for new elections; and the chancellor, who, before

that time, had had some precedents in his favour, had ever after-
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wards abstained from all exercise of that authority. This indeed

was one of the first steps, which the commons had taken in estab-

lishing and guarding their privileges; and nothing could be more

reqmsite than th_s precaution, in order to prevent the clandestine

issuing of writs, and to ensure a fair and free election. No one but
so desperate a minister as Shaftesbury, who had entered into a

regular plan for reducing the people to subjection, could have

entertained thoughts of breaking in upon a pracnce so reasonable

and so well established, or could have hoped to succeed in so bold

an enterprize. Several members had taken their seats upon irregu-

lar writs issued by the chancellor; but the house was no sooner

assembled, and the speaker placed in the chair, than a motion was

made against them; and the members themselves had the modesty
to withdraw. Their election was declared null; and new writs, m the

usual form, were issued bv the speaker.

The next step taken by the commons had the appearance of

some more complaisance; but in reality proceeded from the same

spirit of liberty and independence. They entered a resolution, that,

in order to supply his majesty's extraordinary occasions, for that

was the expression employed, they would grant eighteen months

assessment, at the rate of 7o,ooo pounds a month, amounting In

the whole to 1,26o,ooo pounds. Though unwllhng to come to a

violent breach with the king, they would not express the least

approbation of the war; and they gave him the prospect of this

supply, only that they might have permission to proceed peaceably

m the redress of the other grievances, of which they had such
reason to complain.

No grievance was more alarming, both on account of the secret

views from which it proceeded, and the consequences which might

attend it, than the declaration of indulgence. A remonstrance was

immediately framed against that exercise of prerogative. The king
defended his measure. The commons persisted in their opposlnon

to It; and they represented, that such a pracnce, if admitted, might

tend to interrupt the free course of the laws, and alter the legis-

lative power, which had always been acknowledged to reside in the

king and the two houses. All men were in expectation, with regard
to the issue of this extraordinary affair. The king seemed engaged
in honour to support his measure; and in order to prevent all

opposition, he had positively declared that he would support it.
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The commons were obliged to persevere, not only because it was

dishonourable to be foiled, where they could plead such strong

reasons, but also because, if the king prevailed in his pretensions,

an end seemed to be put to all the legal limitations of the consti-
tution.

It is evident, that Charles was now come to that delicate crisis,

which he ought at first to have foreseen, when he embraced those

desperate counsels; and his resolutions, in such an event, ought

long ago to have been entirely fixed and determined. Besides his
usual guards, he had an army encamped at Blackheath under the

command of mareschal Schomberg, a foreigner; and many of the

officers were of the cathohc rehgion. His ally, the French king. he

might expect, would second him, if force became requisite for

restraining his discontented subjects, and supporting the mea-

sures, which by common consent they had agreed to pursue. But

the king was startled, when he approached so dangerous a preci-

pice, as that which lay before him. Were violence once offered,
there could be no return, he saw, to mutual confidence and trust

with his people; the perils attending foreign succours, especially

from so mighty a prince, were sufficiently apparent; and the suc-
cess, which his own arms had met with In the war, was not so great,

as to encrease his authority, or terrify the malcontents from oppo-

sition. The desire of power, likewise, which had engaged Charles

in these precipitate measures, had less proceeded, we may observe,
from ambition than from love of ease Strict limitations of the

constitution rendered the conduct of business comphcated and

troublesome; and it was impossible for him, without much con-

trivance and intrigue, to procure the money necessary for his plea-

sures, or even for the regular support of government. When the

prospect, therefore, of such dangerous opposition presented it-
self, the same love of ease reclined him to retract what it seemed

so difficult to maintain; and his turn of mind, naturally pliant and
careless, made him find little objection to a measure, which a more

haughty prince would have embraced with the utmost reluctance.

That he might yield with the better grace, he asked the opinion of

the house of peers, who advised h_m to comply with the commons. Declara-

Accordingly the king sent for the declaration, and with his own tzonof zn-
hands broke the seals. The commons expressed the utmost saris- dulgence

recalled.
faction with this measure, and the most entire duty to his majesty.
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Charles assured them, that he would willingly pass any law, offered

him, which might tend to give them satisfaction in all their just

grievances.

Shaftesbury, when he found the king recede at once from so
capital a point, which he had pubhcly declared his resolunon to

maintain, concluded, that all schemes for enlarging royal authority

were vanished, and that Charles was utterly incapable of pursuing

such difficult and such hazardous measures. The parliament, he

foresaw, might push their enquiries into those counsels, which

were so generally odious; and the king, from the same facility of

disposition, might abandon his ministers to their vengeance. He

resolved, therefore, to make his peace in time with that party,

which was likely to predominate, and to atone for all his violences

in favour of monarchy, by hke violences in opposition to it. Never
turn was more sudden, or less calculated to save appearances.

Immediately, he entered into all the cabals of the country party;

and discovered to them, perhaps magnified, the arbitrary designs

of the court, in which he himself had borne so deep a share. He was

received with open arms by that party, who stood in need of so able

a leader; and no questions were asked with regard to his late

apostacy. The various facnons, Into which the nation had been

divided, and the many sudden revolutions, to which the public

had been exposed, had tended much to debauch the minds of men,

and to destroy the sense of honour and decorum in their public
conduct.

But the parliament, though satisfied with the king's compli-

ance, had not lost all those apprehensions, to which the measures

of the court had given so much foundation. A law passed for

imposing a test on all who should enjoy any public office. Besides

taking the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and receiving the

sacrament in the established church; they were obliged to abjure
all belief in the doctrine of transubstantiation. As the dissenters

had seconded the efforts of the commons against the king's decla-

ration of indulgence, and seemed resolute to accept of no toler-

ation in an illegal manner, they had acquired great favour with the

parliament; and a project was adopted to unite the whole protes-
tant interest against the common enemy, who now began to appear

formidable. A bill passed the commons for the ease and relief of

the protestant nonconformists; but met with some difficulties, at
least delays, in the house of peers.
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The resolution for supply was carried into a law; as a rec-

ompence to the king for Ms concessions. An act, likewise, of

general pardon and indemnity was passed, which screened the
mimsters from all farther enqmry. The parhament probably

thought, that the best method of reclaiming the criminals was to

shew them, that their case was not desperate. Even the remon-

strance, which the commons voted of their grmvances, may be

regarded as a proof, that their anger was, for the time, somewhat

appeased. None of the capital points are there touched on; the

breach of the triple league, the French alliance, or the shutting up

of the exchequer. The sole grievances mentioned are an arbitrary
imposition on coals for providing convoys, the exercise of marnal

law, the quartering and pressing of soldiers; and they prayed, that,
after the conclusion of the war, the whole army should be dis-

banded. The king gave them a gracious, though an evasive answer. 29th oJ

When business was fimshed, the two houses adjourned them- March
selves.

Though the king had receded from his declaration of in-

dulgence, and thereby had tacitly rehnqulshed the dispensing

power, he was still resolved, notwithstanding h_s bad success both

at home and abroad, to persevere in his alhance with France, and

in the Dutch war, and consequently m all those secret views, what-

ever they were, which depended on those fatal measures. The

money, granted by parliament, sufficed to equip a fleet, of which

prince Rupert was declared admiral: For the duke was set aside by
the test. Sir Edward Sprague and the earl of Ossory commanded

under the prince. A French squadron joined them, commanded b) 28th 0/
d'Etr_es. The combined fleets set sail towards the coast of Holland, Mm,

and found the enemy, lying at anchor, within the sands at Schon- Sea-fight
veh. There is a natural confusion attending sea-fights, even be-

yond other military transacnons; derived from the precarious

operations of winds and tides, as well as from the smoke and

darkness, in which every thing is there involved. No wonder,

therefore, that accounts of those battles are apt to contain uncer-

tainnes and contra&ctions; especially when delivered by writers of

the hostile nations, who take pleasure in exalting the advantages of

their own countrymen, and depressing those of the enemy. All we

can say with certainty of this battle, is, that both sides boasted of the

wctory; and we may thence infer, that the event was not decisive.

The Dutch, being near home, retired into their harbours. In a
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week, they were refitted, and presented themselves again to the
4th June combined fleets. A new action ensued, not more decisive than the

Another foregoing. It was not fought with great obstinacy on either side;
sea-fight but whether the Dutch or the allies first retired, seems to be a

matter of uncertainty. The loss in the former of these actions fell

chiefly on the French, whom the English, diffident of their in-

tentions, took care to place under their own squadrons; and they

thereby exposed them to all the fire of the enemy. There seems not

to have been a ship lost on either side in the second engagement
It was sufficient glory to de Ruyter, that, with a fleet much

inferior to the combined squadrons of France and England, he

could fight them without any notable disadvantage; and it was

sufficient victory, that he could defeat the project of a descent in

Zealand, which, had it taken place, had endangered, in the present
carcumstances, the total overthrow of the Dutch commonwealth.

Prince Rupert was also suspected not to favour the king's projects

for subduing Holland, or enlarging his authority at home; and

from these motives he was thought not to have pressed so hard on

the enemy, as his well-known valour gave reason to expect. It Is

indeed remarkable, that, during this war, though the English with
their allies much over-matched the Hollanders, they were not able

to gain any advantage over them; while in the former war, though

often overborne by numbers, the_ still exerted themselves with the

greatest courage, and always acquired great renown, sometimes

even signal victories. But they were disgusted at the present mea-
sures, which they deemed pernicious to their country; they were

not satisfied m the justice of the quarrel; and they entertained a

perpetual jealousy of their confederates, whom, had they been

permitted, they would, with much more pleasure, have destroyed

than even the enemy themselves.

If prince Rupert was not favourable to the designs of the court,

he enjoyed as little favour from the court, at least from the duke,

who, though he could no longer command the fleet, still possessed

the chief authority in the admiralty. The prince complained of a

total want of every thing, powder, shot, provisions, beer, and even

water; and he went into harbour, that he might refit his ships, andI lth of
August. supply their numerous necessities. After some weeks he was re-
Another fitted, and he again put to sea. The hostile fleets met at the mouth

seafight, of the Texel, and fought the last battle, which, during the course
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of so many years, these neighbouring maritime powers have dis-
puted with each other. De Ruyter, and under him Tromp, com-
manded the Dutch m this action, as in the two former: For the

prince of Orange had reconciled these gallant rivals: and they

retained nothing of their former ammoslty, except that emulation,

which made them exert themselves with more distinguished brav-

ery against the enemies of their country. Brankert was opposed to

d'Etr_es, de Ruyter to prince Rupert, Tromp to Sprague. It is to be
remarked, that in all actions these brave admirals last mentioned

had still selected each other, as the only antagonists worthy each

others valour; and no decisive advantage had as yet been gained by

either of them. They fought in this battle, as if there were no mean

between death and victory.

D'Etrees and all the French squadron, except rear admiral Mar-
tel, kept at a distance, and Brankert, Instead of attacking them,

bore down to the assistance of de Ruyter, who was engaged in

furious combat with prince Rupert. On no occasion did the prince

acquire more deserved honour: His conduct, as well as valour,

shone out with signal lustre. Having disengaged his squadron

from the numerous enemies, with whom he was every where sur-

rounded, and having joined Sir John Chichely, his rear admiral,

who had been separated from him, he made haste to the relief of

Sprague, who was hard pressed by Tromp's squadron. The Royal

Prince, m which Sprague first engaged, was so disabled, that he

was obliged to hoist his flag on board the St. George; while Tromp
was for a hke reason obliged to quit his ship, the Golden Lion, and

go on board the Comet. The fight was renewed with the utmost

fury by these valorous rivals, and by the rear admirals, their sec-

onds. Ossory, rear admiral to Sprague, was preparing to board

Tromp, when he saw the St. George terribly torn, and in a manner

disabled. Sprague was leaving her in order to hoist his flag on
board a third ship, and return to the charge: when a shot, which

had passed through the St. George, took his boat, and sunk her.

The admiral was drowned, to the great regret of Tromp himself,
who bestowed on his valour the deserved praises.

Prince Rupert found affairs in this dangerous situation, and
saw most of the ships an Sprague's squadron disabled from fight.

The engagement however was renewed, and became very close

and bloody. The prince threw the enemy into disorder. To en-
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crease it, he sent among them two fire-ships; and at the same time

made a signal to the French to bear down; which if they had done,

a decisive victory must have ensued. But the prince, when he saw

that they neglected his signal, and observed that most of his ships

were in no condition to keep the sea long, wisely provided for their
safety by making easy sail towards the English coast. The victory m

this battle was as doubtful, as in all the actions fought during the

present war.

The turn, which the affairs of the Hollanders took by land,
was more favourable. The prince of Orange besieged and took

Naerden; and from this success gave his country reason to hope

for still more prosperous enterprlzes. Montecucuh, who com-

manded the Imperialists on the Upper Rhine, deceived, by the

most artful conduct, the vigilance and penetration of Turenne,

and making a sudden march, sat down before Bonne. The prince
of Orange's conduct was no less masterly; while he eluded all the

French generals, and leaving them behind him,joined his army to

that of the Imperialists. Bonne was taken m a few days: Several

other places in the electorate of Cologne fell into the hands of the
allies: And the communication being thus cut off between France

and the United Provinces, Lewis was obliged to recal his forces,

and to abandon all his conquests, with greater rapidity than he had

at first made them. The taking of Maestncht was the only advan-

tage, which he gamed this campaign.

Congress A congress was opened at Cologne under the medianon of

of Co- Sweden; but with small hopes of success. The demands of the two

logne kings were such as must have reduced the Hollanders to perpetual

servitude. In proportion as the affairs of the States rose, the kings
sunk in their demands; but the States still sunk lower in their

offers; and it was found impossible for the parties ever to agree on

any conditions. After the French evacuated Holland, the congress
broke up; and the seizure of prince William of I_urstenburg by the

Imperialists afforded the French and English a good pretence for

leaving Cologne. The Dutch ambassadors in their memorials ex-

pressed all the haughtiness and disdain, so natural to a free state,

which had met with such unmerited ill usage.
2oth Oct The parliament of England was now assembled, and discovered

A parha- much greater symptoms of ill humour, than had appeared in the

ment last session. They had seen for some time a negociation of mar-
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rlage carried on between the duke of York and the archduchess of

lnspruc, a catholic of the Austrian family, and they had made no

opposition. But when that negociatlon failed, and the duke ap-

plied to a princess of the house of Modena, then in close alliance
with France, this circumstance, joined to so many other grounds

of discontent, raised the commons into a flame; and they remon-

strated with the greatest zeal against the Intended marriage. The

king told them, that their remonstrance came too late, and that the

marriage was already agreed on, and even celebrated by proxy.
The common_ still insisted; and proceeding to the examlnanon of

the other parts of government, they voted the standing army a

grievance, and declared, that they would grant no more supply,

unless It appeared, that the Dutch were so obstinate as to refuse all

reasonable conditions of peace. To cut short these disagreeable

attacks, the king resolved to prorogue the parliament; and with 4th Nov

that intention he came unexpectedly to the house of peers, and

sent the usher to summon the commons. It happened, that the
speaker and the usher nearly met at the door of the house; but the

speaker being within, some of the members suddenly shut the
door, and cried, To the chair, to the chazr; while others cried, The black

rod zs at the door. The speaker was hurried to the chair; and the

following motions were Instantly made: That the alliance with

France is a grievance; that the evil counsellors about the king are
a grievance; that the duke of Lauderdale is a grievance, and not

fit to be trusted or employed. There was a general cry, To the
questzon, to the questzon: But the usher knocking violently at the

door, the speaker leaped from the chair, and the house rose in

great confusion

During the interval, Shaftesbury, whose lnmgues with the mal-
content party were now become notorious, was dismissed from the

office of chancellor, and the great seal was given to sir Heneage

Finch, by the title of lord keeper. The test had incapacitated Clif-
ford; and the white staff was conferred on sir Thomas Osborne,

soon after created earl of Danby, a minister of abilities, who had

risen by his parliamentary talents. Clifford retired into the coun-

try, and soon after died.

The parhament had been prorogued, in order to give the duke ±674
leisure to finish his marriage; but the king's necessities soon 7th Feb

obliged him again to assemble them; and by some popular acts he
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paved the way for the session. But all his efforts were in vain. The

disgust of the commons was fixed in foundanons too deep to be

easily removed. They began with apphcations for a general fast; by

which they innmated, that the nanon was in a very calamitous

condition: They addressed against the king's guards, which they

represented as dangerous to liberty, and even as illegal, since they

ne_er had yet received the sancnon of parhament: They took some

steps towards establishing a new and more rigorous test against

popery. And what chiefly alarmed the court, they made an attack
on the members of the cabal, to whose permcious counsels they

imputed all their present grievances. Clifford was dead: Shaftes-

bury had made his peace with the country party, and was become

their leader. Buckingham was endeavouring to Hnitate Shaftes-

bury; but his mtennons were as yet known to very few. A morion

was therefore made in the house of commons for his impeach-
ment: He desired to be heard at the bar; but expressed himself m

so confused and ambiguous a manner, as gave httle satisfaction.

He was required to answer precasely to certain queries, which they

proposed to him. These regarded all the articles of misconduct

abovemennoned; and among the rest, the following query seems
remarkable. "'By whose advice was the army brought up to over-
awe the debates and resolunons of the house of commons?" This

shews to what length the suspicions of the house were at that nine

carried. Buckingham, m all his answers, endeavoured to exculpate

himself, and to load Arhngton. He succeeded not m the former
intennon: The commons voted an address for his removal. But

Arhngton, who was on many accounts obnoxious to the house, was

attacked. Articles were drawn up against h_m; though the im-

peachment was never prosecuted.

The king plainly saw, that he could expect no supply from the

commons for carrying on a war, so odious to them. He resolved

therefore to make a separate peace with the Dutch, on the terms

which they had proposed through the channel of the Spamsh

ambassador. With a cordiality, which, in the present disposition on

both sides, was probably but affected, but which was obliging, he

asked advice of the parliament. The parhament unanimously con-

Peace cuffed, both in thanks for this gracious condescension, and m their
wzth advice for peace. Peace was accordingly concluded. The honour of

Holland the flag was yielded by the Dutch in the most extensive terms: A
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regulation of trade was agreed to: All possessions were restored to

the same condition as before the war: The English planters in

Surinam were allowed to remove at pleasure: And the States

agreed to pay to the king the sum of e_ght hundred thousand

patacoons, near three hundred thousand pounds. Four days after _Sth Feb

the parliament was prorogued, the peace was proclaimed in Lon-

don, to the great joy of the people. Spain had declared, that she
could no longer remain neuter, if hostilities were continued

against Holland; and a sensible decay of trade was foreseen, in case
a rupture should ensue with that kingdom. The prospect of this

loss contributed very much to encrease the national aversion to the

present war, and to enliven the joy for its conclusion.

There was in the French service a great body of English, to the

number of ten thousand men, who had acquired honour m ever}'

action, and had greatly contributed to the successes of Lewis.

These troops, Charles said, he was bound by treaty not to recall;

but he obliged himself to the States by a secret article not to allow

them to be recruited. His partiality to France prevented a strict

execution of this engagement.
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_674 "IF WE CONSIDER the projects of the famous Cabal, it will appear
Schemes lhard to determine, whether the end, which those ministers

of the pursued, were more blameable and pernicious, or the means, byCabal
which they were to effect it, more impolitic and imprudent.

Though they might talk only of recovering or fixing the king's

authority; thexr intention could be no other than that of making
him absolute: Since it was not possible to regain or maintain, in

opposition to the people, any of those powers of the crown, abol-

ished by late law or custom, without subduing the people, and

rendering the royal prerogative entirely uncontroulable. Against

284
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such a scheme, they might foresee, that every part of the nanon

would declare themselves, not only the old parliamentary faction,

which, though they kept not in a body, were still numerous; but

even the greatest royalists, who were indeed attached to monarchy,
but desired to see It limited and restrained by law. It had appeared,

that the present parliament, though elected during the greatest

prevalence of the royal party, was yet tenacious of popular privi-

leges, and retained a considerable jealousy of the crown, even
before they had received any just ground of suspicion. The guards,

therefore, together with a small army, new levied, and un-

disciplined, and composed too of Englishmen, were almost the

only domestic resources, which the king could depend on in the

prosecution of these dangerous counsels.

The assistance of the French king was, no doubt, deemed by the

Cabal a considerable support in the schemes which they were

forming; but it is not easily conceived, that they could imagine

themselves capable of directing and employing an associate of so

domineering a character. They ought justly to have suspected, that
it would be the sole intention of Lewis, as it evidently was his

interest, to raise incurable jealousies between the king and his

people; and that he saw how much a steddy uniform government
in this island, whether free or absolute, would form invincible

barriers to his ambition Should his assistance be demanded, if he

sent a small supply, it would serve only to enrage the people, and

render the breach altogether irreparable; if he furnished a great
force, sufficient to subdue the nation, there was little reason to

trust his generosity, with regard to the use, which he would make

of this advantage.

In all its other parts, the plan of the Cabal, it must be confessed,

appears equally absurd and incongruous. If the war with Holland
were attended with great success, and Involved the subjection of

the republic; such an accession of force must fall to Lewis, not to

Charles: And what hopes afterwards of resisting by the greatest

unanimity so mighty a monarch? How dangerous, or rather how

ruinous to depend upon his assistance against domestic discon-
tents? If the Dutch, by their own vigour, and the assistance of

allies, were able to defend themselves, and could bring the war to

an equality, the French arms would be so employed abroad, that

no considerable reinforcement could thence be expected to second
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the king's enterprlzes xn England. And might not the project of

over-awing or subduing the people be esteemed, of itself, suf-

ficiently odious, without the aggravation of sacrificing that State,

which they regarded as their best ally, and with which, on many

accounts, they were desirous of maintaining the greatest concord

and strictest confederacy?

Whatever views likewise might be entertained of promoting by

these measures the catholic religion; they could only tend to ren-
der all the other schemes abortive, and make them fall with inevi-

table ruin upon the projectors. The catholic religion, indeed,

where it is established, is better fitted than the protestant for sup-

porting an absolute monarchy; but would any man have thought

of it as the means of acquiring arbitrary authority In England,

where it was more detested than even slavery itself?.

It must be allowed, that the difficulties, and even inconsis-

tencies, attending the schemes of the Cabal, are so numerous and

obvious, that one feels at first an Inclination to deny the reality of

those schemes, and to suppose them entirely the chimeras of

calumny and faction. But the utter impossibility of accounting, by

any other hypothesis, for those strange measures embraced by the

court, as well as for the numerous circumstances, which accom-

panied them, obliges us to acknowledge (though there remains no

direct evidence of it)" that a formal plan was laid for changing the

'_ Since the publication of this History, the Author has had occasion to see
the most direct and pomtive evidence of this conspiracy From the humanity

and candour oI the principal of the Scotch College at Paris, he was admitted
to peruse James the Second's Memoirs, kept there. They amount to several
volumes of small folio, all writ with that prince's own hand, and compre-

hending the remarkable incidents of his life from his early youth till near
the time of his death. His account of the French alhance is as follows' The

intention of the king and duke was chiefly to change the religion of Eng-
land, which they deemed an easy undertaking, because of the great pro-

pensIty, as they imagined, of the cavaliers and church party to popery' The
treaty with Lewis was concluded at Versailles In the end of x669, or begin-
nmg of 167o, by Lord Arundel of Wardour, whom no historian mentions
as having had any hand m these transactions. The purport of it was, that
Lewis was to give Charles 2oo,ooo pounds a year in quarterly payments, in
order to enable him to settle the catholic religion in England; and he was

also to supply him with an army of 6ooo men in case of any Insurrection.
When that work was finished, England was to join with France in making
war upon Holland. In case of success, Lewis was to have the inland prov-
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religion, and subverting the constituuon, of England, and that the

king and the ministry were In reahty conspirators against the peo-

ple. What is most probable in human affairs is not always true; and

a very minute circumstance, overlooked m our speculations, serves

often to explain events, which may seem the most surprizing and

unaccountable. Though the king possessed penetration and a

lnces, the prince of Orange Holland in sovereignty, and Charles. Sluice, the
Bralle, Walkeren. with the rest of the sea ports as far as Mazeland Sluice
The king's project was first to effect the change of religion in England, but
the dutchess of Orleans, In the Interview at Dover, persuaded him to begin
with the Dutch war, contrary to the remonstrances of the duke of York, who
insisted that Lewis, after serving his own purposes, would no longer trouble
himself about England The duke makes no mention of an)' design to
render the king absolute, but that was, no doubt, implied In the other
project, which was to be ettected entirely by royal authority The king was
so zealous a papist, that he wept for joy when he sat the prospect of
re-uniting his kingdom to the catholic church

Sir John Dalryinple has since published some other curious partmulars
with regard to this treaty We find, that it was concerted and signed with the
prlvlty alone of four popish counsellors of the king's, Arlington, Arundel.
Clifford and Sir Richard Beahng. The secret was kept from Buckingham,
Ashley, and Lauderdale In order to engage them to take part m it, a vet)
refined and a very mean artifice was fallen upon by the king After the
secret conclusion and signature of the treaty, the king pretended to these
three mlmsters that he wished to have a treaty and alliance with France for

mutual support, and for a Dutch war, and when various pretended obsta-
cles and difficulties were surmounted, a sham-treaty was concluded with
their consent and approbation, containing e_ery article of the former real
treaty, except that of the king's change of religion However, there was
virtually involved even in this treaty, the assuming of absolute government
in England For the support of French troops, and a war with Holland, so

contrary to the Interests and lnchnations of his people, could mean nothing
else. One cannot sufficiently admire the absolute want of common sense
which appears throughout the whole of tills criminal transaction For if

popery was so much the object of national horror, that even the king's three
ministers, Buckingham, Ashley, and Lauderdale, and such profligate ones
too, either would not, or durst not receive it, what hopes could he entertain
of forcing the nation into that communlon_ Considering the state of the
kingdom, full of veteran and zealous soldiers, bred during the civil wars, it
Is probable that he had not kept the crown two months after a declaration

so wild and extravagant This was probably the reason why the king of
France and the French ministers always dissuaded him from taking off
the mask, till the successes of the Dutch war should render that mea-

sure prudent and practicable.
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sound judgment, his capacity was chiefly fitted for smaller

matters," and the ordinary occurrences of life; nor had he applica-

tion enough to carry his view to distant consequences, or to digest
and adjust any plan of political operations. As he scarcely ever

thought twice on any one subject, every appearance of advantage

was apt to seduce him; and when he found his way obstructed by

unlooked-for dlfficulnes, he readily turned aside into the first

path. where he expected more to gratify the natural indolence of

his dlsposinon. To this versatility or pliancy of genius, he himself
was inclined to trust, and he thought, that, after trying an experi-

ment for enlarging his authority, and altering the national reli-

gion, he could easily, if it failed, return into the ordinary channel

of government. But the suspicions of the people, though they
burst not forth at once, were by this attempt rendered altogether

incurable; and the more they reflected on the circumstances, at-

tending it, the more resentment and jealousy were they apt to

entertain. They observed, that the king never had any favourite;

that he was never governed by his ministers, scarcely even by his
mistresses; and that he hlmselt was the chief spring of all public

counsels. Whatever appearance, therefore, of a change might be

assumed, they still suspected, that the same project was secretly in

agitation; and they deemed no precaunon too great to secure them

against the pernicious consequences of such measures.
The king, sensible of this jealousy, was inclined thenceforth not

to trust his people, of whom he had even before entertained a great

diffidence; and though obhged to make a separate peace, he still

kept up connexlons with the French monarch. He apologized for
deserting his ally, by representing to him all the real undissembled

difficulties, under which he laboured; and Lewis, with the greatest

complaisance and good humour, admitted the validity of his ex-

cuses. The duke likewLse, conscious that his principles and conduct

had rendered him still more obnoxious to the people, maintained

on his own account a separate correspondence with the French

court, and entered into particular connexions with Lewis, which

these princes dignified with the name of friendship. The duke had

only in view to secure his succession, and favour the catholics; and

it must be acknowledged to his praise, that, though his schemes

" Duke of Buckmgharn's character of K. Charles II
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were, in some particulars, dangerous to the people, they gave the
king nojust ground of jealousy. A dutiful subject, and an affection-
ate brother, he knew no other rule of conduct than obedience; and

the same unhmlted submission, which afterwards, when king, he

exacted of his people, he was ever willing, before he ascended the

throne, to pay to his sovereign.

As the king was at peace with all the world, and almost the only

prince in Europe placed in that agreeable situation, he thought
proper to offer his mediation to the contending powers, in order

to compose their differences. France, willing to negociate under so

favourable a mediator, readily accepted of Charles's offer; but. it

was apprehended, that, for a like reason, the allies would be in-

clined to refuse _t In order to give a sanction to his new measures,
the king Invited Temple from his retreat, and appointed him am-

bassador to the States. That wise minister, reflecting on the un- Remon-

happy issue of his former undertakings, and the fatal turn of stratzces
counsels, which had occasioned it, resolved, before he embarked ofS_ W

anew, to acquaint himself, as far as possible, with the real in- Temple

tentions of the king, in those popular measures, which he seemed

again to have adopted. After blaming the dangerous schemes of

the Cabal, which Charles was desirous to excuse, he told his maj-

esty very plainly, that he would find it extremely difficult, if not

absolutely impossible, to introduce into England the same system

of government and religion, which was established in France: That

the universal bent of the nation was against both; and it required

ages to change the genius and sentiments of a people: That many,

who were at bottom indifferent in matters of religion, would yet

oppose all alterations on that head; because they considered, that

nothing but force of arms could subdue the reluctance of the

people against popery; after which, they knew. there could be no
security for civil liberty: That in France every circumstance had

long been adjusted to that system of government, and tended to its

estabhshment and support: That the commonalty, being poor and

dispirited, were of no account; the nobihty, engaged by the pros-

pect or possession of numerous offices, civil and military, were
entirely attached to the court; the ecclesiastics, retained by like

motives, added the sanction of religion to the principles of civil

policy: That In England a great part of the landed property be-

longed either to the yeomanry or middhng gentry; the king had
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few offices to bestow, and could not himself even subsist, much less

maintain an army, except by the voluntary supphes of his parlia-

ment: That if he had an army on foot, yet, if composed of Eng-
hshmen, they would never be prevailed on to promote ends, which

the people so much feared and hated: That the Roman catholics

in England were not the hundredth part of the nation, and in
Scotland not the two hundredth; and it seemed against all common

sense to hope. by one part, to govern ninety-nine, who were of
contrary sentiments and dispositions: And that foreign troops, ff

few, would tend only to inflame hatred and discontent; and how to

raise and bring over at once, or to maintain many, it was very

difficult to imagine. To these reasonings Temple added the au-

thority of Gourville, a Frenchman, for whom, he knew, the king

had entertained a great esteem "A king of England," said Gour-

ville, "who will be the man of hts people, IS the greatest king in the

world: But if he will be any thing more, he is nothing at all." The

king heard, at first, this discourse with some impatience; but being

a dextrous dissembler, he seemed moved at last, and laying his

hand on Temple's, said, with an appearing cordiality, "And I will

be the man of my people."

Temple, when he went abroad, soon found, that the scheme of

mediating a peace was likely to prove abornve. The alhes, besides

their jealousy of the king's mediation, expressed a great ardour for

the continuance of war. Holland had stipulated with Spain never

to come to an accommodation, till all things in Flanders were
restored to the condition, in which they had been left by the Pyre-

nean treaty. The emperor had high pretensions in Alsace: and

as the greater part of the empire joined in the alliance, it was

hoped, that France, so much over-matched in force, would soon be
obliged to submit to the terms demanded of her. The Dutch, in-

deed, oppressed by heavy taxes, as well as checked in their com-

merce, were desirous of peace; and had few or no claims of their

own to retard it: But they could not in gratitude, or even in good

policy, abandon allies, to whose protection they had so lately been

indebted for their safety. The prince of Orange likewise, who had
great Influence in their councils, was all on fire for military fame,

and was well pleased to be at the head of armies, from which such

mighty successes were expected. Under various pretences, he
eluded, during the whole campaign, the meeting with Temple;
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and after the troops were sent into winter-quarters, he told that

minister, m his first audience, that, till greater impression were

made on France, reasonable terms could not be hoped for; and it

were therefore vain to negotiate.
The success of the campaign had not answered expectation. Campazgn

The prince of Orange, with a superior army, was opposed in oJ _674

Flanders to the prince of CondO, and had hoped to penetrate into

France by that quarter, where the frontier was then very feeble.

After long endeavouring, though in vain, to bring Condd to a

battle, he rashly exposed, at Seneffe, a wing of his army, and that

active prince failed not at once to see and to seize the advantage.

But this imprudence of the prince of Orange was amply compen-

sated by his behaviour In that obstinate and bloody action which

ensued. He rallied his dismayed troops; he led them to the charge,

he pushed the veteran and martial troops of France; and he
obliged the prince of Cond6, notwithstanding his age and charac-

ter, to exert greater efforts, and to risque his person more, than in

any action, where, even during the heat of youth, he had ever

commanded. After sun-set, the action was continued by the light
of the moon; and it was darkness at last, not the weariness of the

combatants, which put an end to the contest, and left the victory

undecided. "The pnnce of Orange," said CondO, with candour and

generosity, "has acted in every thing like an old captain, except

venturing his life too like a young soldier." Oudenarde was after-
wards Invested by the prince of Orange; but he was obliged by the

Imperial and Spanish generals to raise the siege on the approach

of the enemy. He afterwards besieged and took Grave; and at the

beginning of winter, the allied armies broke up, with great discon-

tents and complaints on all sides.

The allies were not more successful in other places. Lewis in a
few weeks reconquered Franchecomt& In Alsace, Turenne dis-

played, against a much superior enemy, all that military skill,

which had long rendered him the most renowned captain of his

age and nation. By a sudden and forced march, he attacked and

beat at Slntzheim the duke of Lorrain and Caprara, general of the

Imperialists. Seventy thousand Germans poured into Alsace, and

took up their quarters in that province. Turenne, who had retired

into Lorraln, returned unexpectedly upon them. He attacked and

defeated a body of the enemy at Mulhausen. He chaced from
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Colmar the elector of Brandenburgh, who commanded the Ger-

man troops. He gained a new advantage at Turkheim. And having

daslodged all the allies, he obhged them to repass the Rhine, full of
shame for their multiplied defeats, and still more, of anger and

complaints against each other.

In England, all these events were considered by the people with

great anxiety and concern; though the king and his ministers af-

fected great Indifference with regard to them. Considerable alter-
ations were about this time made m the Enghsh ministry. Buck-

lngham was dismissed, who had long, by his wit and entertaining

humour, possessed the king's favour. Arlington, now chamberlain,

and Danby the treasurer, possessed chiefly the king's confidence.

Great hatred and jealousy took place between these ministers; and
pubhc affmrs were somewhat disturbed by their quarrels. But

Danby daily gained ground with his master. And Arlington de-

clined in the same proportion. Danby was a frugal minister; and by

his apphcation and industry, he brought the revenue into tolerable

order. He endeavoured so to conduct himself as to give offence to

no party; and the consequence was, that he was able entirely to
please none. He was a declared enemy to the French alliance; but

never possessed authority enough to overcome the prepossessions,

which the king and the duke retained towards it. It must be as-

cribed to the prevalence of that interest, aided by money, remitted

IO75 from Paris, that the parhament was assembled so late this year: lest
13th they should attempt to engage the king m measures against

Aprzl France, during the ensuing campaign. They met not till the ap-

proach of summer. °

A par- Every step, taken by the commons, discovered that ill humour

hament and jealousy, to which the late open measures of the king, and his
present secret attachments gave but too just foundation. They

drew up a new bill against popery, and resolved to insert in it many

severe clauses for the detecnon and prosecution of priests: They

presented addresses a second time against Lauderdale; and when

the king's answer was not satisfactory, they seemed still deter-
mined to persevere in their applications: An accusation was moved

0 This year, on the 25th of March, died Henry Cromwel, second son of the
protector, m the 47th year of his age. He had lived unmolested in a private
station, ever since the king's restoranon, which he rather favoured than
opposed.
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against Danby; but upon examining the several articles, it was not

found to contain any just reasons of a prosecution; and was there-

fore dropped: They applied to the king for recalling his troops
from the French service; and as he only promised, that they should
not be recruited, they appeared to be much dissatisfied with the

answer: A bill was brought in, making it treason to levy money

without authority of parliament. Another vacating the seats of

such members as accepted of offices: Another to secure the per-

sonal liberty of the subject, and to prevent sending any person
prisoner beyond sea.

That the court party might not be idle, during these attacks, a

bill for a new test was introduced into the house of peers by the earl

of Lindesey. All members of either house, and all who possessed
any office, were by this bill required to swear, that it was not lawful,

upon any pretence whatsoever, to take arms against the king; that Passive

they abhorred the traIterous position of taking arms by his author- obedzence

ity against his person, or against those who were commissioned by
him; and that they will not at any time endeavour the alteration of

the protestant religion, or of the established government either in
church or state.

Great opposition was made to this bill; as might be expected

from the present disposition of the nation. During seventeen days,
the debates were carried on with much zeal; and all the reason and

learning of both parties were displayed on the occasion. The ques-
tion, indeed, with regard to resistance, was a point, which entered
into the controversies of the old parties, cavaher and roundhead;

as it made an essential part of the present disputes between court

and country. Few neuters were found in the nation: But among

such as could maintain a calm indifference, there prevailed senti-

ments wide of those which were adopted by either party. Such
persons thought, that all general, speculative declarations of the

legislature, either for or against resistance, were equally impolitic,

and could serve to no other purpose, than to signalize in their turn

the triumph of one faction over another: That the simplicity re-

tamed in the ancient laws of England, as well as in the laws of every
other country, ought sull to be preserved, and was best calculated
to prevent the extremes on either side: That the absolute exclusion

of resistance, in all possible cases, was founded on false principles;

its express admission might be attended with dangerous con-
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sequences; and there was no necessity for exposing the public to

either inconvenience: That if a choice must necessarily be made m

the case, the preference of uulity to truth in public institutions was
apparent; nor could the supposiuon of resistance, beforehand and

in general terms, be safely admitted in any government: That even
in mixt monarchies, where that supposition seemed most reqmslte,

it was yet entirely superfluous; since no man, on the approach of
extraordinary necessity, could be at a loss, though not directed by

legal declarations, to find the proper remedy: That even those who

might, at a distance, and by scholasuc reasoning, exclude all resis-

tance, would yet hearken to the rome of nature; when evident ruin,

both to themselves and to the public, must attend a strict adher-

ence to their pretended principles: That the question, as it ought

thus to be entirely excluded from all determinations of the legis-

lature, was, even among private reasoners, somewhat frivolous,

and little better than a dispute of words: That the one party could

not pretend, that resistance ought ever to become a familiar prac-

tice; the other would surely have recourse to it in great extremities:

And thus the difference could only turn on the degrees of danger
or oppression, which would warrant this irregular remedy; a dif-

ference, which, in a general question, it was impossible, by any

language, precisely to fix or determine.

There were many other absurdities m this test, particularly that

of binding men by oath not to alter the government either in
church or state; since all human institutions are liable to abuse, and

reqmre continual amendments, which are, in reality, so many al-

terations. It is not indeed possible to make a law, which does not

innovate, more or less, in the government. These difficulties pro-

duced such obstructions to the bill, that it was carried only by two

voices m the house of peers. All the popish lords, headed by the
earl of Bristol, voted against it. It was sent down to the house of

commons, where it was likely to undergo a scrutiny still more
severe.

But a quarrel, which ensued between the two houses, pre-

vented the passing of every bill, projected during the present ses-
sion. One Dr. Shirley, being cast in a lawsuit before chancery

against Sir John Fag, a member of the house of commons, pre-

ferred a petition of appeal to the house of peers. The Lords re-

ceived it, and summoned Fag to appear before them. He corn-
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plained to the lower house, who espoused his cause. They not only
maintained, that no member of their house could be summoned

before the peers: They also asserted, that the upper house could

receive no appeals from any court of eqmty; a pretension, which

extremely retrenched the jurisdiction of the peers, and which was

contrary to the practice that had prevailed during this whole cen-

tury. The commons send Shirley to prison; the lords assert their

powers. Conferences are tried; but no accommodation ensues.
Four lawyers are sent to the Tower bv the commons, for trans-

gressing the orders of the house, and pleading in this cause before

the peers The peers denominate this arbitrary commitment a

breach of the great charter, and order the heutenant of the Tower

to release the prisoners: He declines obedience: They apply to the
king, and desire him to punish the lieutenant for his contempt.

The king summons both houses: exhorts them to unanimity; and

informs them, that the present quarrel had arisen from the con-

trlvance of his and their enemies, who expected by that means to

force a dissoluuon of the parhament. His advice has no effect: The

commons continue as violent as ever; and the king, finding that no 8tb June

business could be finished, at last prorogued the parliament.

When the parliament was again assembled, there appeared not i3th Oct

in any respect a change in the disposmons of either house. The A parha-

king desired supplies, as well for the building of ships as for taking rnent

off anticipations, which lay upon his revenue. He even confessed,

that he had not been altogether so frugal as he might have been,
and as he resolved to be for the future; though he asserted, that,

to his great satlsfacuon, he had found his expences by no means so

exorbitant as some had represented them. The commons took into

consideration the subject of supply. They voted 3oo,ooo pounds

for the building of ships; but they appropriated the sum by very
strict clauses. They passed a resolution not to grant an}" supply for

taking off the anticipations of the revenuer This vote was carried

in a full house, by a majority of four only. So nearly were the

parties balanced. The quarrel was revived, to which Dr. Shlrley's

P Several historians have affirmed, that the commons found, this session,

upon enquiry, that the king's revenue was 1,6oo,ooo pounds a year, and
that the necessary expence was but 70o,ooo pounds; and have appealed to
the Journals for a proof. But there is not the least appearance of this m the
Journals; and the fact is impossible.
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cause had given occasion. The proceedings of the commons dis-

covered the same violence as during the last session. A mouon was

made in the house of peers, but rejected, for addressing the king

to dissolve the present parhament. The king contented himself

22d Nov with proroguing them to a very long term. Whether these quarrels
between the houses arose from contrivance or accident was not

certainly known. Each party might, according to their different

views, esteem themselves either gainers or losers by them. The

court m_ght desire to obstruct all attacks from the commons, by

giving them other employment The country party might desire

the dissolution of a parliament, which, notwithstanding all dis-

gusts, still contained too many royahsts, ever to serve all the pur-

poses of the malcontents.

Soon after the proiogatlon, there passed an incident, which in

itself is trivial, but tends strongly to mark the genius of the English

government, and of Charles's administration, during this period.

The hberty of the constitution, and the variety as well as violence

of the parties, had begotten a propensity for political conversation;

and as the coffee-houses in particular were the scenes, where the

conduct of the king and the ministry was canvassed with great

freedom, a proclamanon was issued to suppress these places ot

rendezvous. Such an act of power, during former reigns, would

have been grounded entirely on the prerogative; and before the

accession of the house of Stuart, no scruple would have been

entertained with regard to that exercise of authority. But Charles,

finding doubts to arise upon his proclamation, had recourse to the

judges, who supplied Mm with a chicane, and that too a frivolous

one, by which he might justify his proceedings. The law, which

settled the excise, enacted, that licences for retaihng liquors might
be refused to such as could not find security for payment of the

duties. But coffee was not a liquor subjected to excise; and even

this power of refusing licences was very limited, and could not

reasonably be extended beyond the intention of the act. The king,

therefore, observing the people to be much dissatisfied, yielded to

a petinon of the coffee-men, who promised for the future to re-
strata all seditious discourse m their houses; and the proclamation
was recalled.

Campatgn This campaign proved more fortunate to the confederates than

of i675 any other during the whole war. The French took the field in
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Flanders with a numerous army; and Lewis himself served as a

volunteer under the prince of CondO. But notwithstanding his
great preparations, he could gain no advantages but the taking of

Huy and Llmbourg, places of small consequence The prince of

Orange with a considerable army opposed him in all his motions;

and neither side was wilhng, without a visible advantage, to hazard
a general actmn, which might be attended either with the entire
loss of Flanders on the one hand, or the invasion of France on the

other. Lewis, tired of so unactlve a campaign, returned to Ver-

sailles; and the whole summer passed in the Low-Countries with-

out any memorable event.

Turenne commanded on the Upper Rhine, in opposition to his

great rival, Montecucuh, general of the Imperialists. The object of
the latter was to pass the Rhine, to penetrate Into Alsace, Lorraine,

or Burgundy, and to fix his quarters m these provinces: The aim

of the former was to guard the French frontiers, and to disappoint
all the schemes of his enemy. The most consummate skill was

displayed on both sides; and if any superloritv appeared in Tu-
renne's conduct, it was chiefly ascribed to his greater vigour of

body, by which he was enabled to Inspect all the posts in person,

and could on the spot take thejustest measures for the execution

of his designs. By posting himself on the German side of the Rhine.

he not onlv kept Montecucuh from passing that river" He had also

laid his plan in so masterly a manner, that, in a few days he must

have obliged the Germans to decamp, and have gained a consid-

erable advantage over them; when a period was put to his hfe, bY

a random shot, which struck him on the breast as he was taking a

view of the enemy. The consternation of his army was inex-

pressible. The French troops, who, a moment before, were assured

of victory, now considered themselves as entirely vanqmshed; and

the Germans, who would have been glad to compound for a safe

retreat, expected no less than the total destruction of their enemy.

But de Lorges, nephew to Turenne, succeeded him m the com-

mand, and possessed a great share of the genius and capacity of his

predecessor. By h_s skilful operauons, the French were enabled to
repass the Rhine, without considerable loss; and this retreat was

deemed equally glorious with the greatest victory. The valour of

the English troops, who were placed in the rear, greatly con-

tnbuted to save the French army. They had been seized with the
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same passion as the native troops of France, for their brave gen-
eral, and fought with ardour to revenge his death on the Germans.

The duke of Marlborough, then captain Churchill, here learned

the rudiments of that art, which he afterwards practised with such

fatal success against France.

The prince of Cond@ left the army m Flanders under the com-

mand of Luxembourg: and carrying with him a considerable rein-
forcement, succeeded to Turenne's command. He defended Al-

sace from the Germans, who had passed the Rhine, and invaded

that province. He obliged them first to raise the siege of Hagenau,

then that of Saberne. He eluded all their attempts to bring him to

a battle. And having dexterously prevented them from estabhsh-

mg themselves in Alsace, he forced them, notwithstanding their
superiority of numbers, to repass the Rhine, and to take up winter

quarters in their own country.
After the death of Turenne, a detachment of the German army

was sent to the siege of Treves: An enterprize, in which the Impe-

rialists, the Spaniards, the Palatine, the duke of Lorraine, and

many other princes passionately concurred. The project was well

concerted, and executed with vigor. Mareschal Crequ_, on the
other hand, collected an army, and advanced with a view of forcing

the Germans to raise the siege. They left a detachment to guard
their lines, and under the command of the dukes of Zell and

Osnaburgh, marched in quest of the enemy. At Consarbric, they
fell unexpectedly, and with superior numbers, on Crequi, and put

him to rout. He escaped with four attendants only; and throwing

himself into Treves, resolved, by a vigorous defence, to make

atonement for his former error or misfortune. The garrison was

brave, but not abandoned to that total despair, b_ which their

governor was actuated. They mutinied against his obstinacy; capit-
ulated for themselves; and because he refused to sign the capltula-

non, they delivered him a prisoner into the hands of the enemy.

It is remarkable, that this defeat, given to Crequi, _s almost the

only one, which the French received at land, from Rocroi to Blen-

heim, during the course of above sixty years; and these too, full of
bloody wars against potent and martial enemies: Their victories

almost equal the number of years during that period. Such was the

vigour and good conduct of that monarchy! And such too were the
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resources and refined policy of the other European nanons, by

which they were enabled to repair their losses, and snll to confine

that mighty power nearly within its ancient limits! A fifth part of
these victories would have sufficed, in another period, to have

given to France the empire of Europe.

The Swedes had been engaged, by the payment of large sub-

sMies, to take part with Lewis, and invade the territories of the

elector of Brandenburgh in Pomeranla. That elector, joined by

some Imperialists from Silesia, fell upon them with bravery and

success. He soon obliged them to evacuate his part of that country,

and he pursued them Into their own. He had an lntervmw with the

king of Denmark, who had now joined the confederates, and re-

solved to declare war against Sweden. These princes concerted

measures for pushing the victory.
To all these misfortunes against foreign enemies were added

some domestic resurrections of the common people m Gmenne

and Brittany. Though soon suppressed, they divided the force and
attention of Lewis. The only advantage, gained by the French, was

at sea Messxna in Sicily had revolted; and a fleet under the duke

de Vlvonne was dispatched to support the rebels. The Dutch had

sent a squadron to assist the Spaniards. A battle ensued, where de

Ruyter was killed. This event alone was thought equivalent to a

victory.

The French, who, twelve years before, had scarcely a ship of

war in any of their harbours, had raised themselves, by means of

perseverance and policy, to be, in their present force, though not

In their resources, the first maritime power in Europe. The Dutch,

while in alliance with them against England, had supplied them

with several vessels, and had taught them the rudiments of the

difficult art of ship building. The English next, when in alliance

with them against Holland, instructed them m the method ot

fighting their ships, and of preserving order in naval engage-

ments. Lewis availed himself of every opportunity to aggrandize

his people, while Charles, sunk in indolence and pleasure, ne-

glected all the noble arts of government; or if at any time he roused

himself from his lethargy, that industry, by reason of the unhappy
projects which he embraced, was often more pernicious to the

public than his inactivity itself. He was as anxious to promote the
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naval power of France, as if the safety of his crown had depended

on it, and many of the plans executed in that kingdom, were first,
it is saidY digested and corrected by him.

i676 The successes of the alhes had been considerable the last cam-

paign; but the Spaniards and Impenahsts well knew, that France

was not yet sufficientl'_ 7broken, nor willing to submit to the terms

which they resolved to impose upon her. Though they could not

Con- refuse the king's mediation, and Nlmeguen, after many diffi-
greyso] culties, was at last fixed on as the place of congiess; yet under one

Nlmeguen pretence or other, they still delayed sending their ambassadors.

and no progress was made in the negoclatlon. Lord Berkeley, Sir

William Temple. and Sir Lionel Jenkins, were the Enghsh minis-

ters at Nlmeguen. The Dutch, who were impatient for peace, soon
appeared. Lewis, who hoped to divide the allies, and who knew,
that he himself could neither be seduced nor forced into a disad-

vantageous peace, sent ambassadors: The Swedes, who hoped to

recover by treaty what they had lost by arms, were also forward to

negociate. But as these powers could not proceed of themselves to

settle terms, the congress, hitherto, served merely as an amuse-

ment to the public.

Campaign It was by the events of the campaign, not the conferences

oJ _676 among the negotiators, that the articles of peace were to be deter-

mined. The Spanish towns, ill fortified and worse defended, made

but a feeble resistance to Lewis; who, by laying up magazines

during the winter, was able to take the field early in the spring,
before the forage could be found in the open country. In the

month of April he laid siege to CondO, and took it by storm in four

days. Having sent the duke of Orleans to besiege Bouchalne, a

small but _mportant fortress, he posted himself so advantageously

with his main army, as to hinder the confederates from relieving
it, or fighting without disadvantage. The prince of Orange, m spite

of the difficulties of the season, and the want of provisions, came

in sight of the French army: but his Industry served to no other

purpose than to render him spectator of the surrender of Bou-

chame. Both armies stood in awe of each other, and were unwilling
to hazard an action, which might be attended with the most im-

portant consequences. Lewis, though he wanted not personal

q Welwood, Burnet, Coke.
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courage, was little enterprlzing In the field; and being resolved this

campaign to rest contented with the advantages which he had so

early obtained, he thought proper to entrust his army to mareschal

Schomberg, and retired himself to Versailles. After his departure,

the prince of Orange laid siege to Maestrlcht; but meeting with an
obstinate resistance, he was obliged, on the approach of Schom-

berg, who in the mean time had taken Aire, to raise the siege. He

was incapable of yielding to adversity, or bending under misfor-
tunes: But he began to foresee, that, by the negligence and errors

of his allies, the war in Flanders must necessarily have a very
unfortunate issue.

On the Upper Rhine, Philipsbourg was taken by the Imperial-

ists. In Pomerania, the Swedes were so unsuccessful against the
Danes and Brandenburghers, that they seemed to be losing apace

all those possessions, which, with so much valour and good for-
tune, they had acquired in Germany

About the beginning of winter, the congress of Nlmeguen was

pretty full, and the plenipotentiaries of the emperor and Spain,

two powers strictly conjoined by blood and alliance, at last ap-
peared. The Dutch had threatened, if they absented themselves

any longer, to proceed to a separate treaty with France. In the

conferences and negoclations, the dispositions of the parties be-

came every day more apparent.

The Hollanders, loaded with debts, and harassed with taxes, ±677

were desirous of putting an end to a war; in which, besides the

disadvantages attending all leagues, the weakness of the Span-

iards, the divisions and delays of the Germans, prognosticated
nothing but disgrace and misfortune. Their commerce lan-

guished; and what gave them still greater anxiety, the commerce

of England, by reason of her neutrality, flourished extremely; and

they were apprehensive, lest advantages, once lost, would never
thoroughly be regained. They had themselves no farther motive

for continuing the war, than to secure a good frontier to Flanders;

but gratitude to their allies still engaged them to try, whether

another campaign might procure a peace, which would give gen-
eral satisfaction. The prince of Orange, urged by motives of hon-

our, of ambition, and of animosity against France, endeavoured to

keep them steady to this resolution.

The Spaniards, not to mention the other incurable weaknesses,
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into which their monarchy was fallen, were distracted with domes-

nc dissentions between the parties of the queen regent and Don

John, natural brother to their young sovereign. Though unable of
themselves to defend Flanders, they were resolute not to conclude

a peace, which would leave it exposed to every assault or inroad;

and while they made the most magnificent promises to the States,

their real trust was m the protection of England. They saw, that,

if that small but important territory were once subdued by France,
the Hollanders, exposed to so terrible a power, would fall into

dependance, and would endeavour, by submissions, to ward off
that destrucnon, to which a war m the heart of their state must

necessarily expose them. They believed, that Lewis, senslble how

much greater advantages he might reap from the alliance than

from the subjection of the republic, which must scatter its people,

and depress its commerce, would be satisfied with very moderate

conditions, and would turn his enterprizes against his other neigh-

bours. They thought it impossible but the people and parliament
of England, foreseeing these obvious consequences, must at last

force the king to take part in the affairs of the continent, in which

their interests were so deeply concerned. And they trusted, that

even the king himself, on the approach of so great a danger, must

open his eyes, and sacrifice his prejudices, in favour of France, to

the safety of h_s own dominions.

Uncertain But Charles here found himself entangled in such opposite
conduct motives and engagements, as he had not resolunon enough to

of the break, or patience to unravel. On the one hand, he always re-

king garded his alliance with France as a sure resource in case of any

commotions among his own subjects; and whatever schemes he

might still retain for enlarging his authority, or altering the estab-

lished religion, it was from that quarter alone he could expect
assistance. He had actually in secret sold his neutrality to France,

and he received remittances of a mdlion of livres a-year, which was

afterwards encreased to two millions; a considerable supply in the

present embarrassed state of his revenue. And he dreaded, lest the

parliament should treat him as they had formerly done his father;

and after they had engaged him in a war on the continent, should

take advantage of his necessines, and make him purchase supplies

by sacrificing his prerogative, and abandoning his ministers.
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On the other hand, the cries of his people and parliament,

seconded by Danby, Arlington, and most of his ministers, incited

him to take part with the alhes, and to correct the unequal balance

of power in Europe. He might apprehend danger from opposing

such earnest desires: He might hope for large supphes if he con-

curred with them: And however Inglorious and indolent his dispo-

sition, the renown of acting as arbiter of Europe, would probably

at intervals rouze him from his lethargy, and move him to support

the high character, with which he stood invested.

It is worthy of observation, that, during this period, the king
was, by every one, abroad and at home, by France and by the allies,

allowed to be the undisputed arbiter of Europe; and no terms of

peace, which he would have prescribed, could have been refused

by either party. Though France afterwards found means to resist
the same alliance,joined with England; yet was she then obliged to

make such violent efforts as quite exhausted her; and it was the

utmost necessity, which pushed her to find resources, far surpass-

ing her own expectations. Charles was sensible, that, so long as the

war continued abroad, he should never enjoy ease at home. from

the impatience and importunity of his subjects; yet could he not

resolve to impose a peace by openly joining himself with either

party. Terms advantageous to the alhes must lose him the friend-

ship of France: The contrary would enrage his parliament. Be-

tween these views, he perpetually fluctuated; and from his con-

duct, it is observable, that a careless, remiss disposition, agitated by

opposite motives, is capable of as great inconsistencies as are inci-

dent even to the greatest imbecillity and folly.

The parliament was assembled; and the king made them a _5th Feb

plausible speech, in which he warned them against all differences A par-

among themselves; expressed a resolution to do his part for bring- harnent

Ing their consultations to a happy issue; and offered his consent to

any laws for the farther security of their religion, liberty, and

property. He then told them of the decayed condition of the navy,

and asked money for repairing it: He informed them, that part of

his revenue, the additional excise, was soon to expire: And he
added these words, "You may at any time see the yearly estabhshed

expence of the government, by which it will appear, that, the

constant and unavoidable charge being paid, there will remain no
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overplus towards answering those contingencies, which may hap-

pen in all kingdoms, and which have been a considerable burthen
on me this last year."

Before the parliament entered upon business, they were

stopped by a doubt, concerning the legality of their meeting. It had

been enacted by an old law of Edward III. "That parhaments

should be held once every year, or oftener, if need be." The last

prorogation had been longer than a year; and being supposed on
that account Illegal, it was pretended to be equivalent to a dis-

solution. The consequence seems by no means just; and besides, a

later act, that which repealed the triennial law, had determined,

that it was necessary to hold parhaments only once in three years.

Such weight, however, was put on this cavil, that Buckingham,
Shaftesbury, Sahsbury, and Wharton, insisted strenuously in the

house of peers on the invalidity of the parliament, and the nullity

of all its future acts. For such dangerous positions, they were sent

to the Tower, there to remain during the pleasure of his majesty

and the house. Buckingham, Sahsbury, and Wharton made sub-
missions, and were soon after released. But Shaftesbury, more

obstinate in his temper, and desirous of distinguishing himself by

his adherence to liberty, sought the remedy of law; and being

rejected by the judges, he was at last, after a twelve-month's im-

prisonment, obliged to make the same submissions; upon which he
was also released.

The commons at first seemed to proceed with temper. They

granted the sum of 586,ooo pounds, for building thirty ships;

though they strictly appropriated the money to that service Esti-

mates were given in of the expence; but it was afterwards found

that they fell short near 1oo,ooo pounds. They also voted, agree-

ably to the king's request, the continuance of the additional excise

for three years. This excise had been granted for nine years in

1668. Every thing seemed to promise a peaceable and an easy
session.

Campaign But the parliament was roused from this tranquillity by the

o[ x677 news received from abroad. The French king had taken the field

in the middle of February, and laid siege to Valenciennes, which he

carried in a few days by storm. He next invested both Cambray and

St. Omers. The prince of Orange, alarmed with his progress, hast-

ily assembled an army, and marched to the relief of St. Omers. He
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was encountered by the French, under the duke of Orleans and

mareschal Luxembourg. The prince possessed great talents for

war; courage, activity, vigilance, patience, but still he was inferior

in gemus to those consummate generals, opposed to him by Lewis,

and though he always found means to repair his losses, and to

make head in a little time against the victors, he was, during his

whole life, unsuccessful. By a masterly movement of Luxembourg,

he was here defeated, and obliged to retreat to Ypres Cambray
and St. Omers were soon after surrendered to Lewis

Th_s success, derived from such great power and such wise

conduct, infused a just terror into the English parliament They

addressed the king, representing the danger to which the kingdom

was exposed from the greatness ot France; and praying, that his

majesty, by such alliances as he should think fit, would both secure
his own domimons and the Spanish Netherlands, and thereby

quiet the fears of his people. The king, desirous of eluding this

application, which he considered as a kind of attack on his mea-

sures, replied in general terms, that he would use all means for the

preservation of Flanders, consistent with the peace and safetv of

his kingdoms. This answer was an evasion, or rather a denial. The
commons, therefore, thought proper to be more exphcite. They

entreated him not to defer the entering into such alliances as might

attain that great end: And in case war with the French king should
be the result of his measures, they promised to grant him all the

aids and supplies, which would enable him to support the honour

and interest of the nation. The kmg was also more expliclte in his

reply. He told them, that the only way to prevent danger, was to

put him in a condition to make preparations for their security.

This message was understood to be a demand of money. The

parliament accordingly empowered the king to borrow on the

additional exc_se 2oo,ooo pounds at seven per cent.' A very small

sum indeed; but which they deemed sufficient, with the ordinary

revenue, to eqmp a good squadron, and thereby put the nation m

security, till farther resoluuons should be taken.

But this concession fell far short of the king's expectations. He
therefore informed them, that, unless they granted him the sum of

6oo,ooo pounds upon new funds, it would not be possible for him,

without exposing the nation to manifest danger, to speak or act those

th_ngs, which would answer the end of their several addresses. The
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house took this message into consideration: But before they came

to any resolution, the king sent for them to Whatehall, where he

told them, upon the word of a king, that they should not repent
any trust, whach they would repose in him for the safety of his

kingdom; that he would not for any consideration break credit

with them, or employ their money to other uses, than those for
which they intended it; but that he would not hazard, either his

own safety or theirs, by takmg any vigorous measures, or formang
new alhances, till he were in a better condition both to defend has

subjects, and offend his enemaes This speech brought affairs to a

short issue. The king required them to trust him with a large sum:

He pawned his royal word for their security: They must either run

the risque of losing their money, or fail of those alliances which
they had projected, and at the same tame declare to all the world

the highest dastrust of their sovereign.

Parha- But there were many reasons which determined the house of

ment's commons to put no trust in the king. They considered, that the
distrust

pretence of danger was obvaously groundless; whale the French
of the
king were opposed by such powerful alhances on the continent, while

the king was master of a good fleet at sea, and while all his subjects

were so heartily unated an oppositaon to foreign enemaes. That the

only justifiable reason, therefore, of Charles's backwardness, was

not the apprehensaon of danger from abroad, but a diffidence,

which he might perhaps have entertained of his parliament; lest,
after engaging him in foreign alhances for carrying on war, they

should take advantage of his necessmes, and extort from him con-

cessions dangerous to his royal dagmty. That this parhament, by

their past conduct, had given no foundation for such suspicions,

and were so far from pursuing any sinister ends, that they had

granted supplies for the first Dutch war; for maintaining the triple
league, though concluded without thear advice; even tor carrying

on the second Dutch war, whach was entered into contrary to their

opamon, and contrary to the manifest interests of the nanon. That
on the other hand, the king had, by former measures, excited very

reasonable jealousies in his people, and did with a bad grace re-

quire at present their trust and confidence. That he had not scru-

pled to demand supplies for maintaining the triple league, at the

very moment he was concerting measures for breaking it, and had

accordingly employed to that purpose the supplies, which he had
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obtained by those delusive pretences. That his umon with France,

during the war against Holland, must have been founded on

projects the most dangerous to his people; and as the same union
was still secretly maintained, it might justly be feared, that the

same projects were not yet ennrely abandoned. That he could not

seriously intend to prosecute wgorous measures against France;

since he had so long remained entirely unconcerned during such

obvious dangers; and, till prompted by his parliament, whose
proper business it was not to take the lead m those parts of admm-

lstranon, had suspended all his activity. That ff he really meant to

enter into a cordial union with his people, he would have taken the

first step, and have endeavoured, by putting trust in them, to

restore that confidence, which he himself, by his rash conduct, had
first violated. That it was in vain to ask so small a sum as 6oo,ooo

pounds, m order to secure hxm against the future attempts of the

parliament; since that sum must soon be exhausted by a war with

France, and he must again fall into that dependance, which was

become, in some degree, essential to the constitution. That if he

would form the necessary alliances, that sum, or a greater, would
instantly be voted; nor could there be any reason to dread, that the

parhament would immediately desert measures, m which they

were engaged by their honour, their inchnation, and the public
Interest. That the real ground, therefore, of the king's refusal was

neither apprehension of danger from foreign enemies, nor jeal-
ousy of parhamentary encroachments; but a desire of obtaining

the money, which he Intended, notwithstanding h_s royal word, to

employ to other purposes. And that by using such dishonourable

means to so ignoble an end, he rendered himself still more un-
worthy the confidence of his people.

The house of commons was now regularly divided Into two

parties, the court and the country. Some were inhsted in the court-

party by offices, nay, a few by bribes secretly given them; a prac-

rice first begun by Clifford, a dangerous minister: But great num-

bers were attached merely by inclination; so far as they esteemed

the measures of the court agreeable to the interests of the nation.
Private views and faction had likewise drawn several into the coun-

try party: But there were also many of that party, who had no other

object than the public good. These disinterested members on both

sides fluctuated between the factions; and gave the superiority
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sometimes to the court, sometimes to the opposmon, r In the

present emergence, a general distrust of the king prevailed; and

the parhament resolved not to hazard their money, in expectation

of alhances, which, they believed, were never intended to be

formed. Instead of granting the supply, they voted an address,

wherein they "besought his majesty to enter into a league, often-
slve and defensive, with the States General of the United Prov-

inces, against the growth and power of the French king, and for

the preservation of the Spamsh Netherlands, and to make such

other alliances with the confederates as should appear fit and

useful to that end." They supported their advice with reasons; and

promised speedy and effectual supplies, for preserving his maj-

esty's honour and ensuring the safety of the public. The king

pretended the highest anger at this address, which he represented

as a dangerous encroachment upon his prerogauve. He reproved

the commons in severe terms; and ordered them immediately to be

adjourned.

8th May It Is certam, that this was the critical moment, when the kmg

both might with ease have preserved the balance of power in Eu-

rope, which It has since cost this island a great expence of blood

and treasure to restore, and might by perseverance have at last

regained, m some tolerable measure, after all past errors, the con-

fidence of his people. This opportunity being neglected, the

wound became incurable; and notwlthstandinghzs momentary ap-

pearances of vigour against France and popery, and their momen-

tary inclinations to rely on his faith: he was still believed to be at

bottom engaged in the same interests, and thev soon relapsed into

distrust and jealousy. The secret memoirs of this reign, which have

since been published,' prove beyond a doubt, that the king had at

r Temple's Memoirs, _ol. 1. p 458. s Such as the letters, which passed
betwixt Danby and Montague, the king's ambassador at Paris, Temple's
Memoirs, and his Letters. In these last, we see that the king never made any

proposals of terms but what were advantageous to France, and the prince
of Orange believed them to have always been concerted with the French
ambassador Vol. 1. p 439.

In Sir John Dalrymple's Appendix, p. lO3, it appears, that the king had
signed himself, wlthout the partlcipatmn of his mlmsters, a secret treaty
with France, and had obtained a pensmn on the promise of his neutrality:
A fact, which renders his royal word, solemnly given to his subjects, one of
the most dishonourable and most scandalous acts, that ever proceeded
from a throne.
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this time concerted measures with France, and had no retention to

enter into a war in favour of the allies He had entertained no wew,

therefore, even when he pawned his ROYAL WORD to his people,

than to procure a grant of money; and he trusted, that, while he

eluded their expectations, he could not afterwards want pretences
for palliating his conduct

Negotiauons meanwhile were carried on between France and
Holland, and an eventual treaty was concluded, that is, all their

differences were adjusted, provided thev could atterwards satisfy

their allies on both sides. This work, though m appearance diffi-

cult, seemed to be extremely forwarded, by farther bad successes

on the part of the confederates, and by the great impatience of the

Hollanders; when a new event happened, which promised a more

prosperous issue tO the quarrel with France, and revived the hopes

of all the Enghsh, who understood the Interests of their country.

The king saw, with regret, the violent discontents, which pre-

vailed in the nation, and which seemed ever}, day to augment upon

him Desirous by his natural temper to be easy himself, and to

make every body else easy, he sought expedients to appease those
murmurs, which, as they were very disagreeable for the present,

might in their consequences prove extremely dangerous. He

knew, that, during the late war with Holland. the malcontents at

home had made applications to the prince of Orange: and If he

continued still to neglect the prince's interests, and to thwart the

inclinations of his own people, he apprehended lest their common

complaints should cement a lasting union between them. He saw.

that the religion of the duke respired the nation with dismal appre-

hensions; and though he had obliged his brother to allow the

young princesses to be educated in the protestant faith, something

farther, he thought, was necessary, m order to satisfy the nation.

He entertained, therefore, proposals for marrying the prince ot

Orange to the lady Mary, the elder princess, and heir apparent to

the crown (for the duke had no male issue), and he hoped, by so

tempting an offer, to engage him intirely in his interests. A peace

he purposed to make; such as would sausfy France, and still pre-
serve his connections with that crown. And he intended to sanctify

it by the approbation of the prince, whom he found to be ex-

tremely revered in England, and respected throughout Europe
All the reasons for this alliance were seconded by the solicitations

of Danby, and also of Temple, who was at that time in England:
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And Charles at last granted permission to the prince, when the

campaign should be over, to pay him a visit

Joth Oct The king very graciously received his nephew at Newmarket.

He would have entered Immediately upon business; but the prince

desired first to be acquainted with the lady Mary: And he declared,

that, contrary to the usual sentiments of persons of his rank, he

placed a great part of happiness in domestic satisfaction, and

would not, upon any consideration of interest or politics, match

himself with a person disagreeable to him. He was introduced to

the princess, whom he found m the bloom of youth, and extremely

amiable both in her person and her behaviour. The king now

thought, that he had a double tye upon him, and might safely

expect his compliance with every proposal: He was surprized to
find the prince decline all discourse of business, and refuse to

concert any terms for the general peace, till h_s marriage should be
finished. He foresaw, he said, from the situation of affairs, that his

alhes were likely to have hard terms; and he never would expose

himself to the reproach of having sacrificed their interests to pro-

mote his own purposes. Charles snll believed, notwithstanding the
cold, severe manner of the prince, that he would abate of this ngxd

punctiho of honour; and he protracted the time, hoping, by his

own insinuation and address, as well as by the allurements of love

and ambition, to win him to compliance. One day, Temple found

the prince in very bad humour, repenting that he had ever come

to England, and resolute in a few days to leave it: But before he

went, the king, he said, must chuse the terms, on which they

should hereafter live together: He was sure it must be hke the

greatest friends or the greatest enemies. And he desired Temple
to inform his master next morning of these retentions. Charles was

struck with this menace, and foresaw how the prince's departure

would be interpreted by the people. He resolved, therefore, imme-

23rd dlately to yield with a good grace; and having paid a compliment
Octob. to his nephew's honesty, he told Temple, that the marriage was
Marrmge concluded, and desired him to reform the duke of it, as of an affair

of the already resolved on. The duke seemed surprized; but yielded a

pr_nce prompt obedience: Which, he said, was his constant maxim to
oJ Orange
wzth the whatever he found to be the king's pleasure. No measure during

lady this reign gave such general satisfaction. All parties strove who
Mary. should most applaud It. And even Arlington, who had been kept
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out of the secret, told the prince, "That some things good m them-

selves, were spoiled by the manner of doing them, as some things

bad were mended by it, but he would confess, that this was a thing

so good in itself, that the manner of doing It could not spoil it."

This marriage was a great surprize to Lewis, who, accustomed

to govern every thing in the English court, now found so im-

portant a step taken, not only w_thout his consent, but without his

knowledge or participation. A conjunction of England with the

allies, and a vigorous war in opposmon to French ambition, were

the consequences immediately expected, both abroad and at

home: But to check these sanguine hopes, the king, a few days

after the marriage, prolonged the adjournment of the parliament

from the third of December to the tourth of April. This term was

too late for granting supphes, or making preparations for war: and

could be chosen by the king for no other reason, than as an atone-
ment to France for his consent to the marriage. It appears also that

Charles secretly received from Lewis the sum of two milhons of

livres on account of this important service/

The king, however, entered into consultations with the prince, Plan o/
together with Danby and Temple, concerning the terms which it peace

would be proper to reqmre of France. After some debate, it was

agreed, that France should restore Lorram to the duke, with Tour-
nay, Valenciennes, Cond&, Aeth, Charlerol, Courtray, Oude-

narde, and Binche to Spain, in order to form a good frontier for

the Low Countries. The prince ms_sted that Franchecomtb should

likewise be restored; and Charles thought, that, because he had

patrimonial estates of great value m that province, and deemed his

property more secure in the hands of Spain, he was engaged by
such views to be obstinate in that point: But the prince declared,

that to procure but one good town to the Spaniards m Flanders, he

would wflhngly relinquish all those possessions. As the king still

insisted on the Impossibility of wresting Franchecomt& from Lewis,

the prince was obhged to acquiesce.

Notwithstanding this concession to France, the projected peace
was favourable to the alhes; and It was a sufficient indication of

vigour in the king, that he had given his assent to It. He farther
agreed to send over a mlmster instantly to Paris, in order to pro-

t Sir John Dalrymple's Appendlx, p. 11_.
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pose these terms. This minister was to enter into no treaty: He was
to allow but two days for the acceptance or refusal of the terms:

Upon the expiration of these, he was presently to return. And in
case of refusal, the king promised to enter Immediately into the

confederacy. To carry so imperious a message, and so little ex-

pected from the English court, Temple was the person pitched on,

whose declared aversion to the French interest was not likely to
make him fail of vigour and promptitude in the execution of his
commission.

But Charles next day felt a relenting In this assumed vigour.
Instead of Temple he dispatched the earl of Feversham, a creature

of the duke's, and a Frenchman by birth: And he said, that the

message being harsh in itself, it was needless to aggravate it by a

disagreeable messenger. The prince left London; and the king, at
his departure, assured him, that he never would abate in the least

point of the scheme concerted, and would enter into war with

Lewis, If he rejected it.

Negoc_a- Lewis received the message with seeming gentleness and com-

twns placency. He told Feversham, that the king of England well knew,
that he m_ght always be master of the peace; but some of the towns

In Flanders, It seemed very hard to demand, especially Tournay,
upon whose fortifications such Immense sums had been ex-

pended' He would therefore take some short time to consider of

an answer. Feversham said, that he was limited to two days stay:
But when that time was elapsed, he was prevailed on to remain

some few days longer, and he came away at last without any posi-
tive answer. Lewis said, that he hoped his brother would not break

with him for one or two towns: And with regard to them too, he
would send orders to his ambassador at London to treat with the

king himself. Charles was softened by the softness of France; and

the blow was thus artfully eluded. The French ambassador, Baril-

lon, owned at last, that he had orders to yield all except Tournay,
and even to treat about some equivalent for that fortress, if the

king absolutely insisted upon it. The prince was gone, who had

given spirit to the English court; and the negoclation began to
draw out into messages and returns from Pans.

By intervals, however, the king could rouze himself, and show

still some firmness and resolution. Finding that affairs were not

likely to come to any conclusion with France, he summoned, not-
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withstanding the long adjournment, the parliament on the fif-

teenth of January; an unusual measure, and capable of gwmg
alarm to the French court Temple was sent for to the council, and

the king told him, that he intended he should go to Holland, m

order to form a treaty of alliance with the States; and that the

purpose of it should be, like the triple league, to force both France

and Spain to accept of the terms proposed. Temple was sorry to

find this act of vigour qualified by such a regard to France, and by

such an appearance of indifference and neutrahty between the

parties. He told the king, that the resolunon agreed on, was to

begin the war in conjunction with all the confederates, in case of
no direct and immediate answer from France. That this measure

would sansfy the prince, the alhes, and the people of England;

advantages which could not be expected from such an alhance with
Holland alone: That France would be disobliged, and Spain like-
wise; nor would the Dutch be satisfied with such a faint imitanon

of the triple league, a measure concerted when they were equally

at peace with both parties. For these reasons, Temple dechned the

employment; and Lawrence Hyde, second son of chancellor Clar-
endon, was sent in his place.

The Prince of Orange could not regard without contempt such _678

symptoms of weakness and vigour conjoined in the English coun-
sels. He was resolved, however, to make the best of a measure,

which he did not approve, and as Spain secretly consented, that
her ally should form a league, which was seemingly dnected

against her as well as France, but which was to fall onlv on the

latter, the States concluded the treaty in the terms proposed by 6th Ja_

the king.

Meanwhile, the English parliament met, after some new ad- 28thJan

journments; and the king was astonished, that, notwithstanding
the resolute measures, which, he thought, he had taken, great

distrust and jealousy and discontent were apt, at intervals, still to

prevail among the members. Though in his speech he had allowed,

that a good peace could no longer be expected from negociatlon,
and assured them, that he was resolved to enter into a war for that

purpose; the commons did not forbear to insert in their reply
several harsh and even unreasonable clauses. Upon his reproving

them, they seemed penitent, and voted, that they would assist his

majesty in the prosecution of the war. A fleet of ninety sail, an
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army of thirty thousand men, and a million of money were also

voted. Great difficulties were made by the commons with regard to

the army, which the house, judging by past measures, believed to

be intended more against the liberties of England than against the

progress of the French Monarch. To this perilous situation had the

king reduced both h_mself and the nation. In all debates, severe

speeches were made, and were received w_th seeming ap-

probation: The duke and the treasurer began to be apprehensive

of Impeachments: Many motions against the king's ministers were

lost by a small majority: The commons appointed a day to consider

the state of the kingdom with regard to popery: And they even

went so far as to vote, that, how urgent soever the occasion, they

would lay no farther charge on the people, rill secured against the

prevalence of the cathohc party. In short, the parliament was im-

patient for war whenever the king seemed averse to it; but grew

suspicious of some sinister design as soon as he complied with their

requests, and seemed to enter into their measures.

The king was enraged at this last vote: He reproached Temple

with his popular notions, as he termed them; and asked him how

he thought the house of commons could be trusted for carrying on

the war, should it be entered on, when in the very commence-

ment they made such declarations. The uncertainties indeed of

Charles's conduct were so multlphed, and the jealousies on both

sides so incurable, that even those, who approached nearest the

scene of action, could not determine, whether the king ever seri-
ously meant to enter into a war, or whether, if he did, the house of

commons would not have taken advantage of h_s necessines, and

made him purchase supplies by a great sacrifice of his authority."

The king of France knew how to avail himself of all the advan-

tages, which these distractions afforded him By his emissaries, he

represented to the Dutch, the imprudence of their depending on

England; where an indolent king, averse to all war, especially with

France, and irresolute in his measures, was actuated only by the

uncertain breath of a factious parhament. To the arlstocrancal

party, he remarked the danger of the prince's alliance with the

royal family of England, and revived their apprehensions; lest, in
imitation of his father, who had been honoured with the same

alliance, he should violently attempt to enlarge his authority, and

Temple, vol 1 p 461
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enslave his native country. In order to enforce these motives with Campaign

farther terrors, he himself took the field very early m the spring; o i678

and after threatening Luxembourg, Mons, and Namur, he sud-
denly sat down before Ghent and Ypres, and in a few weeks made

himself master of both places. This success gave great alarm to the

Hollanders, who were no wise satisfied with the conduct of Eng-

land, or with the amblguous treaty lately concluded; and it quick-
ened all their advances towards an accommodation.

Immediately after the parliament had voted the supply, the
king began to lnhst forces; and such was the ardour oI the English
for a war with France, that an army of above 9o,ooo men, to the

astonishment of Europe, was completed m a feb weeks. Three
thousand men under the duke of Monmouth, were sent over to

secure Ostend: Some regiments were recalled from the French

service: A fleet was fitted out with great dihgence: And a quadru-

ple alliance was projected between England, Holland, Spain. and

the Emperor.

But these vigorous measures received a sudden damp from a
passionate address of the lower house; in whlch the)' justified all

their past proceedings, that had given disgust to the king; desired

to be acquainted with the measures taken by him, prayed him to

dismiss evil counsellors; and named in parucular the duke of Lau-

derdale, on whose removal they strenuousl'_ Insisted. The king told

them, that their address was so extravagant, that he was not willing

speedily to give it thc answer, which it deserved And he began

again to lend an ear to the proposals of Lewis, who offered him

great sums of money, if he would consent to France's making an

advantageous peace with the alhes.

Temple, though pressed by the king, refused to have any con- Negot_-

cern in so dishonourable a negotiation: But he informs us, that the atwns

king said, there was one article proposed, which so incensed hun,

that, as long as he hved, he should never forget it. Sir Wflham goes
no farther; but the editor of his works, the famous Dr. Swift, says,

that the French. before they would agree to any payment, required

as a preliminary, that the king should engage never to keep above
8000 regular troops in Great Britain? Charles broke into a pas-
sion. "God's-fish," said he, his usual oath, "does my brother of

_ To wit, 3000 men for Scotland, and the usual guards and garrisons m
England, amounting to near 5ooo men. Sir J Dalrymple's App p x6_
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France think to serve me thus? Are all his promises to make me

absolute master of my people come to this? Or does he think that

a thing to be done with eight thousand men?"

Van Bevernlng was the Dutch ambassador at N_meguen, a man

of great authority wxth the States. He was eager for peace, and was

persuaded, that the reluctance of the king and the jealousies of the

parliament would for ever disappoint the allies m their hopes of

succour from England. Orders were sent h_m by the States to go to

the French king at Ghent, and to concert the terms of a general
treaty, as well as procure a present truce for s_x weeks. The terms

agreed on were much worse for the Spaniards, than those which

had been planned by the king and the prince of Orange. Six towns,
some of them of no great importance, were to be restored to them:

But Ypres, CondO, Valenciennes, and Tournay, in which consisted

the chief strength of their fronner, were to remain with France

Great murmurs arose in England when it was known, that
Flanders was to be left in so defenceless a condlnon. The chief

complaints were levelled against the king, who, by his concurrence

at first, by his favour afterwards, and by his delays at last, had

raised the power of France to such an enormous height, that It

threatened the general hbertms of Europe. Charles, uneasy under

these imputanons, dreading the consequence of losing the affec-

tions of his subjects, and perhaps disgusted with the secret article

proposed by France, began to wish heartily for war, which, he

hoped, would have restored him to his ancient popularity.

An opportunity unexpectedly offered itself for his displaying

these new disposinons. While the ministers at Nimeguen were

concerting the terms of a general treaty, the marquis de Balbaces,
the Spamsh ambassador, asked the ambassadors of France, at what

time France intended to restore the six towns m Flanders. They

made no difficulty in declaring, that the king, their master, being

obliged to see an ennre restitution made to the Swedes of all they
had lost in the war, could not evacuate these towns till that crown

had received satisfaction; and that this detention of places was the

only means to induce the powers of the north to accept of the

peace.

The States immediately gave the king intelligence of a pre-

tension, which might be attended with such dangerous con-

sequences. The king was both surprised and angry. He immedi-

ately dispatched Temple to concert with the States vigorous
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measures for opposing France. Temple in six days concluded a

treaty, by which Lewis was obliged to declare within sixteen days x6thJuly

after the date, that he would presently evacuate the towns: And an

case of his refusal, Holland was bound to continue the war, and

England to declare ammediately against France, in conjunction

with the whole confederacy.

All these warlike measures were so 111seconded by the parlia-

ment, where even the French ministers were suspected, with rea-

son, _ of carrying on some intrigues, that the commons renewed

their former jealousies against the king, and voted the army imme-

x Sir John Dalrymple, in his Appendix, has given us, from Banllon's dis-
patches In the Secretary's office at Paris, a more particular detail of these
intrigues The) were carried on with lord Russel. lord Holhs. lord Berk-
shire, the duke of Buckingham, Algernon Sydney, Montague. Bulstrode,
col Titus, sir Edward Harley, sir John Baber. sir Roger Hill, Boscauen.

L_ttleton, Powle, Harbord, Hambden, sir Thomas Armstrong, Hotham,
Herbert, and some others of less note. Of these, lord Russel and lord Holhs

alone refused to touch an) French money: All the others received presents
or bribes from Barillon But we are to remark, that the part) _iews of these
men, and their well-founded jealousies of the king and duke, engaged
them, independently of the mone'_, into the same measures that were
suggested to them by the French ambassador The intrigues of France,
therefore, with the parhament were a mighty small engine m the pohtical
machine Those with the king, u hlch have always been known, were of
mfimtely greater consequence The sums distributed to all these men,
excepting Montague, did not exceed 16,000 pounds m three _'ears, and
therefore could have little weight In the two houses, especially uhen op-
posed to the influence of the crown Accordlngl_ we find. m all Banllon's
dispatches, a great anxiety that the parliament should never be assembled
The conduct of these English patriots was more mean than criminal, and
monsieur Courten says, that two hundred thousand hvres employed by the
Spaniards and Germans, would have more influence than two millions
dlsmbuted by France. See SlrJ Dalrymple's App p 111 It is amusing to
observe the general, and I may say national, rage excited bv the late discov-
ery of this secret negotiation, chiefly on account of Algernon Sydney,
whom the bhnd prejudices of party had exalted into a hero His ingratitude
and breach of faith, m applying for the king's pardon, and immediately on
his return entering into cabals for rebellion, form a conduct much more
criminal than the taking of French gold' Yet the former circumstance was
always known, and always disregarded. But every thing connected wath
France is supposed, in England, to be polluted beyond all possablhty of
expiation Even lord Russel, whose conduct m this negotiation was only
factious, and that in an ordinary degree, IS imagined to be dishonoured by
the same discovery.
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diately to be disbanded. The king by a message represented the

danger of disarming before peace were finally concluded; and he
recommended to their consideration, whether he could honour-

ably recal his forces from those towns m Flanders, which were put
under his protecnon, and which had at present no other means of

defence. The commons agreed to prolong the term with regard to

these forces. Every thing indeed in Europe bore the appearance of
war. France had positively declared, that she would not evacuate

the six towns before the requisite cession was made to Sweden; and

her honour seemed now engaged to support that declaration.

Spain and the Empire, disgusted with the terms of peace imposed
by Holland, saw with pleasure the prospect of a powerful support

from the new resolutions of Charles. Holland itself, encouraged by

the prince of Orange and his party, was not displeased to find, that

the war would be renewed on more equal terms. The allied army

under that prince was approaching towards Mons, then blockaded
by France. A considerable body of English under the duke of

Monmouth, was ready to join him.
Charles usually passed a great part of his nine in the women's

apartments, particularly those of the duchess of Portsmouth;

where, among other gay company, he often met with Barillon, the

French ambassador, a man of polite conversation, who was admit-

ted into all the amusements of that inglorious, but agreeable mon-

arch. It was the charms of this sauntering, easy life, which, during
his later years, attached Charles to his mistresses. By the insin-
uations of Barfllon and the duchess of Portsmouth, an order was,

in an unguarded hour, procured, which instantly changed the face

of affaws m Europe. One du Cros, a French fugitive monk, was

sent to Temple, directing him to apply to the Swedish ambassador,

and persuade him not to insist on the conditions required by

France, but to sacrifice to general peace those interests of Sweden.

Du Cros, who had secretly recewed instructions from Barillon,

published every where in Holland the commission with which he
was intrusted; and all men took the alarm. It was concluded, that

Charles's sudden alacrity for war was as suddenly extingmshed,
and that no steady measures could ever be taken with England.

The king afterwards, when he saw Temple, treated this important

matter in raillery; and said laughing, that the rogue du Cros had
outwitted them all.
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The negotiations however at Nlmeguen still continued; and the

French ambassadors spun out the time, till the morning of the
critical day, which, by the late treaty between England and Hol-

land, was to determine, whether a sudden peace or a long war were

to have place in Christendom. The French ambassadors came then

to Van Beverning, and told him, that they had received orders to

consent to the evacuation of the towns, and lmmedmtely to con-

clude and s_gn the peace. Van Bevernmg m_ght have refused com-

pliance, because it was now impossible to procure the consent and i_t

concurrence of Spare; but he had entertained so just an Mea of the August

fluctuations in the Enghsh counsels, and was so much alarmed by

the late commission g_ven to du Cros, that he deemed it fortunate

for the repubhc to finish on any terms a dangerous war, where they

were hkely to be very ill supported. The papers were instantly

drawn, and s_gned by the ministers of France and Holland between

eleven and twelve o'clock at mght. By this treaty, France secured

the possession of Franchecomt+, together with Cambray, Mre, St.

Omers, Valenciennes, Tournay, Ypres, Bouchame, Cassel, &c.

and restored to Spain only Charleroi, Courtral, Oudenard, Aeth,

Ghent, and Limbourg.

Next day Temple received an express from England, which

brought the ratifications of the treaty lately concluded with the

States, together with orders immediately to proceed to the ex-

change of them. Charles was now returned to his former mchna-
tions for war w_th France.

Van Bevernlng was loudly exclaimed against by the ambassa-

dors of the allies at Nlmeguen, especially those of Brandenburg

and Denmark, whose masters were obliged by the treaty to restore

all their acquisitions. The mlmsters of Spain and the emperor were
sullen and disgusted; and all men hoped, that the States, xm-

portuned and encouraged by continual solicitations from Eng-
land, would disavow their ambassador, and renew the war. The

prince of Orange even took an extraordinary step, m order to

engage them to that measure; or perhaps to g_ve vent to his own

spleen and resentment. The day after signing the peace at Nim-
eguen, he attacked the French army at St. Dennis near Mons; and

gained some advantage over Luxembourg, who rested secure on

the faith of the treaty, and concluded the war to be finished. The

prince knew, at least had reason to believe, that the peace was
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signed, though it had not been formally notified to him; and he

here sacrificed wantonly, without a proper motwe, the lives of

many brave men on both sides, who fell m this sharp and well
contested action.

Hyde was sent over with a view of persuading the States to

disavow Van Bevernmg; and the king promised, that England, if

she might depend on Holland, would immediately declare war,

and would pursue it, till France were reduced to reasonable condi-

nons. Charles at present went farther than words. He hurrmd on

the embarkanon of his army for Flanders; and all his preparanons

wore a hostile appearance. But the States had been too often de-

ceived to trust h_m any longer. They ranfied the treaty s_gned at

Nlmeguen; and all the other powers of Europe were at last, after
much clamour and many disgusts, obliged to accept of the terms

prescribed to them.

Peace oJ Lewis had now reached the height of that glory, which ambinon

Ntmeguen can afford. His mimsters and negonators appeared as much supe-

rior to those of all Europe m the cabinet, as his generals and armies
had been experienced in the field. A successful war had been

carried on against an alhance, composed of the greatest potentates

m Europe. Considerable conquests had been made, and his tern-

tones enlarged on every sMe. An advantageous peace was at last

concluded, where he had given the law. The allies were so enraged
against each other, that they were not hkely to cement soon m any

new confederacy. And thus he had, during some years, a real

prospect of attaining the monarchy of Europe, and of exceeding

the empire of Charlemagne, perhaps equalling that of ancient

Rome. Had England continued much longer in the same condi-

tion, and under the same government, it _s not easy to conceive,

that he could have failed of his purpose.

In proportion as these circumstances exalted the French, they

excited lndignanon among the English, whose ammosity, rouzed

by terror, mounted to a great height against that rival nation.

Instead of taking the lead in the affairs of Europe, Charles, they

thought, had, contrary to h_s own honour and interest, acted a part

entirely subservient to the common enemy; and in all his measures

had either no project at all, or such as was highly criminal and

dangerous. While Spain, Holland, the emperor, the princes of

Germany called aloud on England to lead them to victory and to
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liberty, and conspired to raise her to a station more glorious than

she had ever before attained; her king, from mean pecuniary mo-
tives, had secretly sold his alliance to Lewis, and was bribed Into an

interest contrary to that of his people. His active schemes in con-

junction with France were highly pernicious, his neutrality was

equally ignominious; and the jealous, refractor)' behaviour of the

parhament, though in itself dangerous, was the only remedy for so
many greater ills, with which the public, from the misguided coun-

sels of the king, was so nearly threatened. Such were the disposi-

tions of men's minds at the conclusion of the peace of Nlmeguen:

And these dispositions naturally prepared the way for the e_ents
which followed.

We must now return to the affairs of Scotland, which we left in State oj

some disorder, after the suppression of the insurrection in 1666 affazr._ m

The king, who at that time endeavoured to render hnnself popular Scotlar_d

m England, adopted hke measures m Scotland; and he entrusted

the government into the hands chiefly of Tweddale, and Sir

Robert Murray, men of prudence and moderation. These minis-

ters made it their principal object to compose the rehglous differ-

ences, which ran high, and for which scarcely an)' modern nation

but the Dutch, had as yet found the proper remedy As rigour and

restraint had failed of success in Scotland, a scheme ofcomprehen-

szon was tried; by which it was intended to diminish greatly the

authority of bishops, to abolish their negative voice in the ec-
clesiastical courts, and to leave them little more than the right of

precedency among the presbyters. But the presbyterian zealots

entertained great jealousy against this scheme. They remembered,

that, by such gradual steps, king James had endeavoured to intro-

duce episcopacy. Should the ears and eyes of men be once recon-

ciled to the name and habit of bishops, the whole power of the
function, they dreaded, would soon follow: The least commu-

nication with unlawful and antichristian institutions they esteemed

dangerous and criminal: Touch not, taste not, handle not, this cry

went out amongst them: And the king's ministers at last perceived,

that they should prostitute the dignity of government, by making
advances, to which the malcontents were determined not to corre-

spond.

The next project adopted was that of zndulgence. In prosecution
of this scheme, the most popular of the expelled preachers, with-
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out requiring any terms of submission to the established religion,

were settled m vacant churches; and small salaries of about twenty

pounds a-),eaI were offered to the rest, till they should otherwise

be provided for These last refused the king's bounty, which they
considered as the wages of a criminal silence. Even the former soon

repented their compliance. The people, who had been accustomed

to hear them rail against their superiors, and preach to the times,

as they termed it, deemed their sermons languid and spiritless,
when deprived of these ornaments. Their usual gifts, they

thought, had left them, on account of their submission, which was

stigmatized as erastlanlsm. They gave them the appellation, not of

ministers of Christ, but of the kzng's curates: as the clergy of the

established church were commonly denominated the bzshop's cu-
rates. The preachers themselves returned in a little time to their

former practices, by which they hoped to regain their former do-

minion over the minds of men. The conventicles multiplied daily in

the west: The clergy of the established church were insulted: The

laws were neglected: The covenanters even met daily in arms at

their places of worshxp: And though they usually dispersed them-
selves after divine service, yet the government took a just alarm at

seeing men, who were so entirely governed by their seditious

teachers, dare to set authority at defiance, and during a time of full

peace, to put themselves in a military posture.

There was here, it is apparent, in the political body, a disease

dangerous and inveterate: and the government had tried every
remedy, but the true one, to allay and correct it. An unlimited

toleratzon, after sects have diffused themselves and are strongly

rooted, is the only expedient, which can allay their fervour, and

make the civil union acquire a superiority above religious dis-
tractions. But as the operations of this regimen are commonly

gradual, and at first imperceptible, vulgar politicians are apt, for

that reason, to have recourse to more hasty and more dangerous
remedies. It is observable too, that these non-conformists in Scot-

land neither offered nor demanded toleration; but laid claim to an

entire superiority, and to the exercise of extreme rigour against

their adversaries. The covenant, which they Idolized, was a

persecuting, as well as a seditious band of confederacy; and the

government, instead of treating them like madmen, who should be

soothed, and flattered, and deceived into tranquillity, thought
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themselves lntitled to a rigid obedience, and were too apt, from a

mistaken policy, to retaliate upon the dissenters, who had erred

from the sprat of enthusiasm.
Amidst these disturbances, a new parliament was assembled at

Edinburgh; _ and Lauderdale was sent down commissioner. The

zealous presbyterians, who were the chief patrons of liberty, were

too obnoxious to resist, with any success, the measures of govern-

ment; and in parhament the tide still ran strongly m favour of

monarchy. The commissioner had such influence as to get two acts

passed, which were of great consequence to the ecclesiastical and

civil liberties of the kingdom By the one, it was declared, that the

settling of all things with regard to the external government of the

church was a right of the crown: That whatever related to ec-

clesiastical meetings, matters, and persons, was to be ordered, ac-

cording to such directions as the king should send to his privy

council: And that these, being pubhshed by them, should have the

force of laws. The other act regarded the mihtla, which the king by

his own authority had two years before established, instead of the

army which was disbanded. By this act, the militia was settled, to
the number of _,ooo men, who were to be constantly armed, and

regularly disciplined. And it was farther enacted, that these troops

should be held in readiness to march into England, Ireland, or any

part of the king's dominions, for any cause m which his majesty's

authority, power, or greatness was concerned; on recewmg orders,
not from the king himself, but from the privy council of Scotland.

Lauderdale boasted extremely of his services in procuring

these two laws. The king by the former was rendered absolute

master of the church, and might legally, by his edict, re-estabhsh,

If he thought proper, the catholic religion m Scotland. By the latter
he saw a powerful force ready at his call: He had even the advan-

tage of being able to disguise his orders under the name of the

privy council; and in case of failure m his enterprlzes, could, by

such a pretence, apologize for his conduct to the parliament of

England. But in proportton as these laws were agreeable to the

king, they gave alarm to the English commons, and were the chief
cause of the redoubled attacks, which they made upon Lauderdale.

These attacks, however, served only to fortify him in his interest

}' 19th of October, 1669.
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with the king; and though it is probable, that the militia of Scot-

land, during the divided state of that kingdom, would, if matters

had come to extremities, have been of httle service against Eng-

land; yet did Charles regard the credit of it as a considerable

support to his authority: And Lauderdale, by degrees, became the

prime or rather sole minister for Scotland. The natural indolence

of the king disposed him to place entire confidence m a man, who

had so far extended the royal prerogative, and who was still dis-

posed to render it absolutely uncontroulable.

In a subsequent session of the same parliament,: a severe law

was enacted against convenncles. Ruinous fines were imposed

both on the preachers and hearers, even ff the meetings had been

in houses; but field conventicles were subjected to the penalty of

death and confiscation of goods: Four hundred marks Scotch were
offered as a reward to those who should seize the cruninals; and

they were indemnified for any slaughter, which they might com-

mit in the execution of such an undertaking. And as it was found

difficult to get evidence against these conventicles, however nu-

merous, it was enacted by another law, that, whoever, being re-
qmred by the council, refused to glve reformation upon oath,

should be punished by arbitrary fines, by imprisonment, or by

banishment to the plantations. Thus all persecution naturally, or

rather necessarily, adopts the inlqmtles, as well as rigours, of the

inquxsation. What a considerable part of the society consider as
their duty and honour, and even many of the opposite party are

apt to regard w_th compassion and indulgence, can by no other

expedient be subjected to such severe penalties as the natural

sentiments of mankind appropriate only to the greatest crimes.

Though Lauderdale found this ready compliance in the parlia-

ment, a party was formed against him, of which duke Hamilton
was the head. This nobleman, with Tweddale, and others, went to

London, and applied to the king, who, during the present depres-

sion and insignificance of parliament, was alone able to correct the

abuses of Lauderdale's administration. But even their complaints

to him might be dangerous; and all approaches of truth to the
throne were barred by the ridiculous law against leasing-making;

a law, which seems to have been extorted by the ancient nobles, in

_8th of July, x67o.
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order to protect their own tyranny, oppression, and injustice.

Great precaunons, therefore, were used by the Scotnsh mal-

contents in their representations to the king; but no redress was
obtained. Charles loaded them with caresses, and continued Lau-

derdale in his authority.

A very bad, at least a severe use was made of this authority. The

privy council dispossessed twelve gentlemen or noblemen of their

houses, a which were converted into so many garrisons, established

for the suppression of conventicles. The nation, it was pretended,

was really, on account of these religious assembhes, m a state of

war; and by the ancient law, the king, in such an emergence, was

empowered to place a garrison in any house, where he should

judge it expedient.

It were endless to recount every act of violence and arbitrary
authority exercised during Lauderdale's administration. All the

lawyers were put from the bar, nay, banished by the king's order

twelve miles from the capital, and by that means the whole justice

of the kingdom _vas suspended for a year; till these lawyers were

brought to declare it as their opinion, that all appeals to parliament
were illegal. A letter was procured from the king, for expelling

twelve of the chief magistrates of Edinburgh, and declaring them

incapable of all public office; though their only crime had been

their want of compliance with Lauderdale. The burroughs of Scot-

land have a privilege of meeting once a-year by their deputies m

order to consider the state of trade, and make bye laws for its

regulation: In this convention a petition was voted, complaining of

some late acts, which obstructed commerce, and praying the king,

that he would impower his commissxoner, m the next session of

parliament, to give his assent for repeahng them. For this pre-

sumption, as it was called, several of the members were fined and

Imprisoned. One More, a member of parhament, having moved in

the house, that, in imitation of the English parliament, no bill

should pass except after three readings, he was, for this pretended

offence, immediately sent to prison by the commissioner.

The private deportment of Lauderdale was as insolent and

provoking as his public administration was violent and tyrannical.
Justice likewise was universally perverted by faction and interest:

In 1675.
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And from the great rapacity of that duke, and still more of his

dutchess, all offices and favours were openly put to sale. No-one

was allowed to approach the throne who was not dependant on

him; and no remedy could be hoped for or obtained against his
manifold oppressions. The case of Mitchel shows, that this minis-

ter was as much destitute of truth and honour as of lenity and

justice.

Mitchel was a desperate fanatic, and had entertained a resolu-

tion of assassinating Sharpe, archbishop of St. Andrews, who, by
his former apostasy and subsequent rigour, had rendered himself

extremely odious to the covenanters. In the year 1668, Mitchel

fired a pistol at the primate, as he was sitting m his coach; but the

bishop of Orkney, stepping into the coach, happened to stretch

out his arm, which intercepted the ball, and was much shattered by

it. This happened in the principal street ot the city; but so gener-
ally was the archbishop hated, that the assassin was allowed peace-

ably to walk off; and having turned a street or two, and thrown off

a wig, which disguised him, he immediately appeared in public,

and remained altogether unsuspected. Some years after, Sharpe
remarked one, who seemed to eye him very eagerly; and being still

anxious, lest an attempt of assassination should be renewed, he

ordered the man to be seized and examined. Two loaded pistols

were found upon him; and as he was now concluded to be the

author of the former attempt, Sharpe promised, that, if he would

confess his guilt, he should be dismissed without any punishment.
Mitchel (for the conjecture was just), was so credulous as to believe

him; but was immediately produced before the council by the

faithless primate. The council, having no proof against him, but

hoping to involve the whole body of covenanters in this odious

crime, solemnly renewed the promise of pardon, if he would make

a full discovery; and it was a great disappointment to them, when

they found, upon his confession, that only one person, who was

now dead, had been acquainted with his bloody purpose. Mltchel

was then carried before a court of judicature, and required to

renew his confession; but being apprehensive, lest, tho' a pardon

for life had been promised him, other corporal punishment might
still be inflicted, he refused compliance; and was sent back to

prison. He was next examined before the council, under pretence

of his being concerned in the insurrection at Pentland: and though
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no proof appeared against him, he was put to the quesnon, and,

contrary to the most obvious principles of equity, was urged to

accuse himself. He endured the torture with singular resolution,
and continued obstinate in the denial of a crime, of which, it is

beheved, he really was not guilty. Instead of obtaining his liberty,

he was sent to the Bass, a very high rock, surrounded by the sea;

at this time converted Into a state prison, and full of the unhappy

covenanters. He there remained in great misery, loaded with

irons; till the year 1677, when it was resolved by some new exam-
ples to strike a fresh terror into the persecuted, but still obstinate

enthusmsts. Mltchel was then brought before a court of judicature,

and put upon his trial, for an attempt to assassinate an archbishop

and a privy counsellor. His former confession was pleaded against

him, and was proved by the testimony of the duke of Lauderdale,
lord commissioner, lord Hatton his brother, the earl of Rothes,

and the primate himself. Mitchel, besides maintaining that the

privy counsel was no court of judicature, and that a confession

before them was not judicial, asserted, that he had been engaged

to make that confession by a solemn promise of pardon. The four
privy counsellors denied upon oath, that any such promise had

ever been given. The prisoner then desired, that the council books

might be produced in court; and even offered a copy of that day's

proceedings to be read; but the privy counsellors maintained, that,

after they had made oath, no farther proof could be admitted, and

that the books of council contained the kmg's secrets, which were

on no account to be divulged. They were not probably aware, when

they swore, that the clerk having engrossed the promise of pardon
in the narrative of Mitchel's confession, the whole minute had

been signed by the chancellor, and that the proofs of their perjury
were by that means committed to record. Though the prisoner was
condemned, Lauderdale was still inclined to pardon him; but the

unrelenting primate rigorously insisted upon his execution, and

said, that, if assassins remained unpunished, his hfe must be ex-

posed to perpetual danger. Mitchel was accordingly executed at

Edinburgh in January 1678. Such a complication of cruelty and
treachery shews the character of those ministers, to whom the king

had, at this time, entrusted the government of Scotland.

Lauderdale's administration, besides the iniquities arising from

the violence of his temper, and the still greater iniquities insepara-
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ble from all projects of persecution, was attended with other cir-

cumstances, which engaged him in severe and arbitrary measures.

An absolute government was to be introduced, which on its com-

mencement is often most rigorous; and tyranny was still obliged,
for want of military power, to cover itself under an appearance of

law; a s_tuation which rendered it extremely aukward in its mo-

tions, and by provoking opposition, extended the violence of ItS

oppressions.
The rigours exercised against conventicles, instead of breaking

the spirit of the fanatics, had tended only. as is usual, to render
them more obstinate, to encrease the fervour of their zeal, to link

them more closely together, and to inflame them against the estab-
lished hierarchy. The commonalty, almost every where m the

south, parucularly m the western counties, frequented con-

vent_cles without reserve; and the gentry, though they themselves

commonly abstained from these illegal places of worship, conmved
at this irregularity in their inferiors. In order to interest the former

on the side of the persecutors, a bond or contract was by order of

the privy council tendered to the landlords in the west, by which
they were to engage for the good behaviour of their tenants; and

in case any tenant frequented a conventicle, the landlord was to

subject himself to the same fine as could by law be exacted from the

delinquent. It was ridiculous to give sanction to laws by voluntary

contracts: It was m_quitous to make one man answerable for the

conduct of another: It was illegal to impose such hard conditions

upon men, who had no wxse offended. For these reasons, the

greater part of the gentry refused to sign these bonds; and Lau-

derdale, enraged at this opposition, endeavoured to break their

spirit by expedients, which were still more unusual and more
arbitrary.

The law enacted against conventicles, had called them semi-

narles of rebelhon. This expression, which was nothing but a flour-

ish of rhetoric, Lauderdale and the privy council were willing to
understand in a literal sense; and because the western counties

abounded m conventicles, though otherwise in profound peace,
they pretended that these counties were in a state of actual war and

rebellion. They made therefore an agreement with some highland
chieftains to call out their clans, to the number of 8ooo men: To

these they joined the guards, and the mihtia of Angus: And they
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sent the whole to live at free quarters upon the lands of such as had

refused the bonds illegally required of them. The obnoxious

counties were the most populous and most industrious in Scotland.
The highlanders were the people the most disorderly and the least

ciwlized. It is easy to imagine the havoc and destruction which

ensued. A multitude, not accustomed to disclphne, averse to the

restraint of laws, trained up in rapine and violence, were let loose

amidst those whom they were taught to regard as enemies to their

prince and to their rehgmn. Nothing escaped their ravenous
hands: By menaces, by violence, and sometimes by tortures, men

were obliged to discover their concealed wealth. Neither age, nor

sex, nor innocence afforded protection: And the gentry, finding

that even those who had been most comphant, and who had sub-

scribed the bonds, were equally exposed to the rapacity of those
barbarians, confirmed themselves still more in the resolution of

refusing them. The voice of the nation was raised against this

enormous outrage; and after two months free quarter, the high-

landers were sent back to their hills, loaded with the spoils and
execrations of the west.

Those who had been engaged to subscribe the bonds, could

find no security but by turning out such tenants as they suspected
of an inchnatlon to conventicles, and thereby depopulating their

estates. To encrease the misery of these unhappy farmers, the

council enacted, that none should be received any where, or al-

lowed a habitation, who brought not a certificate of his conformity

from the parish-minister. That the obstinate and refractory might

not escape farther persecution, a new device was fallen upon. By
the law of Scotland, any man, who should go before a magistrate,

and swear that he thought himself in danger from another, might

obtain a writ of law-burrows, as it is called; by which the latter was

bound, under the penalty of imprisonment and outlawry, to find

security for his good behaviour Lauderdale entertained the ab-

surd nouon of making the king sue out writs of law-burrows
against his subjects. On this pretence, the refusers of the bonds

were summoned to appear before the council, and were required

to bind themselves, under the penalty of two years' rent, neither to

frequent conventicles themselves, nor allow their family and ten-

ants to be present at those unlawful assemblies. Thus chicanery

was joined to tyranny; and the majesty of the king, instead of being
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exalted, was m reality prosntuted; as if he were obliged to seek the

same security, which one neighbour might require of another.
It was an old law, but seldom executed, that a man, who was

accused of any crime, and did not appear, in order to stand his

trial, might be _ntercommuned, that is, he might be publicly out-
lawed; and whoever afterwards, either on account of business,

relation, nay chanty, had the least intercourse with him, was sub-

jected to the same penalties as could bv law be inflicted on the
criminal himself. Several writs of mtercommuning were now is-

sued against the hearers and preachers in convenncles; and by this
severe and even absurd law, crimes and guilt went on mulnplying

in a geometrical proportion. Where laws themselves are so violent,
it _s no wonder that an administration should be tyrannical.

Lest the cry of an oppressed people should reach the throne,

the council forbad, under severe penalnes, all noblemen or gentle-

men of landed property to leave the kingdom: A severe edict,

especially where the sovereign himself resided in a foreign coun-

try. Notwithstanding this act of council, Cassils first, afterwards
Hamilton and Tweddale, went to London, and laid their com-

plaints before the king. These violent proceedings of Lauderdale

were opposite to the natural temper of Charles; and he immedi-

ately issued orders for discontinuing the bonds and the writs of

law-burrows. But as he was commonly little touched with what lay

at a distance, he entertained not the proper indignation against
those who had abused his authority. Even while he retracted these

oppressive measures, he was prevailed with to avow and praise

them in a letter, which he wrote to the privy council. Th_s proof of

confidence might fortify the hands of the ministry; but the king

ran a manifest risque of losing the affections of his subjects, by not

permitting, even those who were desirous of it, to distinguish be-

tween him and their oppressors.

It Is reported, b that Charles, after a full hearing of the debates

concerning Scottish affmrs, said, "I perceive, that Lauderdale has

been guilty of many bad things against the people of Scotland; but

I cannot find, that he has acted any thing contrary to my interest."
A sentiment unworthy of a sovereign!

During the absence of Hamilton and the other discontented

b Burnet
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lords, the king allowed Lauderdale to summon a convennon of

estates at Edinburgh. This assembly, besides granting some

money, bestowed applause on all Lauderdale's administration, and

in their addresses to the kmg, expressed the highest contentment
and satisfaction. But these instances of complaisance had the con-

trary effect in England from what was expected by the contrivers
of them. All men there concluded, that in Scotland the very voice

of liberty was totally suppressed; and that, by the prevalence of
tyranny, grievances were so rlvetted, that it was become dangerous

even to mention them, or complain to the prince, who alone was

able to redress them. From the slavery of the neighbouring kmg-

dorn, they referred the arbitrary dlsposmon of the king; and from

the violence with which sovereign power was there exercised, the,,'

apprehended the miseries, which might ensue to themselves upon
their loss of liberty. If persecution, It was asked, by a protestant

church could be carried to such extremes, what might be dreaded

from the prevalence of popery, which had ever, m all ages, made
open profession of exterminating by fire and sword every opposite

sect or communion? And if the first approaches towards unlimited

authority were so tyrannical, how dismal its final establishment;

when all dread of opposition shall at last be removed by mercenary

armies, and all sense of shame by long and inveterate habit?
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•678. THE ENGLISH NATION, ever since the fatal league with France.
.Khad entertained violent jealousies against the court; and the

subsequent measures, adopted by the king, had tended more to

encrease than cure the general prejudices. Some mysterious de-
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sign was still suspected in every enterprize and professmn: Arbi-

trary power and popery were apprehended as the scope of all

projects: Each breath or rumour made the people start with anx-
iety: Their enemies, they thought, were m their very bosom, and

had gotten possession of their sovereign's confidence. While m tMs

timorous,jealous disposition, the cry ofaplot all on a sudden struck

their ears: They were wakened from their slumber; and like men

affrightened and m the dark, took every figure for a spectre The
terror of each man became the source of terror to another. And an

universal panic being diffused, reason and argument and common

sense and common humamty lost all influence over them. From

this disposinon of men's minds we are to account for the progress The

of the POPISH PLOT, and the credit given to it; an event, which Popish

would otherwise appear prodigious and altogether mexphcabte plot

On the _2th of August, one Kirby, a chemtst, accosted the king,
as he was walking in the park: "Sir," said he, "keep within the

company. Your enemies have a design upon your hfe; and vou

may be shot m this verv walk." Being asked the reason of these

strange speeches, he sa_d, that two men, called Grove and P_ck-
ermg, had engaged to shoot the king, and Sir George Wakeman.

the queen's physlcmn, to poison him. This lntelhgence, he added,

had been communicated to him by doctor Tongue; whom, if per-

mltted, he would introduce to his majesty. Tongue was a d_vlne of

the church of England; a man acnve, restless, full of projects, vold
of understanding. He brought papers to the king, which contained

reformation of a plot, and were d_gested into forty-three arucles.

The king, not having leisure to peruse them, sent them to the

treasurer, Danby, and ordered the two informers to lay the bus_-

hess before that mimster. Tongue confessed to Danby, that he

himself had not drawn the papers, that they had been secretly
thrust under his door, and that, though he suspected, he did not

certainly know, who was the author. After a few days, he returned,

and told the treasurer, that his suspicmns, he found, werejust; and

that the author of the intelligence, whom he had met twice or

thrice m the street, had acknowledged the whole matter, and had

given him a more particular account of the conspiracy, but desired,

that his name might be concealed, being apprehensive lest the

papists should murder him.

The information was renewed with regard to Grove's and Pick-
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ering's intentions of shooting the king; and Tongue even pre-

tended, that, at a particular tune, they were to set out for Windsor

with that intention, Orders were given for arresting them, as soon

as the)' should appear in that place: But though this alarm was
more than once renewed, some frivolous reasons were still found

by Tongue for their having delayed the journey. And the king

concluded, both from these evasions, and from the mysterious,

artificial manner of communicating the intelligence, that the

whole was an imposture.
Tongue came next to the treasurer, and told him, that a

pacquet of letters, written by jesuits concerned in the plot, was that

night to be put into the post-house for Windsor, directed to Ben-

nifield, a jesuit, confessor to the duke. When this intelligence was

conveyed to the king, he replied, that the pacquet mentioned had

a few hours before been brought to the duke by Bennlfield; who
said, that he suspected some bad design upon him, that the letters

seemed to contain matters of a dangerous _mport, and that he

knew them not to be the hand-writing of the persons whose names
were subscribed to them. This Incident still farther confirmed the

king m his lncreduhtv.

The matter had probably steeped for ever, had It not been for

the anxiety of the duke; who, hearing that priests and jesuits and
exen his own confessor had been accused, was desirous, that a

thorough enquiry should be made by the council Into the pre-
tended conspiracy. Kirby and Tongue were enqmred after, and

were now tound to be living in close connection with Titus Oates,

the person who was said to have conveyed the first intelligence to

Tongue. Oates affirmed, that he had fallen under suspicion with

the jesuits; that he had received three blows with a stick, and a box

on the ear from the provincial of that order, for revealing their
conspiracy; And that, over-hearing them speak of their intentions

to pumsh him more severely he had withdrawn, and concealed

himself. This man. in whose breast was lodged a secret, involving
the fate of kings and kingdoms, was allowed to remain in such

necessity, that Kirby was obliged to supply him with daily bread;

and It was a joyful surprize to him, when he heard, that the council

was at last disposed to take some notice of his intelligence. But as

he expected more encouragement from the public, than from the

king or his ministers, he thought proper, before he was presented
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to the council, to go with his two companions to Sir Edmondsbury

Godfrey, a noted and active justice of peace, and to give evidence

before him of all the articles of the conspiracy.
The wonderful mtelhgence, which Oates conveyed both to Oates)

Godfrey and the council, and afterwards to the parliament, was to na_ratrve

this purpose, c The pope, he said, on examining the matter in the

congregation de propaganda, had found himself entitled to the pos-

session of England and Ireland on account of the heresy of prince

and people, and had accordingly assumed the sovereignty of these
kingdoms. This supreme power he had thought proper to delegate

to the society of Jesuits, and de Oliva, general of that order, in

consequence of the papal grant, had exerted every act of regal

authority, and particularly had supplied, by commissions under
the seal of the society, all the chief offices, both civil and military
Lord Arundel was created chancellor, lord Powls treasurer, Sir

William Godolphm privy seal, Coleman secretary of state, Lang-

horne attorney general, lord Bellasls general of the papal army,

lord Peters heutenant general, lord Stafford pay-master; and infe-

rior commissions, signed by the provincial of the Jesuits, were
distributed all over England. All the dignmes too of the church

were filled, and many of them with Spaniards and other foreign-

ers. The provincial had held a consult of the Jesuits under his

authority; where the king, whom they opprobriously called the

Black Bastard, was solemnly tried and condemned as a heretic; and

a resolution taken to put h_m to death Father Le Shee (for so this

great plotter and informer called father la Chaise, the noted con-

fessor of the French king) had consigned in London ten thousand

pounds to be paid to any man, who should merit it by this assas-

sination. A Spanish provincial had expressed like liberality: The

prior of the Benedictines was willing to go the length of six thou-

sand: The Dominicans approved of the action; but pleaded pov-

erty. Ten thousand pounds had been offered to Sir George Wake-

man, the queen's physician, who demanded fifteen thousand, as a

reward for so great a service: His demand was complied with; and

five thousand had been paid him by advance. Lest this means
should fail, four Irish ruffians had been hired by the Jesuits, at the

rate of twenty guineas a-piece, to stab the king at Windsor; and

' Oates's narrative.
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Coleman, secretary to the late duchess of York, had given the

messenger, who carrmd them orders, a guinea to quicken his dili-

gence. Grove and P_ckering were also employed to shoot the king
with silver bullets: The former was to receive the sum of fifteen

hundred pounds; the latter, being a pious man, was to be rewarded

with thirty thousand masses, which, estimating masses at a shilling

a-piece, amounted to a hke value. PIckering would have executed

his purpose, had not the flint at one time dropped out of his pistol,
at another time the priming. Comers, the Jesuit, had bought a

knife at the price of ten shillings, which, he thought, was not dear,

considering the purpose for which he intended It, to wit, stabbing

the king. Letters of subscription were circulated among the catho-

lics all over England to raise a sum for the same purpose. No less

than fifty Jesuits had met in May last, at the White-horse tavern,

where it was unanimously agreed to put the king to death. This

synod did afterwards, for more convenience, divide themselves

into many lesser cabals or companies; and Oates was employed to

carry notes and letters from one to another, all tending to the same

end, of murtherlng the king. He even carried, from one company

to another, a paper, in which they formally expressed their resolu-

tion of executing that deed; and it was regularly subscribed by all

of them. A wager of a hundred pounds was laid, and stakes made,

that the king should eat no more Christmas pyes. In short, it was

determined, to use the expression of a Jesuit, that if he would not
become R. C. (Roman Catholic) he should no longer be C.R.

(Charles Rex). The great fire of London had been the work of the

Jesmts, who had employed eaghty or eighty-six persons for that

purpose, and had expended seven hundred fire-balls; but they had

a good return for their money; for they had been able to pilfer
goods from the fire to the amount of fourteen thousand pounds:

The Jesuits had also raised another fire on St. Margaret's Hall,

whence they had stolen goods to the value of two thousand

pounds; Another at Southwark: And it was determined in like
manner to burn all the chmf cities m England. A paper model was

already framed for the firing of London; the stations were regu-

larly marked out, where the several fires were to commence; and

the whole plan of operations was so concerted, that precaunons

were taken by the Jesuits to vary their measures, according to the

variation of the wind. Fire-balls were famlharly called among them

Teuxbury mustard pills; and were sam to contain a notable biting
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sauce. In the great fire, it had been determined to murther the

king; but he had displayed such diligence and humanity in extin-

guishing the flames, that even the Jesuits relented, and spared his
life. Besides these assassinations and fires; insurrections, rebel-

hons, and massacres were projected by that religious order in all

the three kingdoms. There were twenty thousand catholics in Lon-

don, who would rise in four-and-twenty hours or less, and Jen-

nlson, a Jesuit, said, that they mighty easily cut the throats of a
hundred thousand protestants. Eight thousand catholics had

agreed to take arms in Scotland. Ormond was to be murthered

by four Jesuits; a general massacre of the Irish protestants was

concerted; and forty thousand black bills were already provided
for that purpose. Coleman had remitted two hundred thousand

pounds to promote the rebelhon m Ireland: and the French king

was to land a great army in that island. Poole, who wrote the

Synopsis, was particularly marked out for assassination; as was also

Dr. Stilhngfleet, a controversial writer against the papists. Burnet

tells us, that Oates paid him the same compliment. After all this
havoc, the crown was to be offered to the duke, but on the follow-

lng conditions; that he recewe it as gift from the pope; that he

confirm all the papal commissions for offices and employments;

that he ratify all past transactions, by pardoning the incendiaries,

and the murderers of his brother and of the people; and that he

consent to the utter extirpation of the protestant religion. If he
refuse these condltJons, he himself was immediately to be poisoned

or assassinated. To pot James must go; accordmg to the expression

ascribed by Oates to the Jesuits.

Oates, the informer of this dreadful plot, was himself the most And

infamous of mankind. He was the son of an anabaptist preacher, characte7

chaplain to colonel Pride; but having taken orders in the church,
he had been settled in a small hving by the duke of Norfolk. He had

been indicted for perjury; and by some means had escaped. He was
afterwards a chaplain on board the fleet; whence he had been

dismissed on complaint of some unnatural practices, not fit to be
named. He then became a convert to the catholics; but he after-

wards boasted, that his conversion was a mere pretence, in order

to get into their secrets and to betray them/He was sent over to the

Jesuits' college at St. Omers, and though above thirty years of age,

d Burnet, Echard, North, L'Estrange, &c
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he there lived some time among the students. He was dispatched

on an errand to Spain; and thence returned to St. Omers; where

the Jesuits, heartily tired of their convert, at last dismissed him
from their seminary. It is likely, that, from resentment of this

usage, as well as from want and Indigence, he was induced, in

combination with Tongue, to contrive that plot, of which he ac-
cused the catholics.

This abandoned man, when examined before the council, be-

trayed his impostures in such a manner, as would have utterly

discredited the most consistent story, and the most reputable evi-

dence. While in Spain, he had been carried, he said, to Don John,

who promised great assistance to the execution of the cathohc

designs. The king asked him, what sort of a man Don John was: He

answered, a tall lean man; directly contrary to truth, as the king
well knew. _ He totally mistook the situation of the Jesuits' college

at Paris. I Though he pretended great intimacies with Coleman, he

knew him not, when placed very near him; and had no other

excuse than that his sight was bad in candle-hght, g He fell into like

mistakes with regard to Wakeman.

Notwithstanding these objections, great attention was paM to

Oates's evidence, and the plot became very soon the subject of

conversation, and even the object of terror to the people. The

violent animosity, which had been excited against the catholics in

general, made the public swallow the grossest absurdities when

they accompanied an accusation of those religlonlsts. And the
more diabohcal any contrivance appeared, the better it suited the

tremendous idea entertained of a Jesuit. Danby hkewise, who

stood in opposition to the French and catholic interest at court, was

willing to encourage every story, which might serve to discredit

that party. By his suggestion, when a warrant was signed for ar-

resting Coleman, there was inserted a clause for seizing his papers;

a circumstance attended with the most _mportant consequences.
Coleman's Coleman, partly on his own account, partly by orders from the

letters duke, had been engaged in a correspondence with father la Chaise,
with the pope's nuncio at Brussels, and with other cathohcs

abroad; and being himself a fiery zealot, busy and sanguine, the

expressions in his letters often betrayed great violence and indis-

e Burnet, North f North. g Burnet, North, Trials
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cretlon. His correspondence, during the years 1674, 1675, and

part of 1676, was seized, and contained many extraordinary pas-

sages. In particular he said to la Chaise, "We have here a mighty
work upon our hands, no less than the conversion of three king-

doms, and by that perhaps the utter subduing of a pestilent heresy,

which has a long time domineered over a great part of this north-
ern world. There were never such hopes of success, since the days

of queen Mary, as now in our days God has given us a prince,"
meaning the duke, "who is become (may I say a miracle) zealous of

being the author and Instrument of so glorious a work; but the

opposition we are sure to meet with IS also like to be great: So that

it imports us to get all the aid and assistance we can." In another

letter he said, "I can scarce believe myself awake, or the thing real,

when I think of a prince in such an age as we live in. converted to

such a degree of zeal and piety, as not to regard any thing in the

world in comparison of God Almighty's glory, the salvation of his

own soul, and the conversion of our poor kingdom." In other

passages the interests of the crown of England, those of the French

king, and those of the catholic religion are spoken of as Insepara-
ble. The duke IS also said to have connected his interests un-

alterably with those of Lewis. The king himself, he affirms, is

always inchned to favour the cathohcs, when he may do it without

hazard "Money," Coleman adds, "cannot fall of persuading the

king to any thing. There is nothing it cannot make him do, were

it ever so much to his prejudice. It has such an absolute power over

him, that he cannot resist it. Logic, built upon money, has in our

court more powerful charms than any other sort of argument."

For these reasons, he proposed to father la Chaise, that the French

king should remit the sum of 30o,ooo pounds, on condition that

the parliament be dissolved; a measure, to which, he affirmed, the

king was, of himself, sufficiently inclined, were it not for his hopes

of obtaining money from that assembly. The parliament, he said,

had already constrained the king to make peace with Holland,

contrary to the interests of the catholic religion, and of his most

christian majesty: And If they should meet again, they would
surely engage him farther, even to the making of war against

France. It appears also from the same letters, that the assembling

of the parliament so late as April in the year 1675, had been

procured by the intrigues of the catholic and French party, who
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thereby intended to show the Dutch and their confederates, that

they could expect no assistance from England.

When the contents of these letters were publicly known, they
diffused the panic, with which the nation began already to be

seized on account of the popish plot. Men reasoned more from

their fears and their passions than from the evidence before them.

It is certain, that the restless and enterprizmg spxrit of the cathohc

church, particularly of the Jesmts, merits attennon, and is, in some

degree, dangerous to every other commumon. Such zeal of pros-
elytism actuates that sect, that its missionaries have penetrated into

every nanon of the globe; and, m one sense, there is apopzsh plot

perpetually carrying on against all states, protestant, pagan, and

mahometan. It IS likewise very probable, that the conversion of the

duke, and the favour of the king had inspired the catholic priests
with new hopes of recovering m these islands their lost dominion,

and gave fresh v_gour to that intemperate zeal, by which they are

commonly actuated Their first mm was to obtain a toleration; and

such was the evidence, they believed, of their theological tenets,

that, could they but procure entire hberty, they must infallibly m

ume open the eyes of the people. After they had converted consid-

erable numbers, they might be enabled, they hoped, to reinstate
themselves in full authority, and entirely to suppress that heresy,

with which the kingdom had so long been infected. Though these

dangers to the protestant rehgion were d_stant, It was justly the
object of great concern to find, that the heir of the crown was so

blinded with bigotry, and so deeply engaged in foreign interests;

and that the king h_mself had been prevailed on, from low inter-

ests, to hearken to his dangerous msinuanons. Very bad con-

sequences might ensue from such perverse habits and attach-

ments; nor could the nation and parhament guard against them
with too anxious a precaution. But that the Roman pontiff could

hope to assume the sovereignty of these kingdoms; a project,

which, even during the darkness of the eleventh and twelfth centu-

ries, would have appeared chimerical: That he should delegate

this authority to the Jesuits; that order in the Romish church,

which was the most hated: That a massacre could be attempted of
the protestants, who surpassed the catholics a hundred fold, and

were invested with the whole authority of the state: That the king

himself was to be assassinated, and even the duke, the only support
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of their party: These were such absurdities as no human testimony

was sufficient to prove; much less the evidence of one man, who

was noted for infamy, and who could not keep himself, every
moment, from falling Into the grossest inconsistencies. Did such

Intelligence deserve even so much attention as to be refuted, it

would appear, that Coleman's letters were sufficient alone to de-

stroy all its credit. For how could so long a train of correspondence

be carried on, by a man so much trusted by the party; and yet no

traces of insurrections, If really intended, of fires, massacres, assas-
sinations, invasions, be ever discovered in any single passage of

these letters? But all such reflections, and many more, equally

obvious, were vainly employed against that general prepossession,

with which the nation was seized. Oates's plot and Coleman's were

universally confounded together: And the evidence of the latter

being unquestionable, the belief of the former, aided by the pas-
sions of hatred and of terror, took possession of the whole people

There was danger, however, lest time might open the eyes of x7th

the public; when the murther of Godfrey completed the general Octob

delusion, and rendered the prejudices of the nation absolutely Godfre_"smurther
incurable. This magistrate had been missing some days; and after
much search, and many surmises, his body was found lying in a

ditch at Primrose-hill: The marks of strangling were thought to

appear about his neck, and some contusions on his breast: His own
sword was sticking in the body; but as no considerable quantity of

blood ensued on drawing it, it was concluded, that it had been
thrust in after his death, and that he had not killed himself. He had

rings on his fingers and money in his pocket: It was therefore
inferred, that he had not fallen into the hands of robbers. Without

farther reasoning, the cry rose, that he had been assassinated by

the papists, on account of his taking Oates's evidence. This clam-

our was quickly propagated, and met with universal belief. The

panic spread itself on every side with infinite rapidity; and all men,

astonished with fear, and animated with rage, saw in Godfrey's fate

all the horrible designs ascribed to the Catholics; and no farther

doubt remained of Oates's veracity. The voice of the nation united

against that hated sect; and notwithstanding that the bloody con-

spiracy was supposed to be now detected, men could scarcely be General
persuaded, that their hves were yet in safety. Each hour teemed conster-
w_th new rumours and surmizes. Invasions from abroad, insur- nat_on
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rections at home, even private murthers and poisomngs were ap-
prehended. To deny the reality of the plot was to be an accomplice:

To hesitate was criminal: Royalist, Republican; Churchman, Sec-

tary; Courtier, Patriot; all parties concurred in the illusion. The

city prepared for its defence, as if the enemy were at its gates: The

chains and posts were put up: And it was a noted saying at that

time of Sir Thomas Player, the chamberlain, that, were it not for

these precautions, all the citizens might rise next morning with
their throats cut h

In order to propagate the popular frenzy, several artifices were

employed. The dead body of Godfrey was carried into the city,
attended by vast multitudes. It was publicly exposed in the streets,

and viewed by all ranks of men; and every one, who saw it, went

away inflamed, as well by the mutual contagion of sennments, as
by the dismal spectacle itself. The funeral pomp was celebrated

with great parade. The corpse was conducted through the chief

streets of the city: Seventy-two clergymen marched before: Above

a thousand persons of distinction followed after: And at the

funeral-sermon, two able-bodied divines mounted the pulpit, and

stood on each side of the preacher, lest, in paying the last duties to

this unhappy magistrate, he should, before the whole people, be

murthered by the Papists.'

In this dtsposlnon of the nation, reason could no more be heard

than a whisper in the midst of the most violent hurricane. Even at

present, Godfrey's murther can scarcely, upon any system, be ra-
tionally accounted for. That he was assassinated by the Catholics,

seems utterly improbable. These religlonists could not be engaged
to commit that crime from poficy, m order to deter other magis-

trates from acting against them. Godfrey's fate was no wise capable

of producing that effect, unless it were publicly known, that the
Catholics were his murtherers; an opinion, which, it was easy to

foresee, must prove the ruin of their party. Besides, how many

magistrates, during more than a century, had acted in the most

violent manner against the Catholics, without its being ever sus-
pected, that any one had been cut off by assassinanon? Suchjeal-

ous nines as the present were surely ill fitted for beginning these
dangerous experiments. Shall we therefore say, that the Catholics

h North, p. 9o6 ' North, p. _o5.
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were pushed on, not by policy, but by bhnd revenge against God-

frey? But Godfrey had given them little or no occasion of offence

in taking Oates's evidence. His part was merely an act of form,

belonging to his office; nor could he, or any man In his station,

possibly refuse it. In the rest of his conduct, he lived on good terms
with the Cathohcs, and was far from distinguishing himself by his

severity against that sect. It is even certain, that he had contracted
an intimacy with Coleman, and took care to inform his friend of

the danger, to which, by reason of Oates's evidence, he was at
present exposed.

There are some writers, who, finding it impossible to account

for Godfrey's murther by the machinations of the Catholics, have

recourse to the opposite supposition. They lay hold of that obvious

presumption, that those commit the crime who reap advantage by

it; and they affirm that it was Shaftesbury and the heads of the

popular party, who perpetrated that deed, in order to throw the

odium of it on the Papists. If this supposition be received, it must

also be admitted, that the whole plot was the contrivance of those

politicians; and that Oates acted altogether under their direction.

But it appears, that Oates, dreading probably the opposition of

powerful enemies, had very anxiously acquitted the duke, Danby,
Ormond, and all the ministry; persons who were certainly the most

obnoxmus to the popular leaders. Besides, the whole texture of the

plot contains such low absurdity, that It is impossible to have been
the invention of any man of sense or education. It is true, the more

monstrous and horrible the conspiracy, the better was it fitted to

terrify, and thence to convince, the populace. But this effect, we

may safely say, no one could before-hand have expected; and a

fool was in this case more likely to succeed than a wise man. Had

Shaftesbury laid the plan of a popish conspiracy, he had probably
rendered it moderate, consistent, credible; and on that very ac-

count had never met with the prodigious success, with which
Oates's tremendous fictions were attended.

We must, therefore be contented to remain for ever ignorant of

the actors in Godfrey's murther; and only pronounce in general,
that that event, in all likelihood, had no connexion, one way or

other, with the popish plot. Any man, especially so active a magis-
trate as Godfrey, might, in such a city as London, have many

enemies, of whom his friends and family had no suspicion. He was
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a melancholy man; and there is some reason, notwithstanding the

pretended appearances to the contrary, to suspect that he fell by

his own hands. The affair was never examined with tranquillity, or

even with common sense, during the time; and it is impossible for

us, at this distance, certainly to account for it.

No one doubted but the papists had assassinated Godfrey; but

still the particular actors were unknown. A proclamation was is-

sued by the king, offering a pardon and a reward of five hundred

pounds to any one who should discover them. As it was afterwards

surmlzed, that the terror of a like assassination would prevent

discovery, a new proclamation was issued, promising absolute pro-

tectlon to any one who should reveal the secret. Thus were indem-

nity, money, and security offered to the fmrest bidder: And no one

needed to fear, during the present fury of the people, that his
evidence would undergo too severe a scrutiny.

2ist While the nation was in this ferment, the parliament was assem-

Octob bled. In his speech the king told them, that, though they had given

The ;Oar- money for disbanding the army, k he had found Flanders so ex-hament
posed, that he had thought it necessary still to keep them on foot,
and doubted not but this measure would meet with their ap-

probation. He reformed them, that his revenue lay under great

anticipations, and at best was never equal to the constant and

necessary expence of government; as would appear from the state

of it, which he intended to lay before them. He also mentioned the

plot, formed against his life by Jesuits; but said, that he would

forbear delivering any opinion of the matter, lest he should seem

to say too much or too little; and that he would leave the scrutiny

of it entirely to the law.

The king was anxious to keep the question of the popish plot

from the parliament; where, he suspected, many designing people

would very much abuse the present credulity of the nation: But

Danby, who hated the catholics, and courted popularity, and per-

haps hoped, that the king, if his life were believed in danger from

the Jesuits, would be more cordially loved by the nation, had enter-

tained opposite designs; and the very first day of the session, he
opened the matter in the house of peers. The king was extremely

k They had granted him 6oo,ooo pounds for disbanding the army, for
reimbursing the charges of his naval armament, and for paying the princess
of Orange's portmn.
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displeased with this temerity, and told his minister, "Though you

do not believe it, you will find, that you have given the parliament

a handle to ruin yourself, as well as to disturb all my affairs; and
you will surely live to repent it." Danby had afterwards sufficient

reason to applaud the sagacity of his master.

The cry of the plot was immediately echoed from one house to Zeal of

the other. The authority of parhament gave sanction to that fury, the pa_-

with which the people were already agitated. An address was voted hament

for a solemn fast: A form of prayer was contrived for that solem-

mty; and because the popish plot had been omitted in the first

draught, it was carefully ordered to be inserted; lest ommscience

should want intelhgence, to use the words of an hlstonanJ

In order to continue and propagate the alarm, addresses were

voted for laying before the house such papers as might discover

the horrible conspiracy; for the removal of popish recusants from

London; for administering every where the oaths of allegiance and

supremacy; for denying access at court to all unknown or sus-

picious persons; and for appointing the trainbands of London and
Westminster to be in readiness. The lords Powls, Stafford, Ar-

undel, Peters, and Bellasls were committed to the Tower, and were

soon after impeached for high treason. And both houses, aftei

hearing Oates's evidence, voted, "That the lords and commons are

of opinion, that there hath been, and snll is, a damnable and

helhsh plot, contrived and carried on by the popish recusants, for

assassinating the king, for subverting the government, and for
rooting out and destroying the protestant religion."

So vehement were the houses, that they sat every day, forenoon

and afternoon, on the subject of the plot: For no other business

could be attended to. A committee of lords were appointed to

examine prisoners and witnesses: Blank warrants were put into
their hands, for the commitment of such as should be accused or

suspected. Oates, who, though his evidence were true, must, by his

own account, be regarded as an infamous villain, was by every one

applauded, caressed, and called the saviour of the nation. He was

recommended by the parhament to the King. He was lodged in

Whitehall, protected by guards, and encouraged by a pension of

12oo pounds a-year.

t North, p 2o7
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It was not long before such bountiful encouragement brought

Bedloe's forth new witnesses. William Bedloe, a man, if possible, more

nat- infamous than Oates, appeared next upon the stage. He was of
rattve

very low birth, had been noted for several cheats and even thefts,

had travelled over many parts of Europe under borrowed names,

and frequently passed himself for a man of quality, and had en-

deavoured, by a variety of lyes and contrivances, to prey upon the

ignorant and unwary, When he appeared before the council, he

gave intelhgence of Godfrey's murther only, which, he said, had

been perpetrated in Somerset-house, where the queen hved, by

papists, some of them servants in her family. He was questioned

about the plot; but utterly denied all knowledge of It, and also

asserted, that he had no acquaintance with Oates. Next day, when

examined before the committee of lords, he bethought himself
better, and was ready to give an ample account of the plot, which

he found so anxiously enquired into. This narrative he made to
tally, as well as he could, with that of Oates, which had been

published: But that he might make himself acceptable by new
matter, he added some other circumstances, and these, still more

tremendous and extraordinary He said, that ten thousand men

were to be landed from Ftanders in Burlington Bay, and immedi-

ately to seize Hull: That Jersey and Guernsey were to be surprized

by forces from Brest; and that a French Fleet was, all last summer,

hovering in the Channel for that purpose: That the lords Powis

and Peters were to form an army in Radnorshlre, to be joined by

another army, consisting of twenty or thirty thousand religious

men and pilgrims, who were to land at Milford Haven from St.

Iago in Spain: That there were forty thousand men ready in Lon-

don; besides those, who would, on the alarm, be posted at every

alehouse door, in order to kill the soldiers, as they came out of their
quarters: That lord Stafford, Coleman, and father Ireland had

money sufficient to defray the expences of all these armaments:

That he himself was to receive four thousand pounds, as one that
could murder a man; as also a commission from lord Bellasis, and

a benediction from the pope: That the king was to be assassinated;
all the protestants massacred, who would not seriously be con-

verted; the government offered to ONE, if he would consent to
hold it of the church; but if he should refuse that condition, as was

suspected, the supreme authority would be given to certain lords
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under the nomination of the pope. In a subsequent examination

before the commons, Bedloe added (for these men always brought

out their Intelligence successively and by piece-meal), that lord
Carrmgton was also in the conspiracy for raising men and money

against the government; as was likewise lord Brudenel. These

noblemen, with all the other persons menuoned by Bedloe, were

immediately committed to custody by the parliament.

It is remarkable, that the only resource of Spain, in her present
decayed condition, lay in the assistance of England; and, so far

from being in a situation to transport ten thousand men for the

invasion of that kingdom, she had solicited and obtained English

forces to be sent into the garrisons of Flanders, which were not

otherwise able to defend themselves against the French. The

French too, we may observe, were, at that very t_me, m open war

with Spain, and yet are supposed to be engaged in the same design
against England; as if religious motives were become the sole actu-

ating principle among sovereigns. But none of these circum-

stances, however obwous, were able, when set in opposition to

multiplied horrors, antipathies, and prejudices, to engage the least
attention of the populace: For such the whole nation were at this

time become. The popash plot passed for incontestible: And had

not men soon expected w_th certainty the legal pumshment of

these criminals, the catholics had been exposed to the hazard of an

universal massacre. The torrent indeed of national prejudices ran

so high, that no one, w_thout the most imminent danger, durst

venture openly to oppose it; nay, scarcely any one, without great

force of judgment, could even secretly entertain an opinion con-

trary to the prevailing sentaments. The loud and unammous voice

of a great natlon has mighty authority over weak minds; and even

later historians are so swayed by the concurring judgment of such
multitudes, that some of them have esteemed themselves suf-

ficiently moderate, when they affirmed, that many circumstances

of the plot were true, though some were added, and others much

magnified. But it is an obvious principle, that a witness, who per-
jures himself in one circumstance, is credible in none: And the

authority of the plot, even to the end of the prosecutions, stood

entirely upon witnesses. Though the catholics had been suddenly

and unexpectedly detected, at the very moment, when their con-

spiracy, it is said, was ripe for execution; no arms, no ammunition,
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no money, no commissions, no papers, no letters, after the most

rigorous search, ever were discovered, to confirm the evidence of

Oates and Bedloe. Yet still the nation, though often frustrated,

went on in the eager pursuit and confident belief of the con-
spiracy: And even the manifold inconsistencies and absurdities,

contained in the narranves, instead of discouraging them, served

only as farther incentives to discover the bottom of the plot, and

were considered as slight objections, which a more complete infor-
mation would fully remove. In all history, it will be difficult to find

such another instance of popular frenzy and bigoted delusion.

In order to support the panic among the people, especially

among the citizens of London, a pamphlet was published with this

title, "A narrative and impartial discovery of the horrid popish

plot, carried on for burning and destroying the cities of London

and Westminster with their suburbs: setting forth the several con-
sults, orders, and resolutions of the jesuits, concerning the same:

By captain William Bedloe, lately engaged in that horrid design,

and one of the popish committee for carrying on such fires." Every

fire, which had happened for several years past, is there ascribed

to the machinations of the jesuits, who purposed, as Bedloe said,
by such attempts, to find an opportumty for the general massacre

of the protestants, and in the mean time, were well pleased to

enrich themselves by pilfering goods from the fire.

The king, though he scrupled not, wherever he could speak
freely, to throw the highest ridicule on the plot, and on all who

believed it; yet found it necessary to adopt the popular opinion

before the parliament. The torrent, he saw, ran too strong to be

controuled; and he could only hope, by a seeming compliance, to

be able, after some time, to grade and direct and elude its fury. He

made therefore a speech to both houses; m which he told them,

that he would take the utmost care of his person during these times

of danger; that he was as ready as their hearts could wish, to join

with them in all means for establishing the protestant religion, not

only during his own time, but for all future ages; and that, pro-

vided the right of succession were preserved, he would consent to

any laws for restraining a popish successor: And in conclusion, he
exhorted them to think of effectual means for the conviction of

popish recusants; and he highly praised the duty and loyalty of all
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his subjects, who had discovered such anxious concern for his

safety.

These gracious expressions abated nothing of the vehemence

of parliamentary proceedings. A bill was introduced for a new test,

in which popery was denominated Idolatry; and all members, who
refused this test, were excluded from both houses. The bill passed

the commons without much opposition; but in the upper house

the duke moved, that an exception might be admitted m his fa-

vour. With great earnestness, and even with tears in his eyes, he
told them, that he was now to cast himself on their kindness, m the

greatest concern, which he could have in the world; and he pro-

tested, that, whatever his religion might be, it should only be a

private thzng between God and his own soul, and never should

appear in his public conduct. Notwithstanding this strong effort,

m so important a point, he prevailed only by two voices; a suf-
ficient indication of the general disposition of the people. "I would

not have," said a noble peer, in the debate on this bill, "so much as

a popish man or a popish woman to remain here; not so much as

a popish dog or a popish bitch; not so much as a popish cat to pur
or mew about the king." What is more extraordinary; this speech

met with praise and approbation.

Encouraged by this general fury, the witnesses went still a step

farther in their accusations; and though both Oates and Bedloe

had often declared, that there was no other person of distinction,

whom they knew to be concerned in the plot, they were now so
audacious as to accuse the queen herself of entering into the de-

sign against the life of her husband. The commons, in an address

to the king, gave countenance to this scandalous accusation; but

the lords would not be prevailed with to join in the address. It is

here, if any where, that we may suspect the suggestions of the
popular leaders to have had place. The king, it was well known,

bore no great affection to his consort; and now, more than ever,
when his brother and heir was so much hated, had reason to be

desirous of issue, which might quiet the jealous fears of his people

This very hatred, which prevailed against the duke, would much
facilitate, he knew, any expedient that could be devised for the

exclusion of that prince: and nothing farther seemed requisite for

the king, than to give way in this particular to the rage and fury of
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the nation. But Charles, notwithstanding all allurements of plea-

sure, or interest, or safety, had the generosity to protect his injured

consort. "They think," said he, "I have a mind to a new wife; but
for all that, I will not see an innocent woman abused." mHe imme-

dxately ordered Oates to be strictly confined, seized hxs papers, and

dismissed his servants; and this daring informer was obliged to

make applications to parliament, in order to recover his liberty.

During this agitation of men's minds, the parliament gave new
attention to the militia; a circumstance, which, even during times

of greatest tranquillity, can never prudently be neglected. They

passed a bill, by which it was enacted, that a regular militia should

be kept in arms, during six weeks of the year, and a third part of
them do duty every fortmght of that time. The popular leaders

probably intended to make use of the general prejudices, and even
to turn the arms of the people against the prince." But Charles
refused his assent to the bill, and told the parliament, that he

would not, were it for half an hour, part so far with the power of

the sword: But if they would contrive any other bill for ordering

the militia, and still leave it in his power to assemble or dismiss

them as he thought proper, he would willingly give it the royal
assent. The commons, dissatisfied with this negative, though the

king had never before employed that prerogative, immediately
voted that all the new-levied forces should be disbanded. They

passed a bill, granting money for that purpose; but to shew their

extreme jealousy of the crown, besides appropriating the money

by the strictest clauses, they ordered it to be paid, not into the

exchequer, but into the chamber of London. The lords demurred

with regard to so extraordinary a clause, which threw a violent
reflection on the king's mimsters, and even on himself; and by that

means the act remained m suspence.

Accusa- It was no wonder, that the present ferment and credulity of the

twn of nation engaged men of infamous character and indigent circum-

Danby. stances to become informers; when persons of rank and condition

could be tempted to give into that scandalous practice. Montague,

the king's ambassador at Paras, had procured a seat in the lower
house; and without obtaining or asking the king's leave, he sud-

denly came over to England. Charles, suspecting his intention,

m North's Examen p. 186 n Burnet, vol i p. 437.
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ordered his papers to be seized; but Montague, who foresaw this

measure, had taken care to secrete one paper, which he _mmedi-
ately laid before the house of commons. It was a letter from the

treasurer Danby, written in the beginning of the year, during the

negociations at Nimeguen for the general peace. Montague was

there directed to make a demand of money from France; or m

other words, the king was willing secretly to sell his good offices to

Lewis, contrary to the general interests of the confederates, and

even to those of his own kingdoms. The letter, among other partic-

ulars, contains these words: "In case the conditions of peace shall

be accepted, the king expects to have six millions of livres a year for

three years, from the time that this agreement shall be signed

between his majesty and the king of France; because it will proba-

bly be two or three years before the parliament will be in humour
to give him any supplies after the making of any peace with

France; and the ambassador here has always agreed to that sum;

but not for so long a time." Danby was so unwilling to engage in

this negociation, that the king, to satxsfy him, subjoined with h_s
own hand these words: "This letter is writ by my order, C. R."

Montague, who revealed this secret correspondence, had even the

baseness to sell his base treachery at a high price to the French
monarch. °

The commons were inflamed with this intelligence against

Danby; and carrying their suspicions farther than the truth, they

concluded, that the king had all along acted in concert with the
French court; and that every step, which he had taken in conjunc-

tion with the alhes, had been illusory and deceitful. Deslrous of

getting to the bottom of so important a secret, and bexng pushed

by Danby's numerous enemies, they immedmtely voted an im-

peachment of high treason against that minister, and sent up s_x Hzs _m-

articles to the house of peers These articles were, That he had peach-
ment

traiterously engrossed to himself regal power, by giving in-

structions to his majesty's ambassadors, without the participation

of the secretaries of state, or the privy-council: That he had tral-

terously endeavoured to subvert the government, and introduce

arbitrary power; and to that end, had levied and continued an

army, contrary to act of parliament: That he had traiterously en-

o Appendix to Sir John Dalrymple's Memoirs
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deavoured to alienate the affections of his majesty's subjects, by

negoclatlng a disadvantageous peace with France, and procuring

money for that purpose That he was popishly affected, and had
traiterously concealed, after he had notice, the late horrid and

bloody plot, contrived by the papists against his majesty's person

and government: That he had wasted the king's treasure: And that

he had, by indirect means, obtained several exorbitant grants from
the crown.

It is certain, that the treasurer, In giving instructions to an
ambassador, had exceeded the bounds of his office; and as the

genius of a monarchy, strictly limited, requires, that the proper

minister should be answerable for every abuse of power, the com-

mons, though they here advanced a new pretension, might justify
themselves by the utility, and even necessity of it. But in other

respects their charge against Danby was very ill grounded. That

minister made it appear to the house of lords, not only that Mon-

tague, the informer against him, had all along promoted the

money-negoclations with France, but that he himself was ever

extremely averse to the interests of that crown, which he esteemed

pernicious to his master, and to his country. The French nation, he

said, had always entertained, as he was certainly informed, the

highest contempt, both of the king's person and government. His

diligence, he added, in tracing and discovering the popish plot,

was generally known, and if he had common sense, not to say

common honesty, he would surely be anxious to preserve the life
of a master, by whom he was so much favoured. He had wasted no

treasure, because there was no treasure to waste. And though

he had reason to be grateful for the king's bounty, he had made

more moderate acquisitions than were generally imagined, and

than others In his office had often done, even during a shorter
administration.

The house of peers plainly saw, that, allowing all the charge of

the commons to be true, Danby's crime fell not under the statute

of Edward III.; and though the words, treason andtrazterously, had

been carefully inserted in several articles, this appellation could

not change the nature of things, or subject him to the penalties

annexed to that crime. They refused, therefore, to commit Danby

upon this irregular charge: The commons insisted on their de-

mand; and a great contest was likely to arise, when the king, who
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had already seen sufficient instances of the ill-humour of the par-

liament, thought proper to prorogue them. This prorogation was 3oth Dec
soon after followed by a dissolution; a desperate remedy in the D,ssolu-

present disposition of the nation. But the disease, it must be t¢ot_ oJ
the long

owned, the king had reason to esteem desperate. The utmost rage parha-
had been discovered by the commons, on account of the popish rnent

plot; and their fury began already to point against the royal family,
if not against the throne itself. The duke had been struck at in

several motions: The treasurer had been Impeached: All supply

had been refused, except on the most disagreeable conditions:

Fears, jealousies, and antipathies were every day multiplying m

parliament: And though the people were strongly infected with

the same prejudices, the king hoped, that, by dissolving the
present cabals, a set of men might be chosen, more moderate in

their persults, and less tainted with the virulence of faction.

Thus came to a period a parliament, which had Sltten during Its char-

the whole course of this reign one year excepted. Its conclusion acter

was very different from its commencement. Being elected during

the joy and festivity of the restoration, It consisted almost entirely

of royalists; who were disposed to support the crown by all thc

liberality, which the habits of that age would permit Alarmed by

the alliance with France, they gradually withdrew their confidence

from the king; and finding him still to persevere in a foreign

Interest, they proceeded to discover symptoms of the most refrac-

tory and most jealous disposition. The popish plot pushed them
beyond all bounds of moderation; and before their dissolution.

they seemed to be treading fast in the footsteps of the last long

parliament, on whose conduct they threw at first such vmlent

blame. In all their variations, they had still followed the oplmons

and prejudices of the nation; and ever seemed to be more gov-
erned by humour and party-views than by public interest, and

more by public interest than by any corrupt or private influence.
During the sitting of the parliament, and after its prorogation

and dissolution, the trials of the pretended criminals were carried
on; and the courts of judicature, places, which, if possible, ought

to be kept more pure from injustice than even national assemblies
themselves, were strongly infected with the same party rage and

bigoted prejudices. Coleman, the most obnoxious of the con- Trml of

spirators, was first brought to his trial. His letters were produced Coleman.
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against him. They contained, as he himself confessed, much indis-

cretion: But unless so far as it is illegal to be a zealous catholic, they

seemed to prove nothing criminal, much less treasonable against

him. Oates and Bedloe deposed, that he had received a commis-

sion, signed by the superior of the jesuits, to be papal secretary of

state, and had consented to the poisoning, shooting, and stabbing

of the king: He had even, according to Oates's deposition, ad-

vanced a guinea to promote those bloody purposes. These wild

stones were confounded with the projects contained in his letters;
and Coleman received sentence of death. The sentence was soon

after executed upon him? He suffered with calmness and con-

stancy, and to the last persisted in the strongest protestations of his
innocence.

Of Coleman's execution was succeeded by the trial of father Ire-
Ireland land, who, It IS pretended, had signed, together with fifty jesuits,

the great resolution of murdering the king. Grove and Pickering,
who had undertaken to shoot him, were tried at the same time.

The only witnesses against the prisoners were still Oates and Bed-
loe. Ireland affirmed, that he was in Staffordshlre all the month of

August last, a time when Oates's evidence made him in London.

He proved his assertion by good evidence, and would have proved

it by undoubted; had he not, most iniquitously, been debarred,

while in prison, from all use of pen, ink, and paper, and denied the

liberty of sending for witnesses. All these men, before their ar-

raignment, were condemned in the opinion of the judges, jury,

and spectators; and to be a jesuit, or even a catholic, was of itself

a sufficient proof of guilt. The chief justice, q in particular, gave

sanction to all the narrow prejudices and bigoted fury of the pop-

ulace. Instead of being counsel for the prisoners, as his office

required, he pleaded the cause against them, brow-beat their wit-

nesses, and on every occasion represented their guilt as certain and

uncontroverted. He even went so far as publicly to affirm, that the

papists had not the same principles which protestants have, and
therefore were not entitled to that common credence, which the

principles and practices of the latter call for. And when the jury

brought in their verdict against the prisoners, he said, "You have

done, gentlemen, like very good subjects, and very good Chris-

P 3d of December. q Sir Wilham Scroggs.
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tians, that is to say, like very good Protestants: And now much

good may their 3o,ooo masses do them." Alluding to the masses,

by which Plckerlng was to be rewarded for murdenng the king. All i679
these unhappy men went to execunon, protesting their innocence: i4th Jan

a circumstance, which made no impression on the spectators. The

opimon, that the jesuits allowed of hes and mental reservations for

promonng a good cause, was at this nine so universally received,
that no credit was given to testimony dehvered either by that order,

or by any of their disciples It was forgotten, that all the con-

splrators, engaged in the gun-powder treason, and Garnet, the

jesuit, among the rest, had freely on the scaffold made confession

of their guilt.

Though Bedloe had given reformation of Godfrey's murder,

he still remained a single evidence against the persons accused;
and all the allurements of profit and honour had not hitherto

tempted any one to confirm the testimony of that informer. At last,

means were found to compleat the legal evidence. One Prance, a
silversmith, and a cathohc, had been accused by Bedloe of being an

accomplice in the murder; and upon his denial had been thrown
into prison, loaded with heavy irons, and confined to the con-

demned hole, a place cold, dark, and full of nastiness. Such rigours

were supposed to be exercised by orders from the secret committee

of lords, particularly Shaftesbury and Buckingham; who, in exam-
ining the prisoners, usually employed (as is said, and indeed suf-

ficiently proved) threatenings and promlses, rigour and in-

dulgence, and every art, under pretence of extorting the truth

from them. Prance had not courage to resist, but confessed h_mself

an accomphce xn Godfrey's murder. Being asked concerning the

plot, he also thought proper to be acquainted with it, and conveyed

some intelligence to the council. Among other absurd c_rcum-

stances, he said that one Le Fevre bought a second-hand sword of
him; because he knew not, as he said, what txmes were at hand:

And Prance expressing some concern for poor tradesmen, If such

times came; Le Fevre rephed, that it would be better for trades-

men, if the catholic religion were restored: And particularly, that
there would be more church work for silversmiths. All this refor-

mation, with regard to the plot as well as the murder of Godfrey,

Prance solemnly retracted, both before the king and the secret

committee: But being again thrown into prison, he was induced,
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by new terrors and new sufferings, to confirm his first informa-

tion, and was now produced as a sufficient evidence

Hill, Green, and Berry were tried for Godfrey's murder; all of

them men of low stations. Hill was servant to a physician: The

other two belonged to the popish chapel at Somerset-house. It _s

needless to run over all the particulars of a long trial: It will be

sufficient to say, that Bedloe's evidence and Prance's were in many

circumstances totally lrreconclleable; that both of them laboured

under unsurmountable difficulties, not to say gross absurdities;
and that they were invalidated by contrary evidence, which is alto-

gether convincing. But all was in vain: The prisoners were con-

Feb 2_st demned and executed. They all denied their guilt at their exe-

and 28th cution; and as Berry died a protestant, this circumstance was

regarded as very considerable: But, instead of its giving some

check to the general credulity of the people, men were only sur-

prised, that a protestant could be induced at his death to persist in
so manifest a falshood.

As the army could neither be kept up, nor disbanded without

money, the king, how little hopes soever he could entertain of

New more compliance, found himself obliged to summon a new parlia-
dec- ment. The blood, already shed on account of the popish plot,

twns instead of satiating the people, served only as an incentive to their

fury; and each conviction of a criminal was hitherto regarded as a

new proof of those horrible designs, Imputed to the papists. This

election is perhaps the first in England, which, since the com-
mencement of the monarchy, had been carried on by a violent

contest between the parties, and where the court interested itself,

to a high degree, in the choice of the national representatives. But

all its efforts were fruitless, In opposition to the torrent of preju-

dices, which prevailed. Religion, liberty, property, even the lives of
men were now supposed to be at stake; and no security, it was

thought, except in a vigilant parliament, could be found against
the impious and bloody conspirators. Were there any part of the

nation, to which the ferment, occasioned by the popish plot, had

not as yet propagated itself; the new elections, by interesting the
whole people in public concerns, tended to diffuse it into the

remotest corner; and the consternation, universally excited,

proved an excellent engine for influencing the electors. All the
zealots of the former parliament were re-chosen: New ones were
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added: The presbyterians in particular, being transported with the

most inveterate antipathy against popery, were very active and

very successful in the elecnons. That party, _t is said, first began at

this time the abuse of splitting their freeholds, in order to mulnply
votes and electors. By accounts, which came from every part of

England, it was concluded, that the new representatives would, if

possible, exceed the old in their refractory opposition to the court,

and furious persecution of the catholics.

The king was alarmed, when he saw so dreadful a tempest arise
from such small and unaccountable beginnings. His life, if Oates

and Bedloe's informanon were true, had been aimed at by the

catholics: Even the duke's was in danger: The higher, therefore,

the rage mounted against popery, the more should the nation have

been reconciled to these princes, m whom, it appeared, the church

of Rome reposed no confidence. But there is a sophistry, which

attends all the passions; especmlly those into which the populace

enter. Men gave credit to the informers, so far as concerned the

guilt of the catholics: But they still retained their old suspicions,

that these rehgionists were secretly favoured by the king, and had
obtained the most entire ascendant over his brother. Charles had

too much penetration not to see the danger, to which the succes-

sion, and even his own crown and dignity, now stood exposed. A

numerous party, be found, was formed against him; on the one

hand, composed of a populace, so credulous from prejudice, so
blinded with rehgmus antipathy, as implicitly to believe the most

palpable absurdities; and conducted, on the other hand, by leaders

so little scrupulous, as to endeavour, by encouraging perjury, sub-

ornation, lyes, impostures, and even by shedding innocent blood,

to gratify their own furious ambition, and subvert all legal author-
_ty. Rouzed from his lethargy by so eminent a peril, he began to

exert that vigour of mind, of which, on great occasions, he was not

destitute; and without quitting in appearance his usual facility of

temper, he collected an Industry, firmness, and vigilance, of which

he was believed altogether incapable. These qualities, joined to

dexterity and prudence, conducted him happily through the many
shoals, which surrounded him; and he was at last able to make the

storm fall on the heads of those who had bhndly raised, or artfully
conducted it.

One chief step, which the king took, towards gratifying and
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appeasing his people and parliament, was, desiring the duke to

withdraw beyond sea, that no farther suspicion might remain of

the influence of popish counsels. The duke readily complied; but

first required an order for that purpose, signed by the king; lest his

absenting himself should be interpreted as a proof of fear or of
gmlt. He also desired, that his brother should satisfy" him, as well

as the public, by a declaration of the illegitimacy of the duke of
Monmouth.

Duke oJ James duke of Monmouth was the king's natural son by Lucy

Mon- Walters, and born about ten years before the restoration. He pos-

mouth sessed all the qualities, which could engage the affections of the

populace; a disnngulshed valour, an affable address, a thoughtless

generosity, a graceful person. He rose snll higher in the public

favour, by reason of the universal hatred, to which the duke, on

account of hxs religion, was exposed. Monmouth's capacity was

mean, his temper pliant: So that, notwithstanding his great popu-

larity, he had never been dangerous, had he not Implicitly resigned

himself to the guidance of Shaftesbury, a man of such a restless

temper, such subtle wit, and such abandoned principles. That

daring politician had flattered Monmouth with the hopes of suc-

ceeding to the crown. The story of a contract of marriage, passed

between the king and Monmouth's mother, and secretly kept m a

certain black box, had been Industriously spread abroad, and was

greedily received by the multitude. As the horrors of popery still

pressed harder on them, they might be induced, either to adopt
that fiction, as they had already done many others more incredible,

or to commit open violation on the right of succession. And it

would not be difficult, it was hoped, to persuade the king, who was

extremely fond of his son, to give him the preference above a

brother, who, by his imprudent bigotry, had involved him in such
Inextricable difficulties. But Charles, in order to cut off all such

Duke of expectations, as well as to remove the duke's apprehensions, took
York care. In full council, to make a declaration of Monmouth's illegitl-
retires to macy, and to deny all promise of marriage with his mother. The
Brussels duke, being gratified in so reasonable a request, willingly comphed

with the king's desire, and retired to Brussels.6th
March But the king soon found, that, notwithstanding this precaution,

New par- notwithstanding his concurrence in the prosecution of the popish
lmment, plot, notwithstanding the zeal which he expressed, and even at this
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time exercised against the catholics; he had no wise obtained the

confidence of his parliament. The refractory humour of the lower

house appeared in the first step, which they took upon their assem-
bling. It had ever been usual for the commons, in the election of

their speaker, to consult the inclinations of the Sovereign; and

even the long parliament m 1641 had not thought proper to de-

part from so established a custom. The kmg now desired, that the

choice should fall on Sir Thomas Meres: But Seymour, speaker to

the last parliament, was instantly called to the chair, by a vote

which seemed unanimous. The king, when Seymour was pre-
sented to him for his approbation, rejected him, and ordered the

commons to proceed to a new choice. A great flame was excited.

The commons maintained, that the king's approbation was merely

a matter of form, and that he could not, without giving a reason,
reject the speaker chosen: The king, that, since he had the power

of rejecting, he might, if he pleased, keep the reason in his own

breast. As the question had never before been started, it might
seem difficult to find principles, upon which it could be decided.'

By way of compromise, it was agreed to set aside both candidates.

Gregory, a lawyer, was chosen; and the election was ratified by the
king. It has ever since been understood, that the choice of the

speaker lies in the house; but that the king retains the power of
rejecting any person disagreeable to him.

Seymour was deemed a great enemy to Danby; and it was the
influence of that nobleman, as commonly supposed, which had

engaged the king to enter into this ill-timed controversy with the

commons. The impeachment, therefore, of Danby was on that Danby's
account the sooner revxved; and it was maintained by the com- zrnpeach-

mons, that notwithstanding the intervening dissolution, every part ment
of that proceeding stood in the same condition in which it had been

left by the last parliament: A pretension, which, though unusual,

seems tacitly to have been yielded them. The king had before hand

had the precaution to grant a pardon to Danby; and, In order to

TIn 1566, the speaker saxd to Q. Elizabeth, that without her allowance the
election of the house was of no significance D'Ewes's Journal, p. 97. In the
parliament i59_ , 1593, the speaker, who was Sir Edward Coke, advances
a like position. D'Ewes, p. 459 Townshend, p 35 So that this pretensmn
of the commons seems to have been somewhat new: like many of their
other powers and prxvlleges.
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screen the chancellor from all attacks by the commons, he had

taken the great seal into his own hands, and had himself affixed it

to the parchment. He told the parliament, that, as Danby had acted
in every thing by his orders, he was in no respect criminal, that his

pardon, however, he would insist upon; and if it should be found

any wise defective in form, he would renew it again and again, till

it should be rendered entirely compleat: But that he was resolved

to deprive him of all employments, and to remove him from court.
The commons were no wise satisfied with this concession. They

pretended, that no pardon of the crown could be pleaded in bar of

an impeachment by the commons. The prerogative of mercy had

hitherto been understood to be altogether unlimited in the king;

and this pretension of the commons, it must be confessed, was

entirely new. It was however not unsuitable to the genius of a

monarchy, strictly hmlted; where the king's ministers are sup-

posed to be for ever accountable to national assemblies, even for

such abuses of power as they may commit by orders from their

master. The present emergence, while the nation was so highly

inflamed, was the proper time for pushing such popular claims;

and the commons failed not to avail themselves of this advantage.
They still insisted on the Impeachment of Danby. The peers, in

compliance with them, departed from their former scruples, and

ordered Danby to be taken into custody. Danby absconded. The

commons passed a bill, appointing him to surrender himself be-

fore a certain day or, in default of it, attainting him. A bill had

passed the upper house, mitigating the penalty to bamshment; but
after some conferences, the peers thought proper to yield to the
violence of the commons; and the bill of attainder was carried.

Rather than undergo such severe penalties, Danby appeared, and

was immediately committed to the Tower.
While a protestant nobleman met with such violent prose-

cution, it was not likely that the catholics would be over-looked by

Popish the zealous commons. The credit of the popish plot still stood

plot upon the oaths of a few infamous witnesses. Though such im-

mense preparations were supposed to have been made in the very
bowels of the kingdom, no traces of them, after the most rigorous

enquiry, had as yet appeared. Though so many thousands, both
abroad and at home, had been engaged in the dreadful secret;

neither hope, nor fear, nor remorse, nor levity, nor suspicions, nor
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private resentment had engaged any one to confirm the evidence.

Though the catholics, particularly the Jesuits, were represented as

guilty of the utmost indiscretion, insomuch that they talked of the

king's murder as common news, and wrote of it in plain terms by

the common post; yet, among the great number of letters seized,

no one contained any part of so complicated a conspiracy. Though

the informers pretended, that, even after they had resolved to

betray the secret, many treasonable commissions and papers had

passed through their hands; they had not had the precaution to

keep any one of them, in order to fortify their evidence. But all
these difficulties, and a thousand more, were not found too hard

of digestion by the nanon and parliament. The prosecution and

farther discovery of the plot were still the object of general con-
cern. The commons voted, that, if the king should come to an

untimely end, they would revenge his death upon the papists; not

reflecting that this sect were not his only enemies. They promised
rewards to new discoverers; not considering the danger, which

they incurred, of granting bribes to perjury. They made Bedloe a

present of 5oo pounds; and particularly recommended the care of
his safety to the duke of Monmouth. Colonel Sackvllle, a member,

having, in a private company, spoken opprobriously of those who

affirmed that there was any plot, was expelled the house The

peers gave power to their committees to send for and examine
such as would maintain the innocence of those who had been

condemned for the plot A pamphlet having been published to
discredit the informers, and to vindicate the catholic lords in the

Tower, these lords were required to discover the author, and

thereby to expose their own advocate to prosecution. And both
houses concurred in renewing the former vote, that the papists

had undoubtedly entered into a horrzd and treasonable conspiracy

against the king, the state, and the protestant religion.

It must be owned, that this extreme violence, in prosecution of

so absurd an imposture, disgraces the noble cause of liberty, in

which the parliament was engaged. We may even conclude from
such impatience of contradiction, that the prosecutors themselves

retained a secret suspicion, that the general belief was but 111

grounded. The politicians among them were afraid to let in light,

lest it might put an end to so useful a delusion: The weaker and less

dishonest party took care, by turning their eyes aside, not to see a
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truth, so opposite to those furious passions, by which they were

actuated, and in which they were determined obstinately to

persevere.

Sir William Temple had lately been recalled from his foreign

employments; and the king, who, after the removal of Danby, had
no one with whom he could so much as discourse with freedom of

public affairs, was resolved, upon Coventry's dismission, to make

him one of his secretaries of state. But that philosophical patriot,

too little interested for the intrigues of a court, too full of spleen
and delicacy for the noisy turbulence of popular assemblies, was

alarmed at the universal discontents and jealousies, which pre-

vailed, and was determined to make his retreat, as soon as possible,
from a scene which threatened such confusion. Meanwhile, he
could not refuse the confidence, with which his master honoured

him; and he resolved to employ it to the pubhc service. He repre-

sented to the king, that, as the jealousies of the nation were ex-

treme, _t was necessary to cure them by some new remedy, and to

restore that mutual confidence, so requisite for the safety both of

king and people: That to refuse every thing to the parliament in
their present disposition, or to yield every thing, was equally dan-

gerous to the constitution as well as to public tranquillity: That if

the kmg would introduce into his councils such men as enjoyed the

confidence of his people, fewer concessions would probably be

required; or if unreasonable demands were made, the king, under

the sanction of such counsellors, might be enabled, with the
greater safety, to refuse them: And that the heads of the popular

party, being gratified with the king's favour, would probably abate

of that violence by which they endeavoured at present to pay court
to the multitude.

New The king assented to these reasons; and, in concert with Tem-

counc2l ple, he laid the plan of a new privy-council, without whose advice
he declared himself determined for the future to take no measure

of _mportance. Th_s council was to consist of thirty persons, and
was never to exceed that number. Fifteen of the chief officers of

the crown were to be continued, who, it was supposed, would
adhere to the king, and, m case of any extremity, oppose the
exorbitancies of faction. The other half of the council was to be

composed, either of men of character, detached from the court, or

of those who possessed chief credit in both houses. And the king,
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in filling up the names of his new council, was well pleased to find,

that the members, m land and offices, possessed to the amount of

3oo,ooo pounds a-year; a sum nearly equal to the whole property
of the house of commons, against whose violence the new council
was Intended as a barrier to the throne/

This experiment was tried, and seemed at first to give some

satisfaction to the pubhc. The earl of Essex, a nobleman of the
popular party, son of that lord Capel who had been beheaded a

httle after the late king, was created treasurer in the room of

Danby: The earl of Sunderland, a man of intrigue and capacity,

was made secretary of state: Viscount Halifax, a fine gemus, pos-

sessed of learmng, eloquence, industry, but subject to inquietude,
and fond of refinements, was admitted Into the council. These

three, together with Temple, who often joined them, though he
kept himself more detached from public business, formed a kind
of cabinet council, from which all affairs received their first di-

gestion. Shaftesbury was made president of the council; contrary

to the advice of Temple, who foretold the consequence of admit-

ting a man of so dangerous a character into any part of the pubhc
admlmstratlon.

As Temple foresaw, it happened. Shaftesbury finding, that he

possessed no more than the appearance of court-favour, was re-

solved still to adhere to the popular party, by whose attachment he

enjoyed an undisputed superiority in the lower house, and pos-
sessed great influence in the other. The very appearance of court-

favour, empty as it was, tended to render him more dangerous. His

partazans, observing the progress which he had already made,

hoped, that he would soon acquire the entire ascendant; and he

constantly flattered them, that if they persisted in their purpose,

the king, from indolence, and necessity, and fondness for Mon-

' Thelr names were: Prance Rupert, the archbishop of Canterbury, lord
Finch, chancellor, earl of Shaftesbury, president, earl of Anglesea, privy
seal, duke of Albemarle, duke of Monmouth, duke of Newcastle, duke of
Lauderdale, duke of Ormond, marquess of Winchester, marquess of
Worcester, earl of Arhngton, earl of Sahsbury, earl of Bndgwater, earl of
Sunderland, earl of Essex, earl of Bath. viscount Fauconberg, vascount
Hahfax, bishop of London, lord Robarts, lord Holhs, lord Russel, lord
Cavendlsh, secretary Coventry, Sir Francis North, chief justice, Sir Henry
Capel, Sir John Ernley, Sir Thomas Chlcheley, Sir Wilham Temple, Ed-
ward Seymour, Henry Powle.
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mouth, would at last be induced, even at the expence of his

brother's right, to make them every concession.

Besides, the antipathy to popery, as well asjealousy of the king
and duke, had taken too fast possession of men's minds, to be

removed by so feeble a remedy, as this new council, projected by

Temple. The commons, soon after the establishment of that coun-

cil, proceeded so far as to vote unanimously, "That the duke of

York's being a papist, and the hopes of his coming to the crown,

had given the highest countenance to the present conspiracies and

designs of the papists against the king and the protestant rehgion."
It was expected, that a bill for excluding him the throne would

soon be brought in. To prevent this bold measure, the king con-

certed some limitations, which he proposed to the parliament. He
introduced his plan by the following gracious expressions. "And to

shew you, that, while you are doing your parts, my thoughts have

not been misemployed, but that it is my constant care to do every

thing, that may preserve your religion, and secure it for the future
in all events, I have commanded my lord chancellor to mention

several parnculars; which, I hope, will be an evidence, that, in all

things, which concern the pubhc security, I shall not follow your
zeal, but lead it."

L_m_ta- The limitations projected were of the utmost importance, and

twns on deprived the successor of the chief branches of royalty. A method

a popzsh was there chalked out, by which the nation, on every new reign,

successor, could be ensured of having a parliament, which the king should

not, for a certain time, have it in his power to dissolve. In case of

a popish successor, the prince was to forfeit the right of conferring

any ecclesiastical preferments: No member of the privy council, no

judge of the common law or in chancery, was to be put in or
displaced but by consent of parliament: And the same precaunon

was extended to the mihtary part of the government; to the lord

lieutenants and deputy lieutenants of the counties, and to all offi-

cers of the navy. The chancellor of himself added, "It is hard to

invent another restraint; considering how much the revenue will

depend upon the consent of parliament, and how impossible it is

to raise money without such consent. But yet, if anything else can

occur to the wisdom of parliament, which may farther secure reli-

gion and liberty against a popish successor, without defeating the

right of succession itself, his majesty will readily consent to it."
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It is remarkable, that, when these limitations were first laid

before the council, Shaftesbury and Temple were the only mem-

bers, who argued against them. The reasons, which they em-

ployed, were diametrically opposite Shaftesbury's opinion was,

that the restraints were insufficient; and that nothing but the total

exclusion of the duke could give a proper security to the kingdom.

Temple on the other hand thought, that the restraints were so

rigorous as even to subvert the constitution; and that shackles, put

upon a popish successor, would not afterwards be easily cast off by
a protestant. It is certain, that the duke was extremely alarmed

when he heard of this step taken by the king, and that he was better

pleased even with the bill of exclusion itself, which, he thought, by

reason of its violence and injustice, could never possibly be carried

into execution. There is also reason to beheve, that the king would
not have gone so far, had he not expected, from the extreme fury

of the commons, that his concessions would be rejected, and that

the blame of not forming a reasonable accommodation would by

that means lie ennrely at their door.

It soon appeared, that Charles had entertained a just opinion

of the dispositions of the house. So much were the commons actu-

ated by the cabals of Shaftesbury and other malcontents: such

violent antipathy prevailed against popery, that the king's conces-

sions, though much more important than could reasonably have

been expected, were not embraced. A bill was brought m for the Bdl ofex-

total exclusion of the duke from the crown of England and Ireland. clu_mn

It was there declared that the sovereignty of these kingdoms, upon

the king's death or resignation should devolve to the person next

in succession after the duke; that all acts of royalty, which that

prince should afterwards perform, should not only be void, but be

deemed treason; that if he so much as entered any of these domin-

ions, he should be deemed guilty of the same offence; and that all
who supported his title, should be punished as rebels and traitors.

This important bill, which implied banishment as well as exclusion,

passed the lower house by a majority of seventy-nine.
The commons were not so wholly employed about the

exclusion-bill as to overlook all other securities to liberty. The

country party, during all the last parliament, had much exclaimed

against the bribery and corrupnon of the members; and the same

reproach had been renewed against the present parliament. An
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enqmry was made into a complaint, which was so dangerous to the
honour of that assembly; but very little foundation was found for

it. Sir Stephen Fox, who was the pay-master, confessed to the

house, that nine members received pensions to the amount of

three thousand four hundred pounds: And after a rigorous en-

quiry by a secret committee, eight more pensioners were discov-

ered. A sum also, about twelve thousand pounds, had been occa-

sionally given or lent to others. The writers of that age pretend,

that Clifford and Danby had adopted opposite maxims with regard

to pecuniary influence. The former endeavoured to gain the lead-
ers and orators of the house, and deemed the others of no conse-

quence. The latter thought it sufficient to gain a majority, however

composed. It is likely, that the means, rather than the intennon,

were wanting to both these ministers.
Pensions and bribes, though it be difficult entirely to exclude

them, are dangerous expedients for government; and cannot be

too carefully guarded against, nor too vehemently decried by every

one who has a regard to the virtue and liberty of a nation. The

influence, however, which the crown acqmres from the disposal of
places, honours, and preferments, is to be esteemed of a different

nature. This engine of power may become too forcible, but it

cannot altogether be abolished, without the total destruction of

monarchy, and even of all regular authority. But the commons at

this time were so jealous of the crown, that they brought in a bill,

which was twice read, excluding from the lower house all who

possessed any lucranve office.

The standing army and the king's guards were by the commons

voted to be illegal: A new pretension, it must be confessed; but

necessary for the full security of liberty and a limited constitution.

Habeas Arbitrary imprisonment is a grievance, which, in some degree,

corpus has place almost m every government, except in that of Great

b_ll. Britain; and our absolute security from it we owe chiefly to the

present parhament; a merit, which makes some atonement for the

facnon and violence, into which their prejudices had, m other

particulars, betrayed them. The great charter had laid the founda-

tion of this valuable part of liberty; the petition of right had re-

newed and extended it; but some provisions were still wanting, to

render it complete, and prevent all evasion or delay from ministers

and judges. The act of habeas corpus, which passed this session,
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served these purposes. By this act, it was prohibited to send any

one to a prison beyond sea. No judge, under severe penalties, must

refuse to any prisoner a writ of habeas corpus, by which the gaoler

was directed to produce in court the body of the prisoner (whence
the writ has its name), and to certify the cause of his detainer and

imprisonment. If the gaol lie within twenty miles of the judge, the

writ must be obeyed in three days; and so proportionably for

greater distances: Every prisoner must be indicted the first term

after his commitment, and brought to trial in the subsequent term.
And no man, after being enlarged by order of court, can be re-

committed for the same offence. This law seems necessary for the

protection of liberty in a mixed monarchy; and as it has not place

in any other form of government, this consideration alone may

induce us to prefer our present constitution to all others. It must,

however, be confessed, that there is some difficulty to reconcile

with such extreme liberty the full security and the regular police of

a state, especially the police of great cities. It may also be doubted,

whether the low state of the pubhc revenue in this period, and of

the military power, did not still render some discretionary author-

_ty _n the crown necessary to the support of government.

During these zealous efforts for the protection of hberty, no

complaisance for the crown was discovered by this parhament. The

king's revenue lay under great debts and anticipations: Those

branches, granted in the years 1669 and 167o, were ready to ex-

pire. And the fleet was represented by the king as in great decay

and disorder. But the commons, instead of being affected by these

distresses of the crown, trusted chiefly to them for passing the

exclusion-bill, and for punishing and displacing all the immsters
who were obnoxious to them. They were therefore m no haste to

relieve the king; and grew only the more assuming on account of
his complaints and uneasiness. Jealous however of the army, they

granted the same sum of _o6,ooo pounds, which had been voted

for disbanding it by the last parliament; though the vote, by reason

of the subsequent prorogation and dissolution, joined to some
scruples of the lords, had not been carried into an act. This money

was appropriated by very strict clauses; but the commons insisted

not as formerly upon its being prod into the chamber of London.

The impeachment of the five popish lords in the Tower, with
that of the earl of Danby, was carried on with vigour. The power
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of this minister, and his credit with the king, rendered him ex-

tremely obnoxious to the popular leaders; and the commons

hoped, that, if he were pushed to extremity, he would be obliged,
m order tojusnfy his own conduct, to lay open the whole intrigue

of the French alliance, which they suspected to contain a secret of

the most dangerous nature. The king, on his part, apprehensive of

the same consequences, and desirous to protect his minister, who

was become criminal merely by obeying orders, employed his
whole interest to support the vahdity of that pardon, which had

been granted him. The lords appointed a day for the examinanon

of the question, and agreed to hear counsel on both sMes: But the

commons would not submit their pretensions to the discussion of

argument and enqmry. They voted, that whoever should presume,
without their leave, to maintain before the house of peers the

validlty of Danby's pardon, should be accounted a betrayer of the

liberties of the Enghsh commons. And they made a demand, that

the bishops, whom they knew to be devoted to the court, should be

removed, not only when the trial of the earl should commence, but

also when the validity of his pardon should be discussed.

The bishops before the reformanon had always enjoyed a seat

m parliament: But so far were they annently from regarding that

dlgmty as a prwilege, that they affected rather to form a separate

order in the state, independent of the c_vil magistrate, and ac-

countable only to the pope and to their own order. By the consn-

tunons, however, of Clarendon, enacted during the reign of

Henry II. they were obliged to give their presence in parliament;

but as the canon law prohibited them from assisting in capital

trials, they were allowed m such cases the privilege of absenting

themselves. A practice, which was at first voluntary, became after-

wards a rule; and on the earl of Strafford's trial, the bishops, who

would gladly have attended, and who were no longer bound by the

canon law, were yet obliged to withdraw. It had been usual for

them to enter a protest, asserting their right to s_t; and this protest,

being considered as a mere form, was always admitted and dis-

regarded. But here was started a new question of no small im-

portance. The commons, who were now enabled, by the violence

of the people, and the necessities of the crown, to make new acqui-

sitions of powers and prwileges, insisted, that the bishops had no

more title to vote in the question of the earl's pardon than in the
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Impeachment itself. The bishops asserted, that the pardon was

merely a prehmlnary; and that, neither by the canon law nor the

practice of parliament, were they ever obliged, in capital cases, to
withdraw till the very commencement of the trial itself. If their

absence were considered as a privilege, which was its real origin, it

depended on thexr own choice, how far they would insist upon it.

If regarded as a diminunon of their right of peerage, such un-

favourable customs ought never to be extended beyond the very

circumstance established by them; and all arguments, from a pre-

tended panty of reason, were in that case of little or no authority.
The house of lords was so much influenced by these reasons,

that they admitted the b_shops' right to vote, when the validity of
the pardon should be examined. The commons insisted still on

their withdrawing; and thus a quarrel being commenced between

the two houses, the king, who expected nothing but fresh instances

of violence from this parliament, began to entertain thoughts of

laying hold of so favourable a pretence, and of finishing the ses-

sion by a prorogation. While in this disposition, he was alarmed

with sudden intelligence, that the house of commons was pre-
paring a remonstrance, in order to inflame the nation still farther

upon the favourite topics of the plot and of popery. He hastened, 27th Ma_,

therefore, to execute his intention, even without consulting his

new council, by whose advice he had promised to regulate his

whole conduct And thus were disappointed all the projects of the
malcontents, who were extremely enraged at this vigorous mea-

sure of the king's. Shaftesbury publicly threatened, that he would

have the head of whoever had advised it. The parhament was soon P_oroga-
after dissolved without advice of council; and writs were issued for tzonand

a new parhament. The king was willing to try every means, which dls_olu-
lion of

gave a prospect of more compliance in his subjects, and, in case of
the par-

failure, the blame, he hoped, would lie on those whose obstinacy lzament

forced him to extremines, iota July
But even during the recess of parliament, there was no inter-

ruption to the prosecution of the catholics accused of the plot. The
king found himself obliged to give way to this popular fury. White- Trzal

bread, provincial of the jesuits, Fenwic, Gavan, Turner, and Har- and exe-

court, all of them of the same order, were first brought to their cutzonof

trial. Besides Oates and Bedloe, Dugdale, a new witness, appeared thefive
je_uzts

against the prisoners. Th_s man had been steward to lord Aston,
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and, though poor, possessed a character somewhat more reputable
than the other two: But his account of the intended massacres and

assassinations was equally monstrous and Incredible. He even as-

serted, that 2oo,ooo papists in England were ready to take arms.
The prisoners proved by sixteen witnesses from St. Omers, stu-

dents and most of them young men of family, that Oates was in
that seminary, at the time when he swore that he was in London:

But as they were catholics and disciples of the jesmts, their testi-

mony, both with the judges and jury, was totally disregarded. Even

the reception, which they met with in court, was full of outrage and
mockery. One of them saying, that Oates always continued at St.

Omers, if he could believe his senses: "You papists," said the chief
justice, "are taught not to believe your senses." It must be con-

fessed, that Oates, in opposition to the students of St. Omers,

found means to bring evidence of h_s having been at that time In

London: But this evidence, though it had, at that time, the appear-
ance of some solidity, was afterwards discovered, when Oates him-

self was tried for perjury, to be altogether deceitful. In order far-

ther to discredit that w_tness, the jesuits proved by undoubted
testimony, that he had perjured himself in father Ireland's trial,

whom they shewed to have been in Staffordshire at the very nme
when Oates swore that he was committing treason in London. But

all these pleas availed them nothing against the general prejudices.

The,_' received sentence of death; and were executed, persisting to
their last breath in the most solemn, earnest, and dehberate,

though disregarded, protestations of their innocence.

And of The next trial was that of Langhorne, an eminent lawyer, by
Lang- whom all the concerns of the jesuits were managed. Oates and

borne Bedloe swore, that all the papal commissions by which the chief

offices in England were filled with cathohcs, passed through his
hands. When verdict was given against the prisoner, the spectators

expressed their savage joy by loud acclamations. So high indeed

had the popular rage mounted, that the witnesses for this unhappy
man, on approaching the court, were almost torn m pieces by the

rabble: One in particular was bruised to such a degree, as to put his
life m danger. And another, a woman, declared, that, unless the

court could afford her protection, she durst not give evidence: But

as the judges could go no farther than promise to punish such as

should do her any injury, the prisoner himself had the humanity
to wave her testimony.
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So far the informers had proceeded with success: Their accusa-

tion was hitherto eqmvalent to a sentence of death. The first check

which they received, was on the trial of Sar George Wakeman, the Wakeman
queen's physician, whom they accused of an intention to poison acqu,tted
the king. It was a strong circumstance an favour of Wakeman, that i8th July

Oates, in his first informanon before the council, had accused ham

only upon hearsay; and when asked by the chancellor, whether he

had any thing farther to charge him with, he added, "God forbad

I should say any thing against Sir George: For I know nothing
more against him." On the trial he gave positive evidence of the

prisoner's guilt. There were many other circumstances which fa-

voured Wakeman: But what chaefly contributed to his acqmttal,

was the connexion of his cause with that of the queen, whom no
one, even during the highest prejudices of the times, could sin-

cerely believe guilty. The great importance of the trial made men

recollect themselves, and recal that good sense and humamty,

which seemed, during some tame, to have abandoned the nation.
The chief justice himself, who had hitherto favoured the witnesses,

exaggerated the plot, and railed against the prisoners, was ob-

served to be considerably mollified, and to give a favourable
charge to the jury. Oates and Bedloe had the assurance to attack

him to his face, and even to accuse him of partxality before the

council The whole party, who had formerly much extolled his
conduct, now made him the object of their resentment. Wake-

man's acquittal was indeed a sensable mortification to the furious

prosecutors of the plot, and fixed an indelible stain upon the

witnesses. But Wakeman, after he recovered has liberty, finding

himself exposed to such inveterate enmity, and being threatened

with farther prosecutions, thought it prudent to retire beyond sea:

And his flight was interpreted as a proof of guilt, by those who
were still resolved to persist in the belief of the conspiracy.

The great discontents in England, and the refractory dlsposi- State of

tion of the parliament, drew the attention of the Scottash cov- affazrszn

enanters, and gave them a prospect of some tame putting an end Scotland.

to those oppressions, under whach they had so long laboured. It

was suspected to have been the policy of Lauderdale and his asso-

caates to push these unhappy men to extremities, and force them

into rebellion, with a view of reaping profit from the forfeitures

and attainders, which would ensue upon it. But the covenanters,

aware of this policy, had hitherto forborne all acts of hostihty; and
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that tyrannical minister had failed of his purpose. An incident at

last happened, which brought on an insurrection in that country.

The covenanters were much enraged against Sharpe, the pri-

mate, whom they considered as an apostate from their principles,

and whom they experienced to be an unrelenting persecutor of all

those who dissented from the established worship. He had an
officer under him, one Carmichael, no less zealous than himself

against conventicles, and who by his violent prosecutions had ren-

dered himself extremely obnoxious to the fanatics. A company of
these had way-laid him on the road near St. Andrews, with an

3 d May Intention, if not of killing him, at least of chastlzing him so severely

as would afterwards render him more cautious in persecuting the

nonconformists.' While looking out for their prey, they were sur-

prized at seeing the archbishop's coach pass by; and they immedi-
ately Interpreted this incident as a declaration of the secret pur-

pose of providence against him. But when they observed, that

almost all his servants, by some accident, were absent, they no

longer doubted, but heaven had here delivered their capital enemy

into their hands. Without farther deliberation, they fell upon him;

dragged him from his coach, tore him from the arms of his daugh-
ter, who interposed with cries and tears; and pier{ing him with

redoubled wounds, left him dead on the spot, and immediately

dispersed themselves.
This atrocious action served the ministry as a pretence for a

more violent persecution against the fanatics, on whom, without

distinction, they threw the guilt of those furious assassins. It is

indeed certain, that the murder of Sharpe had excited an umversal

joy among the covenanters, and that their bhnd zeal had often led

them, in their books and sermons, to praise and recommend the
assassination of their enemies, whom they considered as the ene-

mies of all true piety and godliness. The stories of Jael and Sisera,

of Ehud and Eglon, resounded from every pulpit. The officers,

quartered in the west, received more strict orders to find out and

disperse all conventicles; and for that reason the covenanters, In-
stead of meeting in small bodies, were obliged to celebrate their

worship In numerous assemblies, and to bring arms for their secu-

rity. At Rutherglen, a small borough near Glasgow, they openly set

t Wodrow's History of the sufferings of the church of Scotland, vol n. p. 28
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forth a declaration against prelacy; and in the market-place

burned several acts of parliament and acts of council, which had

established that mode of ecclesiastical government, and had pro-
hiblted conventicles For this insult on the supreme authority, they

purposely chose the 29th of May, the anmversarv of the restora-

non: and previously extinguished the bonfires, which had been

kindled for that solemnity.

Captain Graham, afterwards viscount Dundee, an acuve and

enterpnztng officer, attacked a great conventicle upon Loudon-
hill, and was repulsed with the loss of thirty men. The covenanters,

finding that they were unwarily involved m such deep guilt, were

engaged to persevere, and to seek, from thmr valour and fortune
alone, for that indemmty, which the severity of the government

left them no hopes of ever being able otherwise to obtain. The)'

pushed on to Glasgow; and though at first repulsed, they after-

wards made themselves masters of that city; dispossessed the estab-

lished clergy; and issued proclamations, m which they declared,

that they fought against the king's supremacy, against popery and

prelacy, and against a popish successor.

How accidental soever this insurrection might appear, there is

reason to suspect, that some great men, in combination w_th the

popular leaders in England, had secretly instigated the cov-

enanters to proceed to such extremities," and hoped for the same

effects that had forty years before ensued from the disorders in

Scotland The king also, apprehensive of like consequences, imme-
diately &spatched thither Monmouth with a small body of English

cavalry That nobleman joined to these troops the Scottish guards,

and some regiments of militia, levied from the well affected coun-

ties; and with great celerity marched m quest of the rebels. They Battle

had taken post near Bothwel castle, between Hamilton and Glas- oJ
gow; where there was no access to them but over a bridge, which Bothwel-

a small body was able to defend against the king's forces. They bridge

shewed judgment in the chome of their post, but discovered nm-

ther judgment nor valour m any other step of their conduct. No

nobility and few gentry had joined them: The clergy were in reality
the generals; and the whole army never exceeded 8ooo men. Mon-

mouth attacked the bridge; and the body of rebels, who defended 22d June

Algernon S_dney's letters, p 9o.
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it, maintained their post, as long as their ammunition lasted. When

they sent for more, they received orders to quit their ground, and

to retire backwards. This imprudent measure occasioned an imme-

diate defeat to the covenanters, Monmouth passed the bridge

without opposition, and drew up his forces, opposite to the enemy.

His cannon alone put them to rout. About 7oo fell in the pursuit:

For properly speaking there was no action. Twelve hundred were

taken prisoners; and were treated by Monmouth with a humanity,

which they had never expermnced in their own countrymen. Such

of them as would promise to hve peaceably were dismissed. About
three hundred, who were so obstinate as to refuse this easy condi-

tion, were shipped for Barbadoes; but unfortunately perished in

the voyage. Two of their clergy were hanged. Monmouth was of a

generous disposition; and besides, aimed at popularity in Scot-

land. The king intended to intrust the government of that king-

dom in his hands. He had married a Scottish lady, heir of a great

family, and allied to all the chief nobility. And Lauderdale, as he

was now dechnlng in his parts, and was much decayed in his

memory, began to lose with the king that influence, which he had

maintained during so many years; notwithstanding the efforts of

his numerous enemies both in Scotland and England, and notwith-

standing the many violent and tyrannical actions, of which he had

been guilty. Even at present he retained so much influence as to

poison all the good intentions, which the king, either of himself or

by Monmouth's suggestion, had formed with regard to Scotland.
An act of indemnity was granted; but Lauderdale took care, that

It should be so worded as rather to afford protection to himself and

his associates, than to the unhappy covenanters. And though or-

ders were given to connive thenceforwards at all conventicles, he

found means, under a variety of pretences, to elude the execution
of them. It must be owned however to his praise, that he was the

chief person, who, by his counsel, occasioned the expeditious

march of the forces and the prompt orders given to Monmouth;

and thereby disappointed all the expectations of the English mal-

contents, who, reflecting on the disposition of men's minds in both

kingdoms, had entertained great hopes from the progress of the
Scotnsh insurrection.
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Victory of the royalists

HE KING, observing that the whole nation concurred at first m • 679

the belief and prosecunon of the popish plot, had found it

necessary for his own safety to pretend, in all public speeches and
transactions, an entire behef and acquiescence m that famous ab-

surdity, and by this artifice he had eluded the v_olent and Irresist-
ible torrent of the people. When a little nme and recollection, as

well as the execution of the pretended conspirators, had somewhat

moderated the general fury, he was now enabled to form a consld- State o!
erable party, devoted to the interests of the crown, and determined parties

to oppose the pretensions of the malcontents.
In every mixed government, such as that of England, the bulk

of the nanon will always incline to preserve the ennre frame of the

consntution; but according to the various prejudices, interests, and

375
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dispositions of men, some will ever attach themselves with more

passion to the regal, others to the popular part of the government.

Though the king, after his restoration, had endeavoured to abolish
the distraction of parties, and had chosen his ministers from

among all denominations; no sooner had he lost his popularity,

and exposed himself to general jealousy, than he found it neces-

sary to court the old cavalier party, and to promise them full

compensation for that neglect, of which they had hitherto com-

plained. The present emergence made it still more necessary for
him to apply for their support; and there were many circum-

stances, which determined them, at this time, to fly to the assis-

tance of the crown, and to the protection of the royal family.

A party, strongly attached to monarchy, will naturally be jeal-

ous of the right of succession, by which alone, they believe, stability
to be preserved in the government, and a barrier fixed against the

encroachments of popular assemblies. The project, openly em-

braced, of excluding the duke, appeared to that party a dangerous

innovation: And the design, secretl) projected, of advancing Mon-

mouth, made them apprehensive, lest the inconveniencies of a

disputed succession should be propagated to all posterity. While

the jealous lovers of liberty maintained, that a king, whose title

depended on the parliament, would naturally be more attentive to

the interests, at least to the humours of the people; the passionate

admirers of monarchy considered all dependance as a degradation

of kingly government, and a great step towards the establishment

of a commonwealth in England.

But though his union with the political royalists brought great

accession of force to the king, he derived no less support from the

confederacy, which he had, at this time, the address to form with

the church of England. He represented to the ecclesiastics the
great number of presbyterians and other sectaries, who had en-

tered into the popular party; the encouragement and favour which

they met with, the loudness of their cries with regard to popery

and arbitrary power. And he made the estabhshed clergy and their

adherents apprehend, that the old scheme for the abolition of
prelacy as well as monarchy was revived, and that the same mis-

eries and oppressions awaited them, to which, during the civil wars

and usurpations, they had so long been exposed.

The memory also of those dismal times united many indiffer-
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ent and Impartial persons to the crown, and begat a dread lest the

zeal for liberty should engraft itself on fanaticism, and should once

more kindle a civil war in the kingdom. Had not the king still
retained the prerogative of dissolving the parliament, there was

indeed reason to apprehend the renewal of all the pretensions and
violences, which had ushered in the last commotions. The one

period appeared an exact counter-part to the other: But still dis-

cerningjudges could perceive, both in the spirit of the parties and
in the genius of the prince, a material difference; by means of

which Charles was enabled at last, though with the imminent peril

of liberty, to preserve the peace of the nation.

The cry agaxnst popery was loud, but it proceeded less from

religious than from party zeal, in those who propagated, and even

in those who adopted it. The spirit of enthusiasm had occasioned
so much mischief, and had been so successfully exploded, that it

was not possible, by any artifice, again to revive and support it.

Cant had been ridiculed; hypocrisy detected; the pretensions to a

more thorough reformation, and to greater purity, had become
suspicious; and instead of denominating themselves the godly

party, the appellation affected at the beginning of the civil wars,

the present patriots were content with calling themselves the good

and thehonest party: _A sure prognostic, that their measures were

not to be so furious, nor their pretensions so exorbitant.

The king too, though not endowed with the integrity and strict

principles of his father, was happy In a more amiable manner, and
more popular address. Far from being distant, stately, or reserved,

he had not a grain of pride or vanity in his whole composttlon,_ but
was the most affable, best bred man alive. He treated his subjects

like noblemen, like gentlemen, like freemen; not like vassals or

boors. His professions were plausible, his whole behaviour engag-
ing; so that he won upon the hearts, even while he lost the good

opinion of his subjects, and often balanced their judgment of

things by their personal inclination, y In his public conduct like-

wise, though he had sometimes embraced measures dangerous to

the liberty and religion of his people, he had never been found to

persevere obstinately in them, but had always returned into that

_'Temple, vol. 1 p. 335 x Temple, vol 1 p 449 -_Dlssertanon on
parries, letter vm
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path, which their united opinion seemed to point out to him. And

upon the whole, it appeared to many cruel and even iniqmtous, to

remark too rigorously the failings of a prince, who discovered so
much facilitv m correcting his errors, and so much lenity in par-

donlng the offences committed against himself.

The general affection, borne the king, appeared signally about
this time. He fell sick at Windsor; and had two or three fits of a

fever, so violent as made his life be thought in danger. A general

consternation seized all ranks of men, encreased by the apprehen-
sions entertained of his successor. In the present disposition of

men's minds, the king's death, to use an expression of sir William

Temple,: was regarded as the end of the world. The malcontents,

it was feared, would proceed to extremities, and immediately kin-

dle a civil war in the kingdom. E_ther their entire success, or ennre
failure, or even the balance and contest of parties, seemed all of

them events equally fatal. The king's chief counsellors, therefore,
State Essex, Hahfax, and Sunderland, who stood on bad terms with

of the Shaftesbury and the popular party, advised him to send secretly

mznzstr_ for the duke, that, in case of any sinister accident, that prince
might be ready to assert his right against the opposlnon, which he

2d Sept was likely to meet with. When the duke arrived, he found his

brother out of danger; and it was agreed to conceal the invitation,

which he had received His journey, however, was attended with

Important consequences. He prevailed on the king to disgrace

Monmouth, whose projects were now known and avowed; to de-
prive him of his command m the army; and to send him beyond

sea. He himself returned to Brussels, but made a short stay m that

place. He obtained leave to retire to Scotland, under pretence still

of quieting the apprehensions of the English nation; but in reality

with a view of securing that kingdom in his interests.

Though Essex and Halifax had concurred in the resolution of

inviting over the duke, they soon found, that they had not ob-
tained his confidence, and that even the king, while he made use

of their service, had no sincere regard for their persons. Essex in

d_sgust resigned the treasury: Halifax retired to his country-seat:

Temple, despalring of any accommodanon among such enraged

parties, withdrew almost entirely to his books and his gardens. The

z Vol. i p 342
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king, who changed ministers as well as measures with great indif-

ference, bestowed at this time his chief confidence on Hyde, Sun-

derland, and Godolphln. Hyde succeeded Essex In the treasury.
All the king's ministers, as well as himself, were extremely

averse to the meeting of the new parliament, which they expected

to find as refractory as any of the preceding The elections had

gone mostly in favour of the country party. The terrors of the plot

had still a mighty influence over the populace; and the apprehen-

sions of the duke's bigoted principles and arbitrary character

weighed with men of sense and reflection. The king therefore

resolved to prorogue the parliament, that he might try, whether

time would allay those humours, which, by every other expedient,

he had in vain attempted to mollify. In this measure he did not

expect the concurrence of his council. He knew, that those popular
leaders, whom he had admitted, would zealously oppose a resolu-

tion, which disconcerted all their schemes; and that the royalists

would not dare, by supporting it, to expose themselves to the

vengeance of the parliament, when it should be assembled. These

reasons obhged him to take this step entirely of himself; and he
only declared his resolution in council. It IS remarkable, that,

though the king had made profession never to embrace any mea-
sure without the advice of these counsellors, he had often broken

that resolution, and had been necessitated, in affairs of the greatest

consequence, to controul their opinion. Many of them in disgust
threw up about this time; particularly lord Russet, the most popu-

lar man in the nation, as well from the mildness and Integrity of his

character, as from his zealous attachment to the religion and liber-
ties of his country. Though carried into some excesses, has in-

tentions were ever esteemed upright; and being heir to the great-

est fortune in the kingdom, as well as void of ambition, men

beheved, that nothing but the last necessity could ever engage him
to embrace any desperate measures. Shaftesbury, who was, in most

particulars, of an opposite character, was removed by the king
from the office of president of the council; and the earl of Radnor,

a man who possessed whimsical talents and splenetic virtues, was
substituted In his place.

It was the favour and countenance of the parliament, which

had chiefly encouraged the rumour of plots; but the nation had

gotten so much Into that vein of credulity, and every necessitous
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villain was so much incited by the success of Oates and Bedloe,

that, even during the prorogation, the people were not allowed to

remain in tranquillity There was one Dangerfield, a fellow who

had been burned in the hand for crmaes, transported, whipped,

pilloried four times, fined for cheats, outlawed for felony, con-

victed of coining, and exposed to all the public infamy, which the
laws could inflict on the basest and most shameful enormities. The

credulity of the people, and the humour of the times enabled even

this man to become a person of consequence. He was the author

Meal-tub- of a new incident, called the meal-tub-plot, from the place where

plot some papers, relating to it. were found. The bottom of this affair
it IS difficult, and not very material, to discover. It only appears,

that Dangerfield, under pretence of betraying the conspiracies of

the presbyterians, had been countenanced by some cathohcs of
condition, and had even been admitted to the duke's presence and

the king's And that under pretence of revealing new popish plots,

he had obtained access to Shaftesbury and some of the popular
leaders. Which side he intended to cheat, is uncertain; or whether

he did not rather mean to cheat both: But he soon found, that the

belief of the nation was more open to a popish than a presbyterian

plot; and he resolved to strike in with the prevailing humour

Though no weight could be laid on his testimony, great clamour

was raised; as if the court, by way of retahation, had intended to

load the presbyterians with the guilt of a false conspiracy. It must

be confessed, that the present period, by the prevalence and sus-
picion of such mean and ignoble arts on all sides, throws a great
stain on the British annals

_7th One of the most innocent artifices, practised by party men at

Nov this time, was the additional ceremony, pomp, and expence, with

which a pope-burning was celebrated in London: The spectacle
served to entertain, and amuse, and inflame the populace. The
duke of Monmouth likewise came over without leave, and made a

triumphant procession through many parts of the kingdom, ex-

tremely caressed and admired by the people. All these arts seemed

requisite to support the general prejudices, during the long inter-
val of parliament. Great endeavours were also used to obtain the

_68o king's consent for the meeting of that assembly. Seventeen peers

presented a petition to this purpose. Many of the corporations

Imitated the example. Notwithstanding several marks of dis-
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pleasure, and even a menacing proclamation from the king, peti-

tions came from all parts, earnestly Insisting on a session of parlia-

ment. The danger of popery, and the terrors of the plot were never

forgotten in any of these addresses.
Tumultuous petitioning was one of the chief artifices by which

the malcontents in the last reign had attacked the crown: And

though the manner of subscribing and delivering pentions was

now somewhat regulated by act of parliament, the thing Itself still

remained; and was an admirable expedient for infesting the court,
for spreading discontent, and for uniting the nation in any popu-

lar clamour. As the king found no law, by which he could punish

those importunate, and, as he deemed them, undutiful sohclta-

tlons, he was obliged to encounter them by popular applications of

a contrary tendency. Wherever the church and court party
prevailed, addresses were framed, containing expressions of the

highest regard to his majesty, the most entire acquiescence in his

wisdom, the most dutiful submission to his prerogative, and the

deepestabhorrence of those, who endeavoured to encroach upon it,

by prescribing to him any time for assembling the parliament.

Thus the nation came to be distinguished into petmoners and ab-
horrers. Factions indeed were at this time extremely animated

against each other. The very names, by which each party denomi-

nated its antagonist, discover the virulence and rancour, which

prevailed. For besides petitioner and abhorrer, appellations which

were soon forgotten, this year is remarkable for being the epoch of

the well-known epithets of W H I G and T O R Y, by which, and WhN and

sometimes without any material difference, this island has been so tory,

long divided. The court party reproached their antagonists with

their affinity to the fanatical conventiclers In Scotland, who were

known by the name of whigs: The country party found a resem-
blance between the courtiers and the popish banditti in Ireland, to

whom the appellation of tory was affixed. And after this manner,
these foolish terms of reproach came into public and general use;

and even at present seem not nearer their end than when they
were first invented.

The king used every art to encourage his partlzans, and to
reconcile the people to his government. He persevered in the great

zeal which he affected against popery. He even allowed several

priests to be put to death, for no other crime than their having
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received orders in the Romish church. It is singular, that one of

them, called Evans, was playing at tennis, when the warrant for his
immediate execution was notified to him: He swore, that he would

play out his set first. Charles, with the same view of acquiring

popularity, formed an alliance with Spain, and also offered an

alliance to Holland' But the Dutch, terrified with the great power

of France, and seeing little resource In a country so distracted as

England, declined acceptance. He had sent for the duke from

Scotland, but desired him to return, when the time of assembling

the parliament began to approach.

It was of great consequence to the popular party, while the

meeting of parhament depended on the king's will, to keep the

law, whose operations are perpetual, entirely on their side. The

sheriffs of London by their office return the juries: It had been
usual for the mayor to nominate one sheriff by drinking to him,

and the common hall had ever without dispute confirmed the

mayor's choice. Sir Robert Clayton, the mayor, appointed one
who was not acceptable to the popular party: The common-hall

rejected him; and Bethel and Cornish, two lndependants, and
republicans, and ot consequence deeply engaged with the malcon-

tents, were chosen by a majority of voices. In spite of all remon-

strances and opposmon, the citizens persisted in their choice; and

the court party was obliged for the present to acquiesce.
Juries however were not so partial in the city; but that reason

and justice, even when the popish plot was in question, could

23d sometimes prevail. The earl of Castlemalne, husband to the dutch-

June ess of Cleveland, was acquitted about this time, though accused by

Oates and Dangerfield of an intention to assassinate the king. Sir

Thomas Gascoigne, a very aged gentleman in the north, being
accused by two servants, whom he had dismissed for dishonesty,

received a like verdict. These trials were great blows to the plot,

which now began to stagger, In the judgment of most men, except

those who were entirely devoted to the country party. But in order

still to keep alive the zeal against popery, the earl of Shaftesbury

appeared in Westminster-hall, attended by the earl of Hun-
tingdon, the lords Russel, Cavendish, Grey, Brandon, Sir Henry

Caverly, Sir Gilbert Gerrard, Sir William Cooper, and other per-

sons of distinction, and presented to the grand jury of Middlesex

reasons for indicting the duke of York as a popish recusant. While
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the jury were deliberating on this extraordinary presentment, the

chief justice sent for them, and suddenly, even somewhat irregu-

larly, dismissed them. Shaftesbury however obtained the end for
which he had undertaken this bold measure. He showed to all his

followers the desperate resolution, which he had embraced, never

to admit of any accommodation or composition with the duke. By

such daring conduct he gave them assurance, that he was fully
determined not to desert thelI cause; and he engaged them to a

like devoted perseverance in all the measures, which he should

suggest to them.

As the kingdom was regularly and openly divided into two

zealous parties, it was not difficult for the king to know, that the

majority of the new house of commons was engaged in interests

opposite to the court: But that he might leave no expedient un-
tried, which could compose the unhappy differences among his

subjects, he resolved, at last, after a long interval, to assemble the 2_st

parliament. In his speech, he told them, that the several pro- Octob

rogations, which he had made, had been very advantageous to his A new
parha-

nexghbours, and very useful to himself: That he had employed ment
that interval in perfecting with the crown of Spain an alliance,

which had often been desired by former parhaments, and which.

he doubted not, would be extremely agreeable to them: That, m

order to give weight to this measure, and render it beneficial to
Christendom, it was necessary to avoid all domestic dissensions,

and to unite themselves firmly in the same views and purposes:

That he was determined, that nothing on his part should be want-

ing to such a salutary end; and provided the succession were pre-

served in xts due and legal course, he would concur in any expedi-

ent for the security of the protestant religion: That the farther

examination of the popish plot and the punishment of the crim-

inals were requisite for the safety both of king and kingdom. And

after recommending to them the necessity of providing, by some

supplies, for the safety of Tanglers, he proceeded in these words:
"But that which I value above all the treasure m the world, and

which I am sure will give us greater strength and reputation both

at home and abroad than any treasure can do, is a perfect union

among ourselves. Nothing but this can restore the kingdom to that

strength and vigour which it seems to have lost, and raise us again

to that consideratxon, whmh England hath usually possessed. All
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Europe have their eyes upon this assembly, and think their own

happiness and misery, as well as ours, will depend upon it. If we

should be so unhappy as to fall into misunderstandings among

ourselves to that degree as would render our friendship unsafe to

trust to, it will not be wondered at, ff our neighbours should begin

to take new resolutions, and perhaps such as may be fatal to us. Let

us therefore take care, that we do not gratify our enemms, and

discourage our friends, by any unseasonable disputes. If any such

do happen, the world will see, that it is no fault of mine: For I have

done all that it was possible for me to do, to keep you in peace,

while I live, and to leave you so, when I die. But from so great

prudence and so good affecnon as yours, I can fear nothing of this

kind; but do rely upon you all, that you will do your best en-

deavours to bring this parliament to a good and happy conclu-
sion "

Violence All these mollifying expressions had no influence with the com-

oJthe mons. Every step, which they took, betrayed the zeal, with which

commons they were animated. They voted, that it was the undoubted right

of the subject to petition the king for the calhng and sitting of

parliament. Not content with this decision, which seems justifiable
in a mixed monarchy, they fell with the utmost violence on all
those abhorrers, who, in their addresses to the crown, had ex-

pressed their disapprobation of those petitions. They did not re-

flect, that it was as lawful for one party of men, as for another, to

express their sense of public affairs; and that the best established
right may, in particular circumstances, be abused, and even the

exercise of it become an object of abhorrence. For this offence,

they expelled Sir Thomas Withens. They appointed a committee

for farther enquiry into such members as had been guilty of a like

crime; and complaints were lodged against lord Paston, Sir Robert
Malverer, Sir Bryan Stapleton, Taylor, and Turner. They ad-

dressed the king against Sir George Jefferies, recorder of London,

for h_s activity in the same cause; and they frightened him into a

resignanon of his office, in which he was succeeded by Sir George

Treby, a great leader of the popular party. They voted an Im-
peachment against North, chief justice of the common pleas, for

drawing the proclamanon against tumultuous petitions: But upon

examination found the proclamation so cautiously worded, that it

afforded them no handle against him. A petinon had been
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presented to the king from Taunton. "How dare you deliver me

such a paper>" said the king to the person who presented it "Sir,"

replied he, "my name is DARE." For this saucy reply, but under
other pretences, he had been tried, fined, and committed to

prison. The commons now addressed the king for his liberty and

for remitting his fine. Some printers also and authors of seditious

hbels they took under their protection.

Great numbers of the abhorrers, from all parts of England,
were seized by order of the commons, and committed to custody.

The liberty of the subject, which had been so carefully guarded by

the great charter, and by the late law of habeas corpus, was every
day violated by their arbitrary and capricious commitments. The

chief jealousy, it is true, of the English constitution is naturally and
justly directed against the crown; nor indeed have the commons

any other means of securing their privileges than by commitments,

which, as they cannot beforehand be exactly determined by law,

must always appear m some degree arbitrary. Sensible of these

reasons, the people had hitherto, without murmuring, seen this

discretionary power exercised by the house: But as it was now
carried to excess, and was abused to serve the purposes of facnon,

great complaints against it were heard from all quarters. At last,

the vigour and courage of one Stowel of Exeter, an abhorrer, put

an end to the pracnce. He refused to obey the serjeant at arms,

stood upon Ms defence, and said that he knew of no law, by which

they pretended to commit him. The house, finding it equally dan-

gerous to proceed or to recede, got off by an evasion: They in-
serted in their votes, that Stowel was indisposed, and that a

month's time was allowed him for the recovery of his health.

But the chief violence of the house of commons appeared in all

their transactions with regard to the plot, which they prosecuted
with the same zeal and the same credulity as their predecessors.

They renewed the former vote, which affirmed the reahty of the

horrid popish plot; and, in order the more to terrify the people,
they even asserted, that, notwithstanding the discovery, the plot

still subsisted. They expelled Sir Robert Can, and Sir Robert Yeo-
roans, who had been complained of, for saying, that there was no

popish, but there was a presbyterian plot. And they greatly la-

mented the death of Bedloe, whom they called a material witness,

and on whose testimony they much depended. He had been seized
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with a fever at Bristol; had sent for chief justice North; confirmed

all his former evidence, except that with regard to the duke and the

queen; and desired North to apply to the king for some money to

relieve him in hxs necessities. A few days after, he expired; and the
whole party triumphed extremely m these circumstances of his

death: As if such a testimony could be deemed the affirmation of

a dying man, as if his confession of perjury in some instances could

assure his veracity in the rest, and as if the perseverance of one

profligate could outweigh the last words of so many men, guilty of
no crime but that of popery.

The commons even endeavoured, by their countenance and

protection, to remove the extreme infamy, with which Dangerfield

was loaded, and to restore him to the capacity of being an evidence.

The whole tribe of informers they applauded and rewarded: Jen-
nison, Turberville, Dugdale, Smith, la Faria, appeared before

them: and their tesnmony, however frivolous or absurd, met with

a favourable reception: The king was applied to in their behalf for

pensions and pardons: Their narratives were printed with that

sanction, which arose from the approbation of the house: Dr.

Tongue was recommended for the first considerable church pre-
ferment, which should become vacant. Considering men's deter-

mined resolution to believe, instead of admiring that a palpable

falshood should be maintained by witnesses, it may justly appear

wonderful, that no better evidence was ever produced against the
catholics.

The principal reasons, which still supported the clamour of the

popish plot, were the apprehensions entertained by the people, of

the duke of York, and the resolution, embraced by their leaders, of

Exclusion- excluding him from the throne. Shaftesbury and many consid-

bdI erable men of the party, had rendered themselves irreconcileable

with him, and could find their safety no way but in his ruin. Mon-

mouth's friends hoped, that the exclusion of that prince would

make way for their patron. The resentment against the duke's

apostacy, the love of liberty, the zeal for religion, the attachment

to faction; all these motives incited the country party. And above

all, what supported the resolution of adhering to the exclusion,

and rejecting all other expedients offered, was the hope artfully

encouraged, that the king would at last be obliged to yield to their

demand. His revenues were extremely burdened; and even if free,
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could scarcely suffice for the necessary charges of government,

much less for that pleasure and expence, to which he was inclined.

Though he had withdrawn his countenance from Monmouth, he
was known secretly to retain a great affection for h_m On no

occasion had he ever been found to persist obstinately against

difficulties and importunity. And as his beloved mistress, the

dutchess of Portsmouth, had been engaged, either from lucrative

views, or the hopes of making the succession fall on her own

children, to umte herself with the popular party; this incident was

regarded as a favourable prognostic of their success Sunderland,
secretary of state, who had linked his interest w_th that of the
dutchess, had concurred m the same measure.

But besides friendship for h_s brother and a regard to the right

of succession, there were many strong reasons, which had deter-
mined Charles to persevere in opposing the exclusion. All the

royalists and the devotees to the church: that party by which alone

monarchy was supported; regarded the right of succession as invi-

olable; and if abandoned by the king in so capital an arucle, it was

to be feared, that they would, m their turn, desert his cause, and
deliver him over to the pretensions and usurpations of the countrv

party. The country party, or the whigs, as they were called, if they

did not still retain some propensity towards a republic, were at

least affected with a violent jealousy of regal power; and st was

equally to be dreaded, that, being enraged with past opposition
and animated by present success, they would, if they prevailed in

this pretension, be willing as well as able, to reduce the prerogative

within very narrow limits. All menaces therefore, all promises were

in vain employed against the king's resolution: He never would be
prevailed on to desert his friends, and put himself into the hands

of his enennes. And having voluntarily made such _mportant con-

cessions, and tendered, over and over again, such strong lim_ta-

uons, he was well pleased to find them rejected by the obstinacy of

the commons; and hoped, that, after the spirit of opposition had

spent itself m fruitless violence, the time would come, when he

might safely appeal against his parliament to his people.

So much were the popular leaders determined to carry matters
to extremities, that in less than a week after the commencement of

the session, a motion was made for bringing in an exclusion-bill,

and a committee was appointed for that purpose. This bdl differed
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m nothing from the former, but m two articles, which showed still
an encrease of zeal m the commons: The bill was to be read to the

people twice a-year m all the churches of the kingdom, and every

one, who should support the duke's title was rendered incapable of

receiving a pardon but by act of parliament.
The debates were carried on with great violence on both sides.

The bill was defended by Sir William Jones, who had now resigned

his office of attorney-general, by lord Russel, by Sir Francis Win-

nington, Sir Harry Capel, Sir Wflham Pulteney, by colonel Titus,

ioth Nov Treby, Hambden, Montague. It was opposed by Sir Leollne Jen-
kins, secretary of state, Sir John Ernley, chancellor of the ex-

chequer, by Hyde, Seymour, Temple. The arguments, transmitted

to us, may be reduced to the following topics.

Arguments In every government, sam the exclus_omsts, there is some-
]or and where an authority absolute and supreme; nor can any deter-
against mmanon, how unusual soever, wbach receives the sanction of the
the exclu-

legislature, admit afterwards of dispute or controul. The liberty of
S_O_l.

a constitunon, so far from diminishing this absolute power, seems

rather to add force to it, and to give it greater influence over the

people. The more members of the state concur in any legislative
decision, and the more free their voice; the less likelihood is there,

that any opposition will be made to those measures, which receive

the final sanction of their authority. In England, the legislative

power is lodged m king, lords, and commons, which comprehend

every order of the commumty: And there is no pretext for exempt-
mg any c_rcumstance of government, not even the succession of

the crown, from so full and decisive a jurisdicnon. Even express

declarations have, in this particular, been made of parhamentary

authority: Instances have occurred, where it has been exerted:

And though prudential reasons may justly be alledged, why such

innovanons should not be attempted but on extraordxnary oc-
casions, the power and right are for ever vested in the commu-

nity. But if any occasmn can be deemed extraordinary, if any

emergence can require unusual expedients, it is the present; when

the heir to the crown has renounced the religion of the state, and

has zealously embraced a faith, totally hostile and incompatible. A

prince of that communion can never put trust in a people, so

prejudiced against him: The people must be equally diffident of

such a prince: Foreign and destrucnve alliances will seem to one
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the only protection of his throne: Perpetual jealous},, opposition,

faction, even insurrections will be employed by the other as the

sole securities for their liberty and rehglon. Though theological

principles, when set In opposition to passions, have often small
influence on mankind m general, still less on princes; yet when

they become symbols of faction, and marks of party distlncuons,

they concur with one of the strongest passions _n the human

frame, and are then capable of carrying men to the greatest ex-

tremities. Notwithstanding the better judgment and milder dispo-

sition of the king, how much has the influence of the duke already
disturbed the tenor of government? How often engaged the nation

into measures totally destructive of their foreign interests and

honour, of their domestic repose and tranquilhty? The more the

absurdity and mcrediblhty of the popish plot are insisted on, the
stronger reason it affords for the exclusion of the duke, since the

universal belief of it discovers the extreme antipathy of the nation

to his religion, and the utter impossibility of ever bringing them to

acquiesce peaceably under the dominion of such a sovereign. The

prince, finding himself in so perilous a situanon, must seek for

security by desperate remedies, and by totally subduing the privi-

leges of a nation, which had betrayed such hostile dispositions

towards himself, and towards every thing which he deems the most

sacred. It is in vain to propose limitanons and expedients. What-

ever share of authority is left in the duke's hands, will be employed
to the destrucnon of the nation; and even the addlnonal restraints,

by discovering the public diffidence and aversion, will serve him as

incitements to put himself in a condition entirely superior and

independant. And as the laws of England still make resistance

treason, and neither do nor can admit of any positive exceptions;

what folly to leave the kingdom in so perilous and absurd a situ-
ation; where the greatest virtue w_ll be exposed to the most severe

proscription, and where the laws can only be saved by expedients,
which these same laws have declared the highest crime and

enormity?

The court party reasoned in an opposite manner. An authority,

they said, wholly absolute and uncontroulable IS a mere chimera,

and is no where to be found in any human institutions. All govern-

ment is founded on opinion and a sense of duty; and wherever the

supreme magistrate, by any law or positive prescription, shocks an
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opinion regarded as fundamental, and established with a firmness

equal to that of his own authority, he subverts the principle, by

which he himself Is established, and can no longer hope for obe-
dience. In European monarchies, the right of succession ISjustly

esteemed a fundamental: and even though the whole legislature

be vested m a single person, it would never be permitted him by an

edict, to disinherit his lawful heir, and call a stranger or more

distant relation to the throne. Abuses m other parts of government
are capable of redress, from more dispassionate enqmry or better

information of the sovereign, and till then ought patiently to be

endured: But vlolanons of the right of succession draw such terri-

ble consequences after them as are not to be paralleled by any

other grievance or inconvenience. Vainly IS it pleaded, that Eng-

land is a mixed monarchy; and that a law, assented to by king,

lords, and commons, is enacted by the concurrence of every part

of the state: It is plain, that there remains a very powerful party,

who may indeed be out-voted, but who never will deem a law,

subversive of hereditary right, any wise valid or obhgatory. Limita-

tions, such as are proposed by the king, g_ve no shock to the

constitution, which, in many particulars, is already limited; and

they may be so calculated as to serve every purpose, sought for by

an exclusion. If the ancmnt barriers against regal authority have

been able, during so many ages, to remain impregnable; how

much more, those additional ones, which, by depriving the mon-

arch of power, tend so far to their own security? The same jealousy

too of rehglon, which has engaged the people to lay these re-

straints upon the successor, will extremely lessen the number of his

partizans, and make it utterly impracticable for him, either by

force or artifice, to break the fetters, imposed upon him. The

king's age and vigorous state of health promise him a long life:

And can it be prudent to tear in pmces the whole state, in order to

provide against a contingency, which, it is very hkely, may never

happen? No human schemes can secure the public in all possible,

imaginable, events; and the bill of exclusion itself, however accu-

rately framed, leaves room for obvious and natural suppositions,

to which it pretends not to provide any remedy. Should the duke

have a son, after the king's death must that son, without any de-

fault of his own, forfeit his title? or must the princess of Orange

descend from the throne, m order to give place to the lawful
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successor? But were all these reasonings false, it still remains to be

considered, that, in public deliberations, we seek not the expedi-

ent, which is best in itself, but the best of such as are practicable.

The king willingly consents to limitations, arid has already offered

some which are of the utmost importance: But he is determined to

endure any extremity rather than allow the right of succession to
be invaded. Let us beware of that factious violence, which leads to

demand more than will be granted; lest we lose the advantage of
those beneficial concessions, and leave the nation, on the king's

demise, at the mercy of a zealous prince, irntated with the 111usage,

which, he Imagines, he has already met with.

In the house of commons, the reasoning of the excluslonlsts

appeared the more convincing; and the bill passed by a great

majority. It was in the house of peers that the king expected to

oppose it with success. The court party was there so prevalent, that

it was carried only by a majority of two to pay so much regard to
the bill as even to commit It. When it came to be debated, the

contest was violent. Shaftesbury, Sunderland, and Essex argued ¢5th Nov

for it: Halifax chiefly conducted the debate against it, and dis-

played an extent of capacity and a force of eloquence, which had

never been surpassed in that assembly. He was animated, as well

by the greatness of the occasion, as by a rivalship with his uncle

Shaftesbury; whom, during that day's debate, he seemed, in the

judgment of all, to have totally eclipsed. The king was present

during the whole debate, which was prolonged till eleven at night.

The bill was thrown out by a considerable majority. All the bishops, Exduszon

except three, voted against It. Besides the influence of the court bzll

over them; the church of England, they imagined or pretended, rejected

was in greater danger from the prevalence of presbyterianism than

of popery, which, though favoured by the duke, and even by the

king, was extremely repugnant to the genius of the nation.
The commons discovered much ill humour upon this disap-

pointment. They immediately voted an address for the removal of

Halifax from the king's councils and presence for ever. Though

the pretended cause was his advising the late frequent pro-

rogations of parhament, the real reason was apparently his vig-

orous opposition to the exclusion-bill. When the king applied for

money to enable him to maintain Tangiers, which he declared his

present revenues totally unable to defend; instead of complying,
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they voted such an address as was in reality a remonstrance, and
one little less violent than that famous remonstrance, which ush-

ered in the civil wars. All the abuses of government, from the
beginning almost of the reign, are there insisted on; the Dutch
war, the alliance with France, the prorogatmns and dissolutions of

parliament; and as all these measures, as well as the damnable and

helhsh plot, are there ascribed to the machinations of papists, it was

plainly insinuated, that the king had, all along, lain under the

influence of that party, and was in reality the chief conspirator

against the religion and liberties of his people.
The commons, though they conducted the great business of the

exclusion with extreme violence and even imprudence, had yet

much reason for the jealousy, which gave rise to it: But their

vehement prosecution of the popish plot even after so long an
Interval, discovers such a spirit, either of credulity or injustice, as

admits of no apology. The Impeachment of the catholic lords in

the Tower was revived, and as viscount Stafford, from his age,

infirmities, and narrow capacity, was deemed the least capable of

defending himself, it was determined to make him the first victim,

that his condemnation might pave the way for a sentence against

3oth Nov. the rest. The chancellor, now created earl of Nottingham, was

appointed high steward for conducting the trial.

Three witnesses were produced against the prisoner; Oates,

Trml o/ Dugdale, and Turberville. Oates swore, that he saw Fenwlc, the

Stafford, jesuit, deliver to Stafford a commission signed by de Oliva, general
of the jesuits, appointing him pay-master to the papal army, which

was to be levied for the subduing of England: For this ridiculous

Imposture still maintained its credit with the commons. Dugdale

gave testimony, that the prisoner, at Tixal, a seat of lord Aston's,

had endeavoured to engage him in the design of murdering the
king; and had promised him, besides the honour of being sainted

by the church, a reward of 5oo pounds for that service. Turberville

deposed, that the prisoner, in his own house at Paris, had made

him a like proposal. To offer money for murdering a king, without

laying down any scheme, by which the assassin may insure some
probability or possibility of escape, is so incredible in Itself, and

may so easily be maintained by any prostitute evidence, that an

accusation of that nature, not accompanied with circumstances,

ought very little to be attended to by any court of judicature. But
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notwithstanding the small hold, which the witnesses afforded, the

prisoner was able in many material particulars, to discredit their

testimony. It was sworn by Dugdale. that Stafford had assisted in

a great consult of the catholics held at Tlxal; but Stafford proved

by undoubted testimony, that at the time assigned he was in Bath,

and in that neighbourhood. Turbervllle had served a noviciate

among the Dominicans; but having deserted the convent, he had

enlisted as a trooper in the French army: and being dismissed that

service, he now lived in London, abandoned by all his relations,

and exposed to great poverty. Stafford proved, by the evidence of

his gentleman and his page, that Turberville had never, either at

Pans or at London, been seen in his company; and It might justly

appear strange, that a person, who had so important a secret in his

keeping, was so long entirely neglected by him.
The clamour and outrage of the populace, during the trial,

were extreme: Great abilities and eloquence were displayed by the

managers, Sir William Jones. Sir Francis Wlnnlngton, and serjeant

Maynard: Yet did the prisoner, under all these disadvantages,
make a better defence than was expected, either by his friends or

his enemies: The unequal contest, in which he was engaged, was

a plentiful source of compassion to every mind, seasoned with

humanity. He represented, that, during a course of forty years,

from the very commencement of the civil wars, he had, through

many dangers, difficulties and losses, still maintained his loyalty.

And was it credible, that now, in his old age, easy in his circum-
stances, but dispirited by infirmities, he would belye the whole

course of his life, and engage against his royal master, from whom

he had ever received kind treatment, in the most desperate and

most bloody of all conspiracies? He remarked the infamy of the
witnesses; the contradictions and absurdities of their testimony;

the extreme indigence in which they had lived, though engaged, as

they pretended, in a conspiracy with kings, princes, and nobles;

the credit and opulence to which they were at present raised. With

a simplicity and tenderness more persuasive than the greatest or-

atory, he still made protestations of his innocence, and could not

forbear, every moment, expressing the most lively surprize and

Indignation at the audacious impudence of the witnesses.

It will appear astonishing to us, as it did to Stafford himself,

that the peers, after a solemn trial of six days, should, by a majority
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of twenty-four voices, give sentence against him. He recelved how-

ever with resignation the fatal verdict. God's holy name be prazsed,

was the only exclamation which he uttered. When the high-

steward told hun, that the peers would intercede with the king for

remitting the more cruel and ignominious parts of the sentence,

hanging and quartering; he burst into tears: But he told the lords,
that he was moved to this weakness, by his sense of their goodness,

not by any terror of that fate, which he was doomed to suffer.
It is remarkable, that, after Charles, as is usual in such cases,

had remitted to Stafford the hanging and quartering, the two

sheriffs, Bethel and Cornish, indulging their own republican hu-

mour, and complying with the prevalent spirit of their party, ever

jealous of monarchy, started a doubt with regard to the king's

power of exercising even this small degree of lenity. "Since he
cannot pardon the whole," said they, "how can he have power to

remit any part of the sentence?" They proposed the doubt to both

houses: The peers pronounced it superfluous; and even the com-

mons, apprehensive lest a question of this nature might make way

for Stafford's escape, gave this singular answer. "This house is
content, that the sheriffs do execute William late viscount Stafford

by severing his head from his body only." Nothing can be a

stronger proof of the fury of the times, than that lord Russel,

notwithstanding the virtue and humamty of his character, sec-
onded m the house this barbarous scruple of the sheriffs.

In the interval between the sentence and execution, many ef-
forts were made to shake the resolution of the infirm and aged

prisoner, and to bring him to some confession of the treason, for
which he was condemned. It was even rumoured, that he had

confessed; and the zealous partymen, who, no doubt, had secretly,

notwithstanding their credulity, entertained some doubts with re-

gard to the reality of the popish conspiracy, expressed great tri-

umph on the occasion. But Stafford, when again called before the

house of peers, discovered many schemes, which had been laid by

himself and others for procuring a toleration to the catholics, at

least a mitigation of the penal laws, enacted against them: And he

protested, that this was the sole treason, of which he had ever been

guilty.

Stafford now prepared himself for death with the intrepidity,
which became his birth and station, and which was the natural
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result of the innocence and integrity, whtch, during the course of

a long life, he had ever maintained' His mind seemed even to

collect new force from the violence and oppression, under which
he laboured. When going to execution, he called for a cloak to 29th Dec

defend him against the rigour of the season "Perhaps," said he, "I

may shake with cold; but, I trust in God, not for fear." On the and ex-
scaffold, he continued, with reiterated and earnest asseveratmns, ecutton

to make protestanons of h_s innocence: All his fervour was exer-
cised on that point: When he mennoned the witnesses, whose

perjuries had bereaved him of hfe, his expressions were full of

mildness and of charity. He solemnly disavowed all those _mmoral

principles, which over-zealous protestants had ascribed without

dis'incnon to the church of Rome: And he hoped, he said. that the

ume was now approaching, when the present delusmn would be

dissipated; and when the force of truth, though late, would engage
the whole world to make reparation to his injured honour.

The populace, who had exulted at Stafford's trml and con-

demnation, were now melted into tears, at the s_ght of that tender
fortitude, which shone forth in each feature, and motion, and

accent of this aged noble. Their profound silence was only inter-

rupted by sighs and groans. With difficulty they found speech to
assent to those protestatmns of innocence, which he frequently

repeated: "We believe you, my lord! God bless you, my lord!"

These expressions with a faultering accent flowed from them. The

executioner himself was touched w_th sympathy. Twice he hfted
up the ax, with an intent to strike the fatal blow; and as often felt

his resoluuon to fail him. A deep sigh was heard to accompany his

last effort, which laid Stafford for ever at rest. All the spectators

seemed to feel the blow. And when the head was held up to them

with the usual cry, Thzs zs the head ofa traztor, no clamour of assent

was uttered. Pity, remorse, and astomshment had taken possession

of every heart, and displayed itself in every countenance.

This is the last blood which was shed on account of the popish

plot: An incident, which, for the credit of the nation, it were better

to bury in eternal oblivion; but which it is necessary to perpetuate,

as well to maintain the truth of history, as to warn, if possible, their
posterity and all mankind never again to fall into so shameful, so
barbarous a delusion.

The execution of Stafford gratified the prejudices of the coun-
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try party; but it contributed nothing to their power and security:

On the contrary, by exciting commiseration, it tended still farther

to encrease that disbelief of the whole plot, which began now to

prevail. The commons, therefore, not to lose the present opportu-
nity, resolved to make both friends and enemies sensible of their

power. They passed a bill for easing the protestant d_ssenters, and

for repeahng the persecuting statute of the thirty-fifth of Eliza-

beth: This laudable bill was likewise carried through the house of

peers. The chief justice was very obnoxious for dismissing the

grand jury in an irregular manner, and thereby disappointing that

bold measure of Shaftesbury and his friends, who had presented

the duke as a recusant. For this crime the commons sent up an

impeachment against him; as also against Jones and Weston, two

of the judges, who, in some speeches from the bench, had gone so
far as to gwe to many of the first reformers the appellation of
fanatics.

The king, in rejecting the exclusion bill, had sheltered himself

securely behind the authority of the house of peers; and the com-

mons had been deprived of the usual pretence, to attack the sov-

ereign himself, under colour of attacking his ministers and coun-

sellors. In prosecution however of the scheme, which he had

formed, of throwing the blame on the commons m case of any

rupture, he made them a new speech. After warning them, that a

neglect of this opportunity would never be retrieved, he added
these words: "I did promise you the fullest satisfaction, which your

hearts could wish, for the security of the protestant religion, and

to concur with you in any remedies, which might consist with

preserving the succession of the crown in its due and legal course

of descent. I do again, with the same reservations, renew the same

promises to you: And being thus ready on my part to do all that can

reasonably be expected from me, I should be glad to know from
you, as soon as may be, how far I shall be assisted by you, and what

it is you desire from me."

The most reasonable objecnon against the limitations, pro-

posed by the king, is, that they introduced too considerable an

innovation in the government, and almost totally annihilated the

power of the future monarch. But considering the present disposi-
tion of the commons and their leaders, we may fairly presume, that

this objection would have small weight with them, and that their
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disgust against the court would rather incline them to daminlsh

than support regal authority. They still hoped, from the king's
urgent necessities and has usual facility, that he would throw ham-

self wholly into their hands, and that thus, w_thout waiting for the

accession of the duke, they maght immediately render themselves
absolute masters of the government. The commons, therefore, V_ole,zce

besides resisting still on the exclusion, proceeded to bring m bills of the

of an important, and some of them of an alarming nature: One to commons

renew the triennial act, which had been so Inadvertently repealed

in the beginning of the reign: A second to make the office of judge

during good behaviour: A third to declare the levying of money
w_thout consent of parhament to be high treason: A fourth to

order an association for the safety of his majesty's person, for
defence of the protestant religion, for the preservation of the

protestant subjects against all invasaons and opposition what-

soever, and for preventing the duke of York or any papast from
succeeding to the crown. The memory of the covenant was too

recent for men to overlook the consequences of such an associ-

ation: And the king, who was particularly conversant in Davfla,

could not fail of recollecting a memorable foreign instance, to

fortify this domestic experience.

The commons also passed many votes, which, though they had

not the authority of laws, served however to dascover the temper
and disposition of the house. They voted, that whoever had ad-

vised his majesty to refuse the exclusion ball, were promoters of

popery and enemies to the king and kingdom. In another vote,
they named the marquess of Worcester, the earls of Clarendon,

Feversham, and Halifax, Laurence Hyde, and Edward Seymour,

as those dangerous enemies; and they requested h_s majesty to

remove them from has person and councils for ever: They voted,
that, till the exclusaon bill were passed, they could not, consistent

with the trust reposed in them, grant the king any manner of

supply. And lest he should be enabled, by any other expedaent, to

support the government, and preserve himself mdependant, they
passed another vote, m which they declared, that whoever should

hereafter lend, by way of advance, any money upon those

branches of the king's revenue, arising from customs, excase, or

hearth money, should be judged a hinderer of the sitting of parha-

ment, and be responsible for the same in parliament.
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The king might presume, that the peers, who had rejected the
exclusion bill, would still continue to defend the throne, and that

none of the dangerous bills, introduced into the other house,

would ever be presented for the royal assent and approbation. But
as there remained no hopes of bringing the commons to any better

temper, and as their farther sitting served only to keep tactlon

alive, and to perpetuate the general ferment of the nation, he came

i68I. secretly to a resolution of proroguing them. They got intelligence
ioth Jan about a quarter of an hour before the black rod came to their door

Dlssolu- Not to lose such precious time, they passed in a tumultuous man-
t_onof the
parha- ner some extraordinary resolutions. They voted, that whosoever
ment advised h_s majesty to prorogue this parhament to any other pur-

pose than in order to pass the bill of exclusion, was a betrayer of

the king, of the protestant religion, and of the kingdom of Eng-
land; a promoter of the French interest, and a pensioner of

France: That thanks be given to the city of London for their man-

lfest loyalty, and for their care and vigilance in the preservation of

the king and of the protestant religion: That it _sthe opinion of th_s

house, that that city was burned in the year 1666 by the papists,

designing therehv to introduce arbitrary power and popery into

the kingdom: That humble apphcatlon be made to his majesty for

restoring the duke of Monmouth to all his offices and commands,

from which, it appears to the house, he had been removed by the

influence of the duke of York. And that it is the opinion of the

house that the prosecution of the protestant dissenters upon the

penal laws is at this time grievous to the subject, a weakening of the

protestant interest, an encouragement of popery, and dangerous

to the peace of the kingdom.

The king passed some laws of no great importance: But the bill

for repealing the thirty-fifth of Elizabeth, he privately ordered the
clerk of the crown not to present to him. By this artifice, which was

equally disobliging to the country party as if the bill had been

rejected, and at the same time implied some nmldlty m the king,
that salutary act was for the present eluded. The king had often of

himself attempted, and sometimes by irregular means, to give

indulgence to nonconformists: But besides that he had usually
expected to comprehend the catholics in this liberty, the present

refractory disposition of the sectaries had much incensed him

against them; and he was resolved, if possible, to keep them still at

mercy.
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The last votes of the commons seemed to be an attempt of

forming indirectly an association against the crown, after they

found, that their association bill could not pass: The dissenting

Interest, the city, and the duke of Monmouth, thev endeavoured to

connect with the country party. A civil war indeed never appeared

so likely as at present; and it was high time for the king to dissolve

a parhament, which seemed to have entertained such dangerous

projects. Soon after, he summoned another. Though he observed,

that the country party had established thmr interest so strongly in
all the electing burroughs, that he could not hope tor any disposi-

tion more favourable in the new parliament, this expedient was

still a prosecution of his former project, of trying every method, by

which he might form an accommodation with the commons: And

if all failed, he hoped, that he could the better justify to his people,
at least to h_s party, a final breach with them.

It had always been much regretted by the rovahsts, during the

civil wars, that the long parhament had been assembled at West-

minster, and had thereby received force and encouragement from

the VlClnlty of a potent and factious oty, which had zealously em-

braced their party. Though the king was now possessed of guards,
which in some measure overawed the populace, he was deter-
mined still farther to obviate all lnconvenlencies, and he sum-

moned the new parliament to meet at Oxford. The city of London

showed how just a judgment he had formed of their dispositions.

Besides re-electing the same members, they voted thanks to them

for their former behaviour, in endeavouring to discover the depth

of the horrzd and helhsh popish plot, and to exclude the duke of

York, the principal cause of the ruin and misery, impending over

the nation. Monmouth with fifteen peers presented a petition

against assembling the parliament at Oxford, "where the two

houses," they said, "could not be in safety; but would be easily

exposed to the swords of the papists and their adherents, of whom

too many had creeped into his majesty's guards." These insin-

uations, which pointed so evidently at the king himself, were not

calculated to persuade him, but to inflame the people.

The excluslonists might have concluded, both from the king's
dissolution of the last parliament, and from his summoning of the

present to meet at Oxford, that he was determined to maintain his

declared resolution of rejecting thmr favourite bill: But they still

flattered themselves, that his urgent necessltmS would influence
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his easy temper, and finally gain them the ascendant. The leaders

came to parliament, attended not only by their servants, but by
numerous bands of their partlzans. The four city members in

particular were followed by great multitudes, wearing ribbons, In

which were woven these words, No popery t No slavery PThe king had

his guards regularly mustered: His party likewise endeavoured to

make a show of their strength: And on the whole, the assembly at

Oxford rather bore the appearance of a tumultuous Polish diet,

than of a regular English parliament.

2_st The king, who had hitherto employed the most gracious ex-
March presslons to all his parliaments, particularly the two last, thought

proper to address himself to the present in a more authoritative

manner. He complained of the unwarrantable proceedings of the
former house of commons; and said, that, as he would never use

arbitrary government himself, neither would he ever suffer It in
New others. By calling, however, this parliament so soon, he had suf-

parha- ficiently shown, that no past irregularities could inspire him with

ment at a prejudice against those assemblies. He now afforded them, he

Oxford added, yet another opportunity of providing for the public safety;

and to all the world had given one evidence more, that on his part
he had not neglected the duty incumbent on him.

The commons were not over-awed by the magisterial air of the

king's speech. They consisted almost entirely of the same mem-
bers; they chose the same speaker; and they instantly fell into the

same measures, the impeachment of Danby, the repeal of the
persecuting statute of Elizabeth, the enquiry into the popish plot,

and the bill of exclusion. So violent were they on this last article,

that no other expedient, however plausible, could so much as be

hearkened to. Ernley, one of the king's ministers, proposed, that

the duke should be banished, during life, five hundred miles from

England, and that on the king's demise the next heir should be

constituted regent with regal power: Yet even this expedient,

which left the duke only the bare ntle of king, could not, though

seconded by Sir Thomas Lyttleton and Sir Thomas Mompesson,

obtain the attention of the house. The past disappointments of the

country party, and the opposition made by the court, had only
rendered them more united, more haughty, and more deter-

mined. No method but their own, of excluding the duke, could

give them any satisfaction.
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There was one Fitz-harns, an Irish cathohc, who had insln- F_tz-

uated himself Into the dutchess of Portsmouth's acquaintance, and harrts's

had been very busy in conveying to her intelligence of any libel case

written by the country party, or of any designs entertained against
her or against the court, For services of this kind, and perhaps too,

from a regard to his father, Sir Edward Fitz-harrIs, who had been

an eminent royalist, he had received from the king a present of 95o

pounds. This man met with one Everard, a Scotchman, a spy of the
exclusionlsts, and an informer concerning the popish plot: and he

engaged him to write a libel against the king, the duke, and the
whole administration. What Fitz-harris's intentions were, cannot

well be ascertained: It is probable, as he afterwards asserted, that

he meant to carry this libel to his patron, the dutchess, and to make

a merit of the discovery. Everard, who suspected some other de-

sign, and who was well pleased on his side to have the merit of a
discovery with his patrons, resolved to betray his friend: He posted

Sir William Wailer, a notedjustlce of peace, and two persons more

behind the hangings, and gave them an opportunity of seeing and

hearing the whole transaction. The libel, sketched out by Fltz-

harris, and executed partly by him, partly by Everard. was the most
furious, indecent, and outrageous performance imaginable, and

such as was fitter to hurt than serve any party, which should be so

imprudent as to adopt it. Waller carried the intelhgence to the

king, and obtained a warrant for committing Fltz-harrls, who hap-

pened, at that very time, to have a copy of the libel in his pocket.

Finding himself now dehvered over to the law, he resolved to pa t

court to the popular party, who were alone able to protect him, and

by whom he observed almost all trials to be governed and directed.

He affirmed, that he had been employed by the court to write the
libel, in order to throw the odium of it on the exclusiomsts: But this

account, which was within the bounds of crediblhty, he disgraced
by circumstances, which are altogether absurd and Improbable.

The intention of the ministers, he said, was to send about copies to

all the heads of the country party; and the moment they received

them, they were to be arrested, and a conspiracy to be imputed to

them. That he might merit favour by still more lrnportant intel-
ligence, he commenced a discoverer of the great popish plot, and
he failed not to confirm all the tremendous circumstances, insisted

on by his predecessors. He said, that the second Dutch war was
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entered into with a view of extirpating the protestant religion, both

abroad and at home; that father Parry, a jesuit, on the disap-

pointment by the peace, told him, that the catholics resolved to

murder the king, and had even engaged the queen in that design:

that the envoy of Modena offered him lo,ooo pounds to kill the

king, and upon his refusal the envoy said, that the duchess of

Mazarlne, who was as expert at poisoning as her sister, the coun-

tess of Soissons, would, with a little phial, execute that design; that

upon the king's death the army in Flanders was to come over, and

massacre the protestants; that money was raised in Italy for re-

cruits and supplies, and there should be no more parliaments; and

that the duke was privy to this whole plan, and had even entered

into the design of Godfrey's murder, which was executed in the

manner related by Prance.

The popular leaders had, all along, been very desirous of hav-

ing an accusation against the duke; and though Oates and Bedloe,
in their first evidence, had not dared to go so far, both Dugdale

and Dangerfield had afterwards been encouraged to supply so

material a defect, by comprehending him in the conspiracy. The

commons, therefore, finding that Fitz-harris was also willing to

serve this purpose, were not ashamed to adopt his evidence, and
resolved for that end to save him from the destruction, with which

he was at present threatened. The king had removed him from the

city-prison, where he was exposed to be tampered with by the
excluslonists; had sent him to the Tower; and had ordered him to

be prosecuted by an Indictment at common law. In order to pre-

vent his trial and execution, an impeachment was voted by the

commons against him, and sent up to the lords. That they might

shew the greater contempt of the court, they ordered, by way of

derision, that the impeachment should be carried up by secretary

Jenkins; who was so provoked by the intended affront, that he at

first refused obedience; though afterwards, being threatened with

commitment, he was induced to comply. The lords voted to remit

the affair to the ordinary courts of justice, before whom, as the

attorney-general informed them, it was already determined to try

Fitz-harris. The commons maintained, that the peers were obliged
to receive every impeachment from the commons; and this indeed

seems to have been the first instance of their refusal: They there-

fore voted, that the lords, in rejecting their impeachment, had
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denied justice, and had violated the consntution of parliament.

They also declared, that whatever inferior court should proceed

against Fitz-harris, or any one that lay under impeachment, would

be guilty of a high breach of privilege. Great heats were likely to
ensue; and as the king saw no appearance of any better temper m

the commons, he gladly laid hold of the opportunity, afforded by Parha-

a quarrel between the two houses; and he proceeded to a dis- ment dzs-

solunon of the parliament. The secret was so well kept, that the solved
commons had no innmanon of it, till the black rod came to their

door, and summoned them to attend the king at the house of

peers.
This vigorous measure, though it might have been foreseen,

excited such astomshment m the country party, as deprived them

of all spirit, and reduced them to absolute despair. They were
sensible, though too late, that the king had finally taken his resolu-

tion, and was determined to endure any extremity rather than

submit to those terms, which they had resolved to impose upon

him. They found, that he had patiently walted till affairs should

come to full maturity; and having now engaged a nanonal party on

his side, had boldly set his enemies at defiance. No parhament,

they knew, would be summoned for some years; and during that

long interval, the court, though perhaps at the head of an inferior

party, yet being possessed of all authority, would have every ad-

vantage over a body, dispersed and disumted. These reflecnons

crowded upon every one; and all the exclus_onists were terrified,
lest Charles should follow the blow by some action more violent,

and lmmedmtely take vengeance on them for their long and obsn-

nate opposition to his measures. The king on his part was no less

apprehensive, lest despair might prompt them to have recourse to

force, and make some sudden attempt upon his person. Both

parties therefore hurried from Oxford; and in an instant, that

city, so crowded and busy, was left in its usual emptiness and

tranquillity.

The court party gathered force from the dispersion and aston-

ishment of their antagonists, and adhered more firmly to the king,

whose resolunons, they now saw, could be entirely depended on.

The violences of the exclusiomsts were every where exclaimed Vzctory

against and aggravated; and even the reality of the plot, that great of the

engine of their authority, was openly called in question. The clergy royaltsts
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especially were busy in this great revolution; and being moved,

partly by their own fears, partly by the insinuations of the court,

they represented all their antagonists as sectaries and republicans,

and rejoiced in escaping those perils, whmh they believed to have

been hanging over them. Principles the most opposite to civil lib-

erty, were every where inforced from the pulpit, and adopted m

numerous addresses; where the king was flattered in his present

measures, and congratulated on his escape from parliaments.

Could words have been depended on, the nation appeared to be
running fast into voluntary servitude, and seemed even ambitious

of resigning into the king's hands all the privileges, transmitted to

them, through so many ages, by their gallant ancestors.

But Charles had sagacity enough to distinguish between men's

real internal sentiments, and the language, which zeal and opposi-
tion to a contrary faction may sometimes extort from them. Not-

withstanding all these professions of duty and obedience, he was

resolved not to trust, for a long time, the people with a new elec-

tion, but to depend entirely on his own economy for alleviating
those necessmes, under which he laboured. Great retrenchments

were made in the houshold: Even his favourite navy was neglected:
Tanglers, though it had cost great sums of money, was a few years

after abandoned and demolished. The mole was entirely de-

stroyed, and the garrison, being brought over to England, served
to augment that small army, which the king relied on, as the solid

basis of his authority. It had been happy for the nation, had
Charles used his victory with justice and moderation equal to the

prudence and dexterity, with which he obtained it.

The first step, taken by the court, was the trial of Fitz-harris.

Doubts were raised by the jury with regard to their power of trying

him, after the concluding vote of the commons: But the judges
took upon them to decide the question in the affirmative; and the

jury were obliged to proceed. The writing of the libel was clearly

proved upon Fitz-harris: The only question was with regard to his

retentions. He asserted, that he was a spy of the court, and had

accordingly earned the libel to the duchess of Portsmouth; and he

was desirous, that the jury should, in this transaction, consider him
as a cheat, not as a traitor. He failed however somewhat in the

proof; and was brought m guilty of treason by the jury.

Finding himself entirely in the hands of the king, he now re-
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tracted all his former impostures with regard to the popish plot,

and even endeavoured to atone for them by new impostures

against the country party. He affirmed, that these fictions had

been extorted from him by the suggestions and artifices of Treby
the recorder, and of Bethel and Cornish, the two sheriffs: This

account he persisted in even at his execution; and though men

knew, that nothing could be depended on, which came from one

so corrupt, and so lost to all sense of honour; yet were they in-
chned, from his perseverance, to rely somewhat more on his verac-

ity in these last asseverations. But it appears, that his wife had some
connexions with Mrs. Wall, the favourite maid of the duchess of

Portsmouth; and Fitz-harns hoped, if he persisted in a story agree-

able to the court, that some favour might, on that account, be

shown to his family.

It is amusing to reflect on the several lights, in which this story

has been represented by the opposite factions. The country party
affirmed, that Fitz-harris had been employed by the court, m order

to throw the odium of the libel on the exclusionlsts, and thereby

give rise to a protestant plot: The court party maintained, that the
exclusionIsts had found out Fltz-harris, a spy of the ministers, and

had set him upon this undertaking, from an mtennon of loading

the court with the imputation of such a design upon the exclu-

slonists. Rather than acquit their antagomsts, both sides were will-

mg to adopt an account the most intricate and incredible. It was a

strange situation, in which the people, at this time, were placed, to
be every day tortured with these perplexed stories, and inflamed

with such dark suspicions against their fellow-citizens. This was no
less than the fifteenth false plot, or sham plot, as they were then

called, with which the court, It was imagined, had endeavoured to
load their adversaries, a

The country party had intended to make use of Fltz-harris's

evidence against the duke and the cathohcs; and his execunon was

therefore a great moruficanon to them. But the king and his min-
isters were resolved not to be contented with so slender an advan-

tage. They were determined to pursue the victory, and to employ
against the exclusionists those very offensive arms, however un-

fair, which that party had laid up in store against their antagomsts.

a College's trml.
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The whole gang of spies, witnesses, informers, suborners, who had

so long been supported and encouraged by the leading patriots,

finding now that the king was entirely master, turned short upon
their old patrons, and offered their service to the ministers. To the

disgrace of the court and of the age, they were received with hearty

welcome; and their testimony or rather perjury made use of, in

order to commit legal murder upon the opposite party. With an air

of triumph and derision it was asked, "Are not these men good

witnesses, who have established the popish plot, upon whose testi-

mony Stafford and so many catholics have been executed, and

whom you yourselves have so long celebrated as men of credit and

veracity? You have admitted them Into your bosom: They are best

acquainted with your treasons: They are determined in another

shape to serve their king and country: And you cannot complain,

that the same measure, which you meted to others, should now, by
a righteous doom or vengeance, be measured out to you."

It is certain, that the principle of retaliation may serve In some

cases as a full apology, in others as an alleviation, for a conduct

which would otherwise be exposed to great blame. But these in-
famous arts, which poison justice in its very source, and break all

the bands of human society, are so detestable and dangerous, that

no pretence of retaliation can be pleaded as an apology or even an

alleviation of the crime incurred by them. On the contrary, the

greater indignation the king and his ministers felt, when formerly

exposed to the perjuries of abandoned men, the more reluctance

should they now have discovered against employing the same in-

struments of vengeance upon their antagonists.

The first person, on whom the ministers fell, was one College,

a London joiner, who had become extremely noted for his zeal

against popery, and was much connected with Shaftesbury and the

leaders of the country party: For as they relied much upon the
populace, men of College's rank and station were useful to them.

College had been in Oxford armed with sword and pistol during

the sitting of the parliament; and this was made the foundation of

his crime. It was pretended that a conspiracy had been entered into

to seize the king's person, and detain him in confinement, till he
should make the concessions demanded of him. The sheriffs of

London were in strong opposition to the court; and it was not

strange, that the grand jury named by them rejected the bill
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against College. The prisoner was therefore sent to Oxford, where
the treason was said to have been committed. Lord Norns, a court-

mr, was sheriff of the county; and the inhabitants were an general

devoted to the court party A jury was named, consisting entirely
of royalists; and though they were men of credit and character, yet

such was the facnous rage, which prevailed, that httlejusnce could

be expected by the prisoner. Some papers, containing hints and
directions for h_s defence, were taken from hHn, as he was con-

ducted to Ms trial: An iniquity, which some pretended to justify by

alledgmg, that a like violence had been practised against a prisoner

during the fury of the popish plot. Such wild notions of retahatlon

were at that time propagated by the court party.

The witnesses produced against College were Dugdale, Tur-

bervllle, Haynes, Smith; men who had before given evidence

against the cathohcs, and whom the jury, for that very reason,

regarded as the most perjured villains. College, though beset with

so many toils, and oppressed wlth so many iniquities, defended

himself with spirit, courage, capacity, presence of mind, and he

invalidated the evidence of the crown, by convincing arguments
and undoubted tesnmony: Yet did the jury, after half an hour's

deliberation, bring m a verdmt against hxm. The inhuman spec-

tators received the verdict with a shout of applause: But the pris-

oner was no wise dismayed. At his execution, he maintained the

same manly fortitude, and snll denied the crime imputed to him.

His whole conduct and demeanour prove him to have been a man

led astray only by the fury of the rimes, and to have been governed

by an honest, but indiscreet zeal for his country and his religion.

Thus the two parties, actuated by mutual rage, but cooped up

within the narrow hmits of the law, levelled w_th poisoned daggers

the most deadly blows against each other's breast, and buried in

their factious dlvlsmns all regard to truth, honour, and humamty
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I68I "_ATHEN THE CABAL entered into the mysterious alliance with
State of ¥ ¥ France, they took care to remove the duke of Ormond from

affazrs the committee of foreign affairs; and nothing tended farther tozn Ire-
increase the national jealousy, entertained against the new mea-land
sures, than to see a man of so much loyalty, as well as probity and

honour, excluded from public councils. They had even so great
interest with the king as to get Ormond recalled from the govern-
ment of Ireland; and lord Robarts, afterwards earl of Radnor,

succeeded him m that important employment. Lord Berkeley suc-
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ceeded Robarts; and the earl of Essex, Berkeley. At last in the year

1677, Charles cast his eye again upon Ormond, whom he had so

long neglected; and sent him over lieutenant to Ireland. "I have
done every thing," said the king, "to disoblige that man; but it is

not In my power to make him my enemy." Ormond, during his

disgrace, had never joined the malcontents, nor encouraged those

clamours, which, with too much reason, but often for bad pur-

poses, were raised against the king's measures. He even thought it

his duty, regularly, though wKh dignity, to pay his court at White-

hall; and to prove that his attachments were founded on gratitude,

inclination, and principle, not on any temporary advantages. All

the expressions, which dropped from him, while neglected by the

court, showed more of good humour, than any prevalence of

spleen and indignation. "I can do you no service," said he to his
friends, "I have only the power left by my applications to do ,_'ou

some hurt." When colonel Cary Dillon sohcited him to second his
pretensions for an office, and urged that he had no friends but

God and his grace: "Alas! poor Cary," rephed the duke, "I pity

thee: Thou couldest not have two friends, that possess less interest

at court." "I am thrown bye," said he, on another occasion, "like an
old rusty clock; yet even that neglected machine, twice m twenty-

four hours, points right."

On such occasions, when Ormond, from decency, paid his at-

tendance at court, the king, equally ashamed to show him civility

and to neglect him, was abashed and confounded. "Sir," said the

profligate Buckingham, "I wish to know whether it be the duke of
Ormond, that is out of favour with your majesty, or your majesty

with the duke of Ormond; for, of the two, you seem the most out
of countenance."

When Charles found it his Interest to show favour to the old

royalists and to the church of England, Ormond, who was much
revered by that whole party, could not fail of recovering, together

with the government of Ireland, his former credK and authority.

His administration, when lord lieutenant, corresponded to the

general tenor of his life; and tended equally to promote the inter-

ests of prince and people, of protestant and catholic. Ever firmly
attached to the established rehgion, he was able, even during those

jealous times, to escape suspicion, though he gratified not vulgar

prejudices by any persecution of the popish party. He encreased
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the revenue of Ireland to three hundred thousand pounds a year'

He maintained a regular army often thousand men: He supported

a well dlsciphned miliua of twenty thousand: And though the act

of settlement had so far been infringed, that catholics were permit-
ted to hve m corporate towns, they were guarded with so careful

an eye, that the most timorous protestant never apprehended any

danger from them

The chief object of Essex's ambition was to return to the station

of lord lieutenant, where he had behaved with honour and integ-
rity: Shaftesbury and Buckingham bore an extreme hatred to Or-

mond, both from personal and party considerations: The great

aim of the anti-courtiers was to throw reflections on every part of

the king's government. It could be no surprize, therefore, to the
lord lieutenant to learn, that his administration was attacked in

parliament, particularly by Shaftesbury; but he had the saus-

faction, at the same time, to hear of the keen, though polite de-

fence, made by his son, the generous Ossory. After justifying

several particulars of Ormond's administration against that in-

triguing patriot, Ossory proceeded in the following words: "Hav-

ing spoken of what the lord heutenant has done, I presume with

the same truth to tell your lordships what he has not done. He

never advised the breaking of the triple league; he never advised

the shutting up of the exchequer; he never advised the declaration

for a toleration; he never advised the falling out with the Dutch

and the joining with France: He was not the author of that most

excellent position Delenda est Carthago, that Holland, a protestant

country, should, contrary to the true interests of England, be to-

tally destroyed. I beg that your lordships will be so just as to judge

of my father and all men, according to their actions and their

counsels." These few sentences, pronounced by a plain gallant
soldier, noted for probity, had a surprising effect upon the audi-

ence, and confounded all the rhetoric of his eloquent and factious

adversary. The prince of Orange, who esteemed the former char-

acter as much as he despised the latter, could not forbear congrat-

ulating by letter the earl of Ossory on this new species of victory,
which he had obtained.

Ossory, though he ever kept at a distance from faction, was the

most popular man in the kingdom; though he never made any

compliance with the corrupt views of the court, was beloved and
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respected by the king. An universal grief appeared on his death,

which happened about this time, and which the populace, as is

usual wherever they are much affected, foolishly ascribed to poi-
son. Orrnond bore the loss with pauence and dignity; though he

ever retained a pleasing, however melancholy, sense of the signal

merit of Ossory. "I would not exchange my dead son," said he, "for

any living son in Christendom."

These particularities may appear a digression; but it is with

pleasure, I own, that I relax myself for a moment in the contem-
plation of these humane and virtuous characters, amidst that scene

of fury and faction, fraud and violence, in which at present our

narration has unfortunately engaged us.

Besides the general interest of the country party to decry the

conduct of all the king's ministers, the prudent and peaceable

administration of Ormond was in a particular manner displeasing

to them. In England, where the cathohcs were scarcely one to a

hundred, means had been found to excite an universal panic, on

account of msurrecnons and even massacres, projected by that

sect; and it could not but seem strange that m Ireland, where they
exceeded the protestants six to one, there should no symptoms

appear of any combination or consplrac_¢. Such an incident, when

duly considered, might even in England shake the credit of the

plot, and diminish the authority of those leaders, who had so long,
with such industry, inculcated the belief of it on the nation. Re-

wards, therefore, were published in Ireland to any that would

bring intelligence or become witnesses; and some profligates were

sent over to that kingdom, with a commission to seek out evidence

against the catholics. Under pretence of searching for arms or

papers, they broke into houses, and plundered them: They threw

innocent men into prison, and took bribes for their release: And

after all their diligence, it was with difficulty, that that country,

commonly fertile enough in witnesses, could furmsh them with

any fit for their purpose.

At last, one Fitzgerald appeared, followed by Ivey, Sanson,
Dennis, Bourke, two Macnamaras, and some others. These men

were immediately sent over to England; and though they pos-
sessed neither character sufficient to gain belief even for truth, nor

sense to invent a credible falshood, they were caressed, rewarded,

supported and recommended by the earl of Shaftesbury. Oliver
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Plunket, the titular primate of Ireland, a man of peaceable dispo-

sitions, was condemned and executed upon such testimony. And

the Oxford parliament entered so far into the matter as to vote,

that they were entirely satisfied in the reality of the horrzd and

damnable Irish plot. But such decisions, though at first regarded as
infallible, had now lost much of their authority; and the public still
remained somewhat indifferent and incredulous.

After the d_ssolution of the parliament, and the subsequent
victory of the royahsts, Shaftesbury's evidences, with Turbervllle,

Smith, and others, addressed themselves to the ministers, and gave

information of high treason against their former patron. It is suf-

ficiently scandalous, that intelligence, conveyed by such men,
should have been attended to; but there is some reason to think,

that the court agents, nay the ministers, nay the king himself, bwent

farther, and were active m endeavouring, though m vain, to find

more reputable persons to support the blasted credit of the Irish

witnesses. Shaftesbury was committed to prison, and his indict-

ment was presented to the grand jury. The new sheriffs of Lon-

don, Shute and Pilkington, were engaged as deeply as their pred-

ecessors in the country party; and they took care to name a jury
devoted to the same cause: A precaution quite necessary, when it

was scarcely possible to find men indifferent or attached to neither

party. As far as swearing could go, the treason was clearly proved

against Shaftesbury; or rather so clearly as to merit no kind of

Shaftes- credit or attenuon. That veteran leader of a party, enured from hxs
bury ac- early youth to faction and intrigue, to cabals and conspiracies, was

quztted, represented as opening without reserve his treasonable intentions

to these obscure banditti, and throwing out such violent and outra-

geous reproaches upon the king, as none but men of low edu-
cation, like themselves, could be supposed to employ. The draught

of an association, it is true, against popery and the duke, was found

in Shaftesbury's cabinet; and dangerous inferences might be

drawn from many clauses of that paper. But It did not appear, that

it had been framed by Shaftesbury, or so much as approved by

him. And as projects of an association had been proposed in parlia-

ment, it was very natural for this nobleman, or his correspondents,

to be thinking of some plan, which it might be proper to lay before

b See captain Wilklnson's narrative.
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that assembly. The grand jury, therefore, after weighing all these

circumstances, rejected the indictment; and the people, who at-
tended the hall, testified their joy by the loudest acclamations,

which were echoed throughout the whole city.
About this time a scheme of oppression was laid in Scotland,

after a manner still more flagrant, against a nobleman much less

obnoxious than Shafteshury; and as that country was reduced to a

state of almost total subjection, the project had the good fortune
to succeed.

The earl of Argyle, from his youth, had distinguished himself Argyle's

by his loyalty, and his attachment to the royal family. Though his trml
father was head of the covenanters, he himself refused to concur

in any of their measures; and when a commission of colonel was

given him by the convention of states, he forbore to act upon it, till
it should be ratified by the king. By his respectful behaviour, as

well as by his services, he made himself acceptable to Charles,

when that prince was m Scotland: And even after the battle of

Worcester, all the misfortunes, which attended the royal cause,

could not engage him to desert it. Under Middleton he obstinately

persevered to harass and infest the victorious English; and It was
not till he received orders from that general, that he would submit

to accept of a capitulation. Such jealousy of his loyal attachments

was entertained by the commonwealth and protector, that a pre-

tence was soon after fallen upon to commit him to prison; and his

confinement was rigorously continued till the restoration. The
king, sensible of his services, had remitted to him his father's for-

felture, and created him earl of Argyle; and when a most unjust

sentence was passed upon him by the Scottish parliament, Charles

had anew remitted it. In the subsequent part of this reign, Argyle

behaved himself dutifully; and though he seemed not disposed

to go all lengths with the court, he always appeared, even m

his opposition, to be a man of mild dispositions and peaceable

deportment.

A parliament was summoned at Edinburgh this summer, and

the duke was appointed commissioner. Besides granting money to
the king and voting the indefeasible right of succession, this parlia-
ment enacted a test, which all persons, possessed of offices, civil,

military, or ecclesiastical, were bound to take. In this test, the king's

supremacy was asserted, the covenant renounced, passive obe-
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dlence assented to, and all obligations disclaimed of endeavouring

any alteration in civil or ecclesiastical establishments. This was the

state of the test, as proposed by the courtiers; but the country party

proposed also to insert a clause, which could not with decency be
refused, expressing the person's adherence to the protestant reli-

gion. The whole was of an enormous length, considered as an
oath; and what was worse, a confession of faith was there ratified,

which had been imposed a little after the reformation, and which

contained many articles altogether forgotten by the parliament
and nation. Among others, the doctrine of resistance was incul-

cated; so that the test, being voted in a hurry, was found on exam-

ination to be a medley of contradiction and absurdity. Several

persons, the most attached to the crown, scrupled to take it: The

bishops and many of the clergy remonstrated: The earl of Queens-

berry refused to swear, except he might be allowed to add an

explanation: And even the privy council thought it necessary to

publish for general satisfaction a solution of some difficulties, at-

tending the test.

Though the courtiers could not reject the clause of adhering to

the protestant religion, they proposed, as a necessary mark of

respect, that all princes of the blood should be exempted from

taking the oath. This exception was zealously opposed by Argyle;

who observed, that the sole danger to be dreaded for the protes-

tant religion must proceed from the perversion of the royal family.

By insisting on such topics, he drew on himself the secret indigna-

tion of the duke, of which he soon felt the fatal consequences.

When Argyle took the test as a privy counsellor, he subjoined,

in the duke's presence, an explanation, which he had beforehand

communicated to that prince, and which he believed to have been

approved by him. It was in these words: "I have considered the
test, and am very desirous of giving obedience as far as I can. I am

confident, that the parhament never intended to impose con-

tradictory oaths: Therefore I think no man can explain it but for

himself. Accordingly, I take it as far as it is consistent with itself,

and the protestant religion. And I do declare, that I mean not to
bind myself, in my station, and in a lawful way, from wishing, and

endeavouring any alteration, which I think to the advantage of

church or state, and not repugnant to the protestant religion and

my loyalty: And this I understand as a part of my oath." The duke,
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as was natural, heard these words with great tranqulllity: No one

took the least offence: Argyle was admitted to Sit that day in coun-

cil: And it was Impossible to imagine, that a capital offence had

been committed, where occasion seemed not to have been given,
so much as for a frown or reprimand.

Argyle was much surprized, a few days after, to find, that a

warrant was issued for committing him to prison; that he was

indicted for high treason, leasing-making, and perjury; and that

from these innocent words an accusation was extracted, by which
he was to forfeit honours, life, and fortune It is needless to enter

into particulars, where the iniquity of the whole is so apparent.
Though the sword of justice was displayed, even her semblance

was not put on; and the forms alone of law were preserved, in

order to sanctify, or rather aggravate the oppression. Of five

judges, three did not scruple to find the guilt of treason and
leasing-making to be Incurred by the prisoner. A jury of fifteen

noblemen gave verdict against him: And the king, being consulted,

ordered the sentence to be pronounced; but the execution of _t to

be suspended, till farther orders.

It was pretended by the duke and his creatures, that Argyle's
life and fortune were not in any danger, and that the sole reason

for pushing the trial to such extremities against him was in order

to make him renounce some hereditary jurisdictions, which gave

his family a dangerous authority in the highlands, and obstructed

the course of pubhc justice. But allowing the end to be justifiable,
the means were infamous; and such as were incompatible, not only

with a free, but a civilized government. Argyle had therefore no

reason to trust any longer to the justice or mercy of such enemies:

He made his escape from prison; and till he should find a ship for

Holland, he concealed himself during some time in London. The

king heard of his lurking-place, but would not allow him to be
arrested5 All the parts however of his sentence, as far as the gov-

ernment in Scotland had power, were rigorously executed; his
estate confiscated, his arms reversed and torne.

It would seem, that the genuine passion for liberty was at this State of
time totally extinguished in Scotland: There was only preserved a affazrsm

spirit of mutiny and sedition, encouraged by a mistaken zeal for Scotland.

c Burnet, vol. 1. p. 522.
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religion. Cameron and Cargil, two furious preachers, went a step

beyond all their brethren: They publicly excommunicated the king

for his tyranny and his breach of the covenant; and they re-
nounced all allegiance to him. Cameron was killed by the troops m

an action at Airs-Moss; Cargil was taken and hanged. Many of their
followers were tried and convicted. Their lives were offered them

if they would say God save the kzng: But they would only agree to

pray for his repentance. This obstinacy was much insisted on as an

apology for the rigors of the administration: But if duly consid-
ered, it will rather afford reason for a contrary inference. Such

unhappy delusion is an object rather of commiseration than of

anger: And it is almost _mpossible, that men could have been
carried to such a degree of frenzy, unless provoked by a long train

of violence and oppression.

_682 As the king was master m England, and no longer dreaded the

clamours of the country party, he permitted the duke to pay him

a visit; and was soon after prevailed on to allow of his return to

England, and of his bearing a part in the administration. The duke
went to Scotland, in order to bring up his family, and settle the

government of that country; and he chose to take his passage by

sea. The ship struck on a sand-bank, and was lost: The duke es-

caped in the barge; and it is pretended, that, while many persons
of rank and quality were drowned, and among the rest, Hyde, his

brother-in-law, he was very careful to save several of his dogs and

priests: For these two species of favourites are coupled together by
some writers. It has likewise been asserted, that the barge might

safely have held more persons, and that some who swam to it were
thrust off, and even their hands cut, in order to disengage them.

But every action of every eminent person, during this period, is so

liable to be misinterpreted and misrepresented by faction, that we

ought to be very cautious in passing judgment on too slight evi-
dence. It is remarkable, that the sailors on board the ship, though

they felt themselves sinking, and saw inevitable death before their

eyes, yet as soon as they observed the duke to be in safety, gave a

loud shout, in testimony of their joy and sausfaction.

The duke, during his abode in Scotland, had behaved with

great civility towards the gentry and nobility; and by his courtly
demeanor had much won upon their affections: But his treatment

of the enthusiasts was still somewhat rigorous; and in many in-
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stances he appeared to be a man of a severe, if not an unrelenting

temper. It is even asserted, that he sometimes assisted at the tor-

ture of criminals, and looked on with tranquilhty, as if he were

considering some curious expenmentJ He left the authority in the
hands of the earl of Aberdeen, chancellor, and the earl of Queens-

berry, treasurer: A very arbitrary spirit appeared in their adminis-

tration. A gentleman of the name of Weir was trxed, because he

had kept company with one who had been in rebelhon; though

that person had never been marked out by process or proc-
lamation. The references, upon which Weir was condemned (for a

prosecution by the government and a condemnanon were in Scot-
land the same thing) hung upon each other, after the followmg

manner. No man, it was supposed, could have been m a rebelhon,

without being exposed to suspicion in the neighbourhood: If the
neighbourhood had suspected him, _t was to be presumed, that

each individual had likewise heard of the grounds of suspicion:

Every man was bound to declare to the government his suspicion

against every man, and to avoid the company of traitors: To fail in
this duty was to participate m the treason: The conclusion on the

whole was, You have conversed with a rebel; therefore you are

yourself a rebel. A reprieve was with some difficulty procured for

Weir; but It was seriously determined to make use of the prece-

dent. Courts of judicature were erected in the southern and west-

ern counties, and a strict inquisition carried on against this new

species of crime. The term of three years was appointed for the
continuance of these courts; after which an indemnity was prom-

ised. Whoever would take the test, was instantly entitled to the

benefit of this indemnity. The presbyterians, alarmed with such

tyranny, from which no man could deem himself safe, began to

think of leaving the country; and some of their agents were sent to

England, in order to treat with the proprietors of Carolina for a

settlement in that colony. Any condition seemed preferable to the

living in their native country, which, by the prevalence of
persecution and violence, was become as insecure to them as a den
of robbers.

Above two thousand persons were out-lawed on pretence of

Burnet, vol. 1. p 583 . Wodrow, vol ii p. 169 Th_s last author, who _s
much the better authority, mentions only one instance, that of Spreul,
which seems to have been an extraordinary one.
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their conversing or having intercourse wKh rebels, e and they were

continually hunted m their retreat by soldiers, spies, informers,

and oppressive magistrates. It was usual to put ensnaring ques-
nons to people, hying peaceably m their own houses; such as, "Will

you renounce the covenant? Do you esteem the rising at Bothwel

to be rebelhon? Was the killing of the archbishop of St. Andrews

murder?" And when the poor deluded creatures refused to an-

swer, capital punishments were inflicted on them. I Even women

were brought to the gibbet for this pretended crime. A number of
fugitives, rendered frantic by oppression, had pubhshed a sedi-

tious declaration; renouncing allegiance to Charles Stuart, whom

they called, as they, for their parts, had indeed some reason to

esteem him, a tyrant. This incident afforded the privy council a

pretence for an unusual kind of oppression. Soldiers were dis-
persed over the country, and power was g_ven to all commission

officers, even the lowest, to oblige every one they met with, to

abjure the declaranon; and upon refusal, instantly, wKhout far-

ther questions, to shoot the delinquent, g It were endless, as well as

shocking, to enumerate all the instances of persecution, or, in

other words, of absurd tyranny, which at that time prevailed in

Scotland. One of them however is so singular, that I cannot forbear

relating it.
Three women were seized; h and the customary oath was ten-

dered to them, by which they were to abjure the seditious declara-

tion abovementloned. They all refused, and were condemned to a

capKal pumshment by drowning. One of them was an elderly

woman: The other two were young; one eighteen years of age, the

other only thirteen. Even these violent persecutors were ashamed

to put the youngest to death: But the other two were conducted to

the place of execunon, and were tied to stakes wKhin the sea-mark

at low-water: A contrivance, which rendered their death lingering
and dreadful. The elderly woman was placed farthest in, and by

the rising of the waters was first suffocated. The younger, partly

terrified w_th the view of her companion's death, partly subdued

by the entreaty of her friends, was prevailed with to say God save the

Kzng. Immediately the spectators called out, that she had submit-

e Wodrow, vol. 11.Appendix, 94- f Ibld vol. il. passim, g Ibld vol. 11.
P. 434. h Wodrow, vol. 11.p. 5o5
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ted; and she was loosened from the stake. Major Winram, the

officer who guarded the execunon, again required her to sign the

abjuration; and upon her refusal, he ordered her instantly to be
plunged in the water, where she was suffocated.

The severity of the administration in Scotland is in part to be

ascribed to the duke's temper, to whom the king had consigned

over the government of that country, and who gave such attention

to affairs as to allow nothing of moment to escape him Even the

government of England, from the same cause, began to be some-

what infected with the same severity. The duke's credit was great

at court. Though neither so much beloved nor esteemed as the

king, he was more dreaded; and thence an attendance more exact,

as well as a submission more obsequious, was paid to him. The

saying of Waller was remarked, that Charles, in spite to the parlia-
ment, who had determined, that the duke should not succeed him,

was resolved, that he should reign even in his lifetime.

The king however, who loved to maintain a balance in his

councils, still supported Halifax, whom he created a marquess, and

made privy seal; though ever in opposition to the duke. This man, State of

who possessed the finest genius and most extensive capacity, of all the mzn-

employed in public affairs during the present reign, affected a zstrym
species of neutrality between the parties, and was esteemed the England

head of that small body, known by the denomination of Trzmmers.
This conduct, which is more natural to men of integrity than of

ambition, could not however procure him the former character;

and he was always, with reason, regarded as an intriguer rather

than a patriot. Sunderland, who had promoted the exclusion-bill,

and who had been displaced on that account, was again, with the

duke's consent, brought into the administration. The extreme du-
plicity, at least variableness, of this man's conduct, through the

whole course of his life, made It be suspected, that it was by the

king's direction he had mixed with the country party. Hyde, cre-
ated earl of Rochester, was first commissxoner of the treasury, and

was entirely m the duke's interests.

The king himself was obliged to act as the head of a party; a

disagreeable situation for a prince, and always the source of much
Injustice and oppression. He knew how obnoxious the dissenters
were to the church; and he resolved, contrary to the maxims of

toleration, which he had hitherto supported in England, to gratify
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his friends by the persecution of his enemies. The laws against

conventicles were now rigorously executed; an expedient, which,

the king knew, would diminish neither the numbers nor influence
of the nonconformists; and which is therefore to be deemed more

the result of passion than of policy. Scarcely any persecution serves

the intended purpose but such as amounts to a total exter-
mination.

Though the king's authority made every day great advances, it
still met with considerable obstacles, chiefly from the city, which

Neat, was entirely in the hands of the malcontents. The juries, in partic-

nora1- ular, named by the sheriffs, were not likely to be impartial judges

natron between the crown and the people; and after the experiments
of sher-
_s already made in the case of Shaftesbury and that of College,

treason, it was apprehended, might there be committed with im-

pumty. There could not therefore be a more important service to

the court than to put affairs upon a different footing. Sir John

Moore, the mayor, was gamed by secretary Jenkins, and encour-

aged to insist upon the customary privilege of his office, of naming

one of the sheriffs. Accordingly, when the time of election came,

he drank to North, a Levant merchant, who accepted of that ex-

pensive office. The country party said, that, being lately returned

from Turkey, he was, on account of his recent experience, better

quahfied to serve the purposes of the court. A poll was opened for

the election of another sheriff; and here began the contest. The

majority of the common-hall, headed by the two sheriffs of the

former year, refused to acknowledge the mayor's right of ap-

pointing one sheriff, but insisted that both must be elected by the
24th oJ livery. Papillon and Dubols were the persons whom the country

June party agreed to elect: Box was pointed out by the courtiers. The

poll was opened; but as the mayor would not allow the election to
proceed for two vacancies, the sheriffs and he separated, and each

carried on the poll apart. The country party, who voted with the

sheriffs for Papillon and Dubois, were much more numerous than

those who voted with the mayor for Box: But as the mayor insisted,
that his poll was the only legal one, he declared Box to be duly

elected. All difficulties however were not surmounted. Box, appre-

hensive of the consequences, which might attend so dubious an

election, fined off; and the mayor found it necessary to proceed to

a new choice. When the matter was proposed to the common-hall,
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a loud cry was raised, No election! No election! The two sheriffs

already elected, Papillon and Dubois, were insisted on as the only

legal magistrates. But as the mayor still maintained, that Box alone

had been legally chosen, and that _t was now requisite to supply his

place, he opened books anew; and during the tumult and con-

fusion of the citizens, a few of the mayor's parnzans elected Rich,

unknown to and unheeded by the rest of the hvery. North and

Rich were accordingly sworn in sheriffs for the ensuing year; but
it was necessary to send a guard of the train bands to protect them

in entering upon their office. A new mayor of the court party was 25th of

soon after chosen by means, as is pretended, still more violent and October.

irregular.

Thus the country party were dislodged from their strong hold
m the city; where, ever since the commencement of factions in the

Enghsh government, they had, without interruption, almost with-
out molestanon, maintained a superiority. It had been happy, had

the partiahties, hitherto objected to juries, been corrected, without

giving place to partiahnes of an opposite kind: But in the present

distracted state of the nation, an equitable neutrality was almost

impossible to be attained. The court and church partv, who were
now named on juries, made justice subserwent to their factious

views; and the king had a prospect of obtaining full revenge on his

enemies. It was not long before the effects of these alterations were

seen. When it was first reported, that the duke intended to leave

Scotland, P_lklngton, at that time sheriff, a very violent man had
broken out in these terms, "He has already burned the city; and he

is now coming to cut all our throats?" For these scandalous expres-

sions, the duke sued Pilkmgton; and enormous damages to the

amount of loo,ooo pounds were decreed him. By the law of Eng-
land, ratified in the great charter, no fine or damages ought to
extend to the total ruin of a criminal Sir Panence Ward, formerly

mayor, who gave evidence for Pilkington, was sued for perjury,

and condemned to the pillory: A severe sentence, and sufficient to

deter all witnesses from appearing in favour of those, who were

prosecuted by the court.

But though the crown had obtained so great a victory in the x683

city, _t was not quite decisive; and the contest might be renewed Quo

every year at the election of magistrates. An important project, war-

therefore, was formed, not only to make the king master of the rantos
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city, but by that precedent to gain him uncontrouled influence in

all the corporations of England, and thereby give the greatest

wound to the legal constitution, which the most powerful and most

arbitrary monarchs had ever yet been able to inflict. A writ of quo

warranto was issued against the city; that is, an enquiry into the
vahdlty of its charter. It was pretended, that the city had forfeited

all Its prlwleges, and ought to be declared no longer a corporation,
on account of two offences, which the court of aldermen and

common council had committed. After the great fire m 1666, all

the markets had been rebuilt, and had been fitted up with many

conveniences; and, in order to defray the expence, the magistrates

had imposed a small toll on goods brought to market: in the year

1679, they had addressed the king against the prorogation of par-

liament, and had employed the following terms: "Your petitioners

are greatly surprized at the late prorogation, whereby the prose-
cutIon of the public justice of the kingdom, and the making of

necessary provisions for the preservation of your majesty and your

protestant subjects, have received Interruption." These words

were pretended to contain a scandalous reflection on the king and

his measures. The cause of the city was defended against the attor-
ney and solicitor generals, by Treby and Pollexsen.

These last pleaded, that, since the foundation of the monarchy,

no corporation had ever yet been exposed to forfeiture, and the

thing itself implied an absurdity: That a corporation, as such, was

incapable of all crime or offence, and none were answerable for
any iniquity but the persons themselves, who committed it: That

the members, in choosing magistrates, had entrusted them with

legal powers only; and where the magistrates exceeded these pow-

ers, their acts were void, but could never involve the body itself in

any criminal imputation: That such had ever been the practice of
England, except at the Reformation, when the monasteries were

abolished; but this was an extraordinary case; and it was even

thought necessary to ratify afterwards the whole transaction by act

of parliament: That corporate bodies, framed for public good, and

calculated for perpetual duration, ought not to be annihilated for

the temporary faults of their members, who might themselves,
without hurting the community, be questioned for their offences:

That even a private estate, if entailed, could not be forfeited to the

crown, on account of treason, committed by the tenant for life; but
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upon his demise went to the next in remainder: That the offences,

objected to the city, far from deserving so severe a punishment,

were not even worthy of the smallest reprehension. That all cor-

porations were Invested with the power of making bye-laws; and

the smallest borough in England had ever been allowed to carry
the exercise of this power farther than London had done in the

instance complained of: That the city, having, at its own expence,

repaired the markets, which were built too on its own estate, might

as lawfully claim a small recompence from such as brought com-

modities thither, as a man might require rent for a house, of which

he was possessed. That those who disliked the condition, might
abstain from the market; and whoever paid, had done xt volun-

tarily: That it was an avowed right of the subjects to petition; nor

had the city in their address abused this privilege: That the king
himself had often declared, the parliament often voted, the nation

to be in danger from the popish plot, which, it is evident, could not

be fully prosecuted but in a parliamentary manner: That the im-

peachment of the popish lords was certainly obstructed by the

frequent prorogations; as was also the enacting of necessary laws,
and providing for the defence of the nation: That the loyalty of the

city, no less than their regard to self-preservation, might prompt

them to frame the petition; since it was acknowledged, that the

king's life was every moment exposed to the most imminent dan-

ger from the popish conspiracy: That the city had not accused the

king of obstructing justice, much less of having any such intention;
since it was allowed, that evil counsellors were alone answerable for

all the pernicious consequences of any measure: And that it was
unaccountable, that two public deeds, which had not, during so

long a time, subjected to any, even the smallest penalty, the per-

sons guilty of them, should now be punished so severely upon the

corporation, which always was, and always must be innocent.
It is evident, that those who would apologize for the measures

of the court, must, in this case, found their arguments, not on law,

but reasons of state. The judges, therefore, who condemned the _2th

city, are inexcusable; since the sole object of their determinations June

must ever be the pure principles of justice and eqmty But the
office of judge was at that time held during pleasure, and it was

impossible, that any cause, where the court bent its force, could

ever be carried against it. After sentence was pronounced, the city
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applied in a humble manner to the kmg; and he agreed to restore

their charter, but in return they were obliged to submit to the

following regulations: That no mayor, sheriff, recorder, common
serjeant, town clerk, or coroner, should be admitted to the exercise

of his office without his majesty's approbation: That if the king

disapprove twice of the mayor or sheriffs elected, he may by com-

mission appoint these magistrates: That the mayor and court of

aldermen may, with his majesty's leave, displace any magistrate:

And that no alderman, m case of a vacancy, shall be elected without

consent of the court of aldermen, who, if they disapprove twice of
the choice, may fill the vacancy.

Great All the corporations in England, having the example of London

power before their eyes, saw how vain it would prove to contend with the
of the court, and were, most of them, successively induced to surrender
£FO_P_

their charters into the king's hands Considerable sums were ex-

acted for restoring the charters; and all offices of power and profit

were left at the disposal of the crown. It seems strange, that the

independent royalists, who never meant to make the crown abso-

lute, should yet be so elated with the victory obtained over their
adversaries, as to approve of a precedent, which left no national

privileges in security, but enabled the king under like pretences,

and by means of like instruments, to recall anew all those charters,

which at present he was pleased to grant. And every friend to

liberty must allow, that the nation, whose consntution was thus

broken in the shock of facnon, had a right, by every prudent
expedient, to recover that security, of which it was so unhappily
bereaved.

While so great a factton adhered to the crown, it is apparent,

that resistance, however justifiable, could never be prudent; and

all wise men saw no expedient but peaceably to submit to the

present grievances. There was however a party of malcontents, so
turbulent in their disposition, that, even before this last iniqmty,

which laid the whole constitunon at the mercy of the king, they had

meditated plans of resistance; at a time when it could be as little

justifiable as prudent. In the spring a68 a,_ a little before the Ox-

' Lord Grey's secret history of the Rye-house plot. This as the most full
and authennc account of all these transacuons; but _sm the main confirmed
by b_shop Sprat, and even Burnet, as well as by the trmls and dying confes-
sions of the conspirators: So that nothing can be more unaccountable than
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ford parliament, the king was seized with a fit of sickness at Wind-

sor, which gave great alarm to the public The duke of Monmouth, A con-

lord Russel, lord Grey, instigated by the restless Shaftesbury, had sptracy

agreed, in case the king's sickness should prove mortal, to rise in

arms and to oppose the succession of the duke. Charles recovered;

but these dangerous projects were not laid aside. The same con-

splrators, together with Essex and Sahsbury, were determined to

continue the Oxford parliament, after the king, as was daily ex-

pected, should dissolve it; and they engaged some leaders among

the commons in the same desperate measure. They went so far as

to detain several lords in the house, under pretence of signing a

protest against rejecting Fitz-harris's impeachment: But hearing
that the commons had broken up in great consternation, they were

likewise obliged at last to separate. Shaftesbury's imprisonment
and trial put an end for some time to these machinations; and it

was not till the new sheriffs were imposed on the city that they were

revived. The leaders of the country party began then to apprehend

themselves in imminent danger; and they were well pleased to
find, that the citizens were struck with the same terror, and were

thence inclined to undertake the most perilous enterprlzes. Be-

sides the city, the gentry and nobility m several counties of Eng-

land were solicited to rise in arms. Monmouth engaged the earl
of Macclesfield, lord Brandon, Sir Gilbert Gerrard, and other gen-

tlemen in Cheshire; lord Russel fixed a correspondence with Sir

William Courtney, Sir Francis Rowles, Sir Francis Drake, who

promised to raise the west; and Trenchard in particular, who had
interest In the disaffected town of Taunton, assured him of consid-

erable assistance from that neighbourhood. Shaftesburv and his

emissary, Ferguson, an independent clergyman and a restless plot-

ter, managed the correspondence in the city, upon which the con-
federates chiefly relied. The whole train was ready to take fire; but

was prevented by the caution of lord Russel, who induced Mon-

mouth to delay the enterprize. Shaftesbury in the mean time was

so much affected with the sense of his danger, that he had left his

house, and secretly lurked in the city; meditating all those desper-

that any one should pretend, that this conspiracy was an imposture like the
popish plot. Monmouth's declaranon pubhshed in the next relgn, confesses
a consult for extraordinary remedies
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ate schemes, which disappointed revenge and ambition could m-

spire. He exclaimed loudly against delay, and represented to his

confederates, that having gone so far, and entrusted the secret into
so many hands, there was no safety for them but an a bold and

desperate prosecution of their purpose. The projects were there-

fore renewed: Meetings of the conspirators were appointed m

different houses, particularly in Shephard's, an eminent wine-

merchant in the city: The plan of an Insurrection was laid in Lon-
don, Cheshire, Devonshire, and Bristol: The several places of ren-

dezvous in the city were concerted; and all the operations fixed.

The state of the guards was even viewed by Monmouth and Arm-

strong, and an attack on them pronounced practicable: A decla-

ration to justify the enterprize to the public was read and agreed
to: And every circumstance seemed now to render an insurrection

unavoidable; when a new delay was procured by Trenchard, who

declared, that the rising in the west could not for some weeks be in
sufficient forwardness.

Shaftesbury was enraged at these perpetual cautions and delays

in an enterprize, which, he thought, nothing but courage and
celerity could render effectual: He threatened to commence the

insurrection with his friends in the city alone; and he boasted, that

he had ten thousand brzsk boys, as he called them, who, on a motion

of his finger, were ready to fly to arms. Monmouth, Russel, and the

other conspirators, were, during some time, in apprehensions, lest

despair should push him into some dangerous measure; when
they heard, that, after a long combat between fear and rage, he had

at last abandoned all hopes of success, and had retired into Hol-

land. He lived in a private manner at Amsterdam; and for greater

security desired to be admitted into the magistracy of that city: But

his former violent counsels against the Dutch commonwealth were
Shaftes- remembered; and all applications from him were rejected. He died

bury soon after; and his end gave neither sorrow to his friends, nor joy

retzres to his enemies. His furious temper, notwithstanding his capacity,and d_es
had done great injury to the cause, in which he was engaged. The

violences and iniquities, which he suggested and encouraged, were

greater than even faction itself could endure; and men could not

forbear sometimes recollecting, that the same person, who had

become so zealous a patriot, was once a most prostitute courtier. It

is remarkable, that this man, whose principles and conduct were,
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in all other respects, so exceptionable, proved an excellent chan-

cellor; and that all his decrees, while he possessed that high office,

were equally remarkable for justness and for integrity. So difficult

is it to find m history a character either wholly bad or perfectly
good; though the prejudices of party make writers run easily into

the extremes both of panegyrm and of satire!

After Shaftesbury's departure, the conspirators found some
difficulty m renewing the correspondence with the city mal-

contents, who had been accustomed to depend solely on that no-

bleman. Their common hopes, however, as well as common fears,

made them at last have recourse to each other; and a regular

project of an insurrection was again formed. A council of six was

erected, consisting of Monmouth, Russel, Essex, Howard, Alger-

non Sidney, and John Hambden, grandson of the great parlia-
mentary leader. These men entered into an agreement with Ar-

gyle and the Scottish malcontents; who engaged, that, upon the

payment of 1o,ooo pounds for the purchase of arms m Holland,

they would bring the covenanters into the field. Insurrections like-

wise were anew projected m Cheshire, and the west, as well as m
the city; and some meetings of the leaders were held, in order to

reduce these projects into form. The conspirators differed ex-

tremely in their views. Sidney was passionate for a commonwealth.

Essex had embraced the same project. But Monmouth had enter-

tamed hopes of acquiring the crown for himself. Russel, as well as
Hambden, was much attached to the ancient consntunon, and

intended only the exclusion of the duke and the redress of griev-

ances. Lord Howard was a man of no principle, and was ready to

embrace any party, which his immediate interest should recom-

mend to him. But notwithstanding this difference of characters
and of views, their common hatred of the duke and the present

administration united them in one party; and the dangerous ex-

periment of an insurrection was fully resolved on.

While these schemes were concerting among the leaders, there

was an inferior order of conspirators, who held frequent meetings;

and, together with the insurrection, carried on projects quite un-
known to Monmouth, and the cabal of sxx, Among these men were Rye-house

colonel Rumsey, an old republican officer, who had distinguished plot,

himself in Portugal, and had been recommended to the king by

mareschal Schomberg; lieutenant colonel Walcot, likewise a re-
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publican officer; Goodenough, under-sheriff of London, a zealous

and noted party-man; West, Tyley, Norton, Ayloffe, lawyers; Fer-

guson, Rouse, Hone, Keillng, Holloway, Bourne, Lee, Rumbald.
Most of these last were merchants or tradesmen; and the only

persons of this confederacy, who had access to the leaders of the

party, were Rumsev and Ferguson. When these men met together,

they indulged themselves in the most desperate and most criminal

discourse: They frequently mentioned the assassination of the
king and the duke. to which they had given the familiar appel-

lation of loppzng: They even went so far as to have thought of a

scheme for that purpose. Rumbald, who was a maltster, possessed

a farm, called the Rye-house, which lay on the road to Newmarket,

whither the king commonly went once a-year, for the diversion of

the races. A plan of this farm had been laid before some of the
conspirators bv Rumbald. who showed them how easy it would be,

by over-turning a cart, to stop at that place the king's coach; while

they might fire upon him from the hedges, and be enabled after-

wards, through bye-lanes and cross the fields, to make their es-

cape. But though the plausibility of this scheme gave great plea-

sure to the conspirators, no concerted design was as yet laid, nor

any men, horses, or arms provided: The whole was httle more than

loose discourse, the overflowings of their zeal and rancour. The

house, m which the king hved at Newmarket, took fire acci-

dentally, and he was obliged to leave that place eight days sooner

than he intended. To this circumstance his safety was afterwards
ascribed, when the conspiracy was detected; and the court party

could not sufficiently admire the wise dispensations of providence.

It is indeed certain, that as the king had thus unexpectedly left
Newmarket, he was worse attended than usual; and Rumbald in-

formed his confederates with regret what a fine opportunity was
thus unfortunately lost.

Consp_r- Among the conspirators I have mentioned Keiling, a salter m

acy dzs- London. This man had been engaged m a bold measure, of ar-

covered resting the mayor of London, at the suit of Papillon and Dubois,

the ousted sheriffs, and being liable to prosecution for that action,

he thought it safest to purchase a pardon, by revealing the con-

z_th spiracy, in which he was deeply concerned. He brought to secre-

June. tary Jenkins intelligence of the assassination plot; but as he was a

single evidence, the secretary, whom many false plots had proba-
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bly rendered incredulous, scrupled to issue warrants for the com-

mitment of so great a number of persons. Keihng therefore, in

order to fortify his testimony, engaged his brother in treasonable

discourse with Goodenough, one of the conspirators; and Jenkins
began now to give more attention to the mtelhgence. The con-

spirators had got some hint of the danger, in which they were

involved; and all of them concealed themselves. One person alone,
of the name of Barber, an instrument-maker, was seized; and as his

confession concurred in many particulars with Keiling's informa-
tion, the affair seemed to be put out of all question; and a more

diligent search was every where made after the conspirators.

West, the lawyer, and colonel Rumse,_, finding the perils, to

which they were exposed in endeavouring to escape, resolved to

save their own hves at the expence of their companions, and they

surrendered themselves with an intention of becoming evidence.

West could do httle more than confirm the tesnmony of Kelhng

with regard to the assassination plot; but Rumsey, besides glwng

addinonal confirmation of the same design, was at last, though

with much difficulty, led to reveal the meetings at Shephard's.

Shephard was immediately apprehended; and had not courage to
maintain fidelity to his confederates. Upon his reformation, orders

were issued for arresting the great men engaged in the conspiracy.

Monmouth absconded: Russel was sent to the Tower: Gray was

arrested, but escaped from the messenger: Howard was taken,

while he concealed himself m a chimney, and being a man of
profligate morals, as well as indigent circumstances, he scrupled

not, in hopes of a pardon and a reward, to reveal the whole con-

splracy. Essex, Sidney, Hambden were immediately apprehended

upon his evidence. Every day some of the conspirators were de-

tected in their lurking-places, and thrown into prison
Lieutenant colonel Walcot was first brought to his trial. This Executzon

man, who was once noted for bravery, had been so far overcome of thecon-

by the love of life, that he had written to secretary Jenkins and had spirators.

offered upon promise of pardon to turn evidence: But no sooner

had he taken this mean step, than he felt more generous senti-
ments arise in him; and he endeavoured, though in vain, to con-

ceal himself. The witnesses against him were Rumsey, West, Shep-

hard, together with Bourne, a brewer. His own letter to the

secretary was produced, and rendered the tesnmony of the w_t-
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nesses unquesnonable. Hone and Rouse were also condemned.

These two men, as well as Walcot, acknowledged, at their exe-

cunon, the justice of the sentence; and from their trial and confes-
sion it is sufficiently apparent, that the plan of an resurrection had

been regularly formed; and that even the assassination had been

often talked of, and not without the approbation of many of the

conspirators.

Trzal of The condemnation of these criminals was probably intended as

lord a preparative to the trial of lord Russel, and served to impress the

Russel, public with a thorough belief of the conspiracy, as well as a horror
against it. The witnesses produced against the noble prisoner were

Rumsey, Shephard, and lord Howard. Rumsey swore, that he him-

sell had been introduced to the cabal at Shephard's, where Russel

was present; and had dehvered them a message from Shaftesbury,
urging them to hasten the intended insurrection: But had received

for answer, that it was found necessary to delay the design, and

that Shaftesbury must therefore, for some time, rest contented.

This answer, he said, was delivered by Ferguson; but was assented

to by the prisoner. He added, that some discourse had been en-
tered into about taking a survey of the guards; and he thought that

Monmouth, Gray, and Armstrong undertook to view them. Shep-

hard deposed, that his house had beforehand been bespoken by

Ferguson for the secret meeting of the conspirators, and that he
had been careful to keep all his servants from approaching them,

and had served them himself. Their discourse, he said, ran chiefly

upon the means of surprizmg the guards; and it was agreed, that

Monmouth and his two friends should take a survey of them. The

report, which they brought next meeting, was, that the guards

were remiss, and that the design was practicable: But he did not

affirm, that any resolution was taken of executing it. The prisoner,
he thought, was present at both these meetings; but he was sure,

that at least he was present at one of them. A declaration, he

added, had been read by Ferguson in Russel's presence: The rea-
sons of the intended resurrection were there set forth, and all the

public grievances fully displayed.
Lord Howard had been one of the cabal of six, established after

Shaftesbury's flight; and two meetings had been held by the con-

spirators, one at Hambden's, another at Russel's. Howard de-

posed, that, at the first meeting, it was agreed to begin the insur-
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recnon m the country before the city; the places were fixed, the

proper quantity and kind of arms agreed on, and the whole plan

of operations concerted: That at the second meeting, the con-

versanon chiefly turned upon their correspondence with Argyle

and the discontented Scots, and that the principal management of
that affair was entrusted to Sidney, who had sent one Aaron Smith

into Scotland with proper instructions. He added, that in these

deliberations no quesnon was put, or votes collected; but there was

no contradiction; and, as he took _t, all of them, and the prisoner

among the rest, gave their consent.

Rumsey and Shephard were very unwilling witnesses against

lord Russel; and it appears from Gray's Secret History, k that, ff

they had pleased, they could have given a more explicit tesnmony

against him. This reluctance, together with the difficulty in
recollecting circumstances of a conversation, which had passed

above eight months before, and which the persons had not at that

time any intention to reveal, may beget some slight objection to
their evidence. But on the whole, it was undoubtedly proved, that

the Insurrection had been deliberated on by the prisoner, and fully

resolved; the surprisal of the guards deliberated on, but not fully
resolved; and that an assassination had never once been men-

honed nor imagined by him. So far the matter of fact seems cer-

tain: But still, with regard to law, there remained a difficulty, and

that of an important nature.

The English laws of treason, both in the manner of defining
that crime, and in the proof required, are the mildest and most

indulgent, and consequently the most equitable, that are any

where to be found. The two chmf species of treason, contained in

the statute of Edward III., are the compassing and intending of the

king's death, and the actually levying of war against him; and by

the law of Mary, the crime must be proved by the concurring

testimony of two witnesses, to some overt act, tending to these
purposes. But the lawyers, partly desirous of paying court to the

sovereign, partly convinced of 111consequences, which might at-

tend such narrow limitations, had introduced a greater latitude,

both in the proof and definition of the crime. It was not required,

that the two witnesses should testify the same precise overt act: It

k Page 43
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was sufficient, that they both testified some overt act of the same
treason; and though this evasion may seem a subtilty, it had long

prevailed m the courts of judicature, and had at last been solemnly
fixed by parliament at the trial of lord Stafford. The lawyers had

used the same freedom with the law of Edward III. They had

observed, that, by that statute, if a man should enter into a con-

spiracy for a rebellion, should even fix a correspondence with

foreign powers for that purpose, should provide arms and money,
yet, if he were detected and no rebellion ensued, he could not be

tried for treason. To prevent this mconvemence, which it had been

better to remedy by a new law, they had commonly laid their

indictment for intending the death of the king, and had produced

the intention of rebelhon as a proof of that other mtenuon. But

though this form of indictment and trial was very frequent, and
many criminals had received sentence upon it, it was still consid-

ered as somewhat irregular, and was plainly confounding, by a

sophism, two species of treason, which the statute had accurately

distingmshed. What made this refinement still more excep-

tionable, was, that a law had passed soon after the restoration; in
which the consulting or the intending of a rebellion, was, during

Charles's hfe-time, declared treason; and it was reqmred, that the

prosecution should be commenced within six months after the

crime was committed. But notwithstanding this statute, the law-

yers had persevered, as they still do persevere, in the old form of

indictment; and both Sir Harry Vane and Oliver Plunket, titular

primate of Ireland, had been tried by it. Such was the general
horror, entertained against the old repubhcans, and the popish

conspirators, that no one had murmured against this inter-

pretat_on of the statute; and the lawyers thought, that they might

follow the precedent, even in the case of the popular and beloved
lord Russel. Russel's crime fell plainly within the statute of Charles

the IId; but the facts sworn to by Rumsey and Shephard were

beyond the six months required by law, and to the other facts

Howard was a single witness. To make the indictment, therefore,

more extensive, the intention of murdering the king was compre-

hended in it; and for proof of this intention the conspiracy for

raising a rebellion was assigned; and what seemed to bring the

matter still nearer, the design of attacking the king's guards.

Russel perceived this irregularity, and desired to have the point
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argued by counsel" The chief justice told him, that this favour

could not be granted, unless he previously confessed the facts

charged upon him. The artificial confounding of the two species

of treason, though a pracnce supported by many precedents, is the

chief, but not the only hardship, of wMch Russel had reason to

complain on his trial. His defence was feeble; and he contented
himself with protesting, that he never had entertained any design

against the life of the king: HIS veracity would not allow him to
deny the conspiracy for an insurrection. Thejury were men of fair

and reputable characters, but zealous royahsts: After a short dehb-

eration, they brought in the prisoner guilty.

Applications were made to the king for a pardon: Even money,

to the amount of a hundred thousand pounds, was offered to the

dutchess of Portsmouth by the old earl of Bedford, father to Rus-

sel. The king was inexorable. He had been extremely harassed with

the violence of the country party; and he had observed, that the

prisoner, besides his secret designs, had always been carried to the

highest extremity of opposition m parhament. Russel had even

adopted a sennment, similar to what we meet with m a letter of the
younger Brutus. Had his father, he said, advised the king to reject
the exclusion-bill, he would be the first to move for a parha-

mentary impeachment against him. When such determined reso-

lution was observed, his popularity, his humanity, his jusnce, his

very virtues became so many crimes, and were used as arguments

against sparing him. Charles therefore would go no farther than
remitting the more _gnomlnious part of the sentence, which the

law reqmres to be pronounced against traitors. "Lord Russel," said
he, "shall find, that I am possessed of that prerogative, which, m

the case of lord Stafford, he thought proper to deny me." As the

fury of the country party had rendered it impossible for the king,
without the imminent danger of his crown, to pardon so many
catholics, whom he firmly believed innocent, and even affectionate

and loyal to him; he probably thought, that, since the edge of the

law was now ready to fall upon that party themselves, they could

not reasonably expect, that he would interpose to save them.
Russel's consort, a woman of wrtue, daughter and heir of the

good earl of Southampton, threw herself at the king's feet, and

pleaded with many tears the merits and loyalty of her father, as an
atonement for those errors, into which honest, however mistaken
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principles had seduced her husband. These supplicanons were the
last instance of female weakness (if they deserve the name) which

she betrayed. Finding all applications vain, she collected courage,

and not only fortified herself against the fatal blow, but en-
deavoured by her example to strengthen the resolution of her

unfortunate lord. With a tender and decent composure they took
leave of each other on the day of his execution. "The bitterness of

death is now past," said he, when he turned from her. Lord
Cavendlsh had lived in the closest intimacy with Russel, and
deserted not his friend in the present calamity. He offered to

manage his escape, by changing cloaths with him, and remaining

at all hazards in his place. Russel refused to save his own life, by an

expedient which might expose his friend to so many hardships.

When the duke of Monmouth by message offered to surrender

himself, if Russel thought that this measure would any wise con-

tribute to his safety; "It will be no advantage to me," he said, "to

have my friends die with me." Some of his expressions discover,

not only composure, but good humour in this melancholy ex-

tremity. The day before his execution he was seized with a bleeding

at the nose "I shall not now let blood to divert this distemper," said
he to doctor Burnet who attended him, "that will be done to-
morrow." A little before the sheriffs conducted him to the scaffold,

he wound up his watch. "Now I have done," said he, "with time,

and henceforth must think solely of eternity."

2xst The scaffold was erected in Lincoln's Inn Fields, a place distant
July from the Tower; and it was probably intended, by conducting

Russel through so many streets, to show the mutinous city their

beloved leader, once the object of all their confidence, now ex-

posed to the utmost rigours of the law. As he was the most popular

among his own party; so was he ever the least obnoxious to the

opposite faction: And his melancholy fate united every heart, sen-

and exe- sible of humanity, in a tender compassion for him. Without the

cutw_ least change of countenance, he laid his head on the block; and at

two strokes, It was severed from his body.

In the speech, which he dehvered to the sheriffs, he was very

anxious to clear his memory from any imputation of ever in-

tending the king's death, or any alteration in the government: He

could not exphcitly confess the projected insurrection without

hurting his friends, who might still be called in question for it; but
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he did not purge himself of that design, which, in the present

condition of the nation, he regarded as no crime By many pas-
sages in his speech he seems to the last to have lain under the

influence of party zeal; a passion, which, being nourished by a

social temper, and cloathmg itself under the appearance of prin-
ciple, it is almost impossible for a virtuous man, who has acted in

public life, ever thoroughly to eradicate. He professed his entire

belief in the popish plot: And he said, that, though he had often
heard the seizure of the guards mentioned, he had ever disap-

proved of that attempt. To which he added, that the massacring of

so many innocent men in cool blood was so like a popish practice,

that he could not but abhor it. Upon the whole, the integrity and

virtuous intentions, rather than the capacity, of this unfortunate

nobleman, seem to have been the shining parts of his character.
Algernon Sidney was next brought to his trial. This gallant TrTalof

person, son of the earl of Leicester, had entered deeply into the Algernon
war against the late king; and though no wise tainted w_th enthu- Szdne_

siasm, he had so far shared in all the counsels of the independant

republican party, as to have been named on the high court of

justice which tried and condemned that monarch: He thought not

proper, however, to take his seat among the judges. He ever op-

posed Cromwel's usurpation with zeal and courage: and after mak-

ing all efforts against the restoration, he resolved to take no benefit

of the general indemnity, but chose voluntary banishment, rather
than submit to a government and family, which he abhorred As

long as the republican party had any existence, he was active In

every scheme, however unpromising, which tended to promote
their cause: But at length, in a677, finding it necessary for his

private affairs to return to England, he had apphed for the king's
pardon, and had obtained it. When the factmns, arising from the

popish plot, began to run high. Sidney, full of those ideas of hb-

erty, which he had imbibed from the great examples of antiquity,

joined the popular party; and was even willing to seek a second

time, through all the horrors of civil war, for his adored republic.

From this imperfect sketch of the character and conduct of this
singular personage, it may easily be conceived how obnoxious he

was become to the court and ministry: What alone renders them

blameable was the illegal method, which they took, for effecting

their purpose against him. On Sidney's trial they produced a great
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number of witnesses, who proved the reality of a plot in general;

and when the prisoner exclaimed, that all these evidences said

nothing of him, he was answered, that this method of proceeding,
however irregular, had been practised in the prosecutions of the

popash conspirators: A topic more fit to condemn one party than

to justify the other. The only witness, who deposed against Sidney,

was lord Howard; but as the law required two witnesses, a strange

expedient was fallen on to supply this deficiency. In ransacking the

prisoner's closet, some discourses on government were found; in
which he had maintained principles, favourable indeed to liberty,

but such as the best and most dutiful subjects in all ages have been

known to embrace; the original contract, the source of power from

a consent of the people, the lawfulness of resisting tyrants, the

preference of liberty to the government of a single person. These
papers were asserted to be equivalent to a second watness, and even

to many witnesses. The prisoner replied, that there was no other

reason for ascribing these papers to him as the author, besides a

simlhtude of hand; a proof, which was never admitted in criminal

prosecutions: That allowing him to be the author, he had com-

posed them solely for his private amusement, and had never pub-
lished them to the world, or even communicated them to any

single person: That, when examined, they appeared, by the colour

of the ink to have been written many years before, and were in vain

produced as evidence of a present conspiracy against the govern-

ment: And that where the law positively requires two witnesses,
one witness, attended with the most convincing circumstances,

could never suffice; much less, when supported by a circumstance

so weak and precarious. All these arguments, though urged by the

prisoner with great courage and pregnancy of reason, had no

Influence. The violent and inhuman Jefferies was now chlefjus-

rice; and by his direction a pamal jury was easily prevailed on to
I7th give verdict against Sidney. His execution followed a few days

Dec after: He complained, and with reason, of the iniquity of the sen-
H_3 ex-

tence; but he had too much greatness of mind to deny those con-ecutzon
spiracies with Monmouth and Russel, in which he had been en-

gaged. He rather gloried, that he now suffered for that good old
cause, in which, from his earliest youth, he said, he had lnlisted
himself.

The execution of Sidney is regarded as one of the greatest
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blemishes of the present rmgn. The evidence against him, it must

be confessed, was not legal; and the jury, who condemned him,

were, for that reason, very blameable. But that after sentence

passed by a court of judicature, the king should interpose and
pardon a man, who, though otherwise possessed of merit, was

undoubtedly guilty, who had ever been a most inflexible and most

inveterate enemy to the royal family, and who lately had even

abused the king's clemency, might be an act of heroic generosity,

but can never be regarded as a necessar_ and lndlspenslble duty.

Howard was also the sole evidence against Hambden; and his

testimony was not supported by any material circumstance. The

crown-lawyers therefore found it in vain to try the prisoner for

treason: They laid the indictment only for a misdemeanour, and

obtained sentence against him. The fine imposed was exorbitant,
no less than forty thousand pounds.

Holloway, a merchant of Bristol, one of the conspirators, had

fled to the West-lndles, and was now brought over He had been

out-lawed, but the year, allowed him for surrendering himself, was

not expired. A trial was therefore offered him: But as he had at
first confessed his being engaged m a conspiracy for an insur-
rection, and even allowed that he had heard some discourse of an

assasslnanon, though he had not approved of it, he thought it

more expedient to throw himself on the king's mercy. He was

executed, persisting in the same confession.

Sir Thomas Armstrong, who had been seized in Holland, and
sent over by Chldley, the king's minister, was precisely in the same

situation with Holloway: But the same favour, or rather justice,

was refused him. The lawyers pretended, that, unless he had vol-

untarily surrendered himself before the expiration of the nine

assigned, he could not claim the privilege of a trial; not considering

that the seizure of his person ought in equity to be supposed the
accident which prevented him. The king, bore a great enmitv

against this gentleman, by whom he believed the duke of Mon-
mouth to have been seduced from his duty: He also asserted that

Armstrong had once promised Cromwel to assassinate him;

though it must be confessed, that the prisoner justified himself
from this _mputation by very strong arguments. These were the

reasons of that injustice, which was now done him. It was appre-

hended, that sufficient evidence of his guilt could not be pro-
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duced; and that even the partial juries, which were now returned,

and which allowed themselves to be entirely directed by Jefferies

and other violent judges, would not give sentence against him.
On the day that Russel was tried, Essex, a man eminent both for

virtues and abilines, was found in the Tower with his throat cut.

The coroner's inquest brought m their verdict, self-murther: Yet

because two children ten years old (one of whom too departed

from his evadence) had affirmed, that they heard a great noise

from his window, and that they saw a hand throw out a bloody
razor; these circumstances were laid hold of, and the murder was

ascribed to the king and the duke, who happened that mormng to

pay a visit to the Tower. Essex was subject to fits of deep mel-

ancholy, and had been seized with one immediately upon his com-
mitment: He was accustomed to maintain the lawfulness of sui-

cide: And his countess, upon a strict enqmry, which was committed
to the care of Dr. Burnet, found no reason to confirm the sus-

picion: Yet could not all these circumstances, joined to many oth-

ers, entirely remove the imputation. It is no wonder, that faction

is so productive of vices of all kinds: For, besides that it inflames all

the passions, it tends much to remove those great restramts, hon-
our and shame; when men find, that no iniquity can lose them the

applause of their own party, and no innocence secure them against

the calumnies of the opposite.

But though there is no reason to think, that Essex had been

murdered by any orders from court, it must be acknowledged that
an unjustifiable use m Russel's trial was made of that incident. The

king's counsel mentioned it in their pleadings as a strong proof of

the conspiracy; and it is said to have had great weight with the jury.

It was insisted on in SMney's trial for the same purpose.

State of Some memorable causes, tried about this time, though they

the na have no relation to the Rye-house conspiracy, show the temper of

tzon the bench and of the juries. Oates was convicted of having called

the duke a popish traitor; was condemned in damages to the

amount of one hundred thousand pounds; and was adjudged to

remain in prison till he should make payment. A like sentence was

passed upon Dutton-Coh for a like offence. Sir Samuel Bar-

nardlston was fined ten thousand pounds; because in some private
letters which had been intercepted, he had reflected on the gov-

ernment. This gentleman was obnoxious, because he had been
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foreman of that jury, which rejected the bill against Shaftesbury.

A pretence was therefore fallen upon for punishing him; though
such a precedent may justly be deemed a very unusual act of

severity, and sufficient to destroy all confidence in private friend-

ship and correspondence.

There is another remarkable trial, which shows the disposmon

of the courts of judicature, and which, though It passed in the

ensuing year, it may not be _mproper to relate m this place. One

Rosewel, a presbyterian preacher, was accused by three women of

having spoken treasonable words in a sermon. They swore to two

or three periods, and agreed so exactly together, that there was not
the smallest varlanon in their depositions. Rosewel on the other

hand made a very good defence. He proved, that the witnesses

were lewd and infamous persons. He proved, that, even during
Cromwel's usurpations, he had always been a royahst; that he

prayed constantly for the king in his family: and that m his ser-

mons he often inculcated the obhgations of loyalty And as to the
sermon, of which he was accused, several witnesses, who heard at,

and some who wrote _t in short hand, deposed that he had used no

such expressions as those which were Imputed to him. He offered
h_s own notes as a farther proof. The women could not show by

any circumstance or witness, that they were at his meeting. And the
expressions, to which they deposed, were so gross, that no man in

his senses could be supposed to employ them before a mlxt audi-

ence. It was also urged, that it appeared next to impossible for

three women to remember so long a period upon one single hear-

rag, and to remember it so exactly, as to agree to a tittle in their

deposinons with regard to it. The prisoner offered to put the

whole upon this issue: He would pronounce, with his usual tone of

voice, a period as long as that to which they had sworn; and then

let them try to repeat it, if they could. What was more un-

accountable, they had forgotten even the text of his sermon; nor

did they remember any single passage, but the words, to which
they gave evidence. After so strong a defence, the sohcltor general

thought not proper to make any reply: Even Jeffenes went no
farther than some general declamations against convenncles and

presbyterians: Yet so violent were party-prejudices, that the jury

gave a verdict against the prisoner, which however appeared so

palpably unjust, that it was not carried into execution.
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The duke of Monmouth had absconded on the first discovery

of the conspiracy; and the court could get no intelligence of him.

At length, Halifax, who began to apprehend the too great preva-
lence of the royal party, and who thought, that Monmouth's inter-

est would prove the best counterpolze to the duke's, discovered his

retreat, and prevailed on him to write two letters to the king, full

of the tenderest and most submissive expressions. The king's fond-
ness was revived; and he permitted Monmouth to come to court.
He even endeavoured to mediate a reconcihatlon between his son

and his brother; and having promised Monmouth, that his testi-

mony should never be employed against any of his friends, he

engaged him to give a full account of the plot. But, in order to put

the country party to silence, he called next day an extraordinary

council; and informed them, that Monmouth had showed great

penitence for the share which he had had m the late conspiracy,
and had expressed his resolutions never more to engage In such

criminal enterprizes. He went so far as to give orders, that a para-

graph to the like purpose should be inserted in the Gazette. Mon-

mouth kept silence till he had obtained his pardon in form: But
finding, that, by taking this step, he was entirely disgraced with his

party, and that, even though he should not be produced in court

as an evidence, his testimony, being so pubhcly known, might have

weight with juries on any future trial, he resolved at all hazards to
retrieve his honour. His emissaries, therefore, received orders to

deny, that he had ever made any such confession as that which was

imputed to him; and the party exclaimed, that the whole was an

imposture of the court. The king provoked at this conduct, ban-

ished Monmouth his presence, and afterwards ordered him to

depart the kingdom.
The court was aware, that the malcontents in England had held

a correspondence with those of Scotland; and that Balllie of Jervls-

wood, a man of merit and learning, with two gentlemen of the

name of Campbel, had come to London, under pretence of nego-

ciating the settlement of the Scottish presbyterians in Carolina, but

really with a view of concerting measures with the English con-

spirators. Baillie was sent prisoner to Edinburgh, but as no evi-

dence appeared against him, the council required him to swear,

that he would answer all questions, which should be propounded

to him. He refused to submit to so iniquitous a condition; and a
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fine of six thousand pounds was Imposed upon him. At length, two

persons, Spence and Carstares, being put to the torture, gave
evidence which involved the earl of Tarras and some others, who,
in order to save themsel_ es, were reduced to accuse Bailhe. He w as

brought to trial; and being In so langmshlng a condition from the

treatment which he had met with in prison, that it was feared he

would not survive that night, he was ordered to be executed the

very afternoon on which he received sentence.

The severities, exercised during this part of the present reign,
were much contrary to the usual tenor of the king's conduct, and

though those who studied his character more narrowly, have pro-

nounced, that towards great offences he was rigid and inexorable,

the nation were more inclined to ascribe every unjust or hard

measure to the prevalence of the duke, into whose hands the king
had, from indolence, not from any opinion of his brother's supe-

rior capacity, resigned the reins of government. The crown indeed

gained great advantage from the detection of the conspiracy, and

lost none by the rigorous execution of the conspirators: The hor-

ror entertained against the assassination-plot, which was generally

confounded with the project for an insurrection, rendered the

whole party unpopular, and reconciled the nation to the measures

of the court. The most loyal addresses came from all parts; and the

doctrine of submission to the civil magistrate, and even of an

unlimited passive obedience, became the reigning principle of the

times. The university of Oxford passed a solemn decree, con-
demning some doctrines, which they termed republican, but

which indeed are. most of them, the only tenets, on which liberty
and a limited constitution can be founded. The faction of the

excluslonlsts, lately so numerous, powerful, and zealous, were at

the king's feet; and were as much fallen in their spirit as in their

credit with the nation. Nothing that had the least appearance of

opposition to the court, could be hearkened to by the publlcJ

The kmg endeavoured to encrease his present popularity by 1684

every art; and knowing, that the suspicion of popery was of all

t In the month of November this year died Prince Rupert, in the slxt,,-thlrd
year of his age He had left his own country so earl_, that he had become
an entire Enghshman, and was even suspected, m his latter davs, of a blass
to the country party He was for that reason much neglected at court The
duke of Lauderdale died also this year
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others the most dangerous, he judged it proper to marry his niece,

the lady Anne, to prince George, brother to the king of Denmark.

All the credit, however, and persuasion of Halifax could not en-

gage him to call a parhament, or trust the nation with the election

of a new representative. Though his revenues were extremely
burthened, he rather chose to struggle with the present diffi-

culties, than try an experiment, which, by raising afresh so many

malignant humours, might prove dangerous to his repose. The

duke likewise zealously opposed this proposal, and even engaged
the king in measures, which could have no tendency, but to render

any accommodation with a parliament altogether impracticable.

Williams, who had been speaker during the two last parliaments,

was prosecuted for warrants, issued by him, in obedience to orders

of the house: A breach of privilege, which, it seemed not likely, any

future house of commons would leave unquestioned. Danby and

the popish lords, who had so long been confined in the Tower, and

who saw no prospect of a trial in parliament, applied by petition,
and were admitted to bail: A measure just in itself, but deemed a

great encroachment on the privileges of that assembly. The duke,

contrary to law, was restored to the office of high admiral, without
taking the test.

Had the least grain of jealousy or emulation been mixed In the

king's character; had he been actuated by that concern for his
people's or even for his own honour, which his high station de-

manded, he would have hazarded many domestic inconveniencies

rather than allow France to domineer in so haughty a manner as

State of that which at present she assumed in every negociation. The peace

forezgn of Nimeguen, imposed by the Dutch on their unwilling alhes, had

affazrs disjointed the whole confederacy; and all the powers, engaged in

it, had disbanded their supernumerary troops, which they found
it difficult to subsist. Lewis alone still maintained a powerful army,

and by his preparations rendered himself every day more for-

midable. He now acted as if he were the sole sovereign in Europe,

and as if all other princes were soon to become his vassals. Courts

or chambers were erected in Metz and Brisac, for re-uniting such

territories as had ever been members of any part of his new con-

quests. They made inquiry into titles buried in the most remote

antiquity. They cited the neighbouring princes to appear before

them, and issued decrees, expelhng them the contested territories.

The _mportant town of Strasbourg, an ancient and a free state, was
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seized by Lewis: Alost was demanded of the Spaniards, on a friv-

olous, and even ridiculous pretence; and upon their refusal to

yield It, Luxembourg was blockaded, and soon after taken. _ Genoa

had been bombarded, because the Genoese had stipulated to build
some gillies for the Spaniards; and, m order to avoid more severe

treatment, that republic was obhged to yield to the most mortifying

conditions. The empire was insulted in its head and principal

members; and used no other expedient for redress, than impotent

complaints and remonstrances.

Spain was so enraged at the insolent treatment which she met
with, that, without considering her present weak condition, she

declared war agamst her haughty enemy: She hoped that the other

powers of Europe, sensible of the common danger, would fly to

her assistance. The prince of Orange, whose ruling passions were
love of war and ammoslty against France, seconded every where

the applications of the Spaniards. In the year 1681, he made a

journey to England, in order to engage the king into closer mea-

sures with the confederates. He also proposed to the States to

make an augmentation of their forces; but several of the provinces,

and even the town of Amsterdam, had been gamed by the French,
and the proposal was rejected. The prince's enemies derived the

most plausible reasons of their opposition from the situation of

England, and the known and avowed attachments of the English
monarch.

No sooner had Charles dismissed his parliament, and em-

braced the resolution of governing by prerogative alone, than he
dropped his new alliance with Spain and returned to his former

dangerous connections with Lewis. This prince had even offered

to make him arbiter of his differences with Spain; and the latter

power, sensible of Charles's partiality, had refused to submit to
such a disadvantageous proposal. Whether any money was now

remitted to England, we do not certainly know: But we may fairly

presume, that the king's necessities were in some degree reheved

by France." And though Charles had reason to apprehend the

m It appears from Sir John Dalrymple's Appendix, that the king received
from France a million of hvres for his conmvance at the seizure of Lux-
embourg, beside his ordinary pension. " The following passage is an
extract from M. Barlllon's letters kept m the Depot desAffazresetrangeres at
Versailles It was lately communicated to the author while m France Con-
venuon verbale arret+e le 1avri11681 Charles _ s'engage a ne rien omettre
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utmost danger from the great, and still encreasing, naval power of

that kingdom, joined to the weak condition of the English fleet, no

consideration was able to rouze him from his present lethargy.

It is here we are to fix the point of the highest exaltation, which

the power of Lewis or that of any European prince, since the age

of Charlemagne, had ever attained. The monarch, most capable of

opposing his progress was entirely engaged in his interests; and

the Turks, invited by the malcontents of Hungary, were preparing

to invade the emperor, and to disable that prince from making

head against the progress of the French power. Lewis may even be

accused of oversight, in not making sufficient advantage of such

favourable opportunities, which he was never afterwards able to

recall. But that monarch, though more governed by motives of

ambition than by those of justice or moderation, was still more

actuated by the suggestions of vanity. He contented himself with

insulting and domineering over all the princes and free states of

Europe; and he thereby provoked their resentment, without sub-

duing their power. While every one, who approached his person,

and behaved with submission to his authority, was treated with the

highest politeness; all the neighbouring potentates had succes-

sively felt the effects of his haughty imperious disposition. And by

indulging his poets, orators, and courtiers in their flatteries, and in

their prognostications of universal empire, he conveyed faster,

than by the prospect of his power alone, the apprehension of

general conquest and subjection.

I685 The French greatness never, during his whole reign, inspired

Charles with any apprehensions; and Clifford, it is said, one of his

pour pouvolr falre connoltre h sa majestb qu'elle avolt raison de prendre
confiance en lm, a se degager peu a peu de l'alhance avec l'Espagne, & a
se mettre en etat de ne point etre contraint par son parlement de faire
quelque chose d'opposb aux nouveaux engagemens qu'll prenoit. En con-

sequence le rox promet un subside de deux millions la premiere des trois
annbes de cet engagement & 5oo,ooo bcus les deux autres, se contentant de
la parole de sa majestb BrItanmque, d'aglr h l'egard de sa majestb con-
formement aux obhgatlons qu'll lm avolt Le Sr Hyde demanda que le rm
s'engagea a ne point attaquer les pays bas & meme Strasbourg, temolgnant
que le rol son maitre ne pourrolt s'empecher de secourir les pals bas, quand
m_me son parlement ne seroit point assembl& M. Bardlon lm repondit en
termes generaux par ordre du roi, que sa majest6 n' avolt point intention
de rompre la palx, & qu'd n'engagerolt pas sa majestb Brltannlque en
choses contraires h ses ventables mterets.
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most favoured ministers, went so far as to affirm, that it were better

for the king to be viceroy under a great and generous monarch,

than a slave to five hundred of his own insolent subjects. The

ambition, therefore, and uncontrouled power of Lewis were no

diminution of Charles's happiness; and in other respects his condi-
tlon seemed at present more eligible than it had ever been since his

restoration. A mighty faction, which had shaken his throne, and

menaced his family, was totally subdued; and by their precipitate

indiscretion had exposed themselves both to the rigour of the laws
and to public hatred. He had recovered his former popularity in

the nation; and what probably pleased him more than ha_lng a

compliant parliament, he was enabled to govern altogether with-

out one. But it is certain, that the king, amidst all these promising

circumstances, was not happy or satisfied. Whether he found him-

self exposed to difficulties for want of money, or dreaded a recoil
of the popular humour from the present arbitrary measures, is

uncertain. Perhaps the violent, imprudent temper of the duke, by

pushing Charles upon dangerous attempts, gave him apprehen-
sion and uneasiness. He was overheard one day to say, in opposing

some of the duke's hasty counsels, "Brother, I am too old to go

again to my travels: You may, if you chuse it." Whatever was the

cause of the king's dissatisfaction, it seems probable, that he was

meditating some change of measures, and had formed a new plan

of administration. He was determined, It is thought, to send the

duke to Scotland, to recall Monmouth, to summon a parliament, to
dismiss all his unpopular ministers, and to throw himself entirely

on the good will and affections of his subjects? Amidst these truly

wise and virtuous designs, he was seized with a sudden fit, which King's

resembled an apoplexy; and though he was recovered from it by szck-

bleeding, he languished only for a few days, and then expired, in hess,

the fifty-fifth year of his age, and twenty-fifth of his reign. He was

so happy in a good constitution of body, and had ever been so and
remarkably careful of his health, that his death struck as great a death

surprize into his subjects, as if he had been in the flower of his 6th Feb

youth. And their great concern for him, owing to their affection

for his person, as well as their dread of his successor, very natu-
rally, when joined to the critical time of his death, begat the sus-

o King James's Memoirs confirm this rumor, as also D'Avaux's Nego-
tlanons, 14 Dec. i684.
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picion of poison. All circumstances however considered, this sus-

picion must be allowed to vanish; like many others, of which all
histories are full.

During the few days of the king's illness, clergymen of the

church of England attended him; but he discovered a total indif-

ference towards their devotions and exhortations. Cathohc priests

were brought, and he received the sacrament from them, accom-

panied with the other rites of the Romish church. Two papers were

found in his cabinet, written with his own hand, and containing

arguments in favour of that communion. The duke had the impru-

dence immediately to publish these papers, and thereby both con-

firmed all the reproaches of those who had been the greatest
enemies to his brother's measures, and afforded to the world a

specimen of his own bigotry.

and If we survey the character of Charles II. in the different lights,

character which it will admit of, it will appear various, and glve rise to differ-

ent and even opposite sentiments. When considered as a compan-

ion, he appears the most amiable and engaging of men; and in-

deed. in this view, his deportment must be allowed altogether
unexcepnonable. His love of raillery was so tempered with good

breeding, that It was never offensive: His propensity to satire was
so checked with discretion, that his friends never dreaded their

becoming the object of It: His wit, to use the expression of one who

knew him well, and who was himself a good judge, Pcould not be
said so much to be very refined or elevated, qualities apt to beget

jealousy and apprehension in company, as to be a plain, gaining,

well-bred, recommending kind of wit. And though perhaps he

talked more than strict rules of behaviour might permit, men were

so pleased with the affable, communicative deportment of the

monarch, that they always went away contented both with him and
with themselves. This indeed is the most shining part of the king's
character; and he seems to have been sensible of it: For he was

fond of dropping the formality of state, and of relapsing every

moment into the companion.

In the duties of private life his conduct, though not free from
exception, was, in the main, laudable. He was an easy generous

lover, a civil obliging husband, a friendly brother, an indulgent

P Marquess of Hahfax.
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father, and a good natured master, q The voluntary friendships,

however, which this prince contracted, nay, even his sense of grat-

itude, were feeble; and he never attached himself to any of his
ministers or courtmrs with a sincere affecuon. He believed them to

have no motive In serving him but self-interest, and he was still

ready, m his turn, to sacrifice them to present ease or convenience.

With a detail of his private character we must set bounds to our

panegyric on Charles. The other parts of his conduct may admit of
some apology, but can deserve small applause. He was indeed so

much fitted for private life, preferably to public, that he even

possessed order, frugality, and economy in the former: Was pro-

fuse, thoughtless, and negligent in the latter. When we consider

him as a sovereign, h_s character, though not altogether destitute

of virtue, was m the main dangerous to his people, and dishon-

ourable to h_mself. Negligent of the interests of the nation, careless

of its glory, averse to its religion, jealous of its liberty, lavish of ItS

treasure, sparing only of its blood; he exposed it by his measures,

though he ever appeared but in sport, to the danger of a furious

civil war, and even to the rum and ignominy ofa formgn conquest.
Yet may all these enormmes, If fairly and candidly examined, be

Imputed, in a great measure, to the indolence of his temper; a

fault, which, however unfortunate m a monarch, it is impossible

for us to regard with great severity.
It has been remarked of Charles, that he never said a foolish

thing nor ever did a wise one: A censure, which, though too far
carried, seems to have some foundation in his character and de-

portment When the king was informed of this saying, he ob-

served, that the matter was easily accounted for: For that his dis-

course was his own, h_s actions were the ministry's.

If we reflect on the appetite for power inherent m human
nature, and add to it the king's education in foreign countries, and

among the cavaliers, a party which would naturally exaggerate the
late usurpations of popular assembhes upon the rights of mon-

archy; it is not surpnzlng, that civil liberty should not find in him

a very zealous patron. Harassed with domestic faction, weary of

calummes and complaints, oppressed with debts, straitened m his

revenue, he sought, though with feeble efforts, for a form of gov-

q Duke of Buckingham.
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ernment, more simple in its structure and more easy in its manage-

ment. But his attachment to France, after all the pains, which we

have taken, by enquiry and conjecture, to fathom it, contains still

something, It must be confessed, mysterious and inexplicable. The
hopes of rendering himself absolute by Lewls's assistance seem so

chimerical, that they could scarcely be retained with such obstinacy

by a prince of Charles's penetration: And as to pecuniary subsidies,

he surely spent much greater sums in one season, during the

second Dutch war, than were remitted him from France during the
whole course of his reign. I am apt therefore to Imagine, that

Charles was m this particular guided chiefly by inchnatlon, and by

a prepossession m favour of the French nation. He considered that

people as gay, sprightly, polite, elegant, courteous, devoted to

their prince, and attached to the catholic faith; and for these rea-

sons he cordially loved them. The opposite character of the Dutch

had rendered them the objects of his aversion; and even the un-

courtly humours of the English made him very indifferent towards

them. Our notions of interest are much warped by our affections;

and _t is not altogether without example, that a man may be guided

by national prejudices, who has ever been little biassed by private
and personal friendship.

The character of this prince has been elaborately drawn by two

great masters, perfectly well acquainted with him, the duke of
Buckingham and the marquess of Halifax; not to mention several

elegant strokes given by Sir William Temple. Dr. Welwood likewise

and bishop Burnet have employed their pencil on the same sub-

ject: But the former Is somewhat partial in his favour; as the latter

is by far too harsh and malignant. Instead of finding an exact

parallel between Charles II. and the emperor Tiberius, as asserted

by that prelate, It would be more just to remark a full contrast and

opposition. The emperor seems as much to have surpassed the
king In abilities, as he falls short of him in virtue. Provident, wise,

active,jealous, malignant, dark, sullen, unsociable, reserved, cruel,

unrelenting, unforgiving; these are the lights, under which the
Roman tyrant has been transmitted to us. And the only circum-

stance, in which, it can justly be pretended, he was similar to

Charles, is his love of women, a passion which is too general to

form any striking resemblance, and which that detestable and de-

tested monster shared also with unnatural appetites.
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HE FIRST ACT of James's reign was to assemble the privy _685
council; where, after some praises bestowed on the memory Kzng's

of his predecessor, he made professions of his resolution to mare- first trans-
actzons

tain the established government, both in church and state. Though

he had been reported, he said, to have imbibed arbitrary prin-

449
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ciples, he knew that the laws of England were sufficient to make

him as great a monarch as he could wish; and he was determined

never to depart from them. And as he had heretofore ventured his

life in defence of the nation, he would still go as far as any man in
maintaining all its just rights and hberties.

This discourse was received with great applause, not only by

the council, but by the nation. The king universally passed for a

man of great sincerity and great honour; and as the current of
favour ran at that time for the court, men believed, that his re-

tentions were conformable to his expressions. "We have now," it

was said, "the word of a king; and a word never yet broken."

Addresses came from all quarters, full of duty, nay, of the most

servile adulation. Every one hastened to pay court to the new

monarch5 And James had reason to think, that, notwithstanding

the violent efforts made by so potent a party for his exclusion, no

throne in Europe was better established than that of England.

The king, however, in the first exercise of his authority,

shewed, that either he was not sincere in his professions of attach-
ment to the laws, or that he had entertained so lofty an idea of his

own legal power, that even his utmost sincerity would tend very

little to secure the liberties of the people. All the customs and the

greater part of the excise had been settled by parhament on the

late king during life, and consequently the grant was now expired;

nor had the successor any right to levy these branches of revenue.

But James issued a proclamation, ordering the customs and excise
to be paid as before; and this exertion of power he would not deign

to qualify by the least act or even appearance of condescension. It

was proposed to him, that, m order to prevent the ill effects of any

intermission in levying these duties, entries should be made, and
bonds for the sums be taken from the merchants and brewers: But

the payment be suspended nil the parliament should give author-

r The quakers' address was esteemed somewhat singular for ats plainness
and simplicity. It was conceived in these terms. "We are come to testify our
sorrow for the death of our good friend Charles, and our joy for thy being
made our governor We are told thou art not of the persuasion of the
church of England, no more than we Wherefore we hope thou writ grant
us the same liberty, which thou allowest thyself Which doing, we wish thee
all manner of happiness "
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ity to receive it. This precaution was recommended as an expres-

sion of deference to that assembly, or rather to the laws: But for

that very reason, probably, it was rejected by the king. who
thought, that the commons would thence be inwted to assume

more authority, and would regard the whole revenue, and con-

sequently the whole power, of the crown, as dependent on their

good will and pleasure.

The king likewise went openly, and with all the ensigns of his

dignity, to mass, an illegal meeting: And by this imprudence he
displayed at once his arbitrary disposition, and the bigotry of his

principles: These two great characteristics of his reign, and bane of

his administration. He even sent Caryl, as his agent, to Rome, in

order to make submissions to the pope, and to pave the way for a

solemn re-admission of England into the bosom of the catholic

church. The pope, Innocent the XIth, prudently advised the king

not to be too precipitate in his measures, nor rashly attempt what
repeated experience might convince him was impracticable. The

Spanish ambassador, Ronquillo, deeming the tranqmllity of Eng-

land necessary for the support of Spain, used the freedom to make

like remonstrances. He observed to the king, how busy the priests

appeared at court, and advised him not to assent with too great

facility to their dangerous counsels. "Is it not the custom in Spare,"

said James, "for the king to consult with his confessor? .... Yes,"

replied the ambassador, "and it is for that very reason our affairs
succeed so ill."

James gave hopes on his accession, that he would hold the
balance of power more steadily than his predecessor; and that

France, instead of rendering England subservient to her ambitious

projects, would now meet with strong opposition from that king-

dom. Besides applying himself to business with industry, he

seemed jealous of national honour, and expressed great care, that

no more respect should be paid to the French ambassador at Lon-
don than his own received at Paris. But these appearances were not

sufficiently supported, and he found himself immediately under

the necessity of falling into a union with that great monarch, who,

by his power as well as his zeal, seemed alone able to assist him,

in the projects formed for promoting the catholic religion in
England.
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Notwithstanding the king's prejudices, all the chief offices of

the crown continued still in the hands of protestants. Rochester

was treasurer; his brother Clarendon chamberlain; Godolphin
chamberlain to the queen; Sunderland secretary of state; Halifax

president of the council. This nobleman had stood in opposition to
James during the last years of his brother's reign; and when he

attempted, on the accession, to make some apology for h_s late

measures, the king told him, that he would forget every thing past,

except his behaviour during the bill of exclusion. On other occa-

sions, however, James appeared not of so forgiving a temper.

When the principal exclusionists came to pay their respects to the

new sovereign, they either were not admitted, or were received

very coldly, sometimes even with frowns. This conduct might suit

the character, which the king so much affected, of sincerity: But by
showing, that a king of England could resent the quarrels of a duke

of York, he gave his people no high idea either of his lenity or

magnanimity.

On all occasions, the king was open in declaring, that men must
now look for a more active and more vigilant government, and that

he would retain no ministers, who did not practise an unreserved
obedience to his commands. We are not indeed to look for the

springs of his admimstration so much in his council and chief
officers of state, as in his own temper, and in the character of those

persons, with whom he secretly consulted. The queen had great

influence over him; a woman of spirit, whose conduct had been

popular till she arrived at that high dignity. She was much gov-

erned by the priests, especially the jesuits; and as these were also

the king's favourites, all public measures were taken originally

from the suggestions of these men, and bore evident marks of their

ignorance in government, and of the violence of their religious
zeal.

The king however had another attachment, seemingly not very

consistent with this devoted regard to his queen and to his priests:
It was to Mrs. Sedley, whom he soon after created countess of

Dorchester, and who expected to govern him with the same au-

thority, which the duchess of Portsmouth had possessed during
the former reign. But James, who had entertained the ambition of

converting his people, was told, that the regularity of his life ought

to correspond to the sanctity of his intentions; and he was pre-
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vailed with to remove Mrs. Sedley from court: A resolution in

which he had not the courage to persevere. Good agreement be-

tween the mistress and the confessor of princes is not commonly a
difficult matter to compass: But in the present case these two

potent engines of command were found very incompatible. Mrs.

Sedley, who possessed all the wit and ingenuity of her father, Sir

Charles, made the priests and their counsels the perpetual object

of her raillery; and it is not to be doubted, but they, on their part,
redoubled their exhortations with their penitent to break off so
criminal an attachment.

How little inclination soever the king, as well as has queen and

priests, might bear to an English parliament, it was absolutely

necessary, at the beginning of the reign, to summon that assembly.
The low condition, to which the whigs or country party had fallen

during the last years of Charles's reign, the odium under which

they laboured on account of the Rye-house consparacy; these
causes made that party meet with little success an the elections. The

general resignation too of the charters had made the corporations
extremely dependent; and the recommendations of the court,

though little assisted, at that time, by pecuniary influence, were

become very prevalent. The new house of commons, therefore, A par-
consisted almost entirely of zealous tories and churchmen; and lzament

were of consequence strongly biassed, by their affections, m favour
of the measures of the crown.

The discourse, which the king made to the parliament, was i9th of
more fitted to work on their fears than their affections. He re- May

peated indeed, and wath great solemnity, the promise which he

had made before the privy-council, of governing according to the

laws, and of preserving the established religion: But at the same

time he told them, that he positively expected they would settle his

revenue, and during life too, as in the ume of his brother. "I might
use many arguments," said he, "to inforce this demand; the benefit

of trade, the support of the navy, the necessities of the crown, and

the well-being of the government itself, which I must not suffer to

be precarious: But I am confident, that your own consideration

and your sense of what is just and reasonable, will suggest to you

whatever on this occasion might be enlarged upon. There is in-

deed one popular argument," added he, "whach may be urged

against compliance with my demand: Men may think, that by feed-
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ing me from Ume to time with such supplies as they think con-

venient, they will better secure frequent meetings of parliament:

But as this is the first time I speak to you from the throne, I must
plainly tell you, that such an expedient would be very improper to

employ with me, and that the best way to engage me to meet you

often is always to use me well."

It was easy to interpret this language of the king's. He plainly

intimated, that he had resources m his prerogative for supporting

the government, independent of thelr supplies; and that so long as
they comphed with his demands, he would have recourse to them;

but that any ill usage on their part would set him free from those

measures of government, which he seemed to regard more as

voluntary than as necessary. It must be confessed, that no parlia-

ment in England was ever placed in a more critical situation, nor
where more forcible arguments could be urged, either for their

opposition to the court, or their compliance with It.

Reasons It was said on the one hand, that jealousy of royal power was the

for and very basis of the Enghsh constitution, and the principle, to which
agaznst the nation was beholden for all that liberty, which they enjoy above
a Tt._')en u e

the subjects of other monarchies. That this jealousy, though, at
during
l(e different periods, it may be more or less intense, can never sately

be laid asleep, even under the best and wisest princes. That the

character of the present sovereign afforded cause for the highest

vigilance, by reason of the arbitrary principles, which he had im-

bibed; and still more, by reason of his religaous zeal, which it Is
impossible for him ever to graufy, without assuming more author-

ity than the constitution allows him. That power is to be watched

in its very first encroachments; nor is any thing ever gamed by

timidity and submission. That every concession adds new force to

usurpauon; and at the same time, by discovering the dastardly

dispositions of the people, inspires it with new courage and enter-
prize. That as arms were intrusted altogether in the hands of the

prince, no check remained upon him but the dependent condition

of his revenue; a security therefore which it would be the most

egregious folly to abandon. That all the other barriers, which, of

late years, had been erected against arbitrary power, would be

found, without this capital article, to be rather pernicious and
destructive. That new limitations in the constitution stimulated the

monarch's inclination to surmount the laws, and required frequent
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meetings of parliament, m order to repair all the breaches, which

either time or violence may have made upon that complicated

fabric. That recent experience during the reign of the late king, a
prince who wanted neither prudence nor moderation, had suf-

ficiently proved the solidity of all these maxims. That his parlia-

ment, having rashly fixed his revenue for life, and at the same nme

repealed the trlenmal bill, found that they themselves were no

longer of importance, and that liberty, not protected by national
assemblies, was exposed to every outrage and violation. And that
the more openly the king made an unreasonable demand, the

more obstinately ought it to be refused; since it is evident, that his

purpose in making it cannot possibly be justifiable.

On the other hand it was urged, that the rule of watching the

very first encroachments of power could only have place, where
the opposition to It could be regular, peaceful, and legal. That

though the refusal of the king's present demand might seem of this

nature, yet in reality it involved consequences, which led much

farther than at first sight might be apprehended. That the king m
his speech had intimated, that he had resources in his prerogative,

which, in case of opposition from parliament, he thought himself
fully entitled to employ. That if the parliament openly discovered

an intention of reducing him to dependence, matters must pres-
ently be brought to a crisis, at a nme the most favourable to his

cause, which his most sanguine wishes could ever have promised
him. That if we cast our eyes abroad, to the state of affairs on the
continent, and to the sltuanon of Scotland and Ireland; or, what is

of more importance, if we consider the disposition of men's minds

at home, every circumstance would be found adverse to the cause

of liberty. That the country party, during the late reign, by their

violent, and in many respects unjustifiable measures in parlia-
ment, by their desperate attempts out of parliament, had exposed

their principles to general hatred, and had excited extreme jeal-
ousy in all the royalists and zealous churchmen, who now formed

the bulk of the nation. That it would not be acceptable to that party

to see this king worse treated than his brother m point of revenue,

or any attempts made to keep the crown in dependence. That they
thought parliaments as liable to abuse as courts, and desired not to

see things in a situation, where the king could not, if he found it

necessary, either prorogue or dissolve those assemblies. That xf the
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present parliament, by making great concessions, could gain the

king's confidence, and engage him to observe the promises now

given them, every thing would by gentle methods succeed to their
wishes. That if, on the contrary, after such instances of compli-
ance, he formed any deslgns on the liberty and rehgion of the

nation, he would, in the eyes of all mankind, render himself alto-

gether inexcusable, and the whole people would join in opposition
to him. That resistance could scarcely be attempted twice; and

there was therefore the greater necessity for waiting till time and

incidents had fully prepared the nation for it. That the king's

prejudices m favour of popery, though in the main pernicious,

were yet so far fortunate, that they rendered the connexion insep-

arable between the national religion and national liberty. And that

if any illegal attempts were afterwards made, the church, which
was at present the chief support of the crown, would surely catch
the alarm, and would soon dispose the people to an effectual
resistance.

These last reasons, enforced by the prejudices of party, pre-

vailed in parliament; and the commons, besides giving thanks for

the king's speech, voted unanimously, that they would settle on his

present majesty during life all the revenue enjoyed by the late king
at the time of his demise. That they might not detract from this

generosity by any symptoms of distrust, they also voted unani-

mously, that the house entirely relied on his majesty's royal word

and repeated declarations to support the religion of the church of
England; but they added, that that religaon was dearer to them
than their lives. The speaker, m presenting the revenue-bill, took

care to inform the king of their vote with regard to religion; but

could not, by so signal a proof of confidence, extort from him one

word, in favour of that religion, on which, he told his majesty, they

set so high a value. Notwithstanding the grounds of suspicion,
which this silence afforded, the house continued in the same lib-

eral disposiuon. The king having demanded a farther supply for

the navy and other purposes, they revived those duties on wines

and vinegar, which had once been enjoyed by the late king; and

they added some impositions on tobacco and sugar. This grant
amounted on the whole to about six hundred thousand pounds

a year.
The house of lords were in a humour no less compliant. They
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even went some lengths towards breaking in pieces all the remains

of the popish plot; that once formidable engine of bigotry and
faction.

A little before the meeting of parliament, Oates had been tried Oatescon-

for perjury on two indictments. One for deposing, that he was vzctedof

present at a consult of jesuits in London the twenty-fourth of perjur_.

April, 1679: Another for deposing, that father Ireland was in

London between the eighth and twelfth of August, and in the

beginning of September in the same year. Never criminal was
convicted on fuller and more undoubted evidence. Two and

twenty persons, who had been students at St. Omers, most of them

men of credit and family, gave evidence, that Oates had entered

into that seminary about Christmas in the year 1678, and had
never been absent but one night, till the month of July following.

Forty-seven witnesses, persons also of untainted character, de-

posed that father Ireland, on the third of August, _679, had gone

to Staffordshire, where he resided till the middle of September;

and, what some years before would have been regarded as a very

material circumstance, nine of these witnesses were protestants, of

the church of England. Oates's sentence was, to be fined a thou-
sand marks on each indictment, to be whipped on two different

days from Aldgate to Newgate, and from Newgate to Tyburn, to

be imprisoned during life, and to be pilloried five times every year.

The impudence of the man supported itself under the conviction,

and his courage under the punishment. He made solemn appeals
to Heaven, and protestations of the veracity of his testimony:

Though the whipping was so cruel, that it was evidently the in-

tention of the court to put him to death by that pumshment, he was

enabled, by the care of his friends, to recover: And he lived to king

William's reign; when a pension of four hundred pounds a year
was settled on him. A considerable number still adhered to him in

his distresses, and regarded him as the martyr of the protestant

cause. The populace were affected with the sight of a punishment,
more severe than is commonly inflicted in England. And the sen-

tence of perpetual imprisonment was deemed illegal.
The conviction of Oates's perjury was taken notice of by the

house of peers. Besides treeing the popish lords, Powls, Arundel,

Bellasis, and Tyrone, together with Danby, from the former Im-

peachment by the commons, they went so far as to vote a reversal
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of Stafford's attainder, on account of the falshood of that evidence,

on which he had been condemned. This bill fixed so deep a re-

proach on the former proceedings of the exclusionists, that it met
with great opposmon among the lords; and it was at last, after one

reading, dropped by the commons. Though the reparation of

injustice be the second honour, which a nation can attain; the

present emergence seemed very improper for granting so full a
justification to the catholics, and throwing so foul a stain on the

protestants.

Mon- The course of parliamentary proceedings was interrupted by

mouth's the news of Monmouth's arrival in the west with three ships from

mvaszon Holland. No sooner was this intelhgence conveyed to the parlia-

ment, than they voted, that they would adhere to his majesty with

their lives and fortunes. They passed a bill of attainder against

Monmouth; and they granted a supply of four hundred thousand

pounds for suppressing his rebellion. Having thus strengthened

the hands of the king, they adjourned themselves.

Monmouth, when ordered to depart the kingdom, during the

late reign, had retired to Holland; and as it was well known, that
he still enjoyed the favour of his indulgent father, all marks of

honour and distinction were bestowed upon him by the prince of

Orange. After the accession of James, the prince thought it neces-

sary to dismiss Monmouth and all his followers; and that illustrious

fugiuve retired to Brussels. Finding himself still pursued by the

king's severity, he was pushed, contrary to his judgment as well as
inchnation, to make a rash and premature attempt upon England.

He saw that James had lately mounted the throne, not only with-

out opposition, but seemingly with the good will and affections of

his subjects. A parliament was sitting, which discovered the great-

est disposition to comply with the king, and whose adherence, he
knew, would give a sanction and authority to all public measures.

The grievances of this reign were hitherto of small importance;

and the people were not as yet in a disposition to remark them with

great severity. All these considerations occurred to Monmouth;

but such was the impatience of his followers, and such the precip-

itate humour of Argyle, who set out for Scotland a little before

him, that no reasons could be attended to; and this unhappy man

was driven upon his fate.
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The imprudence, however, of this enterprize did not at first i_th

appear. Though on his landing at Lime m Dorsetshire, he had June.

scarcely a hundred followers; so popular was his name, that in four
days he had assembled above two thousand horse and foot. They

were indeed, almost all of them, the lowest of the people, and the

declaration, which he published, was chiefly calculated to smt the

prejudices of the vulgar, or the most bigotted of the whig-party.
He called the king, duke of York; and denominated h_m a traitor,

a tyrant, an assassin, and a popash usurper. He imputed to him the
fire of London, the murder of Godfrey and of Essex, nay the

poisoning of the late king. And he invited all the people to join an

opposition to his tyranny.

The duke of Albemarle, son to him who had restored the royal
family, assembled the militia of Devonshire to the number of 4ooo

men, and took post at Axminister, in order to oppose the rebels;
but observing, that his troops bore a great affection to Monmouth,

he thought proper to retire. Monmouth, though he had formerly

given many proofs of personal courage, had not the vigour of

mind requisite for an undertaking of this nature. From an ill

grounded diffidence of his men, he neglected to attack Albemarle;
an easy enterprize, by which he might both have acquxred credit

and have supplied himself wlth arms. Lord Gray, who commanded

his horse, discovered himself to be a notorious coward; yet such

was the softness of Monmouth's nature, that Gray was still con-
tinued in his command. Fletcher of Salton, a Scotchman, a man of

signal probity and fine genius, had been engaged by has repubhcan

principles in this enterprize, and commanded the cavalry together

with Gray: But being insulted by one, who had newly joined the

army, and whose horse he had in a hurry made use of, he was

prompted by passion, to which he was much subject, to dascharge
a pistol at the man; and he killed him on the spot. This incident

obliged him immediately to leave the camp; and the loss of so

gallant an officer was a great prejudice to Monmouth's enterpnze.
The next station of the rebels was Taunton, a disaffected town,

which gladly and even fondly received them, and re-inforced them

with considerable numbers. Twenty young maids of some rank

presented Monmouth with a pair of colours of their handiwork,

together with a copy of the bible. Monmouth was here persuaded
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to take upon him the title of king, and assert the legitimacy of his
birth; a claim, which he advanced in his first declaration, but whose

discussion he was determined, he then said, during some time to

postpone. His numbers had now increased to six thousand; and he

was obhged every day, for want of arms, to dismiss a great many,

who crowded to his standard, He entered Bridgewater, Wells,

Frome; and was proclaimed in all these places: But forgetting, that
such desperate enterprizes can only be rendered successful by the

most adventurous courage, he allowed the expectations of the

people to languish, without attempting any considerable under-

taking.

While Monmouth, by his imprudent and misplaced caution,

was thus wasting time m the West, the king employed himself m

making preparations to oppose him. Six regiments of British
troops were called over from Holland: The army was considerably

augmented: And regular forces, to the number of 3ooo men, were

dispatched under the command of Feversham and Churchill, in

order to check the progress of the rebels.

Monmouth, observing that no considerable men joined him,

finding that an insurrection, which was projected in the city, had
not taken place, and hearing that Argyle, his confederate, was

already defeated and taken; sunk into such despondency, that he

had once resolved to withdraw himself, and leave his unhappy

followers to their fate. His followers expressed more courage than

their leader, and seemed determined to adhere to him in every

5th July. fortune. The negligent dlsposmon, made by Feversham, invited

Mon- Monmouth to attack the king's army at Sedgemoor near Bridge-
mouth

water; and his men in this action showed what a native courage and

defeated, a principle of duty, even when unassisted by discipline, is able to

perform. They threw the veteran forces into disorder; drove them

from their ground; continued the fight till their ammuniuon failed
them; and would at last have obtained a victory, had not the mis-

conduct of Monmouth and the cowardice of Gray prevented it.

After a combat of three hours the rebels gave way; and were

followed with great slaughter. About 15oo fell in the battle and
pursuit. And thus was concluded in a few weeks this enterprize,

rashly undertaken, and feebly conducted.

Monmouth fled from the field of battle above twenty miles till

his horse sunk under him. He then changed cloaths with a peasant
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in order to conceal himself. The peasant was discovered by the

pursuers, who now redoubled the diligence of their search. At last,

the unhappy Monmouth was found, lying in the bottom of a ditch,
and covered with fern: His body depressed with fatigue and hun-

ger; his mind by the memory of past misfortunes, by the prospect

of future disasters. Human nature is unequal to such calamitous

situations; much more, the temper of a man, softened by early

prosperity, and accustomed to value himself solely on military

bravery. He burst into tears when seized by his enemies; and he

seemed still to indulge the fond hope and desire of life. Though he
might have known, from the greatness of his own offences, and the

severity of James's temper, that no mercy could be expected, he

wrote him the most submissive letters, and conjured him to spare

the issue of a brother, who had ever been so strongly attached to

his interest. James, finding such symptoms of depression and de-

spondency in the unhappy prisoner, admltted Mm to his presence,

m hopes of extorting a discovery of his accomplices: But Mon-

mouth would not purchase life, however loved, at the price of so

much infamy. Finding all efforts vain, he assumed courage from
despair, and prepared himself for death, with a spirit, better stated

to his rank and character. This favourite of the people was at-

tended to the scaffold with a plentiful effusion of tears. He warned and ex-
the executioner not to fall into the error, which he had committed ecuted

in beheading Russel, where it had been necessary to repeat the z5thJuly

blow. This precaution severed only to dismay the executioner. He
struck a feeble blow on Monmouth, who raised his head from the

block, and looked hlm in the face, as if reproaching him for his

failure. He gently laid down his head a second nme; and the

executioner struck him again and again to no purpose. He then

threw aside the ax, and cried out that he was incapable of finishing
the bloody office. The sheriff olblged him to renew the attempt;
and at two blows more the head was severed from the body.

Thus perished in the thirty-sixth year of his age a nobleman,

who, in less turbulent times, was well qualified to be an ornament

of the court, even to be serviceable to his country. The favour of

his prince, the caresses of faction, and the allurements of popu-

larity, seduced him into enterprizes, which exceeded his capacity.
The good-will of the people still followed him in every fortune.

Even after his execution, their fond credulity flattered them wlth
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hopes of seeing him once more at their head. They believed, that

the person executed was not Monmouth, but one, who, having the

fortune to resemble him nearly, was willing to give this proof of his
extreme attachment, and to suffer death in his stead.

This victory, obtained by the king in the commencement of his

reign, would naturally, had it been managed with prudence, have

tended much to encrease his power and authority. But by reason

of the cruelty, with which it was prosecuted, and of the temerity,

with which it afterwards inspired him, it was a principal cause of
his sudden ruin and downfall.

Such arbitrary principles had the court instilled into all its ser-

vants, that Feversharn, immediately after the victory, hanged

above twenty prisoners; and was proceeding in his executions,

when the bishop of Bath and Wells warned him, that these un-
happy men were now by law entitled to a trial, and that their
execution would be deemed a real murther. This remonstrance

Cruelty however did not stop the savage nature of colonel Klrke, a soldier

of colonel of fortune, who had long served at Tangiers, and had contracted.

Kzrke. from his intercourse with the Moors, an inhumanity less known in

European and in free countries. At his first entry into Bridgewater,

he hanged nineteen prisoners without the least enquiry into the

merits of their cause. As if to make sport with death, he ordered a
certain number to be executed, while he and his company should

drink the king's health, or the queen's, or that of chief-justice

Jefferies. Observing their feet to quiver in the agonies of death, he
cried that he would give them music to their dancing; and he

immediately commanded the drums to beat and the trumpets to

sound. By way of experiment, he ordered one man to be hung up

three times, questioning him at each interval, whether he repented

of his crime: But the man obstinately asserting, that, notwith-

standing the past, he still would willingly engage in the same cause,

Kirke ordered him to be hung in chains. One story, commonly told

of him, is memorable for the treachery, as well as barbarity, which

attended it. A young maid pleaded for the life of her brother, and

flung herself at Kirke's feet, armed with all the charms, which

beauty and innocence, bathed in tears, could bestow upon her.

The tyrant was inflamed with desire, not softened into love or
clemency. He promised to grant her request, provided that she, in
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her turn, would be equally comphant to him. The maid yielded to

the conditions: But after she had passed the night with him, the

wanton savage, next morning, showed her from the wmdow her
brother, the darling object for whom she had sacrificed her virtue,

hanging on a gibbet, which he had secretly ordered to be there

erected for the execution. Rage and despair and indignation took

possession of her mind, and deprived her for ever of her senses.

All the inhabitants of that country, innocent as well as guilty, were

exposed to the ravages of this barbarian. The soldiery were let

loose to live at free quarters; and his own regiment, instructed by

his example, and encouraged by his exhortations, distmgmshed

themselves in a particular manner by their outrages. By way of

pleasantry he used to call themhzs lambs; an appellation, which was

long remembered with horror in the west of England.
The violent Jefferies succeeded after some interval; and

showed the people, that the rigours of law might equal, if not

exceed, the ravages of military tyranny. This man, who wantoned

in cruelty, had already given a specimen of his character in many

trials, where he presided; and he now set out with a savage joy, as

to a full harvest of death and destruction. He began at Dorchester;

and thirty rebels being arraigned, he exhorted them, but in vain,
to save him, by their free confession, the trouble of trying them:

And when twenty-nine were found guilty, he ordered them, as an

additional punishment of their disobedience, to be led to immedi-

ate execution. Most of the other prisoners, terrified with this

example, pleaded guilty; and no less than two hundred and ninety-
two received sentence at Dorchester. Of these, eighty were ex-

ecuted. Exeter was the next stage of his cruelty: Two hundred

and forty-three were there tried, of whom a great number were

condemned and executed. He also opened his commission at
Taunton and Wells; and every where carried consternation along

with him. The juries were so struck with his menaces, that they

gave their verdict with precipitation; and many innocent persons,

it is said, were involved with the guilty. And on the whole, besides

those who were butchered by the military commanders, two hun-

dred and fifty-one are computed to have fallen by the hand of

justice. The whole country was strowed with the heads and hmbs

of traitors. Every village almost beheld the dead carcass of a
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wretched inhabitant. And all the rigours of justice, unabated by

any appearance of clemency, were fully displayed to the people by
the inhuman Jefferies.

of all the executions, during this dismal period, the most re-

markable were those of Mrs. Gaunt and lady Lisle, who had been

accused of harbouring traitors. Mrs. Gaunt was an anabaptist,

noted for her beneficence, which she extended to persons of all

professions and persuasions. One of the rebels, knowing her hu-
mane disposition, had recourse to her m his distress, and was

concealed by her. Hearing of the proclamauon, which offered an

indemnity and rewards to such as discovered criminals, he be-

trayed h_s benefactress, and bore evidence against her. He re-

ceived a pardon as a recompence for his treachery; she was burned
alive for her charity.

Lady Lisle was widow of one of the regicides, who had enjoyed

great favour and authority under Cromwel, and who having fled,
after the restoration, to Lauzanne in Swisserland, was there assas-

sinated by three Irish ruffians, who hoped to make their fortune

by this piece of service. His widow was now prosecuted for har-

bouring two rebels the day after the battle of Sedgemoor; and

Jeffenes pushed on the trial with an unrelenting violence. In vain

did the aged prisoner plead, that these criminals had been put into

no proclamation; had been convicted by no verdict; nor could any

man be denominated a tra_tor, till the sentence of some legal court

was passed upon him: That it appeared not by any proof, that she

was so much as acquainted with the gmlt of the persons, or had

heard of their joining the rebelhon of Monmouth; That though

she might be obnoxious on account of her family, it was well

known, that her heart was ever loyal, and that no person in Eng-
land had shed more tears for that tragical event, in which her

husband had unfortunately borne too great a share: And that the

same principles, which she herself had ever embraced, she had

carefully instilled into her son, and had, at that very ume, sent h_m

to fight against those rebels, whom she was now accused of har-

bouring. Though these arguments did not move Jefferies, they

had influence on the jury. Twice they seemed inclined to bring in
a favourable verdict: They were as often sent back with menaces

and reproaches; and at last were constrained to give sentence

against the prisoner. Notwithstanding all apphcations for pardon,
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the cruel sentence was executed. The king said, that he had given

Jefferies a promise not to pardon her: An excuse, which could

serve only to aggravate the blame against himself.
It might have been hoped, that, by all these bloody executions,

a rebellion, so precipitate, so ill supported, and of such short du-

ration, would have been sufficiently expiated: But nothing could

satiate the spirit of rigour, which possessed the administration.

Even those multitudes, who received pardon, were obliged to

atone for their guilt by fines, which reduced them to beggary; or

where their former poverty made them incapable of paying, they

were condemned to cruel whippings or severe imprisonments.

Nor could the innocent escape the hands, no less rapacious than

cruel, of the chief justice. Prideaux, a gentleman of Devonshire,

being thrown into prison, and dreading the severe and arbitrary
spirit, which at that time met with no controul, was obliged to buy

his liberty of Jefferies at the price of fifteen thousand pounds;

though he could never so much as learn the crime of which he was
accused.

Goodenough, the seditious under-sheriff of London, who had

been engaged in the most bloody and desperate part of the Rye-

house conspiracy, was taken prisoner after the battle of Sedge-

moor, and resolved to save his own life, by an accusation of Cor-

nish, the sheriff, whom he knew to be extremely obnoxious to the
court. Colonel Rumseyjoined him in the accusation; and the pros-

ecution was so hastened, that the prisoner was tried, condemned,
and executed in the space of a week. The perjury of the witnesses

appeared immediately after; and the king seemed to regret the

execution of Cornish. He granted his estate to his family, and

condemned the witnesses to perpetual imprisonment.

The injustice of this sentence against Cornish, was not wanted

to disgust the nation with the court: The continued rigour of the

other executions had already impressed an universal hatred

against the ministers of justice, attended with compassion for the

unhappy sufferers, who, as they had been seduced into this crime

by mistaken principles, bore their punishment with the spirit and

zeal of martyrs. The people might have been willing on this occa-
sion to distinguish between the king and his ministers: But care

was taken to prove, that the latter had done nothing but what was

agreeable to their master. Jefferies, on his return, was immedl-
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ately, for those eminent services, created a peer; and was soon atier

vested with the dignity of chancellor. It is pretended, however,

with some appearance of authority, that the king was displeased

with these cruelties, and put a stop to them by orders, as soon as
proper information of them was conveyed to him?

State of We must now take a view of the state of affairs in Scotland;

affairs _n where the fate of Argyle had been decided before that of Mon-

Scotland mouth. Immediately after the king's accession, a parliament had
been summoned at Edinburgh; and all affairs were there con-

ducted by the duke of Queensberry the commissioner, and the earl
of Perth chancellor. The former had resolved to make an entire

surrender of the liberties of his country; but was determined still

to adhere to its religion: The latter entertained no scruple of pay-

ing court even by the sacrifice of both. But no courtier, even the

most prostitute, could go farther than the parliament itself

towards a resignation of their hberties. In a vote, which they called

an offer of duty, after adopting the fabulous history of a hundred

and eleven Scottish monarchs, they acknowledged, that all these

princes, by the primary and fundamental law of the state, had been
vested with a sohd and absolute authority. They declared their ab-

horrence of all principles and positions, derogatory to the king's

sacred, supreme, sovereign, absolute power, of which none, they

said, whether single persons or collective bodies, can participate,

but in dependance on him and by commission from him. They

promised, that the whole nation, between sixteen and sixty, shall
be in readiness for his majesty's service, where and as oft as it shall

be his royal pleasure to require them. And they annexed the whole

excise, both of inland and foreign commodities, for ever to the
crown.

All the other acts of this assembly savoured of the same spirit.

They declared _t treason for any person to refuse the test, if ten-

dered by the council. To defend the obligation of the covenant,

subjected a person to the same penalty. To be present at any

conventicle, was made punishable with death and confiscation of

moveables. Even such as refused to give tesnmony, either m cases

of treason or nonconformity, were declared equally punishable as
if guilty of those very crimes: An excellent prelude to all the rig-

ours of an inquisition. It must be confessed, that nothing could

' hfe of lord keeper North, p _6o. K. James's Memoirs, p. 144.
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equal the abject servility of the Scottish nation during this period
but the arbitrary severity of the administrauon.

It was in vain, that Argyle summoned a people, so lost to all Argyle's
sense of hberty, so degraded by repeated indlgmtles, to rise in invasion,

vindication of their violated laws and privileges. Even those who

declared for him, were, for the greater part, his own vassals; men,

who, if possible, were still more sunk in slavery than the rest of the

nation. He arrived, after a prosperous voyage, in Argyleshire,

attended by some fugitives from Holland; among the rest, by Sir
Patnc Hume, a man of mild dispositions, who had been driven to

this extremity by a continued tram of oppression. The privy coun-

cil was beforehand apprized of Argyle's intentions. The whole

militia of the kingdom, to the number of twenty-two thousand

men, were already in arms; and a third part of them, with the
regular forces, were on their march to oppose him. All the consid-

erable gentry of his clan were thrown into prison. And two ships
of war were on the coast to watch his motions. Under all these

discouragements he yet made a shift, partly from terror, partly

from affection, to collect and arm a body of about two thousand
five hundred men; but soon found himself surrounded on al! sides

with insuperable difficulties. His arms and ammunition were

seized: His provisions cut off: The marquess of Athole pressed him
on one side; lord Charles Murray on another; the duke of Gordon

hung upon his rear; the earl of Dunbarton met him in front. His defeat,

followers daily fell off from him; but Argyle, resolute to persevere,
broke at last with the shattered remains of his troops into the

disaffected part of the Low Countries, which he had endeavoured

to allure to him by declarations for the covenant. No one showed

either courage or inclination to join him; and his small and still

decreasing army, after wandering about for a little time, was at last

defeated and dissipated without an enemy. Argyle himself was
seized and carried to Edinburgh; where, after enduring many and

indignities wlth a gallant spirit, he was publicly executed. He suf- execution

fered on the former unjust sentence, which had been passed upon

him. The rest of his followers either escaped or were punished by

transportation: Rumbold and Ayloffe, two Englishmen, who had
attended Argyle on this expedition, were executed.

The king was so elated with this continued tide of prosperity 9th Nov

that he began to undervalue even an Enghsh parliament, at all A parha-
me_l

times formidable to his family; and from his speech to that assem-
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bly, which he had assembled early in the winter, he seems to have

thought himself exempted from all rules of prudence or necessity

of dissimulation. He plainly told the two houses, that the militia,

whmh had formerly been so much magnified, was now found, by

experience in the last rebellion, to be altogether useless; and he

required a new supply, in order to maintain those additional
forces, which he had levied. He also took notice, that he had em-

ployed a great many catholic officers, and that he had, in their

favour, dispensed with the law, requiring the test to be taken by
every one that possessed any public office. And to cut short all

opposition, he declared, that, having reaped the benefit of their

service during such times of danger, he was determined, neither to

expose them afterwards to disgrace, nor himself, in case of another
rebellion, to the want of their assistance.

Such violent aversion did this parliament bear to opposition; so

great dread had been instilled of the consequences attending any

breach with the king; that it is probable, had he used his dispensing

power without declaring it, no enquiries would have been made,

and time might have reconciled the nation to this dangerous exer-

cise of prerogative. But to invade at once their constitution, to
threaten their religion, to establish a standing army, and even to

require them, by their concurrence, to contribute towards all these

measures, exceeded the bounds of their patience; and they began,

for the first time, to display some small remains of English spirit

and generosity. When the king's speech was taken into consid-

eration by the commons, many severe reflections were thrown out

against the present measures; and the house was with seeming

difficulty engaged to promise in a general vote, that they would

grant some supply. But instead of finishing that business, which

could alone render them acceptable to the king, they proceeded to

examine the dispensing power; and they voted an address to the
king against It. Before this address was presented, they resumed

the consideration of the supply, and as one million two hundred

thousand pounds were demanded by the court, and two hundred

thousand proposed by the country-party, a middle course was
chosen, and seven hundred thousand, after 5ome dispute, were at

last voted. The address against the dispensing power was ex-

pressed in the most respectful and submissive terms; yet was it very

ill received by the king, and his answer contained a flat denial,
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uttered with great warmth and vehemence. The commons were so

daunted with this reply, that they kept silence a long time; and

when Coke, member for Derby, rose up and said, "I hope we are
all Englishmen, and not to be frightened with a few hard words;"

so little spirit appeared in that assembly, often so refractory and

mutinous, that they sent him to the Tower for bluntly expressing

a free and generous sentiment. They adjourned, without fixing a
day for the conslderation of his majesty's answer; and on their next

meeting, they submissively proceeded to the consideration of the

supply, and even went so far as to estabhsh funds for paying the
sum voted, in nine years and a half. The king, therefore, had in

effect, almost without contest or violence, obtained a complete

victory over the commons; and that assembly, Instead of guarding
their liberties, now exposed to manifest peril, conferred an addi-

tional revenue on the crown; and by rendering the king xn some

degree independent, contributed to increase those dangers, with
which they had so much reason to be alarmed.

The next opposition came from the house of peers, which has
not commonly taken the lead on these occasions; and even from

the bench of bishops, where the court usually expects the great-
est complaisance and submission. The upper house had been

brought, in the first days of the session, to give general thanks for

the king's speech; by which compliment they were understood,

according to the practice of that time, to have acquiesced in every

part of it: Yet notwithstanding that step, Compton, bishop of Lon-
don, in his own name and that of his brethren, moved that a day

should be appointed for taking the speech into consideration: He

was seconded by Halifax, Nottingham, and Mordaunt. Jefferies,

the chancellor, opposed the motion; and seemed inchned to use in

that house the same arrogance, to which on the bench he had so

long been accustomed: But he was soon taught to know his place;
and he proved, by his behaviour, that insolence, when checked,

naturally sinks into meanness and cowardice. The bishop of Lon-
don's motion prevailed.

The king might reasonably have presumed, that, even if the

peers should so far resume courage as to make an application
against his dispensing power, the same steddy answer, which he
had given to the commons, would make them relapse into the same

timidity; and he might by that means have obtained a considerable
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supply, without making any concessions in return. But so imperi-

ous was his temper, so lofty the idea which he had entertained of

his own authority, and so violent the schemes suggested by his own

bigotry and that of his priests; that, without any delay, without

waiting for any farther provocation, he immediately proceeded to

a prorogation. He continued the parliament during a year and a

half by four more prorogations; but having in vain tried by sepa-

rate applicauons, to break the obstinacy of the leading members,

he at last dissolved that assembly. And as it was plainly impossible
for him to find among his protestant subjects a set of men more

devoted to royal authority, it was universally concluded, that he

intended thenceforth to govern entirely without parliaments.

Never king mounted the throne of England with greater ad-

vantages than James; nay, possessed greater facility, if that were

any advantage, of rendering himself and his posterity absolute:

But all these fortunate circumstances tended only, by his own

misconduct, to bring more sudden ruin upon him. The nation

seemed disposed of themselves to resign their liberties, had he not,

at the same time, made an attempt upon their religion: And he
might even have succeeded in surmounting at once their liberties

and rehgion, had he conducted his schemes with common

prudence and discretion. Openly to declare to the parliament, so

early in his reign, his intention to dispense with the tests, struck an

universal alarm throughout the nation; infused terror into the

church, which had hitherto been the chief support of monarchy;

and even disgusted the army, by whose means alone he could now

purpose to govern. The former horror against popery was revived

by polemical books and sermons; and in every dispute the victory

seemed to be gained by the protestant divines, who were heard

with more favourable ears, and who managed the controversy with

more learning and eloquence. But another incident happened at

this time, which tended mightily to excite the animosity of the
nation against the catholic communion.

Lewis XIV. having long harassed and molested the protestants,

at last revoked entirely the edict of Nantz; which had been enacted

by Harry IV. for securing them the free exercise of their religion;

which had been declared irrevocable; and which during the ex-

perience of near a century, had been attended with no sensible

inconvenience. All the iniquities, inseparable from persecution,
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were exercised against those unhappy religionists; who became

obstinate in proportion to the oppressions which they suffered,

and either covered under a feigned conversion a more violent

abhorrence of the catholic communion, or sought among foreign
nations for that liberty, of which they were bereaved in their native

country. Above half a mllhon of the most useful and industrious

subjects deserted France; and exported, together with immense
sums of money, those arts and manufactures, which had chiefly

tended to enrich that kingdom. They propagated every where the
most tragical accounts of the tyranny, exercised against them, and

revived among the protestants all that resentment against the

bloody and persecuting spirit of popery, to which so many inci-

dents in all ages had given too much foundation. Near fifty thou-

sand refugees passed over into England; and all men were dis-
posed, from their representations, to entertain the utmost horror

against the projects, which they apprehended to be formed by the

king for the abolition of the protestant rehgion. When a prince of
so much humanity and of such signal prudence as Lewis could be

engaged, by the bigotry of his rehgion alone, without any provoca-
non, to embrace such sanguinary and lmpolinc measures; what

might be dreaded, they asked, from James, who was so much

inferior m these virtues, and who had already been irritated by

such obstinate and violent opposition? In vain did the king affect

to throw the highest blame on the persecutions m France: In vain

did he afford the most real protection and assistance to the dis-

tressed Hugonots. All these symptoms of toleration were regarded
as insidious; opposite to the avowed principles of his sect, and

belied by the severe administration, which he himself had exer-

cised against the nonconformists m Scotland.

The smallest approach towards the introduction of popery, x686.
must, in the present disposition of the people, have afforded rea-

son of jealousy; much more so wide a step as that of dispensing

with the tests, the sole security, which the nation, being disap-

pointed of the exclusion-bill, found provided against those

dreaded innovations. Yet was the king resolute to persevere in his

purpose; and having failed in bringing over the parliament, he

made an attempt, with more success, for estabhshing his dis-
pensing power, by a verdict of the judges. Sir Edward Hales, a new

proselyte, had accepted a commission of colonel; and direcnons
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were given his coachman to prosecute him for the penalty of five

hundred pounds, which the law, establishing the tests, had granted

Dzspensmg to reformers. By this feigned action, the king hoped, both from the

power authority of the decision, and the reason of the thing, to put an end
to all questions with regard to his dispensing power.

It could not be expected, that the lawyers, appointed to plead

against Hales, would exert great force on that occasion: But the

cause was regarded with such anxiety by the public, that It has been

thoroughly canvassed in several elaborate discourses; t and could

men divest themselves of prejudice, there want not sufficient ma-

termls, on which to form a true judgment. The claim and exercise

of the dispensing power is allowed to be very ancient in England;

and though it seems at first to have been copied from papal usur-

pations, it may plainly be traced up as high as the reign of Henry

III. In the feudal governments, men were more anxious to secure

their prwate property than to share in the public administration;

and provided no innovations were attempted on their rights and

possessions, the care of executing the laws, and ensuring general

safety was without jealousy entrusted to the sovereign. Penal stat-
utes were commonly intended to arm the prince with more author-

ity for that purpose; and being in the main calculated for pro-
moting his influence as first magistrate, there seemed no danger in

allowing him to dispense with their execution, m such particular

cases as might require an excepuon or indulgence. That practice
had so much prevailed, that the parliament itself had more than

once acknowledged this prerogative of the crown; particularly

during the reign of Henry V. when they enacted the law against

aliens," and also when they passed the statute of provisorsY But

though the general tenor of the penal statutes was such as gave the

king a superior interest in their execution beyond any of his sub-

jects; it could not but sometimes happen in a mixed government,

that the parhament would desire to enact laws, by which the regal

t Particularly Sir Edward Herbert's defence in the state trials, and Sir
Robert Atkins's enquiry concerning the dispensing power, u Rot. parl. 1
Hen. V n xv. w Ibid 1 Hen V. n. xxal. It is remarkable, however, that in
the reign of Richard the Second, the parliament granted the king only a
temporary power of dispensing with the statute of provlsors. Rot. parl. 15
Rich. II. n. i. A plain implication that he had not, of himself, such prerog-
auve. So uncertain were many of these points at that t_me,
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power, m some particulars, even where private property was not

immediately concerned, might be regulated and restrained. In the

twenty-third of Henry VI. a law of this kind was enacted, pro-
hibiting any man from serving in a county as sheriff above a year,

and a clause was inserted, by which the king was disabled from

granting a dispensation. Plain reason might have taught, that this

law, at least, should be exempted from the king's prerogauve: But
as the dispensing power still prevailed in other cases, it was soon

able, aided by the servility of the courts of judicature, even to

overpower this statute, which the legislature had evidently in-

tended to secure against violation. In the reign of Henry VII. the

case was brought to a trial before all the judges m the exchequer-

chamber; and it was decreed, that, notwithstanding the strict

clause abovementioned, the king might dispense with the statute:
He could first, it was alleged, dispense with the prohibitory clause,

and then with the statute itself. This opinion of the judges, though

seemingly absurd, had ever since passed for undoubted law: The

pracnce of continuing the sheriffs had prevailed: And most of the

property in England had been fixed by decisions, whmh juries,

returned by such sheriffs, had given in the courts of judicature.
Many other dispensations of a hke nature may be produced; not

only such as took place by intervals, but such as were uniformly

continued. Thus the law was dispensed with, which prohibited any

man from going a judge of assize into his own county; that which
rendered all Welchmen incapable of bearing offices in Wales: and

that which required every one, who received a pardon for felony,

to find surenes for his good behaviour. In the second of James I.

a new consultation of all the judges had been held upon a hke

question: This prerogative of the crown was again unammously

affirmed: x And it became an estabhshed principle m English juris-

prudence, that, though the king could not allow of what was mor-

ally unlawful, he could permit what was only prohibited by posiuve
statute. Even the jealous house of commons, who extorted the

petition of right from Charles I. made no scruple, by the mouth of

Glanville, their manager, to allow of the dispensing power xn its

full extent; _ and in the famous trial of ship-money, Holborne, the

Sir Edward Coke's reports, seventh report. 4.State Trials. vol. vn. first
edit p. _o5. Parl. hist. vol. vin p. 13_.
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popular lawyer, had, freely, and in the most explicit terms, made

the same concession? Sir Edward Coke, the great oracle of English

law, had not only concurred with all other lawyers in favour of this
prerogative; but seems even to beheve it so inherent in the crown,

that an act of parhament itself could not abolish it.° And he partic-

ularly observes, that no law can impose such a disability of enjoying

offices as the king may not dispense with; because the king, from

the law of nature, has a right to the service of all his subjects. This

particular reason, as well as all the general principles, is applicable

to the question of the tests; nor can the dangerous consequence of

granting dispensations in that case be ever allowed to be pleaded

before a court of judicature. Every prerogative of the crown, it may

be said, admits of abuse: Should the king pardon all criminals, law

must be totally dissolved: Should he declare and continue per-
petual war against all nations, inevitable ruin must ensue. Yet

these powers are entrusted to the sovereign; and we must be con-

tent, as our ancestors were, to depend upon his prudence and
discretion in the exercise of them.

Though this reasoning seems founded on such principles as are
usually admitted by lawyers, the people had entertained such vio-

lent prepossesstons against the use, which James here made of his

prerogative, that he was obliged, before he brought on Hales's

cause, to displace four of the judges, Jones, Montague, Charleton
and Nevil; and even Sir Edward Herbert, the chief justice, though

a man of acknowledged virtue, yet, because he here supported the

pretensions of the crown, was exposed to great and general re-

proach. Men deemed a dispensing, to be in effect the same with a

repealing power; and they could not conceive, that less authority

was necessary to repeal than to enact any statute. If one penal law

was dispensed with, any other might undergo the same fate: And
by what principle could even the laws, which define property, be
afterwards secured from violation? The test act had ever been

conceived the great barrier of the established religion under a

popish successor: As such it had been insisted on by the parlia-

ment; as such granted by the king; as such, during the debates with

State trials, vol v. first edit. p 17_ a S_r Edward Coke's reports, twelfth
report, p 18.
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regard to the exclusion, recommended by the chancellor. By what
magic, what chicane of law, is it now annihilated, and rendered of

no validity? These questions were every where asked; and men,

straitened by precedents and decxslons of great authority, were

reduced either to question the antiquity of this prerogative itself,

or to assert, that even the practice of near five centuries could not

bestow on it sufficient authority, b It was not considered, that the

present difficulty or seeming absurdity had proceeded from late

innovations introduced Into the government. Ever since the begin-
ning of this century, the parliament had, with a laudable zeal, been

acquiring powers and estabhshing principles, favourable to law

and liberty: The authority of the crown had been limited in many

important particulars: And penal statutes were often calculated to

secure the constitution against the attempts of ministers, as well as
to preserve general peace, and repress crimes and immoralities. A

prerogative however, derived from very ancient, and almost

uniform practice, the dispensing power, still remained, or was

supposed to remain with the crown; sufficient in an instant to
overturn this whole fabric, and to throw down all fences of the

constitunon. If this prerogative, which carries on the face of It,

such strong symptoms of an absolute authority in the prince, had

yet, in ancient times, subsisted with some degree of liberty in the

subject; this fact only proves, that scarcely any human govern-
ment, much less one erected in rude and barbarous times, is en-

tirely consistent and umform in all its parts. But to expect, that the

dispensing power could, in any degree, be rendered compatible

with those accurate and regular limitations, which had of late been

established, and which the people were determined to maintain,

was a vain hope; and though men knew not upon what principles

they could deny that prerogative, they saw, that, ff they would
preserve their laws and constitution, there was an absolute neces-

sity for denying, at least for abolishing it. The revolution alone,

which soon succeeded, happily put an end to all these dlsputes: By
means of it, a more uniform edifice was at last erected' The mon-

strous inconsistence, so visible between the ancient Gothic parts of
the fabric and the recent plans of liberty, was fully corrected: And

b Sir Robert Atklns, p _ 1.
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to their mutual felicity, king and people were finally taught to

know their proper boundaries.'

Whatever topics lawyers might find to defend James's dis-

pensing power, the nation thought it dangerous, if not fatal, to

liberty; and his resolution of exercising it may on that account be

esteemed no less alarming, than if the power had been founded on

the most recent and most flagrant usurpation. It was not likely,

that an authority, which had been assumed, through so many

obstacles, would in his hands lie long idle and unemployed. Four
catholic lords were brought into the privy council, Powls, Arundel,

Bellasls, and Dover. Halifax, finding, that, notwithstanding his

past merits, he possessed no real credit or authority, became re-

fractory in his opposition; and his office of privy seal was given to
Arundel. The king was open, as well as zealous, in the desire of

making converts; and men plainly saw, that the only way to acquire
his affection and confidence was by a sacrifice of their religion.

Sunderland, some ume after, scrupled not to gain favour at this

price. Rochester, the treasurer, though the king's brother-in-law,

yet, because he refused to give this instance of complaisance, was

turned out of hts office: The treasury was put in commission, and
Bellasis was placed at the head of it. All the courtiers were dis-

gusted, even such as had little regard to religion. The dishonour,

as well as distrust, attending renegades, made most men resolve, at
all hazards, to adhere to their ancient faith.

c It is remarkable, that the convention, summoned by the prince of Orange,
did not, even when they had the making of their own terms in the declaratzon
ofrzghts, venture to condemn the dispensing power in general, which had
been uniformly exercised by the former kings of England. They only con-
de mned it so far, assthad beenassumedand exercz_edof late, without being able
to tell wherein the difference lay. But In the bzllofrzghts, which passed about
a twelvemonth after, the parliament took care to secure themselves more
effectually against a branch of prerogative, incompatible with all legal
liberty and hmitatlons; and they excluded, In positive terms, all dispensing
power in the crown. Yet even then the house of lords rejected that clause
of the bill, which condemned the exercise of this power in former kings,
and obliged the commons to rest content with abohshmg it for the future
There needs no other proof of the irregular nature of the old English
government, than the existence of such a prerogative, always exercised and
never questioned, till the acquisition of real liberty discovered, at last, the
danger of it. See the Journals
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In Scotland, James's zeal for proselytism was more successful. State of

The earls of Murray, Perth, and Melfort were brought over to the Scotland.

court religion; and the two latter noblemen made use of a very
courtly reason for their conversion: They pretended, that the pa-

pers, found in the late king's cabinet, had opened their eyes, and

had convinced them of the preference due to the catholic religion.
Queensberry, who showed not the same complaisance, fell into

total disgrace, notwithstanding his former services, and the _m-
portant sacrifices, which he had made to the measures of the court.

These merits could not even ensure him of safety against the
vengeance, to which he stood exposed. His rival, Perth, who had

been ready to sink under his superior anterest, now acquired the

ascendant; and all the complaints, exhibited against him, were

totally obliterated. His faith, according to a saying of Halifax, had
made him whole.

But it was in Ireland chiefly, that the mask was wholly taken off, State of

and that the king thought himself at liberty to proceed, to the full Ireland
extent of his zeal and his violence. The duke of Ormond was

recalled, and though the primate and lord Granard, two protes-

tants, still possessed the authority of justices, the whole power was
lodged in the hands of Talbot, the general, soon after created earl

of Tyrconnel; a man, who, from the blindness of his prejudices and

fury of his temper, was transported with the most immeasurable

ardour for the catholic cause. After the suppression of Mon-

mouth's rebellion, orders were given by Tyrconnel to disarm all
the protestants, on pretence of securing the public peace, and

keeping their arms in a few magazines for the use of the militia.

Next, the army was new-modelled; and a great number of officers

were dismissed, because it was pretended, that they or their fathers

had served under Cromwel and the republic. The Injustice was not
confined to them. Near three hundred officers more were after-

wards broken, though many of them had purchased their commis-

sions: About four or five thousand private soldiers, because they

were protestants, were dismissed; and being stripped even of their
regimentals, were turned out to starve in the streets. While these

violences were carrying on, Clarendon, who had been named lord
lieutenant, came over; but he soon found, that, as he had refused

to give the king the desired pledge of fidelity, by changing his
religion, he possessed no credit or authority. He was even a kind
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of prisoner in the hands of Tyrconnel; and as he gave all opposi-
tion in his power to the precipitate measures of the catholics, he

was soon after recalled, and Tyrconnel substituted m his place.

The unhappy protestants now saw all the civil authority, as well as
the military force, transferred into the hands of their inveterate

enemies; inflamed with hereditary hatred, and sumulated by every

motive, which the passaon either for power, property, or religion

could inspire. Even the barbarous banditu were let loose to prey on

them in their present defenceless condition. A renewal of the an-
cient massacres was apprehended; and great multitudes, struck

wxth the best grounded terror, deserted the kingdom, and infused

into the English nation a dread of those violences, to whach, after

some time, they might justly, from the prevalence of the catholacs,

think themselves exposed.

All judicious persons of the catholic communion were dis-

gusted with these violent measures, and could easily foresee the

consequences. But James was entirely governed by the rash coun-

sels of the queen and of his confessor, father Peters, a jesuit, whom

he soon after created a privy counsellor. He thought too, that, as

he was now in the decline of life, at was necessary for him, by hasty

steps, to carry his designs into execution; lest the succession of the

princess of Orange should overturn all has projects. In vain did

Arundel, Powis, ard Bellasis remonstrate, and suggest more mod-

erate and cautious measures. These men had seen and felt, during

the prosecution of the popish plot, the extreme antipathy, which
the nation bore to their religion; and though some subsequent

incidents had seemingly allayed that spirit, they knew, that the

settled habits of the people were still the same, and that the small-

est incident was sufficient to renew the former animosty. A very

moderate indulgence, therefore, to the catholic religion would
have satisfied them; and all attempts to acquire power, much more

to produce a change of the national faith, they deemed dangerous
and destructiveJ

Breach On the first broaching of the popish plot, the clergy of thebetwzxt

the king church of England had concurred in the prosecution of it, wath the
and the same violence and credulity as the rest of the nation: But dreading

church, afterwards the prevalence of republican and presbyterian prin-

a D'Avaux, ao January, 1687.
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ciples, they had been engaged to support the measures of the

court; and to their assistance chiefly, James had owed his succes-

sion to the crown. Finding that all these services were forgotten,

and that the catholic religion was the king's sole favourite, the
church had commenced an opposition to court measures; and

popery was now acknowledged the more immediate danger. In

order to prevent inflammatory sermons on this popular subject,

James revived some directions to preachers, which had been pro-

mulgated by the late king, in the beginning of his reign, when no
design against the national rehgion was yet formed, or at least

apprehended. But in the present delicate and interesting situation
of the church, there was little reason to expect that orders,

founded on no legal authority, would be rigidly obeyed by preach-

ers, who saw no security to themselves but in preserving the con-
fidence and regard of the people. Instead of avoiding controversy,

according to the king's injunctions, the preachers every where

declaimed against popery; and among the rest, Dr. Sharpe, a cler-

gyman of London, particularly distinguished hlmself, and affected

to throw great contempt on those who had been reduced to change
their rehgion by such piuful arguments as the Romish missionaries

could suggest. This topic, being supposed to reflect on the king,

gave great offence at court; and positive orders were _ssued to

the bishop of London, his diocesan, immediately to suspend
Sharpe, till his majesty's pleasure should be farther known. The

prelate replied, that he could not possibly obey these commands,

and that he was not empowered, m such a summary manner, to

inflict any pumshment even upon the greatest delinquent. But
neither this obvious reason, nor the most dutiful submissions, both

of the prelate and of Sharpe himself, could appease the court. The

king was determined to proceed with violence xn the prosecution

of this affair. The bishop himself he resolved to pumsh for disobe-
dience to his commands; and the expedient, which he employed

for that purpose, was of a nature at once the most illegal and most

alarming.

Among all the engines of authority formerly employed by the
crown, none had been more dangerous or even destructive to

liberty, than the court of high commission, which, together w_th

the star-chamber, had been abolished in the reign of Charles I. by

act of parliament; in which a clause was also inserted, prohibiting
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the erection, in all future times, of that court, or any of a like

nature. But this law was deemed by James no obstacle; and an

Court ecclesiastical commission was anew issued, by which seven* corn-

of eccle missioners were vested with full and unlimited authority over the

szastzcal church of England. On them were bestowed the same inqmsitorial
cornmzs- powers, possessed by the former court of high commission: They
S_.OTI

might proceed upon bare suspicion; and the better to set the law

at defiance, it was expressly inserted in their patent itself, that they

were to exercise their jurisdiction, notwithstanding any law or

statute to the contrary. The king's design to subdue the church was
now sufficiently known; and had he been able to establish the

authority of this new-erected court, his success was infallible. A

more sensible blow could not be gwen both to national liberty and

rehgion; and happily the contest could not be tried in a cause more
iniquitous and unpopular than that against Sharpe and the bishop
of London.

The prelate was cited before the commissioners. After denying

the legality of the court, and claiming the privilege of all Christian

bishops to be tried by the metropolitan and his suffragans; he
pleaded in his own defence, that, as he was obliged, if he had

suspended Sharpe, to act in the capacity of a judge, he could not,

consistent either with law or equity, pronounce sentence without

a previous citation and trial: That he had by petition represented

this difficulty to his majesty; and not receiving any answer, he had

reason to think, that his petition had given entire satisfaction: That

in order to shew tarther his deference, he had advised Sharpe to

abstain from preaching, till he had justified his conduct to the

king; an adwce, which, coming from a superior, was equivalent to

a command, and had accordingly met with the proper obedience:

That he had thus in his apprehension conformed himself to his

majesty's pleasure; but if he should still be found wanting to his

duty in any particular, he was now willing to crave pardon, and to

make reparation. All this submission, both in Sharpe and the

prelate, had no effect: It was determined to have an example:

Orders were accordingly sent to the commissioners to proceed:

e The persons named were the archbishop of Canterbury, Sancroft; the
bishop of Durham, Crew; of Rochester, Sprat; the earl of Rochester, Sun-
derland, chancellor Jeffenes, and lord chmf justice Herbert The arch-
bishop refused to act, and the bishop of Chester was substituted in his place.
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And by a majority of votes the bxshop, as well as the doctor, was Sentence

suspended, agaznst the

Almost the whole of this short reign consists of attempts always bzshopof
London

imprudent, often illegal, sometimes both, against whatever was
most loved and revered by the nation: Even such schemes of the

king's as might be laudable m themselves, were so disgraced by his
intentions, that they serve only to aggravate the charge against

him. James was become a great patron of toleration, and an enemy

to all those persecuting laws, which, from the influence of the

church, had been enacted both against the dissenters and catho-

lics. Not content with granting dispensations to parncular persons,
he assumed a power of issuing a declaration of general indulgence,

and of suspending at once all the penal statutes, by which a con- Penal

formity was required to the established rehgion. This was a strain /aws
of authority, it must be confessed, quite inconsistent with law and suspended.

a limited constitution; yet was it supported by many strong prece-

dents in the history of England. Even after the principles of liberty

were become more prevalent, and began to be well understood,

the late king had, oftener than once, and without giving much

umbrage, exerted this dangerous power: He had in a662 sus-
pended the execution of a law, which regulated carriages: During

the two Dutch wars. he had twice suspended the act of navigation:

And the commons in a666, being resolved, contrary to the king's

judgment, to enact that iniquitous law against the _mportatxon of

Irish cattle, found _t necessary, in order to obviate the exercise of

this prerogative, which they desired not at that time ennrely to

deny or abrogate, to call that _mportation a nuisance.

Though the former authority of the sovereign was great in civil

affairs, it was still greater in ecclesiastical; and the whole despotic

power of the popes was often believed, in virtue of the supremacy,

to have devolved to the crown. The last parhament of Charles I. by

abolishing the power of the king and convocation to frame canons
without consent of parliament, had somewhat diminished the sup-

posed extent of the supremacy; but still very considerable remains

of it, at least very important claims, were preserved, and were

occasionally made use of by the sovereign. In 1662, Charles, plead-
ing both the rights of his supremacy and his suspending power,

had granted a general indulgence or toleranon; and in a672 he

renewed the same edict: Though the remonstrances of his parlia-
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ment obliged him, on both occasions, to retract; and in the last

instance, the triumph of law over prerogative was deemed very

great and memorable. In general, we may remark, that, where the

exercise of the suspending power was agreeable and useful, the
power atself was little questioned: Where the exercise was thought

liable to exceptions, men not only opposed it, but proceeded to

deny altogether the legality of the prerogative, on which it was
founded.

z687, James, more imprudent and arbitrary than his predecessor,
issued his proclamation, suspending all the penal laws in ec-

clesiastical affairs, and granting a general liberty of conscience to

all his subjects. He was not deterred by the reflection, both that this

scheme of indulgence was already blasted by two fruitless at-

tempts; and that in such a government as that of England, it was

not sufficient that a preroganve be approved of by some lawyers
and antiquaries: If it was condemned by the general voice of the

nation, and yet was still exerted, the wctory over national liberty

was no less signal than if obtained by the most flagrant injustice

and usurpation. These two considerations indeed would rather

serve to recommend this project to James; who deemed himself
superior in vigour and acnvity to his brother, and who probably

thought, that his people enjoyed no liberties, but by his royal

concession and indulgence.

In order to procure a better reception for his edict of toleration,

the king, finding hamself opposed by the church, began to pay
court to the dissenters; and he imagined, that, by playing one party

against another, he should easily obtain the victory over both; a

refined policy which it much exceeded his capacity to conduct. His

intennons were so obvious, that it was impossible for him ever to

gain the sincere confidence and regard of the nonconformists.
They knew, that the genius of their religion was diametrically op-

posite to that of the catholics, the sole object of the king's affection.

They were sensible, that both the violence of his temper, and the

maxims of his religion, were repugnant to the principles of toler-

ation. They had seen, that, on his accession, as well as during his

brother's reign, he had courted the church at their expence; and

it was not till his dangerous schemes were rejected by the prelates,
that he had recourse to the nonconformists. All his favours, there-

fore, must, to every man of judgment among the sectaries, have
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appeared insidious: Yet such was the pleasure reaped from

present ease, such the animosity of the dissenters against the

church, who had so long subjected them to the rigours of

persecunon, that they every where expressed the most entire duty
to the king, and compliance with his measures, and could not

forbear rejoicing extremely in the present depresslon of their
adversaries.

But had the dissenters been ever so much inchned to shut their

eyes with regard to the king's intentions, the manner of conducting
his scheme in Scotland was sufficient to discover the secret. The

king first applied to the Scottish parliament, and desired an in-

dulgence for the catholics alone, without comprehending the pres-
byterians: But that assembly, though more disposed than even the

parliament of England, to sacrifice their civil liberties, resolved

likewise to adhere pertinaciously to thetr religion; and they re-
jected for the first time the king's appllcanon. James therefore

found himself obliged to exert his prerogative; and he now

thought it prudent to interest a party among his subjects, besides

the catholics, in supporting this act of authority. To the surpraze of

the harassed and persecuted presbyterians, they heard the prin-

ciples of toleration every where extolled, and found that full per-
mission was granted to attend conventicles; an offence, which,

even during this reign, had been declared no less than a capital

enormity. The king's declaration, however, of indulgence con-

talned clauses, sufficient to depress their joy. As if popery were
already predominant, he declared, "that he never would use force

or _nvznc_ble necesszty against any man on account of his persuasion

or the protestant religion:" A promise surely of toleranon g_ven to

the protestants with great precaution, and admitting a consM-

erable latitude for persecution and violence. It is likewise remark-

able, that the king declared in express terms, "that he had thought
fit, by his sovereign authority, preroganve royal, and absolute

power, which all his subjects were to obey wzthout reserve, to grant

this royal toleration." The dangerous designs of other princes are

to be collected by a comparison of their several actions, or by a

discovery of their more secret counsels: But so blinded was James

with zeal, so transported by his imperious temper, that even his

proclamations and public edicts contain expressions, which, with-
out farther enquiry, may suffice to his condemnanon.
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The Enghsh well knew, that the king, by the constitution of

their government, thought himself intitled, as indeed he was, to as

ample authority in his southern, as in his northern kingdom; and
therefore, though the declaration of indulgence published for

England was more cautiously expressed, they could not but be

alarmed by the arbitrary treatment, to which their neighbours

were exposed. It is even remarkable, that the Enghsh declaration

contained clauses of a strange import. The king there promised,

that he would maintain his loving subjects in all their properties

and possessions, as well of church and abbey lands as of any other.

Men thought, that, if the full establishment of popery were not at

hand, this promise was qmte superfluous, and they concluded,

that the king was so replete with joy on the prospect of that glori-
ous event, that he could not, even for a moment, refrain from

expressing it.

State of But what afforded the most alarming prospect, was the con-
Ireland tmuance and even encrease of the violent and precipitate conduct

of affairs in Ireland. Tyrconnel was now vested with full authority;
and carried over with him as chancellor one Fitton, a man who was

taken from a jail, and who had been convicted of forgery and other

crimes, but who compensated for all his enormines by a headlong

zeal for the catholic religion. He was even heard to say from the

bench, that the protestants were all rogues, and that there was not

one among forty thousand that was not a traitor, a rebel, and a
villain. The whole strain of the administration was suitable to such

sentiments. The cathohcs were put in possession of the council

table, of the courts of judicature, and of the bench of justices. In

order to make them masters of the parliament, the same violence

was exerosed that had been practised in England. The charters of

Dublin and of all the corporauons were annulled; and new char-

ters were granted, subjecting the corporations to the will of the

sovereign. The protestant freemen were expelled, catholics intro-
duced; and the latter sect, as they always were the majority in

number, were now invested with the whole power of the kingdom.

The act of settlement was the only obstacle to their enjoying the

whole property; and Tyrconnel had formed a scheme for calhng a
parliament, in order to reverse that act, and empower the king to

bestow all the lands of Ireland on his catholic subjects. But in this

scheme he met with opposition from the moderate catholics in the
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king's council. Lord Bellasis went even so far as to affirm with an

oath, "that that fellow in Ireland was fool and madman enough to

ruin ten kingdoms." The decay of trade, from the desertion of the

protestants, was represented; the sinking of the revenue; the
alarm communicated to England: And by these considerations the

king's resolutions were for some time suspended; though it was

easy to foresee, from the usual tenor of his conduct, which side

would at last preponderate.

But the king was not content with discovering in his own king-

doms the imprudence of his conduct: He was resolved, that all

Europe should be witness of it. He publickly sent the earl of Castel-

maine ambassador extra-ordinary to Rome, in order to express his Embassy

obeisance to the Pope, and to make advances for reconciling his to Rome

kingdoms, in form, to the catholic communion. Never man, who
came on so important an errand, met with so many neglects and

even affronts, as Castelmaine. The pontiff, instead of being

pleased with this forward step, concluded, that a scheme, con-

ducted with so much indiscretion, could never possibly be success-

ful. And as he was engaged in a violent quarrel with the French
monarch, a quarrel which interested him more nearly than the

conversion of England, he bore little regard to James, whom he

believed too closely connected with his capital enemy.

The only proof of complaisance, which James received from

the Pontiff was his sending a nuncio to England, in return for the

embassy. By act of parliament any communication with the Pope

was made treason: Yet so little regard did the king pay to the laws,

that he gave the nuncio a public and solemn reception at Windsor.
The duke of Somerset, one of the bed-chamber, because he

refused to assist at this ceremony, was dismissed from his employ-

ment. The nuncio resided openly in London during the rest of

this reign. Four catholic bishops were publicly consecrated m the
king's chapel, and sent out under the title of vicars apostolical, to

exercise the episcopal function in their respective d_oceses. Their
pastoral letters, directed to the lay catholics of England were

printed and dispersed by the express allowance and permission of

the king. The regular clergy of that communion appeared at court
in the habits of their order; and some of them were so indiscreet

as to boast, that, in a little time, they hoped to walk in procession

through the capital.
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While the king shocked in the most open manner all the prin-

ciples and prejudices of his protestant subjects, he could not some-
times but be sensible, that he stood in need of their assistance for

the execution of his designs. He had himself, by virtue of his

prerogative, suspended the penal laws, and dispensed with the

test; but he would gladly have obtained the sanction of parhament

to these acts of power; and he knew, that, without this authority,

his edicts alone would never afford a durable security to the catho-

lics. He had employed, therefore, with the members of parliament

many private conferences, which were then called closetzngs; and

he used every expedient of reasons, menaces and promises to

break their obstinacy in this particular. Finding all his efforts fruit-

less, he had dissolved the parliament, and was determined to call

a new one, from which he expected more complaisance and sub-
mission. By the practice of annulling the charters, the king was

become master of all the corporations, and could at pleasure

change every where the whole magistracy. The church party,

therefore, by whom the crown had been hitherto so remarkably

supported, and to whom the king visibly owed his safety from all
the efforts of his enemies, was deprived of authority; and the

dissenters, those very enemies, were, first in London, and after-

wards In every other corporation, substituted in their place. Not

content with this violent and dangerous innovation, the king ap-

pointed certain regulators to examine the qualifications of elec-

tors; and directions were given them to exclude all such as adhered

to the test and penal statutes. / Queries to this purpose were openly

proposed in all places, in order to try the senuments of men, and

enable the king to judge of the proceedings of the future parlia-

ment. The power of the crown was at this time so great; and the

revenue, managed by James's frugality, so considerable and inde-

pendant; that, if he had embraced any national party, he had been

ensured of success; and might have carried his authority to what

length he pleased. But the catholics, to whom he had entirely

f The elections in some places, particularly in York, were transferred from
the people to the magistrates, who, by the new charter, were all named by
the crown. Sir John Reresby's memoirs, p. 27_ This was in reality nothing
different from the king's naming the members. The same act of authority
had been employed in all the burroughs of Scotland.
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devoted himself, were scarcely the hundredth part of the people.

Even the protestant nonconformists, whom he so much courted,

were httle more than the twentieth; and what was worse, reposed
no confidence in the unnatural alhance contracted with the catho-

lics, and in the principles of toleration, which, contrary to their

usual practice in all ages, seemed at present to be adopted by that

sect. The king therefore, finding little hopes of success, delayed

the summoning of a parliament, and proceeded still in the exercise

of his illegal and arbitrary authority.

The whole power in Ireland had been committed to catholics.

In Scotland, all the ministers, whom the king chiefly trusted, were

converts to that religion. Every great office in England, civil and

military, was gradually transferred from the protestants. Roch-

ester and Clarendon, the king's brothers-in-law, though they had

ever been faithful to his interests, could not, by all their services,

atone for their adherence to the national rehgion; and had been

dismissed from their employments. The violent Jeffenes himself,

though he had sacrificed justice and humanity to the court; yet,

because he refused also to give up his religion, was dechning in

favour and interest. Nothing now remained but to open the door
in the church and umversiues to the intrusion of the cathohcs. It

was not long before the king made this rash effort; and by con-

straining the prelacy and established church to seek protecnon in

the principles of liberty, he at last left himself entirely without
friends and adherents.

Father Francis, a Benedictine, was recommended by the king's

mandate to the university of Cambridge for the degree of master

of arts; and as it was usual for the university to confer that degree

on persons eminent for learning, without regard to their rehgion,

and as they had even admitted lately the secretary to the ambassa-

dor of Morocco; the king on that account thought himself the

better mtitled to comphance. But the university considered, that

there was a great difference between a compliment bestowed on

foreigners, and degrees which gave a title to vote m all the elections

and statutes of the university, and which, if conferred on the catho-

lics, would infallibly in nme render that sect enurely superior.

They therefore refused to obey the king's mandate, and were cited

to appear before the court of ecclesiastical commission. The vice
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chancellor was suspended by that court; but as the university chose

a man of spirit to succeed him, the king thought proper for the

present to drop his pretensions.

Attempt The attempt upon the university of Oxford was prosecuted
upon with more inflexible obstinacy, and was attended with more ira-

Magdalen portant consequences. This university had lately, in their famous

college, decree, made a solemn profession of passive obedience; and the

court probably expected, that they would show their sincerity,

when their turn came to practise that doctrine; which, though, if
carried to the utmost extent, it be contrary both to reason and to

nature, is apt to meet with the more effectual opposition from the

latter principle. The president of Magdalen college, one of the

richest foundanons in Europe, dying about this time, a mandate
was sent in favour of Farmer, a new convert, but one, who, besides

his being a catholic, had not in other respects the qualifications

required by the statutes for enjoying that office. The fellows of the

college made submissive applications to the king for recalling his

mandate; but before they received an answer, the day came, on

which, by their statutes, they were obliged to proceed to an elec-

tion. They chose Dr. Hough, a man of virtue, as well as of the

firmness and vigour requisite for maintaining his own rights and

those of the university. In order to punish the college for this

contumacy, as _t was called, an inferior ecclesiastical commission

was sent down, and the new president and the fellows were cited

before it. So little regard had been paid to any consideration be-
sides rehglon, that Farmer, on enquiry, was found guilty of the
lowest and most scandalous vices; insomuch that even the ec-
clesiastical commissioners were ashamed to insist on his election. A

new mandate, therefore, was issued in favour of Parker, lately

created bishop of Oxford, a man of a prostitute character, but who,

like Farmer, atoned for all his vices by his avowed willingness to
embrace the catholic religion. The college represented, that all

presidents had ever been appointed by election, and there were

few instances of the king's interposing by his recommendation in
favour of any candidate; that having already made a regular elec-

tion of a president, they could not deprive him of his office, and,
during his life-time, substitute any other m his place; that, even if

there were a vacancy, Parker, by the statutes, of their founder,

could not be chosen; that they had all of them bound themselves
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by oath to observe these statutes, and never on any account to

accept of a dispensation; and that the college had at all times so

much distinguished itself by its loyalty, that nothing but the most

invincible necessity could now oblige them to oppose his majesty's

inclinations. All these reasons availed them nothing. The presi-

dent and all the fellows, except two who complied, were expelled

the college; and Parker was put in possession of the office. This act

of violence, of all those which were committed during the reign of

James, is perhaps the most illegal and arbitrary. When the dis-
pensmg power was the most strenuously insisted on by court law-

yers, it had still been allowed, that the statutes, which regard pri-

vate property, could not legally be infringed by that prerogative:
Yet in this instance it appeared, that even these were not now

secure from invasion. The privileges of a college are attacked: Men
are illegally dispossessed of their property, for adhering to their

duty, to their oaths, and to their religion: The fountains of the

church are attempted to be poisoned; nor would it be long, it was

concluded, ere all ecclesiastical, as well as civil preferments, would

be bestowed on such as, negligent of honour, virtue, and sincerity,

basely sacrificed their faith to the reigning superstition. Such were
the general sentiments; and as the universities have an intimate

connexion with the ecclesiastical establishments, and m_ghtily in-
terest all those who have there received their education, this arbi-

trary proceeding begat an universal discontent against the king's
administration.

The next measure of the court was an result still more open on

the ecclesiastics, and rendered the breach between the king and

that powerful body fatal, as well as incurable. It is strange that
James, when he felt, from the sentiments of his own heart, what a

mighty influence religious zeal had over him, should yet be so
infatuated as never once to suspect, that it m_ght possibly have a

proportionable authority over his subjects. Could he have profited

by repeated experience, he had seen instances enow of their strong

aversion to that communion, which, from a violent, imperious

temper, he was determined, by every possible expedient, to intro-
duce into his kingdoms.

The king published a second declaration of indulgence, almost _688.
in the same terms with the former; and he subjoined an order,

that, immediately after divine service, it should be read by the
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clergy in all the churches. As they were known universally to disap-

prove of the use made of the suspending power, this clause, they

thought, could be meant only as an result upon them; and they

were sensible, that, by their compliance, they should expose them-
selves, both to public contempt, on account of their tame behav-

iour, and to public hatred, by their indirectly patronizing so obnox-

ious a prerogative. _ They were determined, therefore, almost

universally to preserve the regard of the people; their only protec-
tion, while the laws were become of so little validity, and while the

court was so deeply engaged m opposite interests. In order to

encourage them m this resolution, six prelates, namely, Lloyde

bishop of St. Asaph, Ken of Bath and Wells, Turner of Ely, Lake

of Chichester, White of Peterborough, and Trelawney of Bristol,

met privately with the primate, and concerted the form of a peti-

tion to the king. They there represent in few words, that, though

possessed of the highest sense of loyalty, a virtue of which the

church of England had given such eminent testimonies; and

though desirous of affording ease in a legal way to all protestant

dissenters; yet, because the declaration of indulgence was founded

on a prerogative, formerly declared illegal by parliament, they

could not, in prudence, honour, or conscience, so far make them-
selves parties as the distribuuon of it all over the kingdom would

be interpreted to amount to. They therefore besought the king,

that he would not insist upon their reading that declaration?

g When Charles dissolved his last parhament, he set forth a declaration
giving h_s reasons for that measure, and this declaration the clergy had
been ordered to read to the people after divine serwce. These orders were
agreeable to thezr party prejudices, and they wflhngly submitted to them.
The contrary was now the case. h The words of the petmon were" That
the great averseness found m themselves to their distributing and publish-
lng in all their churches your majesty's late declaration for hberty of con-
science, proceeds neither from any want of duty and obedience to your
majesty (our holy mother, the church of England, being both in her prin-
caples and her constant practice unquestionably loyal, and having to her
great honour been more than once pubhcly acknowledged to be so by
your gracious majesty) nor yet from any want of tenderness to d_ssenters,
in relation to whom we are wdhng to come to such a temper as shall be
thought fit, when the matter shall be considered and settled m parhament
and convocation. But among many other considerations, from this espe-
cially, because that declaranon Is founded upon such a dispensing power
as hath been often declared illegal in parhament, and particularly in the
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The king was incapable, not only of yielding to the greatest
opposition, but of allowing the slightest and most respectful con-

tradiction to pass uncensured. He immediately embraced a resolu-
tion (and his resolunons, when once embraced, were inflexible) of

punishing the bishops, for a petition so popular in its matter, and

so prudent and cautious in the expression. As the petinon was

delivered him m private, he summoned them before the council;

and quesnoned them whether they would acknowledge it. The

bishops saw his intention, and seemed long desirous to decline
answering: But being pushed by the chancellor, they at last avowed

the petition. On their refusal to give ball, an order was immediately
drawn for thelr commitment to the Tower; and the crown lawyers

received directions to prosecute them for the seditious libel, which,

it was pretended, they had composed and uttered.

The people were already aware of the danger, to which the Imprison-

prelates were exposed; and were raised to the highest pitch of ment,

anxiety and attention with regard to the issue of this extraordinary

affair. But when they beheld these fathers of the church brought

from court under the custody of a guard, when they saw them

embarked in vessels on the river, and conveyed towards the Tower,
all their affection for liberty, all their zeal for religion, blazed up at

once; and they flew to behold this affecting spectacle The whole

shore was covered with crowds of prostrate spectators, who at once

implored the blessing of those holy pastors, and addressed their

petitions towards Heaven for protection during this extreme dan-

ger, to which their country and their religion stood exposed. Even

the soldiers, seized with the contagion of the same spirit, flung

themselves on their knees before the distressed prelates, and
craved the benediction of those criminals, whom they were ap-

pointed to guard. Some persons ran into the water, that they might

participate more nearly in those blessings, which the prelates were

distributing on all around them. The bishops themselves, during

year 1662 and 1672, and in the beginning of your majesty's reign, and is
a matter of so great moment and consequence to the whole nation both in
church and state, that your petlnoners cannot in prudence, honour, or
conscience so far make themselves parties to it as a distribution of it all over
the nation and the solemn publication of it once and again, even in God's
house, and in the time of divine service, must amount to m common and
reasonable construction.
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this triumphant suffering, augmented the general favour, by the

most lowly submissive deportment; and they still exhorted the

people to fear God, honour the king, and maintain their loy-

alty; expressions more ammating than the most inflammatory

speeches. And no sooner had they entered the precincts of the

Tower than they hurried to chapel, In order to return thanks for

those afflictions, which Heaven, in defence of its holy cause, had

thought them worthy to endure.

Trial, Their passage, when conducted to their trial, was, if possible,
attended by greater crowds of anxious spectators. All men saw the

dangerous crisis, to which affairs were reduced, and were sensible,

that the king could not have put the issue on a cause more un-

favourable for himself than that in which he had so imprudently
engaged. Twenty-nine temporal peers (for the other prelates

kept aloof) attended the prisoners to Westminster-hall; and such

crowds of gentry followed the procession, that scarcely was any

room left for the populace to enter. The lawyers for the bishops

were Sir Robert Sawyer, Sir Francis Pemberton, Pollexsen, Treby,

and Sommers. No cause, even during the prosecution of the pop-

ish plot, was ever heard with so much zeal and attention. The

popular torrent, which, of itself, ran fierce and strong, was now

farther irritated by the opposition of government.

The council for the bishops pleaded, that the law allowed sub-

jects, if they thought themselves aggrieved in any particular, to

apply by petition to the king, provided they kept within certain
bounds, which the same law prescribed to them, and which in the

present petition the prelates had strictly observed: That an active

obedience in cases, which were contrary to conscience, was never

pretended to be due to government; and law was allowed to be the

great measure of the compliance and submission of subjects: That

when any person found commands to be imposed upon him,

which he could not obey, it was more respectful in him to offer his

reasons for refusal, than to remain in a sullen and refractory si-

lence: That it was no breach of duty in subjects, even though not

called upon, to discover their sense of public measures, in which
every one had so intimate a concern: That the bishops in the

present case were called upon, and must either express their ap-

probation by compliance, or their disapprobation by petition:
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That it could be no sedition to deny the preroganve of suspending
the laws; because there really was no such prerogative, nor ever

could be, in a legal and limited government: That even if this

prerogative were real, it had yet been frequently controverted
before the whole nation, both in Westminster-hall, and in both

houses of parliament: and no one had ever dreamed of punishing

the denial of it as criminal: That the prelates, instead of making an

appeal to the people, had applied in private to his majesty, and had

even delivered their petition so secretly, that, except by the confes-

sion extorted from them before the council, it was found impos-

sible to prove them the authors: And that though the petition was

afterwards printed and dispersed, it was not so much as attempted

to be proved, that they had the least knowledge of the publication
These arguments were convincing in themselves, and were

heard with a favourable disposition by the audience. Even some of

the judges, though their seats were held during pleasure, declared

themselves in favour of the prisoners. The jury however, from

what cause is unknown, took several hours to dehberate, and kept,

during so long a time, the people m the most anxious expectation.
But when the wished for verdict, not guzlty, was at last pronounced, i7th June.

the intelligence was echoed through the hall, was conveyed to the and ac-

crowds without, was carried into the city, and was propagated with qmttal
of the

infinite joy throughout the kingdom, bishops
Ever since Monmouth's rebellion, the king had, every summer,

encamped his army on Hounslow heath, that he might both im-

prove their discipline, and by so unusual a spectacle over-awe the

munnous people. A popish chapel was openly erected in the midst

of the camp, and great pains were taken, though in vain, to bring
over the soldiers to that communion. The few converts whom the

priests had made, were treated with such contempt and ignominy,

as deterred every one from following the example. Even the Irish

officers, whom the king introduced into the army, served rather,

from the aversion borne them, to weaken his interest among them.

It happened, that the very day, on which the trial of the bishops

was finished, James had reviewed the troops, and had retired into

the tent of lord Feversham, the general; when he was surpnzed to

hear a great uproar in the camp, attended with the most extrava-

gant symptoms of tumultuary joy. He suddenly enquired the
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cause, and was told by Feversham, "It was nothing but the rejoicing

of the soldiers for the acquittal of the bishops." "Do you call that

nothing?" replied he, "but so much the worse for them."
The king was still determined to rush forward in the same

course, in which he was already, by his precipitate career, so fatally

advanced. Though he knew, that every order of men, except a
handful of catholics, were enraged at his past measures, and still

more terrified with the future prospect; though he saw that the

same discontents had reached the army, his sole resource during

the general disaffection: Yet was he incapable of changing his

measures, or even of remitting his violence in the prosecuuon of

them. He struck out two of the judges, Powel and Holloway, who

had appeared to favour the bishops: He issued orders to prosecute

all those clergymen who had not read his declaration; that is, the

whole church of England, two hundred excepted: He sent a man-

date to the new fellows, whom he had obtruded on Magdalen-

college, to elect for president, in the room of Parker, lately de-

ceased, one Gifford, a doctor of the Sorbonne, and mular bishop

of Madura: And he is even said to have nominated the same person

to the see of Oxford. So great an infatuation is perhaps an object
of compassion rather than of anger: And is really surprizing in a

man, who, in other respects, was not wholly deficient m sense and

accomplishments.

A few days before the acquittal of the bishops, an event hap-

pened, which, in the king's sentiments, much overbalanced all the
xothJune mortifications, received on that occasion. The queen was delivered

Bzrth of of a son, who was baptized by the name of James. This blessing was

thepnnce impatiently longed for, not only by the king and queen, but by all
of Wales

the zealous catholics both abroad and at home. They saw, that the

king was past middle age; and that on his death the succession

must devolve to the prince and princess of Orange, two zealous

protestants, who would soon replace every thing on ancient foun-

dations. Vows therefore were offered at every shrine for a male

successor: Pilgrimages were undertaken, particularly one to Lo-

retto, by the dutchess of Modena; and success was chiefly attrib-

uted to that pious journey. But in proportion as this event was
agreeable to the catholics, it encreased the disgust of the protes-

tants, by depriving them of that pleasing, though somewhat dis-

tant prospect, in which at present they flattered themselves.
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Calumny even went so far as to ascribe to the king the design of

imposing on the world a suppositltious child, who might be edu-

cated in his principles, and after his death support the catholic

religion in his dominions. The nation almost universally believed

him capable, from bigotry, of committing any crime, as they had

seen, that, from like motives, he was guilty of every imprudence:

And the affections of nature, they thought, would be easily sacri-

ficed to the superior motive of propagating a catholic and ortho-
dox faith. The present occasion was not the first, when that

calumny had been invented. In the year 168_, the queen, then

dutchess of York, had been pregnant; and rumours were spread

that an Imposture would at that time be obtruded upon the nation:

But happily, the infant proved a female, and thereby spared the

party all the trouble of supporting their improbable fiction.'

This story is taken notice of in a weekly paper, the Observator, pubhshed
at that very time, _3d of August, 1682: Party zeal is capable of swallowing
the most incredible story, but it is surely singular, that the same calumny,
when once baffled, should yet be renewed with such success.
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z688. "_A]'HILr EVERYMOTIVE, civil and religious, concurred to alien-
¥ ¥ ate from the king every rank and denomination of men, it

might be expected, that his throne would, without delay, fall to
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pieces by its own weight: But such is the influence of estabhshed

government; so averse are men from beginning hazardous enter-

prizes; that, had not an attack been made from abroad, affairs

might long have remained in their present delicate situation, and

James might at last have prevailed in his rash, and ill concerted

projects.

The prince of Orange, ever since his marriage with the lady Conduct

Mary, had maintained a very prudent conduct; agreeably to the of the

sound understanding, with which he was so eminently endowed, pr_nceof
He made it a maxim to concern himself little in English affairs, and Orange

never by any measure to disgust any of the factions, or give um-

brage to the prince, who filled the throne. His natural inclination,

as well as his interest, led him to employ himself with assiduous

industry in the transactions on the continent, and to oppose the
grandeur of the French monarch, against whom he had long, both

from personal and polincal considerations, conceived a violent

animosity. By this conduct, he gratified the prejudices of the whole

English nation: But as he crossed the inclinations of Charles, who

sought peace by compliance with France, he had much declined in
the favour and affections of that monarch.

James on his accession found it so much his interest to live on

good terms with the heir apparent, that he showed the prince some

demonstrations of friendship; and the prince, on his part, was not

wanting in every instance of duty and regard towards the king. On

Monmouth's invasion, he immediately dispatched over six regi-

ments of British troops, which were in the Dutch service; and he

offered to take the command of the king's forces against the rebels.

How little soever he might approve of James's administration, he

always kept a total silence on the subject, and gave no countenance

to those discontents, which were propagated with such industry

throughout the nation.
It was from the application of James himself, that the prince

first openly took any part in English affairs. Notwithstanding the

lofty ideas, which the king had entertamed of his prerogative, he
found, that the edicts, emitted from it, still wanted much of the

authority of laws, and that the continuance of them might in the

issue become dangerous, both to himself and to the catholics,
whom he desired to favour. An act of parliament alone could

insure the indulgence or toleration, which he had laboured to
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establish; and he hoped, that, if the prince would declare in favour
of that scheme, the members, who had hitherto resisted all his own

applications, would at last be prevailed with to adopt it. The con-
sent, therefore, of the prince to the repeal of the penal statutes and

of the test was strongly solicited by the king; and in order to engage

him to agree to that measure, hopes were given, * that England

would second him in all those enterpnzes, which his active and

extensive genius had with such success planned on the continent.

He was at this time the center of all the negociations of Chris-
tendom.

He The emperor and the king of Spain, as the prince well knew,

forms a were enraged by the repeated injuries, which they had suffered

league from the ambition of Lewis, and still more by the frequent insults,

agaznst which his pride had made them undergo. He was apprized of theFrance
influence of these monarchs over the catholic princes of the em-

pire: He had himself acquired great authority with the protestant:

And he formed a project of uniting Europe m one general league

against the encroachments of France, which seemed so nearly to

threaten the independance of all its neighbours.

No characters are more incompatible than those of a conqueror

and a persecutor; and Lewis soon found, that besides his weak-

ening France by the banishment of so many useful subjects, the

refugees had enflamed all the protestant nations against him, and

had raised him enemies, who, m defence of their religion as well

as liberty, were obstinately resolved to oppose his progress. The

city of Amsterdam and other towns in Holland, which had before
fallen into a dependance on France, being terrified with the ac-

counts, which they every moment received, of the furious

persecutions against the Hugonots, had now dropped all domestic

faction, and had entered into an entire confidence with the prince
of Orange] The protestant princes of the empire formed a sepa-

rate league at Magdebourg for the defence of their religion. The

English were anew enraged at the blind bigotry of their sovereign,

and were disposed to embrace the most desperate resolutions

against him. From a view of the state of Europe during this period,

it appears, that Lewis, besides sullying an illustrious reign, had

k Burnet, vol. 1. p. 712. D'Avaux, a5th of Aprxl, 1688 t D'Avaux, 24th of
July, 1681; loth of June, 15th of October, 1lth of November, 1688; vol. iv
p. 3o.
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wantonly by this persecution raised invincible barriers to his arms,

which otherwise it had been difficult, if not impossible, to resist.

The prince of Orange knew how to avail himself of all these

advantages. By his Intrigues and influence there was formed at
Augsbourg a league, in which the whole empire united for ItS

defence against the French monarch. Spain and Holland became

parties in the alliance. The accession of Savoy was afterwards ob-
tained. Sweden and Denmark seemed to favour the same cause.

But though these numerous states composed the greater part of

Europe, the league was still deemed imperfect and unequal to its
end; so long as England maintained that neutrality, in which she

had hitherto persevered.

James, though more prone to bigotry, was more sensible to his
own and to national honour than his brother; and had he not been

restrained by the former motive, he would have mamtaIned with

more spirit the interests and independance of his kingdoms. When

a prospect, therefore, appeared of effecting his religious schemes

by opposing the progress of France, he was not averse to that

measure; and he gave his son-in-law room to hope, that, by concur-

ring with his views m England, he might prevail with him to second

those projects, which the prince was so ambitious of promoting

A more tempting offer could not be made to a person of his Refuses

enterprizing character: But the objections to that measure, upon to concur

deliberation, appeared to him unsurmountable. The king, he ob- w_ththe
king

served, had incurred the hatred of his own subjects: Great appre-

hensions were entertained of his designs: The only resource,

which the nation saw, was in the future succession of the prince

and princess: Should he concur in those dreaded measures, he

should draw on himself all the odium, under which the king

laboured: The nation might even refuse to bear the expence of
alhances, which would in that case become so suspicious: And he

might himself incur danger of losing a succession, which was await-

ing him, and which the egregious indiscretion of the king seemed

even to give him hopes of reaping, before it should devolve to him

by the course of nature. The prince, therefore, would go no far-

ther than to promise his consent to the repeal of the penal statutes,
by which the nonconformists as well as catholics were exposed to

punishment: The test he deemed a security absolutely necessary

for the established religion.
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The king did not remain sansfied with a single trial. There was

one Stuart, a Scotch lawyer, who had been banished for pretended

treasonable pracnces; but who had afterwards obtained a pardon,

and had been recalled. By the king's directions, Stuart wrote

several letters to pens_onary Fagel, with whom he had contracted

an acquaintance m Holland; and besides urging all the monves for
an unlimited toleration, he desired, that h_s reasons should, in the

king's name, be commumcated to the prince and princess of Or-

ange. Fagel during a long rime made no reply; but finding, that his
silence was construed into an assent, he at last expressed his own

sentiments and those of their Hlghnesses. He said, that it was their

fixed opinion, that no man, merely because he differed from the

established faith, should ever, while he remained a peaceable sub-

ject, be exposed to any punishment or even vexanon. That the

prince and princess gave heartily their consent for repeahng le-

gally all the penal statutes, as well those which had been enacted

against the catholics as against the protestant nonconformists; and

would concur w_th the king in any measure for that purpose. That

the test was not to be considered as a penalty inflicted on the

professors of any rehglon, but as a security provided for the estab-
lished worship. That _t was no pumshment on men to be excluded

from pubhc offices, and to hve peaceably on their own revenues or

industry. That even in the United Provinces, which were so often

cited as models of toleranon, though all sects were admitted, yet

cwil offices were enjoyed by the professors of the established reli-

gion alone. That military commands, indeed, were sometimes be-

stowed on catholics; but as they were conferred with great pre-
caution, and still lay under the controul of the magistrate, they

could give no just reason for umbrage. And that their Highnesses,

however desirous of gratifying the king, and of endeavouring, by

every means, to render h_s reign peaceable and happy, could not
agree to any measure, which would expose their religion to such

imminent danger.

When this letter was pubhshed, as it soon was, it inspired great

courage into the protestants of all denominations, and served to

keep them united in their opposition to the encroachments of the

catholics. On the other hand, the king, who was not content with
a simple toleranon for his own religion, but was resolved, that it

should enjoy great credit, if not an absolute superiority, was ex-
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tremely disgusted, and took every occasion to express his dis-

pleasure, as well against the prince of Orange as the United Prov-

inces. He gave the Algerme pyrates, who preyed on the Dutch, a

reception in his harbours, and liberty to dispose of their prizes. He

revived some complaints of the East India company with regard to
the affair of Bantam. m He reqmred the six British regiments m the

Dutch service to be sent over. He began to put his navy m a
formidable condition. And from all his movements, the Hol-

landers entertained apprehensions, that he sought only an occa-
sion and pretence for making war upon them.

The prince in his turn resolved to push affairs with more vlg- Resolves
our, and to preserve all the Enghsh protestants m his interests, as to oppose

well as maintain them firm in their present union against the the kzng

catholics. He knew, that men of educauon in England were, many
of them, retained in their religion more by honour than by prin-
ciple; n and that, though every one was ashamed to be the first

proselyte, yet if the example were once set by some eminent per-
sons, interest would every day make considerable conversions to a

communion, which was so zealously encouraged by the sovereign.

Dykvelt therefore was sent over as envoy to England; and the

prince gave him instructions, besides publicly remonstrating on
the conduct of affairs both at home and abroad, to apply in his

name, after a proper manner, to every sect and denominauon. To

the church party he sent assurances of favour and regard, and
protested, that his education in Holland had no wise prejudiced
him against episcopal government. The nonconformists were ex-

horted not to be deceived by the fallacious caresses of a popish
court, but to wa_t patiently, till, in the fullness of ume, laws, en-

acted by protestants, should give them that toleration, which, with

so much reason, they had long demanded. Dykvelt executed his
commission with such dexterity, that all orders of men cast their

eyes toward Holland, and expected thence a deliverance from

those dangers, with which their religion and liberty were so nearly
threatened.

Isap-
Many of the most considerable persons, both in church and phed to

state, made secret applications to Dykvelt, and through him to the by the
prince of Orange. Admiral Herbert too, though a man of great Englzsh.

m D'Avaux, _lst of January, 1687 . " Burnet
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expence, and seemingly of little rehgion, had thrown up his em-

ployments, and had renred to the Hague, where he assured the

prince of the dlsaffecnon of the seamen, by whom that admiral was

extremely beloved. Admiral Russel, cousin german to the un-

fortunate lord of that name, passed frequently between England
and Holland, and kept the communicanon open with all the great

men of the protestant party. Henry Sidney, brother to Algernon,

and uncle to the earl of Sunderland, came over under pretence of

drinking the waters at Spaw, and conveyed still stronger assur-

ances of an universal combmanon against the measures of the

king. Lord Dumblaine, son of the earl of Danby, being master of

a frigate, made several voyages to Holland, and carried from many
of the nobility tenders of duty, and even considerable sums of

money, ° to the prince of Orange.
There remained, however, some reasons, which retained all

parries m awe, and kept them from breaking out into lmmedmte

hostility. The prince, on the one hand, was afraid of hazarding, by
violent measures, an inheritance, which the laws ensured to the

princess; and the English protestants, on the other, from the pros-

pect of her succession, still entertained hopes of obtaining at last

a peaceable and a safe redress of all their grievances. But when a

son was born to the king, both the prince and the English nation

were reduced to despmr, and saw no resource but in a confederacy

for thetr mutual interests. And thus the event, which James had so

long made the object of his most ardent prayers, and from which
he expected the firm establishment of his throne, proved the im-
mediate cause of his ruin and downfall.

Zuylestem, who had been sent over to congratulate the king on

the birth of his son, brought back to the prince invitauons from

most of the great men in England, to assist them, by his arms, in

the recovery of their laws and liberties. The bishop of London, the

earls of Danby, Nottingham, Devonshire, Dorset, the duke of Nor-
folk, the lords Lovelace, Delamere, Paulet, Eland, Mr. Hambden,

Powle, Lester, besides many eminent citizens of London; all these

persons, though of opposite parues, concurred in their applica-

Coahtzon tions to the prince. The whigs, suitably to their ancient principles
ofparttes, of hberty, which had led them to attempt the exclusion bill, easily

° D'Avaux, 14th and 24th of September, 8th and 15th of October, 1688.
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agreed to oppose a king, whose conduct had justified whatever his

worst enemies had prognosticated concerning his succession. The

tories and the church party, finding their past services forgotten,
their rights invaded, their religion threatened, agreed to drop for
the present all over-strained doctrines of submission, and attend to

the great and powerful dictates of nature. The nonconformists,

dreading the caresses of known and inveterate enemies, deemed

the offers of toleration more secure from a prince, educated in
those principles, and accustomed to that practice And thus all

faction was for a time laid asleep in England; and rival parties,

forgetting their animosity, had secretly concurred in a design of
resisting their unhappy and misguided sovereign. The earl of

Shrewsbury, who had acqmred great popularity by deserting, at
this time, the catholic religion, in which he had been educated, left

his regiment, mortgaged his estate for forty thousand pounds, and

made a tender of his sword and purse to the prince of Orange.

Lord Wharton, notwithstanding his age and infirmities, had taken

a journey for the same purpose. Lord Mordaunt was at the Hague,

and pushed on the enterprize with that ardent and courageous

spirit, for which he was so eminent. Even Sunderland, the king's

favourite minister, is believed to have entered into a correspon-
dence with the prince; and at the expence of his own honour and

his master's Interests, to have secretly favoured a cause, which, he

foresaw, was hkely soon to predominateP

The prince was easily engaged to yield to the apphcations of the

English, and to embrace the defence of a nation, which, during its

present fears and distresses, regarded him as its sole protector

The great object of his ambition was to be placed at the head of a

confederate army, and by his valour to avenge the injuries, which
he himself, his country, and his allies, had sustained from the

haughty Lewis. But while England remained under the present
government, he despaired of ever forming a league which would

be able, with any probability of success, to make opposition against

that powerful monarch. The tyes of affinity could not be supposed

to have great influence over a person of the prince's rank and

temper; much more, as he knew, that they were at first unwilhngly

P D'Avaux was always of that opinion. See his negotlatxons 6th and _oth
May, 18th, _7th of September. z2d of November, 1688 On the whole, that
opinion _s the most probable.
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contracted by the king, and had never since been cultivated by any

essential favours or good offices. Or should any reproach remain

upon him for violating the duties of private life; the glory of

delivering oppressed nations would, he hoped, be able, in the eyes
of reasonable men, to make ample compensation. He could not

well expect, on the commencement of his enterprlze, that it would

lead hlm to mount the throne of England: But he undoubtedly

foresaw, that its success would estabhsh his authority in that king-

dom. And so egregious was James's temerity, that there was no
advantage, so great or obvious, which that prince's indiscretion

might not afford his enemies.

The prince of Orange, throughout his whole life, was pecu-

liarly happy in the situations, in which he was placed. He saved his

own country from ruin, he restored the libernes of these king-

doms, he supported the general independency of Europe. And
thus, though his virtue, it is confessed, be not the purest, which we

meet with in history, _t will be difficult to find any person, whose

actions and conduct have contributed more eminently to the gen-

eral interests of society and of mankind.

Prince's The time, when the prince entered on his enterprize, was well
prepa- chosen; as the people were then in the highest ferment, on account

ratzons of the insult, which the imprisonment and trial of the bishops had

put upon the church, and indeed upon all the protestants of the

nation. His method of conducting his preparations was no less wise

and politic. Under other pretences he had beforehand made con-

slderable augmentations to the Dutch navy; and the ships were at

that time lying in harbour. Some additional troops were also lev-

ied; and sums of money, raised for other purposes, were diverted

by the prince to the use of this expedition. The States had given

him their entire confidence; and partly from terror of the power

of France, partly from disgust at some restraints laid on their
commerce in that kingdom, were sensible how necessary success in

this enterpnze was become to their domestic happiness and secur-

ity. Many of the neighbouring princes regarded him as their

guardian and protector, and were guided by him in all their coun-
sels. He held conferences with Castanaga, governor of the Spanish

Netherlands, with the electors of Brandenburgh and Saxony, with

the Landgrave of Hesse-Cassel, and with the whole house of
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Lunenbourg. It was agreed, that these princes should replace the

troops employed against England, and should protect the United

Provinces during the absence of the prince of Orange. Their forces
were already on their march for that purpose: A considerable

encampment of the Dutch army was formed at N_meguen: Every

place was in movement; and though the roots of this conspiracy
reached from one end of Europe to the other, so secret were the
prince's counsels, and so fortunate was the situation of affairs, that

he could still cover his preparations under other pretences; and
little suspicion was entertained of his real Intentions.

The king of France, menaced by the league of Augsbourg, had

resolved to strike the first blow against the allies; and having

sought a quarrel with the emperor and the elector Palatine, he

had invaded Germany with a great army, and had laid siege to
Philipsbourg. The elector of Cologne, who was also bishop of

L_ege and Munster, and whose territories almost ennrely sur-
rounded the United Provinces, had died about this time; and the

candidates for that rich succession were prince Clement of Ba-

varia, supported by the house of Austria, and the cardinal of

Furstemberg, a prelate dependant on France. The pope, who
favoured the allies, was able to throw the balance between the

parties, and prince Clement was chosen; a circumstance which

contributed extremely to the security of the States. But as the

cardinal kept possession of many of the fortresses, and had applied

to France for succour, the neighbouring territories were full of
troops; and by this means the preparations of the Dutch and their

allies seemed intended merely for their own defence against the

different enterprizes of Lewis.

All the artifices, however, of the prince could not entirely con-

ceal his real intentions from the sagacity of the French court.

D'Avaux, Lewis's envoy at the Hague, had been able, by a com-
parison of circumstances, to trace the purposes of the preparations

m Holland, and he instantly informed his master of the discovery.

Lewis conveyed the intelligence to James; and accompanied the Offers of

information with an important offer. He was willing to join a France
to the

squadron of French ships to the English fleet; and to send over any

number of troops, which James should judge requisite for his king

security. When this proposal was rejected, he again offered to raise
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the siege of Philipsbourg, to march his army into the Netherlands,
and by the terror of his arms to detain the Dutch forces in their

own country. This proposal met with no better reception.
Rejected James was not, as yet, entirely convinced, that his son-in-law

intended an invasion upon England. Fully persuaded, himself, of

the sacredness of his own authority, he fancied, that a like belief

had made deep impression on his subjects; and notwithstanding

the strong symptoms of discontent which broke out every where,

such an universal combination in rebellion appeared to him no

wise credible. His army, in which he trusted, and which he had

considerably augmented, would easily be able, he thought, to repel

foreign force, and to suppress any sedition among the populace. A

small number of French troops,joined to these, might tend only to

breed d_scontent; and afford them a pretence for mutinying
against foreigners, so much feared and hated by the nation. A

great body of auxiliaries might indeed secure him both against an

invasion from Holland, and against the rebellion of his own sub-

jects; but would be able afterwards to reduce him to dependance,

and render his authority entirely precarious. Even the French
invasion of the Low Countries might be attended with dangerous

consequences; and would suffice, in these jealous times, to revive

the old suspicion of a combination against Holland, and against

the protestant religion; a suspicion, which had already produced

such discontents in England. These were the views suggested by
Sunderland; and it must be confessed, that the reasons, on which

they were founded, were sufficiently plausible; as indeed the situ-
ation, to which the king had reduced himself, was, to the last

degree, dehcate and perplexing.

Still Lewis was unwilling to abandon a friend and ally, whose

interests he regarded as closely connected with his own. By the

suggestion of Skelton, the king's minister at Paris, orders were sent
to D'Avaux to remonstrate with the States in Lewis's name against

those preparations, which they were making to invade England.

The strict amity, said the French minister, which subsists between

the two monarchs will make Lewis regard every attempt against his
ally as an act of hostility against himself. This remonstrance had a

bad effect, and put the States in a flame. What is this alliance, they

asked, between France and England, which has been so carefully
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concealed from us? Is it of the same nature with the former; meant

for our destruction and for the exnrpation of the protestant reli-

gion? If so, it is high time for us to provide for our own defence,

and to annclpate those projects, which are forming against us.

Even James was displeased with this officious step taken by
Lewis for his service. He was not reduced, he said, to the condition

of the cardinal of Furstemberg, and obliged to seek the protection
of France. He recalled Skelton, and threw him into the Tower for

his rash conduct. He solemnly disavowed D'Avaux's memorial;

and protested, that no alliance subsisted between him and Lewis,

but what was public and known to all the world. The States, how-

ever, still affected to appear incredulous on that head; q and the

English, prepossessed against thelr sovereign, firmly believed, that
he had concerted a project with Lewis for their ennre subjection.

Portsmouth, it was said, was to be put into the hands of that ambi-

tious monarch: England was to be filled with French and Irish

troops: And every man, who refused to embrace the Romish

superstition, was by these bigotted princes devoted to certain
destruction.

These suggestions were every where spread abroad, and
tended to augment the discontents, of which both the fleet and

army, as well as the people, betrayed every day the most evident

symptoms. The fleet had begun to mutiny; because Stncland, the

admiral, a Roman cathohc, introduced the mass aboard his ship,

and dismissed the protestant chaplain. It was with some difficulty

the seamen could be appeased; and they still persisted in declar-
ing, that they would not fight against the Dutch, whom they called

friends and brethren; but would willingly give battle to the French,

whom they regarded as national enemies. The king had intended

to augment his army with Irish recruits, and he resolved to try the
experiment on the regiment of the duke of Berwic, his natural son,
But Beaumont, the lieutenant-colonel, refused to admtt them; and

to this opposition five captains steadily adhered. They were all

q That there really was no new alhance formed betwixt France and England
appears both from Sunderland's apology, and from D'Avaux's nego-
tiations, lately published" See vol. iv. p. 18 Eng translation, _7th of Sep-
tember, 1687. 16th of March, 6th of May, loth of August, _d, 23d, and 24th
of September, 5th. and 7th of October, 1lth of November, 1688
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cashiered; and had not the discontents of the army on this occasion

become very apparent, it was resolved to have punished those

officers for mutiny.

The king made a trial of the dispositions of his army, in a

manner still more undisguised. Finding opposition from all the
civil and ecclesiastical orders of the kingdom, he resolved to appeal

to the military, who, if unanimous, were able alone to serve all his
purposes, and to enforce universal obedience. His intennon was to

engage all the regiments, one after another, to give their consent
to the repeal of the test and penal statutes; and accordingly, the

major of Litchfield's drew out the battalion before the king, and

told them, that they were required either to enter into his majesty's

views m these particulars, or to lay down their arms. James was

surprized to find, that, two captains, and a few popish soldiers
excepted, the whole battalion immediately embraced the latter

part of the alternative. For some time, he remained speechless; but

having recovered from his astomshment, he commanded them to

take up their arms; adding with a sullen, discontented air, "That

for the future, he would not do them the honour to apply for their

approbation."

While the king was dismayed with these symptoms of general
disaffection, he received a letter from the marquess of Albeville,

23d his mimster at the Hague, which informed him with certainty, that
Sept he was soon to look for a powerful invasion from Holland, and that

pensionary Fagel had at length acknowledged, that the scope of all
the Dutch naval preparations was to transport forces into England.

Though James could reasonably expect no other intelligence, he

was astonished at the news: He grew pale, and the letter dropped

from his hand: His eyes were now opened, and he found himself

on the brink of a frightful precipice, whmh his delusions had hith-

erto concealed from him. His ministers and counsellors, equally
astonished, saw no resource but in a sudden and precipitate re-

traction of all those fatal measures, by which he had created to

himself so many enemies, foreign and domestic. He paid court to

the Dutch, and offered to enter into any alhance with them for

The kzng common security: He replaced in all the counties the deputy-
retracts hzs lieutenants and justices, who had been deprived of their commis-

measures, sions for their adherence to the test and the penal laws: He re-

stored the charters of London, and of all the corporations: He
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annulled the court of ecclesiastical commission. He took off the

bishop of London's suspension: He re-restated the expelled presi-
dent and fellows of Magdalen college: And he was even reduced to

caress those bishops, whom he had so lately prosecuted and m-

sulted. All these measures were regarded as symptoms of fear, not

of repentance. The bishops instead of promising succour, or sug-
gesting comfort, recapitulated to him all the instances of his mal-
administration, and advised him thenceforwards to follow more

salutary counsel. And as intelligence arrived of a great disaster,
which had befallen the Dutch fleet, it is commonly believed, that
the king recalled, for some time, the concessions, which he had

made to Magdalen college: A bad sign of his sincerity in his other

concessions. Nay, so prevalent were his unfortunate prepos-
sessions, that, amidst all his present distresses, he could not for-

bear, at the baptism of the young prince, appointing the pope to
be one of the godfathers.

The report, that a supposititious child was to be imposed on the

nation, had been widely spread, and greedily received, before the

birth of the prince of Wales: But the king, who, without seeming
to take notice of the matter, might easily have qualified that ridic-

ulous rumour, had, from an ill-timed haughtiness, totally ne-

glected it. He disdained, he said, to satisfy those, who could deem

him capable of so base and villainous an action. Finding that the

calumny gained ground, and had made deep impression on his

subjects, he was now obliged to submit to the mortifying task of

ascertaining the reality of the birth. Though no parncular atten-
tion had been beforehand given to ensure proof, the evidence,

both of the queen's pregnancy and delivery was rendered lnd_sput-

able; and so much the more, as no argument or proof of any
importance, nothing but popular rumour and surmlze, could be
thrown into the opposite scale.

Meanwhile, the prince of Orange's declaration was dispersed Prince's
over the kingdom, and met with universal approbation. All the declara-

grievances of the nation were there enumerated: The dispensing tzon
and suspending power; the court of ecclesiastical commission; the

filling of all offices with catholics, and the raising of a Jesuit to be
privy-counsellor, the open encouragement given to popery, by

building every where churches, colleges, and seminaries for that

sect; the displacing of judges, if they refused to give sentence
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according to orders received from court; the annulling of the char-

ters of all the corporations, and the subjecting of elections to arbi-

trary will and pleasure; the treating of petitions, even the most
modest, and from persons of the highest rank, as criminal and

seditious; the committing of the whole authority of Ireland, civil

and military, into the hands of papists; the assuming of an absolute

power over the religion and laws of Scotland, and openly exacting
in that kingdom an obedience without reserve; and the violent

presumptions against the legitimacy of the prince of Wales. In

order to redress all these grievances, the prince said, that he in-

tended to come over to England with an armed force, which might

protect him from the king's evil counsellors: And that his sole aim

was to have a legal and free parliament assembled, who might
provide for the safety and liberty of the nanon, as well as examine

the proofs of the prince of Wales's legitimacy. No one, he added,

could entertain such hard thoughts of him as to imagine, that he

had formed any other design than to procure the full and lasting

settlement of rehgion, liberty, and property. The force, which he

meant to bring with him, was totally d_spropornoned to any views

of conquest; and _t were absurd to suspect, that so many persons
of high rank, both in church and state, would have given him so

many solemn invitations for such a pernicious purpose. Though

the English mimsters, terrified with his enterpnze, had pretended

to redress some of the grievances complained of; there still re-
mained the foundanon of all grievances, that upon which they

could m an instant be again erected, an arbitrary and despotic

power xn the crown. And for this usurpation there was no possible

remedy, but by a full declaration of all the rights of the subject in

a free parliament.

So well concerted were the prince's measures, that, m three
days, above four hundred transports were hired; the army quickly

fell down the rwers and canals from Nimeguen; the artillery, arms,

21st of stores, and horses, were embarked; and the prince set sail from
October Helvoet-Sluice, with a fleet of near five hundred vessels, and an

army of above fourteen thousand men. He first encountered a

storm, which drove him back: But his loss being soon repaired, the

fleet put to sea under the command of admiral Herbert, and made

sail with a fair wind towards the west of England. The same wind

detained the king's fleet in their station near Harwich, and enabled
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the Dutch to pass the streights of Dover without opposinon. Both

shores were covered with multitudes of people, who, besides ad-

miring the grandeur of the spectacle, were held m anxious sus-

pence by the prospect of an enterpnze, the most important, which,

during some ages, had been undertaken in Europe. The prince

had a prosperous voyage, and landed his army safely in Torbay on

the fifth of November, the anniversary of the gunpowder-treason.

The Dutch army marched first to Exeter; and the prince's dec-
laration was there published. That whole county was so terrified

with the execunons, which had ensued upon Monmouth's re-

bellion, that no one for several days joined the prince. The bishop

of Exeter in a fright fled to London, and carried to court intel-

ligence of the invasion. As a reward of his zeal, he received the

archbishopric of York, whxch had long been kept vacant, with an

intention, as was universally believed, of bestowing it on some
catholic. The first person, who joined the prince, was major Bur-

rmgton; and he was quickly followed by the gentry of the counties

of Devon and Somerset. Sir Edward Seymour made proposals for

an association, which every one signed. By degrees, the earl of
Ahingdon, Mr. Russel, son of the earl of Bedford, Mr. Wharton,

Godfrey, Howe came to Exeter. All England was m commotion. General

Lord Delamere took arms in Cheshire, the earl of Danby seized commotion

York, the earl of Bath, governor of Plymouth, declared for the

prince, the earl of Devonshire made a like declaration in Derby

The nobihty and gentry of Nottinghamshire embraced the same
cause; and every day there appeared some effect of that umversal

combination, into whach the nation had entered against the mea-

sures of the king. Even those who took not the field against him,
were able to embarass and confound his counsels. A pention for a

free parliament was signed by twenty-four bishops and peers of

the greatest distraction, and was presented to the king. No one

thought of opposing or resisting the invader.

But the most dangerous symptom was the d_saffectlon, which

from the general spirit of the nation, not from any parncular

reason, had creeped into the army. The officers seemed all dis-

posed to prefer the interests of their country and of their religion
to those principles of honour and fidelity, which are commonly Desertion

esteemed the most sacred ties by men of that profession. Lord of the
Colchester, son of the earl of R_vers, was the first officer that army,
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deserted to the prince; and he was attended by a few of his troops.
Lord Lovelace made a like effort; but was intercepted by the militia

under the duke of Beaufort and taken prisoner: Lord Cornbury,
son of the earl of Clarendon, was more successful. He attempted

to carry over three regiments of cavalry; and he actually brought

a considerable part of them to the prince's quarters. Several offi-

cers of distinction informed Feversham, the general, that they

could not in conscience fight against the prince of Orange.
Lord Churchill had been raised from the rank of a page, had

been invested with a high command in the army, had been created

a peer, and had owed his whole fortune to the king's favour: Yet

even he could resolve, during the present extremity, to desert his

unhappy master, who had ever reposed entire confidence in him.
He carried with him the duke of Grafton, natural son of the late

king, colonel Berkeley, and some troops of dragoons. This conduct

was a signal sacrifice to public virtue of every duty in private life;

and required, ever after, the most upright, disinterested, and pub-

lic spirited behaviour to render it justifiable.

The king had arrived at Salisbury, the head quarters of his
army, when he received this fatal intelligence. That prince, though

a severe enemy, had ever appeared a warm, steady, and sincere

friend; and he was extremely shocked with this, as with many other

instances of ingratitude, to which he was now exposed. There
remained none in whom he could confide. As the whole army had

discovered symptoms of discontent, he concluded it full of treach-

ery; and being deserted by those whom he had most favoured and

obliged, he no longer expected, that others would hazard their
lives in his service. During this distraction and perplexity, he em-

25th of braced a sudden resolunon of drawing off his army, and retiring
November towards London: A measure, which could only serve to betray his

fears, and provoke farther treachery.

But Churchill had prepared a still more mortal blow for his

distressed benefactor. His lady and he had an entire ascendant

over the family of prince George of Denmark; and the time now

appeared seasonable for overwhelming the unhappy king, who

and of was already staggering with the violent shocks, which he had re-
prince ceived. Andover was the first stage of James's retreat towards Lon-
George, don; and there, prince George, together with the young duke of
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Ormond, r Sir George Huet, and some other persons of distinction,

deserted him in the night-time, and retired to the prince's camp.

No sooner had this news reached London, than the princess Anne, and of

pretending fear of the king's displeasure, withdrew herself in com- the

pany with the bishop of London and lady Churchill. She fled to princessAnne
Nottingham; where the earl of Dorset received her with great

respect, and the gentry of the county quickly formed a troop for

her protection.

The late king, in order to gratify the nation, had entrusted the
education of his nieces entirely to protestants; and as these prin-

cesses were deemed the chief resource of the established religion

after their father's defection, great care had been taken to instill
into them, from their earhest infancy, the strongest prejudices

against popery. During the violence too of such popular currents,

as now prevailed in England, all private considerations are com-

monly lost in the general passion; and the more principle any

person possesses, the more apt is he, on such occasions, to neglect

and abandon his domestic duties. Though these causes may ac-

count for the behaviour of the princess, they had nowise prepared
the king to expect so astonishing an event. He burst into tears, King's

when the first intelhgence of it was conveyed to him. Undoubtedly conster-

he foresaw xn this incident the total expiration of his royal author- natzon,

ity: But the nearer and more intimate concern of a parent laid hold
of his heart; when he found himself abandoned in his uttermost

distress by a child, and a virtuous child, whom he had ever re-
garded with the most tender affection. "God help me," cried he, m

the extremity of his agony, "my own children have forsaken me!"

It is indeed singular, that a prince, whose chief blame consisted in

imprudences, and misgmded principles, should be exposed, from

religious antipathy, to such treatment as even Nero, Domitian, or
the most enormous tyrants, that have disgraced the records of

history, never met with from their friends and family

So violent were the prejudices, which at this time prevailed,

that this unhappy father, who had been deserted by his favourite

child, was believed, upon her disappearing, to have put her to

r His grandfather, the first duke of Ornaond, had died this year, on the 21st
of July.
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death: And it was fortunate, that the truth was timely discovered;

otherwise the populace, even the king's guards themselves, might

have been engaged, in revenge, to commence a massacre of the

priests and catholics.

The king's fortune now exposed him to the contempt of his

enemies; and his behavour was not such as could gain him the
esteem of his friends and adherents. Unable to resist the torrent,

he preserved not presence of mind in yielding to it; but seemed in

this emergence as much depressed with adversity, as he had before
been vainly elated by prosperity. He called a council of all the

peers and prelates who were in London; and followed their advice

in issuing writs for a new parhament, and in sending Halifax,

Nottingham, and Godolphin as commissioners to treat with the

prince of Orange. But these were the last acts of royal authority
which he exerted. He even hearkened to Imprudent counsel,

by which he was prompted to desert the throne, and to gratify

his enemies beyond what their fondest hopes could have prom-
ised them.

The queen, observing the fury of the people, and knowing how
much she was the object of general hatred, was struck with the

deepest terror, and began to apprehend a parliamentary impeach-
ment, from which, she was told, the queens of England were not

exempted. The popish courtiers, and above all, the priests, were

aware, that they should be the first sacrifice, and that their per-

petual banishment was the smallest penalty, which they must ex-
pect from national resentment. They were, therefore, desirous of

carrying the king along with them; whose presence, they knew,

would still be some resource and protection to them in foreign
countries, and whose restoration, if it ever happened, would again

re-instate them in power and authority. The general defection of
the protestants made the king regard the catholics, as his only

subjects, on whose counsel he could rely; and the fatal catastrophe

of his father afforded them a plausible reason for making him

apprehend a like fate. The great difference of circumstances was

not, during men's present distracnons, sufficiently weighed. Even

after the people were inflamed by a long civil war, the execution
of Charles I. could not be deemed a national deed: It was per-

petrated by a fanatical army, pushed on by a daring and enthusi-

astical leader; and the whole kingdom had ever entertained, and
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did still entertain, a violent abhorrence against that enormity The
situation of public affairs, therefore, no more resembled what it

was forty years before, than the prince of Orange, either in birth,

character, fortune, or connexions, could be supposed a parallel to
Cromwel.

The emissaries of France, and among the rest, Barillon, the

French ambassador, were busy about the king; and they had enter-
tained a very false notion, which they instilled Into him, that noth-

ing would more certainly retard the public settlement, and beget
universal confusion, than his deserting the kingdom. The prince

of Orange had with good reason embraced a contrary opinion; and

he deemed it extremely difficult to find expedients for securing

the nation, so long as the king kept possession of the crown. Actu-

ated, therefore, by this public motive, and no less, we may well
presume, by private ambition, he was determined to use every

expedient, which might intimidate the king, and make him quit
that throne, which he himself was alone enabled to fill. He de-

clined a personal conference with James's commissioners, and sent
the earls of Clarendon and Oxford to treat with them: The terms,

which he proposed, imphed almost a present participation of the

sovereignty: And he stopped not a moment the march of his army
towards London.

The news, which the king received from all quarters, served to

continue the panic, into which he was fallen, and which his ene-

mies expected to improve to their advantage. Colonel Copel, dep-

uty governor of Hull, made himself master of that important
fortress: and threw into prison lord Langdale, the governor, a

catholic; together with lord Montgomery, a nobleman of the same

religion. The town of Newcastle received lord Lumley, and de-

clared for the prince of Orange and a free parliament. The duke
of Norfolk, lord lieutenant of the county of that name, engaged it

in the same measure. The prince's declaration was read at Oxford

by the duke of Ormond, and was received with great applause by

that loyal university, who also made an offer of their plate to the

prince. Every day, some person of quality or distinction, and

among the rest, the duke of Somerset, went over to the enemy. A
violent declaration was dispersed in the prince's name, but without

his participation; in which every one was commanded to seize and

punish all papists, who, contrary to law, pretended either to carry
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arms, or exercise any act of authority. It may not be unworthy of

notice, that a merry ballad, called Lilhballero, being at thxs time

published in derision of the papists and the Irish, it was greedily

received by the people, and was sung by all ranks of men, even by

the king's army, who were strongly seized with the national spirit.
This incident both discovered, and served to encrease, the general

discontent of the kingdom.

The contagion of mutiny and disobedience had also reached
Scotland, whence the regular forces, contrary to the advice of
Balcarras, the treasurer, were withdrawn, m order to re-mtorce

the English army. The marquess of Athole, together with viscount

Tarbat, and others, finding the opportunity favourable, began to

form intrigues against Perth, the chancellor; and the presbyterians

and other malcontents flocked from all quarters to Edinburgh.

The chancellor, apprehensive of the consequences, found it expe-
dient to abscond; and the populace, as if that event were a signal

for their resurrection, immediately rose in arms, and rifled the

popish chapel in the king's palace. All the catholics, even all the
zealous royalists, were obhged to conceal themselves; and the privy
council, instead of their former submissive strains of address to the

king, and violent edicts against their fellow subjects, now made

applications to the prince of Orange, as the restorer of law and

liberty.

The king every moment alarmed, more and more, by these

proofs of a general disaffection, not daring to repose trust in any

but those who were exposed to more danger than himself, agitated

by disdain towards ingratitude, by indignation against disloyalty,
impelled by his own fears and those of others, precipitately em-

braced the resolution of escaping into France; and he sent off

beforehand the queen and the infant prince, under the conduct of
count Lauzun, an old favourite of the French monarch. He himself

and disappeared in the night-time, attended only by Sir Edward Hales;

flzght, and made the best of his way to a ship, which waited for him near
z2th Dec. the mouth of the river. As if this measure had not been the most

grateful to his enemies of any that he could adopt, he had carefully
concealed his intention from all the world; and nothing could

equal the surpnze, which seized the city, the court, and the king-

dom, upon the discovery of this strange event. Men beheld, all of

a sudden, the reins of government thrown up by the hand which
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held them; and saw none, who had any right or even pretension,
to take possession of them.

The more effectually to involve every thing in confusion, the

king appointed not any one, who should, In his absence, exercise
any part of the administration; he threw the great seal into the
river; and he recalled all those writs, which had been issued for the

election of the new parliament. It is often supposed, that the sole

motive, which impelled him to this sudden desertion, was his reluc-

tance to meet a free parliament, and his resolution not to submit

to those terms, which his subjects would deem requisite for the

security of their liberties and their religion. But it must be consid-
ered, that his subjects had first deserted him, and entirely lost his

confidence; that he might reasonably be supposed to entertain

fears for his liberty, if not for his life; and that the conditions would

not probably be moderate, which the nation, sensible of his in-

flexible temper, enraged with the violation of their laws and the

danger of their religion, and foreseeing his resentment on account

of their past resistance, would, in his present circumstances, exact
from him.

By this temporary dissolution of government, the populace
were masters; and there was no disorder, which, during their

present ferment, might not be dreaded from them. They rose in a

tumult and destroyed all the mass-houses. They even attacked and

rifled the houses of the Florentine envoy and Spanish ambassador,

where many of the catholics had lodged their most valuable effects.

Jefferies, the chancellor, who had disguised himself, in order to fly

the kingdom, was discovered by them, and so abused, that he died

a little after. Even the army, which should have suppressed those

tumults, would, it was apprehended, serve rather to encrease the

general disorder. Feversham had no sooner heard of the king's

flight, than he disbanded the troops in the neighbourhood, and
without either disarming or paying them, let them loose to prey

upon the country.

In this extremity, the bishops and peers, who were in town,

being the only remaining authority of the state (for the privy

council, composed of the king's creatures, was totally disregarded)
thought proper to assemble, and to interpose for the preservation

of the community. They chose the marquess of Halifax speaker:

They gave directions to the mayor and aldermen for keeping the
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peace of the city: They issued orders, which were readily obeyed,

to the fleet, the army, and all the garrisons: And they made appli-

cations to the prince of Orange, whose enterprize they highly
applauded, and whose success they joyfully congratulated.

The prince on his part was not wanting to the tide of success,

which flowed in upon him, nor backward in assuming that author-

ity, which the present exigency had put into his hands. Besxdes the

general popularity, attending his cause, a new incident made his

approach to London still more grateful. In the present trepidation

of the people, a rumour arose, either from chance or design, that
the disbanded Irish had taken arms, and had commenced an uni-

versal massacre of the protestants. This ridiculous belief was

spread all over the kingdom m one day; and begat every where the

deepest consternation. The alarum bells were rung; the beacons

fired; men fancied that they saw at a distance the smoke of the

burning cities, and heard the groans of those who were slaugh-

tered in their neighbourhood. It is surprizing, that the catholics

did not all perish, in the rage which naturally succeeds to such

popular panics.

While every one from principle, interest, or animosity, turned

his back on the unhappy king, who had abandoned his own cause,

King the unwelcome news arrived, that he had been seized by the pop-

seized at ulace at Feversham, as he was making his escape in disguise; that
Fever- he had been much abused, till he was known; but that the gentry
sham

had then interposed and protected him, though they still refused
to consent to his escape. This intelligence threw all parties into

confusion. The prince sent Zuylestein with orders, that the king

should approach no nearer than Rochester; but the message came

too late. He was already arrived in London, where the populace,

moved by compassion for his unhappy fate, and actuated by their

own levity, had received him with shouts and acclamations.

During the king's abode at Whitehall, little attention was payed

to him by the nobility or any persons of distinction. They had, all

of them, been previously disgusted on account of his blind par-

tiality to the catholics; and they knew, that they were now become

criminal in his eyes by their late public applications to the prince
of Orange. He himself shewed not any symptom of spirit, nor

discovered any intenuon of resuming the reins of government,

which he had once thrown aside. His authority was now plainly
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expired; and as he had exercised his power, while possessed of it,

with very precipitate and haughty counsels, he relinquished it by
a despair, equally precipitate and pusillammous.

Nothing remained for the now ruhng powers but to deliberate

how they should dispose of his person. Besxdes, that the prince

may justly be supposed to have possessed more generosity than to

think of offering violence to an unhappy monarch, so nearly re-

lated to him, he knew, that nothing would so effectually promote

his own views as the king's renring into France, a country at all
times obnoxious to the English. It was determined, therefore, to

push him into that measure, whlch, of himself, he seemed suf-

ficiently inchned to embrace. The king having sent lord Fever-

sham on a civil message to the prince, desiring a conference for an

accommodation in order to the public settlement, that nobleman

was put m arrest, under pretence of his coming without a passport:

The Dutch guards were ordered to take possession of Whitehall,

where James then resided, and to displace the Enghsh' And Hali-

fax, Shrewsbury, and Delamere, brought a message from the

prince, which they delivered to the king m bed after midnight,

ordering him to leave h_s palace next morning, and to depart for
Ham, a seat of the dutchess of Lauderdale's. He desired permis-

sion, which was easily granted, of retiring to Rochester, a town
near the sea-coast. It was perceived, that the artifice had taken

effect; and that the king, terrified with th_s harsh treatment, had

renewed his former resolunon of leaving the kingdom.

He lingered, however, some days at Rochester. under the pro-

tection of a Dutch guard, and seemed desirous of an invitation still

to keep possession of the throne. He was undoubtedly sensible,

that, as he had, at first, trusted too much to his people's loyalty, and

in confidence of their submission, had offered the greatest vio-

lence to their principles and prejudices; so had he, at last, on

finding his disappointment, gone too far in the other extreme, and

had hastily supposed them destitute of all sense of duty or alle-

giance. But observing, that the church, the nobility, the city, the

country, all concurred in neglecting him, and leaving him to his
own counsels, he submmed to his melancholy fate; and being

urged by earnest letters from the queen, he privately embarked on Second

board a frigate which waited for him; and he arrived safely at escape

Ambleteuse in Picardy, whence he hastened to St. Germams. Lewis _3d Dec
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received him with the highest generosity, sympathy, and regard; a

conduct, which, more than his most signal victories, contributes to

the honour of that great monarch.

King's Thus ended the reign of a prince, whom, if we consider his
character, personal character rather than his pubhc conduct, we may safely

pronounce more unfortunate than criminal. He had many of those

qualities, which form a good citizen: Even some of those, which,

had they not been swallowed up in bigotry and arbitrary prin-
ciples, serve to compose a good sovereign. In domestic life, his

conduct was irreproachable, and is intitled to our approbation.

Severe, but open in his enmities, steady m his counsels, diligent in

h_s schemes, brave in his enterpnzes, faithful, sincere, and hon-

ourable in his dealings with all men: Such was the character with

which the duke of York mounted the throne of England. In that

high stanon, his frugahty of public money was remarkable, his

industry exemplary, his applicanon to naval affairs successful, his

encouragement of trade judicious, his jealousy of national honour

laudable: What then was wanting to make him an excellent sov-

ereign? A due regard and affection to the rehgion and constitution
of his country. Had he been possessed of this essential quality,

even his middling talents, aided by so many virtues, would have

rendered his reign honourable and happy. When It was wanting,

every excellency, which he possessed, became dangerous and per-
mcious to his kingdoms.

The sincerity of this prince (a virtue, on which he highly valued

hxmself) has been much quesnoned m those reiterated promises,

which he had made of preserving the hberties and religion of the

nanon. It must be confessed, that his reign was almost one con-

tinued invasion of both; yet it is known, that, to his last breath, he

persisted in asserting, that he never meant to subvert the laws, or
procure more than a toleration and an equality of privileges to his

catholic subjects. This question can only affect the personal char-

acter of the king, not our judgment of his public conduct. Though

by a stretch of candour we should admit of his sincerity in these

professions, the people were equally justifiable in their resistance
of him. So lofty was the idea, which he had entertained of his legal

authority, that it left his subjects httle or no right to liberty, but

what was dependent on his sovereign will and pleasure. And such

was his zeal for proselytism, that, whatever he might at first have
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intended, he plainly stopped not at toleration and equality: He

confined all power, encouragement, and favour to the catholics:

Converts from interest would soon have multiplied upon him: If
not the greater, at least the better part of the people, he would

have flattered himself, was brought over to his religion. And he

would in a little time have thought ltOUSt, as well as pious, to bestow

on them all the public establishments. Rigours and persecutions

against heretics would speedily have followed; and thus liberty and

the protestant religion would in the issue have been totally sub-
verted; though we should not suppose, that James, In the com-

mencement of his reign, had formally fixed a plan for that pur-

pose. And on the whole, allowing this king to have possessed good

qualities and good intentions, his conduct serves only, on that ver)
account, as a stronger proof, how dangerous it is to allow any

prince, infected with the catholic superstition, to wear the crown of

these kingdoms.

After this manner, the courage and abilities of the prince of

Orange, seconded by surprising fortune, had effected the deliv-

erance of this island; and with very little effusion of blood (for only

one officer of the Dutch army and a few private soldiers fell in an
accidental skirmish) had dethroned a great prince, supported by a

formidable fleet and a numerous army. Still the more difficult task

remained, and what perhaps the prince regarded as not the least

important: The obtaining for himself that crown, which had fallen

from the head of his father-in-law. Some lawyers, entangled in the
subtleties and forms of their profession, could think of no expedi-

ent; but that the prince should claim the crown by right of con-

quest; should immediately assume the title of sovereign; and

should call a parliament, which, being thus legally summoned by

a king in possession, could ratify whatever had been transacted
before they assembled. But this measure, being destructive of the

principles of liberty, the only principles on which his future throne

could be established, was prudently rejected by the prince, who,

finding himself possessed of the good-will of the nation, resolved

to leave them entirely to their own guidance and direction. The
peers and bishops, to the number of near ninety, made an address,

desiring him to summon a convention by circular letters; to as-

sume, in the mean time, the management of public affairs; and to

concert measures for the security of Ireland. At the same time,
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they refused reading a letter, which the king had left, in order to

apologize for his late desertion, by the violence which had been put

upon him. This step was a sufficient indication of their intentions
with regard to that unhappy monarch.

The prince seemed still unwilling to act upon an authority,

which might be deemed so _mperfect: He was desirous of obtain-

ing a more express declaration of the public consent. A judicious

expedient was fallen on for that purpose. All the members, who

had sitten in the house of commons during any parhament of
Charles II. (the only parliaments whose election was regarded as

free) were invited to meet; and to them were added the mayor,

aldermen, and fifty of the common council. This was regarded as

the most proper representative of the people, that could be sum-

moned during the present emergence. They unammously voted
the same address with the lords' And the prince, being thus sup-

ported by all the legal authority, which could possibly be obtained

Conven- in this critical juncture, wrote circular letters to the counties and

twn sum- corporations of England; and his orders were universally complied

moned with. A profound tranqmllity prevailed throughout the kingdom;
and the prince's administration was submitted to, as if he had

succeeded in the most regular manner to the vacant throne. The

fleet received his orders: The army, without murmur or opposi-

tion, allowed him to new model them: And the city supplied him

with a loan of two hundred thousand pounds.

z689 The conduct of the prince with regard to Scotland, was

founded on the same prudent and moderate maxims. Finding,

that there were many Scotchmen of rank at that time in London,

he summoned them together, laid before them his intentions, and

7th Jan asked their advice in the present emergency. This assembly, con-

Settle- sisting of thirty noblemen and about fourscore gentlemen, chose

ment of duke Hamilton president; a man, who, being of a temporizingScotland
character, was determined to pay court to the present authority.

His eldest son, the earl of Arran, professed an adherence to king

James; a usual policy in Scotland, where the father and son, during

civil commotions, were often observed to take opposite sides; in

order to secure in all events the family from attainder. Arran
proposed to invite back the king upon conditions; but as he was

vehemently opposed in this motion by Sir Patric Hume, and sec-

onded by nobody, the assembly made an offer to the prince of the
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present administration, which he willingly accepted. To anticipate
a little in our narration; a convention, by circular letters from the

prince, was summoned at Edinburgh on the twenty-second of
March; where it was soon visible, that the interest of the mal-

contents would enurely prevail. The more zealous royalists, re-

garding this assembly as illegal, had forborn to appear at elections;

and the other party were returned for most places. The revolution

was not, in Scotland as in England, effected by a coalition of whig

and tory: The former party alone had overpowered the govern-
ment, and were too much enraged by the past injuries, which they

had suffered, to admit of any composition with their former mas-

ters. As soon as the purpose of the convention was discovered, the
earl of Balcarras and viscount Dundee, leaders of the tories, with-

drew from Edinburgh; and the convention having passed a bold

and decisive vote, that king James, by h_s mal-admlnistration, and

his abuse of power, hadforfezted all title to the crown, they made a

tender of the royal dignity to the prince and princess of Orange.

The English convention was assembled; and it immediately 22d Jan

appeared, that the house of commons, both from the prevailing Enghsh
humour of the people, and from the influence of present author- conven-

tion meets
ity, were mostly chosen from among the whig party. After thanks

were unanimously given by both houses to the prince of Orange

for the deliverance, which he had brought them, a less decisive

vote, than that of the Scottish convention, was in a few days passed
by a great majority of the commons, and sent up to the peers for

their concurrence. It was contained in these words: "That king
James II. having endeavoured to subvert the constitution of the

kingdom, by breaking the original contract between king and peo-

ple; and having, by the advice of jesuits and other wicked persons,
violated the fundamental laws, and withdrawn himself out of the

kingdom, has abdicated the government, and that the throne is
thereby vacant." This vote, when carried to the upper house, met

with great opposition; of which it is here necessary for us to explain
the causes.

The tories and the high-church party, finding themselves at

once menaced with a subversion of the laws and of their rehglon,

had zealously promoted the national revolt, and had on this occa-

sion departed from those principles of non-resistance, of which,

while the king favoured them, they had formerly made such loud
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professions. Their present apprehensions had prevailed over their

political tenets; and the unfortunate James, who had too much

trusted to those general declarations, which never will be reduced
to practice, found in the issue, that both parties were secretly

united against him. But no sooner was the danger past, and the
Vzews general fears somewhat allayed, than party prejudices resumed, in

of the some degree, their former authority; and the tories were abashed

partzes at that victory, which their antagonists, during the late trans-

actions, had obtained over them. They were inchned, therefore, to

steer a middle course; and, though generally determined to op-

pose the king's return, they resolved not to consent to dethroning

him, or altering the line of succession. A regent with kingly power

was the expedient, which they proposed; and a late instance in

Portugal seemed to give some authority and precedent to that plan
of government.

In favour of this scheme the tones urged, that, by the uniform

tenor of the English laws, the title to the crown was ever regarded

as sacred, and could, on no account, and by no mal-administratlon,

be forfeited by the sovereign: That to dethrone a king and to elect
his successor, was a practice quite unknown to the constitution,

and had a tendency to render kingly power entirely dependent and

precarious: That where the sovereign, from his tender years, from

lunacy, or from other natural infirmity, was incapacitated to hold

the reins of government, both the laws and former practice agreed

in appointing a regent, who, during the interval, was invested with
the whole power of the administration: That the inveterate and

dangerous prejudices of king James had rendered him as unfit to

sway the English scepter, as if he had fallen into lunacy; and it was

therefore natural for the people to have recourse to the same

remedy: That the election of one king was a precedent for the

election of another; and the government, by that means, would
either degenerate into a republic, or, what was worse, into a tur-

bulent and seditious monarchy: That the case was still more dan-

gerous, if there remained a prince, who claimed the crown by right
of succession, and disputed, on so plausible a ground, the title of

the present sovereign: That though the doctrine of non-resistance

might not, in every possible circumstance, be absolutely true, yet

was the belief of it very expedient; and to establish a government,

which should have the contrary principle for its basis, was to lay a
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foundation for perpetual revolutions and convulsions: That the

appointment of a regent was indeed exposed to many incon-

veniencies; but so long as the line of succession was preserved
entire, there was still a prospect of putting an end, some time or

other, to the public disorders: And that scarcely an instance oc-

curred in history, especially in the English history, where a dis-

puted title had not, in the issue, been attended with much greater

ills, than all those, which the people had sought to shun, by de-
parting from the lineal successor.

The leaders of the whig party, on the other hand, asserted,

that, if there were any ill in the precedent, that ill would result as

much from establishing a regent, as from dethroning one king,

and appointing his successor; nor would the one expedient, if

wantonly and rashly embraced by the people, be less the source of

public convulsions than the other: That if the laws gave no express
permission to depose the sovereign, neither did they authorize

resisting his authority or separating the power from the title: That

a regent was unknown, except where the king, by reason of his

tender age or his infirmities, was incapable of a will; and in that

case, his will was supposed to be involved in that of the regent:

That it would be the height of absurdity to try a man for acting
upon a commission, received from a prince, whom we ourselves

acknowledge to be the lawful sovereign; and no jury would decide
so contrary both to law and common sense, as to condemn such a

pretended criminal: That even the prospect of being delivered
from this monstrous inconvenience was, in the present situation of

affairs, more distant than that of putting an end to a disputed

succession: That allowing the young prince to be the legitimate

heir, he had been carried abroad; he would be educated in prin-

ciples destructive of the constitution and established religion; and

he would probably leave a son, liable to the same Insuperable
objection: That if the whole line were cut off by law, the people

would in time forget or neglect their claim; an advantage, which
could not be hoped for, while the administration was conducted in

their name, and while they were still acknowledged to possess the

legal title: And that a nation, thus perpetually governed by regents
or protectors, approached much nearer to a republic than one

subject to monarchs, whose hereditary regular succession, as well

as present authority, was fixed and appointed by the people.
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This question was agitated with great zeal by the opposite par-

ties in the house of peers. The chief speakers among the tories

were Clarendon, Rochester, and Nottingham; among the whigs,
Halifax and Danby. The question was carried for a king by two

voices only, fifty-one against forty-nine. All the prelates, except

two, the bishops of London and Bristol, voted for a regent. The

primate, a disinterested but pusillanimous man, kept at a distance,

both from the prince's court and from parliament.
The house of peers proceeded next to examine piece-meal the

vote, sent up to them by the commons. They debated, "Whether

there were an original contract between king and people?" and the

affirmative was carried by fifty-three against forty-six; a proof that

the tories were already losing ground. The next question was,

"Whether king James had broken that original contract?" and after
a slight opposition, the affirmative prevailed. The lords proceeded
to take into consideration the word abdzcated; and it was carried,

that deserted was more proper. The concluding question was,

"Whether king James having broken the original contract, and

deserted the government, the throne was thereby vacant?" This

question was debated with more heat and contention than any of

the former; and upon a division, the torles prevailed by eleven
voices, and it was carried to omit the last arucle, with regard to the

vacancy of the throne. The vote was sent back to the commons with
these amendments.

The earl of Danby had entertained the project of bestowing the

crown solely upon the princess of Orange, and of admitting her as

hereditary legal successor to king James: Passing by the infant

prince as dlegitimate or supposititious. His change of party m the

last question gave the tories so considerable a majority in the num-
ber of voices.

Free The commons still insisted on their own vote, and sent up

confer- reasons, why the lords should depart from their amendments. The

en_esbe- lords were not convinced; and it was necessary to have a free
twzxt the
houses, conference, m order to settle this controversy. Never surely was

national debate more important, or managed by more able speak-
ers; yet is one surprised to find the topics, insisted on by both sides,

so frivolous; more resembling the verbal disputes of the schools

than the solid reasonings of statesmen and legislators. In pubhc

transactions of such consequence, the true motives, which produce
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any measure, are seldom avowed. The whigs, now the ruling party,

having united with the tories, in order to bring about the revolu-
tion, had so much deference for their new alhes, as not to insist,

that the crown should be declaredforfated, on account of the king's

mal-admmistration: Such a declaration, they thought, would im-

ply too express a censure of the old tory prinoples, and too open

a preference of their own. They agreed, therefore, to confound

together the king's abusing his power, and his withdrawing from

the kingdom; and they called the whole an abdzcatzon: as if he had
given a virtual, though not a verbal, consent to dethroning himself.

The tories took advantage of this obvious impropriety, which had

been occasioned merely by the complaisance or prudence of the

whigs; and they resisted upon the word desertzon, as more sigmfi-

cant and intelligible. It was retorted on them, that, however that

expression might be justly applied to the king's withdrawing him-
self, it could not, with any propriety, be extended to his violation

of the fundamental laws. And thus both parties, while they warped

their principles from regard to their antagonists, and from

prudennal considerations, lost the praise of consistence and
uniformity.

The managers for the lords next insisted, that, even allowing

the king's abuse of power to be equivalent to an abdicanon, or in

other words, to a civil death, it could operate no otherwise than his

voluntary resignation or his natural death; and could only make

way for the next successor. It was a maxim of English law, that the
throne was never vacant; but instantly, upon the demise of one king,

was filled with his legal heir, who was entitled to all the authority

of his predecessor. And however young or unfit for government
the successor, however unfortunate in his situation, though he

were even a captive in the hands of public enemies; yet no just

reason, they thought, could be assigned, why, without any default
of his own, he should lose a crown, to which, by birth, he was fully

intitled. The managers for the commons might have opposed this

reasoning by many specious and even solid arguments. They

might have said, that the great security for allegiance being merely
opinion, any scheme of settlement should be adopted, in which, it

was most probable, the people would acquiesce and persevere

That though, upon the natural death of a king, whose adminis-

tration had been agreeable to the laws, many and great incon-
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venlencies would be endured rather than exclude his hneal succes-

sor; yet the case was not the same, when the people had been

obliged, by their revolt, to dethrone a prince, whose illegal mea-
sures had, in every circumstance, violated the constitution. That

in these extraordinary revolutions, the government reverted, in

some degree, to its first principles, and the community acquired a

right of providing for the public interest by expedients, which, on

other occasions, might be deemed violent and irregular. That the

recent use of one extraordinary remedy reconciled the people to
the practice of another, and more familiarized their minds to such

licences, than if the government had run on in its usual tenor. And

that king James, having carried abroad his son, as well as with-

drawn himself, had given such just provocation to the kingdom,

had voluntarily involved it in such difficulties, that the interests of

his family were justly sacrificed to the public settlement and tran-

quillity. Though these topics seem reasonable, they were entirely

forborne by the whig managers; both because they implied an

acknowledgment of the infant prince's legitimacy, which it was

agreed to keep in obscurity, and because they contained too ex-

press a condemnation of tory principles. They were content to
maintain the vote of the commons by shifts and evasions; and both

sides parted at last without coming to any agreement.

But it was impossible for the public to remain long in the

present situation. The perseverance, therefore, of the lower house

obhged the lords to comply; and by the desertion of some peers to
the whig party, the vote of the commons, without any alteration,

passed by a majority of fifteen in the upper house, and received the

sanction of every part of the legislature, which then subsisted.

It happens unluckily for those, who maintain an original con-

tract between the magistrate and people, that great revolutions of
government, and new settlements of civil constitutions, are com-

monly conducted with such violence, tumult, and disorder, that

the public voice can scarcely ever be heard; and the opinions of the
citizens are at that time less attended to than even in the common

course of administration. The present transactions in England, it

must be confessed, are a singular exception to this observation.
The new elecnons had been carried on with great tranquillity and

freedom: The prince had ordered the troops to depart from all the

towns, where the voters assembled: A tumultuary petition to the
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two houses having been promoted, he took care, though the peti-

tion was calculated for his advantage, effectually to suppress it: He

entered into no intrigues, e_ther with the electors or the members:
He kept himself m a total silence, as if he had been no wise con-

cerned in these transactions: And so far from forming cabals with

the leaders of parties, he disdained even to bestow caresses on

those, whose assistance might be useful to h_m. This conduct was

highly meritorious, and discovered great moderanon and mag-
nanimity; even though the prince unfortunately, through the

whole course of his life, and on every occasion, was noted for an
address so cold, dry, and distant, that it was very difficult for him,

on account of any interest, to soften or famihanze _t.

At length, the prince deigned to break silence, and to express,
though in a private manner, h_s sentiments on the present s_tu-

ation of affairs. He called together Hahfax, Shrewsbury, Danby,
and a few more; and he told them, that, having been invited over

to restore their liberty, he had engaged in this enterprize, and had

at last happily effected his purpose. That it belonged to the parha-
ment, now chosen and assembled with freedom, to concert mea-

sures for the public settlement; and he pretended not to interpose
in their determinations. That he heard of several schemes pro-

posed for establishing the government: Some insisted on a regent;

others were desirous of bestowing the crown on the princess: It was

their concern alone to chuse the plan of administration most

agreeable or advantageous to them. That if they judged it proper
to settle a regent, he had no objection' He only thought it incum-
bent on him to inform them, that he was determined not to be the

regent, nor ever to engage m a scheme, which, he knew, would be

exposed to such insuperable difficulties. That no man could have

a juster or deeper sense of the prmcess's merit than he was im-
pressed wlth; but he would rather remain a private person than

enjoy a crown, which must depend on the will or hfe of another.

And that they must therefore make account, if they were reclined

to either of these two plans of settlement, that it would be totally

out of his power to assist them in carrying it into execution: His
affairs abroad were too important to be abandoned for so precar-

ious a dignity, or even to allow ham so much leasure as would be

reqmsite to introduce order into their disjointed government.

These views of the prince were seconded by the princess her-
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self, who, as she possessed many virtues, was a most obsequious
wife to a husband, who, in the judgment of the generality of her

sex, would have appeared so little attractive and amiable. All con-
slderations were neglected, when they came in competition with

what she deemed her duty to the prince. When Danby and others

of her parnzans wrote her an account of their schemes and pro-

ceedmgs, she expressed great displeasure; and even transmitted

their letters to her husband, as a sacrifice to conjugal fidelity. The

princess Anne also concurred in the same plan for the public

settlement; and being promised an ample revenue, was content to

be postponed in the succession to the crown. And as the title of her
infant brother was, in the present establishment, entirely ne-

glected, she might, on the whole, deem herself, in point of interest,

a gainer by this revolution.
Settlement The chief partms, therefore, being agreed, the convention

of the passed a bill, in which they settled the crown on the prince and

crown princess of Orange, the sole admmlstranon to remain in the

prince: The princess of Denmark to succeed after the death of the

prince and princess of Orange; her posterity after those of the

princess, but before those of the prince by any other wise The
convention annexed to this settlement of the crown a declaration

of rights, where all the points, which had, of late years, been

disputed between the king and people, were finally determined;

and the powers of royal prerogative were more narrowly circum-
scribed and more exactly defined, than in any former period of the

Enghsh government.

Manners, Thus have we seen, through the course of four reigns, a con-

arts and tinual struggle maintained between the crown and the people:

sczences Privilege and prerogative were ever at variance: And both parties,

beside the present object of dispute, had many latent claims,
which, on a favourable occasion, they produced against their ad-

versaries. Governments too steady and umform, as they are sel-

dom free, so are they, m the judgment of some, attended with
another sensible inconvemence. They abate the active powers of

men; depress courage, invention, and genius; and produce an

universal lethargy in the people. Though this opinion may be just,
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the fluctuation and contest, It must be allowed, of the English

government were, during these reigns, much too violent both for

the repose and safety of the people. Foreign affairs, at that time,

were either ennrely neglected, or managed to pernicious pur-

poses: And in the domestic administration there was felt a con-
tinued fever, either secret or manifest; someumes the most furious

convulsions and disorders. The revolution forms a new epoch m

the constitunon; and was probably attended with consequences

more advantageous to the people, than barely freeing them from

an exceptionable admmistrauon By deciding many important

quesnons an favour of liberty, and still more, by that great prece-

dent of deposing one king, and estabhshmg a new family, It gave

such an ascendant to popular principles, as has put the nature of

the English consntutlon beyond all controversy. And it mayjustly
be affirmed, without any danger of exaggeration, that we, in this

island, have ever since enjoyed, if not the best system of govern-

ment, at least the most entire system of liberty, that ever was

known amongst mankind.

To decry with such vaolence, as is affected by some, the whole
line of Stuart; to maintain, that their admamstrataon was one con-

unued encroachment on the zncontestzble rights of the people, is

not giving due honour to that great event, which not only put a

period to thear hereditary succession, but made a new settlement
of the whole constitution. The inconveniencles, suffered by the

people under the two first reigns of that family (for in the mare

they were fortunate) proceeded in a great measure from the un-
avoidable situation of affairs; and scarcely any thing could have

prevented those events, but such vigour of genius m the sovereign,

attended wath such good fortune, as might have enabled him en-

urely to overpower the hberties of his people. While the parha-

ments, m those reigns, were taking advantage of the necessities of
the prince, and attempting every session to abohsh, or circum-

scribe, or define, some prerogative of the crown, and innovate m

the usual tenor of government: What could be expected, but that

the prince would exert himself, in defending, against such inveter-

ate enemies, an authority, which, during the most regular course

of the former Enghsh government, had been exercised without

dispute or controversy? And though Charles II. in 1672, may with
reason be deemed the aggressor, nor is it possible to justify his
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conduct; yet were there some motives surely, which could engage

a prince, so soft and indolent, and at the same time so judicious, to

attempt such hazardous enterprizes He felt, that public affairs

had reached a situation, at which they could not possibly remain

without some farther innovation. Frequent parliaments were be-

come almost absolutely necessary to the conducting of pubhc busi-

ness; yet these assemblies were still, m the judgment of the royal-

ists, much inferior in dignity to the sovereign, whom they seemed

better calculated to counsel than controul. The crown still pos-
sessed considerable power of opposing parliaments; and had not

as yet acquired the means of influencing them. Hence a continual

jealousy between these parts of the legislature: Hence the inclina-

tion mutually to take advantage of each other's necesslties: Hence

the impossibility, under which the king lay, of finding ministers,
who could at once be serviceable and faithful to him. If he followed

his own choice in appointing his servants, without regard to their

parliamentary interest, a refractory session was instantly to be

expected: If he chose them from among the leaders of popular

assemblies, they either lost their influence with the people, by

adhering to the crown, or they betrayed the crown, in order to

preserve their influence. Neither Hambden, whom Charles I. was

willing to gain at any price; nor Shaftesbury, whom Charles II.

after the popish plot, attempted to engage in his counsels, would

renounce their popularity for the precarious, and, as they es-
teemed it, deceitful favour of the prince. The root of their author-

ity they still thought to lie in the parliament; and as the power of

that assembly was not yet uncontroulable, they still resolved to

augment it, though at the expence of the royal prerogatives.

It is no wonder, that these events have long, by the represen-

tations of faction, been extremely clouded and obscured. No man

has yet arisen, who has payed an entire regard to truth, and has
dared to expose her, without covering or disguise, to the eyes of

the prejudiced public. Even that party amongst us, which boasts of

the highest regard to liberty, has not possessed sufficient liberty of

thought in this parncular; nor has been able to decide impartially
of their own merit, compared with that of their antagonists. More

noble perhaps in their ends, and highly beneficial to mankind;

they must also be allowed to have often been less justifiable in the

means, and in many of their enterprizes to have payed more re-
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gard to polincal than to moral considerations. Obliged to court the

favour of the populace, they found it necessary to comply with

their rage and folly; and have even, on many occasions, by propa-

gating calumnies, and by promoting violence, served to infatuate,
as well as corrupt that people, to whom they made a tender of

liberty andjusnce. Charles I. was a tyrant, a papist, and a contriver
of the Irish massacre: The church of England was relapsing fast

into idolatry: Puritamsm was the only true rehglon, and the cov-
enant the favourite object of heavenly regard. Through these de-

lusions the party proceeded, and, what may seem wonderful, still
to the encrease of law and liberty; till they reached the imposture

of the popish plot, a ficnon which exceeds the ordinary bounds of

vulgar credulity. But however singular these events may appear,
there is really nothing altogether new in any period of modern

history: And it is remarkable, that tribumtian arts, though some-
times useful in a free constitunon, have usually been such as men

of probity and honour could not bring themselves either to prac-

rice or approve. The other faction, which, since the revolution, has

been obhged to cultivate popularity, somenmes found it necessary

to employ like artifices.
The Whig party, for a course of near seventy years, has, ahnost

without interruption, enjoyed the whole authority of government;
and no honours or offices could be obtained but by their counte-

nance and protection. But this event, which, in some particulars,

has been advantageous to the state, has proved destrucnve to the
truth of history, and has established many gross falsehoods, which

it is unacountable how any clvihzed nation could have embraced

with regard to its domestic occurrences. Compositions the most

despicable, both for style and matter, have been extolled, and

propagated, and read; as if they had equalled the most celebrated
remains of antiquity. _ And forgetting that a regard to liberty,

though a laudable passion, ought commonly to be subordinate to
a reverence for established government, the prevmhng facnon has

celebrated only the partizans of the former, who pursued as their

object the perfection of civil society, and has extolled them at the

expence of their antagonists, who maintained those maxims, that
are essentml to its very existence. But extremes of all kinds are to

Such as Rapm Thoyras, Locke, Sidney, Hoadley, &c
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be avoided; and though no one will ever please either faction by

moderate opinions, it is there we are most likely to meet with truth

and certainty.
We shall subjoin to this general view of the English govern-

ment, some account of the state of the finances, arms, trade, man-

ners, arts, between the restoration and revolution.

The revenue of Charles II. as settled by the long parhament,

was put upon a very bad footing. It was too small, if they intended

to make him independant in the common course of his adminis-
tration: It was too large, and settled during too long a period, if

they resolved to keep him m entire dependance. The great debts

of the republic, which were thrown upon that prince; the necessity

of supplying the naval and military stores, which were entirely

exhausted; t that of repairing and furnishing his palaces: All these

causes involved the king in great difficulties immediately after his

restoration; and the parliament was not sufficiently liberal in sup-

plying him. Perhaps too he had contracted some debts abroad; and
his bounty to the distressed cavahers, though It did not correspond

either to their services or expectations, could not fail, m some

degree, to exhaust his treasury. The extraordinary sums, granted

the king during the first years, d_d not suffice for these extraor-

dinary expences; and the excise and customs, the only constant

revenue, amounted not to nine hundred thousand pounds a-year,

and fell much short of the ordinary burthens of government. The

addition of hearth-money m 166_, and of other two branches m
x669 and 167o, brought up the revenue to one million three hun-

dred fifty-eight thousand pounds, as we learn from lord Danby's

account: But the same authority informs us, that the yearly ex-

pence of government was at that time one million three hundred
eighty-seven thousand seven hundred and seventy pounds, u with-

out mentioning contingencies, which are always considerable,

even under the most prudent administration. Those branches of

revenue, granted in 1669 and 167o, expired in 168o, and were

never renewed by parliament: They were computed to be above

t Lord Clarendon's speech to the parhament, Oct. 9, 1665 u Ralph's
History, vol. x. p. 288. We learn from that lord's Memoirs, p. 1_. that
the receipts of the Exchequer, during six years, from x673 to 1679, were
about eight mllhons two hundred thousand pounds, or one mllhon three
hundred sixty-six thousand pounds a-year. See hkewlse, p. 169.
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two hundred thousand pounds a-year. It must be allowed, because

asserted by all coternporary authors of both parties, and even con-

fessed by himself, that king Charles was somewhat profuse and

negligent. But it is likewise certain, that a very rigid frugality was

requisite to support the government under such difficulties. It is a
famihar rule in all business, that every man should be payed, in

proportion to the trust reposed in him, and to the power, which he

enjoys; and the nation soon found reason, from Charles's danger-
ous connexions with France, to repent their departure from that

prudential maxim. Indeed, could the parliaments m the reign of
Charles I. have been induced to relinquish so far their old habits,

as to grant that prince the same revenue which was voted to his
successor, or had those in the reign of Charles II. conferred on him

as large a revenue as was enjoyed by his brother, all the disorders
in both reigns might easily have been prevented, and probably all
reasonable concessions to liberty might peaceably have been ob-

tained from both monarchs. But these assemblies, unacquainted

with public business, and often actuated by faction and fanancism,
could never be made sensible, but too late and by fatal experience,

of the incessant change of times and situations. The French am-
bassador informs his court, that Charles was very well satisfied with

his share of power, could the parliament have been induced to

make him tolerably easy in his revenueY

If we estimate the ordinary revenue of Charles II. at one mil-
lion two hundred thousand pounds a-year during his whole reign,

the computation will rather exceed than fall below the true value

The convention parliament, after all the sums, which they had

granted the king towards the payment of old debts, threw, the last

day of their meeting, a debt upon him, amounting to one million

seven hundred forty-three thousand two hundred sixty-three

pounds, x All the extraordinary sums, which were afterwards voted

him by parliament, amounted to eleven millions four hundred

forty-three thousand four hundred and seven pounds; which, di-

vided by twenty-four, the number of years which that king

reigned, make four hundred seventy-six thousand eight hundred
and eight pounds a-year. During that rime, he had two violent wars
to sustain with the Dutch; and in a678, he made expensive prepa-

w Datrymple's Appendix, p. 142. x Journals, 29th of December, 166o.
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rations for a war with France. In the first Dutch war, both France

and Denmark were alhes to the United Provinces, and the naval

armaments in England were very great; so that it is impossible he

could have secreted any part, at least any considerable part, of the
sums, which were then voted him by parliament.

To these sums we must add about one million two hundred

thousand pounds, which had been detained from the bankers on

shutting up the Exchequer m 167_. The king payed six per cent.

for this money during the rest of his reign, v It is remarkable, that,

notwithstanding this violent breach of faith, the king, two years

after, borrowed money at eight per cent; the same rate of interest

which he had payed before that event, z A proof, that public credit,

instead of being of so delicate a nature, as we are apt to imag-

ine, is, in reahty, so hardy and robust, that it is very difficult to

destroy it.
The revenue of James was raised by the parliament to about

one million eight hundred and fifty thousand pounds; a and his

income as duke of York, being added, made the whole amount to

two milhons a year; a sum well proportioned to the public necessi-
ties, but enjoyed by him in too independant a manner. The na-

tional debt at the revolution amounted to one million fifty-four

thousand rune hundred twenty-five pounds, b

The militia fell much to decay during these two reigns, partly

by the policy of the kings, who had entertained a diffidence of their

subjects, partly by that ill-judged law, which limited the king's

power of mustering and arraying them. In the beginning, how-
ever, of Charles's reign, the militia was still deemed formidable. De

Wit having proposed to the French king an invasion of England

during the first Dutch war, that monarch replied, that such an

attempt would be entirely fruitless, and would tend only to unite

the English. In a few days, said he, after our landing, there will be
fifty thousand men at least upon us5

Charles in the beginning of his reign had m pay near five

thousand men, of guards and garrisons. At the end of his reign he

augmented this number to near eight thousand. James on Mon-
mouth's rebellion had on foot about fifteen thousand men; and

Danby's Mernolrs, p. 7 _ Id. p. 65 a Journ. 1st of March, 1689
b Journ. _oth of March, 1689. c D'Estrades, 2oth of October, 1666.
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when the prince of Orange invaded him, there were no fewer than

thirty thousand regular troops in England.

The English navy, during the greater part of Charles's reign,
made a considerable figure, for number of ships, valour of the

men, and conduct of the commanders Even in 1678, the fleet
consisted of eighty-three ships; d besides thirty, which were at that

time on the stocks. On the king's restoration he found only sixty-

three vessels of all sizes, e During the latter part of Charles's reign,

the navy fell somewhat to decay, by reason of the narrowness of the

king's revenue: But James, soon after his accession, restored it to
its former power and glory; and before he left the throne, carried

It much farther. The administration of the admiralty under Pepys,

is still regarded as a model for order and economy. The fleet at the

revolution consisted of one hundred seventy-three vessels of all

sizes; and required forty-two thousand seamen to man it.t That
king, when Duke of York, had been the first Inventor of sea-

signals. The military genius, during these two reigns, had not

totally decayed among the young nobility. Dorset, Mulgrave.

Rochester, not to mention Ossory, served on board the fleet, and

were present in the most furious engagements against the Dutch.

The commerce and riches of England did never, during any
period, encrease so fast as from the restoration to the revolution

The two Dutch wars, by disturbing the trade of that republic,

promoted the navigation of this island; and after Charles had

made a separate peace with the States, his subjects enjoyed un-

molested the trade of Europe. The only disturbance, which they
met with, was from a few French privateers, who infested the

channel; and Charles interposed not in behalf of his subjects with

sufficient spirit and vigour. The recovery or conquest of New York

and the Jerseys was a considerable accession to the strength and

security of the English colonies; and, together with the settlement

of PensilvanIa and Carolina, which was effected during that reign,
extended the Enghsh empire in America. The persecutions of the

dissenters, or more properly speaking, the restraints imposed

upon them, contributed to augment and people these colonies. Dr.

Davenant affirms, g that the shipping of England more than dou-

a Pepys's Memoirs. p. 4- _ Memoirs of Enghsh affairs, chiefly naval
f Lives of the admirals, vol. 11 p. 476. g Discourse on the pubhc reve-
nues, part n. p 29, 33, 36.
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bled during these twenty-eight years. Several new manufactures

were established; xn xron, brass, silk, hats, glass, paper, &c. One

Brewer, leaving the Low Countries, when they were threatened
with a French conquest, brought the art of dying woollen cloth into

England, and by that improvement saved the nation great sums of

money. The encrease of coinage during these two reigns was ten

milhons two hundred sixty-one thousand pounds. A board of trade

was erected in 167o; and the earl of Sandwich was made president.

Charles revived and supported the charter of the East-India com-

pany; a measure whose utihty is by some thought doubtful: He
granted a charter to the Hudson's Bay company; a measure proba-

bly hurtful.

We learn from Sir Josiah Child, h that in 1688 there were on the

Change more men worth lo,ooo pounds than there were in 165o
worth a thousand; that 5oo pounds with a daughter was, in the

latter period, deemed a larger portion than _ooo in the former;

that gentlewomen, in those earlier times, thought themselves well

cloathed in a serge gown, which a chambermaid would, in 1688, be

ashamed to be seen in; and that, besides the great encrease of rich

cloaths, plate, jewels, and household furniture, coaches were m

that rime augmented a hundred fold.
The duke of Buckingham introduced from Venice the manu-

facture of glass and christal into England. Prince Rupert was also
an encourager of useful arts and manufactures: He himself was

the inventor of etching.

The first law for erecting turnpikes was passed in 166_: The

places of the turnpikes were Wadesmill, Caxton, and Stilton: But

the general and great improvement of highways took not place till

the reign of George II.

In 1663, was passed the first law for allowing the exportanon of
foreign coin and bullion.

In a667 was concluded the first American treaty between Eng-

land and Spain: This treaty was made more general and complete

m 167o. The two states then renounced all right of trading with

each others colonies; and the title of England was acknowledged to

all the territories in America, of which she was then possessed.

The French king, about the beginning of Charles's reign, laid

h Brief observanons, &c.
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some impositions on English commodities: And the English, partly
displeased with this Innovation, partly moved by their animosity

against France, retaliated, by laying such restraints on the com-

merce with that kingdom as amounted almost to a prohibition.

They formed calculations, by which they persuaded themselves,

that they were losers a million and a half or near two millions a year
by the French trade. But no good effects were found to result from

these restraints, and in king James's reign they were taken off by

parliament.

Lord Clarendon tells us, that, in a665, when money, in con-

sequence of a treaty, was to be remitted to the bishop of Munster,

it was found, that the whole trade of England could not supply
above aooo pounds a month to Frankfort and Cologne, nor above

_o,ooo pounds a month to Hamburgh: These sums appear sur-

prisingly smalU
At the same time that the boroughs of England were deprived

of their privileges, a like attempt was made on the colonies. King

James recalled the charters, by which their liberties were secured;

and he sent over governors invested with absolute power. The

arbitrary principles of that monarch appear in every part of his
administration.

The people, during these two reigns, were, in a great measure,

cured of that wild fanaticism, by which they had formerly been so

much agitated. Whatever new vices they might acquire, it may be

questioned, whether, by this change, they were, in the main, much

losers in point of morals. By the example of Charles II. and the
cavaliers, licentiousness and debauchery became prevalent in the

nation. The pleasures of the table were much pursued. Love was

treated more as an appetite than a passion. The one sex began to

abate of the national character of chastity, without being able to

inspire the other with sentiment or delicacy.
The abuses in the former age, arising from overstrained pre-

tensions to piety, had much propagated the spirit of Irreligion; and

many of the ingenious men of this period he under the imputation
of deism. Besides wits and scholars by profession, Shaftesbury,

Halifax, Buckingham, Mulgrave, Sunderland, Essex, Rochester,

Sidney, Temple are supposed to have adopted these principles.

' Life of Clarendon, p. _37.
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The same factions, which formerly distracted the nation, were

revived, and exerted themselves in the most ungenerous and un-

manly enterprizes against each other. King Charles being in his

whole deportment a model of easy and gentleman-like behavour,
improved the politeness of the nation; as much as faction, which

of all things is most destructive to that virtue, could possibly per-

rest. His courtiers were long distinguishable in England by their

obliging and agreeable manners.

Till the revolution, the liberty of the press was very Imperfectly

enjoyed in England, and during a very short period. The star-

chamber, while that court subsisted, put effectual restraints upon

printing. On the suppression of that tribunal m 1641, the long

parliament, after their rupture with the king, assumed the same

power with regard to the licencing of books; and this authority was

continued during all the peraod of the republic and protectorship, k
Two years after the restoration, an act was passed, reviwng the

republican ordinances. This act expired in a679; but was revived

in the first of king James. The liberty of the press did not even
commence with the revolution. It was not ull i694, that the re-

straints were taken off; to the great dxspleasure of the king, and

his mimsters, who, seeing no where, in any government, during
present or past ages, any example of such unlimited freedom,

doubted much of its salutary effects, and probably thought, that no

books or writings would ever so much improve the general under-

standing of men, as to render it safe to entrust them w_th an
indulgence so easily abused.

In a677, the old law for burning heretics was repealed; a

prudent measure, while the nation was in continual dread of the

return of popery.

Amidst the thick cloud of bigotry and ignorance, which over-

spread the nation, during the commonwealth and protectorship,

there were a few sedate philosophers, who, in the retirement of
Oxford, cultivated their reason, and established conferences for

the mutual communication of their discoveries in physics and ge-

ometry. Wilkins, a clergyman, who had married Cromwel's sister,
and was afterwards bishop of Chester, promoted these philosoph-

ical conversations. Immediately after the restoration, these men

k Scobell, 1.44, 134 1188, _3o.
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procured a patent, and having enlarged their number, were de-

nominated the Royal Soczety. But this patent was all they obtained

from the king. Though Charles was a lover of the sciences, partic-

ularly chemistry and mechanics; he animated them by his example
alone, not by his bounty. His craving courtiers and mistresses, by

whom he was perpetually surrounded, engrossed all his expence,

and left him neither money nor attention for literary merit. His

contemporary, Lewis, who fell short of the king's genius and

knowledge in this particular, much exceeded him in liberality

Besides pensions conferred on learned men throughout all Eu-

rope, his academies were directed by rules and supported by sal-

aries: A generosity which does great honour to his memory; and in

the eyes of all the ingenious part of mankind, will be esteemed an

atonement for many of the errors of his reign. We may be sur-

prized, that this example should not be more followed by princes;
since it is certain that that bounty, so extensive, so beneficial, and

so much celebrated, cost not this monarch so great a sum as is often

conferred on one useless overgrown favourite or courtier.

But though the French academy of sciences was directed, en-

couraged and supported by the sovereign, there arose in England
some men of superior genius who were more than sufficient to cast
the balance, and who drew on themselves and on their native

country the regard and attention of Europe. Besides Wllkms,
Wren, Walhs, eminent mathematicians, Hooke, an accurate ob-

server by microscopes, and Sydenham, the restorer of true physic:

there flourished during this period a Boyle and a Newton; men
who trod, with caunous, and therefore the more secure steps, the

only road, which leads to true philosophy.

Boyle improved the pneumatic engine invented by Otto Gue-

ricke, and was thereby enabled to make several new and curious

experiments on the air as well as on other bodies: HIS chemistry IS
much admired by those who are acquainted with that art: His

hydrostatics contain a greater mixture of reasoning and invention

with experiment than any other of his works; but his reasoning IS
still remote from that boldness and temerity, which had led astray

so many philosophers. Boyle was a great partizan of the mechani-

cal philosophy; a theory, which, by discovering some of the secrets

of nature, and allowing us to imagine the rest, is so agreeable to the

natural vanity and curiosity of men. He died in 1691, aged 65.
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In Newton this island may boast of having produced the great-

est and rarest genius that ever arose for the ornament and in-

struction of the species. Cautious in admitting no principles but

such as were founded on experiment; but resolute to adopt every

such principle, however new or unusual: From modesty, ignorant

of his superiority above the rest of mankind; and thence, less
careful to accommodate his reasonings to common apprehensions:

More anxious to merit than acquire fame: He was from these

causes long unknown to the world; but his reputauon at last broke
out with a lustre, which scarcely any writer, during his own life-

time, had ever before attained. While Newton seemed to draw off

the veil from some of the mysteries of nature, he shewed at the

same time the imperfections of the mechanical philosophy; and

thereby restored her ultimate secrets to that obscurity, m which

they ever did and ever will remain. He died m a727, aged 85.

This age was far from being so favourable to polite literature as
to the sciences. Charles, though fond of wit, though possessed

h_mself of a considerable share of it, though his taste in con-

versation seems to have been sound and just; served rather to

corrupt than improve the poetry and eloquence of his time. When
the theatres were opened at the restoration, and freedom was

again given to pleasantry and ingenuity; men, after so long an
abstinence, fed on these delicacies with less taste than avidity, and

the coarsest and most irregular species of wit was received by the

court as well as by the people. The productions, represented at

that time on the stage, were such monsters of extravagance and
folly; so utterly destitute of all reason or even common sense; that

they would be the disgrace of English literature, had not the nation
made atonement for its former admiration of them, by the total

oblivion to which they are now condemned. The duke of Buck-

mgham's Rehearsal, which exposed these wild productions, seems
to be a piece of ridicule carried to excess; yet in reality the copy

scarcely equals some of the absurdities, which we meet with m the

originalsJ

This severe satire, together with the good sense of the nation,
corrected, after some time, the extravagancies of the fashionable

t The duke of Buckingham died on the x6th of April, 1688.
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wit; but the productions of literature still wanted much of that

correctness and delicacy, which we so much admire in the ancients,

and in the French writers, their judicious imitators. It was indeed

during thxs period chiefly, that that nation left the English behind
them in the productions of poetry, eloquence, history, and other

branches of polite letters; and acquired a superiority, which the

efforts of English writers, during the subsequent age, did more

successfully contest with them. The arts and sciences were im-

ported from Italy into this island as early as into France; and made

at first more sensible advances. Spencer, Shakespeare, Bacon,
Johnson, were superior to their cotemporarles, who flourished in

that kingdom. Milton, Waller, Denham, Cowley, Harvey were at

least equal to their cotemporaries. The reign of Charles II. which

some preposterously represent as our Augustan age, retarded the
progress of polite literature in this island, and it was then found

that the immeasurable licenuousness, indulged or rather ap-

plauded at court, was more destructive to the refined arts, than

even the cant, nonsense, and enthusiasm of the preceding period.

Most of the celebrated writers of this age remain monuments of
genius, perverted by indecency and bad taste; and none more than

Dryden, both by reason of the greatness of his talents and the gross

abuse which he made of them. His plays, excepting a few scenes,

are utterly disfigured by vice or folly or both. His translations

appear too much the offspring of haste and hunger: Even his

fables are ill-chosen tales, conveyed in an incorrect, though spir-

ited versification. Yet amidst this great number of loose produc-

tions, the refuse of our language, there are found some small

pieces, his Ode to St. Cecilia, the greater part of Absalom and

Achitophel, and a few more, which discover so great gemus, such

richness of expression, such pomp and variety of numbers, that
they leave us equally full of regret and indignation, on account of

the inferiority or rather great absurdity of his other writings. He

died in I7Oa, aged 69 .

The very name of Rochester is offensive to modest ears; yet

does his poetry discover such energy of style and such poignancy

of satire, as give ground to imagine what so fine a gemus, had he

fallen in a more happy age, and had followed better models, was
capable of producing. The ancient satyrists often used great liber-
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Ues in their expressions; but their freedom no more resembles the
licennousness of Rochester, than the nakedness of an Indian does

that of a common prostitute.

Wycherley was ambiuous of the reputanon of wit and liber-

tinism; and he attained it: He was probably capable of reaching the
fame of true comedy, and instructive ridicule Otway had a genius

finely turned to the patheuc; but he neither observes strictly the

rules of the drama, nor the rules, still more essenual, of propriety

and decorum. By one single piece the duke of Buckingham did
both great service to his age and honour to himself. The earls of

Mulgrave, Dorset, and Roscommon wrote in a good taste; but their

productions are either feeble or careless. The marquess of Hali-

fax discovers a refined genius; and nothing but leisure and an

inferior station seems wanting to have procured him eminence in
literature.

Of all the conslderable writers of this age, Sir William Temple

_s almost the only one, that kept himself altogether unpolluted by
that inundation of vice and licennousness, which overwhelmed the

nation. The style of this author, though extremely negligent, and

even infected with foreign idioms, is agreeable and interesting.
That mixture of vamty which appears in his works, is rather a

recommendation to them. By means of it, we enter into acquain-
tance with the character of the author, full of honour and human-

ity; and fancy that we are engaged, not m the perusal of a book, but

in conversation with a companion. He died m 1698, aged 70.
Though Hudibras was published, and probably composed dur-

ing the reign of Charles II. Butler may justly, as well as Milton,

be thought to belong to the foregoing period. No composition

abounds so much as Hudibras in strokes of just and inimitable wit;

yet are there many performances, which give us great or greater

entertainment on the whole perusal. The allusions in Butler are
often dark and far-fetched; and though scarcely any author was

ever able to express his thoughts in so few words, he often employs

too many thoughts on one subject, and thereby becomes prohx

after an unusual manner. It is surprizing how much erudition

Butler has introduced with so good a grace into a work of pleas-
antry and humour: Hudibras is perhaps one of the most learned

compositions, that is to be found in any language. The advantage

which the royal cause received from this poem, in exposing the
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fananclsm and false pretences of the former parliamentary party,

was prodigious. The king himself had so good a taste as to be

highly pleased with the merit of the work, and had even got a great

part of it by heart: Yet was he either so careless in his temper, or
so little endowed with the virtue of liberality, or more properly

speaking, of gratitude, that he allowed the author, a man of virtue

and probity, to hve in obscurity, and die in want. _ Dryden is an

instance of a neghgence of the same kind. His Absalom senslbl?_

contributed to the victory, which the tones obtained over the

whigs, after the exclusion parliaments" Yet could not this merit,
aided by his great genius, procure him an estabhshment, which

might exempt him from the necessity of wrmng for bread. Otway,

though a professed royalist, could not even procure bread by his

writings; and he had the smgular fate of dying hterally of hunger.

These incidents throw a great stain on the memory of Charles, who
had discernment, loved genius, was liberal of money, but attained

not the praise of true generosity.

" Butler dmd m 168o, aged 68.
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SIXTH VOLUME

NOTE {A], p. 12

The following instance of extravagance is given by Walker, in his history of
Independency, part II. p. 15_. About this time, there came six soldiers into
the parish church of Walton upon Thames, near twilight, Mr. Faucet, the
preacher there, not having till then ended his sermon. One of the soldiers
had a lanthorn m his hand, and a candle burning in It, and in the other
hand four candles not hghted. He desired the parishioners to stay awhile,

saying he had a message from God unto them, and thereupon offered to
go Into the pulpm But the people refusing to give him leave so to do, or to
stay in the church, he went into the church-yard, and there told them, that
he had a vision whereto he had received a command from God, to deliver

has will unto them, which he was to deliver, and they to receive upon pain
of damnation; consisting of five lights. ( 1 .) "That the sabbath was abolished
as unnecessary, Jewish, and merely ceremonial. And here (quoth he) I
should put out the first light, but the wind IS so high I cannot kindle it. (_.)
That tythes are abolished as Jewish and ceremonial, a great burthen to the
saints of God, and a discouragement of industry and tillage And here I
should put out my second light, &c. (3.) That ministers are abolished as
antlchristian, and of no longer use, now Christ himself descends into the
hearts of his saints, and his spirit enhghteneth them with revelations and
inspirations. And here I should put out my third light, &c. (4.) Magistrates

are abolished as useless, now that Christ himself is m purity amongst us,
and hath erected the kingdom of the saints upon earth. Besides they are
tyrants, and oppressors of the liberty of the saints, and tye them to laws and
ordinances, mere human lnvennons: And here I should put out my fourth
hght, &c. (5.) Then putting his hand Into his pocket, and pulling out a little
bible, he shewed it open to the people, saying, Here is a book you have in
great veneration, consisting of two parts, the old and new testament' I must
tell you it is abolished; xt contalneth beggarly rudiments, milk for babes. But
now Christ is in glory amongst us, and imparts a farther measure of h_s
spirit to his saints than this can afford I am commanded to burn it before
your face. Then putting out the candle he said; and here my fifth light is
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extmgmshed." It became a pretty common doctrine at that time, that it was
unworthy of a christian man to pay rent to his fellow-creatures, and land-
lords were obhged to use all the penalnes of law against their tenants, whose
conscience was scrupulous

NOTE [B], p. 42

When the earl of Derby was alive, he had been summoned by Ireton to
surrender the isle of Man, and he returned this spirited and memorable
answer. "I recelv'd your letter with indignation, and with scorn return you
this answer; that I cannot but wonder whence you should gather any hopes.
that I should prove lake you, treacherous to my sovermgn; since you cannot
be ignorant of my former actions in his late majesty's servme, from which
principles of loyalty I am no whlt departed I scorn your proffers, I disdain
your favour; I abhor your treason, and am so far from dehverang up this
_sland to your advantage, that I shall keep it to the utmost of my power to
your destruction. Take this for your final answer, and forbear any farther
sohcltatlons' For if you trouble me with any more messages of this nature,
I will burn the paper and hang up the bearer This is the immutable
resolution, and shall be the undoubted practice of him, who accounts it his

chlefest glory to be his majesty's most loyal and obedient subject,

"DERBY "

NOTE [C], p. 44

It had been a usual policy of the presbyterian ecclesiastics to settle a chap-
lain an the great famlhes, who acted as a spy upon his master, and gave them
mtelhgence of the most private transactions and discourses of the family. A

signal instance of priestly tyranny, and the subjection of the nobility! They
even obliged the servants to give intelligence against their masters. Whit-
locke, p. 5o=. The same author, p 512 tells the following story. The synod
meeting at Perth, and citing the ministers and people, who had expressed
a dislike of their heavenly government, the men being out of the way, their
wives resolved to answer for them. And on the day of appearance, 12o
women with good clubs m thmr hands came and besieged the church,
where the reverend ministers sat. They sent one of their number to treat

with the females, and he threatening excommumcatmn, they basted him
for his labour, kept him prisoner, and sent a party of 6o, who routed the
rest of the clergy, bruised their bodms sorely, took all their baggage and x2
horses. One of the ministers, after a mile's running, taking all creatures for
his foes, meeting with a soldier, fell on his knees, who knowing nothing of
the matter asked the blackcoat what he meant. The female conquerors,

having laid hold on the synod clerk, beat ham till he forswore his office.
Thirteen ministers ralhed about four miles from the place, and voted that
this wllage should never more have a synod in It. but be accursed, and that
though in the years 1638 and 39, the godly women were cried up for
stomng the bishops, yet now the whole sex should be esteemed wicked
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NOTE [D], p. 89

About this time an accident had almost robbed the protector of his life, and
saved his enemies the trouble of all their machinations. Having got six fine
Friesland coach-horses as a present from the count of Oldenburgh, he
undertook for his amusement to drive them about Hyde-park, his secre-
tary, Thurloe, being in the coach. The horses were startled and ran away:
He was unable to command them or keep the box He fell upon the pole,
was dragged upon the ground for some time, a pistol, which he carried in
his pocket, went off; and by that singular good fortune which ever attended
him, he was taken up without any considerable hurt or bruise

NOTE [E], p. 134

After Monk's declaration for a free parliament on the 1 lth of February, he

could mean nothing but the king's restoration Yet it was long before he
would open himself even to the king. This declaration was within eight days
after his arrival in London. Had he ever intended to have set up for himself,
he would not surely have so soon abandoned a project so inviting: He
would have taken some steps, which would have betrayed it It could only
have been some disappointment, some frustrated attempt, which could
have made him renounce the road of private ambmon. But there _snot the
least symptom of such retentions. The story told of Sir Anthony Ashley
Cooper. by Mr Locke, has not any appearance of truth See lord Lans-
down's Vmdlcanon, and Phihps's Continuation of Baker. I shall add to what
those authors have advanced, that cardinal Mazarlne wished for the king's
restoration, though he would not have ventured much to have procured It.

NOTE [F], p. _ 14

The articles were, that he had advised the king to govern by mlhtary power
without parliaments, that he had affirmed the king to be a papist or pop-
lshty affected, that he had received great sums of money for procuring the
Canary patent and other illegal patents, that he had advised and procured
divers of his majesty's subjects to be imprisoned against law, in remote
islands and garrisons, thereby to prevent their having the benefit of the law,
that he had procured the customs to be farmed at under rates, that he had
received great sums from the Vintners' company, for allowing them to
lnhance the price of wines, that he had in a short time gained a greater
estate than could have been supposed to arise from the profits of his offices,
that he had introduced an arbitrary government into his majesty's planta-
tions, that he had rejected a proposal for the preservation of Nevls and St.
Christopher's, which was the occasion of great losses in those parts, that
when he was in his majesty's service beyond sea he held a correspondence
with Cromwel and his accomplices, that he advised the sale of Dunkirk, that
he had ,unduly altered letters patent under the king's seal, that he had
unduly decided causes m council, which should have been brought before
chancery, that he had issued quo warrantos against corporations with an
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retention of squeezing money from them, that he had taken money for
passing the bill of settlement m Ireland, that he betrayed the nauon m all

foreign treaties, and that he was the pnnclpal advxser of dividing the fleet
m June 1666

NOTE [G], p. 237

The abstract of the report of the Brook-house committee (so that commit-
tee was called) was first pubhshed by Mr Ralph, vol 1 p 177 from lord

Halhfax's collecnons, to which I refer If we peruse their apology, which we
find m the subsequent page of the same author, we shall find, that the-_
acted wxth some mahgmt_ towards the king. The_ would take notice of no
services performed before the 1st of September 1664 But all the king's
preparanons preceded that date, and as chancellor Clarendon told the
parliament, amounted to eight hundred thousand pounds, and the com-
putauon is very probable This sum, therefore, must be added The com-
mmee hkewlse charged seven hundred thousand pounds to the king on
account of the winter and summer guards, saved during two years and ten
months that the war lasted But this seems m_qmtous For though that _ as
an usual burthen on the revenue, whmh was then saved, would not the

dlmlnunon of the customs during the _ar be an equivalent to lt_ Besides,
near three hundred and forty thousand pounds are charged for prize-
money, whmh perhaps the king thought he ought not to account for These
sums exceed the mllhon and a half

NOTE [H], p. 243

Gourville has stud m his memoirs, vol n p 14, 67 that Charles was never
sincere m the triple alhance, and that, having entertamed a vmlent am-
moslty against de Wit, he endeavoured, by this arufice, to detach hHn from
the French alhance w_th a vmw of afterwards finding an opportumtv to
satmte hxs vengeance upon h_m This account, though _erv httle honour-
able to the king's memory, seems probable from the events, as well as from
the authority of the author
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ABBEY-LANDS,the _mmedlate mconvenlences resulting from their ahenatlon into

lay-hands at the reformation, 111.369
ABBEYS, thelr rich revenues, 111 256 The hospltahty exercised by them. zb See

Monasterzes

ABBOT, archbishop, xs suspended and confined, for refusing to hcense Slbthorp's
sermon on general loans, v 177 Is employed by the lords to moderate the
pretensions of the commons, m the petition of right, a96

ABBOTS are excluded from their seats In the house of lords, 111 273 See Mon-
asterzes.

ABHORRERS AND PETITIONERS, an account of the origin of those party distractions,
vi 381 The former persecuted, and the latter countenanced, by the house of
commons, 383

ACADIE is yielded to the French by the treaty of Breda, vl 211

ACCA, daughter of Aella king of Dexra, is married to Ethelfred, king of Bermcla,
1 2 B

ACRE, a city m Palestine, besxeged by the Christians, x 386 Taken by the assistance
of Richard I of England, and Phlhp of France, 387 The garrison butchered, 393

ADELA, daughter of kmg Wxlham the Conqueror, her xssue, shewing the founda-
tion of king Stephen's pretensions, 1 28o

ADELFRID, king of Bermcla, estabhshes the kingdom of Northumberland x 34
Great slaughter of British monks by, 35 Destroys the vast monastery of Bangor,
zb Defeated and killed by Redwal king of the East Angles. 36

ADJOURNMENT of parhament, distinction between that by the king, and of the
house of commons by themselves, v _ x5, note.

ADMIRAL, lord hxgh, an account of those who filled that post during the reign of
James I, v 12_. Those m the rexgn of Charles I, v. 547

ADRIAN. emperor, builds his famous rampart between Britain and Caledonm, 1 ao
Completed by Severus, zb

ADRIAN III [Adrian IV], an Enghsh pope, his motives for making a grant of Ireland
to Henry I! of England, 1. 34o

ADRIAN VI pope, his conduct toward the reformers, 111 x42 Dies, 149
ADULTERY. the legal composition for, among our Saxon ancestors, 1 a 78
AELLA, a Saxon, defeats the Britons, and settles m Sussex, 1 _o See Sussex.
AELLA, another Saxon of that name, is made king of Delra, 1. 23
AETIUS. why unable to hsten to the embassy of the Bratons for assistance, t 13
AGITATORS,or representatives of the army, m a mxhtary parhament, chosen, v 496.

Send cornet Joyce to seize the king from Holdenby, 497. Thexr meetings forbid
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AGITATORS (contznued)

by Cromwel. 513 Disorders committed by them, Vl 12 Are suppressed b) the
generals, zb

AGNES SOREL mistress of Charles VII, assists the queen m recovering him from his
dejection on the siege of Orleans, lX 397

AGRICOLA. Juhus, finally subdues the Britons, as far as Caledonia, I 9 How he
secured their subjection, zb His civil institutions, io

AGRICULTURE,evidence of the bad state of, in the time of Henr) VIII, m 33 ° State
of, during the reign of James I, v t48

AIX-LA-CHAPELLE treaty of, in result of the triple alliance, vl _2
A-LASCO. John, a Polish nobleman, being expelled, turns protestant preacher, and

takes refuge with his congregation in England. m 385 Is protected by the
council, _b Is forced to leave England at the accession of queen Mary, 4o9

ALBA_O the pope's legate, excommumcates prince Richard, son of Henry II, for
rebelling against his father, 1 368

.M.BCN',' duke of, brother to Robert III king of Scotland, assumes the adminis-
tration, n 344 EnJoys the regal power by the death of his brother and the
captivity of his nephew, ,b Sends forces to the Dauphin of France, who defeat
and kill the duke of Clarence, 375. Dies, 386 Character of his son Murdac, zb

ALBANY, duke of, Is invited over by the influence of the lord Hume, to accept the
regency of Scotland, nl 116 The state of the kingdom as it appeared to him at
his arrlval, 117 Is prejudiced against Hume. by the enemies of that nobleman,
zb The young king carried off by his mother, 118 Lord Hume makes war against
him, and is put to death by him, *b Goes over to France. zb Returns to Scotland,
144 Concludes a truce with the Enghsh, and returns to France, 145 Comes

back, but his operations against England disconcerted, i47. Leaves Scotland
finally, tb

ALBEMARLE earl of, foments a rebellion of the barons against Henry III, n 11
Loses Rocklngham castle, but gains Fothermgav, and others, zb Is excommu-
nicated b_ Pandolf the legate, 2b Submits, and IS pardoned, 12

ALBEMARLE general Monk created duke of, Vl 156 Procures the condemnanon of
Argyle, 169 Engages the Dutch admirals for four days, 2o_ His death and
character, 247, note

ALBERT and Theodln appointed legates to mqulre into the murder of Thomas a
Becket, 1 345 Their accommodation with Henr) II on account oflt,_b Absolve

ham, 346
ALBtGENSES who they were, 1 428. A crusade against them pubhshed by pope

Innocent III, zb Exterminated. 4_'9
ALBINE_. Wflham de, defends the castle of Rochester for the barons against king

John, 1 449 Is obhged to surrender _b

ALCU_N a clergyman, sent by Offa, king of Mercia, to the emperor Charlemagne,
and becomes his preceptor in the soences, 1.42

ALDERMAN and Earl, synommous terms in the Saxon laws and annals. 1 492
ALDRED. archbishop of York, crowns king Harold, I i47 Crowns William the

Conqueror, i9o Dies of grief, _o 7
ALE, Its price In the reign of Henr), III, n 67
ALEN_ON besieged by John king of England, l 4 a 5 The siege raised by the address

of Philip of France. 416.
ALENCON, duke of, created duke of Anjou, 1_ 189
ALEXANDER II pope, his monves for declaring in favour of the Norman invasion,

1 15 l, 2o 5 Sends Ermenfroy, legate to Wllham the conqueror. *b
ALEXANDER III king of Scotland, espouses the sister of Edward I of England, n 84

His death, ,b

ALEXANDER III pope, driven from Rome, by the anti-pope Victor IV, 1.3o5 Abject
honours paid to, b), the kings of France and England, zb. Annuls the consn-
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ALEXANDER III (contznued)

tUtlOnS of Clarendon, 316 Deceives the intentions of Henry II m the grant of
a legatine commission, 317 His honourable reception of archbishop Becket, and
cool behaviour to Henry's embassy, 322 Attempts by his nuncios to reconcile
them, 327 Appeased by Henry's submissions on the occasion of Becket's
murder, 336 Canonizes Becket, zb Issues bulls at Henr_ 's desire against his sons,
349

ALEXANDER IV pope, publishes a crusade against Sicily, ,1 26 His levies on the
English clergy to carry it on, 27. Threatens the kingdom with an interdict for
non-payment of his demands, 28

ALEXANDER gI pope. sends a nuncio to engage Henry VII of England in a crusade
against the Turks, 11 64

ALEXISComnenus, emperor of Greece. his pohcv to get rid of the crusaders, 1 948

ALFORD encounter there, between Montrose and Ballhe. _ 468
ALFR_ED.accompanies his father EthelwolfIn his pilgrimage to Rome, 1 59 Assists

his brother king Ethelred against the Danes, 62 Succeeds him to the crown 63

Is anointed at Rome by pope Leo III. 64 Progress of his education zb Is worsted
b_ the Danes, zb Fights several battles _lth them, 66 Forced to rehnqmsh his
dommlons in the disguise of a peasant, zb Anecdote of him during this con-
cealment, 67 Collects some retainers in a secret retreat, zb Salhes and routs the
Danes,_b Enters their camp disguised hke a harper, 68 Defeats them again, and
admits them to settle, 69 His civil institutions, 7o, 75 Forms a na_al force, 71
Routs Hasting the Dane, 72 Routs Slgefert the Northumbrian pirate, 74 His
character, zb State of the nation at the defeat of the Danes, 75 Diwdes England

Into districts for the easy execution of justice, 76 The modes of justice estab-
lished by him, _b Appoints juries for judicial decisions, 77 His regard for the
liberties of his people, 79 His care for the advancement of learning, _b His
economy of his time, 8o Hov, he inculcated morality, zb His hterarv perform-
ances, zb His attention to the promotion of arts, manufactures, and commerce,
81. His great reputation abroad, _b His children. _b

ALFRED a Saxon nobleman, accused of conspiring against king Athelstan, his
extraordinary fate, 1 85

ALFRIC. duke of Mercia, his infamous character and hxstorv, 1 _o8 Treacherously

saves the Danish fleet, 1o 9 Another instance of his perfidy, 117

ALGIERS is compelled to peace by admiral Blake, vl 81.
ALICE Pierce becomes the favourite of Edward III but is removed from court, n

270
ALLE_,. John, his character, fil 125 Is made judge of Cardinal Wolsev's legatine

court, zb Is prosecuted and convicted of iniquity, 126.
ALLIANCE. triple, formed against Lores XIV, vl 22 a

ALLISON, his cruel prosecution in the star-chamber for slander, _ 237
ALLOD1ALand feudal possessions, the difference between, explained, and the pref-

erance of the latter in the early ages shewn, i 459
ALNWIC, Wllham king of Scotland defeated and taken pNsoner there by the En-

glish, i. 355
ALTAR removed from the wall mto the middle of the church by the first English

reformers, iv 121

ALVA,duke of, concerts with Phlhp of Spare, Catherine de Medlcls, and the car-
dmal of Lorraine, a massacre of the French protestants, iv 75 See Hugonots, and

Medzc_s Enters into a negoclatlon with the earl of Northumberland for an resur-
rection m England, 13 ° Is employed by Philip to oppress the Flemings, 153 His
character, zb His cruelties, i54 Some money sent for him from Genoa. seized
by queen Elizabeth, _b Revenges himself on the English merchants, i55 His
cruel extortions on the Flemmgs, zb Attempts to disturb the Enghsh govern-
ment m favour of Mary queen of Scots, zb Revolt of Holland and Zealand, 17 a
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ALVA (contznued)

Condemns the prince of Orange as a rebel, and confiscates has possessions, zb
His cruelty on reducing Harlem, 172. Is finally repulsed at Alcmaer, and sohclts
to be recalled from the low countries, zb Boasts of his infamous conduct, 3b

AMBOYNA, cruelties practised by the Dutch toward the Enghsh factors there, v. 145.
Why this injury was not properly resented. 146

AMBROSIUS commands the Brxtons against Henglst, _ 19

AMERCIAMENTS, the arbitrary manner of 3reposing, by the Anglo-Norman kings, 1
483

AMERICA, when first discovered, in. 4o4 . Great alterations in the European nauons

m consequence of this discovery, zb. The different claims made by the European
natxons to their discoveries m, v 75 Colonies established there by James I, 146

AMIENS. the states of France summoned there by Lewis XI on the appeal to him by
Henry III and the barons of England, 13. 48. The appeal decided in favour of
Henry, 49. Treaty of alliance there, between the dukes of Bedford, Burgundy,
and Brltanny, 386.

ANCRAM. battle of, 3il. 308.
ANGLES, who, and where they settled m Britain, i, 20, 43.
ANGLESEV, attacked by Suetomus Pauhnus, i 8. The Druids destroyed there, _b
ANGLIA. East, history of the Saxon kingdom of, I. 39
ANGLo.Norman government, the execut3ve power of, where lodged, i. 47 a The

judicial power how distributed, zb The crown revenue, in what it consisted, 474
Tallages lev3ed by, 475

ANGUS. earl of, marries Margaret, wxdow of James IV of Scotland, u3 1 x6 She gets
a davorce from him, and marries again, 333._o8 Is forced to fly into England by
the young king, _b Joins the Enghsh army against James V of Scotland, 299.
Returns to Scotland, and takes part with the earl of Arran, against cardinal
Beaton, _95 Conducts the retreat of the Scots army from the Enghsh on the
fhght of Arran, 308 Inspires Arran with resolution to face the Enghsh again,
who are defeated at Ancram, 3b Commands the van at the battle of Pmkey, 35 o.

ANJOU. duke of, brother to Charles IX of France, defeats and kills the prince of
Cond6 at the battle of Jarnac, iv 148 Defeats Cohgm at Montcontour, 149. Is
proposed as a husband to Ehzabeth queen of England, 15 ° Is elected k3ng of
Poland, 167 Takes possession of the crown of France, on the death of his brother
Charles, zb See Henry III of France.

ANJOU. the duke of Alen_on created duke of, 3v 189 Sends over Slmler to prose-
cute his smt with queen Ehzabeth, 3b See Szmzer Pays Elizabeth a private visit,
19o Art3cles for his marriage prepared, 191 Is sent m the service of the States
of the Low Countries, 199. His operations there, _b Comes over to England, 193
Receives a ring from Elizabeth, 3b The queen breaks off the match with h3m,

195 Is expelled from the Netherlands, returns home and dxes, zb
ANLAF heads the Danish pirates against king Athelstan, 1. 86. His stratagem to gain

mtelhgence m Athelstan's camp, _b Athelstan's prudent conduct on the occas3on,
87

ANNATES. an act of parliament passed by Henry VIII against levying, 113 195
ANNE, slster of the emperor Wmceslaus, and queen of Richard II, her ineffectual

smt to the duke of Gloucester m favour of sir Simon Burley, n 3o2
ANNE. princess, lady of Beaujeu, her character, in 25. Vested with the government

of France during the minority of Charles VIII, 96 The admlmstratlon disputed
by Lewis duke of Orleans, zb. Mot3ves of her embassy to Henry VII of England,
27 •

ANNE of Cleves, _ssent over to be married to Henry VIII of England, ni 271 Henry
sees her pr3vately and is disgusted with her, 272 Is nevertheless married by him,
273 Is divorced from Henry, 277. Her msens3bllity under this treatment, zb
Refuses to return home, _b
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ANNE. lady, daughter of James duke of York, married to prince George of Den-
mark, VL 442 Deserts with her husband, to the prince of Orange, 513 Is

declared successor to the crown on failure of the issue of her sister Mary, 53 °
ANSELM, a Norman abbot, appointed archbishop of Canterbury, by William Rufus,

1 24 x Opposes the violences of the king. zb Preaches successfully against the
then fashionable modes of dress, 242- Espouses the pretensions of Urban to the
papacy, ib In what manner he furnished his quota of soldiers demanded by the
king for his expedition against Wales, 243 Retires to Rome, and his tempo-
ralitles confiscated, ib Assists at the council of Bari. zb Recalled by Henry I, 255
Refuses homage to him, zb Assists at a council to debate on the king's intended

marriage, zb Acquires the king's confidence, 257 Procures an accommodation
between the king and his brother Robert, zb Refuses to consecrate the bishops
invested by Henry, 263. Retires to Rome, and his revenues again confiscated,
264 Returns to his monastery in Normandy, zb Compromise with, _b 267

ANTIENT, history, causes of the uncertainty of, pointed out, i 3, 17
ANTONIO, DON, prior of Crato, solicits assistance from England to assert his pre-

tensions to the crown of Portugal. iv _74 Obtains a small fleet, Ib The expedi-
tion fails, 275

ANTWERP, joyful reception of the English merchants there, on the renewal of
commerce with Flanders by Henry VII, nl 6o. A revolt of the Protestants there.

against the Catholic worship, iv I53 The insurgents suppressed by the prince
of Orange, zb

APPEALS, from inferior to superior courts, how appointed by the laws of Alfred, i
77 From the barons courts, how regulated by parhament, in the reign of Henry
III. n 66 To Rome, forbid by parliament, ni 199 From chancery to the house
of peers, first came into practice, v 87, note

APPRENTICES OF LONDON, petition the long parliament, v. 371
ARCEMBOLDI, a Genoese bishop, farms the sale of indulgences m Saxony, of Mag-

dalen, pope Leo's sister, in 138 Appoints the preaching of them to the Domin-
icans, zb See Indulgences, and Luther

ARCHANGEL. a passage to, discovered, and a trade opened with Muscovy, iv 375.

ARCHY. the king's fool, loses his place for exercising his wit on archbishop Laud,
v 244

ARDRES, interview between Henry VIII of England, and Francis I of France, in a
plain near, ni. 129 Grand tournament held by them there, 13 °

ARGYLE,earl of, with his son lord Lorn, enters into the association of reformers

called the Congregation of the Lord. iv 19 Attends the queen-regent in her
attempt to suppress the Protestant riots, 23 Signs the new covenant of the
Congregation, _5 Enters into a conspiracy against Mary at Stifling, 72 Is forced
to fly Into England, 73- Is invited back by Darnley, 78 Is reconciled to the queen,
*b

ARGYLE, earl of, his character, v _63. Subscribes to the covenant, lb Deserts his
army at the approach of Montrose, 466 Refuses any intimacy with Charles II on
his arrival in Scotland, vl 27 Submits to the commonwealth, 44 Is tried and
executed, 17 °

ARGYLE.earl of. See Lorn Is again condemned for leasing-making, vi 415 Escapes
to Holland, lb Engages in the duke of Monmouth's conspiracy, 427 Urges

Monmouth to rebel against James II, 458. Invades Scotland, 467 Is taken and
executed, ib

ARIANS, two burnt during the reign of James I, v 1_ 9
ARLINGTON, Bennet earl of, made secretary of state by Charles II, vi. 188 Becomes

one of the cabal ministry, 239. His character, _41 Is sent to Holland, to treat with
Louis XIV concerning peace with the States, 267

ARMADA, the invincible one of Spain, preparations for the equipment of, iv 26_
Sails from Lisbon, and is scattered by a storm, 267 Its strength when repaired,
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ARMADA (continued)
zb Makes an unsuccessful attack on the English fleet, 269. Is attacked and
disconcerted at Calais by the English admiral, 27o Sails northward on its return
home, and is destroyed by a storm, 271

ARMAGNACS and Burgundians, these party denominations In France explained,
and the troubles occasioned thereby, n 36o, 368

ARMIES, standing, the first rise of, nl 8o When first introduced into England, vi
163, 164 Number of standing forces kept up from the restoration to the revolu-
tion, 536.

ARMINIANISM lS persecuted in the United Provinces, v 46 Reflections on the

oplmon of, 13o Is attacked by the house of commons, _14
ARMORICA See Brltanny
ARMS, coats of. custom of using them first introduced into Europe, during the

crusades, 1 4o6
ARMSTRONG Sir Thomas, is seized and executed without trial, for engaging in the

duke of Monmouth's conspiracy, vi 437
ARMY, feudal, its disadvantages, n 99 Becomes disused in favour of a mercenary

one, 1oo

ARMY, parhamentary, first raised, and the command given to the earl of Essex, v
383 See its operations under the respective generals, Essex, Fazrfax, Manchester.
&c Mutiny of, 495 Forms a military parhament, 496. Seizes the king, 497
Chuses Cromwel general, 499' Is marched to St Albans, _b Enters Into a nego-
tiation with the parliament, 503 Accuses the Presbyterian leaders m parhament
of high treason, zb Removes to Reading, after obtaining its demands, 504
Marches back to Hounslow-heath, where the speakers of the two houses arrive,
and implore its protection, 507 Arrives in London, and reinstates the speakers,

508. Schemes of, for settling the nation, 513 Is reduced to obedience by Crom-
wel, zb Subdues the scattered parties of royalists, 522 For its future operations,
see Cromwel Is disbanded at the restoration, vi 16o

ARM't, Scots See Leven. earl of, Lesle_, Montro_e, and Scotland
ARRAN James earl of, his pretensions to the administration of Scotland during the

minority of Mary, daughter of James v, in 295 Opposes and confines cardinal
Beaton, zb Contracts the Infant-queen to prince Edward of England, 296
Evades the demand of the stipulated hostages, made by Sadler the Enghsh
ambassador, zb Attempts to seize the young queen, but fails, and enters into an
accommodation, 297 Renounces the reformed religion, 3ol Attaches himself
to Beaton in opposition to Lennox, 3o2 Forces Lennox to fly to England, 3o5
His feeble opposition to the Enghsh incursions, 3o8 The Enghsh defeated at
Ancram, 3o9 Ravages the borders of England. zb Refuses to concur m the
execution of Wlshart the reformer, 346 Engages the duke of Somerset at Pmkey,

35 ° Receives succours from France, 356 Obtains a pension from France, and is
created duke of Chatelrault, 357. See Chatelrault

ARRAN, James Stuart of OchIltree, made earl of', IV 196 The king taken from the
power of him and Lennox, bv an association of Scots nobility, zb Is confined to
his own house, 197 Is recalled to court, on the king's escape, 2o2 His violent
tyrannical conduct, zb Is degraded from his authority, and deprived of his title
and estate, 2o 3

ARRAS, congress at, between Charles VII of France, and the dukes of Bedford and
Burgundy, u. 412

ARRAY. commissions of, issued by Charles I in opposition to the militia under
parhamentary authority, v 381.

ARTEVILLE, James d', a brewer at Ghent, becomes a leader of the populace against
the Flemish nobility, u. 2ol Is employed by Edward III of England to bring the
Flemlngs to assist his pretensions on the crown of France, 2o2 His death, 234

ARTHUR, prince of the Sllures, is the prince so celebrated by the British bards, i 22.
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ARTHUR posthumous son of Geoffrey, third son of king Henry II of England,
invested m the duchy of Brltannv, under the guardianship of his grandfather,
I 364 Is declared successor by Richard I on his entering into a crusade, 4o8 His
title asserted by the barons of the French prownces,zb Is taken under protection
of, and educated by, Phlhp of France, 409 Joins with Philip, and commits
hostilities against has uncle John, 41_ Is knighted, and marries Philip's
daughter, zb Is taken prisoner by John. 413 His resolute behaviour in a confer-
ence with him, zb Is murdered by John. zb

ARTHUR, prince, eldest son of Henry VII born, Ul 15 Married to Catharine of
Arragon, 65 Dies, zb

ARTICLES SIX, the law of, passed by the parliament, m the reign of Henry VIII for
abolishlngdwersny of opinions m rehglon, Ul 265 A view ofthem,_b Numerous
prosecutions commenced in this act, 269 Is rigorously enforced, 279 The pen-
alties on the marriage of priests mitigated, 287 A farther mitigation of this law,
304 This statute repealed, 353

ART1CKS, lords of See Lords

ARTILLERY, reflections on the effects of, m war, n 23o First used at the battle of
Crecy, zb When first used at sieges, 395 The art and management of, improved
sooner than fortification, 424

ARTOIS Robert de, his character, and how he lost his patrimony, n 199 Is favour-
ably received by Edward III of England, zb Stimulates Edward to assert his
pretensions to the crown of France. zoo. Joins the armv of Edward in his invasion

of France, _o8 Is routed at St. Omers, 2b Is sent with English succours to
Bntanny, where he is killed, 22i

ARTS, the advantages of cultivating in society, lU 76 State of, during the reign of
Charles I, vi 149

ARUNDEL, Humphrv, an resurrection m Devonshire excited and headed by him, to
oppose the reformation, in 371 He is taken by lord Russel, and executed, 2b

ARUNDEL earl of, condemned by the house of peers, and executed, u 3o9
ARUNDFL earl of, is appointed one of the commissioners at Hampton-court, to

inqmre into the conduct of Mary queen of Scots, iv 111 Was the first who
introduced coaches into England, 38o

ARUB,DEL, earl of, _s sent with an army to reduce the Scots covenanters, _ 265
ASCHAM, envoy from the English commonwealth to Madrid, murdered there b_

bamshed royalists, vl 78

ASCUE, Anne, cruelly tortured by Wnothesely, chancellor, for deriving the real
presence in the eucharist, ui 315 Is burnt with other heretics, zb

ASHLEY, lord, one of the cabal ministry, his character, vi 239 Is made earl of
Shaftesbury See Shaftesbury

ASKE. Mr., raises an resurrection in the north of England, against Henry VIII under
the name of the P_lgrzmage of Grace, m _46 Takes Hull and York, 247 Isjoined
by the archbishop of York and lord Darcy, zb His negoclatlons with the duke of
Norfolk, sent against him, zb His adherents separate. _48 Is executed, 249

ASSASSINS, whence the origin of the term derived, their prince, and his dangerous
authority and principles, 1 39 ° Causes Conrade, marqms of Montserrat, to be
assassinated. 39 i

ASSEMBLY,general, of the church of Scotland, addresses queen Mar_ on occasion
of the riot at the house of Ahson Craig, l_ 42. Exhorts Mary to change her
rehglon, 71 Appoints a _ast to free king James from the danger of evil coun-
sellors, 196. Is summoned by James, zb Votes any settlement of terms between
James and his mother, a most wicked undertaking, 198 Appoints a fast on the
day fixed for entertaining the French ambassadors, zb Is reduced to submit to
the king's authority, and admit the jurisdiction of bishops, _ 71 Admits the
ceremomes enjoined by the king with great reluctance. 7_ The bishops neglect
to summon st. 952 One summoned under the influence of the covenanters, 26o
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ASSEMBLY(continued)

Meets at Glasgow, and abohshes episcopacy, 261 Concessions obtained of the
king, 269 Meets by their own authority together with a convention of states,
422 Concurs in delivering up the king to the English parliament, 49 °

ASSEMBLY, of divines at Westminster, new regulation of religion by, v, 452 Votes
the divine right ot presbytery, 482 Its power restricted by parliament, zb

ASTLroY. lord, general for Charles I is defeated by colonel Morgan, v 478

ATHELSTAN, natural son of Edward the elder, his reign, 1 84 Conspired against b'r
Alfred. one of his nobles, _b Appoints Slthric the Dane king of North-

umberland, 85 His wars against Stthrlc's sons and the Scots,zb His character, 88
ATHELWOLD favourite of king Edgar, his treacherous behaviour to h_s master, m

the affair of Elfrida, 1 lOl Killed by Edgar, lO2
ATHERTON MOOR, battle of, between lord Falrfax and the parliamentary forces, v

418
ATHOLE, earl of, forms a confederacy of Scots nobles, to protect prince James from

the attempts of Botbwel, and to punish the murderers of his father, 1,_ 94
Bothwel escapes, and Mary resigns herself into the hands of the confederacy, 95

AUDLEY lord, heads an resurrection m the west, against Henry VII, in 56 De-
feated at Blackheath, and executed, 58

AUDLEY. Sir Thomas, speaker of the house of commons, made lord chancellor on
the resignation of Sir Thomas More, uI 198

AUGMENTATION, court of, erected for the management of the revenues of the
suppressed monasteries, m 23o

AUGSBOURG a German league formed there, against Lewis XIV, vl. 499

AUGUSTINE, a Roman monk, sent by pope Gregory to preach chrIstIamty in Britain,
1 29 Assisted in his mission by queen Brunehaut, zb. Is favourably received by
Ethelbert, king of Kent, zb His character and successful mission, 3° Cases of
conscience proposed by, to the pope, 31 Created archbishop of Canterbury, 32

AUGUSTINE. friar's church, granted to A-lasco and his followers, m 385
AUGUSTUS CAESAR, dissuades h_s successors from enlarging their empire, t 7
AUaA_, du Gueschn defeated by the English near Calais, and taken prisoner, n

262

AVISA, daughter to the earl of Gloucester, married to John, fourth son of Henry
II, 1. 378 Is divorced by him, 4IO

AYS_UE, admiral Sir George, reduces the Enghsh colonies m America to obedience
to the commonwealth, vl 42 Engages de Ruvter, the Dutch admiral, 49 His ship
taken by the Dutch on the Galloper sands, 2o 3

AZlNCOUR, battle of, n 364 Compared with those of Cressy and Polct_ers, zb, 366

BABINGTON Anthony, his character, iv 224 Engages m the service of Mary queen
of Scots, zb Enters into a conspiracy against the life of Elizabeth, 225 He and
h_s associates seized and executed, 228.

BACON, Sir Nicholas, Is made one of the council, and lord keeper of the great seal
on the accession of queen Elizabeth, iv 6 A solemn religious disputation held
before him, 12. Is appointed one of the commissioners to inquire Into the con-
duct of Mary queen of Scots, i x1 Prohibits the parliament by the queen's order
from meddling with any matters of state, 138 Reprimands the commons for
their presumption, at the close of this session, i44

BACON, lord, remarks on his account of Perkin Warbec, in 466. Displays to the
privy council the undutiful expressions in the earl of Essex's letters, iv 325 The
former friendly patronage afforded him by Essex, 327 By the queen's order,
draws up a narrative of Essex's examination before the council, zb. His officious
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BACON (continued)
assistance at the trial of Essex, 336 Preserves Hay_arde, an author, from the

indignation of queen Elizabeth, by his pleasantry, 359 His speech against pur-
veyance, 4o5 Makes a speech in parliament in favour of an union between

England and Scotland, v 33, 35 Attempts without success to procure an estab-
hshment for the cultivation of natural philosophy, 13 ° Is discovered to have
taken bribes while chancellor, 87 Is impeached, confesses the charge, is fined,
and committed to the Tower, zb His wrltmgs, and character, _b Considered as
a philosopher, and writer. 153

BADAJOX,marquis of, and viceroy of Peru, IS, with his wife and daughter, burnt on
board a Spanish galleon, by some of Blake's squadron, *1 83

BADLESMERE, lord, insults Isabella, queen to Edward II, and kills some of her
retinue, n. 163 Is punished by the klng, zb Is taken at the defeat of the earl of
Lancaster, tried, and executed, 164

BADON, Cerdlc the Saxon worsted there by the Britons, 1 _2
BAGNAL, Sir Henry. the English general m Ireland, is defeated and killed by

Tyrone, iv 316

BAILLIE, of Jervlswood, his trial and execution on account of the duke of Mon-
mouth's conspiracy, vl 44 °

BAINHAM, James. cruelly treated by Sir Thomas More. for heresy, nl _ 16 Is burnt
In Smithfield. _b

BALDWIN. earl of Flanders, receives Tostl. duke of Northumberland, 1 145 Assists
the Norman invasion, i 5°

BALFOUR, Sir James, deputy governor of Edinburgh castle, betrays a casket of
queen Mary's letters to Bothwel into the hands of chancellor Morton, iv a 13

BALIOL, John, his pretensions of succession to the crown of Scotland, n 86 Recog-
nizes the king of England's superiority over Scotland, 9_ Edward pronounces
decision in his favour. 93 Swears fealty to Edward, who puts him in possession
of the kingdom, zb Is incensed by the usurpations of Edward, 94 Forms an
alhanee with Pblhp of France, 99- Refuses compliance with the summons and
demands of Edward. a 11 Assembles an army to oppose the attacks of Edward,
lb Sets Edward at defiance, zb Swears fealty and makes his submissions to
Edward, on his subduing Scotland, 11 _ Carried prisoner to London. and com-
mitted to the Tower, 113 Obtains his liberty and retires to France, zb Dies in a
private station, zb His character, and a summary view of his conduct, 136

BALIOL. Edward, son of John, the occasion of his renewing his father's pretensions
to the crown of Scotland. u 19o Raises a force, and lSjolned by divers English
barons. 19 i Invades Scotland, zb Defeats and kills the earl of Mar, regent, 19_
Takes Perth, 193 Is crowned at Scone, zb Is routed by Sir Archibald Douglas,
and flies to England, zb Edward III undertakes to restore him. 194 Is restored,
x95 But the Scots revolt whenever the English king retires, zb Resigns his
pretensions to Scotland to Edward. and lives retired, 247

BALL, John, a seditious preacher in the reign of Richard II, inculcates levelling
principles among the people, n u89 See Tyler

BALLARD. John, a priest of Rhelms, comes to England to concert an assassination
of queen Elizabeth, iv 223 See Babzngton

BANGOR, great slaughter of the monks of. by Adelfrld, king of Northumberland,
I. 35 The large monastery of. destroyed, ib

BANNOCKBURN battle of. between Edward II and Robert Bruce, klng of Scotland,
n 157

BANQUETING HOUSE, at Whitehall. when built, v _36
BARBADOES, the island of. when planted by the English, v 148
BAREBONE, PRAISE GOD, a member of Cromwel's parliament, the parliament de-

nominated from him. vi 62 Origin of the appellation, zb, note
BARI, a council called there, 1. 243
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BAR1LLON, M his relation of a private contract between Charles II and Lewis XIV,
Vl 443, note.

BARNARD, lecturer of St Sepulchre's, prays for the queen's conversion, and is
reproved by the high-commission court for It, v. 23o

BARNES, Dr procures Lambert to be accused for denying the real presence in the
eucharist, ni 262 Is himself burnt, 279

BARNET. battle of, between Edward IV and the earl of Warwlc, n 48I
BARONET. that title invented by the earl of Salisbury, and sold to supply king James

with money, _ 57
BARONS,of England, the first indications of a regular association and plan of hberty

among them, I 41 o. Intimidated by John, and attend him m his Norman wars,
zb Desert him, and return to England, 416 Accused and fined by him on his
return, 419 Again refuse to assist him in France, 434 Their situation and
discontents under John, 437 Exhorted by cardinal Langton to insist on a re-
nev, al of the charter of liberties granted by Henry I, 438 Confederate for that
purpose at St Edmond's Bury, zb Make a formal demand ot the renewal from
John, 439 Appeal to the pope. _b Assemble their retainers, 44 ° Deliver to the
king a list of their demands, _b Chuse Robert Fltzwalter for their general, on the
king's refusal, 442 Commence hostihtles against John, zb Obtain the great
charter from him, zb The chief heads of this charter, 443 Remarks upon it, 444.
John makes farther concessions for security of this grant, 446. List of the conser-
vators ot this charter, 447 The charter annulled by the pope. 448- Langton
refuses to publish the pope's bull of excommunication against them, 449 The
king takes Rochester from them, and the cruel devastation of the country by
both parties, _b Those in the north ally with Alexander king of Scotland, 45 °
The rest offer the kingdom to Lewis, son of Philip of France, _b Give hostages
to Philip for their fldehty, 451 Are disgusted at Lewis's behawour, ib Their
contest suspended by the death of John, 452 The origin of their power, and the
nature of military service explained, 456. A view of their civil offices, 461 Their
power over their vassals, 462. The power of their courts, 463 Their usual way
of life, _b. Their importance in parliament, 464 The nature of their courts, 468
Exercised a kind of sovereign authority, 485 More arbitrary in their respective

jurisdictions than their kings, tb Obtam a new charter of liberties from Henry
Ill, i1 5. And a confirmation of it, 6 Obtain acharterof forests,zb Are recovered

from their foreign alhance by the judicious endeavours of the earl of Pembroke,
protector of the realm, 7 Conclude a peace with him, 9 Their commotions on
the death of the earl of Pembroke, lo. Refuse to surrender their fortresses Into

the king's hands, 13 Confederate against Hubert de Burgh, _b A reconcihatxon
effected by the prelates, zb Procure the dIsmisslon of Hubert, i6 Combine
against his successor the bishop of Winchester, 17 Confederate with Simon de
Montfort, earl of Leicester, 33 Assemble in parhament dressed in armour, 34
A supreme council of twenty-four chosen by, in parhament, at Oxford, to regu-
late the government, 35 Regulatmns formed by this council, zb The council
combine to perpetuate their authority, 37 Impose an oath of obedience to them
on the whole nation, lb Appoint a committee of equal authority with parlia-
ment, to act In the intervals between the sessions of parliament, 38 . Send and

propose the oath of obedience to the provisions of Oxford, to Richard king of
the Romans on his intended visit to England, zb The people begin to bejealous

of this council, 38 . The knights of the shires appeal to prince Edward against
their proceedings, 39 His message to them on the occasion, zb The council form
a code of trivial ordinances, _b. The pope dismchned toward them, 41. The pope
absolves Henry and the nation from their oath to them, 42 The parliament
empowers Henry to resume the authority out of their hands, 43 They con-
federate with the earl of Leicester, 44 Imprison the bishops who pubhshed the
pope's absolution, 46 Levy war on the king, _b Their disputes with Henry
referred to the arbltratmn of Lewis king of France, 48 Lewis decides m favour
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BARONS(rontznued)

of Henry, 49 They reject Lewls's decision, and take arms, zb Associate wKh
Fltz-Richard the mayor, and the citizens of London, ,b Mutual hostllaUes b'_

them and the king's army, 5 ° Defeat Henry at Lewes, and take him prisoner, 52
Another appeal to arbKratlon, 53 Are ill treated by Leicester, lb Their army
defeated at Evesham, and the earl of Leicester killed, 59 The lemtv ot Henry
tot ard them, 62 Prohibited to appear m pdrlIament _ Khout being particularly
summoned by wrm ao2 The distractions among, zb Confirm the two charters
an parliament, which are also confirmed by Edward I in Flanders, a 19 Obtain
a hmltauon of forests, 121 Obtain a full, free, and final confli marion of the two

charters, a 22 Are allowed by Edward I to entail their estates, 143 Are disgusted
at the attachment of Edward II to Piers Gavaston, a48 A confederacy of, formed
by Thomas earl of Lancaster, against Gavaston, 15 ° Procure his bamshment, lb
Procure the authority of government to be vested in a junto, 152 Seize Gavaston,
and put him to death, 154 The king's rage on this murder, 155 He is reconciled
to them, zb Insist on a renewal of the ordinances after the defeat at Ban-

nockburn, 159 They combine to rum the Despensers, a61 Causes of their
discontents, lb They peremptorily demand a &smlsslon of Despenser, 16_

Obtain of the parhament a sentence of forfeKure, and perpetual exile against
the Despensers, zb They join the invasion of Isabella, lb Murder Despenser, the
father, at Bristol, 17o Are discontented wKh Richard II, _96 Ancient and
modern nobility, their ways of life contrasted ni 76

BARTHOLOMEW, massacre of the Hugonots at Paras, on the eve of that festival, _v
163

BARTON. a Scotsman, obtains letters of mark of James IV against the Portugueze,
but commits piracies on the Enghsh, m 96 Is destroved by the English admirals,
zb

BARTON, Elizabeth, commonly called the holy maul of Kent, her hysterical fits attrib-
uted to respiration, m 2 a 8 Is engaged by Masters and Bokmg to cart) on the
imposture, zb Confesses the artifice, and Is punished _ lth her associates, 219

BAS1LIDES,John, Czar of Moscovy, the cause and particulars of h_s treaty with
queen Ehzabeth, iv 375 The privileges by him granted to the Enghsh, revoked
by his son Theodore, 376

BASTARDY.disputes between the c_vll and eccleslasucal courts concerning, in the
reign of Henry III, n 6 5, Memorable reply of the nobiht) to the prelates on this
occasion, zb

BASTWICK. a physician, xs cruelly sentenced by the star-chamber, v _ 39 His sen-
tence reversed by the commons, _95 See Burton.

BATTLE-ABBEY, founded by Wflham the Conqueror, a a91
BATTLE. trials by, allowed by Henry II to be evaded, by appeal to a jur), 1 359
BATTLES, See under the names of the places where they were respectively fought
BAUDRmOURT, governor of Vacouleurs, applied to by Joan D'Arc, sends her to king

Charles VII, 11. 398
BAUGIk,battle of, between the duke of Clarence and the Dauphin of France, n 375,
BAVARIA duke of, defeats the elector palatine at Prague, v 82 Pubhshes the ban

of the empire against the elector, and conquers the upper Palatinate, 89 Obtains
the electoral dignity, 98

BAYONNE.a massacre of the French Hugonots, planned at a meeting there, l_ 75
See Medlczs, Catherine de, Phzlzp of Spain, &c

BEATON, primate of Scotland, made a cardinal, m. 294 Is accused of forging the
will of James V, _95 Joins the interests of the queen dowager, and obtains
possession of the government, zb Is confined by the earl of Arran, his com-
petitor for the admmlstratmn, _96 Recovers has hbertv, and cabals with the
clergy, against Arran, zb Procures the retinue of the Enghsh ambassador to be
insulted, to occasion a rupture between the two crowns, zb Applies to France for
succours, _97 Attaches himself to Arran, 3o2 Causes Wxshart the reformer to
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be apprehended and executed for heresy, 345 Is assassinated, 346 His mur-
derers protected by Henry VIII of England, 347

BEAUCHAME of Holt, lord, xs condemned for treason, n 3o2. Was the first peer
created by patent, 332

BEAUFORT. duke of, the French admiral, misses the Dutch fleet, and escapes the
Enghsh, vi 2o 5

BEAUMONT, lord, the motive of his engagmg Edward Bahol to renew his father's
pretensions to the crown of Scotland, n I9I

BEAUVAIS,bishop of, taken prisoner in battle, by Richard I, a 4o2 His coat of mall

sarcastically sent to the pope, who claimed ham, ,b Is set at hberty by John, 4o9 .
BEAUVAIS.bishop of. petitions for the trial of Joan D'Arc for sorcery, n. 4o8
BECKET See Thomas _ Becket.

BEDFORD. duke of, brother to Henry V. left by him regent of France, n 377
Appointed by parhament, protector or guardian of England, during the minor-
ity of Henry VI, 383 His character, ,b Espouses the princess of Burgundy, 385
Considerations on which he formed his conduct m France, zb Treaty at Amiens,
386 Restores and forms an alhance with James I king of Scotland, 387 . His great
successes over the French, zb Raises the siege of Crevant, _b Defeats the earl of
Buchan at Verneull, 388 His succours intercepted by Gloucester, and apphed to
his private disputes, 391 His ineffectual endeavours to compromise his
brother's quarrels, 392 Reconciles Gloucester and the bishop of Winchester, zb
Situation of affairs in France at his return, 392. Reduces the duke of Bratanny
to maintain the treaty of Troye, 393 Has prudent conduct on the successes of
Joan D'Arc, 4o5 . His supphes from England fall, ,b Persuades the bishop of
Winchester to lend ham the men he was conducting into Bohemia, 4o6 His
prudent cautmn m avoiding an action with Charles, zb Gets young Henry VI
crowned at Paris. zb Has cruel prosecution of Joan D'Arc, 4o7 Bad situation of
the English affairs an France, 41o Death of the duchess of Bedford, and its
consequences,zb Agrees to a congress at Arras, 412 The Enghsh ministers leave
the congress, which is concluded without them, _b Dies, 413.

BEDFORD. Russel, earl of, xs sent over to Boulogne, to negocaate peace with Henry
II of France, m. 38o Suppresses Sir Peter Carew's insurrection m Devonshire,
4x7 Is made one of the council on the accession of queen Elizabeth, iv 6 Is sent
by Ehzabeth to offacate at the baptism of prance James of Scotland, 8i

BEDFORD, earl of, is sent by the parhament with forces against the marqms of
Hertford, v 393 Deserts to the king at Oxford, 414 .

BEDLOE. his character, va 346 His narrative of Godfrey's murder, and the popish
plot, *b His narrative pubhshed, 348, Circumstances of his death, 385

BELE, Dr instigates an resurrection against foreign artificers m London, ni. 327
BELL. Robert, a puritan member, makes a motion m the house of commons against

a monopoly, av 142. Is severely reprimanded m council for h_s temerity, 143
BENEDICTINES, an Italian order of monks described, i. 9 °
BENEFICES. how they first came into the hands of laymen, m. 256
BENEVOLENCES.when first levied, xi 33 o. Levied by Henry VII, in 37 The power

of levying estabhshed by parliament. 5° See Loans
BENNET See Arhngton
BENTIVOGL10. cardinal, his remark on the English government, v 56_.

BERENGAR1A.daughter of Sanchez, king of Navarre, married to R_chard I of En-
gland, at Cyprus, and attends him on the crusade, i. 385

BERKELEY,lord, Edward II dehvered into his custody, jointly with Mautravers and
Gournay m rotatmn, n 172 The king murdered by the two latter, during has
confinement by sickness, 18o

BERKELEY.judge, is seized upon the bench, by order of the house of commons, on
account of Hambden's trial, v. 292
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BERKSTEAD, one of the king's judges, is seized in Holland, brought home, and
executed, vl 179

BERVIUDAS,when first settled by the English, v 147

BERNARD, St, preaches a crusade, and engages several English m _t, i 293
BERNICIA, the Saxon kingdom in Britain, by whom founded, 1 23 See North-

umberland

BERTHA, queen of Kent, her zeal for the propagation of Chrlstlamty, i 28
BERWICK, taken by assault by Edward I and the garrison put to the sword, n i i 1
BIBLE. a translation of made by Tindal the reformer, in 2i 5 Bishop Tonstal's

artifice to enable Tmdal to make a more correct translation, zb Debates in

convocation concerning the expediency of a translation for the use of the peo-
ple, 231 A translation finished and printed at Paris, 233 Single copies only
allowed to be chained in some churches, with restnctmns as to reading it, 951
Granted to every famdy. 97o The issue of it prohibited to the lower classes of the
people, 989

BICOCCA, battle of, between marshal Lautrec and the Imperiahsts, ui 144
BIGOD. Hugh, his artifice to bring the archbishop of Canterbury to countenance

the pretensions of king Stephen, 1 281 Preparing to revolt against Henry II, is
reduced to surrender his castles, 356

BIGO9, Roger, earl of Norfolk See Norfolk

BILNEY, Thomas, a priest, embraces the reformation, m 216 Is burnt in Norfolk,
zb

BIRON, lord, commands the forces sent from Ireland to Charles I and reduces

Cheshire, v 432 His forces dispersed by Fairfax, 433
BISHOPRICS. six new ones erected by Henry VIII, in 255
BISHOPS, English, subscribe the constitutions of Clarendon, i 316 Their opposi-

tion to the pope's levies for the crusade against Smalv, n 96 Are forced to submit
on the menace of excommunication, 27 Their election appointed by parhament
to be by cong_ d"Hzre, or letters patent from the king, without recourse to Rome,
ni 9o 4 Take out new commissions from the crown, 9o 5. Are kindly received by
queen Elizabeth, at her accession, excepting Bonner, iv 4 Become disgusted at
her steps toward restoring the protestant religion, and refuse officiating at the
coronation, 8 The nomination of, annexed to the crown, with other pouers
relating to them 11 Degraded for refusing the oath of supremacy, 14 Begin to

be shghted In parliamentary proceedings, v 3oo A meeting of twelve, present
a protestation to the king and peers, agamst their injurious treatment, 363 Are
Impeached by the commons, sequestered from parliament, and confmed,zb The
bill against their votes passed, 375 Episcopal authority abolished, 48i The
survivors re-admitted to their seats, at the restoration, vi 165 Are restored to
their seats in parliament, 173 How excluded from sitting in the house of lords,
on capital trials, 368. Their right of voting in the case of the earl of Danby
contested by the commons, zb Four catholic bishops consecrated, 485 Six, with
the primate, committed to the Tower for petitioning James II against the decla-
ration of indulgence, 491 Are tried, 492. Acquitted, 493

BLACK, minister of St. Andrews, his opinion of kings, and manner of praying for
the queen, v 7o.

BLACK book of the exchequer, its origin, 11, 101, note
BLACKHEATH, battle of, between the lord Daubeney and the Cornish rebels, Ul 57
BLAKE, admiral, his rise and abilities in the navy w 41. Pursues and harasses

prince Rupert's fleet, zb Quarrels with Tromp, the Dutch admiral, m Dover
road, 47 Engages Tromp, zb Falls upon the Dutch herring busses, 49 In con-
junction with Bourne and Pen, defeats De Wxtte and de Ruyter, zb Is worsted by
Tromp and de Ruyter, zb Engages Tromp for three days, and defeats him, 5 °
Defeats Tromp m an engagement of two days continuance, 66 Attacks and
seizes a squadron of French ships, 77 His successes in the Mediterranean, 8o
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The Spanash galleons, taken and destroyed by part of his squadron, 83 Burns a
Spanash fleet m Santa Cruz harbour. 84 His death and character, ab

BLOOD. the carculatlon of, when, and by whom discovered, va. a 54
BLOOD of Chr*st, a relaque shewn at Hales m Gloucestershare, the artlface of,

exposed, ni _53
BLOOD, a dasbanded officer, escapes to England, after the defeat of his intended

ansurrectlon at Dublan, by the duke of Ormond, vx 23o. Seazes Ormond at
London, wath intent to hang ham at Tvburn, 248 Forms a design of seazmg the
regaha, but *s taken an the attempt, _49 Obtains the king's pardon, wath the
grant of an estate, u5 o

BLORE heath, battle of, between the earl of Sahsbury and lord Audley. u. 445.
BOADICEA her successes agaanst the Romans, a 9 Defeated, _b
BOCHER, Joan, or Joan of Kent. the doctrines propagated by her, m 367 . King

Edward VI *ery unwalhng to consent to her execution, _b Is burnt, zb
BOCKING. Dr, canon of Canterbury, engages m the Imposture of the holy maad of

Kent, in 218 Confesses the scheme and ts pumshed, 219
BOCKLAND and Folkland. m the Saxon tenures, explaaned, a 185
BOHEMIA the bland king of, kalled at the battle of Crecy, n 233 Has crest and motto

assumed by prance Edward. zb The states of, take arms against the house of
Austrxa. v 8o Ofter thear crown to Frederac elector palatine, 8x Frederic de-
feated by the duke of Ba, aria, 83. The reformed relagion severel_ oppressed
there, 89 See Fredemc

BOHUN, Humphrey de See Barons
BOLEYN lady Anne, her character and famaly, ui 172 Attracts the notice of Henry

VIII, 173 Is prepossessed agaanst cardinal Wolsey, 183 Contributes to has das-
grace, 184 Is anchned toward the doctranes of the reformataon, 19 ° Is created
marchioness of Pembroke. and married to Henry. zoo B*rth of the princess
Ehzabeth, zb Favours the reformers. _ 13- Is brought to bed of a dead son, and
loses Henry's affectaons, u33 The king becomes jealous of her free behawour.
ab Is calummated by her sister-m-law the vascountess of Rochford. 234 Is corn-
matted to the Tower wath some of her attendants, and her brother Rochford,

235 Confesses some innocent levltaes, zb Her letter to the kang, e36 Is traed by
a jury of peers, ab Condemned, _37 Her marraage annulled zb Reason gaven b_
the parhament for annulhng her marriage, zb Is executed, _38 Reflections on
her fate, zb Is attainted by parhament, and the princess Ehzabeth fllegatamated,
240

BOMBAY, the fort of, yielded to Charles II as part of the dowry wath the princess
Catharme of Portugal, va 178

BONIFACE of Savoy made archbishop of Canterbury. by Henry III. 11. aq The king's
repartee to him. 31

BONIFACEVIII, pope, his character, n 114 Prohxblts, by a bull, all princes from
levying taxes on the clergy, without has consent, 115 At whose sohc*tataon this
bull was procured, *b The differences between Phlhp of France, and Edward I
of England, referred to his decaslon. 324. Has award between them, zb Wrates to
Edward to engage him to desist from has attempts against Scotland, 13 u

BONNER. made bashop of Hereford, m 26t First opposes, but afterwards acqm-
esces m the steps toward reformation by the protector and regency, during the
manorlty of Edward VI, 341 Is deprived of has see and confined, for asserting
the real presence, 366 Is released by queen Mary, 4o6 Is employed by Gardlner
to persecute the reformers, whach he performed with brutal cruelty, 437. De-
grades archbashop Cranmer. 449- Is 111recexved by queen Ehzabeth at her acces-
sion, IV_ 4

BONNIVET, admiral of France, is sent ambassador to England by Franc_s I, m 12_
Courts the confidence of cardinal Wolsey, ab Is sent to invade Milan, 153
Blockades the city, 155.
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BOOKS. heretical, a proclamation issued against, rendering it capital to keep any
such, nI 441

BOOTH. Sir George, enters Into a conspiracy to restore Charles II. _l 118 Seizes
Chester. zb Is routed and taken prisoner by general Lambert. 119 Is set at

hbertv by parliament, 133
BOROUGH-BRIDGE. battle of. between Sir Andre'c, Harcla and Thomas earl of

Lancaster, n 164
BOROUGHS. English. why so dependent on great men. among the Saxons. i 166

Their state at the time of the Norman conquest. 468 Representatives of. first
sent to parliament 56 See Corporatzons

BORSHOLDER. his office according to Alfred's institution. 1 76
BOSCOBEL. Charles II secreted there, after the battle of Worcester, Vl 36
BOSWORTH field, battle of, between Richard III and Henr_ earl of Richmond. n

516
BOTHWELL earl of. distmgmshes himself against the army of the protestant associ-

ation in Scotland, called the Congregatwn oJthe Lord. ix _8 Is concerned with the

marquis of Elbeuf m a debauch, and riot, at the house of Ahson Craig, which the
church takes cogmzance of. 42 Becomes the favourite of Mar t, and intercedes
for Rlzzlo's murderers, 8o A character of him. 84 Reports spread of his intimacy

with the queen, ,b Is suspected of murdering the king, 86 Is charged with the
murder by the earl of Lennox. zb Is tried and acqmtted. 87 Is recommended b_
the nobility, as a husband for Mar_, 88 Seizes the queen, b_ concert with her.

to obhge her to marr_ him. zb Is divorced from his former wife. 9 o Is made duke
of Orkne)., zb See Orkne_

BO'rH_ELL. earl of. descended from a natural son of James v. is expelled Scotland
for treasonable attempts, and is protected bv queen Ehzabeth. iv 293 Forfeits
Ehzabeth's favour, and dies in exile. ,b

BOTHWELL. bridge, battle of, between the duke of Monmouth. and the Scots cox-
enanters, vi 373

BOUCHAINE. taken by the duke of Orleans. vi 3oo
BOULOGNE. siege of. bv Henry VII. nl 4° Is taken by Henrv VIII. 3o7 Is surren-

dered to the French. 342
BOURBON. Charles duke of, constable of France, his character, in 15o Rejects

proposals of marriage made to him b_ Louise of Savo',. mother of Francis I. zb
Revolts against Franc_s. and enters into the emperor's service. *b Battle of Pax la.
and captivity of Francis. 156 Conquers the Milanese. 165 Attacks Rome. and is
killed in scaling the walls. *b

BOURCHIER. archbishop of Canterbur_ crowns Henr_ VII. m 9
BOVINES. battle of. between Philip king of France. and the emperor Otho.

436 .
BOWLS. Sir Robert, makes an incursion Into Scotland. and is defeated by the lords

Hume and Huntley. m _92
BOYLE. his improvements in natural philosoph). _l 54 I
BRABANI_ONS.account of these banditti. 1 35 ° Occasionally employed b'_ princes.

zb A number of them engaged by Henry II against his sons. 351 Two of them
left governors of Normand)_ b_ John, on his retiring from thence to England.
418.

BRADOC-DOWN battle of, between the royalists, and Ruthven the parliament gen-
eral, v 4o3

BRADSHAW. a lawyer, is appointed president of the court for the trial of Charles I.
v 534. His reply to the king's objections to the authority of the court. 536
Sentences the king, 537 Is named one of the council of state, vi 6

BRANDENBURG, elector of. takes part with the United Pro_ inces against Louis XIV.
vi 272 Commands the German troops, and is chased from Colmar by Turenne.
292 Drives the Swedes out of his territories, 299 Is obliged to restore his

acquisitions, by the treaty of Nlmeguen. 319
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BRANDON Sir Charles, favourite of Henry VIII created duke of Suffolk, for his
services at the battle of Flouden, in 1o8. See Suffolk

BRAUSE, William de, his x_lfe and son starved to death m prison, for an Imprudent
reflection on king John, i 428

BREAD, the assize of, how settled in the 35th year of Henry III, n 66
BREDA. negoclatIons there, between Charles II and the Scots commissioners, vI. 17

Treaty of peace there, between the English, Dutch, and French, 2o8
BREHON law or custom in Ireland, explained, v 47 Is abolished, 48.
BREMBRE, Sir Nicholas, his unjust trial and execution, n 3oo
BRETEUIL, William de, treasurer to William Rufus. forced to deliver up his charge

to Henry, Wllllam's successor, i 25i
BRETIGNL treaty of, between Edward III and France, n 259.
BRIBERY the first instance of being practised toward members, of parliament, v.

237 A bribe given to a mayor for an election, with the probable reason for it, iv
146, note

BRILLE attacked and seized by the Flemish exiles, iv. 17 °

BRISTOL when first erected into a bishopric, m. _55 Is besieged and taken by prince
Rupert, v 5o8

BRISTOL, Dagby, earl of, sent ambassador to Spain, by James I to conclude the
Spanish match, v. 99 His favourable accounts of the progress of the treaty, lOl.
His negoclations obstructed by Buckingham's bringing the prince to Spain, io8.
Is disgraced on coming home, i 16 Is impeached in the reign of Charles, and in
return Impeaches Buckingham, I68

BRISTOL, earl of, impeaches the chancellor Clarendon m the house of lords, vl 188
BRITAIN, bY whom first peopled, l. 4, 489 . The manners and government of the

inhabitants previous to the landing of Caesar, 4- Their religion, 5 Invaded by
Julius Caesar, 7 How regarded and treated by his successors, *b Caractacus
defeated, 8. Boadlcea defeated, 9 Its subjection effected by Julius Agrlcola. zb
Abandoned by the Romans, i i Harassed by the Plcts and Scots, 12. Assisted by
the Romans in rebuilding Adrian and Severus's wall, and finally deserted by
them, zb Why they were unable to resist the PIcts and Scots, 13- Their third
application to Rome for assistance Ineffectual, zb Conjectures as to their civil
government, when left by the Romans, 14 Invite the Saxons over, 15 Are
subjected by these auxiliaries, 17. Some of them take refuge, and settle in Brlt-
anny In France, 19 Consequences of their being overrun by the Saxons, 24. See
England

BRITANNY. by v,hom settled, 1 19 For Arthur duke of, see Arthur For Conan, see
Conan The Britons chuse Alice for their sovereign, on the murder of Arthur by
has uncle John king of England, i. 414 They appeal to Philip, who judges John
to have for felted all his possessions in France, 415 Gui de Thouars, who governs
for his daughter Alice, bemg jealous of Philip's power, joins with John, 419 .
Contests between Charles de Blois, and the count de Mountford, for the posses-
sion of that Dutchy, n 217 State of, at the time of Henry VII of England, in. 25.
The barons incite an invasion by the king of France, 26 Assisted too late by the
English, 33. Cause of their domestic dissentions, 34 The young dutchess mar-
tied to Maximilian, ,b Annexed to France by marriage, 36.

BRITANNY. duke of, accedes to the treaty of Troye, ix, 385 . His interest, how culti-

vated by the duke of Bedford, 386. Withdraws from the English interest, 392
Created constable of France, ,b Forced by the duke of Bedford to renounce his
new alliance, 393.

BRITANNY, Francis II duke of, his character, Iii. 26. His favourite Peter Landius put
to death by the nobles, zb. Protects Lewis duke of Orleans at his court, who forms
a party there, _b Appoints Orleans to oppose the invasion of the king of France,
127 Obliged to fly, *b His answer to the offer of mediation by Henry VII, 3°
His furtune ruined, and his death, 31
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BRITANNY Anne duchess of, married by prox_ to Maximihan king of the Romans.
in. 34 Pressed to a marriage with the king of France, 36 The dutchy annexed
to the crown of France by this marriage, zb

BROKE. lord, a parhament general, account of his death, _ 4ol

BROOK-HOUSE committee, inquiry into their conduct touard Charles II, w 237.
549

BROUNKER, inquiry into his conduct, in the engagement betv, een the duke of York
and Opdam the Dutch admiral, Vl 196

BRUCE, Robert, his claim of succession to the crown of Scotland. hou founded, n

86 Acknowledges the claim of Edward I as superior lord of Scotland, 92 Has
claim to Scotland rejected by Edward, in favour of Bahol, 93 Countenances the
revolt of William Wallace, 1_6

BRUCE Robert, the younger, serves in the English army, at the battle of Falkirk n
a3o His conference with Wilham on the banks of Carron. ,b Is gamed o_er to
the Scots interest by g'allace, 131 Succeeds to his father's pretensions to the
crown of Scotland, 136 Opens his designs m confidence to John Cummin the
late regent, a 37 Is betrayed by Cummin, *b Retreats to Scotland, _b His decla-
ration to the Scots nobility, 138 Kills Cummin, 139 Routs the Enghsh. and Is
crowned at Scone, 139 Is defeated b_ Avmer de Valence. 14o Reduces the
castles, and is acknowledged bv the w hole country, 155 The prudent disposition
of his forces, against the appearance of Edv_ard's army, 157 Defeats Edward at
Bannockburn, *b H_s lndependenc), secured by his victor's. 158 Makes an un-
successful expedition to Ireland. 159 Repulses an attempt of Edu ard, and con-
cludes a truce with him for thirteen ,_ears, i65 In_ades England on the death
of Edward II, 183 Concludes a treaty with Mortimer, a 86 Dies, and is succeeded

by his son David See Dawd
BRUCE, David, succeeds his father, Robert, in the kingdom of Scotland, and left

under the guardianship of the earl of Murray. u i9o Is disturbed b} the
pretensions of Bahol, 19I The regenc;_ committed to the earl of Marre. on
Murray's death a92 Is sent to France on the conquest of Scotland b) Ed,_ard
Baliol, i93 Is recalled to Scotland, _35 Invades England during Ed_ard's
absence, zb Is taken prisoner by queen Philippi, _36 Recovers hts hberty, 253

BUCHAN, earl of, defeats the duke of Clarence at Baugb m Anjou. n 375 Rewarded
with the office of constable of France, 2b Defeated and killed by the duke of
Bedford at Verneull, 389 .

BUCHANAN, George, assists an the hearing the cause of Mary queen of Scot. before
the English commissioners, iv io 7

BUCKINGHAM duke of, harangues the people in favour of the duke of Gloucester's
pretensions to the crown, n 5o4 Offers the crown to him as a popular tender,
*b. His pedigree and family connexions, 5o7 Created constable, with other
emoluments, ,b Becomes discontented, and forms schemes against Richard,

5o8. Raises forces, but as disappointed by great rams, 51 _ Tried and executed,
,b

BUCKINGHAM. duke of, offends cardinal Wolsey, in a 33. Is tried and executed for

indiscreet expressions against Henry VIII, zb Was the last who enjoyed the
office of constable, *b

BUCKINGHAM. George Vllhers, created duke of, v 64 Is made lord high admiral,
zb. His character, xo2. Persuades prince Charles to journey to Madrid. lo 3 Has

boisterous xmportumty with James to gain his consent, a o 4 His behaviour odi-
ous to the Spamards, lo8. Affronts Ohvarez the Spamsh minister, *b Deter-
manes to break off the treaty of marriage, lo 9 Misrepresents the affair to

parhament, i a a Cabals with the puritans, a a2 Procures the treasurer Mid-
dlesex to be impeached, a a 4 Begins to lose the king's favour, J 16 Prevails on the
king to send Bristol to the Tower on his return, zb Remarks on his character, and
ItS influence on parhamentary conduct, 158 Is impeached by the earl of Bristol,
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169. And by the commons, zb Is chosen chancellor of the university of Cam-
bridge, 17o Makes love to the queen of France, 183 Is rivalled by cardinal
Rlcheheu, _b Determines to engage England m a war with France, 184. Com-
mands a fleet sent to assist the Rochellers, who refuse to admit ham, a 85 His
indiscreet attack of the isle of Rhee, zb Is forced to return, zb Is assassinated b_

Felton at Portsmouth, `)o3, ')o4 Remarks on has Spanish negocaatlon, 564

BUCKINGHAM. George Villlers duke of, advises Charles II to accept the terms of-
fered bv the Scots commissioners at Breda, va 19. Is the only courtier allowed to
attend Charles in Scotland, 3 _ Alms at a comprehension with the presbyterians,
and a toleration of other sects, _35 Is one of the cabal manlstry, 239. His
character, `)4° Goes over to France, to concert the war against the States, 945

Lord Ossory's speech to ham, on Blood's attempt on the duke of Ormond, `)49
Is sent to Holland to treat with Lores XIV about peace with the States, 266 Is
examined on his conduct at the bar of the house of commons, `)82 Is dismissed

from the ministry, 292 Favours, m conjuction with Algernon Sidney and others,
the intrigues of France, and receives bribes from that court, 317, note Intro-
duces the manufacture of glass from Vemce, 538 Character of has Rehearsal,
542

BULLION. and foreign coin, when first allowed to be exported, vii. 538
BURCHET. Peter, a puritan, wounds captain Hawkins by mistake, instead of Hatton,

Ehzabeth's favourite, iv 357
BURDET Thomas, cruel execution of, in the reign of Edward IV. u 49 °
BURGESSESof corporations, _ hen first summoned to parliament, n 56 The prin-

ciples that operated to their forming one body of the legislature, with the repre-
sentative of counties, lO8.

BURGUNDIANS and Armagnacs, import of those distinctions in France, and the
troubles occasioned by, u. 359, 367

BURGUNDY.John duke of. disputes the administration of affairs with the duke of
Orleans, on the insanity of Charles VI, u 358 His deceitful reconcxhatIon with
Orleans, 359 Causes ham to be assassinated, _b Avows. andjustlfaes the assas-

sination, zb Expelled France. and sohclts the aid of England, 363 Attempts to
seize the government, but as disappointed, 367 Has treaty with Henry V and
secret one with the Dauphin, 369 Distrustful precautions in the interview be-
tween him and the Dauphin, 37 o. Assassinated by the Dauphln's retinue, 371

BURGUND't, Philip duke of, treats with Henry V yields every thing to him, for the
marriage of has sister with the duke of Bedford, and the revenging has father's
murder, u 37`) Articles ofth_s treatv._b Reflections on this treaty, 373 Re-,_ew
of his conduct, 376 Marries his sister to the duke of Bedford, 385 . His quarrels
with the duke of Gloucester on account of Jaquelme countess of Hamault, 39 °
Detaches himself from the Enghsh interest, 39 _ Recalls has troops from the siege

of Orleans, 396 Has alhance with the duke of Bedford renewed, 4o5 Besieges
Complegne, and takes Joan D'Arc prisoner, 4o7 Differs with the duke of Bed-
ford, 41 a Attends the congress at Arras, 412 Makes has peace with Charles, zb
His herald ill-treated at London, 413 Besieges Calais, 414 . Retreats on the
defiance sent by the duke of Gloucester, 414 Concludes a truce with the
Enghsh, 416

BURGUND'_. Charles duke of, makes an alhance with Edward IV of England, ft. 467
Marraes Edward's sister, zb. Assists ham with a fleet against the earl of Warwick,

474 Assist ham covertly after has expulsion, 478 Renews has alhance with Ed-
ward, 483 Has death and character, 488

BURGUNDY, Margaret duchess of, her character, In. 19 How induced to patronise
the pretensions of Lambert Samnel against Henr_ VII, `)o Sends forces to his
assistance, zb Raises up the imposture of Perkm Warbec, 4`) Her pubhc recep-
tion of ham, 43.

BURLEIGH Cecil lord, discovers to Ehzabeth the duke of Norfolk's conspiracy, iv
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157 Is made treasurer, and with others ordered b) Elizabeth to prepare the
articles of marriage between her and the duke of Anjou, 191 Has _lgllance and
artifices in detecting conspiracies, 2o 3 His death and character. 3o8 Was the
proposer of a scheme for levying a general loan. 361 And of exacting mone) b)
erecting a court for the correction of abuses, 362 His computation of the
queen's gifts to Essex, 372 His magmflcent hospitaht_, 382

BURLE_. Sir S_mon. short history of, n 3o2 Executed b) Gloucester and his part-_.
notwithstanding the queen's earnest solicitation for him, zb

BURTON. a divine, is cruelly sentenced by the star-chamber, v 239 Has sentence
reversed by the commons. 295 See Bastwzck

BUTLER, a character of his Hudibras, vl. 544

CABAL a character of the ministry known under that name. vl 239 The counsels
given by to the king. 241 Remarks on the schemes adopted by, 284 Concert a
plan for restoring popery, 286, note

CABOT Sebastian, sent out by Henry VII on discovery m America. m 8 _ Discovers
Newfoundland, zb

C_DE John, assumes the name of Mortimer, u 434 Heads an resurrection m Kent
zb. Gets possession of London, zb His followers discouraged and dispersed, 435
Cade killed, tb

CADIZ, an expedition against, under lord Effingham and the earl of Essex, 1_ 298
Is taken and plundered, 299

CAEDWALLA the last British chief who withstood the Saxons defeated, a 37
CAEN, m Normandy, as taken and plundered by Edward III. n 226 Its principal

citizens carried over to England, 2_ 7
CAESAR,Julius, invades Britain, x 7

CALAIS. m Normandy, is besieged by Edward III, n 234 The governor reduced to
a parley, and his manly behaviour therein, 236 Edward's rigorous terms to the
mhabRants, 237 Queen Phihppa's intercession for them, 238 Its inhabitants
turned out, and peopled with Enghsh, zb. The treachery of the new governor,
239. His double treachery, zb Great expence of maintaining that cit), 381 Is
besieged by the duke of Burgundy, 414 The siege raised, 415 Taken by the duke
of Guise. m 453

CaLEDOMA remains unsubdued by the Romans. _ _o See Scotland
CAUXTUS II pope, calls a councd at Rhelms, i 269 His character of Henr_ I of

England. 27o

CAMBRAY league of, against the Venetaans, m 89 Peace of. between the emperor
Charles V and Francis I of France, 188

CAMBRIDGE umversaty, by whom said to be founded, 1. 39 TnnItv college there,
when founded, ill. 33 a The vice-chancellor of, suspended for the refusal of a
degree to a Benedictine monk recommended by James II, _l 487

CAMDEN a character of his history of queen Ehzabeth, _ 154
CAMPBEL, prior of the Dominicans m Scotland, accuses Patrick Hamilton of heresy,

and insults him at the stake, m 281 Has extraordinary death, zb
CAMPE, peace of. between Henry VII I of England and Francis I of France, ni 31
CAMP[GGIO cardinal, as appomtedjomtly wRh Wolsey, by pope Clement VII to tr_

the validity of the marriage of Henry VIII with Catharme of Arragon. m 178
His ambiguous behaviour, lb The trial opened, 18o His abrupt prorogation of
the court, 182 Is deprived of his Enghsh bishopric by parhament, 2o 4

CAMPION, a jesuit, executed for treasonable practices, iv 18q
CANNON, when first apphed with success m sieges, H 394
CANON law, commissioners appointed by Edward VI to frame a bod_ of, m 38o
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CANTERBURY the clandestine electxon of Reginald to that see, on the death of
Hubert, 1 421 John de Gray bishop of Norwich elected at the instance of king
John, 4_2 Appeals to the pope on both sides, zb Disputes with the pope con-
cernmg the elect_on of Ralph de Ne_xlle to that see, n 23 Terminated by the
election of Edmond, zb The chapter lands of that see seized by Henry VIII, m.
287 Archbishops of. during the reign of James I, v 122. During the reign of
Charles I, 547

CANUTE the Great, son of Sweyn, his ravages in England, 1 119 His cruel treatment
of the Enghsh hostages, ib Obtains by compromise with Edmond Ironslde the
northern part of his kingdom, 12 a. Succeeds to the crown of England, zb His
political conduct, 122 Marries Emma, widow ofEthelred, 123 Goes to Denmark

to oppose the Swedes, 124 Goes again and conquers Norway, zb His piety to the
church, 124 Undertakes a pilgrimage to Rome, 125 Exposes the preposterous
flattery of hxs courtiers, zb H_s expedition against the Scots, zb H_s sons, 126

C_PE of Good Hope, first discovered, and a passage to the East Indies that way, m
80

CAPEL. Sir Wdham, conwcted on some penal statutes, and fined by Henry VII, m
48 Freed again, and committed to the Tower, 72

CAPET Hugh, state of France at his accession to that kingdom, 1. 297, 299.
C&RACTATES defeated by the Romans, i 8.
C_RE_ Sir Peter, raises an resurrection m Devonshire against queen Mary, on

account of the Spamsh match, m. 417 Is suppressed by the earl of Bedford, and
flies to France, _b

CARLISLE bishop of, defends the cause of Richard II when accused m parhament,
u 319 Imprisoned m the abbey of St Alban's, 321. The city taken from Charles
I by the Scots, v 476

CAROLINA, when settled, w. 537
CARRE Robert. a Scottish gentleman, arrxves an London from his travels, v 52

How introduced to king James I, zb Is made wscount Rochester, and promoted
to the privy council, 53 Hxs educatxon undertaken by James, zb Contracts a
friendship wath Sir Thomas Overbury, zb Contracts a famlharlty with lady
Essex, 54 Is instigated by her to rum Thomas Overbury, 55 Procures the
dxvorce of lady Essex, marries her and is created Earl of Somerset, 56. See
Somerset

CARTE, Mr, remarks on h_s account of the first formation of the house of com-

mons, u. 1o8, 53 ° Has notion of the nature of the homage paid by the kings of
Scotland to those of England, examined, 526 Examination of his account of
Perkln Warbec, 111 465

CASIMIR, prince, leads an army of German protestants to the assistance of the

French Hugonots, _v. a68. Is assisted b_ queen Ehzabeth with money for this
purpose, 169

CASSIHS, earl of, taken prisoner by the Enghsh at the battle of Solway, m. 293. Is
released by Henry on conditions, 294. Is the only prisoner who comphes wxth
the order to return to England, 297. Is graciously treated by Henry, and released
by his brothers, zb.

CASTILE, Peter king of, his crueltxes, u, 263 Imprasons and poisons his wife,
Blanche de Bourbon, 264. Is chased from his dominions by Du Guesclin the
French general, 265. Is protected by prince Edward, _b Henry, natural brother
to Peter, seizes the kingdom, 265, Peter restored by prince Edward, 266. His

ingratitude to Edward, _b. Peter murdered by his brother Henry, who obtains the
kingdom, 267. Henry intercepts the earl of Pembroke by sea, and takes him and
his army prisoners, 269. The states of, oppose the emperor Charles marrying
the princess Mary of England, fix. 171.

CASTLEMAINE, earl of, is accused of an retention to assassinate the king, but acquxt-
ted, vi 382. Is sent ambassador to the pope by James II, 485.
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CASTLES, of the nobility, the mischievous purposes the_ served, i 288 The number
of, in England, m the early part of the reign of Henry III. n. 13

CATEAU-CAMBRESIS, peace of, between Philip of Spare, Henry of France, and
Elizabeth of England, iv 15

CATESBY, concerts the famous gunpowder-plot, to blow up the king and parha-
ment. v 26 Files on the discovery of the scheme, 30 Is killed. _b Remarks on
his former good character, 31

CATHARINE, prmcess of France, married to Henry V of England, n 374 Brought
to bed of a son, afterward Henry VI, 376 Marries, after her husband's death,
Sir Owen Tudor, a Welsh gentleman, and thus founds the future grandeur of
that name, 378 See Tudor

CATHARINE, of Arragon, married to prince Arthur of England, in 65 On the death
of her husband, married to prince Henry, afterwards Henry VIII, zb. Henry
entertains scruples concermng his marriage v,,th her, , 71 Solicits the emperor
her nephew's assistance, 18o Her behaviour at the trial of her marriage. _b Her
appeal received at Rome, a98 Refuses Cranmer's citation to appear before him,
199 Her marriage declared null, 2oo. Is degraded to the rank of princess-
dowager of Wales, but insists on being served as queen, zb Her death and letter
to Henry, 224

CATHARrqE Howard. lady See Howard
CATHARINE princess of Portugal, is married to king Charles II, Vlx 77 Is accused

by Oates and Bedloe, of being concerned m the popish plot, 349
CATHOLICS See Reformatwn, Protestants, Heresy, &c
CA'_ALIERS, the appellation of, when and to whom given, v. 363
CAVENDISH Sir Thomas, his successful expedition against the Spamards, and voy-

age round the world, iv. 958
CEAUL1N, son of Kennc, king of Wessex, h,s successes against the Britons, L 45

Crushed by a confederacy, under Ethelbert, king of Kent, zb
CECIL. Sir Wilham, is committed to the Tower, along with the protector Somerset,

in 378. When secretary of state, signs the patent for the success*on of the lady
Jane Gray, 398 Is made secretary of state on the accession of queen Elizabeth.
iv. 6. Encourages her to re-estabhsh the protestant rehglon, *b Remonstrates to
Elizabeth the expediency of assisting the protestant malcontents in Scotland, 98
Signs the treaty of Edinburgh, with Dr. Wotton, on the part of Ehzabeth, 3o.
Informs the house of commons of the queen's promise to marry, and of her

reasons against naming a successor, 8a His advice to Ehzabeth, on Mary taking
refuge In England, to 3 Is appointed one of the commissioners to enquire into
the conduct of Mary, a a 1. Interposes with queen Ehzabeth m favour of the
reformation, _99, note, _24 His great influence over Ehzabeth, x96 Is sent _ ith
proposals to Mary, who concludes a treaty with Elizabeth, 135 Writes a letter to
Lenox, the regent, on this busmess, calculated to frustrate _t, 136 Is created lord

Burleigh, 157. See Burlezgh.
CECIL, Sir Robert, is made secretary of state, _v 3o9 Is made master of the wards,

39 a. Is created earl of Salisbury, v 6 See Sahsbury
CECIL, Sir Edward, is sent with a fleet against Cadiz, but fails, v 166 Is forced to

return, by the plague among his men, ,b.
CELESTIN_ III pope, refuses to absolve Phihp of France from his engagements to

Richard I of England, i 388 Renews the legatine authority to Longchamp,
bishop of Ely, 389. Is wrote to by Eleanor, queen dowager of England, on the
captivity of Richard in Germany, 394 Threatens the emperor with excommu-
nication on this account, 397.

CELIBACY, the political motives of enforcing it on the Romish clergy, L 91 Synods
called to estabhsh it. 917, 267. See Reformation.

CENULPH king of Mercm, his unfortunate reign. _ 47.
CEODWALLA, king of Wessex, h_s history, 1.46,
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CEORLES among the Anglo-Saxons, import of that denomination, i 171
CERDIC, the Saxon, arrives in Britain with his son Kenrlc, i 2 a Defeats the Britons,

zb Establishes the kingdom of Wessex, 22 See Wessex
CERIMBRA in Portugal, a rich carrack taken there, by an Enghsh fleet, iv. 348.
CHAIR sedan, the first seen in England, used by the duke of Buckingham, v 133

Gave great indignation at first to the people, zb
CHALONS. rencontre there, between Edward I and French knights. Incensed at h_s

successes in a tournament there, n 74
CHAMBERLAIN, Thomas, is executed for robbing the fmr at Boston in Lincolnshire,

n 82

CHAMPERNON. Henry, raises, with queen Elizabeth's leave, a body of volunteers to

assist the French protestants, iv i49
CHANCELLOR of England, the nature of his office in the time of Henry II, _ 3o7

A list of those durmg the reIgn ofJames I, _ 1_ During the re_gn of Charles
t. 547

CHAPTER LANDS, seized by Henry VIII from the sees of Canterbury, York, and

London, nl 287
CHARLEMAGNE. emperor, enters into an alliance with Offa, king of Mercia, _ 42 His

blgotted cruelty to the pagans in Germany, 56 Consequences of his conduct, zb.
CHARL£S prince, second son of James I becomes prince of Wales, by the death of

his elder brother Henry, v 5° A marriage with the second daughter of Spain
proposed for him, 8o Is persuaded by Buckingham to go to Madrid to visit the
Infanta, io 3 The difficulty with which he obtained permission of James, IO4
His reception in Spare, lO6 Returns home, io8 Obtains a high character in
Spain, zb Is persuaded by Buckingham to oppose the marriage. 1o 9 Vouches
the truth of Buckingham's misrepresentation of the affair to parhament, 112 A

marriage with the princess Henrietta of France proposed, 118 Death of his
father, 12I See the next artzcle

CHARLES I, summons a parliament on his accession, v i56 Prorogues it on account
of his marriage with the princess Henrietta, zb Inquiry into the cause of the
small supply voted to him by the commons, i58 Character of the duke of
Buckingham, and his great influence over him, zb A plan concerted by the
commons for the assertion of civil hberty, 160 Entertains high ideas of monar-
chical power, 161 Adjourns the parliament to Oxford on account of the plague,

zb Represents his necessities to parhament 16s Is refused on account of the
assistance sent against the Rochellers, zb His moderation towards the catholics
aggravate the popular disqmets. 165 Dissolves the parliament on the plague
appearing at Oxford, i66 Issues privy seals for borrowing money, zb Ineffec-
tual attempt on Cadiz, _b Calls a second parliament, i67 Threatens the com-
moners, 171 Imprisons two commoners who managed Buckingham's impeach-
ment, _b Is forced to release them, _b, 17 _ His reflections on the proceedings
of the commons. 173 Dissolves the parhament, 174 Publishes a declaration in
defence of himself, _b Raises money by dispensing with the penal laws against
cathohcs. 175 Solicits loans from the nobility, and from the city, 176. Is refused
by the city, 2b Lewes ship-money for the first time, _b Resolves to levy a general
loan, zb Imprisons those who refuse compliance, 178 Other oppressions exer-
cised on refusal, i8o Engages m a war with France, 181 Sends a fleet to the
assistance of the Hugonots in Rochelle, 185 Calls a third parhament, 187. His
threatening address to it, zb Five subsidies voted by the commons, 191 Sends a

message to the house, 196 His farther expostulations with the commons, _b
And with the lords, 197 His evasive manner of passing the petition of right, zb

Gives his full assent to it. _oo Prorogues the parhament, 2o2 His behaviour on
Information of Buckingham's assassInation, 205 Oiscoversan intent_on to elude
the petition of right, 2o6 Levies tonnage and poundage, after the expiration of
the grant of those duties, 2o8 Pleads his necessity for th_s measure, _o 9. The
commons ms,st on his discontinuing this prerogative, _b His embarrassment at
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thxs demand, zb Has rehglous sentiments, 213 Has quarrel with the commons
augmented on the subject of tonnage and poundage, 2 _4 Dassolves the parha-

merit, 215 Imprisons some of the members, _b Makes peace wath France and
Spare, 218 Assists Gustavus king of Sweden in h_s lnvasmn ofGermam, 2 _9 His
domestm character, _9o Promotes the popular leaders, 292 Characters of Straf-
ford and Laud, zb Orders by proclamation no one to propose the calhng of
another parliament, 2_8 Levxes money _rregularly by h_s regal authomt). 2_ 9
Encourages the magmficent repair of St Paul's cathedral, 931 Revives monop-
ohes, zb Enlarges the powers of the council of York, and court of star-chamber,
232 Renews h_s father's edict for recreatmns on Sunday, 934 Takes ajournev

to Scotland, _b Levies sh_p-monev over the thole kingdom, 235 Arbitrary
sentences of the star-chamber, 236, 237 Eqmps a fleet to attack the Dutch
herrmg-fxshery and obtains a sum for hcence to f_sh, a39 Stops the emlgratmn
of pumtans to Amerma, _41 Trial of John Hambden for refusing to pay shap-
money, 245 Reason of his attachment to church-authority, 25o Declares a

general resumptmn of crown-lands in Scotland, 251 Introduces the canons and
hturgy there, 254 Tumults at Edinburgh on this account, 255 Enforces the
hturgy by proclamation, 257 Revoh of the Scots, and the covenant framed, and
umversally subscribed, 258 Sends the marquis of Hamilton to treat with the
covenanters, zb Frames a covenant on has part. whach as rejected, 259 Epasco-
pacy abohshed in Scotland by the general assembly, 26a Refuses the proposal
of a neutrahty as to the low countmes, 262 Sends the marqms of Hamilton wath
a fleet and army against the Scots, 265 Joins an arm), under the earl of Arundel,
and marches to Berwlck, zb Recmves proposals for a treaty from the cov-
enanters, zb H_s reflectxons on the proposal, zb Concludes an _mprudent pac_-
ficatmn with them, 266 How induced to this measure, 967 Disbands his army,
269 Assembles a fourth parhament, after an interval of eleven years, zb La'_s
before _t an antercepted letter from the Scots malcontents to the king of France,
27 o Has pleas for supphes, lb Desires the good offices of the peers with the
commons, 972 H_s concessaons to the commons, _73 D_ssolves the parhament

abruptly, 276 Has arbitrary proceedings against obnoxious members, zb Pub-
hshes a declarataon of has reasons for dissolving the parhament, _77 Has
schemes for supplyang hxmself with money, 278 Prepares another armament
against the Scots, 979 Names commlssmners to treat w_th the Scots at Rappon,
980 Summons a great councal of the peers at York, ;b The treaty of Rlppon
adjourned to London, 98a Promises the earl ofStrafford protectmn. _87 Meet-
ing of the long parhament, zb Impeachment of Stratford, tb Of Laud, 989 Of
Finch, 990. Votes of the commons regarding grievances, 29a Has observataon to
parhament on thear proceedangs, 298 Endeavours to regain confidence by com-
plying to the dasposmon of parhament, 306. Receaves lam_ted grants for tonnage

and poundage, zb Passes the act for tnenmal parhaments, 307 Changes has
mm_str), 308 Countersagns the pennon of the army, 32 _ Interposes w_th the
lords in favour of Stratford, 323 Strafford's letter to h_m, 394 G_ves has assent
to Strafford's attainder by commassmn, _b Passes the bill for not proroguang,
adjourning, or d_ssolvmg the parhament without thear own consent, 325 Passes
the ball for abohshmg the hagh-commlss_on court, and star-chamber, 3_8 Goes
to visit Scotland, 33 ° A committee of both houses appointed to attend ham, 331
Laws passed by the Scots parhament, 333 Endeavours to concflaate the affec-
txons of the Scots, 334 Is obhged by the Enghsh commons to reduce the Irish
army, 337 Is thwarted m h_s lntentmn of sending the disbanded men into the
Spanish service, _b Sir Phehm ONeale forges a commassaon from ham for the
Irish massacre, 346 Commumcates h_s intelligence of the Imsh msurrect_on to
the Scots parlaament. ;b Informs the Enghsh parhament of at, 347 Returns to
London, and as presented w_th the remonstrance and petmon of the commons,
356 Answers the remonstrance, 357 Impeaches lord K_mbolton and five corn-
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moners, 365 . Orders the impeached members to be dehvered up, 366 Goes
himself to the house to demand them, ib Orders a common council ot London

to be assembled, which he attends, 367 . His treatment by the Londoners, 368
Retires to Hampton-court, 369 . Remarks on his conduct toward parhament, zb
Messages between him and the parliament, 37 o, Passes the bills sent to him, 373
The commons prepare to defend their measures by arms, 374. Evades assenting
to the bill appointing the heutenants of counties by the commons, 375 His reply
to their sohcltatlons to pass it, 377. Removes to York, 378 Is encouraged by the
principal noblhty and gentry, 375. Refuses to pass the mlhtla bill, and issues
proclamations against the proceedings of the commons, zb Answers their
memorials by the assistance of lord Falkland, 381 Issues commissions of array,
xn opposition to the mlhtxa, lb. Is refused admittance to Hull, 382 The county
of York levies a guard for him, Ib Receives mihtary stores from Holland, 383
H_s answer to the propositions of agreement, sent by the parliament, 384 Erects
his standard at Nottingham, 385 State of parties at the commencement of the
civil war, 386 His revenue stopped by parliament, 387 . Is prevailed upon to
make overtures for a treaty, 39 ° His declarations before his army, 393. Prince
Rupert defeats a party of Essex's army, 395 Marches from Shrewsbury to meet
Essex. zb Battle of Edge-hill, 396 Takes possession of Oxford, 397 Marches
toward London, zb Receives an address from the parhament for a treaty, *b
Defeats two regiments at Brentford. 398. Returns to Oxford, ,b. Demands of the
parliament m the negocaatxon there. _b Reading taken from him by the earl of
Essex, 4oo Cornwal reduced to obedience to him by Sir Ralph Hopton, 4o_ His
generals defeat the parhament commanders, at Bradoc-down and Stratton, 4o3

Sends prince Maurice and the marqms of Hertford into the west, 4o5 . Lord
Wllmot, sent with cavalry to the west, defeats Sir Wllham Waller on Roundway-
down, zb Receives a reinforcement brought over by the queen, 4o7 . Bristol taken
by prince Rupert. 4o8. Publishes a mamfesto, and renews his protestation, 4o9
Joins the camp at Bristol, lb Besieges Gloucester, 41o Raises the s_ege on the
approach of Essex, 415 Battle of Newbury, 416 Estabhshes a garrison in Read-
lng, 4a6 Apphes to Ireland for assistance, 419 . His reply to the offer of media-
tion made by the Scots commissioners, 42o. Orders Ormond to conclude a
cessation w_th the Irish rebels. 426. Receives troops from Ormond, 4_7 . A
vindication of his innocence as to the Irish rebellion. 571 Endeavours to form
a parliament at Oxford, m opposition to that at London, 43 ° C_rculates privy
seals for loans, zb Solicits a treaty, tb. Declares the parliament at London not to
be a free one, or intltled to authority, 431. Writes to the parliament, which
rejects his offers, zb Prince Rupert xsdefeated at Marston-moor, 436. York and
Newcastle taken from him, 438. Appoints Ruthven, earl of Brentford, general

under him, _b. Routs Sir William Waller at Cropredybndge, 439 Reduces Essex's
army m the west, Lb. Is defeated at Newbury, 44 o. Makes fresh proposals for a
treaty, 45 o. Sends commissioners to Uxbrldge, 451. His offers with regard to
church government, 453. His offers with regard to the mlhtla, 454. The hcen-
tious disposition and practices of his troops, 47 ° Reheves Chester, 471. Takes
Lelce_ter, tb Battle of Naseby. 472 Is defeated, 473. His cabinet of letters seized.
and pubhshed by the parhament, ,b Recals prince Rupert's commission on the
loss of Bristol, 476 Is again defeated at Chester, *b Retires to Oxford, lb. Lord
Ashley defeated, 478 His fortitude under his disasters, 479 Is refused a treaty
by the parhament, zb. His commission to the earl of Glamorgan with regard to
Ireland, 48o Glamorgan's conduct, *b Justifies himself m this affair, zb. Retires
from Oxford, and puts h_mself into the hands of the Scots army before Newark,
485 Is put under a guard by them, lb His treatment by the preachers, *b Is
obhged to order his garrisons to surrender, 487 Receives fresh proposals from
the parhament and the Scots, zb Is dehvered up to the Enghsh commtssloners,
49 o. Is conducted to Holdenby, zb. Is seized by cornetJoyce, and conveyed to the
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army, 497 The indulgence of the arm_ toward him, 504 The arm) enters into
treaty with him, for the settlement of the nation, 5o5 His offers to Crom_el and
Ireton, 5o6 Is brought by the army to Hampton-court, 5o9 His confinement
increased, 51 a Fhes to the isle of Wight, zb Entrusts himself to Hammond the
governor, who lodges him m Carlsbroke-castle, 512 Negoclates again with the
parhament, 515 The parliament votes against all farther treat_ with him, 517
Is closely confined, zb The Scots commissioners treat _lth hml for arming
Scotland in his favour, 519- A fleet in the river declares for hlm 521 Treats "_lth
commissioners of the parhament, sent for that purpose, 5_3 The points debated
between them, ib Is again seized by the arm_, and confined m Hurst castle, 529
Is brought to London to be tried, 533 His trial opened, 534 His speech against
the authority of the court, 535 Is condemned, 537 Reflections on this event, ib
His behaviour after sentence, 539 His execunon, 54 ° His character, 54 _ His
children, 547 Inquiry into the authentlotV of the Icon Basd_k[_, 547 Character
of this work, and its supposed influence in producing the restoration of his son,
548 His death, how first resolved upon, 578 Vindicated from the charge of
insincerity, 58o His love for the fine arts, _1 149 His pictures and furmture
sold, a 5 °

CHARLES prince of Wales, son of Charles I is sent by his father, general into the
west, v 475 Retires over to Pans to his mother, 477 Takes command of a fleet
which declares for the king, 521 Is proclaimed king by the Scots, _l 7 Is obliged
to remove from Holland, 16 Desires the Scots commissioners to attend him at

Breda. _7 The terms proposed to him there, 18 H_s treatment on landing m
Scotland, 25 The declaration he is forced to pubhsh, 26 Is obhged to sign twelve
arncles of repentance, 27 Goes to the Scots camp, but xs ordered by the clergy
to leave it, 29 Is crowned at Scone, 3_ ts reproved by a committee of ministers
for his gallantries, 33 Is detected m an attempt to escape, zb Is permitted to join
the camp, zb Marches into England, 34 Is routed by Crom_el at Worcester, 35
Secretes himself at Boscobel, 36 Travels m dlsgmse to Bristol zb Takes refuge
with colonel Wmdham, 37 Embarks at Shoreham m Sussex for Normand',, 38

Encourages an msurrecnon of the rovahsts against the protector, 7 _ Is forced
to renre from France, 77, Forms a league with Philip of Spain, and keeps a court

at Bruges, 1oo Hxs recepnon by the French and Spamsh ministers, at the treaty
of the Pyrenees, a _2 Sends a letter to Monk, 126 His letter dehvered to parha-
ment, 138 He is proclaimed, a 39

CHARLES II, is restored by parhament, vl 13q The respect shewn to him bv foreign
powers on this event, zb Lands at Dover, 14 ° His character and personal qual-
lflcanons, _55 Forms his ministry, 156 Settlement of the state, 157 The late
king's judges ordered to surrender, on exclusion from pardon, 158 Passes an act
of mdemmty, zb His revenue settled, a 59 Restores episocopacy and the hturgy,
165. His reasons for restoring episcopacy m Scotland, 168 Restores the bishops
to their seats in parhament, 172 All military authority surrendered to him, 174

The regulation of corporauons granted to hxm. zb His motives for marrying
Catharme of Portugal, 177 Sells Dunkirk to the French, 183 Issues the declara-
tion of indulgence, 184 Is attached to the cathohc rehglon, 185 Becomes dis-
gusted with Clarendon, 188 Is ruled by his mistress the duchess of Cleveland,

zb His character and conduct, 189 Demands, and obtains, a repeal of the trl-
enmal act, _9 o Sends Sir Robert Holmes to attack the Dutch settlements, _94
Obtains a sum from the city of London for the Dutch _ar. zb Declares _ar

against the Umted Prownces, 196 Endeavours to engage France to umte against
the Dutch, 197 Denmark declares against him, a 99 Passes the five-mile act, 2oo
Makes advances toward a peace with the States, 2o 7 Treaty of Breda, 211
Bamshment of Clarendon, _ 15 Concludes the triple alhance, 221 Treaty of

Alx-la-Chapelle, _2_ Is forced to pass the bill against the _mportanon of Irish
cattle, _31. As also the act against convenncles, _38 Character of his cabal
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ministry, 240 The counsels Instilled into him by, 24a Is prevailed on to desert
his triple alliance, and to league _ ath France, by his sister the duchess of Orleans,
244 Is influenced also bv his French mistress, the duchess of Portsmouth, zb
Pardons Blood for his attempt on the regalia, and promotes him. 25 ° Bestows
a peerage and the treasurer's staff on Sir Thomas Clifford, for his expedient of
shutting up the exchequer, 253 A second declaration of indulgence, 254 Sus-
pension of the navigation act, 254 Martial law revived, zb Declares war against
the Dutch, 255 His reflections on the successes of Lewis an the Low Countries,

_66 His demands from the States, 267. His speech to parliament, 272 His
declaration of indulgence opposed by the commons, 274 Recals the declaration,
_75 Prorogues the parliament, 28 a Asks advice of parhament respecting mak-
ing peace with the Dutch, 28e Peace concluded, zb Proof of has entering into a
scheme for restoring popery. 286, note Duplicity of has conduct on this occa-
sion, zb Sir Wilharn Temple's free remonstrance to him, 289 Is unable to obtain
a supply for takang off anticipations of his revenue, 295 Suppresses coffee
houses by proclamation. 296 Recalls the proclamation, zb His embarrassed

s_tuation at the time of the congress of Nlmeguen, 3o2 His speech to parha-
ment, 3o3 Is exhorted b_ parhament to guard against the growing power of
France, 3o5 Requests supplaes, and pledges his honour for the proper apphca-
tlon of them. zb Is addressed by the parliament to form an alliance with the
States against l'rance, 3o8 Adjourns the parliament, zb Secretly sagns a treat)

Ith France, and obtains a pension from that court, on promise of his neutrality,
3o8 Receives the prince of Orange at Newmarket, 3o9 Concludes a marriage
between him and the princess Mary., 31o Concerts the terms of peace with the
prince, 3Ia. Sends the terms to Paris, zb, 3a2 His instructions to Sir Wilham
Temple, with Temple's reply. 313 Concludes an alhance with the States, to
oblige France to peace, zb The parliament stall distrustful of him. 314- Receives
a passionate address from the commons, 315 Concludes a treaty with the States

to oblige Louis to an immediate evacuation of the towns m Flanders, 316 His
conduct in regard to the treaty of Nlmeguen, 32o His observation on the
complaints made of Lauderdale's administration m Scotland. 33 ° ls warned of

a popish plot, 333- Publishes proclamations for the discovery of the murderers
of Sir Edmondbury Godfrey. 344. His speech to parliament, zb Ridicules the
popish plot privately, 348 Protects his queen from the accusation of Oates and
Bedloe, 35 ° Refuses to pass the militia bill. _b His private contract wath Lewis,
for the peace of Nimeguen, discovered by Danhv's letters, m the house of com-
mons, 351 Dissolves the parliament to screen Danby, 352 Is obliged to summon
a parliament again for money, 356. Desires his brother to retire beyond sea, 358
Declares the fllegitamacy of the duke of Monmouth. _b Asserts the prerogative
of rejecting the speaker chosen by the commons, 359 The pretension compro-
mised, _b Asserts his retention of protecting Danby against the resentment of
the commons, 36o. Chuses a new council by the advice of Sir William Temple.
362. A list of the new council, 363 Proposes to parliament, hmitations on a
popish successor to the crown, 364 Habeas corpus act passed, 366 The parha-
ment takes advantage of his necessities, 367 Prorogues, and after dissolves the

parhament, 369 The popularity of has behaviour, 377 Is prevailed on by the
duke of York to deprive Monmouth of his command, and send him abroad, 378
Is strongly petitioned for a parliament, 38_ Has speech to the new parhament,
383 Evades passing a repeal of the thirty-fifth of Elizabeth, 398 Dissolves the
parhament, and summons another to meet at Oxford, 399. Has speech to the new
parhament, 4oo Dissolves it, 4o3 Persecutes the dissenters, 419 , Issues a writ of
quo warranto against the city of London. 42 a Conditions on which he restored
the charter, 424 Makes profit by the surrender of corporation charters, zb. How
he escaped the Rye-house plot, 428 His motives for not sparing lord Russel, 433

Marries the lady Anne to prince George of Denmark, 442 Particulars of a
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private agreement between him and Lewis XIV, 443, note Is conjectured to have
mtended an alteranon of has pohncal measures, 444 Dies, 445 His private
character, 446. His pohncal character, 447 Compared ,_lth the emperor Ti-
berius, 448 The royal socmty instituted by him, 541 Why unable to encourage
literary merit, zb

CHARLES, the simple, king of France. resigns Neustna to Rollo the Dane, and gives
him hxs daughter, 1 114

CHARLES, the fair, king of France, the grounds of hls dispute with Edward II of
England, 11 166 Secretly countenances the conspiracy of his saster queen Isa-
bella, agamst Edward, x67.

CHARLES, dauphin of France, is seduced by Charles, king of Navarre, 11 244
Repents, and betrays Charles into the hands of his father John, 245 His govern-
ment renounced on his father's captivity, and all affairs thrown into confusion,

254 Rejects the dishonourable treaty concluded by his father at London, 256
His prudent disposition on Edward's invasion, _b Succeeds to the crown on his

father's death, 261 The first acts of his reign, 262 Acknowledges the young
count de Mountfort, duke of Brltanny, zb Is engaged by the count de
Transtamare to invade Peter, king of Castile, _64 Summons prince Ed_ ard to
Pans, 268 Invades the Enghsh provinces m France, 269

CHARLES VI of France, his situation compared with that of Richard II of England,
u 358 Disorders the kingdom became subject to, from the devol_ mg of the regal
power on the dukes of Orleans and Burgundv, on his insanity, zb See France.
Burgundy, and Orleans Dies, 378

CHARLES VII of France, his character, and situation at the death of his father, n

383 . His dastressed satuanon after the battle of Verneml, 389 Hob recovered
from hxs despair on the siege of Orleans. 4o4 Determines. on the success of Joan
D'Arc, to take the field, *b. Marches into Rhelms, and is crowned there, zb His

volunteer army disbands. 4o6 Makes peace with the duke of Burgundy at Arras,
412 His advantages m the war with the Enghsh. 415 Concludes a truce with the
English, 418 His prudent emplovment of this interval, 422 Renews the war,
423. Takes Rouen, and recovers the province of Normandy, 424 Recovers Gm-
enne, zb Dies, 461

CHARLES. VIII king of France, encourages the Flemmgs m their opposition to h_s
father-m-law Maxxmlhan. king of the Romans, m. 25 Imades Bntanm hv m_l-
tauon of the barons, 27 Marries the dutchess of Brltannv. 36 Returns the
daughter of Maxlmallan, to whom he had been contracted, 37 Makes peace with
Spare, and his cessions to that court, 4° Receives Perkm Warbec, and patromzes
him, 43 Invades Italy. 5 I

CHARLES IX of France. his mother Catherine de Medlcls appointed regent during
his minority, iv 35- See Medzczs League of Bayonne for the extlrpauon of the
Hugonots, 75 Is forced to an accommodataon wxth the prince of Cond& 148
Concludes a second accommodauon with the protestants, 15 ° His dissimulation
toward the protestant leaders, 162 Marnes his sister to the prince of Navarre,
zb Orders the poisoning of the queen of Navarre, zb Massacre of Pans, 163 The
massacre of the Hugonots extended to the provinces, zb Extorts a recantation of
the protestant religion from the young king of Navarre, and prince of CondE.
zb Calumniates the protestants at foreign courts, to palhate these barbarmes, lb
His death and character, 167

CHARLES grandson of Ferdinand of Arragon, succeeds him m the kingdom of
Spain, m 121. Is chosen emperor of Germany, 18

CHARLES V emperor of Germany, his character compared with that of his com-
petitor Francis I of France, 111 127 His extensive dominions, _b Monves of his
vlsxt to Henry VIII, 129. Pays his court to cardinal Wolsey, zb A second mtervle_
between him and Hen_, at Gravehnes, 131 His grants to Wolsey, 132 Makes
war against France, *b His exorbitant demands from Francis, zb Concludes an
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alliance with the pope and Henry, against Francis, zb Comes over again to
England. 143 Renews his court to Wolsey, _b. Is installed knight of the garter,
zb The duke of Bourbon revolts against Francis, and enters his servme. 15 °
Im Ides France, and takes Fontarabia, 152 A new treaty between him and Henr'_
for the Invasion of France, 154 In_ades Provence, _b Battle of Pavia, and captl'c-
ltV of Francis, 156 His hypocrisy on this occasion, 157 His exorbitant demands
for the ransom of Francis, 162 Carries Francis to Madrid. zb Visits him, zb

Restores Francis b'y the treaty of Madrid, 163 His hypocrisy on the news of the
taking of Rome b'_ the imperial troops, 166 War declared against him by France
and England, 168 Challenges Francis to single combat, zb Intimidates the pope,
i76 Peace of Cambray with Francis. 188 Sultan Solyman conquers Hungary.
and besieges Vienna, i89 Makes advances toward an accommodation with
Henry, 224 His unsuccessful invasion of France, 326 Concludes a truce with
Francis for ten years, 25o Asks of Francis permission to pass through France to
the Netherlands, 272 Is honourably received and conducted through. *b His

ungrateful insincerity toward Francis, 278 Irritates Henry against Francis, and
concludes an alliance with him, zb 298 His remark on Henry's suppression of
the monasteries, 299. Reduces the dutchy of Cleves, 3oi Besieges Landrecy, lb
Is forced to abandon the siege, zb Invades France in concert with Henry. 3o6
Takes St DIsier, 3o7 Concludes a separate peace with Francis, *b His conduct
relating to the council of "lrent. 343 His artful and treacherous behaviour
toward the princes of the protestant league, 344 His reasons for declining an
alliance with the protector Somerset on the part of Edward VI, 375 ls reduced
to grant an equitable peace to the protestants, by Maunce, elector of Saxony,
412 Makes an unsuccessful attempt on Metz, 413 Proposes his son Philip as a

husband to queen Mary of England, zb Has reasons for stopping cardinal Pole on
his journey to England, 414 Sends over a large sum to bribe the English parha-
ment. 422 Instructs cardinal Pole to exhort Mary to moderatmn toward her
protestant subjects, 435 Resigns all his hereditary dominions to his son Philip,
446. Retires to a monastery in Estremadura, zb Has employment in his retreat,
446 His character, compared with that of pope Paul IV, 447

CHARLES king of Navarre, some account of, and his character, it 244 Procures,
Charles de la Cerda. constable of France, to be assassinated, and his behaviour

on that occasmn, 244. John, king of France, purchases a peace with him, 245
Seduces the dauphin, Charles, who betrays him Into the hands of his father, zb
Is thrown into prison, zb Escapes. 255

CHARLES X of Sweden, has success in the north, vi 75 Besieges Copenhagen, but
IS forced to desist, by an English and Dutch fleet. 19 i

CHARLES de Blois, marries the niece of John III duke of Britanny, and IS acknowl-

edged successor to that duchy, n 2I 7 Besieges the countess de Mountfort in
Hennebonne, 219 Is forced to raise the siege by the arrival of succours from
England, 22o Is taken prisoner by the countess de Mountfort. 235 Is slain in
Brltanny, 262

CHARMOUTH, battle there between the Enghsh and Danes, 1 57
CHARTER of liberties granted to the English by Henry I. i 252 Review of this

charter, 254 Renewed by Stephen, and confirmed by Henry. I 437 The great
charter, called Magna Charta, granted by John, 442 The principal heads of this
charter. 443 Remarks upon at, 444. 487 Securities for the fulfilment of It, 446
A new one granted by Henry III, u 5 The differences between this charter, and
the Magna Charta of John, zb A confirmation of it by Henry, 6 A charter of

forests granted by him, _b The great charter renewed and confirmed by a
parliament at Oxford. 12 A solemn confirmation of the great charte_ by Henry,
3_ The two charters confirmed by parhament at home, and by Edward I in
Flanders, 12o Are confirmed by him In the fullest manner on his return, with

farther securities. _b A free and full confirmation of them by Edward I. 191
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Above twenty parliamentary confirmations of the great charter, granted by
Edward III, 274

CHARTRES, the city of. besieged by the prince of CondO, i_ 148.
CHATEAU Gaillard on the frontier of Normandy, described, 1 417. Is besieged and

taken by Philip of France, zb
CHATELRAULT the earl of Arran, created duke of, ui 357 Resigns his authority as

regent of Scotland, to the queen dowager, 456. Interposes and effects an accom-
modation between the queen regent and the Congregatzon of the Lord 1_ 26 Joins

the Congregatzon, 27. Is discontented at the marriage of Mary _lth the lord
Darnley, 72. Enters into a conspiracy against Mary at Stirhng, zb Is forced to take
refuge m England, 73 Is pardoned on condition of retiring to France, 74
Arrives in London during the conference at York, but is detained by Elizabeth
till Murray's return, i i6 Lays down his arms on the detection of Norfolk's
conspiracy, a6a

CHAUNTR_, In 310, note,

CHERINGTON battle there, between Waller and Hopton, _ 434
CHESTER. when first erected into a bishopric, m 255
CHILD, Sir Josiah, his account of the great increase of _ ealth after the restoration,

vl 538
CHIVALRY. the passion for, when first introduced among the English, 1 486 The

romantic principles of, deduced, lb How mlproved during the times of the
crusades, 487

CHRIST church, Oxford, history of its first foundation, m 33 I
CHRISTIANITY, Its first introduction among the Anglo Saxons, 1 26
CHURCH, the power of in the times of the Anglo-Norman kings, i 485 The author-

ity of detached from the state, by the ill-judged policy of Wilham the Conqueror,
zb Estimate of its revenues m the reign of Henry IV u 349 Proposal formed bv
the commons to convert them to civil purposes, zb For its reformation from
popery, seeReformatzon An examination of its principles of reformation, 1_, 119
Reflections on the revolution of_ts doctrines concerning the absolute decrees of
God, v 13 °

CHURCHILL, captain, distinguishes himself in the French arm_ against the Im-
perialists, vi 298 Joins the prince of Orange, on his m_asion of England,
512.

CIRCUITS, by _tinerantjustices, estabhshed by Henry If, _ 359
CITIES in England, the state of, at the time of the Norman conquest, i _7° See

Corporations
CIVIL laws, a view of the state of, as modelled by the Anglo-Norman kings, i 486

CIVIL society, the advantages of, in comparison of barbarous ages, 1 179
CLAIMS a court of, erected, for the di_ Isaon of lands in Ireland, _i 229
CLANRICARDE earl of, forms a combination among the Irish catholics, and drives

the nuncio Rxnucclni out of the island, Vl ao Invites Ormond, back from

France, zb Is obhged to submit to the parliament, retires, and dies, 43
CLARENCE, Lionel duke of, second son of Edward III a brief view of his life, n 272

CLARENCe, Thomas duke of, son of Henry IV, n. 351 Attends his brother Henry
V to France, 372 Defeated and slain at the battle of Baug& 375

CLARENCE. George duke of, second brother to Edward IV leagues with the earl of
Warwlc, n 466. Marries his daughter, zb Confused accounts of their subsequent
operations, 469 Raises men In conjunction with Warwxc, but despairing of
success disbands them, and fixes to France, 471. Secretl) reconciled to his

brother Edward, 473 Deserts with his forces from Warwlc, 48o Hindered from
marrying the heiress of Burgundy, by his brother Edward, 489 , Prosecution and
execution of two of his friends, Burdet and Stacy, 49 ° Confined and tried for
his reflections on these proceedings. 491 Drowned in a butt of malmsey, 492
Reflections on the unfortunate fates of his children, zb
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CLARENDON, summary of the constitutions of, 1 3_4 . Subscribed by the bishops,
316 Abrogated by pope Alexander, 317 .

CLARENDON Hyde earl of, and chancellor, his character as an historian, vx. 154.
Persuades Charles II to disband the republican army. 163. His character and
influence with the king. 164 His daughter married to the duke of York, zb Is
impeached in the house of lords, by the earl of Bristol, 188. Causes of the dechne
of his credit _ lth the king, zb The causes of his fall required into, 2 a 2. The great
seal taken from him, 913 Is impeached by the commons, zb 53 ° Retires to
Calais, and writes from thence to the house of lords, 2_4 Is banished, and
composes his history of the civil wars, 915 Review of his life and conduct, zb

CLAYPOLE,Mrs., daughter of Oliver Cromwel, her character and death, w. ] o4, _o 5
CtEMENT V pope, the order of knights templars abohshed by him, n i76
CLEME'qT VII of the family of Medlcis, elected to the papacy, in 149. Grants to

Wolsey the legatine commission for life. _b Gives Francis I of France a dis-
pensation from fulfllhng the treaty of Madrid, 164. Rome sacked by the Imperial
troops, and himself taken prisoner, 165 Is applied to by Henry VIII for a divorce
from Catharme of Arragon, 173 Causes of his hesltatmn in that affair, 174 His
character, _76 Is intimidated by the emperor, zb Grants a commissmn to Cam-
pegglo and Wolsey. to try the king's marriage, 178 Evokes the cause to Rome,
183 Receives queen Catharine's appeal, 198. Is instigated by the conclave to
proceed to extremities against Henry, but only threatens him, 9ol Is disgusted
with Charles, and leagues with Francis, zb Motives which prevented an accom-
modation with Henry, zb Pronounces sentence against Henry precipitately.
which he afterwards repents, 9o9. His authority renounced by the English
convocation and parhament, 904 Dins, 922

CLEM_'qT prince of Bavaria, _s chosen elector of Cologne, w 5o5 .
CLEMENT Jaques. assassinates Henry III of France, _v 28o
CLEMENT1NES and Urbamsts, the source of those distinctions, u 33 °
CLERGY. rewew of the usurpations of, in the reign of Henry II, 1 3o5 . Their

artifices to obtain money, 3_9 Claim an exemption from the civil magistrate, zb
Enormities committed by, zb How they evaded the celibacy enjoined them, 426.
Reflections on their case, 497 . By what titles they obtained seats m the antmnt
feudal parhaments, 466 Of use as mediators m disputes between the kings and
their barons, n 14 Itahan, an estimate of the value of their benefices m England,
m the early part of the reign of Henry III, e4 Deprived of all protectmn from
the laws, by Edward I on their refusal to grant him supplies. 115 The bad
circumstances to which they were reduced by this exclusion, a 16. Are reduced to
compliance, zb A view of the supplies granted by, to Edward I, 144 Why assidu-
ous m promoting the study and observance of civil law, 52o Not to beg without
a license, at the time of Henry VII, m. 79 All obhged to take the oath of

supremacy, by act of Elizabeth's parliament, xv 61 Their disposition toward
Romish ceremonies and church authority, under the countenance of bishop
Laud, v 997 The right of taxing their revenues resigned to parhament, vl. 195
Parochial, obtain the right of voting at elections, zb See Church and Bzshops

CLERGY reformed in Scotland, their gross behaviour to Mary, on her arrival m
Scotland, iv 4° Are ruled In this, by John Knox, zb The real cause of their ill
humour, 44 See Knox, Reformatwn, Assembly, Congregation of the Lord, Ec-
cleszastwal Comm2sswn, and Scotland

CLERGY. of the church of Rome, their authority and umon dangerous to the clvd
magistrate, m _ 36 But the encouragement of the free arts m some measure
owing to them, 137 See Indulgences, Luther, and Reformatzon

CLERMONT,a council called there by pope Martin II to resolve on a holy war, i. 236
CLEVELAND, dutchess of, mistress to Charles II her character and influence over the

king, w. 188.
CLEVES See Anne of
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CLIFFORD Sir Robert, engages in the Imposture of Perkin Warbec, ni 44 Prevailed

on by Henry VII to betray his secrets, and be his spy upon him, 45 Returns to
England, and accuses Sir William Stanley as an accomplice. 47

CLIFFORD, Sir Thomas, one of the cabal, his character. Vl. 241 Obtains a peerage
and the treasurer's staff, for the hint of shutting up the exchequer. 253 Is
excluded by the test act, 281

CLINTON, lord, commands queen Mary's fleet for a descent on the coasts of
Brltanny, Ul. 460 Lands at Conquet. but is drove off. zb Is appointed one of the
commissioners to inquire Into the conduct of Mary queen of Scots, IV 111

COACHES, when first introduced Into England, iv 380
COAL when first dug in England, n 72
COATS of arms. when they first came into vogue. 1. 486
COBBET, one of the king's judges, is seized in Holland, brought home, and exe-

cuted, vi x7q
COBHAM, Sir John Oldcastle, lord. his character as head of the Lollards, IX 355

Singled out as a victim b) Arundel archbishop of Canterbury. zb Conference
between him and the king, zb Condemned. 356 Escapes. zb Conspires against
the king, zb Taken and executed, lb

COBHAM, lord, condemned but pardoned for a conspiracy against James I, v 9 His
inconsistent accusation of Sir Walter Raleigh, _b

COFFEE-HOUSES a proclamation for the suppression of, Vl 296 The proclamation
suppressed, zb

COIN Swedish bullion imported, and good money corned, m 387 Is regulated by
queen Ehzabeth, iv 48 Amount of, from 1599 to 1619, v x46 Amount of.

during the reign of Charles I and the succeeding commonwealth. Vl 148 Great
increase of. after the restoration, 538

COKE, Sir Edward, a curious passage from his mstltutes, relating to the suppression
of the monasteries, m 476 Queen Ehzabeth's haughty treatment of him when
speaker of the house of commons, iv 285 His severe treatment of the earl of
Essex, 3_5 Grossly abuses Sir Walter Raleigh on his trial, _ lo Is ordered b-v
James to prosecute the murderers of Sir Thomas Overbury, 62,

COLCHESTER 18 forced to capitulate to Falrfax and lreton, v 528

COLEMAN lS arrested, and his papers seized, on account of the popish plot, Vl 338
Discoveries made by his letters, 339 Is tried and executed, 353, 354

COLIGNI, admiral, makes an unsuccessful attempt on Boulogne. in 374 Defends
St Qulntln against the Spanish army, 452 The town taken, 453. Forms a scheme
for the taking of Calais, whmh is executed by the duke of Guise, _b Declares m
favour of the protestants In France, iv 34 Comxnands the protestant forces after
the battle of Dreux, 59 Obtains supplies from queen Elizabeth, zb His progress
in Normandy, 63 Is apprased of the league of Bayonne against the protestants,
and concerts a scheme to frustrate it, 147 Battle of St Dennis, 148 Collects the
protestant forces after the defeat of Jarnac, and besieges Pmctlers, zb Is defeated
by the duke of Anjou at Montcontour, x49 Is deceived by the dissimulation of
Charles, 162 Is wounded by an assassin, zb Is killed m the massacre of Paris, 163

COLINGBOURNE, Wilham, executed for a distich against R_chard III, n 513
COLLEGE, a joiner, h_s extraordinary trial, and execution, Vl 4o6
COLONZES settled by the Enghsh m America, v 146 See Amerwa Are peopled by

the restraints imposed on dissenters, Vl 537 Their charters recalled by James II.
539

COLONNA, Prosper, the Spamsh general, defends Milan against the French in-
vasion under the admiral Bonnlvet, Ul. 153

COLUMBUS, Christopher, h_s first voyage for discovery of the western _orld, nl 8o.
Sent his brother Bartholomew to England to make his proposals to Henry VII,
_b How Henry was deprived of the honour of the discovery of America. 8i

COMBAT, single, tmal by, m the Anglo-Saxon laws, how instituted, i 959, 486.
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COMMERCE, a view of the state of, during the Anglo-Norman kings, x 483 . Remarks
on the state of, during the reign of Henry III, Xl 67. Industry and state of, In the
reign of Edward III, 279 State of, during the reign of Henry IV, 351. Regu-

lations of, m the reign of Henry VII, m. 77. Great extension of, m this reign, 8o.
The privileges of the merchants of the stll-yard taken away, m. 386. A treaty of,
made with Gustavus Ericson, _b State of, during the time of queen Mary, 462
The great oppression of, by the enormous grants of monopohes by queen Mary,
iv 344. State of, during the reign of queen Ehzabeth, 374. Estabhshment of the
East-India company, 375 Trade with Muscovy opened, zb Turkey company
erected, 376. In the beginning of the reign of James I almost wholly monopohsed
by exclusive compames, v 2o A decay of shipping occasioned by this evil, zb
Amount of the customs in th_s reign, 42. State of, during this reign, 142 . Exports
and imports, _46 State of, during the reign of Charles I and the succeeding
commonwealth, Vl 148. Great increase of. after the restoration, 537.

COMMISSION ecclesiastical, or h_gh, see Hzgh commission court
COMMITTEE of safety, formed by the officers after the expulsion of the long or

rump parliament, vI. t 2o Negocaates with general Monk, 1_6
COMMODITIES, prices of, m the reign of Richard I, x. 4o4 Remarks on the price of,

m the reign of Edward III, n 281, note.

COMMON PRAYER book, composed by a committee of bishops and divines, m 364
In what respects it differed from the old mass-book, zb Is rewsed, 385 Is
authorized b'¢ the parhament. 39o See Lzturgy, and Reformat2on

COMMONS, the first efforts towards sending representative of, to parliament, u 35
Began to assemble separate from the peers, 38 Remonstrate against the delays
of the council of barons, 39 Appeal to prince Edward, zb The house of, regu-
larly formed by the earl of Leicester, wlth the admission of members from

boroughs, 56 Farther regulations with respect to the representatives of count-
les, lo 4 The real epoch of the house of, _b The election of representatives
considered as a hardship both by them and their constituents, lo 7 The gradual
increase of their influence on government zb Refuse granting supphes for the
expedition of Edward III against France, 2o 5 The consequence they arrive to,
in his reign, _73 Lawyers frequently excluded the house at this time, _74. Chuse
a speaker for the first time, 286 Petition the lords to appoint a council, &c
during the minority of Richard II, zb. Petition Richard II against the confed-
eracies of the barons, 287, 532 Impeach Michael de la Pole, earl of Suffolk. 296

Their proceedings against Rlchard's ministry, 3oo Their compliance to the king
on the crushing of Gloucester's faction, 3o8, 534. Impeach Fitz Allan, arch-
bishop of Canterbury, 3o9 Petition for an act to check the clergy in eluding the
mortmain act, 329 . Their _mportance greatly increased, 34 ° Insist on an answer
to their petitions, before they make any grants, zb Other acts of resolution by
them, zb Oppose Henry IV in his attempt to exclude females from succession to
the crown, 348. Adwse the king to selze the temporahtles of the church, zb
Scheme formed by them, from an estimate of the ecclesiastical revenues, 349.
Apply for a mitigation of the statutes against Lollards, _b Impeachment of the
duke of Suffolk, 431 A second, 432. Temper of the house which met on the
assertion of the duke of York's pretensions, 439 Address the king to remove
certain peers from his presence, 44 ° Their spirit of opposition to the en-
croachments of the church of Rome, during the reign of Henry VI, 453. Petition
for the execution of the duke of Clarence, brother to Edward IV, 491 . Their

grants to Henry VIII at the instance of cardinal Wolsey, and their speaker Sir
Thomas More, m. 148 The arbitrary speech of Henry to Edward Montague, a
member, 47 ° Thomas Cromwell. a member, warmly defends his patron cardinal
Wolsey, against the charge of the peers, 185 Pass several bills to restrain the
impositions of the clergy, 186. Extraordinary speech of a member on the subject
of religion, 187. Complain to the king of the reflections cast on them by Fisher
bishop of Rochester, _b Grant the king a discharge of his debts, zb. Petition for
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indemnity from the statute of proxlsors 195 Preter a complaint to the king
against the oppressions of ecclesiastical courts, a96 ReJect a bill framed by the
king. respecting his right of wardships. &c 197 Comply u lth an act relating to
the possession of lands, framed by the king, 23o The gross flattery of the
speaker to the king, 241 Grant Henry supphes, but very reluctantl-,, 274 Pass
the btll for Cromwel's death unwillingly, 275 Petition the king to lav the case of
his marriage with Anne of Cleves before the convocation, 277 Pass a bill of

attainder against the duke of Norfolk in obedience to the king's message, 32o
Cruel treatment of Strode, a member, in Corn_ all, for bringing in a bill concern-
mg tin, 325 Lord Seymour attainted. 363 Alter a bill against treason, passed by
the lords, and pass another. 391 ReJect a poor bill tramed b_ the lords, and pass
another, 392 Refuse to pass the attainder of Tonstal b_shop of Durham, or to
ratif) the attainder ot Somerset. 393 A ne_a election ot, undei Noith-
umberland's influence, zb Grant subsidies to the king, 394 Remonstrate against
Mary marrving Philip of Spain, and are dissolved tor it, 414 A new election
under Mary and Gardiner's lntluence, 425 Some members pumshed for seces-
sion, 429 Their reason for refusing a subsidy to the queen, 443 Grants made by
a net house to the queen, 458 Oppose the act confirming the queen's sale, or
grant of cro,an lands. _b Cople'_, a member, imprisoned for speaking irrever-
ently of the queen, zb Vote a subsidy and other grants to queen Elizabeth, iv 12
Address her to make choice of a husband, zb Repeat this address. 59 Are
stopped by Elizabeth m their debates concerning the settlement of the succes-
sion, 8I Farther debates on this subject. 82 Her speech at dissolving them, 7b
Stricland introduces a bill for the amendment of the Liturgy, 138 Speech of
Plstor on kneeling, and making the sign of the cross, 139 Strlcland prohibited
by the queen from attending the house, zb Yelverton's free speech on the
occasion. 14o Farther debates on this matter, _b Strmland restored to the
house, 141 Are checked by the lords in debating of matters ot rehglous re forma-
tion, zb Speeches on the queen's prerogative occasioned by Bell's motion
against an exclusive patent granted to a trading company at Bristol, 142 Bell
severely reprimanded by the council for his temerity, i43 Are reproved by the
lord keeper at the close ot the session, for thmr freedom, i44 A bribe given to

a mayor for an election, with the probable reason for it, i46, note Address the
queen for the duke of Norfolk's execution, 159 Apply to the queen for the trial

and execution of Mary queen of Scots, i59 Pass two bills for regulating ec-
clesiastical ceremonies, but are checked by the queen. 16o Speech of Peter
Wentworth in favour of liberty, a 78 Behaviour of the house on this occasion,
18o Oppose encroachments of the upper house, 181 Appoint a general last. at
the motion of Paul Wentworth. 187 Are reprimanded by the queen for it, zb
Apply to the bishops for farther reformation. 2o6 Complain of the court of
ecclesiastical commlssmn, zb Are prohibited by the queen from Intermeddling
with ecclesiastical affairs, 272. Are checked in their endeavours to regulate

purveyance, 273 The queen's haughty reply to the requests of Sir Eduard Coke
speaker. 285 Peter Wentworth resumes the subject of the succession. 286 He
and several others sent to prison, zb Treatment ot Morrice for opposing abuses
of ecclesiastical po,aer, 287 Yelverton a lawyer chosen speaker, 3o2 Grant sup-
phes to the queen, 3o3 Dispute about forms with the lords, zb Extraordinary
assertions of the regal prerogative in the debates concerning monopolies, 34 _
The abject acknowledgments of the house, on the queen's promise to cancel the
most oppressive of the patents. 347 Grant the queen an extraordinary supply,
zb Review of the practice of the chancellors, in issuing new w rlts to supply the
places of members, whom they judged incapable of attending, • 16 Votes of the
house on this occasion. _4 Inquir) into the question, whether an out law can be
chosen a member, 15 Restore Sir Francis Goodwln to his seat, which had been
vacated by the chancellor on account of his outla_ry, i6 Refuse a conference
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with the lords on this affair, _b Are commanded by the king to confer with the

judges, zb Spirited debates on this subject, 17 A committee of, mqmre into the
monopolies of trade, 2o. Attempt to free the nation from the burden of ward-
ships and feudal tenures, *b And from purveyance, 21 Are unwilling to grant
any supplies to the king, 2_ Reject a bill from the lords, for entailing the crown
lands on the king and his successors. *b Grant supplies, 33 Are averse to the
union between England and Scotland, 34 Frame a petition for rigour toward

popish recusants, and lenity toward scrupulous protestant clergymen, but are
checked by the king, 35 Order their journals to be regularly kept, 36. Refuse to
supply the king's necessities, 38 Reflections on their conduct, 39 Their views
extend to establish the constitution on freer principles than formerly, 42 At-
tempt to check the regal prerogative in ecclesiastical affairs, 43 Remonstrate
against the high commission court, 44. Are alarmed at reports of the king's
influencing elections, 58 Dispute the king's power of levying money by his
prerogative, 59 Are dissolved in anger, and some of the members Imprisoned,
*b Grant supplies to assist the Elector Palatine, 85 Make a representation of
grievances to the king, 86. Impeach the lord chancellor Bacon, 87 Remonstrate
to the king, in favour of the Elector Palatine, and against the Spanish match, 89
Are reproved by the king, 9° Remonstrate again, 91 The king's speech to their
committee, zb Protest against the king's denial of their privileges, 92. This
protestation tore out of their journal by the king, zb Are dissolved, and the
refractory members pumshed, zb The arguments urged by both parties con-
cerning the disputes between the king and them, 94 Vote supplies for a Spamsh
war, i 14 Impeach the earl of Middlesex, zb Inquiry into the cause of the small
supply granted by them in the first parliament of Charles I, 157 Their leaders
and their views, 16o Continue obstinate m denying farther supphes, notwith-
standing the king's remonstrances, 16_ Are disgusted at the assistance sent
against Rochelle, zb Complain of the growth of popery, 165 A supply voted, but
ItS passing Into a law postponed, I67 Impeach the duke of Buckingham, i69
The two members who managed this impeachment Imprisoned by the king, 17 i
Remonstrate against conferring trusts on cathohcs, 17 _ Are dissolved, but pub-

hsh a remonstrance previous to their dissolution, 174 A character of this house
in the third parhament, 187, Sir Francis Seymour's speech. 188. Sir Robert

Phlhps's speech, 189 Sir Thomas Wentworth's speech, 19I Five subsidies voted,
zb The famous petition of right taken under consideration, i94 Farther ex-

postulations by the king, i96 The petition of right passed by them, i97 Im-
peach Manwaring, for asserting m a sermon the real prerogative of levying taxes
independent of parhament, 199. Attack the commission for levying money, 2oi
Present a remonstrance against the duke of Buckingham's conduct, zb Insist on
the king's discontinuing levymg the duties of tonnage and poundage, 2o 9
Attack Arminiamsm, 2i 1 An allusion made use of by Rouse, a member, 213
First appearance of Ohver Cromwel, 914 Call officers to account for levying
tonnage and poundage, zb Sir John Elliot reads a remonstrance against these
duties, zb. The speaker forcibly held in the chair till a remonstrance is framed
and passed, _ 15 Are dissolved, _b Members punished, *b The complexion and
reasoning of the house in the fourth parhament, now summoned after eleven
years interval, _7 o, The substance of Pym's speech, _72 Enter into the con-
sideration of grievances, ,b Resent the interposition of the lords, zb Summary
of the arguments urged by the court and popular parties, 273. Are abruptly
dissolved, _76 Stratford impeached by, in the long parliament, 289 Impeach
archbishop Laud, zb Impeach the lord keeper Finch, 29 o Vote several pro-
ceedings of lieutenants, and deputy lieutenants of counties, illegal, and the
parties exercising them dehnquents, for assessing ship-money, 291 Sheriffs
voted dehnquents for assessing ship-money, ,b The officers who lev_ed tonnage
and poundage fined, _9 _. The star-chamber and h_gh comm_sslon courts con-
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demned, zb Accuse the judges for their determination on Hambden's trial, zb

Expel monopolists and projectors, zb Remarks on their proceedings, 293 Re-
verse the sentences of the star-chamber on Prynne and others, 295 The rap_d
progress of their regulations, 997 Agree to pay the Scots army, 298. Begin to
attack eplsocopal authority, 3oa Harass the clergy, 3o2 Vote a rerno_al of all
cathohcs from the army, 3o4 Make limited grants of tonnage and poundage,
3o6 Frame a bill for tnenmal parliaments, which is passed, 3o7 Pass a bill of
attainder against Strafford, 32o Form a protestation, and order _t to be signed
by the whole nanon, 322 Are offended at the king's mterposlnon for Stratford,
323 Disband the Enghsh and Scots armies on the king's journey to Scotland,
331 Insist on the reduction of the Irish army raased by Stratford to reduce the
Scots, 337 Oppose their being hired by the Spaniards, 337 Their zeal for the
presbyterian discipline, 348 Credit the report of the Irish massacre being or-
dered by the king, 349 An account of the famous remonstrance framed b', them,

351 Pass the remonstrance, and publish it without sending it up to the lords,
352 Reasoning of the parties on both sides with regard to it, zb Present the

remonstrance to the klng on his return, 356 Pass the bill for pressing soldiers
tor Ireland, 358 The interposition of peers m electrons declared to be a breach
of priwlege, zb Their proceedings against the bashops, 359. Declare to the lords

an intention ofrejectmg their authority, if opposed by them, 36o Excite appre-
hensions m the people, 361 Impeach the bishops, who sign a protestation, 363
Five members impeached b)_ the king, 365 The impeached members are de-
manded, 366 Are demanded by the king m person, zb AdJourn the house on
this occasion, 367 Order a committee to sit in merchant-taylors-hall, 368 The
accused members take their seats, 369 Messages between them and the king,
37 o. Encourage petitions from the common people, 37 a Impeach the attorney-
general, and prosecute their plan of the militia, 374- Form a magazine at Hull,
and appoint Sir John Hotham governor, zb Appoint governors of Portsmouth
and the Tower, _b Warn the kingdom to prepare for a defence against papists
and ill-affected persons, zb Appoint all the heutenants of counnes, and restore
their powers, 375 Press the klngby messages to pass the bill, 376 His reply, 377
Their vote on this reply, zb Carry the militia bill into execution, without the
king's concurrence, 379 Vote all to be traitors who assist the king, 382 Raise an
army, and appoint the earl of Essex general, 383 For those transacnons whereto
both houses concur, see Parhament Carr)_ an impeachment of the queen up to

the lords, 434 Pass the self-denying ordinance, 448 Chuse Henry Pelham
speaker an the room of Lenthal, on his going to the army, 508 Their vaolent
accusation against the king, 5 a7 Pass a vote for bringing the king to a trial, 533
This vote being refused bv the lords, they pass an ordinance for bringing him to
trial by their own authority, zb Vote the house of lords useless, and abolish
monarchy, 546 Readmlt some of the secluded members, vi 5 Name a councd
to carry on the administration of government, 6 Enlarge the laws of high

treason, 13 Dlssolunon of by Cromwel, 53 Retrospect of their proceedings, _b
Character of Barebone's parhament, 6o In the protector's parhament, refuse to
acknowledge the house of lords summoned by him, 99 The new house of, after
the final dissolution of the long parhament, meet and chuse Sir Harbottle
Gnmstone speaker, 138 Receive a letter from Charles II and appoint a commit-

tee to answer it, _b The king proclaimed, 139 Vote presents to the king and his
brothers, zb Pass a vote against the indigmtles practised by the Dutch toward the
Enghsh trade, 19 a. Impeach the earl of Clarendon, 213 Oblige the king to pass
the act against the Importanon of Irish cattle, 231 Address the king for a
proclamation against convenncles, 235. Obstruct the tolerating maxims of the
court, zb Resent the lords taking cogmzance of Skinner's case, 236 As also with
their altering a money bill, 248 Coventry act on what occasion passed, zb
Vacancies supphed by writs from the chancellor, annulled, 273 Grants to the
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king, 274 Frame and support a remonstrance against the declaration of in-

dulgence, lb Remonstrance against the duke of York's intended marriage, and
the standing army, 281 Motions carried, on the expected prorogation, _b In-

quire Into grievances at the next meeting, ib Prepare to impeach Buckingham
and Arlington, 282 Their discontented measures, _92 Quarrel with the lords
on the casdof Fag and Shirley, _94. Refuse the king a supply to free his revenue
from anticipations, _95 Grant supplies for the navy, 3o4 Their reasons for
putting no confidence in the king's promises. 3o6 Are reproved and adjourned
for the address, recommending an alliance with the States against France, 3o8.
Continue distrustful of the king's Intentions, 3 a 3 Make a passionate address to
the king, 315 Vote the disbanding of the army, 3 a 7 Impeach the earl of Danby,
351 . Contest the choice of a speaker with the king, 359- The dispute compro-
mised, 2b Danby attainted. 36o Resume the search after the popish plot, 361
Pass the bill of exclusion against the duke of York, 365 A bill brought in, to
exclude all members possessing lucrative offices, 366 Vote the king's guards,
and standing army to be illegal, lb Resume the impeachment of Danby, 367
Dispute with the lords on the right of the bishops' votes in Danby's case, 368
Persecute the abhorrers, and protect the petitioners, 385 Rewve alarms about the
popish plot, ib The exclusion-bill resumed, 387 The arguments urged for and
against the exclusion-ball, 388 Pass the exclusion-bill, 391 Present an address to
the king, concerning abuses In government, 392 Their violent proceedings,
397 Impeach Fltz-harrls, m the parhament at Oxford, 4o_ Grant a revenue to
James II during life. 456 Address him concerning his exercise of a dispensing

power, 468 In the convention parhament vote the throne to be vacant, 5_3
Their conference with the lords, 526 See Lords and Parhament

COMMONWEALTH OF ENGLAND, commencement of, v 546 State of, after the Battle
of Worcester. vI 39 Its confused management of ecclesiastical affairs, 4° Main-
tams a formidable power abroad, 41 Admiral Blake disperses prince Rupert's
fleet, zb Sir George Ayscue reduces the colonies, 4 _, Scotland reduced by Monk,
_t3 Attempts a coahtlon with the United Provinces, 45 Determines on a war with
them, 46 [ngagement between Blake and Tromp, 47 See Blake, Ayscue, &c

Their advantages at sea owing to the ship money lev_ed by Charles, 5 ° The long
parliament dissolved by Cromwel, 53 State of parties at this time, 59- Is termi-
nated, by Cromwel being chosen protector, 64 Is restored by the resignation of
Richard Cromwel, and reassembhng the long parhament, i a6 The parliament
expelled, and a committee of safety appointed, 12o State of foreign affairs. _b
Dissolution of the long parhament, 133 Charles II restored, 139. A review of
manners, &c at this time, i,tl

COMMUNION-SERVICE, a new one framed, on the abohtlon of private masses, ni 355

COMMUNION-TABLE, removed from the wall into the middle of the church, by the
first English reformers, iv 12 i

COMPANIES, exclusive, almost all the foreign trade of England in the hands of, at the
commencement of the reign of James I, v eo

COMVILt, NE, besieged by the duke of Burgundy, and Joan D'Arc taken prisoner
there, n 4o6

COMPREHENSION OF EPISCOPISTS AND PRESBYTERIANS, a conference held m the Savoy
for effectmg, vl 17 ° The popular arguments for and against this measure, 171.

COMPURGATORS, among our Saxon ancestors, i _79
CONAN. duke of Britanny, yields Nantz to king Henry II of England, 1. 3o2.

Betroths his daughter to Henry's third son, Geoffrey. 3o3
CONDI_, prince of, declares in favour of the protestants m France, iv 34 Is seized,

and condemned to death, by the influence of the Guises, zb Saved by the death
of the king, 35 Takes arms m favour of the protestants against the royal party,
56 Enters into a treaty with Ehzabeth of England for assistance, 57 Is taken
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prisoner by the cathohcs at the battle of Dreux, 59 Obtains his hberty by treaty,
and Is re-restated an his offices, 63 Assists at the siege of Havre de Grace, 64 Is
apprised of the league of Bayonne against the protestants, andjoms m a scheme
to prevent it, a47 Battle of St Denms, x48 Forms the saege of Chartres, and
obhges the court to an accommodataon, 2b Is kdled at the battle ofJarnac, zb.

CONDE, the young prance of, is, wath Henry, prance of Navarre, placed at the head
of the protestants by Cohgm, after the defeat of Jarnac, and death of has father,

av a48. Is obhged by Charles to renounce the protestant froth as the price of has
life, during the massacre of Paras, a 63 Puts h_mself at the head of the German
protestant auxdmrles, a67 Is defeated b) the duke of Gmse, 279

COND]_,prince of, has obstinate battle wath the prance of Orange at Senesse, va _9_
Lores XIV serves under ham as a volunteer, 297 Succeeds Turenne an Alsace, zb
Forces the Imperlahsts to re-pass the Rhine, 297.

CONGREGATION OF THE LORD, an assocxauon of reformers an Scotland so stded.

account of the bond they entered into. av a 9 Present a petmon to the queen
regent, against the scandalous laves of the clergy, _ a. Petataon the parhament and
convocataon, _ Raase men to oppose the regent, 23 Thear address to her, and
remonstrance to such of thear party as joined her, zb Their address to the
estabhshed church, 24. The regent enters into an accommodataon with them, _5
Charge the regent wath infringing the capatulataon, zb Sagn a new covenant, zb
Give themselves up to the guadance of John Knox, 26 Take Perth. and Edin-
burgh, _b. Come to an agreement wath the regent, _b Are joined by the duke
of Chatelrault, _7. Deprave the queen-dowager of the regency, and order all
French troops to depart the kingdom, _b Request assastance from queen
Ehzabeth, _8 Conclude a treaty wath Ehzabeth, and receive a fleet and forces
from her, 29 Treaty of Edinburgh, 3° Call a parhament, suppress the cathohc

rehgaon, and estabhsh the presbyterian dlscaphne, 3 a Send to the queen for a
ratxfxcataon, whach she refuses, 3_ Carry thear plan into execution, and again
request the assastance of England, 33

CONNAUGHT See Ireland

CONQUERORS, an the feudal tames, an estimate of their merats, aa _73.

CONRADE. marqms of Montserrat, conducts the German army to Palestine, on the
death of has father the emperor Frederic. a 38_. Claims the kingdom of Jerusa-
lem, m opposataon to Guy de Lus_gnan, 387 Is assassinated by order of the Old
Man of the Mountain See Assassins

CONSERVATORS of the peace, appointed m Scotland, _ 4_
CONSERVATORSof the pubhc hbertles See Barons
CONSTABLE OF ENGLAND. reflections on the arbatrary offace, and court of, n 535

The office of, forfeited by the duke of Buckingham, and never revived, a 33

CONSTANCE, council of, deposes pope John XXIII and elects Martin V, n 379.
Burns John Huss and Jerome of Prague. *b

CONSTANTIA, aunt to Wdham II king of Naples and Sxcfly, as left by ham successor
to has domlmons, a 383 Is marraed to the emperor Henr) VI, ,b Is daspossessed
by her natural brother Tancred, ,b

CONSTANTIA, mother of Arthur duke of Brxtanny, _s hated by Eleanor, queen-
dowager of England, a 408. How reduced to surrender her son to has uncle John.
king of England, 4o 9 Appeals to Phflap on the murder of Arthur by John, 4 _4

CONSTANTINE, king of Scotland, defeated by Athelstan king of England, _ 85
Confederates with the Damsh pxrates and Welsh prances, but as worsted by
Athelstan, 86.

CONSTANTINOPLE. taken by the Turks, and the consequences of that event, m 81
CONSTITUTION OF ENGLAND. a h_storacal wew of. to the tame of Henry VII, 11 524

The different periods of, pointed out, IV 355, note Indacattons ofa sparxt an the
house of commons to alter at on prmcaples of freedom, v 4_. Never thoroughly
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understood until fixed on prmclples of hbertv by parhament, 43 The argu-
ments urged on both sides on the disputes between James I and the parhament,
93

CONVENTICLES_ act of parliament against, passed, vl 238 A severe law against, m
Scotland, 3_4- Are rigorously dispersed and suppressed, 372 Are strictly sup-
pressed in England, 42o. Are allowed by the declaration of indulgence, 481

CONVENTION OF STATES, called in Scotland, w lthout the king's authority, v 42 i
Enforce the Solemn League and Covenant, 423 .

CONVENTION OF STATES, parliament, See Parhament
CO_,VOCATION the first assembling of deputies of the inferior clergy, by Edward I,

n 1o 9 Scruple to assemble on the king's writ, a lO The objection how accommo-
dated, and the reason why the clergy formed two houses of, zb Refuses the
demands of Edward toward a French war, 115- The consequences of this refusal,
zb Summoned by Henry VIII and intimidated by cardinal Wolsey. rote the grant
of a moiety of ecclesiastical revenues, m 148 Henry's marriage with Catharme
of Arragon declared to be lnvahd, by, 192 Compounds with the king for a
prosecution carried on against the clergy, on the statute of provlsors, 194

Acknowledges the king's supremacy, with a reservation, 195 The papal author-
lty renounced by, 2o 5 Debates on the expediency of a translation of the scrip-
tures, 231 The bishops for and against reformation enumerated, 241 Articles
of faith framed by, a42 The influence of protestant principles in their articles
estimated, _43. Grants supplies to Henry, 274 Annuls Henry's marriage with
Anne of Cleves, 27ff Grants supphes for a French war, 299 Votes Henry a
subsidy of six shillings in the pound, 311. Meets, when the first parliament of
Edward VI was summoned by the duke of Somerset, 352, Meets an queen Mary's
reign, and disputes on transubstantiation, 414. The debate adjourned to Ox-
ford, 415 . Votes a subsidy to queen Elizabeth, iv. 62 Its proceedings in the
sitting after the dissolution of the fourth parliament of Charles I, v 3o5

CON'_AY, lord, is appointed general of the horse, in the army sent against the Scots,
v 279. Is routed at Newburn, _b

COPENHAGEN as besieged by Charles X of Sweden, but reheved by an English and
Dutch fleet, va 12 l,

COPLEY, a member of the house of commons, imprisoned for speaking lrreverentl_
of queen Mary, m 458

COPPER COIN, when first introduced, v 146
CORN remarks on the statute prices of, during the reign of Henry III, n 67 The

exportation of allowed in the reign of Henry VI, 454 Other regulations of the
trade an, zb Prices of, during the reign of James I, v 138 Public magazines of,
estabhshed, _b

CORNISH, sheriff of London, is conwcted on false evidence, and executed, Vl 465
CORNWAL an msurrect_on there against Henry VII on account of levying a subsidy,

m 55 Headed by the lord Audley, 56 The rebels defeated at Blackheath, 57

CORNWAL, Richard earl of. son of king John, his disputes with his brother Henry
III and Waleran de T_es, concerning the restitution of a manor in his earldom,
u 14 Refuses the kingdom of S_cdy, offered to him by pope Innocent IV, 26 Is
elected king of the Romans, 28 Spends all his treasures m Germany, _b Is
obhged to swear obedience to the provisions of Oxford, before the barons allow
him to return to England, 38 His son Henry joins the confederacy of barons
against the king, 44 Is taken prisoner by the barons at the battle of Lewes, 52.
Recovers has hberty by the battle of Evesham, 6a His son Henry d'Almalne
assassinated by their cousin, 62 Dies, 64

CORPORATIONS, when first erected in France, and with what view, x 97 Are a great
check upon Industry, m. 79 The regulation of, granted to the king by parha-
merit, Vl 174 Most of them surrender their charters to Charles II, 424 Condi-
tions on whKh they were restored, zb
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CORRE_,, Dr., preaches before Henri VIII and justifies his conduct against the
reproaches of friar Peyto. m 217

COSPATR1CK,why made earl of Northumberland by king William the conqueror.
1 166, note. 2ol Created earl of Dunbar, bv Malcolm king of Scotland, 212

COTTEREAUX See Braban_ons

COTTINGTON Sir Francis, opposes prince Charles'sjourne } to Spare. • _o 5 Is
abused for it by Buckingham, zb

COUERSEU BELL, the observance of, in England, no mark of slavery, 1 493, note
COUNCIL OF THE NORTH, abolished by the long parliament, v 33 °

COUNCIL OF THE NORTH. OF OFFICERS. summoned by Oliver Cromwel, resolves on
bringing Charles I to trial, v. 514 Demands a dissolution of the parliament, and
seize the king, 529 The parliament purged by, 53 ° Plans a republican form of
government, 532 Turns the members out of the house by violence, vl 53
Chuses Oliver Cromwel protector, 64 One is summoned b'r Richard Cromwel
114 Deposes the protector, 115 Restores the long parliament, 1i6

COUNCIL OF ]'HE NORTH, OF STATES, nominated by parliament to carry on the
administration of government after the execution of the king, vl 13 Appoints
Cromwel lord lieutenant of Ireland, 11. One appointed on the dissolution of the
long parliament, 133

COUNCIL OF WALES, abolished by the long parliament, v 33 °
COUNCIl OF WALES ecclesiastical See Synods
COUNTIES the first division of England Into, _ 76 The first attempts at appointing

members for, to parliament, n. 35 See Commons Palatine, the jUllsdictlon of.
annexed to the crown, _v 384

COUNTY COURTS first appointment of, 1 77 Are peculiar to England, and the
nature of them explained, I 472, note

COURT AND COUNTRY when those parties first began in parhament, v 84, 556
COURT BARON, the ancient form and nature of, l 468, 472
COURTS, Clvll and ecclesiastical, law enacted for their re-union, on the accession of

Henry I, l 278 Remained without effect, from the opposition of archbishop
Anselm. zb

COURT OF HIGH COMMISSION See Hzgh-commzss_on
COURTNEY, son of the marqms of Exeter, is released from the To_er, and made earl

of Devonshire, by queen Mary, nl 406 See Devonshzre
COUTRAS battle of, between Henr} III of France and Henry king of Navarre, Iv

279
COVENANT, one framed and subscribed in Scotland, against receiving the canons

and liturgy, v 258 Is enforced by the general assembh under pain of excommu-
nication, 261 See League

COVENTR_ Sir John, is assaulted and maimed, for a satirical reflection on Charles
II, vl _48 Which occasions the famous act against maiming, known under his
name, zb

COVERDALE, bishop of Exeter, is imprisoned on the accession of queen Mary. Ul
408

COWLEY, his character as a poet, vi _52 His death, *b
COZENS, dean of Peterborough, his superstitious zeal for ecclesiastical ceremonies,

and haughty assertion of church authority, v 3oa
CRAIG, a protestant mlmster of Edinburgh, is ordered to publish the banns between

queen Mary and Bothwel, which he refuses, iv 9° Remonstrates against this
marriage before the council, and from the pulpit, zb

CRAIG, Ahson, a Scots courtezan, a riot at her house, taken cognizance of by the
church, iv 43

CRANMER, Dr his first introduction to Henry VIII, nl. 19o Is engaged by Henrv
to wrate m favour of his divorce, 191, Is made archbishop of Canterbury, 199

The number of bulls necessary for his installation, remarked, from bishop
Burnet, 474. Is appointed to examine the vahdlty of the king's marriage, tb
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Declares Catharme contumacious for non-appearance, and pronounces the
marriage mvahd, 199 Favours the protestant tenets, 213. Intercedes with Henry

m behalf of queen Anne Boleyn, 236 Is constrained to annul the marriage, 237
Encourages farther reformations In religion, 261 Opposes the law of the six
articles, 266 Dismisses his wife m obedience to them, ,b Commumcates to

Henry an account of queen Catharme Howard's lewdness, 284 Loses a powerful
friend by the death of the duke of Suffolk, 313 Is protected by the king against
the catholic courtiers, _b Attends Henry m his dying moments, 32o. Is named
one of the regency during the minority of Edward VI, 333 His xmportumty with
the young king to sign the warrant for the execution of Joan Bocher, 367
Adheres to Somerset the protector in his distress, 377 Opposes the attainder of
Tonstal bishop of Durham, 393 Is induced to sign the patent for the succession
of lady Jane Gray, 398 Is imprisoned and convicted of treason, owing to his
indiscreet zeal against masses, 4o9 . Is sent under a guard to Oxford to debate on
transubstantiation, 4a5 . Is cited to Rome for heresy, 449 Is condemned as

contumacious, though m custody, _b Is degraded, ,b Subscribes to the pope's
supremacy, and the real presence, 45 o. Contradicts this subscription by pubhc
declaration, *b Is burnt, and his fortitude at the stake, zb A character of him, zb

CRECY, battle of, between Edward III of England, and Phxhp de Valois of France,
n. 23o. The great slaughter of the French at, 233

CREDIT. national, low state of, previous to the reign of Ehzabeth, _v. 374
CREMA, cardinal de, disgraceful anecdote of, 1 274
CREQuI. marshal, is defeated by the Impermhsts m an endeavour to relieve Treves,

vl. 298.

CRESSINGHAM. treasurer of Scotland, lsjomed m the admamstrat_on with Ormesby,
on earl Warrenne leaving his government there, u a 25. Exasperates the Scots by
his oppressions, zb Urges Warrenne to give battle to Wallace, 127 Is slain in the
actaon with Wallace. *b His body contemptuously treated by the Scots, 128

CREVANT.In Burgundy, besieged by the French and Scots, but raised by the Enghsh,
n. 387

CRIMINAL LAW. among the Anglo-Saxons, a vaew of, 1. 174

CRIMINALS. a comparison of the yearly execution of, in England, at different peri-
ods, UL 328. lv 368.

CROMWtL. Thomas, defends his patron, cardinal Wolsey, against a charge of the
peers, m the house of commons, m. _85 Is made secretary of state, 213 The
kmg's supremacy over the church delegated to him, under the title and office of
vicar general, 228. Appoints commissioners to visit the monasteries, zb. Great
abuses charged upon them, ,b Presides in the convocation as vicar-general, 242
Articles of faith framed by this meeting of convocation, *b. The clergy incensed
against him for his regulations m religious matters, 245 Pronounces sentence
against Lambert, 263. His account of Henry's disputation with Lambert, 468. Is
made a peer, and appointed one of the committee of lords, to frame articles for
abolishing diversities of opmlon m religion, 265. Assists the king in his arbitrary
prosecutions, 268 Obtams precedency of the other officers of state, 269. Miti-
gates the prosecutions on the law of the Six Articles, *b Promotes Henry's
marrmge with Anne of Cleves, 271 Henry harbours a secret displeasure against
him on that account, 273. Is made earl of Essex, and knight of the garter, 274.

The causes which procured his fall, _75 Is committed to the Tower, *b. His
accusation and condemnation, 276. His moving letter to the king, ,b His exe-
cution and character, ,b

CROMWEL, Ohver, complains in the house of commons, of a preacher, for popish
doctrines, v. 214. Is stopped, v, lth other puritans, from transporting himself to
America, 241. Defeats the royalists at Gamsborow, 4 _8. Distinguishes himself at
the battle of Horn-castle, ,b. His gallant behaviour at the battle of Marston moor,

436. Assists in defeating the king at Newbury, 44 ° Becomes a leader of the
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CROMWEL (continued)

independents, 443. Differences between him and the earl of Manchester, 444

His speech in parhament relative to the self-denying ordinance, 447 How he
eluded the self-denying ordinance as to himself, 449 His character, 45 ° Net
models the army, 468 The fanatical spirit of the officers and soldiers, 469
Commands the right wing at the battle of Naseby. 47 _ His successes afterward,
476 Foments the discontents of the army, 496 Is the secret cause of the king
being seized by the army, 498 His profound hypocrisy, zb Is chosen general b)
the army, _b Marches the army toward London against the parliament, 499
Retires to Reading, 5o4 Pays court to the king, and enters privately into treaty
with him, 5o5 . The army marches to London. 5o8 Remarks on his conduct
between the king and parliament, 51 o Suppresses the agitators, and reduces the
army to obedience, 513 Calls a meeting of officers at Windsor, to settle the
nation, wherein it is resolved to bring the king to a trial, 514 Prevails with the
parliament to vote against all further treaty with the king, 516 Defeats Langdale
and Hamilton, and marches into Scotland, 527 Sends a remonstrance to the
parliament on its treating with the king, 529 Selzes the king, and confines him
in Hurst-castle. _b Marches the army to London, to purge the parhament, 53 °

His speech in the house on the ordinance for bringing the king to a trial, 533
Is appointed one of the king's judges, 534 His hypocritical conduct toward
Fair fax, during the time of the king's execution, 541 His general character, and
great influence in the army, vI 5 Is named one of the council of state, 6
Procures himself to be appointed lord-heutenant of Ireland, __ Suppresses the
agitators, 12 Arrives at Dubhn. _4 Storms Tredah, and puts the garrison to the
sword, 15 Storms Wexford with the same cruelty, zb All Munster submits to
him. i6 Takes Kflkenny. zb Leaves Ireland. 28 Is declared captain-general of
all the forces in England, and marches an army to Scotland, 29 Is forced to

retire, and is followed by Lesley, 3o. Defeats Lesley at Dunbar, zb Writes polem-
Ical letters to the Scots clergy, 31 Follows Charles II into England, 34. Defeats
Charles at Worcester, 35 Summons a council of officers to remonstrate to the
parhament for a new election, 51 Expels the members from the house, and locks
the door, 53 An account of his birth and private hie, 55 Receives addresses on
the d_ssolut_on of the parhament. 58 Summons a new parliament, 6o His
address to _t, 6i, note. The parliament resigns up its authority to h_m, 63 Is
declared protector, 64. His powers, _b. Makes peace with the Dutch, 67 Executes
the Portugueze ambassador's brother, for assassination, 68 Summons a parlia-
ment, zb. His equitable regulation of elections, 69 Discontents against his ad-
ministration, zb The parliament disputes his authority, 7 ° Dissolves it, after
obtaining a recogmtlon, 71. An resurrection of royalists at Sahsbury suppressed,
73 Divides England into twelve mihtaryjurlsdxctlons, under major-generals, to
suppress the royahsts, _b Issues letters of reprisals against France, 77. His influ-
ence over the French minister Mazarme, 78 Reflections on his foreign nego-

ciations, 79. Sends a fleet under Blake to the Medlterranean, 8o. Sends a fleet
under Pen and Venables to the West In&es, 81 Jamaica taken, zb Sends Pen and
Venables to the Tower, 82 The wgor of his foreign transactions, 85. His domes-
tic administration, _b Establishes a militia, 86 Estabhshes a commission of

Tryers, to present to ecclesiastical benefices, 87. His general conduct in rehglous
matters, zb His address in procuring secret intelhgence, 88. His general de-
portment, 89. His vein of pleasantry sometimes leads him into inconsistencies,
instanced m an anecdote, 9° H_s plan of administration m Scotland, 91 In
Ireland, 92. Endeavour to be made king, 93. Destroys the authority of the
major-generals, _b The crown is offered to hlm by parhament, 94 Is afraid to
venture on it, 95. Extract from his speech on refusing it, 96, note. The motives
of his refusal, 97. His protectoral authority confirmed by parhament, 98. Brings
his son Richard to court, and marries his daughters, 99. Summons a new parlia-
ment in two houses, as formerly, zb Dissolves it, on his house of peers not being
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CROMWEL (continued)
owned by the commons, loo. Concludes an alhance with France, zb Sends an

army to join Turenne m Flanders, aOl. Dunkirk dehvered to him, zb Parties
formed against hlm at home, lO2 Discovers a plot of the royahsts, ao 3 Escapes
assassination by Slndercome, Io 4 Is disturbed with apprehensxons and domestic
troubles, zb. Falls sick, lo 5 Dies, 1o 7 His character, zb An apology for his

conduct. I o 9 Anecdotes of his family, a 1o Remarks on his political situation at
the time of his death, 11 a Has regard to hterary merit, 149 Hts account to lord
Orrery, of the first cause of determining on the death of Charles I, v 578

CROMWEL. Richard, Is brought to court by has father, Vl. 99 His character, zb Is
acknowledged protector, 112 Calls a parhament, a 13 Cabal of Walhngford
house, against him, 114 Is persuaded to call a general council of officers, who
also cabal against him, zb Is forced to resign the protectorshap, 115 Passes the
remainder of has life an peace, _b

CROMWEL, Henry, second son of Oliver, his character, vi 92 Is made lord heuten-
ant of Ireland, zb Resigns has command, and retares to England, 115. Has death,
292, note

CROPREDY bridge, battle of, between Charles I and Sir Wilham Waller, v 439
CROWN, entail of, by the first parliament of Henry Vll, in 1o A rewew of powers

claimed by, to the time of Charles I, v 126

CRUSADES, the commencement of, 1 234 The universal rage for engaging m, 937
The pohtlcal use made of this frenzy by the European prances, 239. Why less
attended to by Wdham Rufus, than by other princes, zb History of, continued,
248, 365 Richard I prepares to engage m, 378. The emperor Frederac marches
on, 381 Richard I of England and Philip of France engage an, 382 Thear
transactaons at Sacdy, 383 At Cyprus, 386 Acre m Palestine taken by their
assastance, 388 Lewas IX of France, and prince Edward, son of Henry III,
engage in one, n 63 Lewas dies, zb Edward recalled by has father, who daes
quickly after, 64

CUMBERLAND, earl of, sets out a fleet at has own charges against the Spamards, but
meets with all success and misfortunes, iv 276. Undertakes another expedition,
which fails, 284. Endeavours to mltagate the sentence of the council against the
earl of Essex, 326

CUMMIN of Badenoch, associated wath the steward of Scotland, m the regency of
that kingdom, n a 29 Is routed at Falkark by Edward, zb

CUMMIN. John, chosen regent of Scotland, n 133. Defeats John de Segrave, Ed-
ward's guardmn of Scotland, zb Makes his submission to Edward, a 34 Betrays
young Robert Bruce's secrets to Edward, 137 Is killed by Bruce, a 39

CUP,SOy. Sar Robert, governor of Harnmes, employed by Henry VII to betray the
secrets of the earl of Suffolk, in 7° .

CUSTOMS. produce of, m queen Ehzabeth's reign, iv 372 The amount of these
duties m the reign of James I, v. 46, 15o. Amount of, in the reign of Charles I
before the civil wars, vl 166.

CYPRus part of the fleet of Richard I shipwrecked and pillaged on that coast, on
their way to the Holy Land, L 386 Isaac. prance of, conquered and thrown anto
prason by Rachard. zb Rachard espouses Berengana, daughter of Sanchez king
of Navarre, there, 386 Luslgnan made king of, by Richard, 391

DACRES, Leonard, excites an resurrection an the north of England, a 264
D'ALBERT, constable of France, extraordinary defeat of, at Azmcour, by Henry V

of England, n 364 .
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D'ALBINY Phlhp, defeats the French fleet coming to England to succour prince
Lewis, and his stratagem on that occasion, n 9

D ALMAINE, Henry, son to Richard king of the Romans, and earl of Cornwal, joins
Leicester and the barons, against Henry III, il 45. Is gained over to the royal
cause by prince Edward, 48. Commands the main body of the king's army at the
battle of Lewes, m conjunction with his father. 5 _ Is surrendered together with
Edward, to Leicester, to gain the liberty of Henry and his father, 53 Recovers
his hberty, with the other prisoners, by the battle of Evesham, 61 Is assassinated
by his cousin, at Vlterbo, 62

DANBY Sir Thomas Osborne, treasurer, made earl of, Vl _81 His character, 29_
Receives information of the popish plot, 333 Communicates _t to the house of

lords, 344 His letter to Montague ambassador at Paris, produced before the
house of commons, 351 Is impeached by the commons, zb His defence of

himself, 35 _ His impeachment revived by the following parhament, 359 Is
committed to the Tower, 36o. Is admitted tojall, 442 Is freed b) the house of

lords, on the accession of James II, 457. Concurs in an invitation to the prince
of Orange, 5o_ His conduct an parhament, on the abdication of James, 526

DANEGELT, occasion of _mposing that tax, _ _25 Remitted, 282, 374
DANES, the nature of their first piratical Inroads Into England, _ 57 A bod_ of them

take up their winter-quarters here, 58. Sack Winchester, 62 Seize York and

other places, zb Defeat Alfred, and continue their depredations, 65 Reduce the
Saxons to despair, 66. Routed by Alfred, 68. 69 Admitted to settle, and bap-
tized. _b Revolt, 72 Renew their invasions, lo8 Receive tribute from king
Ethelred, 1 lo Their piratical conduct accounted for, a a 3 Settle m Normandy,
ab Retain their ancient rude ferocity m England, 1a 5 Ever ready to betray the
Enghsh to their foreign countrymen, 116 A massacre of, zb Destroy the Enghsh
fleet, 117 See Canute, and Denmark

DANGERFIELD. the author of the meal-tub plot, h_s character, _x 380
D'AQUILA, Don John, commands the Spamsh troops m an invasion of Ireland, IV

34 e Is forced to capitulate to Mountjoy the deputy, 343
DARCY,lord, joins Aske's resurrection m the north, m 247 Is _mpr_soned on the

suppression of it, _49 Is executed, ab

DARNLEY, lord, son of the earl of Lenox, is proposed as husband for Mary queen
of Scotland, iv. 69 His pedigree, zb. Is married to her, 72 Is resulted from the
pulpit by John Knox, _b His character, 76 Resents the queen's neglect of him,
zb Becomes jealous of Dawd Rizzlo, ab Enters into a plot with the chancellor
Morton, for the destruction of Razzao, 78. Causes R_zzlo to be assassinated m the

queen's presence, 79 Avows his orders for this action, zb Is prevailed on by Mar_
to disavow all concern m Rizzlo's murder, and is then left by her m disdain, ab
Is reduced to despair by her neglect, 84 H_s _llness attributed to poison, 85. The
queen's apparent reconciliation, and tenderness of ham, ab Is blown up _lth
gunpowder, in a lone house where he was lodged, 85 A confederacy of nobles
formed to pumsh has murderers, 94

DARVEL GATHER_N, a Welsh Romish _dol, brought to London, and employed to
burn friar Forest, lil 253

DAUBENEY,lord, general of Henry VIIth's arm) against the Scots, ordered to march
against the Cornish rebels, m 57 Engages them at Blackheath, ab Taken pris-
oner by them, but rescued, 58. Defeats them, zb

D'AUBIGNEY, count, h_s famdy and character, iv _83 Is sent by the duke of Guise,
to detach James of Scotland from the Enghsh Interest, ab Insinuates h_mselfinto
favour w_th James, and is created earl of Lenox, a 84. See Lenox

DAUPHIN, the occasion of the eldest sons of the kings of France obtaining that
appellation, n. 245

DAVID king of Scotland, invades England in favour of the empress Matilda, _ 285
Routed, zb. Confers kmghthood on Henry son of the empress, _93
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DAVm, eldest son and heir of Lewellyn prince of Wales, does homage to Henry III
and dehvers his brother Griffin into his hands, n 45 Is taken prisoner by
Edward I and tried, and executed as a trmtor, 81

DAVlS'S straits discovered, iv 375.
DAVISON, secretary, IS ordered by queen Elizabeth to prepare a warrant for the

execution of Mary queen of Scots. 1_ 244 Is persuaded by the council to send
the warrant to be put into force, _b Is punished In the star-chamber for so doing,

253 His account of Elizabeth's behaviour In justification of himself, _54
D'ESSE commands a body of French troops sent to the assistance of the Scots, in

356 Besieges Haddmgton, _b Retires, 358
D'EWES Sir Simon, his character of queen Hennetta, consort of Charles I, v 474,

note

DE GRAY,John. bishop of Norwich, chosen to the see of Canterbury, in opposition
to the clandestine election of Reginald, 1 422

DE LA MARE, Peter, the first speaker of the house of commons, chosen, n 286
DE RUYTER, the Dutch admiral, engages Sir George Ayscue, vi 49 In conjunction

with de Wit, is defeated by Blake and others, zb He and Tromp defeat Blake, _b
Attacks the Enghsh settlements in the next war, with Charles II, 194 He and
Tromp engage the English fleet for four days, 2o2 Is defeated at the mouth of
the Thames, 2o 4 Saris up the Medway and Thames, and burns the English ships,
during the treaty of Breda, 21o Battle of Solebay, 26o Is twice engaged with
prince Rupert, the Enghsh admiral, 277 Engages prince Rupert again, at the
mouth of the TexeL 278 Is killed, 299

DE THERMES the French governor of Calais, makes an irruption into Flanders, but
is defeated by count Egmont, with the casual assistance of an Enghsh fleet on the
coast, ni 460

DEVIENNE. John, governor of Calais, his prudent precauuons on that city being
besmged by Edward III, n 234 His manly parley with the English, 237.

DE WIT, Cornelius, ISwith De Ruvter defeated by the Enghsh fleet under Blake, vl
49 Goes on board De Ruyter's fleet, as deput) from the States, 26o Comes on
shore for his health, and is tortured on an accusauon of attempting to poison the
prince of Orange, 268. Is, v_ith his brother, cruelly murdered by the populace,
_69

DE WIT, John, the Dutch mlmster, his character, vl _96 Takes the command of the
fleet hlmselL after the defeat and death of Opdam, x97. Monve of his pro-
tracting the negociatlons at Breda, 2o 9 His negociatIons with Sir Wilham
Temple, to oppose the French conquests m the Netherlands, 2_o Concludes the
triple alhance with England and Sweden, 221 His friendly visit to Temple, 243
Is opposed in his preparanons for war, by the Orange faction, 258. Opposes the
repeal of the perpetual edict, 268. Is, with his brother, cruelly murdered by the

populace, 269 .
DEADLY FEUD, among our Saxon ancestors, what, and how compounded, L _75.
DEBT, when first contracted on parhamentary security, n 454
DECRETALS, of pope Gregory IX, a character of, n 7o.
DEFENDER of the faith, this title bestowed by pope Leo X on Henry VIII, in. x4 o
DEISTS, a character of, under the commonwealth, vi. 59.
DELINQUENTS, this term when introduced, and how apphed, by the house of com-

mons, v 291
DENHAM, Sir John, h_s character as a poet, w. 153. His death, _b.
DENMARK,see Danes. James VI of Scotland, goes over to, and marries a princess of,

iv. 277. King of, his treachery toward the Dutch East-India fleet. _L 198 His
treachery toward Charles II of England, 199 Joms the confederates against
Louis XIV, z99. Prince George of, married to the lady Anne, daughter of James
duke of York, 442 Prince George joins the prince of Orange, 512, See Anne,
lady
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DERBY. Henry earl of, son of the earl of Lancaster, is sent b_ Edward III to protect
the province ofGulenne, n 2_ 3 His mlhtary operations there, zb Instance of his

generous regard to his promise, zb, note. His farther successes. 235. Becomes
earl of Lancaster, 245. See Lancaster.

DERBY. countess of, ls the last person who submitted to the forces of the common-
wealth, vl 42 Letter from the earl of, m answer to Ireton's summons, 547

DERMOT MACMORROGH, king of Lemster, his tyranmc conduct, i 341 Sohclts the
assistance of Henry II of England, 342. Engages Strongbow, Fltz-Gerald. and
Fltz-Stephens, to undertake expedmons m his favour, _b

DESBOROW, brother-m-law to Ohver Cromwel, opposes his accepting the utle of
king, vl 97 Engages m the cabal at Walhngford-house, 114 Obliges Richard
Cromwel to dxssolve his parhament, zb

DESPENSER. Hugh le, the chlefjusuclary appointed b) the councal of barons, re-
moved bv Henry III, n 42 Is restored by the earl of Leacester, 47 Refuses to
abxde by the award of Lewis of France, 5 ° Is kalled at the battle of Evesham, 6o

DESVE_,SER. Hugh le, favourate of Edward II his character, n 16o Character of his

father, zb The earl of Lancaster and the barons combine against him, ,b Is
married to Edward's mece, coheir of the earl of Gloucester, _b. His lands ravaged
by the barons, 162 The parhament forced to pronounce a sentence of for felture
and exile upon him, and hxs father, *b. Is recalled by the king, with his father.
163 His rapaciousness after the forfeitures of the duke of Lancaster's party.
165 Hxs father murdered bv the barons, 17 ° Is himself put to death, zb Partic-
ulars of his father's losses by the barons. 178 Remarks on these losses, and
conclusxons drawn from them, a79

DEVONSHIRE. an resurrection there to oppose the reformation, headed bv

Humphry Arundel. m 371. Exeter besaeged by the insurgents, _b The_ are
defeated by the lord Russel, 372.

DEVONSHIRE. Courmey, earl of, is proposed as a husband to queen Mary, in 41
Incurs her resentment on dechnmg xt, zb Is released from confinement by the
medxatlon of Phxhp, and dies abroad, 4_8

DIGBY. Sir Everard, engages in the gunpowder-plot, v 28 Is executed for it, 3°
Evidences of his former good character, 31

DIRECTORY of pubhc worship, one estabhshed by the assembl) of divines at
Westminster, in the room of the hturgy, v 452

DISPENSING power, the house of commons address James II on hxs exercxsmg It, vl
468 His obstinate continuance of xt, 472 The ancient claxm, and exercise of, by
the crown, zb Arguments against it, 474 Is abohshed by the bill of rights, 476,
note.

D'OISEL, a Frenchman, attends the queen-dowager to Scotland, to assist her m the

admimstration, 111.457 Projects a tax to maintain a standing force there, _b Thxs
scheme opposed, zb. Is reproved by the council for his hostile attacks on the
Enghsh borders, 457.

DOMESDAY-BOOK,the nature of, explained, 1. 221
DOMINICANS and Franclscans, observations on the restitutions of those ne_ orders

of rehglous, n 71.
DONNE, a character of his satires, v a52
][_RING, a protestant minister, openly reproves queen Ehzabeth for obstructing

the reformation, iv, 122, note,

DORISLAUS, his hxstory, and murder, vi 17

DORSET, marquis of, commands the Enghsh forces at the expe&tlon to Fontarabla,
m. 92. Dxscovers the double deahng of his auxlhary Ferdinand of Arragon, 93
Returns to England, 94

Do_AY, a seminary founded there by Phlhp II of Spare, for the education of
English cathohcs, iv 187

DOUGLAS, lord, appointed by Robert Bruce joint commander with the earl of
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DOUGLAS (continued)

Murray, of the Scots army invading England. on the death of Edward II, u x8 3

His bold attempt to seize Edward III m his camp, 185 Retires home, _b Goes to
Spain, on a crusade against the Moors, x9 9

DOUGLAS. Sir Archibald, defeats Edward Bahol, and drives him to England, n 193
is defeated and killed by Edward IIl at Hahdown-hlll. 195

DOUGLAS earl, his irruption into England, and defeat, n 339 Assists young Piercy
at the battle of Shrewsbury, 34 °

DOUGLAS. George, assists with others in assassinating David Rlzzio, iv 78
DOWR, a tumult there, occasioned by the retinue of Eustace count of Boulogne, l

134. Burnt by Phdip of France, n 52
DOWNING, the English resident m Holland, seizes Berkstead, Corbet, and Okey,

three of the king's judges, and sends them to England, vi 179 Presents a
memorial of English complaints to the States, 193 Is again sent over on the
removal of Sir Wdllam Temple, 25_

DRAKE, Francis, his voyage round the world, and depredations on the Spamards,

iv 185 Is knighted by Ehzabeth. 186 His expedition to the Spanish West Indies,
216 Destroys a Spanish fleet at Cadiz, 257 Takes a rich carrack at Tercera. zb.

Commands against the Spanish armada, under lord Effmgham, e63 Takes two
large vessels belonging to it, _69 Undertakes an expedlnon against Portugal,
274 Destroys a Spanish fleet at the GroIne, 274 Makes an unsuccessful attack
on Lisbon, 275 Burns Vigo, and returns, zb Makes an unsuccessful attempt on
Porto Rico, 297 Is repulsed at Darien. where he dies. zb

DI_uX, battle of, between the constable Montmorency and the prince of Condh,
i_ 59.

DRUIDS, their office and power. 1 5 Excommunication by them, fatal consequences

of incurring, zb Their doctrines, zb Their places of worship. 6 Their rites, tb
Their treasures, how preserved, zb Their rehgaon not abolished without force.
_b Their chief seat at Anglesey destroyed, and themselves burnt, by Suetonms
Pauhnus, 8, 9

DRYDEN. his character as a poet, vl 543. Was suffered to remain in poverty, 545

Du GUESCLIN, a gentleman of Brltanny, his character, 11 262 IS employed m the
wars of Charles king of France, zb Is employed to enlist the companies of
banditti to serve against Castde, 264. His resolute demands of the pope at
Avignon, _b Chases Peter king of Castile from his dominions. 265 Is defeated
by prince Edward, 266 Is made constable of France, 27o.

DUBLIN. a conspiracy formed for semng the castle of, by Roger More, v 34 ° The
plot discovered 341 Receives the English fugitives from the other provinces,
345- Its distress during the devastation of Ireland. 425

DUDLEY,a lawyer, the instrument employed by Henry VII m oppressing his people,
his character, m. 66 Has mode of practice, zb Chosen speaker of the house of
commons, 68 Summoned before the privy council of Henry VIII, 85 . Com-
mitted to the Tower, 86 Tried, _b Executed to gratify the people, 87

DUDLEY. the lord Guilford, married to the lady Jane Gray, ui 396 Is apprehended
with the lady Jane. on the acknowledgment of queen Mary. 4o 5. Is sentenced
together with his lady, zb Is executed on occasion of Suffolk's fresh conspiracy,
420.

DUDLEY, lord Robert. becomes the declared favourite of queen Elizabeth, w. 49. Is

created earl of Leicester, and proposed by Elizabeth as a husband for Mary
queen of Scots, 66 See Lezcester

DUELLING, when, and on what occasion the general practice of, first took rise,
hi. 169

DUNBAR, the castle of, surrendered to Edward I, n 111 Sir George Hume, created
earl of, v 5. Battle of, between Oliver Cromwel, and the Scots general, Lesley,
VI 3 °

DUNCAN, natural son of Malcolm king of Scotland, seizes the kingdom, I _33
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DUNDEE IS taken by general Monk. and the inhabitants put to the sword, vi 44

DUNES. battle of. between the combined army of Enghsh and French, and the
Spaniards. vl lol

DUNFERMLING. abbot of, is appointed one of the commissioners on the part of the
king and kingdom of Scotland, to lnqmre Into the conduct of Mar_ queen of
Scots, l', lO7 Elizabeth's declaration to him. respecting the treat_, she had
entered into with Mary, _ 36 Is appointed bv the Scots parliament, a commis-
sioner to treat with Elizabeth concerning Mary. zb Is dismissed b_ her. without
concluding on any thing, 137 Joins an association of the noblhty who seize
James from the hands of Lenox and Arran, 196

DUNKIRK, is taken from the Spamards. and dehvered to Ohver Cromwel, Vl loi Is
sold to the French by Charles II, 183

DUNOIS. count of, raises the s_ege of Montargls, u 393 Defeated and wounded in
an action with Sir John Fastolfe, 395 Overrules Joan D'Arc's instructions for
conducting the convoy to Orleans, 4oo Yields to her m a second instance, zb
Prevails on her to alter her scheme of a general attack on the English trenches.
4ox Probably prompted all her measures, 4o3 Persuades her to stay, on her
wanting to return home, 4o7 His farther successes against the English, 41o
Besieges and takes Marne, refused to be surrendered according to treaty by the
governor. 4_2 Assists at the final reduction of Normandy. 423 Recovers Gm-
enne from the English, 425 Commands the troops of Britannv under his father.
in 27 Gamed over to the interests of France. 35

DV_STA'_, St, abbot of Glastonbur_, his ascendencv over king Edred, i 9° His hfe
and character, 9e Is placed at the head of the treasury, zb His insolent behawour
to king Edwy, 95 Banished, zb Returns. and heads the rebelhon against Edwv.
96. Promoted to the see of Canterbury. lb EnJoins Edgar penance for sacrilege,
loo Crowns king Edward the Martyr, 1o 4 His monves for adhering to Edward
in preference to his brother, lb Miracles in favour of, IO5

DURHAM. Hugh de Puzas. b_shop of, purchases the office of chief j ustaciai), and
the earldom of Northumberland, of Richard I, i 38o Is appointed joint guard-

Ian of the realm with Longchamp bishop of Ely. during Rlchard's absence on the
crusade, 381 See Ely

EADBALD, succeeds his father m the kingdom of Kent. I 39 Why he renounced
chrlstiamty, zb Receives _t again, 33

EADBURGA. wife of Brlhtnc king of Mercia, her infamous character, i 48
EARL and alderman, synommous appellations among the Saxons, I 499 The

original nature of this dignity explained, n lo9
EARPWOLD, king of East Anglia, apostanses from christxamt), i 39 History of his

successors, zb

EAST ANGLIA history of the Saxon kingdom of i 39
EAST INDIA. the new passage to, round the Cape of Good Hope first discovered,

lli 80

EAST-INDIA company, the first patent granted to. by queen Ehzabeth, iv 375 A new
patent granted to, by James I, v 145 Differences between, and the Dutch
company, zb Cruelnes pracnsed by the Dutch at Amboyna. 145 Its charter

revived and supported by Charles II, vi. 538
EASTER. disputes among the Saxon clergy, concerning computing the ume of that

feast, 1 53

ECCLESIASTICAL courts, a complaint preferred by the commons to Henr) VIII
against the oppressions of, ni. 196

ECCLESIASTICAL government of England, mnovanons made in by Wdham the
conqueror, i _o 5
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ECCLESIASTICAL REVENUES, the taxation of, resigned to parliament, vi 195.

ECCLESIASTICAL AND CIVIL POWERS, advantages resulting from an union between,
1. 3o4 , 324

ECCLESIASTICS. their homage to laymen for temporahsts, condemned by the council
of Ban, 1. 243 Why unfit for being intrusted with the great offices under the
crown in the papal times of England, u. 212 Causes which favoured their pro-
motion to them, lb Their encouragement secured by the attachment of man-
kind to their doctrines, m 135 The political motives to fixing their salaries, and
bribing them to indolence, zb These motives the foundation of rehglous estab-

hshments, 136. How they became dangerous to the civil authority See Bzshops,
Heresy, and Reformatzon,

EDGAR, successor to Edwy king of England, his wise administration, 1 96 Es-
tabhshes a formidable navy, 97 His barge said to be rowed by etght tributary
kings, zb His attachment to the monks, _b Inveighs against the secular clergy,
97 His address to Dunstan, 98 How he gained his good character, 99 Instances
of his licentious conduct, ib Treacherous conduct of Athelwold towards him,

lOl Kills Athelwold, io2 Espouses Elfrxda, zb Encourages foreigners to settle,

lo 3 Clears the country of wolves, lb
EDGAR Athehng, judged unfit for the succession by king Edward the Confessor, 1,

138, 141. Proclaimed by Stlgand, archbishop of Canterbury, 187. Submits to
Wllham the conqueror, 188 Kindly treated by him, 192 Attends William to
Normandy, 192 Retires to Scotland, with his sisters, and marries one to king
Malcolm, i99 Returns and excites an insurrection, 20o Received into favour,
2o 9 Sent into Scotland, to restore Edgar, the right heir to that kingdom, 246
Lives long, and dies in peace, 26o

EDGE-HILL. battle of, between Charles I and the earl of Essex, v 396.
EDINBURGH. taken by Edward I, n. 112 Is burnt by Richard II, 294 Seized by

Henry I_,\ 338. Pillaged and burnt by Henry VIII, in. 3o5 Riot of protestants
there, on the festival of St Giles, _v _o Receives the army of the congregation
of the Lord, 26 Treaty signed there by the English plenipotentiaries, and those
of France, 3° A tumult there on introducing the liturgy, v 255 The solemn
league and covenant framed there, 422 Is seized by Cromwel, after the victory
of Dunbar, vi 31

EDITHA, a nun, carried off and ravished by king Edgar, 1 _oo Penance enjoined
him by Dunstan on this occasion, zb

EDITHA, daughter of earl Godwin, Is married to Edward the confessor, t 131 Is
hated by her husband on her father's account, 133

EDMOND, primate of England, procures the dismxssion of the bishop of Winchester,
by his menace to Henry III, n. 18. His prudent conduct in result, 19. How he
obtained the see of Canterbury, 23.

EDMOND IRONSlDE, son of Ethelred, king of England, state of the kingdom at his
accession, 1 120 His battle with Canute, 121 Shares his kingdom with him, ,b
Murdered, zb Fate of his children, zb.

EDMUND. successor to Athelstan, king of England, his short reign and violent
death, i 88

EDRED, successor to Edmund, king of England, quells the Danes, and receives
homage of Malcolm king of Scotland, 1 8 9 Advantages taken of his supersti-
tion, 9°

EDRIC, son of Egbert, dispossessed, by his uncle Lothalre, of the kingdom of Kent,
1 33 Defeats him, and obtains the succession, _b

EDRIC. duke, his treacherous behaviour, I 117, 118. Deserts to Canute, 119. Re-
turns to the service of Edmond Ironslde, and betrays him, 12o Executed by
Canute, i',2

EDWARDTHE ELDER, son of Alfred, his reign, 1.8a His title contested by Ethelwald,
his cousin-german, 82. The rebelhon suppressed, lb His wars against the North-
umbrlans and Danes, 83 Repels the Scots, 84 Account of his sister Ethelfleda,
zb
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EDWARDTHE MARTYR, son to Edgar, king of England, crowned b_ Dunstan, i lo 4

His tragical death, ao 5
EDWARDTHE CONFESSOR, the Saxon lane restored by his accession to the crown of

England, i a 3° His partlahty to the Normans, 132 Espouses EdItha, daughter
of earl Godwin, 133 His attempts to exclude Harold from the succession, 139
His death and character, 146 Compiled a body of laws, zb The first _ ho touched
for the evil, zb Terrible famine in the time of, 184 Some of his laws restored,

209
EDWARD,prance, eldest son of Henry III, shews early indications of a great spirit,

n 37. Is obhged to swear obedience to the council of twenty-four barons, ap-
pointed by the Oxford parhament, 38. The knights of the shires appeal to him
against the delays and proceedmgs of the council of barons, 39 Has conduct on
this occasion, zb Refuses to avail himself of the pope's absolution from has oath,
to observe the provisions of Oxford, 4 _ Is taken prisoner by Leicester, 47 Is
restored by the king's treaty and comphance with the barons, 48 Forms a party
agmnst the barons, zb Hxs ardour at the battle of Lewes, occasions his father to
be defeated and taken prisoner, 51 Has treaty with Leicester, 52 Hxs treatment

by Leicester, 57 Escapes from his custody, 59 Defeats Simon de Montfort,
coming to join his father, Ib Defeats and kdls the earl of Leicester at Evesham,
zb Saves his father's life in this battle, 60. Has gallant defeat of Adam de

Gourdon, and generous treatment of ham, 61 Is prevailed on by the king of
France to engage m a crusade to the Holy Land, 63. Takes the earl of Gloucester
with him, zb Arrives at Tunis, and finds Lewls dead, 63 Escapes assassination,
64 Is recalled by his father, who dies quickly after, zb

EDWARDI proclaimed, n. 73. Guardmns of the realm appointed, untxl has return to
England, 74. Influence of has known character, m keeping the kingdom quiet,
zb. His different emotions at hearing of the deaths of has father and of has infant

son, how explained by him, zb Spends a year m France before his return to
England, _b Incenses the French kmghts by his successes m a tournament at
Chalons. zb Does homage to Philip at Paris, for his French dominions, 75 Is
crowned at Westminster, zb Applies himself to rectifying the disorders of gov-
ernment, zb Calls a parhament, with this retention, zb Appoints itinerant com-
missioners for the pumshment of crimmals, 76 Annuls the commission, zb His
cruelty toward the Jews accused of adulterating the corn, _b Bamshes them. 77
His frugal management of his revenue, 78. Supphes granted to ham. zb Sum-
mons Lewellyn, prance of Wales, to renew his homage, 79 Reduces ham on his
non-comphance. 8o Takes his brother and successor. David, prisoner, tries and
executes him as a traitor, 81 Puts all the Welsh bards to death, 82 Traditional

account of the annexation of the prancapalit), of Wales to the crown, and its

gavmg title to the king's eldest son, zb Goes abroad to mediate a peace between
Alphonso, king of Arragon, and Phahp of France, zb Negociates a treaty of
marrmge between prince Edward and Margaret of Norwa'r, queen of Scotland,
84. This marrmge frustrated by her death. 85 The clalms of the competitors for
the crown of Scotland, referred to has decision, 87 His reflections and schemes

on thxs appeal to h_m, _b Searches monastic records to estabhsh a claim to the
kingdom of Scotland, 88 Goes with an army to Norham on the forth of the
Tweed, to determine the right of the Scottish crown, 89 Declares to them his
right to dispose of the crown, as hege lord of Scotland, 9o. Requires of the
competitors an acknowledgment of his supermrltT, 9 a Obtains this concession
from them, 92 Claims and obtains possession of the Scots fortresses, zb The

Scots barons and prelates swear fealty to ham. zb Decades m favour of John Bahol,
93- Bahol swears fealty to ham, and is put m possession of the cro_n, 94 Provokes
the Scots and their new king by his acts of usurpation over them, _b Mutual
depredations committed by the ships of France and England, occasioned by a
private quarrel, 95 His offers to accommodate the difference rejected, zb Loses
the province of Guaenne by the artifice of Phahp of France, 97 His attempts to
recover it defeated by Phdlp, 98. The occasion of changing the feudal military
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service into pecuniary supplies, 99 The consequences of this alteration, io 3
The first beginnings of popular government to be dated from his reign, lo 5
Summons the representatives of the people m parhament to obtain their consent
to supplies for government, 1o6 Summons deputies of the inferior clergy to
parliament, io 9 They scruple to assemble on his writ, 11o This objection
accommodated, and the two houses of convocation formed, zb Summons John
Bahol to assist him against France, and makes other demands, which he refuses,
zb.Assembles an army to chastise him, 111 Takes Berwlc by assault, and puts the

garrison to the sword, zb Earl Warrenne beats the Scots, and the castle of
Dunbar surrendered, zb, 119 Takes Edinburgh, and subdues all Scotland, 112

Bahol swears fealty to him, _b Carries him prisoner to the Tower of London,
i 13 Carries away the famous stone, destroys the Scots records, breaks their
great seal. and leaves earl Warrenne governor of Scotland, 112, 113 Makes
another unsuccessful attack upon Guienne, 113 Marries his daughter to John
earl of Holland, and forms alliances against France, 114 Obtains grants from
parliament, _b Is opposed In his demands by the clergy, zb The occasion of this
opposition, tb. Prohibits all rent to the clergy, 115. Excludes them from all
protection of the laws, zb Reduces them to compliance, 116 His oppressive
extortions on trade, 117 Norfolk, Hereford, and other barons, refuse to serve
in the expedition to Gascony. i i8 The two former refuse to attend him to
Flanders, *b Appoints a new constable and mareschal to act in their places for
the present service, zb Reconciles himself with the clergy, and appoints the
archbishop of Canterbury and Reginald de Grey, tutors to prince Edward, zb
Apologizes to his nobility for the irregularity of has former conduct, zb Promises
a reformation of government at has return, zb A remonstrance presented to him
at his departure, by the earls of Norfolk and Hereford, 119. Seals the two
charters in Flanders, which are previously confirmed by parliament, at home,
1_o Is obhged to confirm them again, on his in the fullest manner, _b His
reluctance to limiting the boundaries of forests, i e i Obtains from the pope an
absolution from his engagements to observe the charters, 2b Confirms them

again with an exception to the late perambulation of the forests, 122. Concludes
a truce with Phihp of France, and submits the differences between them to pope

Bomface, 123.The pope's award between them, 124. Marries Margaret, the
sister of Phdip, zb The Scots rise against him under William Wallace, 125 His
army under earl Warrenne defeated by Wallace, a27. Advances with a great
army to Scotland, 128. Overthrows the Scots at Falklrk, x29 Is applied to bv
pope Boniface in behalf of Scotland, 132. His answer to the pope, zb Appoints
John de Segrave guardian of Scotland, x33 Returns to Scotland, scours the
whole country, and recewes the submission of the Scots, a 34 Endeavours to fax
has government over Scotland, 135. Wallace betrayed into his hands, zb Executes
Wallace as a traitor, zb. Has army under Aymer de Valence, defeats Robert Bruce,
14o. Dies, zb His character, zb His legislative acts. i41 Allowed his barons to
entad their estates, 143. Was the first who passed a statute of mortmain, zb His
probable motives in this law, zb His children, 146 A summary _,lew of the
supplies granted ham by the parliament and clergy, 145.

EDWARD,prince, second son of Edward I the traditional account of has being made
prince of Wales, i1. 8i. A treaty of marriage negocmted between ham and Mar-
garet of Norway, queen of Scotland, 84 This marriage frustrated by her death,
85 The archbishop of Canterbury, and Reginald de Grey, appointed tutors to
him, 118. Is made guardian of the realm during his father's expedition to
Flanders, zb. Is obliged by the earls of Norfolk and Hereford to confirm the
charters of liberties, during his father's absence, 12o. Is contracted to Isabella,

daughter of Phdap of France, 124 Succeeds to the crown, 147.
EDWARD II has accessmn, 147 Indications of has weakness of mind, zb Has feeble

attempt against Scotland, 148 Has attachment to Piers Gavaston, zb Appoints
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him guardian of the realm, on his journey to France, a49 Marries Isabella of
France, zb Is obhged to banish Gavaston, 15o Sends him lord lieutenant of
Ireland, zb Obtains of the pope a dispensation for Ga_aston's oath never to
return, 15i. The authority of government vested in a council of twelve, i5_
Makes a secret protestation against their ordinances, 153 Invites Gavaston back
from his second bamshment by the ordamers, _b Thomas earl of Lancaster raises
an army against him, 154 His narrow escape from Lancaster, zb His rage at
Gavaston's murder, i55 Is reconciled to his barons, _b Makes a fruitless expedi-
tion to Scotland, i56. Assembles a great army against the Scots, zb Is defeated

by Robert Bruce at Bannockburn, 157 The dependency of Scotland lost by this
defeat, 158 The barons obtain a renewal of the ordinances from him. i59
Reflections on his incapacity for government, 16o Character of Hugh le
Despenser. and his father, his favourites. _b Enrages the barons, _ho combine
against the Despensers. i61 Seizes the barony of Gower from John de Mowbra),
and gives it to Hugh le Despenser, zb The barons peremptorily insist on his
dismissing Despenser, i62 His queen insulted by lord Badlesmere, I63 Pun-
lshes this lord, zb Recalls the Despensers, bamshed by parhament, _b Over-
powers his barons, zb Lancaster declares his alhance _ lth Scotland, and raises an
army against him, zb Lancaster defeated and executed, 164 Makes another
frmtless attempt aga, nst Scotland, i65 Concludes a truce with Robert Bruce for
thirteen years, zb His disputes with France. 166 His queen Isabella goes to Paris
to mediate between her husband and brother. _b Resigns Gulenne to his son

prance Edward, zb Intimacy between his queen and Roger Mortimer, 167 Her
reply when he sent for her back again, zb Isabella forms a conspiracy against
him, i68 Isabella invades Suffolk. and is joined by the barons, zb He leaves
London, and retires to the west, i69 Retreats to Wales, zb Is seized by the earl
of Leicester, and confined m Kenilworth-castle, a 7° Is deposed by parhament

_b A resignation extorted from him, 17I Is pitied by the people, zb Is taken
from the custody of Leicester, and delivered to lord Berkeley, I72 His cruel
usage, zb Is murdered by Mautravers and Gournay, zb His character, i73
Comparison between his reign and that of his father, a 74 Prices of commodities

in his reign, 177 Has children, 181.
ED'_ARD. prince, son of Edward II as invested by his father with the dutchy of

Gmenne, u. 166 Goes to Paras to do homage for it. 167 Is affianced b) his
mother Isabella. to Phfllppa. daughter of the count of Holland and Halnault,
i68.

EDWARDIII his accession, n. 18_ The eaI 1of Lancaster appointed guardian to him,

I83. Marches with an army to oppose the Scots, zb His difficulty in coming up
with them, 184. His defiance to the Scots generals, how answered, zb His narro_

escape from the bold attempt of earl Douglas, 185 Enters into a scheme to seize
Mortimer, 188. Assumes the exercise of government, 189 His strict regard to

the suppression of robbery, zb Encourages secretly the pretensions of Edward
Baliol to the crown of Scotland. 191 Undertakes to restore Ed_ ard Baliol, _ hen
driven out of Scotland, i94 Defeats the Scots at Hahdown-hfll, I95 The foun-
dation of his claim to the crown of France, 196. The weakness of his pretensions

shewn, 198. Is summoned to do homage for Gulenne, i99 Is obliged to perform
at, zb. Prepares for a war with France, 2oo Engages the Flemmgs to assist him.
through the means of James D'Artevxlle. 2o_ Raises a force, and passes over to
Flanders, zb Is created vicar of the German empire, zb Assumes the title of king
of France, zb. Contracts his son Edward to the daughter of the duke of Brabant,

2o 4 Invades France, but retires into Flanders, and disbands his army, zb, _o 5
Is greatly impoverished by his frmtless expedition, 2o 5. Remarks on his present
situation with his parliament, zb Obtains conditional grants from them, 2o6
The resolutions of parhament on has assumed title as king of France, _b Obtains
a great victory over the French fleet, _o 7 Besieges Tournav. 2o8 Philip's reply
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to his defiance, 209 Concludes a truce with Phahp, by the medmnon of Jane
countess of Hamault, 2 xo. Is deserted by has allies, 211 HIS fll humour toward
his mamsters on his return, zb Archbashop Stratford enters into a combination
against h_m, 2 _3 Stratford's letter to h_m, 2 a 3- Is reconciled to him, 2 a 4 Rewew
of has present SltUataon, zb Is obhged to pass an act for redress of grievances
before he obtains any grants, zb Makes a secret protest against at, 2 _6 Issues an
edict against the vahd_ty of thas act, _b. Patromzes the pretensions of the count
de Mountfort to the dutchy of Bntanny, 2 _7 Reheves the countess besieged at
Hennebonne, 22o Sends another fleet to her assastance under Robert D'Artoas,

221 Goes over to Brltanny m person, zb. H_s treaty with the French, 222. How
reduced to break thas truce, 2_3 Sends the earl of Derby to defend Gmenne, zb
Invades Normandy, 225. His successes there, zb Seazes and plunders Caen, 227.
Penetrates as far as Paris, _b Dxsposataon of his army at Crecy, 229 Has address

to his army, zb Defeats the French at Crecy, 232. His moderate expectations
from this wctory, 234 Besaeges Calais, _b His terms to the besieged, 237 Queen

Phlhppa intercedes for the depunes ordered by him to execunon, 238 Turns out
the inhabitants, and peoples at wath Englishmen, zb. Concludes a truce with
France, 239 Discovers the treachery of his governor at Calais, and engages ham
to decexve the French, _b Engages the French army which was to have seazed
Calais. and routs it, zb His affabdlty to his prasoners, 24 ° Instatutes the order
of the garter, 242. Tradlnonal accounts of the occasaon of th_s mst_tutIon, 243.
Concerts two mvasaons of France, 246. Invades France from Calais, while has son
invades at from Guaenne, zb Battle of Poachers, 248 John king of France,

brought prasoner to London, 252 Restores king Davad Bruce on a ransom, 253
Concludes a treaty with John, whach is rejected by the dauphin, and states of
France, 256 Invades France with a vast force, 257 Progress of has arms, zb Is
induced to conclude a more moderate treaty, by the duke of Lancaster, 258
Treaty of Bretagna, 259 Has succours to prance Edward, under the earl of Pem-
broke, seized at sea by Henry king of Castile, 269 Loses most of has terratoraes
in France, 27o Attaches himself to Ahce Pierce, but as forced to remove her from
court, _b Dies, 271 Has character, zb Retrospect of his reagn, 272 His chddren,
zb, 273 Has regard to parlmments, 273 Cases of high treason hmited an has
reign, 274 His frequent conflrmanons of the great charter, zb Windsor-castle
budt by him, and by what means, 276 Has great exernon of the prerogatives of
the crown, zb His frequent levies of taxes w_thout authority of parhament, zb
Has open avowal of thas power, zb Passes the statute of provisors, 277 State of
the internal pohce an thas reign, 279 State of commerce and industry, zb Has

reign, an interesting period of our hastory, 283
EDWARD prance of Wales, son to Edward III as contracted to the daughter of the

duke of Brabant, n 204 Is appomted guardmn of the realm during his father's
absence an Flanders, 205 Calls a parhament, but is unable to procure his father
any supplies, _b Attends has father an an expedition to France, 224 Has gallant
behaviour at the battle of Crecy, 232 Has father's behavaour to him that day, zb.
Invades and ravages Languedoc and other parts of France, 246 Endeavours to

join his father, 247 Defeats king John at Poactaers, and takes him prisoner, 25 a
Has noble behaviour to his prisoner, zb Concludes a truce, 253 Is invested wath

the prmcipahty of Aquitaine, 265. Recals has soldiers from the servace of Henry,
count of Transtamare, and protects Peter king of Castle, zb Defeats
Transtamare, and restores Peter, 266 Peter's mgrantude to ham, *b Is revolved

by this expedatIon, and taxes his prmclpahty of Wales to repay it, 267. H_s reply
to the French king's summons, 268 Goes to France to oppose the French hos-
nlitles, where his health dechnes, _69 Loses most of his French possessions, and
concludes a peace, 27o H_s death and character, 271. How he obtained the
appellation of the Black Prince, 272
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EDWARD,prince, son to Henry VI born, n 441. Extraordinary adventure of, with
his mother Margaret, in a forest, 46=. Married to lady Anne, daughter to the earl
of Warwlc, 472 Killed, 48_

EDWARDIV proclaimed, n 452. Reflectmns on this event, zb His character, 455
Instance of his cruelty, 456 The parties of York and Lancaster, how dis-
tinguished, zb Routs the tancastnans at Touton, 457 His title recogmzed by
parhament, 459 Executes divers by martial law, 46o Gets possession of Henry
V1 and imprisons him in the Tower, 462. His behaviour, during this interval of

peace, 463 Becomes enamoured with the lady Ehzabeth Gray, 464 . Marries her,
zb. Disgusts the earl of Warwlc, 465, who makes a party agamst him, 466 Makes
an alliance with Charles duke of Burgundy, 467 Bestows his sister on him, zb
Leagues also with the duke of Britanny, 468 Insurrection in Yorkshire, zb
Confusion in this period of the English history, 469 Quells an insurrection in
Lincolnshire, 47 ° Secretly gains over Clarence from Warwic's interest, 47 =
Marches against Warwic's army, 474 Chased from his own camp bv the treach-
ery of the marquess of Montague, 475 Flies to Holland, _b Assisted by the duke
of Burgundy, he lands in Yorkshire, and pushes for London, 478 Enters Lon-
don, and gets possession of Henry VI, 479 Defeats Warwlc at Barnet, 481
Defeats queen Margaret's army at Teuksbury, 48_ Resigns himself to gaiety on
the return of peace, 483 Projects an invasmn of France, zb Invades France. 484
Lewis agrees to buy peace by a tribute, 485 Interview with Lewis, 486 Obstructs
the duke of Clarence's marriage with the heiress of Burgund), 489 Procures hts
trial and executmn, 491 Contracts marriage for all his children, wuhout effect,
493 His death, character, and family, zb Reflections on the state of the court at
this permd, 494 Leaves his brother the duke of Gloucester regent, during the
minority of his son, 495 His legitimacy demed by the duke of Gloucester, 5o3

EDWARDV, state of parties at h_s accession, 11, 494 The duke of Gloucester left
regent during his minority, 495 His person intrusted to the earl Rivers, 496
His guardian arrested by the duke of Gloucester, 497 Is murdered in the Tower
with his brother the duke of York, by order of Richard III, 5o5 Their bodies
found m the reign of Charles II, 5o6

EDWARD, prince, son of Henry VIII born, IlL _5 o His mother, queen Jane
Seymour, dies, zb Is contracted to Mar_, the infant-queen of Scotland, 296 His
father Henry VIII dins, 32o

EDWARDVI, his accessmn, nI 333 Names of the regency during his minority, zb
The earl of Hertford chosen protector, and made duke of Somerset, 335 Som-
erset obtains a confirmation of h_s authority by patent, 337 Discovers a pro-
penslty to literature, 338 His reluctance at s_gnlng the warrant for the execution
of Joan Bocher, 367 Is removed to Windsor-castle by the protector, 377 Is
addressed by the councd to dismiss Somerset, which he comphes with, zb A new

council of regency formed, 378 His grief at his sister the lady Mary's obstinacy
in the catholic faith, 384 . Is reduced by Northumberland, to write circular letters
to the sherlffs for chusmg a new parhament, 393 Subsidies granted him by
parliament, 394- Amount of the crown debts at this time, zb His health declines,
395, 396 Orders thejudges to prepare a deed of settlement for the successmn
of lady Jane Gray, 397. Signs the patent for her succession, 398 His physmians
dismissed, and his cure intrusted to an old woman, zb Dies, 399 His char-
acter, zb

EDWIN. successor to Adelfnd, king of Northumberland, his wise government, l 36.

His singular escape from assassination, zb Converted to chnstiamty, 37 Slam m
battle by Penda king of Mercia, zb His kingdom divided, and his familv extin-
guished, zb

EDWIN. and MORCAR. See Mortar

EDWY. successor to Edred, king of England, his personal character, 1 94 His
subjects revolt at the instigauon of the clergy. 95
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EFFINGHAM lord, ISsent with a squadron to Spain, to convoy Phihp to England, but
IS afraid of his seamen, m 424 ls one of queen Ehzabeth's ambassadors at the
treaty of Cateau Cambresis, 1_ 16

EFFINGHAM, lord Howard of, commands the English navy destined to oppose the
Spanish invincible armada, iv 263 Is attacked by the armada, under the duke
of Medina Sldonla, 269 Attacks and disconcerts the Armada at Calais, _7 o.
Takes command of the fleet sent against Cadiz, 298. Cadiz taken and plundered,
299. Is created earl of Nottingham, zb See Nottzngham

EGBERT, son of Ercombert, king of Kent, his cruel scheme to secure the succession

to his son, 1 33
EGBERT. king of Wessex, his descent, i 48, 49 Takes refuge, and improves himself

in the court of Charlemagne, 48 Recalled to enjoy the succession, zb State of
Wessex at his accession, 49 Defeats the Mercians, 2b Conquers Kent, and Essex,
zb The East Angles put themselves under his protection, 5 ° Conquers Mercia.
zb Northumberland, zb Umtes the heptarchy," under his government, _b 55

EGMONT, count, the Spanish general defeats De Thermes, the French governor of
Calais, in Flanders, by the accidental assistance of an English squadron then on
the coast, in 46o Is put to death by the duke d'Alva, iv 154

ELAND Sir William, governor of Nottingham castle, betrays Roger Mortimer into
the hands of Edward III, n i88

ELBEUF, marquis of, accompanies queen Mary in her return to Scotland, IV 37 Is
concerned in a riot at the house of Alison Craig, which the church takes cog-
nizance of, 4 _

ELEANOR, daughter of William duke of Gmenne, why divorced from Lewis VII of
France, I 293. Married to prince Henry. son of Stephen, king of England, 294

Instigates her sons to revolt against their father, 349 Attempts to escape to
France, and is confined by her husband, zb Obtains her hereditary dominions
from her husband, 364 Is released and made regent by her son Richard I until

his arrival m England, 378, Carries Berengarla, her son's Intended bride, to him
at Messina, and returns, 385 Writes to the pope on Rlchard's being imprisoned
in Germany, 394 Arrives m Germany with the stipulated ransom, and releases

him, 398 Her aversion to Constantla, mother of Arthur duke of Brltanny, 4o8
ELEANOR. daughter of the count of Provence, married to Henry III of England, n.

19 The bounties bestowed on her relations, zb The populace of London msuh
her, 47 Prepares a force abroad, to restore her husband from the tyranny of
Leicester, which is dispersed b'¢ bad winds, 55 Dies, 93.

ELECTIONS TO PARLIAMENT, review of the laws relating to, during the reign of
Henry VI, n 452 How regulated under the protectorate of Oliver Cromwel,
vi 69

ELFLEDA, a waiting maid, how she became mistress to king Edgar, 1 loo
ELFRIDA the daughter of Olgar earl of Devonshire, treacherously obtained m

marriage by Athelwold, favourite to king Edgar, 1 l ol Espoused by Edgar. 1o_
Causes her son-in-law king Edward the martyr to be killed, 1o 5

ELGIVA, wife to Edwy, king of England, shockingly murdered by the clergy, a 95
Other representations of thi_ _tory, 49 °

ELIZABETH. daughter of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn, born, ni 2oo "Is created
princess of Wales, _b Treaty entered into by her father for marrying her to the
duke of Angouleme, 223 Her mother beheaded, 238 Is illegitimated by parlia-
ment, 24 o. Is restored to her right of succession by parliament, 3o3 Is addressed
by the lord Seymour, 36o Raises a body of horse to support her sister Mary,

against the lady Jane Gray, 4o5 . Cause of her sister's first declared ammosity to
her, 411 Is confined by her sister under colour of Wlat's resurrection, 419 . Is
released by the mediation of Ph_hp, 428 Owes this protection to his policy, zb
Retires into the country, and devotes herself to study, 459 Her prudence on the
proposal of marriage made by the king of Sweden, zb Her caution with regard
to rehgion, *b Her sister Mary dies, 461. Great joy manifested both by parha-
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ment and people at her accession, iv 4 Her behaviour on arrlv lng at the Tower.
zb. Receives all the bishops kindly, excepting Bonner, _b Notifies her election to

foreign courts, 5. Her motxves for dechnmg Philip's offers of marriage, zb
Notifies her accession to the pope, and his expressions on the occasion, zb Recals
her ambassador from Rome, 6 Forms her council, zb Makes Cecal secretary of
state, _b Is advised by Cecil to restore the protestant religion, _b Her caution in
this matter, 7 Prohibits all preaching w_thout hcence, to suppress the violent
attacks ofcathohcs and reformers on each other, 8 Prohibits the elevation of the

hoste, _b The bishops disgusted, zb Is cro_ned, 9 Her popular behaviour, zb
Her title recogmzed by the ne_ parhament, _b Is declared governess of the
church by parliament, lO The powers conferred under this title, _b All Ed-
ward's statutes concerning rehgaon confirmed, _b The mass abohshed, and ht-

urgv restored, 12 Grants voted to her by the commons, tb Her answer to the
address of the commons to fix on the choice of a husband, _b Her address m

conciliating the cathohcs to the reformed religion, 14- Rejects the proposal of
Philip, for her adhering to the Spamsh alhance against France, 15 Her treaty
with Henry, respecting the restitution of Calais, zb Henry solacats her excommu-
nication at the court of Rome, a 7. Mary, queen of Scotland, and her husband the
Dauphin, assume the arms and title of England, zb The rise of her xmlent

jealousy against Mary, 18 Receives a deputation from the protestant mal-
contents in Scotland for assistance, and IS persuaded b) Cecal to grant it, 28
Sends a fleet and army to Scotland, 29 Concludes a treaty w_th the association
called the Congregatzon of the Lord, zb Treaty of Edinburgh, 3° Review of her
conduct m this affair, 31 Receives a second deputation from the Scots reform-

ers, with thanks, and desire of farther aid, 32. Applies to Marx queen of Scots
for a ratification of the treaty of Edinburgh, and a renunciation of her pre-
tensions to the Enghsh crown, whach she refuses, 35 Demes Mary a passage
through England, on her return to Scotland, zb Mar)'s spirited repl) on the
occasion, zb Equips a fleet, with a supposed design of intercepting Mary, who
escapes it, 37 Her reply to Mary s request of being declared successor to the
Enghsh crown, 46 Is apparently reconcaled to her, 48 Her prudent admams-
trataon, _b. Divers proposals of marriage made to her. zb Gives a gentle refusal
to them all, 49. Her aversion to the idea of a successor, zb Cruelly persecutes the
earl of Hertford and has lady from this motive, 5o. Pardons Arthur Pole and
others, convicted of a conspiracy, zb Phahp of Spare begins to mamfest has
enmity to her, 55 Enters into a treaty with the prince of Cond6 and has Havre
de Grace put into her hands, 58. Assists the French protestants, after the battle
of Dreux, 59 Falls dangerously 511of the small-pox, _b Is addressed by the
commons to marry, zb Her reflections on this subject, 6o Her rephes, 6l
Supphes granted her by parhament and convocation, 62 Her manifesto on
taking possession of Havre de Grace, zb Is neglected in the treat) between
Condb and the French court, and resolves to retain Havre, 64 Havre taken, and

the plague brought into England by the garrison, 65 Makes a resignation of her
clmm to Calais, zb Maintains an amicable correspondence w_th Mar_. but de-
clines an interview, 2b. Her address m preventing Mar) from contracting a
foreign alhance by marrmge, 66 Proposes the earl of Leicester to her, zb Her
duphclty m this proposal, 67 Exposes her weakness and rlvalshlp in her con-
versataon with Melvd the Scots ambassador, 68 Favours the marriage of Marv

with lord Darnley, 69 Her duphcaty again manifested m this instance, 7 ° En-

courages the Scots malcontents to rise against Mary, 72 Disavows any connexion
with them on the failure of the enterpnze, 73 Her behaviour on receiving news
of the birth of prince James of Scotland, 8o Promises the commons to marry,
and gives her reasons against naming a successor, 8i Prohibits their debates on
this subject, 82. Revokes her prohlblHon, zb Her speech at dissolving the parha-
ment, 83 Remonstrates with Mary against her marrmge with Bothwel, 92 Sends
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Throgmorton ambassador to Scotland, on the captivity of Mary, 96 The tenor
of his commission, _b Sends Mary offers of assistance on her escape from
Lochlevxn-castle, IOl Mary, after being defeated by Murray, takes refuge in
England, and desires her protection, lO2. Cecil's advice to her on this occasion,
xo 3 Requires Mary to clear herself from the murder of her husband, lO 5
Requires Murray to justify his conduct towards Mary, zb Appoints commis-
sioners for hearing the cause at York, _o 7. Queries proposed to her by Murray,
1 i o Transfers the conferences to Hampton-Court, and appoints additional

commissioners, 111 Her answer to Murray's queries, zb Lays the result of the
conference before her privy council, i 14 Her reply to the Scots commissioners.

zb Dismisses Murray with a present for his expences, i 15 Detains the duke of
Chatelrault till Murray's departure, 116 Still refuses to acknowledge the young
king, zb Mary refuses all concessions, _b Renews her demand for the restitution
of Calais, 1a 7 The chancellor L'Hospltal pleas to elude the demand, zb Enters
into a fruitless negociat_on for marriage with the archduke Charles, 118 In-
stances of her reluctance in the work of church-reformation, 121 Is attached to

the doctrine of the real presence, i _2, note. Endeavours to depress the puritans,
i24. Her great regard and attachment to Cecil, 126 Gives the duke of Norfolk
hints of her knowledge of his negocmtions in order to a marriage with Mary
queen of Scots, l_ 7 Norfolk committed to the Tower, 129 Mary removed to
Coventry, and more strictly guarded, zb The earls of Northumberland and
Westmorland raise an insurrection in the north, 13° Releases Norfolk on prom-
ise ofrehnqulshxng thoughts of Mary, 131 Amuses Mary with negocmtions, zb
Her proposals to Murray in her behalf, _33- Sends Sussex with forces to Scot-
land, to check the progress of Mary's party, 134 Desires the Scots, on Murray's
death, not to elect another regent, zb Her ambiguous conduct to balance the
factions in Scotland, zb Sends terms of a treaty to Mary, who agrees to them, 135
Her measures to frustrate this treaty, _36. Commissioners sent by the Scots
parhament to treat with her, _b Is disgusted with their republican principles, zb
Dismisses them without concluding anything, 137- Is excommunicated by pope
Pros V, zb Summons a parhament after five years interval, zb Prohibits them
from meddling with affairs of state, 138 Summons Stricland a commoner before
the councd, for introducing a b_ll for amending the hturgy, 139 Prohibits him

from attending the house, zb. Yelverton's speech m the house on that occasion,
14 o. Restores Strlcland to his seat, 141. Employs the house of lords to check the
commons in debating of religious reformation, _b Bell, a commoner, severely
reprimanded by the council, for a motion against an exclusive patent granted to
a trading company at Bristol, I43. Orders the lord-keeper Bacon, to reprove the
commons at the close of the session for their freedom, 144. Remarks on her

notlon of the proper objects of parharnentary concern, rb Her frugality and
schemes to avoid asking supphes of parhament, i47. Assists the queen of Na-
varre with money, and allows men to be raised for the assistance of the French
protestants, I49 Recewes proposals of marrmge with the duke of Anjou, I5O.
Protects the Flemish refugees, 154 Seizes some money Intended for the duke of
Alva, zb Discovers Norfolk's conspiracy, who is tried and executed, 158. Remon-
strates with Mary concerning her conduct, 159 Reduces Mary's party in Scot-
land, x6i. Concludes a defenswe alhance with France, 169. Her reception of
Fenelon, the French ambassador, ordered to excuse the massacre of Par_s to her,

i64. Her prudent reflection and conduct on this occasion, 165 Assists the
German levies for the service of the Hugonots, _69 Is obliged to deny giving
farther countenance to the Flemish exiles, 17 o. Receives an embassy from the
revolted Hollanders to implore assistance, 173 Sends Sir Henry Cobham to
intercede with Phdlp m their behalf, _b Concludes a treaty with the prince of
Orange, and agrees to assist him against the Spanmrds, _74. Her representations

to Philip on the occasion, 175. A wew of her situation at this time, 176. Renders
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the confinement of Mary stricter, 2b Her lenity in rehgious matters, _b Her

watchful regard over the puritans, 177 Her frugahtv and punctuality in paying
loans, ,b. Is petitioned by parhament for church reformation, 181 Interposes
with the Scots administration, in favour of the earl of Morton, 184 Ireland
invaded by the Spaniards, 185. Her displeasure at the cruelty exercised in reduc-
ing them, *b. Countenances the depredations of Francis Drake, and knights him,
186 Obtains supplies from parliament, zb Reprimands the commons for ap-
pointing a fast, 187 Her great attachment to Simier. the duke of Anjou's agent,
a89. Is informed by him of Lexcester's marriage, 19o. Receives a private visit
from the duke of Anjou, zb Orders a contract of marriage to be prepared
between her and Anjou, i9i. Receives a splendid embassv from France on the
occasion. _b Sends Walsingham ambassador to Paras, zb The strange fluctu-
ations of her conduct on this affair, i9_ The duke of Anjou comes over to
England, zb Gives him a ring from her own finger, x93 Is dissuaded from this
marriage, particularly by Sir Philip Sidney, 194. Rejects the duke of Anjou, i95
Sends an embassy to Scotland, on James being taken from the power of Lenox
and Arran, 197 Receives a pathetic letter from Mary. 198 Her reflections on
this letter, i99. Opens a negocxatlon in Scotland for Mary's liberty, _oi Re-
proaches James with inconstancy, 2o2. Sends Walsingham to Scotland, to &s-
cover the character of James, zb Procures a change in the Scots ministry', zb
Artifices practised by her ministry to detect conspiracies. _o 3. An association
formed to protect her against all violence, 2o 4 Calls a parhament, 2o 5 Receives
supplies from it, 2o6 Establishes the court of ecclesiastical commission, _o 7 Her
speech to parhament, on the apphcatlons made for farther reformation, 2o 9

Enlarges the powers of the ecclesiastical court, zb Conspiracies formed against
her hfe, 2 lo Concludes another league with the States, and takes possession of
the towns assigned her for security, 214 Sends Sir Francis Drake against the
Spanish West Indies, _16. Her motives in sending Dr Wotton ambassador to
Scotland, 219. Concludes a league with James for their mutual defence, 2_o
Appoints a commission for the trial of Mary queen of Scots, 229 Calls a parlia-
ment on Mary's condemnation, 239 Appears unwilling to carry Mary's sentence
into execution, _ 37. Mary's last letter to her, 238 The duphclty of her conduct.
m regard to Mary, _42. Her behawour on the execution of Mary, 252 Her letter
to James, _b. Recals Leicester from Holland, 259 Prepares for defence against
the Spamsh m_lncible armada, 26_ Her wgilance and prudence, 264 Her lemtv
toward her cathohc subjects at this time, _65. Visits the camp at Tilbury, 266
Receives supplies from parliament, on the destruction of the armada, 27 I
Prohibits the commons from meddhng with ecclesiastical affairs, 27_ Checks
their Intended regulations of purveyance, 273 Retains great jealous,1 of James
of Scotland, _76. Endeavours to prevent James from marrying, zb Assists Henry
of Navarre against the king of France, 279 Sends ham men and money on his
accession to the crown of France, 281 Sends ham farther assistance by treaty.

282, _83. Calls a parhament, 285 Her haughty reply to the usual requests of the
speaker of the commons, zb Sends several members to prison, for rewving the
question about the succession, 286 Her injunctions to the speaker, on Morrlce's
motion against ecclesiastical abuses of power, _87 Her speech to parliament,
289 Her advice and conduct to James of Scotland, on the discovery of a con-
spiracy against him, 29 _. Her physician receives a brahe from the Spanish min-
isters to poison her, and is executed for at, 293 Concludes a new treaty _ath the
Umted Provinces, 294 Fats out an armament which takes and plunders Cadiz,
298 Makes Essex earl marshal of England, 3o2 Calls a parliament, zb Her pleas
for a supply, zb Obtains a grant, 3o3 Gives Essex a box on the ear, 3o7 Con-
cludes a new treaty with the States, 3o8 Sends Essex lord lieutenant to Ireland.
317 Orders Essex to displace the earl of Southampton, 318 Is displeased with
his conduct, 3_ 1. Her behaviour to him on has unexpectedjourney to court, 322
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Her sorrow on his illness *b Sends lord Mountjoy to Ireland, in the room of

Essex, 324 . Causes Essex to be examined beiore the privy council, 325 Refuses
to renew his patent for the monopoly of sweet _mes, 328 Is informed that Essex
ridicules her person and age, 329 . Is informed of Essex's rebellious schemes, 333.
Her irresolution with regard to the execution of Essex, 337 Consents to his
death, zb Mediates a new system of policy for Europe, m conjunction with

Henr_ IV of France, 34 ° Is reduced to pay her soldiers in Ireland with base
money, 341 Her enormous grants of monopohes, 344 Is induced to restrain

them, 346 The abject acknowledgments of the house of commons, on her
promise to cancel the most oppressive of the patents zb Falls into a profound
melancholy, 349 Inquiry into the cause, zb The countess of Nottingham confes-
ses her treachery to Essex, 35 ° Her unconquerable grief on this occasion, *b
Dies, 35 j Her character, _b Review of her adnumstratlon, 354 Her arbitrary
exernon of her prerogatives, 355 Star-chamber, 356 Court of high commission,
zb Martial law, 357 Orders vagabonds to be punished by martial law, 358 Her
indignation against Haywarde, an author, averted by the pleasantry of Bacon,
359 Her method of oppressing turbulent subJects, 36o. Her arbitrary exaction
of loans, 361 Victualled her navy by means of her prerogative of purveyance, zb
Her arbitrary use of embargoes, 362 Disallowed the leglslanve power of parlia-
ment, *b Her tyrannical proclamations, 363 Oppressive and cruel acts of power
by her and her ministry, 364 Bad state of morals, and remiss execution of justice
during her reign, 368 Her revenues, 37 ° She threatens to deprive the bishop
of Ely of his see for not fulfllhng an engagement concerning the exchange of
some land, 37I, note Her curious letter to him on that subject, *b The true
reason of her parsimony, ,b Debts owing to her by foreign princes, zb Her
extraordinary charges, and presents to Essex, 372 Amount of the supplies she
received from parliament, zb Her credit established in the c_ty of London, 373
Her commercial regulations, 374 Her improvement of the navy, 377 Her osten-
tation m dress, 383 Her extraordinary learning 385 Reposts to her preJudice,
which were communicated to her by Mary queen of Scots, 396 Her speech m the
camp at Tdbury, 4o3 Remarks on her partiahty to the earl of Leicester, 4o4 . The
gallant stile in which her courners used to address her, and speak of her, 41o.
Harrison's account of her navy, 414

ELIZABETH princess, daughter of James 1 is marred to Frederic, elector palatine.
v 51

ELIZABETH, princess, daughter of Charles I, his charge to her, before his execution,
v 539 Dies of grief, 546

ELLIOT, S_r John, reads a remonstrance framed by him, m the house of commons,
against tonnage and poundage, v 214 His sentence by the court of king's-bench,
215 Dies, 216.

ELSTON, friar, interrupts Dr Corren, preaching before Henry VIII. and justifies
friar Peyto's abuse of the king, m 217 Is censured by the councd for it, zb

ELY, Longchamp bishop of. appointed joint guardian of the realm, with the bishop
of Durham. by Richard I during his absence on the crusade. 1 381 His character
and preferments, 381 Arrests his coadjutor the bishop of Durham, and extorts
a resignation of the earldom of Northumberland from him, 388. His osten-
tatious assumption of the sole admmistranon of government, 389 . Forced to fly

beyond sea, by prince John, _b Intrigues with Philip of France, 39 °
EMBARGOES, the arbitrary sinister use of, by queen Ehzabeth, iv 363
EMMA. sister of Richard duke of Normandy, married to Ethelred king of England,

i ni Ethelred dies, 12o Marries Canute his successor, 123. Flies to Flanders,
127 Confined to the monastery of Winchester, by Edward the confessor, 132.

EMPSON, a lawyer, and the instrument of the oppressions exercised by Henry VII,
his character, m. 66. His mode of practice, 67 Extract from his prlvate memo-
randums, 73, note Summoned before the privy council of Henry VIII. 85 His
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shrewd apology for his conduct, zb Committed to the To`*er, 86 Tried, tb
Executed to please the people, zb

ENGLAND, see Br*tazn, and the several kingdoms which composed the Saxon
heptarchy See also its princes under their respective names When united into
one kingdom, i 5o, 55 Divided into shires. &c , 76 Pays tribute to the Danes,
i o9 Conquered by the Normans. 158 Re_ lew of the Saxon go'_ernment in. 1 5 8

Brief state of, at the accession of Henry II, 299. Revle`* of, at his death, 371 The
operation of the interdict it was laid under on account of king John's opposition
to pope Innocent III, 425 The executive and judicial powers, where lodged
under the Anglo-Norman government, 471 A general vie,, of _ts sttuatlon at the
ttme of Henry III, n 43 The bad Internal polic'f at that time, 69 Intentions even
then formed for shaking of the papal yoke, 7° The first beginnings of popular
government in, IO4 The source of the long antipathy between the natives of,
and those of France, _o 3 A great plague in, _43 The popular sentiments of
papal power over, m the reign of Ed`*ard III, 278 State of its exports and
imports In the year 1354, 28o An inquiry Into the nature of the homage paid to
the kings of, by those ot Scotland, 526 Why generally successful m its contests
with France, 362 Reflections on the antient historians of, 517 Extension of the

regal authority by Henry VII, nl 74 An inquiry how far the disposition of the
people co-operated with the design ot Henry VIII in renouncing all subjection
to the church of Rome, 21o The lesser monasteries suppressed, 2_ 9 The au-
thority of the bishop of Rome totally renounced by parhament, 241 Articles of
faith framed by the convocanon, 242 The reformation promoted by the acces-
sion of Edward VI, 338 Battle of Pinkey, 35 ° Grievances of the people at the
infancy ot the reformation, 368 Insurrections, 371 Articles of marriage be-
tween queen Marv and Philip of Spain, 416 Reflections of the people on this
match, zb Cruel persecution of reformers, 435,449 Is engaged by Philip in his
war with France, 451 Calais taken by duke of Guise, 453 Death of queen Mary,
46_ State of the navy during her reign, ,b Laws respecting trade, 2b An embass,_
sent by the Czar of Muscovy, 463 The mean nasty manner of hvang among the

English at this time. 464 Great alteranon m this respect, 48o Accession of queen
Elizabeth, l_. 3 The protestant religion restored, ao Peace ofCateau Cambresis,
15 The plague brought over from Havre de Grace. by the earl of Warwic, 64
Useful manufactures introduced by the Flemish refugees, 154 A treat) con-
cluded by Elizabeth with the revolted Hollanders, i74 A voyage round the
world, performed by Sir Francis Drake, 185 Seminaries founded abroad for the
educatmn of English catholics, 187 Establishment of the court of ecclesiastical
commtsslon, 2o 7 Preparations for resisting the Spanish ln_ lnclble armada, 26_
The armada destroyed. 27o Enormous grants of monopohes by Elizabeth, 344.
Death of queen Elizabeth, 351 Review of the state of, during her reign, 354
Compared with the Turkish government, 36o Bad state of morals, and remiss
execution of justice during her reign, 368 First estabhshment of the East-India

company, 375 An exclusive patent granted by John Basflldes, Czar of Muscovy
of the whole trade with that country, to the English, zb Th_s privilege taken away
by the Czar Theodore, 376 Commencement of the trade v, ith Turkey, zb State
of the navy m this reign, 377 Number of the people, 378 The first law for the
rehefof the poor, when passed, 38o The current specie in, at the end of queen
Ehzabeth's reign, zb Review of manners at this time, 381 State of literature, 385
Accession of James vI of Scotland to the crown, _ 6 Great alterauon observable
in at this time, by the progress of letters, and improvement In arts. 18 Almost
all the foreign trade of, monopolised by exclusive compames, _o Peace con-
cluded with Spain, 23 The hostile laws respecting Scotland abolished, 34
Crown and people, how affected by the discovery of the West-lndies, 39 Death
of James I, 121 Miscellaneous remarks on this period of history, 124 Colonies
established m America, 146 Characters of its early writers, on the revival of
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learning, x5° Peace concluded with France and Spain, 218 The present happy
state of its foreign affairs, *b. The long parliament summoned, 285. Reflections
on the commencement of the civil war, 379 State of partaes when the king
erected his standard at Nottingham, 386 Battle of Edge-hill, 396 Bristol taken
by prince Rupert, 4o8 Battle of Newbury, 417 Battle of Marston-moor, 436
Second battle of Newbury, 44 ° Meeting of the assembly of divines at
Westminster, 452. Battle of Naseby, 472, Bristol taken, and prince Rupert dis-
missed, 475. The presbyterian dasclphne estabhshed by parhament, 481. Trial of
the king, 535 Execution of Charles I, 54 ° Confused state of the nation after thas
event, vl 4. Battle of Worcester, 35. Confused state of rehglon, 4o, Its foreign

exertions at this time, 41, See Commonwealth of England Engagement between
Blake and Tromp, the Dutch admiral, 47 War commenced with the States, 48
See Blake, Ayscue, Pen, &c The advantages now gamed at sea owing to the
shlp-mone_ levied by Charles, 5 ° The long parhament termmated by Cromwel,
53 State of parues at this time, 59 A new parliament summoned by Cromwel,
6o Cromwel chosen protector, 64 See Protectorate Peace with the Dutch, 67. Is
divided into twelve military lunsdlcnons, under so many major-generals, 73, 74
Tunis bombarded by Blake, 81 Jamaica taken by Pen and Venables, ,b The
foreign and domestic administration of Cromwel, 85 Death of Oliver Cromwel,
i o7 Accession of Richard Cromwel, 1 a 2 He resigns, 115. The long parhament
restored, i a6. The parlaament expelled by the army, and a committee of safety
appomted, 12o State of foreign affairs, zb The long parhament again restored,
128 The long parliament dissolved, 133. Charles II proclaimed, 139. A review

of Internal circumstances at this period, 141. Dunkirk sold to the French, 183
Motives which produced the Dutch war, 192. New-York taken, 194. Alterauon
m the method of taxing the clergy, i95. War declared against the States, 196
Great plague of London, 2oo Fire of London, 2o 5 Peace of Breda, 211. Triple
alliance, 221 Treaty of Alx-la-Chapelle, 222 Charles contracts a private league
with Louas XIV, 244 War with Holland, _56 Peace with Holland, 28_ The
princess Mary married to the prince of Orange, 31 o The popish plot, 333 A quo
warranto issued against the city of London, 421 Conditions on which the charter
was restored, 424 Most of the corporations surrender their charters, zb Death
of Charles II and accession of his brother James If, 445 The duke of Monmouth
defeated at Sedgemoor, 46o The court of high commission revived by James,
48o. Declaration of indulgence pubhshed, 481. A solemn embassy to Rome, 485

Case of Magdalen-college, 488 The English make applications to the prince of
Orange, 5ox The prance of Orange's preparations, 5o4 His declaration pub-
hshed, 5o8. Lands at Torbay, 511 The king deserts his kingdom, and embarks
for France, 519 The conventxon-parhament called, 522. State of parties at this
critical time, 523 The crown settled on the pnnce and princess of Orange, 53 °
Reflections on this revolution, ,b. Remarks on the administration of the Stuart

family, while they enjoyed the government, 531 State of finances since the
restoration, 534 State of the navy, between the restorauon and revolunon, 535
State of commerce, 537 Great increase of wealth, 538 State of manners. 539,
54 ° Royal society Instituted, 541. Account of learned men at this period, zb

E_,TAILS. a statute passed by Edward I to allow, n. 143. A law of Henry VII to
empower the owners of estates to break them, m 77 Important effects of this
statute, zb

EPISCOPACY is abolished m Scotland, v. 261. Is abjured in England, 452_ Is restored
m England, vi 164. Is tacitly restored In Scotland, 168.

ERASMUS, his account of the mean nasty manner of hvmg among the Enghsh,
in. 464.

ERCOMBERT,son of Eadbald king of Kent, his piety celebrated by Bede, _ 33

ERMENSROY,bishop of Sion, sent by pope Alexander, as his legate, to Wflham the
Conqueror, 1. 2o 5 Summons a council at Winchester, 2o6. Degrades Sngand
archbishop of Canterbury, zb.
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ERNE, two engagements on the banks of, between Edward Bahol and the earl of
Marre, 11 192

ERUDITION of a Christian man, a treatise so called, pubhshed by Henry VIII, m
288. Subscnpnon to thas work enjoined by parhament, 3oo

ESCHEATS. the great advantages made of them by the Anglo-Norman kings, 1 477
Escus, the son of Henglst, king of Kent. h_s character, a 25
ESSEX, history of the Saxon kingdom of, 1 43
ESSEX, Thomas Cromwel earl of See Cromwel, Thomas

ESSEX, the young earl of, attends h_s father-m-la_ the earl of Lezcester, m h_s
expedition to the United Provmces, iv 216 Joins S_r Franc_s Drake secretly, m
his expedluon against Portugal, 275 Commands a body of forces sent to the
assistance of Henry IV of France, 282 Commands the forces sent against Cadiz.
298 Takes Cadiz by assault, and plunders it, 299 His eagerness to prosecute
farther advantages, zb Is appointed to command a second armament against
Spare, 3oo Is by a storm forced to alter his destination to intercepting the IndLan
fleet, zb Misses all but three sh_ps, 302 Is made earl marshal of England, zb
Instances of his lofty spent and rash conduct, 306 H_s resentment on rece_wng
a blow from Ehzabeth, 307 Sohclts the government of Ireland, 3_ 7 Is sent to
Ireland under the title of lord heutenant, zb His formidable army and extensive

powers, _b Disobeys the queen m promoting the earl of Southampton, 318 Is
misled m his first movements by the Irish council, 319 His unsuccessful expeda-
tlon into Munster, zb His treaty wath Tyrone. 320 Has sudden journey to Lon-
don and conference with the queen, 32 _. Is committed to custody, and falls 111,
322 Is examined before the privy council. 325. His defence, _b The sentence
pronounced against him by the lord keeper, 326 H_s patent for the monopoly
of sweet wines refused to be renewed by the queen, 328 His intrigues against the

queen, 329 Indulges his ill-humour m satirical reflecnons against her, zb Con-
certs a plan for obhglng the queen to declare James of Scotland her successor,
33 ° Maintains a correspondence wath James, 33 _ Enters into a conspiracy at
Drury-house, 332 Is summoned to the council. 333 Salhes out with his friends
into the c_ty, 334 Meeting with no countenance, he returns and surrenders, 335
Is tried and condemned, zb, 336 Makes a full confession to the council, 336 Is

executed, 337 H_s character, 338. The countess of Nottingham's treachery
towards him discovered, 35 o. Amount of the queen's gifts to him, 372 His letter

on recelwng the blow from Ehzabeth, 4o8
ESSEX,Robert, Devereux, the young earl of, marries the lad_ Frances Howard,

54 Her obstinate aversaon to him, zb The secret motive of his dasgust, zb
Is divorced from his lady, 56 Encourages the opposition of the commons to
Charles I, 36a Is made general of the parhament's army, 383 The separate
bodies of forces all assemble under ham at Northampton, 393 A body of h_s
forces defeated by prance Rupert, 395 Marches from Worcester to meet the
king, zb Battle of Edge-hill, 396 Arnves at London, 398 Is joined by the city
trained-bands, _b Takes Reading, 40o Is joined by Sir Wllham Waller, 4o2 His
army surpnzed by pnnce Rupert, and Hambden killed, 407 Retlres toward
London, zb Exhorts the parhament to peace, 4_4 . Marches to the rehef of
Gloucester, 4_5 , Obhges the king to raise the siege, _b. Battle of Newbury, 4a6
Returns to London, _b Is apphed to by the royal party, but resasts all personal
treaty wxth them, 43 a His forces m Cornwal reduced by the king, 439 Collects
h_s army again, and, m conjuncnon wath Manchester and Cromwel, defeats the
king at Newbury, 44 ° Restgns his command m consequence of the self-denying
ordinance, 448 Dies, 49 a

ESSEX, earl of, is made treasurer on the removal of the earl of Danby, Vl. 363
Resigns, 378. Enters into the duke of Monmouth's conspiracy, 425 Is apprehen-
ded, 429. Has extraordinary death, 438

ESTATES, the entailment of, allowed, x_. a43 Are admitted to be broke, _il 77

Important consequences of this latter law, _b
ETCHING, the art of, by whom invented, vl 538
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ETHELBERT. associated with his father Hermenric. in the kingdom of Kent, i 26.
His bars, by which he acquired a superiority in the heptarchy, zb Espouses a

christian princess, daughter of Canbert king of Paris, 28 HIS speech to Au-
gustine the monk on his arrival, 29 Is converted to christianity, 3° Publishes a
body of written laws, 32 Dies, _b

ETHELBURGA, wife of Edwin king of Northumberland, converts her husband to
christianity, i 37

ETHELFLEDA. sister of king Edward the elder, some account of, with her character,
i 84

ETHELRED, brother to Wolshere, king of Mercia, has history, i 4 I

ETHELRED. brother and successor of king Edward the Martyr, harassed by the
Danes, i io8, 1o 9, i i6 Revenges the treachery of Alfrac duke of Mercia. by
putting out his son's eyes. io 9 Becomes tributary to the Danes, 1lO Marries
Emma, sister of R_chard II duke of Normandy, *I 1 Causes a massacre of the
Danes, 1i6 His fleet destroyed by the Danes, i i7 Consequent distress and
confusion. 1x8 Retreats to Normandy, **8. Returns zb His death and an ac-

count of his chddren, 12o, I23
ETHELRED son of Ethelwolf, succeeds his brothers Ethelbald and Ethelbert, m the

kingdom of England, x 61
ETHELWALD cousin-german to king Edward the elder, rebels against him, I 82

Joins the East Anghan Danes, _b Killed in battle, 83
ETHELWOLV son of Egbert, king of England, harassed by the Danish invasions, 1

57 Gains a victor,_ over them at Okely, 59 Undertakes a pdgrimage to Rome,
zb Marries the daughter of the emperor Charles the Bald, ib Shares his kingdom
with his son, 6o. Grants to the clergy their claim of tythes, 61. Leaves his king-
dom between his two elder sons, ,b

EUROPE, influence of the free constitutions of the Germans m new-modelling the

governments of, i 16o. State of, at the commencement of the crusades, 237
State of. at the accession of Henry II, 3o3 . The balance of power m, well secured
at the commencement of the reign of Henry VIII, nl 88 The great revolution
made in, at the commencement of the seventeenth century, bv the diffusion of

letters and progress of arts, v 18. The hbertles of the people m, how abridged,
8o Account of the revival of letters in, i5o A review of the state of, at the time

of the English protectorate, under Oliver Cromwel, vi 74-
EUSTACE.count of Boulogne, fray between h_s retinue and the townsmen of Dover,

134 Endeavours, m conjunction with the Kentish-men, to seize the castle of
Dover from the Normans, 195

EUSTACE son of king Stephen, is refused to be anointed, as his father's successor,
by the archbishop of Canterbury, i. 294

EVERS lord, conducts an inroad into Scotland, and boasts of his progress, in 3o8

Is killed at the battle of Ancram, 3o9 .
EVESHAM battle of, between prince Edward and Simon de Montfort, earl of

Leicester, n 59
EVIDENCE, the state of, under the old Anglo-Saxon law, 1. _8o
EVIL, Edward the Confessor the first who touched for It, i 146

EXCHANGE. royal, by whom first built, iv 379
EXCHEQUER court of, or Curza Regis, the primitive institution of, i 472 Causes in,

often heard by the king personally, zb The first of the four courts of record,
among which its ancient jurisdiction is now divided, 473 Appeals to, in what
cases anciently allowed, 474 Extraordinary instances produced from the
records, of bribery, and the sale of justice, 479 Black-book, of its origin, u 1oo
Divided into four distinct courts, 142 Shut up by Charles II, vi _53-

EXCISE, the first introduction of, in England, by the long parliament, _ 43 °
EXCLUSION BILL against James duke of York. passed by the house of commons, Vl

365 . Is resumed by the new parhament, 387 The arguments urged for and
against it, 388 Is passed by the commons, and rejected by the lords, 391.
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EXCOMMUNICATION by the eccleslastmal courts m Scotland, the nature ot, ex-
plained, v 7 °

EXECUTIONS of crlmlna]s, the extraordinary number of in the reign of Henr), VIII
and great decrease of since, iv 414

EXETER besieged by Perkln Warbec, Ul 60 He raises the siege. 61
EXETER. Courmey, marquis of, enters into a conspiracy with cardinal Pole, nl 258

Is executed for it, zb

FAG, a member of the house of commons, is protected bv the house, against an
appeal m a law-suit to the house of lords, vi 294

FAIRY QUEEN of Spenser, a character of that poem, iv 386
FAIRFAX. a character of his translation of Tasso, v i52
FAIRFAX, lord, commands for the king in the north of England, _ 4oi Is defeated

at Atherton-moor by the parliamentary forces, 418 Raises forces and secures

York, Vl 128 His death and character, 252, note His daughter married to the
duke of Buckingham, 2b

FAIRFAX Sir Thomas, defeats the royalists at Wakefield, _ 418 Distinguishes
himself In the battle of Horn-castle, zb Reduces the Irish forces under lord

Blron, 433 Defeats colonel Bellasls at Selby, *b Is joined by the Scots under the
earl of Leven, 2b Is joined by the earl of Manchester, and lays siege to York, 435

Defeats prince Rupert at Marston-moor, 436 Takes possessmn of York, 438 Is
appointed general m the room of Essex, 449 His scheme to retain Cromwel in

command, notwithstanding the self-denying ordinance, _b His character,zb
Battle of Naseby, 472 Defeats the king, 473 Retakes Leicester, 474 Reduces
Bridgewater, Bath, and Sherborne, 475 Takes Bristol, _b Reduces the west of
England, 476 His moderation on finishing the war, 487 The army grous dis-
contented, and petitions him, 495 A parliament of agitators formed by his army,
496 The king is seized and brought to the army without h_s knowledge, _b
Cromwel is chosen general, 498 Is appointed, by the parhament, general in
chief of all the forces, 5o6 Takes Colchester, 528 The arm) under his nominal
command, but under Cromwel's influence, marches to London to purge the
parliament, 53 ° His lady interrupts the trial of the king, 535 Hol_ detained
from rescuing the king from execution, 541 Resigns, w 29

FALCONBERG. lord, successful stratagem of, at the battle of Touton, n 457
FALKIRK, battle of. between Edward I and the Scots, n 129
FALKLAND.lord, secretary to Charles I, assxsts the king m drawing up his memorxals

against the commons, v 381 Is killed at the battle of Newbur,,, 416 A short
summary of his hfe and character, lb Is the first uho affords am' regular
definition of the Enghsh constitution. 572

FAMINES in England, i. 117, 184, 288, 476, n 159, 177
FARM houses, remarks on the statute of Henry VII for upholding, In 79
FASTOLFE, Sir John, defeats the count of Duno_s, -aho attacked h_s convoy to the

siege of Orleans, u. 395 Retreats from the French at Pata). and is degraded from
the order of the garter, 4o3 .

FAUCONBERG lord, marries a daughter of Oliver Cromwel, w 99 Is sent to Lores
XIV at Dunkirk, were he is honourably received, 1o2

FAWKESDE BREAUTE, seizes and imprisons a judge for finding verdicts against h_s
unjust practices, m the reign of Henry lII, n 12 HIS punishment, _b

FAWKES DE BREAUTE. Guy, an officer in the Spanish service. _s brought over to
execute the gunpower-plot, v 27 Is apprehended, 29 Discovers the con-
splracy, zb

FAYAL,IS taken by Sir Walter Raleigh, iv 3m
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FEE-FARMRENTS OF THE CROWN Charles II empowered by parhament to sell them,
V1 238

FELONIES See Crzmznals and Vagrants

FELTON, John, IS executed for fixing the pope's bull of excommumcatxon against
queen Ehzabeth on the gate of the bishop of London's palace, iv 137

FELTON an account of his motives for attempting the life of Vllhers duke of
Buckingham, v. 2o 3 Stabs the duke at Portsmouth, zb Is seized and exam-
ined, 2o4

FFNELON, the French ambassador, declares his detestation of the massacre at Paris,

iv 163 His reception by queen Elizabeth, when ordered to represent it to
her, 164

FERDINAND king of Arragon, loses his wife Isabella, queen of Castile, m 68 His

daughter Joan married to Philip, arch-duke of Austria, 69 His character, sb
Obtains possession of Castile by the death of Phlhp, 72 Agrees with Lewis XII
of France, on a seizure and partition of the kingdom of Naples, 88 Seizes it for
himself, _b Acquires the epithet of Cathohc, 91. Glories in outwitting his neigh-
bours, 92 Deludes Henry VIII into an expedition to Gmenne, to facilitate his
conquest of Navarre, zb Disavows the alliance signed by his ambassador with
Henry and Maxlmihan against France, 97. Engages m a treaty with Lewis, 1o 9
Dies and is succeeded by his grandson Charles. x_ a.

FERDINAND, brother to the emperor Charles V. is elected king of the Romans. lii
447 Engages in an alhance to subdue the Bohemians, v 8a Puts the elector
palatine under the bann of the empire, 89

FEUDAL SYSTEM,ItS Introduction into England, t 203 Extended to the church, 2o 4
State of, m England, at the accession of king Stephen, 279 Rewew of the disor-
ders occasioned by, 372 Its operation m England, 437 Its origin, 455 The
nature of it explained, 457 The preference of possessions held under it, to
allodlal ones, in the early ages, shewn, 459 Its union with clvdjurlsdlction, 460
The civil services implied under it. 461 State of the common people under it,
463 Comparative view of its operation on hereditary and elective monarchies,
464 The declension of, at the time of Richard If, ii. 331 The advantage of, m
the early ages, 52o The decay of. to be dated from the revival of the arts, 529
Instance of the barons being sensible of this, zb, note

FEVERSHAM,earl of. IS sent by Charles II with the terms of pacification to Paris, Vl
312. Defeats the duke of Monmouth at Sedgemoor, 460 His cruelty after the
battle, 462

FICTIONS IN LAW, when first invented, and their use, n _42
FIEFS. how they came to descend hereditarily in families, i 458
FIFTEENTHS. and tenths, the nature, amount, and method of levying these taxes,

v x37 Are changed into a land tax, x38
FINANCES See Revenue

FINCH, Sir John, speaker of the house of commons, is forcibly held in the chair,
until a remonstrance is passed against tonnage and poundage, v. 214 Is im-
peached by the long parliament, and flies to Holland, 99o

FINES, amerclaments, and oblates, the great and scandalous advantages made of, by
the Anglo-Norman kings, 1 479 Arbitrarily exacted by Henry VII, ui 5 o, 66

FINES. and recoveries, for breaking the entailments of estates, when first intro-
duced, nl 77.

FIRST FRUITS, when first lev_ed on ecclesiastical benefices, u 144

FISHER. bishop of Rochester, reflects on the commons, and offends the duke of
Norfolk, m 187 Refuses to take the oath regulating the succession of the crown,
9o 5. Is attainted by parliament, 9o6. Is imposed on by the stories of the holy mazd
of Kent, 2lq. Is imprisoned on this account, _b His cruel treatment, 9_o. Is
created a cardinal by the pope, 29 i. Is condemned and beheaded for denying the
king's supremacy, zb Extract from a speech of his. on the proposal for sup-
pressing the lesser monasteries. 476
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FITTON, chancellor of Ireland, his character and conduct, vl. 484
FITZ-ALAN, archbishop of Canterbury, excommumcates all who should oppose the

proceedings of the duke of Gloucester, and his party, against Richard II's
ministry, xi 303 , Is removed from his office of chancellor by the king, _b Im-
peached by the commons, banished, and his temporahtles sequestered, 309

FITZ-ARNULS, a Clttzen, hanged for a rebelhous commotion m London. n. 12
FITZ-GERALD See Fttz-Stephens
FITZ-HARRIS, his case, vl. 4Ol. Is impeached by the commons, 402 Is tried by

common law, and executed, 404 ,
FITZ-OSBERT, a popular lawyer m the reign of Richard I, his oppressive practices,

1 405 . Is executed, tb.

FITZ-RICHARD, mayor of London, joins the barons and Leicester, against Henry III
and encourages tumults m the city, ix 46 Violently prolongs his authority, and
aids Leicester by exciting seditions, 49 His bloody schemes disconcerted by the
battle of Evesham, 61 Is pumshed by fine and imprisonment, 62

FITZ-STEPHENS, and Fltz-Gerald, engaged by Dermot, king of Lemster, to under-
take an expedition to Ireland m his favour, 1 349 Their successes, zb See
Strongbow.

FITZ-WALTER, Robert, chosen general of the barons' army, on king John's refusal
to confirm their liberties, 1 442

FIVE MILE ACT, passed, vl 200.
FLAMBARD,Ralph, bishop of Durham, dispossessed and imprisoned by Henry I, 1

254
FLAMMOC, Thomas, a lawyer, heads an insurrection in Cornwal against Henry VII,

m 56 Encourages them with hopes of assistance m Kent, zb Defeated and
executed, 58

FLANDERS, a summary view of the state of that territory at the ume of Edward III

forming his pretensions to the crown of France, n 2Ol Licentious popularity of
James D'Arrewlle the brewer, zb The Flemmgs assist Edward m his sea-fight
with the French, 9o 7. Their forces under Robert D'Artols, routed at St Omers,
2o8 Siege of Tournay by Edward, 9o8 All commerce with, prohibited by Henry
VII, ui 45- Commissioners sent to London to treat of an accommodation, 59

The lntercursus magnus, or great treaty of commerce concluded, 6o All Enghsh
rebels excluded from, by this treaty, zb A neutrality stipulated with, by Henry
VIII, 188 See Netherlands and Umted Prownces

FLEETWOOD, his speech m the house of commons on the regal prerogative In
grantmg patents, iv 142

FLEETWOOD, colonel, marries Ireton's widow and obtams the government of Ire-

land, vl 92 Opposes his father-in-law's accepting the utle of king, 97 Estranges
himself from the protector, lo 4 Cabals against Richard, 113 Is appointed
heutenant-general by the long parhament, now restored, 117 H_s commission
vacated, 119 Instances of his fanaticism, 127

FLESH-MEAT,the statute prices of, m the reign of king Henry VIII. m 33 °
FLORENCE, revolts from the authority of the family of Medlcis, m 177 Is again

subdued to their sovereignty, 188.
FLOUDEN, battle of, between the earl of Surrey and James IV of Scotland, m. 1o 7
FOLKLAND, m the Saxon tenures, explained, 1 185
FONTARABIA, fruitless expedmon to, by Henry VIII, m 99 Is taken by the emperor

Charles V, 152
FONTRAILLES, a French officer, his gallant expedition for the relief of Terouane,

besieged by Henry VIII, Iil lO 3
FORD, lady, taken prisoner by James IV of Scotland, whose affecuons she gains,

nl 106

FOREIGNERS, their superiority to the English m arts, m the ume of Henry VIII, m
397 An msurrecuon against them m London, _b Edict of the star-chamber
against, 328.
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FORESTS. severe laws renewed against offenders In, by Richard I, 1 405 The op-
pressive nature of these laws, 483 A charter of, granted by Henr), III, u 6
Confirmed by Edward I, x2o, 121 The perambulations of, made, and the
boundaries ot, fixed, 12 a

FORMA PAUPERIS suits in, first granted to the poor, in 75-

FORREST friar, burnt for heresy m Scotland, ni _8i

FORTESCUE Sir Faithful, deserts from the earl of Essex to the king, at the battle of
Edge-hill, v 396

FORTHERING_Y-C_.STLE, Mary queen of Scots tried there, iv 23i Is executed
there, 25i

FOURMIGNI battle of, the only action fought in defence of Normandy by the
English, ia 424

Fox Richard, his character, in 13 Becomes confident to Henry VII, zb, Called to
the privy-council, and made bishop of Exeter, zb His translation to Winchester,
and made prlv),-seal, zb Admonishes Henry VIII against his pleasures and
extravagances, 84 Introduces Wolsey to him, 98 Supplanted in Henry's con-
fldence by him, _b HIs advice to Henry. on his retiring, 115.

FOX. bishop of Hereford. IS sent by Henry VIII to treat with the German protes-
tants, Ul 223, Is zealous for a thorough reformation, but dies, 26I

Fox George, his enthusiastic disposition, Vl i42 Founds a new sect, who are
denominated Quakers, 143

FRANCE, IS invaded by the Normans, i 56, i 13 Rollo the Dane obtains the province
of Neustrla, and marries the daughter of Charles the Simple, i 14 Character ot

the Normans, 148, 254 See Normandy and Wzlfiam State of, at the accession of
Henry II of England, 297 _[he barons of England offer the crown to the Dau-
phin Lewis, 45 ° Lewis goes over to England with an army, 451 Returns, n 9
The province of Normandy ceded to Lewis IX by Henry III of England, 4 I
Mutual depredations committed by the ships of, and those of England, occa-
sioned by a private quarrel, 95 The province of Guienne how recovered by, 97.
Guienne restored, 124 New disputes with England concerning, 166 Cruel treat-
ment of the Knights Templars there. 175 An enquiry into the foundation of the
Sahck law, 196 Edward III of England assumes the title of king of, _o_ Edward's
victory over the fleet of, 2o 7 Normandy invaded and overrun by Edward, 225
Phlhp defeated at Crecy, by Edward, 23o State of France at the death of Phlhp,
243 Is Invaded by Edward, and his son the Black Prince, in two parts, 246 John
taken prisoner at Polctlers, by prince Edward, _51 Confused state of, on the
king's captivity, 253 The populace renounce all government, and commit cruel

outrages against the nobles, 254 Is invaded by Edward with a great army, 257
Peace of Bretlgni, 259 John released, 26o He returns to London, and dies, 26i
State of the kingdom at this period, 262 Is infested with bands of robbers, the
remains of Edward's army, 263 The regency of Charles VI send assistance to the
Scots, to invade England, 293 The French return home disgusted, 294 Prepare
to invade England, but hindered by a storm, zb Motives to this invasion, 295.
State of, at the commencement of Henry V's war with that kingdom. 358
Comparison between the situation of Charles VI and Richard II of England, zb
Distracted by the contentions of the Burgundians and Armagnacs, 36o The
share the university of Paris, the tratermtles of butchers and carpenters, bore in
these broils, zb Continuation of the distractions in, 367 General confusion
renewed by the assassmauon of the duke of Burgundy, 371 Treaty of Troye,
372 Reflections on this treaty, 373 Duke of Bedford appointed regent, 377
Charles the VI dles, and Charles VII crowned, 378 State of France at the
accession of Henry VI of England, 383 Amazing transactions of Joan D'Arc,
397 Charles VII crowned again at Rhelms, 4o 4 Reflections on the management
of the war, 415 A truce concluded with, 418. State of France at this juncture,

423 Rene*al of the war, _b Normandy recovered, 424- Gmenne als0, _b Acces-
sion of Lewis XI, 461 Sends forces to the assistance of Henry VI _b State of, at
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FRANCE (contznued)
the time of Henry VII of England, nl 25, 39 The government intrusted to the

princess Anne of Beaujeu, during the minority of Charles VIII, 35 The admin-
istration disputed by Lewis duke of Orleans. 26 Bntanny annexed to, by the
marriage of Charles with the duchess of, 36 War with, by Henry VII, 39 Peace
concluded, 4 ° Invaded by Henry VIII. i o2 Peace concluded with England, 11 o
Lewis XII marries Henry's sister, a 11 Dies, tb Accession of Franos, _b See
Franczs I Interview between Franos I and Henry VIII of England, 139 War

declared against, by England, 143 The powers of Italy join the alhance of the
emperor against,15o Battle of Pavia, and captlvlt* of Francis. 156 Treaty of
Madrid, and restoration of Francis, 163 War declared against the emperor, 168
The emperor challenges Francis to single combat, zb Peace of Cambray, 188
James V of Scotland married to Mary of Gmse. 27 ° Accession of Henry II, 344
Mary, the young queen of Scotland, sent there, and betrothed to the Dauphin,
357 England engages in the Spanish war with, 452 Montmorency defeated by
the Spaniards at St Qumtin, 452 The general consternation at this event, 453
The duke of Guise recalled from Italy, zb Calais taken from the English, 453

The Dauphin Francis married to Mary the young queen of Scotland, 457 Peace
of Cateau Cambresis. iv 15. The Guises engross all the authority of government

33 Rigorous persecution of the reformers, 34 Summary view of the civil wars
in that kingdom, 55 Battle of Dreux, 59 A massacre of the Hugonots concerted.
75 See Medlc2s, Catherine de, Lorrazns, cardinal of, &c Battle of St Dennis, and
siege of Chartres, i48 The court agrees to an accommodation with the protes-
tants, lb Battle of Montcontour, a49 Massacre of the Hugonots at Paris. 163
Death of Charles IX, x67 Accession of Henry III, zb Battle of Coutras, 279
Assassination of the duke of Guise and his brother, 38o. The king assassinated,

Ib Accession of Henry IV. zb Henry renounces the protestant faith. 29o Henr'_
IV assassinated by Ravaillac. v 46 Character of the early writers in, 15 ° Reduc-
tion of Rochelle, 163 Its conduct toward England, during the troubles of, vi 76
Improvement of, under Lewis XIV and cardinal Mazarme, zb The ships of
seized by the English, 77 An alliance concluded v, ith Oliver Cromwel, i oo
Treaty of the Pyrenees with Spain. x21 Joins the Dutch in the _ ar with England,
2ol Treaty of Breda, 311 War uIth Spain, 318 War with Holland, 256 Ho'_
it became formidable by sea, 399 Peace of Nlmeguen, 3 lq Ambitious schemes,
and haughty behaviour of Lewis XIV, 442 Revocation of the edict of Nantz, and
its consequences, 47 ° A league formed against, by the prince of Orange, 499

FRANCIS I of Angouleme, succeeds to the crown of France, on the death of Lew is
XII, Ul 1 i 1 His character, *b Defeats the Swiss at Marignan, 12o Sends Bon-
nivet, his ambassador, to England. 123 His flatteries to Wolsey, 124 Is un-
successful In his pretensions to the imperial crown, 136 His character contrasted
with that of the emperor Charles V his competitor, 137 Is _,lSlted by Henry in

a plato near Ardres, 139 The ceremony of their meeting regulated by cardinal
Wolsey. lb His frank disregard of the formality observed between him and
Henry, 13 ° Which is returned by Henry, lb Grand tournament held by them,
13 a Is attacked by the emperor, 132 An ineffectual congress with the emperor,
under the mediation of Wolsey. at Calais, *b The pope, emperor, and Henry,
conclude an alliance against him. zb War declared against, bv Henry. 143 Re-
pulses the earl of Surry's invasion, zb Is worsted m Italy, 144 The powers of Italy
unite with the emperor against him, 15 ° The duke of Bourbon revolts against
him, and enters the emperor's service, zb The duke of Suffolk Invades
Picardy,151 Sends the admiral Bonmvet to invade Milan, 153 Bonmvet de-
feated, zb Passes the Alps in person to invade the Mllanese, I55 Besieges Pavia,
zb Is defeated and taken prisoner by the imperiahsts, i56 Has letter to his
mother, i57. His proposals to Charles for his liberty. I62 Is carried to Madrid,
and falls sick, zb Is visited by Charles, lb Recovers has hberty by the treaty of
Madrid. 163 Evades the execution of the treaty, 164 Meets Wolsey, and con-
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FRANCIS I (continued)

cludes fresh treanes wath Henry, 167 Declares war against the emperor, 168 Is

challenged by Charles to single combat, zb Peace concluded with Charles at
Cambray, 188 Has intervaeu, with Henry at Boulogne, x98. Leagues with the
pope, 2ol Endeavours an accommodation between the pope and Henry, zb.
Renews his fraendshap wath Henry, 222 Marries has daughter Magdalen to
James V of Scotland, 226. Apologises to Henry for thas match, who refuses to see
his ambassador, 227 Concludes a truce with Charles for ten years, 250. Refuses
Henry's proposals toward marriage with Mary of Gmse, 27o Sends her to
Scotland, zb. Other proposals of marriage fruitless, 271. Allows the emperor an
honourable passage through France to the Netherlands, 272. Promises to assist
cardinal Beaton in Scotland, 298 Over-runs Luxembourg, and takes Landrecy,
3ol. Forces Charles to abandon the siege of Landrecy, _b Is invaded by Charles
and Henry, 3o6 Concludes a separate peace wath Charles, 307 Equips an arma-
ment for a descent on England, 309 Makes peace with Henry at Campe, 312

FRANCIS. Dauphin of France, is married to the young queen of Scotland, m. 457
Assumes the ntle and arms of England, m right of his queen, iv 17 Becomes

king by the death of his father, 18 See the next article
FRANCIS II of France excites the enmity of Ehzabeth by assuming the title of king

of England, iv 17. Treaty of Edinburgh, 3° Is wholly governed by the Guises,
33 Daes, and is succeeded by his brother Charles IX, 35

FRANCIS father, as recommended by James II to Cambridge for a degree, but as
refused, vi 487

FRANCISCANSand Dommacans, reflecuons on the mst_tunon of those two rehglous
orders, n 7a

FRANKALMOIGNE, the nature of thas tenure of lands explained, u. loo
FRANKS, females excluded from the successaon to the sovereign authority, by the

ancaent usages of that people, n 197
FREDERIC I emperor of Germany, engages m a crusade, L 366, 38a Dies, 382
FREDERIC II emperor, the pope's sentence of excommumc atlon pubhshed against

ham, by Henry III of England his brother-m-law, n a9
FREDERIC, king of Naples, has kingdom conqueredjomtly by France and Spare, and

seized by the latter, m. 88
FREDERIC. elector Palatine, as married to the princess Ehzabeth, daughter of James

I of England, v 5 a Is offered the crown of Bohemaa by the states of that
kingdom, 8a Is defeated at Prague, and takes refuge an Holland, 83 Is put
under the bann of the empire, 89 His electoral dlgmty transferred to the duke
of Bavaria, 98. Is persuaded to submassaon by James, 99 Is totally dispossessed
of his patnmomal dommaons, 119 His nephew restored m part by the treaty of
Westphalm, w 75.

FRENCH LANGUAGE, Its prevalence m England after the Norman invasion, L 208
The use of that language m law proceedings abohshed, n 282

FRETTEVAL, Phflap of France routed there, and his records taken by Rachard I, l
400

FRIDWIT, an the German law, what, I 175
FROBISHER. Sir Martin, undertakes a cruaze against the Spamards, w. 285 Is killed

at the taking of Morlaax, 294 Three trials made by him for the discovery of a
north-west passage, 296

FROISSART,the h_stonan, has character and representation of the duke of Glouces-
ter's schemes against Rachard II, n 3o8 Numberless mastakes of, mvahdate his
testamony, 307 .

FULK. count of Anjou, protects Wflham. son of Robert duke of Normandy, a _68
Marnes his daughter to Wllham, eldest son of king Henry I of England, 269
Marnes her afterward to Wllham, son of duke Robert, _72 Marries his son
Geoffrey to the daughter of Henry I, _b., 273
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FULK, curate of Neullly. his bold counsel to Richard I, i 381 Rlchard's reply to
him, zb

GAINSBOROW,battle of, between Oliver Cromwel and Cavendlsh, v 418

GALILEO, a comparison between, and lord Bacon, v _53
GAMA Vasquez de, his first passage to the East Indies, round the Cape of Good

Hope, In 80.
GARDENING. and garden stuff, when first introduced into England, In 327
GARDINER,bishop of Winchester, joins the duke of Norfolk m opposing the refor-

mation, m 2 _3 Acts covertly against the religious renovations, 261 Foments a
cruel persecution of heretics 279 Proposes certain Latin terms to be retained m
the Enghsh version of the Scriptures, 289 Is sent ambassador to the emperor,

312 Dissuades Henry from farther alterations in rellglon, zb Endeavours to
procure an impeachment of queen Catherine Par, for heresy, 316 Opposes the
steps toward reformation, taken by the protector and regency during the minor-
ity of Edward VI, 34 ° Writes an apology for holy water, zb His remonstrances
agmnst rehglous renovations, 342 Is committed to the Fleet, and harshly used,
ib His objections to the homilies, _b Is committed to the Tower for denying the
supremacy of the regency during a minority, 366 Refuses to subscribe articles
propounded to him, 38_ Is deprived and closely confined, 383 Is released by
queen Mary, 4o6 His generous assistance to Peter Martyr, 4o9 Is made
chancellor, and promotes the Spanish march, 413 His moderate counsel on the
occasion, *b His speech at the opening a new parliament, 422. Debates with
cardmal Pole, about the expediency of punishing heretics, 43 ° Procures Rogers,
prebendary of St Paul's, to be burnt for heresy, 435 Engages Bonner and others
to persecute the reformers, 437 Dies. 443

GARNET.ajesmt, engages in the famous gunpowder-plot, v 27 Is executed, 3° Is
regarded m Spare as a martyr, ,b

GARTER, mst_tutlonofthatorderofkmghthood, n 242 Trad_t_onal account of the
occasion of it, 243

GASCOIGNE.Judge, imprisons prince Henry, afterward Henry V, for resulting him
m his office, 11. 353. His kind reception by Henry. when king, 354

GASCONY, a descent made on that province by invitation of some factious lords,
without effect, n 441

GASTON DE FOIX. nephew to Lewis XII of France, his character, in 95 Is killed in
a victory he gamed over the Spamsh and papal armies, zb

GAUCOUR.lord, is governor of Orleans, when besieged by the earl of Sahsbur), n
394

Gn.ULS. their ancient manners described, _ 4 See France
GAUNT,John of See Lancaster
GAUNT, Mrs., her cruel fate, vl. 464 .
GAVASTON,Piers, his character, n _48. His ascendency over prince Edward, zb Is

bantshed by Edward I, zb Is recalled by Edward II, 149 His preferments, *b His
vamty, zb, and contempt of the Enghsh, zb Is left guardmn of the realm, on the
kmg'sjourney to France, ,b A confederacy formed against him by Thomas earl
of Lancaster, 15o. His bamshment demanded by Lancaster m parhament, zb
Returns, 151 Bamshed again by the council ofordamers, a 52 Is recalled by the
king, 153 Is taken prisoner by Pembroke at Scarborough, 154 Is seized by the
earl of Warwlc, and beheaded m Warwlc castle, ,b

GAVELKIND,ongan of, 1 18 5 In the Irish customs, how regulated, v 47 Is abohshed
there, 48
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GENUA IS bombarded by Lewis XIV and forced to submit to terms prescribed by
him, vl 443

GEOVFREY,son of Fulk count of AnJou, married to the daughter of Henry I, 1 272
GEOFFREY, brother of king Henry II, invades Anjou and Marne, 1 3Ol Accepts a

pension m lieu, 2b Dies, 3o2

GEOVEREY. third son of king Henry II, invested by his father with the dutch)* of
Bntanny, i 347 Instigated by his mother Eleanor to revolt against him, 349 Is
reconciled to him, 357 Rebels again, 364 Is slam in a tournament, *b His son
Arthur invested m the dutchy of Brltanny, _b See Arthur

GEOFFREY, natural son of Henry II, is the only child who retained his duty to him,
1 369 When archbishop of York, swears fidehty to his brother Richard I on his

departure on the crusade, 381 Is imprisoned by Longchamp, 389 .
GEOEEREY, archdeacon of Norwich, h_s behaviour m the court of exchequer on

hearing of the excommunication of king John, i 429 . How killed by John, *b
GEOGRAPHY strange instance of the ignorance of the English in, at the ume of

Edward III, n 283
GERARD, and his heretical followers, cruel treatment of, m the reign of Henry II,

a 337
GERARD Baltazar, assassinates the prince of Orange, iv 21

GERARD and Vowel, two royahsts, executed for a conspiracy against the protector,
vI 68.

GERMANS, ancient, a character of, 1 15 "Ihelr governmenl, _b, 16o. _[heir manners,
16 Flock over Into Britain, 2o Nature of their rehgion, 26 Are the first
founders of the feudal law, and on what principles, 456. The nature of their
estabhshrnents explained, ,b

GERMANY how dlwded under the feudal system, L a 49 Henry IV emperor, permits
his vassals to assist the Norman invasion, 151. The free nature of the several
states in, x6o. The Anglo-Saxon criminal law traced from, 174 The commence-
ment of the reformation in, by Martin Luther, m 139- Progress of the reforma-
tion among the princes of, *b A peace favourable to the protestants, procured
from the emperor, by Maurlce elector of Saxony, 412 See Charles V and Mau-
rzce The crown of Bohemia offered to the elector Palatine, v 81 See Frederzc

Battle of Prague, 83, The elector Palatine put under the bann of the empire, 89
His electoral dignity transferred to the duke of Bavaria, 98 Successes of Gusta-
vus king of Sweden there, 22o. The long wars in, terminated by the treaty of
Westphaha, vi. 75 A league formed at Augsburg, under the influence of the
prince of Orange, against Lores XIV, 499

GHENT the treaty called the pacification of, iv 174 Is taken by Louis XIV, vl 316
GIBSON, a Scots preacher, curses James VI in his pulpit, iv. 221
GIr_ORD a priest, Is employed by Walsmgham to forward the correspondence

between Mary queen of Scots, and Bablngton, _v. 226 Carries the letters to
Walsmgham, zb

GILBERT, Sir Humphrey, his speech m the house of commons, m defence of the
legal prerogative, iv 142

GITHA. mother of Harold, excites an insurrection at Exeter, against Wilham the
conqueror, i 196 Retreats to Flanders, *b

GLAMORGAN,earl of, his commission from Charles I with regard to Ireland, v 48o
Concludes a secret treaty with the council of Kflkenny, zb Is committed to prison

by the lord heutenant, 481 Vindication of the king from the charge of author-
1zing this secret treaty, 576.

GLASS. the manufacture of, when first brought into England, vL 538
GLENDOUR, Owen, his insurrection in Wales, u 337 Takes the earl of Marche and

his uncle prisoners, 338
GLOUCESTER, when f_rst erected into a bishopric, hi. 255
GLOUCESTER Robert, earl of, natural son of Henry I, swears a conditional fealty to

king Stephen, i 283 Consequences of th_s example, 284. Retires abroad, and
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GLOUCESTER (continued)

defies the king, 285 . Returns with the empress Matilda, 287 Defeats Stephen,
and takes him prisoner, 288

GLOUCESTER, earl of, confederates with the earl of Leicester against Henry III, u
34 Joins the royal party, 44 Dies, _b

GLOUCESTER, Gdbert. earl of, son to the former, joins the earl of Leicester, n 44
Refuses with Leicester to abide by the arb_tratlon of Lewls of France, 49 Com-
mands a body of troops at the battle of Lewes, 51 Takes Henry prisoner, 52 Is
ill-treated by Leicester, 54 Retires from Lelcester's parhament, 57 Assists
prince Edward m escaping from the custody of Leicester, 58 Rebels again, 62
Henry's lemty toward him, 63 Attends prince Edward on a crusade, zb Marries
the daughter of Edward I, 93 Is fined for violences committed on Bohun earl
of Hereford, zb His son killed at the battle of Bannockburn, 158

GLOUCESTER, duke of uncle to Richard II, his character, n 286 Supplanted in his
influence over the king by Robert de Vere. earl of Oxford, 295. Prevails on the
house of commons to impeach Michael de la Pole earl of Suffolk, 296 Deprives
Richard of his regal power, by the appointment of a councd of fourteen to
continue for a year, 997 Raises forces against the king 999 Defeats Robert de

Vere. duke of Ireland, 3oo His arbitrary proceedings against the ministry, _b
Rejects the queen's humble sohcltation in favour of Sir Simon Burley, 309. Is
removed from the council-board, 3o3 His cabals against the king 3o6 Sent o_er
to Calais by the king, 3o8 Appealed against m the house of Peers, 3o9 Pro-
ceedings against his party, zb Murdered, 31o His revenue, 38i

GLOUCESTER, Humphry, duke of, brother to Henr) V, left by him regent of Eng-
land, during the minority of Henry VI, u 377 Constituted, by parhament,
guardian of the kingdom only, during the duke of Bedford's absence, 383
Enters into a precipitate marriage with the countess of Hainault, 39 o. Fatal
consequences of that measure, *b Reconciled to the bishop of Winchester by the
duke of Bedford, 391 Fresh disputes with h_m, which throws the Enghsh affairs
into confusion, 413 His dutchess tr_ed for w_tchcraft, 49o Murdered, zb H_s
character, 42 i

GLOUCESTER, Richard, duke of, brother to Edward IV, reported to have stabbed
prince Edward, son of Henry VI, li 482 Commands m an invasion of Scotland,
and takes Bert lck, which is yielded by treaty, 493 Left regent of the kingdom
by his brother Edward IV during the minority of his son, 495 ttls character and
views, 496. Arrests the earl of Rivers, the voung king's guardian, 497 Made
protector of the realm, 499- Orders the death of the earl of Rivers, zb Marks out
lord Hastings for destruction, 5oo His extraordinary behaviour in council tb
Concerts the immediate murder of lord Hastings, 5ol Declares his brother's
marriage invalid, 502 Declares his brother lllegltlmate. 5o3 Procures Dr Sha,_
to establish these points m a sermon at St Paul's, zb Ill success of th_s scheme,
5o4 Accepts the crown offered by the duke of Buckingham as a popular tender,
5_o. Orders the murder of Edward V and the duke of York m the Tower, zb See
Rtchard III

GLOUCESTER, duke of. youngest son of Charles I. h_s father's discourse to h_m
before his execution, v 539 Is sent abroad by Cromwel, 546 A present voted to
him by parliament on his brother's restoration, w 139 His death and character.
162.

GODFREYof Bo_xllon, created king of Jerusalem, 1 25o

GODFREY, Sir Edmondbury. murdered, vl 341 The general confusion on this
event, zb His extraordinary funeral, 75 His death not to be accounted for, 343
Green, Berry, and HIll tried and executed for this murder, 356

GODWIN, earl, his bravery under Canute m Denmark, 1 194 Rewarded b_ obtaimng
his daughter m marriage, *b Murders Alfred son of king Ethelred, 197 His
method of appeasing Hardlcanute for this act, 129 Marries his daughter to king
Edward the Confessor, 131 His exorbitant power, 133 Raises an army against
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GODWIN (continued)

Edward, 134 Flies to Ftanders, a 35 Makes descents on the English coast, zb
Received to favour, 136.

GONDOMAR, the Spanish ambassador, remonstrates against Sir Walter Raleigh's
expedition to Guiana, v 75 Offers the second daughter of Spain for prince
Charles, 8o.

GOODWIN, Sir Francis, his seat m parhament vacated on account of outlawry, by the
chancellor, _ a6 Is restored to his seat by the house, zb Disputes on this occa-
sion, zb How compromised, 17

GORDON, lady Catharlne, a Scots lady, married to Perkln Warbec, In 54 Taken
prisoner by Henry VII and generously treated, 61,

GORGES Sir Ferdlnando, returns from Dieppe, with his sh W, contrary to orders, v
163

GORING, enters into an assoclat_on, with other officers, to petition king and parha-
ment against popular innovations, v. 3_ 1 Betrays the secret to the commons,
322 Is made governor of Portsmouth by the commons 374 Declares for the
king, and is reduced by the parhament's forces, 39_ His letter to the king
intercepted by Falrfax, 475

GOSSIPPING, among women, a proclamation against, ni 3_8
GOURDOr_, a Norman archer, wounds Richard I with an arrow, which occasions his

death, i 4oz His noble reply to Richard, 4o3 ' His cruel fate, zb
GOURDON, Adam de, his troops vanqmshed, and himself taken prisoner by prince

Edward, son of Henry III, n. 61 Is taken Into favour by that prince, *b
GOURNA'_ and Mautravers, the keepers of the deposed king Edward II, cruelly

murder him, n 179. Their fates, zb
GOVERNMENT,the feudal frame of, introduced by the Norman conquest, 1 eo 3 The

first beginnings of the popular frame of, m England, n lo 5 Amidst all its
fluctuations, the will of the monarch never absolute and uncontrolable, 524
That of England, m the time of queen Ehzabeth, compared with that of Turkey,
xv 36o Remarks on, with reference to the case of king Charles I, v 544

GOVERNMENT.ecclesiastical, a review of, during the reign of James I, v 1_ 9.
GOWER, barony of, commotions excited among the barons, by the seizure of, from

John de Mowbray, u. a 61.
GOWRY, earl of, enters into an assocmtlon for seizing the young king James from

the power of Lenox and Arran, IV 196 Is tried and executed, _o 3
GRAHAM, captain, is repulsed m an attack on a conventicle at London-hill, vi 373
GRANVELLE, cardinal, h_s arbitrary conduct m the Low Countries, occasions a revolt

of the Flemish protestants, iv 152
GRANVILLE, Sir John, sends Dr. Monk to negotiate for the king, with his brother

the general, vi 1_6 Comes over to Monk himself, and prevails with ham to
declare his retentions, 135 Presents the king's letter to the house of commons,
who appoint a committee to answer it, 138

GRATIAN. and Viv_an, nuncios to pope Alexander III attempt m vain to reconcile
Henry II and Becket archbishop of Canterbury, i 327

GRAVELINES, battle there between count Egmont, the Spamsh general, and de
Thermes the French governor of Calais, m 46o Interwew there between the
emperor Charles V and Henry VIII, 131

GRAY, lord, is sent by queen Ehzabeth with forces to the assistance of the protestant
malcontents m Scotland, iv 29 Besieges and takes Leith from the French party,

3° Assists the earl of Ormond in reducing the Spamsh general San Josepho, m
Ireland, iv 185 His cruelty in this affalr, zb .

GRAY, the lady Ehzabeth, her history, n. 463 . Captivates Edward IV, zb Married
to him, 464 Honours conferred on her famdy, 465 Her father and one of her
brothers murdered by the Yorkshire insurgents, 469 . Orders the earl of Rivers
to levy an army to escort the young king Edward V to London, 496. Persuaded
to the contrary by the duke of Gloucester, 497 Retires with her chddren into the
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GRAY(continued)

sanctuary of Westminster, on the duke of Gloucester's arresting the earl of
Rivers, zb Forced to dehver up the duke of York, 498 Her marriage declared

invalid by Gloucester, 499 Consents to a marriage between the princess Ehz-
abeth, and Henry earl of Richmond, 51 i Consents. after, to her marriage ulth
Richard III, 514 The princess married to Henry VII, 111 13 Supposed to be
privy to the insurrection of Lambert Simnel, 16 Seized and confined, 18 Dies
In confinement, 19

GRAY, lady Jane, Dudley duke of Northumberland proposes to Edward VI to alter
the succession m her favour, m 395 Is married to the lord Gulldford Dudley,
396. Is appointed to the succession by a deed of settlement, 398 Her amiable
character, 4o2 Is unwllhng to accept the offer of the crown, 4o2 Is proclaimed,
4o3 Is deferred by the council and the people, 4o4 Returns to private life, 4o5
Is taken into custody with all the heads of her party, *b Sentence passed upon
her, 4o5 Is executed on account of a new conspiracy of her father's, 42o Her
noble behaviour and dying declarations, 421

GRAY, lady Catharme, is married to lord Herbert, son of the earl of Pembroke, nl
396. Is divorced from him, and privately married to the earl of Hertford, _v 49
Is committed to the Tower by queen Elizabeth on th_s account, where she
dies, 5°

GREAT Harry, the first ship properly of the royal navy, built by Henry VII, nl 81
GREEK language, how _mported and cultivated m Europe, in 81
GREENLAND, when discovered, v. 144

GREENVILLE, Sir Richard, vice-admiral of the English fleet under lord Thomas
Howard, his ship, the first Enghsh ship of war taken by the Spaniards, l_ 284
Circumstances of his death, 4o7

GREGORY the great, pope, specimens of his talents m punning, i 28 His Ignorant
intemperate zeal against paganism, 29 Sends Augustine the monk into Britain.
ib Writes to Ethelbert king of Kent, 3° His solution of the cases of conscience
propounded by Augustine, 31 His injunctions to him. 32

GREGORYVII pope, his ambitious character, 1 215 His disputes with the emperor
Henry IV, 215 His usurpations over other princes. 916 Prohibits the mar-
r_age of priests, 217 Projects a confederac,_ against the Mahometans, 935 See
Crusades

GREGOR'_ VIII pope, engages the emperor, and kings of England and France, in a
new crusade, 1 365

GREGORY IX pope, a character of his decretals, 1i 7 °
GREGORYXI pope, issues a bull for taking Wickllffe into custody, n 397 The seat

of the papacy fixed at Rome after his death, 329
GRESHAM, Sir Thomas, procures queen Elizabeth a loan from the company of

merchant adventurers m London, iv 374 Builds the Royal Exchange, 379
GREY. lord Leonard, executed for treason, nI 98o

GRIFFIN. second son to Lewellyn prince of Wales, rebels against his father, and
drives him to obtain the protection of Henry III against him, n 45 Is taken
prisoner by his elder brother David. given up to Henry, and committed to the
Tower, zb Loses his hfe m attempting an escape, zb

GRIMSTONE. Sir Harbottle, is chosen speaker of the parliament which restored
Charles II. vi 138.

GR1NDAL archbishop, _s prosecuted in the star-chamber for favouring the pur_-
tans, iv 2o 7

GROINE. the ships and troops there, defeated by Sir Francis Drake, iv 974
GUALO, the pope's legate, assists at the coronation of Henry III and receives his

homage to the see of Rome, n 5 Excommunicates those barons who adhere to
Lewis, 8 Pumshes the clergy who had countenanced the invasion of Lewis, io
Pandolf reinstated m the office of legate m his stead, 11

GUELFS and Ghlbbehn, the rise of these factions In Italy. 1 916
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GUIANA, Sir Walter Raleigh's first expedition to, iv, 296 Is taken possession of by
Sxr Walter Raleigh, for the Enghsh crown, v 76. Is afterward taken possessxon
of by the Spamards, 2b Raleigh's second expedition to, zb St Thomas plundered
by Ralexgh, 77 See Ralezgh

GUIDO, legate from Rome, _s ordered to excommumcate the earl of Leicester, and
the barons m rebelhon against Henry III, n 55 Dares not come hxmself, but
sends the bull, which is torn and flung into the sea, zb Becomes pope, 56.

GUIENNE, province of, ls wxth Polctou mortgaged to Wllham Rufus, 1 245 Edward
I deprived of that province, by the artlhce of Phlhp of France, n. 97. Ineffec-
tual attempts of the Enghsh to recover, 98 Again unsuccessfully attacked,
x 13 Restored to Edward I b_ treat) with Phdlp, 124 Homage done for at by
Edward II, 149

GUIENNE Wdham duke of, h_s preparauons to engage m the crusade, 1 245
Marries his daughter to the empress Matilda's son Henry, 293

GUINEGATE, battle of, ni ao 4.

GUISE, duke of, repulses the emperor Charles V m his attack upon Metz, m 4 a 3
Is recalled from Italy, on the defeat of St. Qumtln, 453 Takes Calaas from the
Enghsh, _b Henry arrxves at has camp, 460. Instigates the claim of his mece Mary
of Scotland to the crown of England, iv. a 7 He and has famdy engross all the
authority of the French government, 33 Has influence lessened by the death of
Francis II, 35 Strengthens himself against the protestants by an alliance with
Phdlp 1I of Spare, 57 Commands under Montmorency at the battle of Dreux,
59- Besieges Orleans, 63 Is assassinated by Poltrot, zb

GUlSE, duke of, son of the former, defends Poauers, besieged by the admiral Col-
xgnl, _v 148 H_s character, 149 Massacre of Paras, i63 Becomes dtscontented
with the conduct of Henry III, a68 Forms the famous catholic league against
the Hugonot, _b Sends the count D'Aubxgney, of the house of Lenox, to detach
James of Scotland from the English interest, 183 Rewves the league, 212.
Defeats the German auxdmrles of the Hugonots, 279 Is wxth his brother assas-
sinated by the king's order, 280

GUISE, Mary of, widow of the duke de Longuevdle, marries James V of Scotland,
m 270 Death of her husband, 294 Is brought to bed of the princess Mary, zb
Attaches herself to Cardinal Beaton, to oppose the pretensions of the earl of
Arran, 295. Is promised support by Francis, 298 Goes to France to sohcat assist-
ance against the earl of Arran, 455 Her conversation with Edward VI in her
return through England, about his marraage with her daughter, 456. Obtains
from Arran a resignation of his office as regent of Scotland, _b Is attended by
D'Olsel a Frenchman to assist her m the administration, 457 Gains the good will
of the Scots by her prudent conduct, _b Endeavours to engage the Scots to take
part m the quarrel with France against England, _b. Her daughter the young
queen Mary, married to the dauphm of France, 2b. Protects the English reform-
ers. who fled from the persecutions of queen Mary, iv a 8 Is petitioned by the
assocmtlon of reformers called the Congregation of the Lord, 21 Her motives for
tempor_slng between the rehg_ous partxes, 22. Is induced to a more r_gorous
conduct, by orders from France, zb Assembles an army to suppress the protes-
tant riots, 23 Enters into an Accommodation wath the Congregatwn, 25 Is
received into Perth, zb. Improbable violence of expression charged upon her, _b
Is forced to retire and fortify herself m Dunbar, _6 Remonstrates with the
Congregation, zb Grants them a toleration, zb Receives reinforcements from
France, 27 Is deprived of the regency by the Congregatzon, zb Her death and
character, 3°

GUNILDA. a Danish princess, her death and prophecy, i 116
GUNPOWDER, when invented, m 81

GUNPOWDER-PLOT,a h_story of, v 25. The conspiracy discovered. 28, 29 The con-
spirators punished, 3° .
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GURTH, brother to king Harold, his advice to him on the Norman m_asion, 1, 155
Killed at the battle of Hastings, 158

GUSTAVUS,king of Sweden, his character, and exploits m Germany, _ 219 Is killed
at the battle of Lutzen, 22o

GUTHRUM, the Danish chief, and his army, baptised, _ 69

HABEAS CORPUS act passed, Vl 367 The personal securities aftorded by this stat-
ute, zb

HADDINGTON, taken by the duke of Somerset, and fortified, nl 356 Is besieged b',
the Scots and French zb Is dismantled, 373

HAINAULT, Jane countess of, procures a truce between Edward III ot England, and
Philip de Valois of France, n 21o

HAINAULT, Jaquehne countess of, her character and that of her husband the duke
of Brabant, n 39 ° Leaves her husband and puts herself under the protection of
the duke of Gloucester, _b Enters into a precipitate marriage with him, _b Fatal
consequences of this measure, 391 Her contract with Gloucester annulled by the
pope, 392

HALES, Sir James, positively refuses to sign the patent for the successmn of lady
Jane Gray, ni 398 Is imprisoned for opposing queen Mar_ 's schemes, and kills
himself, 4o8

HALES, Sir Edward, is prosecuted on the test act with a _ie,, to establishing the
dispensing power in the king, _l 471

HALIDOWN-HILL battle of, between Edward III and Sir Archibald Douglas, n 195
HALIFAX. marquis of, his character, Vl 4_9 His motive for endeavouring a recon-

clllatmn between the duke of Monmouth and the king, 44 ° H_s reception by
king James on his accession, 452 The privy seal taken from him, 476. Joins m
the invitation to the prince of Orange, 5o2 Is chosen speaker oI the house of
peers on the king's flight, 5 a 7

HAMBDEN, John, attempts to go over to Amerma, but IS pre_ented, _ 24a Is reed
by all the judges m England, for refusing to pay ship-money, _45 The con-
sequences of this trial, 248 His sentence cancelled, 297 Is appointed one of the
committee to attend the king to Scotland 331 Is impeached by the king, 365
Is killed in a skirmish with the royalists, 406 His character, 407

HAMBDEN, John, grandson of the former, enteis into the duke of Monmouth's
conspiracy, w 497 Is tried and fined for misdemeanour onl), 437 Joins In the
invitation to the prince of Orange, 5oe

HAMILTON, Patrlc, controverts the popish doctrines in a conference at St Andrews,
ni_8o Is burnt, 281.

HAMILTON, primate of Scotland, tries and condemns Walter Mill the reformer to
the flames for heresy, iv 2o Extraordmar) zeal of the people of St Andrews,
against this act of cruelty, 21

HAMILTON, marquis of, _s sent by Charles I to treat with the Scots covenanters,

258. His frmtless attempts at a compromise, 259 Is sent uith a fleet and arm_
against the covenanters, 265 Is created a duke, 46_ H_s conduct _ith regard to

Montrose, zb His sincerity in the king's cause ho_ rendered problematical, 463
Is imprisoned by the king, zb Recovers his liberty, and rinses a Scots army in the

king's favour, 519 Enters England, 527 Is defeated and taken prisoner by
Cromwel, 527 Is tried as earl of Cambridge, and executed, 546

HAMILTON, duke, becomes head of a party formed against the duke of Lauderdale,
and apphes to the king, vi 324 Again represents the oppressions exercised by
Lauderdale. to the king, 33 °
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HAMMOND. governor of the isle of Wight, receives Charles I into Carlsbroke-castle,
5 a I Is ordered to confine the king closely, 5 a 7.

HAMerON-COURT palace, built by cardinal Wolsey, and presented by him to Henry
VIII, nl i61 The conferences concerning Mary queen of Scots adjourned
thither from York, iv 1 lo A conference of divines summoned there by James
I to debate on points of faith and religious discipline, v 1o The subjects dis-
puted, 12 The event of this conference, *b

HANSE TOWNS, the inhabitants of, encouraged to settle in England, lU. 386. Their
prlwleges taken away, zb D_sputes between the merchants of, and queen Ehz-
abeth, iv. 376,

HARCLA, Sir Andrew, defeats Thomas earl of Lancaster, at Borough-bridge, n. 164.
Is made earl of Carhsle, 165. Is executed for a treasonable correspondence with
the Scots, zb

HARCOUR'I, Geoffry de, his history, n 225 Persuades Edward III of England to
invade Normandy, ,b Is made mareschal of the Enghsh army, 226.

HARD1CANUTE, son O:[ Canute king of England, put m possession of Denmark, 1.
126 Obtains by treaty with his brother Harold Harefoot, a part of England, 1_7.

Succeeds to the whole, 1_8. Loses the affections of his subjects, i29. Dies of
intemperance, _b

HARFLEUR, besieged and taken by Henry V of England, u 363
HARLEM, Its vigorous defence agamst the Spamards, and _ts inhabitants massacred

in revenge, 17. 172,

HAROLD, son of earl Godwin, succeeds to his father's possessions, i. 137. His con-
tests with Algar, governor of East-Angha, zb. Obtains the dukedom of North-
umberland, 138. Shipwrecked on the coast of France, 142 Swears to W_lham
duke of Normandy, to renounce his own pretensions to the Enghsh crown, and
forward those of William, 142 Evades his oath, 143 Checks the depredations of
the Welsh, zb Deserts his brother Tostx, recommends Morcar to supersede him
as duke of Northumberland, and marries Morcar's sister, 145. Makes open
pretensions to the crown, zb Succeeds qmetly at the death of Edward the
Confessor, x46 Justifies himself to duke Wllham's ambassadors, 147 His prep-
arat_ons to oppose the Norman invasion, _53 Defeats Tostl w_th h_s Damsh
armament, zb Disadvantages of this victory, 155 Disposition of his army the

morning of battle, x57 Battle of Hastings, _b Killed by an arrow, 158. His bod'¢
carried to duke Wilham, but restored, 159

HAROLD HAREFOOT. son of Canute, succeeds to the crown of England, _ a 26 Shares
it by treaty with his younger brother HardIcanute, l_ 7 His body dug up and
thrown into the Thames by Hardlcanute, 128

HARRINGTON, a character of his Oceana, vi _53. His death, zb

HARRISON, colonel, conducts Charles I to London m order to his trial, v 533. Is
appointed one of the king'sjudges, 534 Detains Falrfax m prayer till the king
is executed, 54 a . Becomes an enemy to Cromwel on his usurping the supreme
authority, and is deprived of his commission, vi 86. Is tried and executed, 16a

HARVEY.Dr., discovers the circulation of the blood, va. _53 Is exposed to reproach
for th_s signal d_scoverv, and his practice d_mmlshed greatly on that account,
x54 H_s death, ,b

HASTING, the Damsh chief, ravages Kent, 1. 7 _ Routed by Alfred, and departs,

192
HASTINGS, battle of, between W_lham duke of Normandy, and Harold king of

England, x t57
HASTINGS. lord, not joining m the duke of Gloucester's schemes xs marked by h_m

for destruction, n. 5oo Extraordinary murder of, 5o_
HASTINGS. Sir Edward, raises men for the lady Jane Gray, and carries them to the

assistance of queen Mary, m 4o3
HASTINGS, Lady Anne, refuses to become empress of Muscovy, _v 375.
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HATFIELD, a synod called there by Theodore archbishop of Canterbury, against the
Monothehtes, 1 54

HATTON, Sir Christopher, his exhortation to Mary queen of Scots, to submit to
trial, iv 231 Is made chancellor, though no lawyer, 26o

HAUKES,Thomas, burnt for heresy, in 438
HAVRE DE GRACE IS delivered up to queen Elizabeth, by treaty with the prince of

Cond+, iv 57 The earl of Warwlc takes the command of it, 58 Is besieged by the
French, 64 The garrison infected by the plague, zb Is surrendered by capitula-
tion, 65

HAXE_, a member of parliament In the reign of Richard II, anecdote of, li 534
HAYWARDE,an author, incurs the resentment of queen Elizabeth, av 359 Is saved

by the pleasantry of Sir Francis Bacon, zb
HAZELRIG, Sir Arthur, ISprevented from transporting himself with other puritans,

to America, v 241 Is Impeached by the king, 365 Is named one of the council
of state after the king's execution, vi 6, note Is created a peer by the protector,
but chuses to take h_s seat with the commons, ioo His character, 128

HEATHE, archbishop of York, appointed chancellor on the death of bishop
Gardiner, iu 443 Notifies the death of queen Mary to the parliament, iv 4

HELIE, lord of la Fleche, disturbs Wllham Rufus in his Norman possessions, I. 244.
Is besieged by Wllham without success, zb

HEHE de St. Saen, why made tutor to Wllham son of Robert duke of Normandy,
i _68 Carries his pupil to the court of the duke of Anjou. zb

HENGIST AND HORSA. Saxons and brothers, popular account of their descent, i 17
Land with a body of Saxons m Britain, 18 Horsa killed, zb Henglst subdues the
Britons, zb Calls over his brother Octa, and founds the kingdom of Kent, 19 Is
succeeded by his son Escus, 25 See Kent

HENRIETTA, princess of France, comes over to England, and is married to Charles
I, v 156 Her French attendants dismissed by the instigation of Buckingham,
i84 Her character, 221 Obtains contributions from the cathohcs to assist the
king against the Scots covenanters, 264 Is threatened by the commons w lth an
impeachment, and prepares to fly, 373 Goes over to Holland, 375 Sends mih-
tary stores over to the king, 384 Brings over a reinforcement to the king at

Oxford, 4o7 Is impeached by the commons, and retires to Exeter, 434 Fhes to
France,477 Her distressed situation there, v_ 76 Visits her son on his restora-
tion, 162

HENRY, youngest son of Wllham the conqueror, his future greatness predicted by
his father, 1. _25. Raises an insurrection in Normandy, 231 Reduced bv his
brothers, 232. Seizes England on the death of William Rufus, his brother, 251

HENRY I, grants charter of liberties, i 252 Lodges a copy m every county, 253
Disregards his promises, zb Review of this charter, _b Weds Matilda, daughter
of Malcolm III king of Scotland, 255 Invaded by his brother Robert, 256. Treaty
between them, 257 Severe treatment of his barons, =58. Attacks Normandy,
259 His dispute with the pope concermng investitures, 26i Sends three blsh-
opsto him, 263 The pope's insolent answer to, _64 Compromise between, 266
Goes over to defend his Norman dominions, 269. His admomt_ons to the English
bishops sent by him to the council at Rheims, 27 ° Defeats Lewis king of France,
zb. Loses his eldest son William, 271 Marries AdelaIs daughter of Godfrey duke
of Lorraine, _72 Marries his daughter Matilda to Henry V Emperor of
Germany, _b. Marries her afterward to Geoffrey son of Fulk count of Anjou, zb
Review of his government, 273. Goes to Normandy to visit his daughter Matilda,
276 Causes the laoblllty to swear fealty to her, zb His death and character, _76
Particulars of a charter given by him, granting to London the prlwleges of a
corporation, 278

HENRY son of the empress Matilda, and grandson of king Henry I, born, I 276
Brought over to England to assist his mother, 292 Is knighted by David king of
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Scotland, 293 Invested with the dutehy of Normandy, zb Marries Eleanor,
daughter of Wilham duke of Gulenne, 294 His succession to the crown of
England confirmed by Stephen. zb His continental possessions at his accession,
299.

HL',RY II, The first acts of his government, 1 3ol Goes over to quiet his brother
Geoffrey, zb Punishes the incursions of the Welsh, zb Visits the klng of France,
and contracts his infant son Henry to Margaret daughter of France, 3o2 His

acqmsitions on the continent, 3o3 Compounds the personal service of his Nor-
man vassals for money. 3o4 His wars in France, zb Accommodates his differ-
ences with Lewis by the pope's mediation, 3o5 . Opposes the encroachments of
the clergy, 3o6 His grateful remembrance of Theobald archbishop of
Canterbury, zb Creates Thomas a Becket chancellor, 3o7 Instance of his famil-
iarity with him. 308 Makes him archbishop of Canterbury, 309 Provoked by his
arbitrary conduct, 3 _ i Calls an assembly of the clergy, to acknowledge a sub-
mission to the civil laws, 313 Determines to check the clerical usurpations, 314
Constitutions of Clarendon, zb Apphes to the pope for a legatine commission,
which is rendered abortive by the pope, 317 Procures Becket to be sued for some
lands, zb Calls a council at Northampton, at which Becket is condemned for
contempt, 318 Makes another demand on Becket. 319 Sequesters the revenues
of Canterburv on Becket's flight, 323 Inhibits all appeals to the pope, zb Sus-
pends the payment of Peter's pence, 325 Endeavours at an alliance uith the
Emperor Frederic Barbarossa, *b An accommodation prevented by the in-
flexibility of Becket, 326. Obtains a dispensation for the marriage of his third
son Geoffrey with the heiress of Bratanny, zb Several ineffectual attempts of
reconclhataon with Becket 327 Detaches Lewis from Becket by hxs fair conduct,
328 Is reconciled to Becket, ab Associates has son Henry with ham in the regal
dignity, 329 His exclamations on hearing the continuance of Becket's arbltrar'_
behaviour, and the consequences, 332. Has perplexity on the murder of Becket,
334 His submissions to the pope on the occasion, 335 Imposes a tax for the holy
uar, 337 Goes on an expedition to Ireland, 338 Solicits a grant of that island
from Rome, 34 ° How prevented from the immediate execution of it, 341 Goes
over to Ireland, and finds it already subdued by Strongbow and has associates.
343 This conquest Improperly secured. 344. Recalled from Ireland by the men-
aces of the legates Albert and Theodm, to answer at the inqulr) into Becket's
murder, 345. His concessions to them on that occasion, zb Receives absolution,
346 Review of has present flourishing situation, 2b Assigns portions to his sons,
347 His eldest son Henry revolts against him, 348, as do Geoffrey and Richard,
at the instigation of queen Eleanor, 349 Confines his queen, zb Appeals m vain
to the pope against his sons, ,b Employs a body of Braban9ons, 35 ° Deceived
by king Lewxs of France, before Vernoual, 352. Quells the disturbances m
Britanny, zb An ineffectual conference with Lewis, 352. His conduct in this
critical situation, 353 Returns to quell the commotions in England, and does
penance at Becket's tomb, 355- Raises the siege of Rotien, 357. Makes peace with
his sons, zb Exacts homage of Wdham king of Scotland, taken prisoner by his
forces, and of all the Scots nobles, for his ransom and crown, 358 Reforms the
administration of justice in his dominions, 359 Demolishes the new erected

castles of his nobdlty, 36o Provides for the defence of the kingdom, zb. Punishes
the murderers of Thomas a Becket, 361 Mediates a peace between Philip, king
of France, and his family, 363 Has son Henry revolts again, but submits, zb Has
grief for his son Henry's death, 364 His son Geoffrey rebels again, zb Is guard-
ian to Geoffrey's posthumous son, zb Engages an a crusade, 366 Raises a tenth
of moveables to carry at on, zb War between him and Philip of France, occasioned
by another revolt of his son Richard, zb Disadvantageous peace, 369 His grief
at finding John a party an Rachard's revolt, zb. Dies, ,b Has character, 37 °
Miscellaneous transactions in his reign, 371 Manners of his court, zb His vag-
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llance in correcting disorders, 372 Instance of his reputation forjustlce, 373
Commutes personal service in war, 374 Remits Danegelt, 374 His Issue, 375

HENRY eldest son of Henry II contracted in his infancy to Margaret, daughter of

France, l 3o2. Associated with his father in the kingdom, 329 His repartee to
his father at his coronation, 348 Is crowned again, together with his queen
Margaret, zb Expence of their coronation robes, zb. note Revolts against his
father. _b Leagues with Lewis King of France, 351 Besieges Vernoull in con-
junction with him, zb Is reconciled to his father, 357 Revolts again, but submits.

363 . Dies, 364
HENR', III, his accession, u 5 Is crowned at Gloucester, ib Swears fealty, and does

homage to the pope, lb The earl of Pembroke chosen protector, during hLs
minority, lb Grants a new charter of hbertles, at the Instance of Pembroke, 6
Grants a renewal of the Great Charter, in a parliament at Oxford, 1_ ls declared

by the pope of age for government, 13 Rochelle taken from him b_ Lew is VIII
of France. 14 His contests ,_ lth his brother Richard, earl of Cornwal, concerning
the restitution of a manor in that county, 15 His character, zb Removes Hubert

de Burgh from offices, 16 Makes Peter, bishop of Winchester, his chief minister,
i7 His imprudent encouragement of the Poicte_ ins, zb Combinations among
the barons on this occasion, ib His plea for not observing the Great Charter, 18
Dismisses the bishop of Winchester and his foreigners, at the menace of Edmond
the primate, zb Marries Eleanor, daughter of the count of Provence, 19 H_s
bounties to her relations, zb Publishes the pope's sentence of excommunication
against the emperor Frederic, his brother-m-lab, 19 His maternal half-brothers
come over to England to visit him, 2o Bestous riches and honours upon them,
tb Disgust among the people on these grants to foreigners, lb Denied b_
parhament, he procures loans from the Londoners, 21 Declares v_ar against
Lewis IX and makes an unsuccessful expedition to Gulenne, 22 His remark on
the wealth of the Londoners, zb His contests relating to the election ot the
archbashop of Canterbury, 2_, 23 Complains to the council ot Lyons, of the
possessions of Italian clergy In England, 24 Is threatened uith excommu-
mcataon for opposing the pope's claims, 25 Accepts the ofter made by the pope
of the kingdom of Smlly, for his second son Edmond. 26 The hear? debts he was
involved m on this occasmn, _b Is refused aids to discharge it b) parhament, ib

The commotions among the clergy on account of the levies for the crusade
against Sicily, 27 Is threatened with excommunication for non-payment of the
pope's demands, _ 8 His incapacity for quieting the discontents of his barons. 29
The bold remonstrances of his parliament, to hIm,3o Endeavours to prevail on
them, under the vow of a crusade, 31 His sarcastical reply to a deputation oI
prelates, zb Obtains a supply on a solemn confirmation of the Great Charter, 32.
His sister married to Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester, lb His disputes with

that nobleman, 33. His barons assemble in parliament, dressed in armour, 34

How addressed b,_ Roger Blgod, earl of Norfolk, zb The sovereign authority
vested In a council of twenty-four barons by the parliament at Oxtord. to redress

grievances, 36 Is forced to banish his maternal half-brothers, tb Makes a treaty
with Lewis IX of France. and cedes Normandy to him, 41 Applies to the pope,
and obtains absolution from has oath to observe the provisions of Oxford, 42 His

proceedings against the council In consequence of this absolution, 43 Calls a
parliament, which authorises him to resume the government, ib Refers the
differences between him and Leicester to the determination of Margaret of

France, 44 Is applied to for protection by Lewellyn prince of Wales, against his
rebellious son Griffin, 45 Griffin delivered up to him by his elder brother David,

who does homage to him, zb Griffin's son Lewell_n succeeds, uho renews the
homage, zb Lewellyn invades the borders, 46 Is reduced to comply again with
the provisions of Oxford, 47 Is influenced by the barons taking prince Edward
prisoner, zb His disputes with the barons referred to the arbitration of Lewis of
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France, 48 Lewis decides in his favour, 49 The barons refuse to abide by the
decision, and take arms. ib He raises an army against them, 5o. Mutual hos-
tilities. _b Is defeated and taken prisoner in the battle of Lewes. 52 How he
obtained his liberty, 53 Stipulations between him and Leicester, 59 His narro_
escape from death at the battle of Evesham, 6o Consequences of this battle, _b
His lenity toward the rebel barons, 61 His son Edward engages m a crusade, lb
He calls him home again, 64 Dies, tb His character, zb His piety, 65 His

chddren, zb Laws enacted during his reign, zb State of commerce In his reign,
67 The high interest of money, zb Extortions practised upon the Jews by him,
68. Bad internal police of the country in his reign, 69 Excuse made by the
officers of his household for their robberies, 7°

HENRY IV (See Hereford and Lancaster) Remarks on his title to the crown, n 333
Tumultuous assembly of the parliament, 334 Quells an insurrection of the
degraded lords, 335 Attaches himself to the church, and passes a lab con-
demning heretics to the flames,336 The first execution of this kind in England,
zb Truce with France renewed, 337 Insurrection in Wales, _b Marches against
the Scots, and seizes Edinburgh. 338 Defeats and kills young Plercy at
Shrewsbury, 341 Executes the rebellious archbishop of York. 343 Takes prince
James of Scotland pNsoner, and educates him in England, 344 Foments dl-
wsions in France, 345 Parhamentar) transactions ot this reign, tb Concessions
made to the house of commons. 346 His difficulties in estabhshmg the succes-

sion of his family, 347 Attempts to adopt the Sahc law, but is opposed by the
commons, zb Advised by his commons to seize on the temporalities of the
church, 348 His death, 349 His character, 35 ° His marriages and children, zb

Cutting out any person's tongue, or putting out his eyes, made felony by an act
of the fifth of his reign, 35I Annual expence of his household, lb State of
commerce during his reign, zb

HENRY V, eldest son and successor to Henry IV. the cause of his youthful extrava-
gancies pointed out, 11 352 His sudden reformation on his accession, 354 His
regard to the friends and memory of Richard II, *b Averse to the prosecution
of lord Cobham. 355 Confers with him, zb Cobham plots against him. is seized
and executed. 356 His large demands on France, 361 Detects the conspiracy of
the earl of Cambridge. lord Scrope, and Sir Thomas Grey, zb The conspirators
executed. 36_ Invades France, and seizes Harfleur, 363 Battle of Azlncour,
364 Compared with those of Cressy and Poictiers, _b 366 Invades France again.
369 Treaty with the queen and Burgundy, 37 ° Takes Rouen, 372 Treaty with
the young duke of Burgundy, zb Articles of, 373 Reflections on this treaty, tb
Marries the princess Catharme, 374 Returns to England for supplies, _b Carries
the young Scots king to France with him, 375 His forces under the duke of
Clarence defeated by the Scots auxiliaries at Baug6, zb Takes, Meaux, and other
places, 376 His son, afterv_ards Henry VI born, zb Falls sick, and prepares for
death, _b The trusts he left during the minority of his infant son, 377 Dies, 377
His character, 378 Miscellaneous transactions in his reign, 379 His scanty
revenues, tb

HENR', VI comes to the cro_n an infant, the admimstration regulated by parha-

ment. n 382 His education committed, by parhament, to Henry Beaufort,
bishop of Winchester, 383 Crowned at Paris, 4o6 His character on arriving at
manhood. 418 Married to Margaret of Anjou, 4x9 . Normandy recovered by the

French, 423 . Gulenne lost, 424 . Pretensions of the duke of York to the crown,
427 Dissipation of the royal revenues, during the minority, 43 ° His title to the
crown, how defended. 435. How answered by the partlzans of York, 437 List of
nobility who adhered to the Lancaster prince m possession, 439. Marches an
army to oppose the duke of York, 4oo. The duke retires after a parley, zb
Unsuccessful attempt on the province of Gascony, 441 Prince Edward born, zb
His imbecility of mind increases, 442. Taken prisoner by the duke of York at the
battle of St Albans, 443 Reinstated m his regal authority, 444 A formal recon-
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clhatlon between the partizans of York and Lancaster. _b Taken prisoner at
Northampton. 446 The duke of York's right of succession determined b'_' the
lords. 448 Is re-taken by queen Margaret at the battle of St Albans. 45 °
Deposed by the election of Edward IV. 452 Reflections on this event, zb Miscel-
laneous transactions of his reign. _b Retires to Scotland after the defeat at
Touton. 458 Act of forfeiture and attainder passed against him. 46o Rece_es
assistance from Lewis XI of France. 461 Imprisoned m the Tower. 46s Re-
stored by the earl of Warwick. 476 Again in the po_er of Edward. 48o His
death. 482

HENRY VII his accession in 3 Accepts Richard III's cro_,n found m Bosworth-
field, tb His title to the crown of England. 4 His lmpohtlc prejudices against the
house of York. 6. Commits the young earl of WarwIc to the Tower. 7 His joyful
reception m his journey to London 8_ Renew_ his promise of marriage with the
princess Ehzabeth. _b Defers it till after his coronation, q His coronation. _b
Creation of peers, zb Institut*on of yeomen of the guard, zb His prior attainder
ho_ qualified, lo His cautious entail of the crown, zb Procures a papal sanction

of his right to the crown, i _ Attainders of the York party, i z Reflections on.
zb The duties of tonnage and poundage granted him for life. zb Proclaims a
pardon to those who took arms against him. on surrender. *b T_tles of nobilit_
conferred by him. 13 His choice of ministers, zb Married to the princess Eliz-
abeth, daughter of Edward IV. zb Makes a progress into the north. 14 Disperses
an lnsurrectmn at Worcester. zb Birth of prince Arthur. I5 His government

unpopular, zb Revolt of Ireland under Lambert Simnel. 17 Musters troops
against him. so Defeats the earl of Llncotn. Samnel's general, at Stoke. s_
Entertains Simnel as a sculhon. _b His rigorous prosecution of Slmnel's pa_-

tlzans, zb Crowns his queen, ss State of foreign affairs at this period, s 3 Makes
a truce for seven years with the Scots. 24. His politic motives for not assisting the
French in their designs on Brltannv. s 9 His offers of medmtIon, hob answered
b) the duke of Bntanny. zb Obtains a suppl'_ from parhament to assist Bntann_.
3 s Insurrection In the north on levwng It. zb Suppressed. 33 Sends loid
Willoughby de Broke to Britanny. zb His vexation on the marrmge of Charles
of France with the dutchess of Britanny. 37 Levies a benevolence on his people
zb Promises his parhament to claim the crown of France. 38 Carries o_er an
army to France. 39 Makes peace with France. 4 ° Causes the murder of Edward
V and the duke of York to be ascertained, on account of Perkin Warbec's impos-

ture. 45 His policy in searching into the conspiracy, zb Gains over Sir Robert
Clifford. to betray Perkin's secrets, zb Pubhshes Pexkm's secret history. 46
Remonstrate_ to the archduke on the occasion, and prohibits all commerce x_lth
the Low Countries. zb Executes PerkIn Warbec's secret adherents, zb Detects

and executes Sir William Stanley. 48 Oppresses his people b_ arbitrary fines, zb
Caresses lawyers, and curbs his nobIhty. 49 Passes a law to indemnify all _sho act
under the authority of the king for the time being. 5° Sends Sir Edward Poyn-
rags over to reduce the malcontents m Ireland. _b Poynings' memorable statute.
zb Leagues with the Italian States against France. 5 _ Obtains a subsidy from
parhament. 55 Insurrection in Cornwal on occasion of lexvlng _t. zb H_s
prudent d_spos_tIon to oppose the Cornish insurgents. 57 Defeats them at
Blackheath. 58 Employs Hialas. Ferdinand's ambassador, to negociate a truce
with Scotland. 59 Concludes a treats of commerce w_th the Flemings. 6o Perkm
Warbec lands in Cornwal. and besieges Exeter. zb The siege raised, and Perkm's

followers d_sperse. 61 His generous treatment of Perkin's _ife. zb Conducts
Perkln in mock-triumph to London. 6_ Publishes Perkm's confession, zb Exe-
cutes the young earl of Warwic for concerting an escape with Perkin Warbec. 63
Reflections on this execution, zb His excuse for it. 64 His interview _th the

archduke Phlhp at Calais. _b The pope sends a nuncio to engage him in a crusade
against the Turks. zb Makes a conditional promise to attend him. 65 Is chosen
protector of the kmghts of Rhodes. _b Marries Arthur. prince of Wales. to
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Catherine of Arragon, zb The prince dies. 66 Marries her to his second son

Henry, zb Marries his eldest daughter Margaret, to James IV of Scotland, zb His
remark on this connexion, _b Death of his queen, ib His present situation, zb

His a_arice and oppression of his people, bv his two ministers, Empson and
Dudley, zb Their modes of extortion 2b His great wealth acquired by these
means, 68 His political attention to the state of Europe, 69 Is visited by Phlhp,
king of Castile, forced by a storm on the coast of England. zb The advantage he
took of this occurrence to obtain possession of the earl of Suffolk, whom Phlhp
protected, 7° Commits Suffolk to the Tower, 71 Affiances his daughter Mary
to Charles archduke of Austria, 72 . His remorse for his oppressions, and his
deeds of atonement, _b Yet continues his extortions, zb His death and character,

tb More absolute in his conduct than any former king, 74 The people's sub-
mission accounted for, _b His laws calculated for the good of the nation, 2b
Star-chamber, the authority of, established in this reign, zb. Suits _nforma pau-
perzs, first given. 75 Benefit ofclerg'_ abridged, zb Passed frequent laws against
retainers, zb Anecdote of his behaviour to the earl of Oxford on account of, 76
Empowers his nobdIt_, and gentry to break the ancient entails of estates, zb
Depresses old families, and caresses new ones, 77 Commerce rather hurt than
advanced by some of his laws. _b Instances, zb Remarks on the comparative
prices of commodities and labour at that time, 78 Review of other commercial
regulations, 79 America, and the nev, passage to the East Indies, discovered In
this reign, 8o Great alterations in the European nations, in consequence of
these extraordinary events, zb How he lost the honour of the first discovery of
America. 8I Sebastian Cabot sent out by him on discoveries In America, _b,
Newfoundland discovered by Cabot, zb The first ship of the royal navy, called
the Great Harry., built by Henry, _b Circumstances which tended to the pro-
motion of hterature about this time. zb The nation rejoices at his death, 83 His
d'cmg Injunction to his son, to protest against his marriage with Catherine of
Arragon, 17 °

HE_', second son of Henry VII created prince of Wales on the death of his
brother Arthur, lU 65 Forced by his father into a marriage with Catherine of
Arragon, Arthur's widow, 66

HENRY VIII, the general satisfaction of the people at his accession, m. 83. His
personal quahficatlons, zb How he acquired a literary education, 84 His choice
of ministers, zb His taste for gaiety and pleasure encouraged by the earl of
Surrey, zb Dissipates his father's treasures. 85 Music and literature, his favour-
ite pursuits, zb Thomas Aquinas his favourite author, _b Punishes the instru-
ments of his father's oppressions, zb Motives to the consummation of his mar-
raage with Catherine of Arragon. 87 Takes part with pope Julius II against
France, 91 Supplies granted by parliament for a war with France. _b Deluded
by Ferdinand of Spain into a fruitless expedition to Gulenne, to facilitate his
conquest of Navarre. 9 _ A naval engagement between Sir Thomas Knevet and
the French, 94 A poll tax to carry on the war against France, the proportions
how rated, 96 Receives a vessel of provisions, a present from the pope, zb
Disputes with Scotland, lb Concludes an alliance with Maximlhan and Fer-
dinand against France, 97 Wolsey introduced to him by Fox, bishop of
Winchester, 98 The maxims inculcated by Wolsey. zb Admits him to his privy
council, 99 Raises an army and fleet against France, IOO Invades France in
person, io2 The emperor Maximilian serves under him, and receives pay, zb
Besieges Terouane. i o 3 Defeats the French at the battle of Spurs, _b Terouane
capitulates, IO4 Takes Tournay, io 5 Makes Wolsey bishop of Tournay, zb
Returns to England, zb Defeats the Scots at Flouden, io8 Makes peace with
Scotland. _b Enraged at Ferdinand's alliance with France, lO 9 Peace with

France negociated by the duke of Longueville, 1lo Terms of the treaty, zb The
princess Mary, Henry's sister, married to Lewis, who dies quickly after, 111 His
disgusts against Francis I of France, i _o Is persuaded by Wolsey to deliver up
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Tourna'¢, 122. Forms pretensions to the empire, but IS too late, 126 His political
advantages lessened by the defects of his temper. 128 Is _lSlted by the emperor
Charles V, 128. Goes over to Ardres to visit Francis. by Wolsey's persuasion, who
regulates the ceremonial of their meeting, 129 Instance of his delicac_ toward
Francis. zb His return of Francls's famlharltv and confidence, 13 ° Grand tour-
nament held by them, zb Visits the emperor, and Margaret of Savo_ at Gravel-
rues, _31 His endeavours to mediate a peace between the emperor and Francis,
frustrated, 132 An alliance concluded by Wolsey. between him and the emperor,
with the pope. against Francis, zb That and execution of the duke of Buck-
ingham, 133. Writes against the opinions of Luther the reformer, 14 ° Receives
the title of Defender oJthe Faith from the pope. *b Is sharply answered b_ Luther,
zb Is again visited by the emperor Charles, whom he instals a knight of the
garter, a43 Declares war against France. zb Operations against Scotland,145
His father's treasure being dissipated, imposes arbitrary taxes, 147 Summons a
parliament, zb Levies the grants before the stipulated time, a49 His arbitrary,
behaviour to Edward Montague, a member of the house of commons, zb note
Sends a force under the duke of Suffolk to invade Picardy. 151 A net treatv
between him and the emperor for the imaslon of France. 154 Concludes an
alliance with Louise, the regent of France. on the captivity ot Francis, 157 Sends
Tonstal, bishop of London, ambassador to the emperor, 158 Lex, les taxes by
Wolsey's advice, without has parhament. 159 Discontents of the people on this
exertion of the prerogative, _6o Wolsey makes him a present of Hampton-court
palace, 161 Joins the holy league against the emperor. 165 His treaties with
Francis, 166 Declares, with France, _ ar against the emperor, 168 Account of his
scruples w lth regard to his marriage with Catharine of Arragon, 17 ° Has a son
by lady Catharane Blount. 171. Consults his prelates, who confirm his scruples

concerning his marriage, 172 Becomes enamoured with the lady Anne Bole_n,
tb Applies to the pope for a divorce. 173 The motives of the pope's hesitation
an that affair, a 74 Lays the pope's conduct before has mlmsters, and their ad,_me
thereupon, 175 The cardinals Wolsey and Campeggio appointed by the pope to
try his marriage a 78 The trial opened, 18o The court abruptly prorogued b'_
Campeggio, i82 Deprives Wolsey of the great seal. I83 Orders Wolsey to
depart from York-place, and confiscates his moveables there, 184. Orders htm
to be prosecuted in the star-chamber, i85 Pardons him. a86 The commons
grant him a discharge of his debts, 1 8 7 Sends Francis I of France a generous
acquittal of a debt owing to him, 188 A view of his inducements to break off all
connection with the court of Rome, a 89 The first mtroductmn of Dr Cranmer

to him, 19o Engages Cranmer to write in favour of his divorce, _b An exam-
tuition into the general question of marriage within affinity, _ ltb reference to
this case, 191 He obtains the decision of many universities in favour of his

divorce, a92 Engages his nobility to _rIte to the pope concerning, tb Refuses
the pope's summons to appear at Rome. zb Is concerned at Wolsey's death. 194
Prosecutes his clergy on the statute of provIsors, which IScompounded with him
by the convocation, zb The convocation acknowledges his supremacy, with an
artful reservation, _95 Issues a pardon to the laity from the statute of pro_ lsors,
zb Passes an act against levying Annates, zb The commons reject a bill to secure
his right of wardships, &c and his conduct thereupon. 196 Explains his scruples
about his marriage to Sir Thomas Audley, speaker of the house of commons,
197 His interview with Francis at Boulogne, i c_8 Celebrates his marriage w_th
Anne Boleyn, *b Passes an act against all appeals to Rome, on suits cognizable
in ecclesiastical court, a99. Publishes his marriage with Anne Boleyn, *b His

marriage wqth Catharine declared invalid by archbishop Cranmer. 2oo Birth of
the princess Elizabeth, zb Creates her princess of Wales, zb Degrades CathaT me
to the quality of princess-dowager of Wales, zb Accident which produced his
final breach with the pope, _o2. The papal authorltv excluded from the regu-
lation of monasteries, and election of bishops, by parliament. 2o 3 The succes-
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slon to the crown regulated by parhament, 204 ls declared supreme head of the
church, by parhament, 2o6 Was the most absolute prince in Europe, 2 a 2 His
hatred toward the reformers accounted for, 2i 3 His courtiers, how disposed
with regard to the reformation, zb His passions made use of, by both parties,
214 Is abused personally by friar Peyto from the pulpit, 2 a 7 Orders Dr Corren
to preach before him, who justifies him, zb Detects and punishes the holy mazd
of Kent, and her associates, 2a 9 Fisher, bishop of Rochester. executed for de-
nying has supremacy, 22i Trial and execution of Sir Thomas More, 222 The

court of Rome enraged against ham on account of these executions, zb Is de-
sirous of a reconciliation with pope Paul III, zb Is excommunicated by the pope.
2u 3 Renews his friendship with Francis, and proposes marrying the princess
Elizabeth to the duke of Angouleme, zb Remits money to the German protes-
tants, zb Invites over the principal German divines, zb Death of Catharine of
Arragon. and her dying letter to him, 224 Has reply to the emperor's advances
toward an accommodation. 225 Is disgusted with Francis for marrying his
daughter to James v of Scotland, 226 Appoints Cromwel has vicar-general, uu8
A _tsltataon of the monasteries, ab Many monasteraes surrender their revenues,

uu9 Their doors opened, 23o The lesser monasteries suppressed by parlia-
ment, zb Becomes jealous of queen Anne, u33 Has jealousy strengthened by the
calumnies of the viscountess of Rochford. zb Becomes enamoured with the lad)
Jane Seymour. 234 Orders the queen, and some of her attendants, to be con-
fined, u35 The queen's letter to him, u36 Trial of the queen, zb Marries the
lady Jane Seymour, the next day after Anne Boleyn's execution, 239 Receives
the princess Mary into favour on her comphance with the acknowledgment of

has supremacy, 2b The princesses Mary and Elizabeth illegitimated by parha-
ment, 24o Articles of faath framed by convocation, and corrected by ham. 242

Remarks on his skill m conducting the alterations in rehglon, zb Discontents
excited among the people by the dispersed monks, _45 An resurrection against
him, headed by Dr Mackrel, 246 Prevails on the Insurgents to desert their chief,
who ISexecuted, zb An insurrection termed the Pzlgr_mage of Grace, raised m the
north, by Mr Aske, zb Has manifesto against them, 248 The insurrection sup-
pressed by the duke of Norfolk, 249 Prance Edward born, and the death of the
queen, 25o Negoclates with the German protestants, but without effect, zb
Allows only single copies of the bible to be chained in some churches with
restrictmns as to the reading of at, 25I Suppresses the larger monasteries, zb
Pillages the shrine of Thomas a Becket. and burns his bones, 254 Makes liberal
grants of the revenues of the rehgious houses. _55 Erects s_x new bishoprics,
Westminster, Oxford, Peterborow, Bristol, Chester. and Gloucester, zb The rage

expressed against ham by the court of Rome, on has suppressmn of the rehgaous
houses, 256. Procures cardinal Pole to be dismissed from has legatine charge m
Flanders, 258 Executes some noblemen who had entered into a conspiracy with
Pole, _b Declares against the authority of the council of Mantua, 26a Is obsti-
nately attached to the doctrine of the real presence, _b Enters into a formal

disputation with Lambert concerning the eucharist, u62 Sentences Lambert to
the stake, 264 Passes the bill of six articles, for abohshing diversity of opinions
in religion, 265 The parliament grants the force of laws to his proclamations,
266. Propounds a question to the judges respecting the power of parhament an
attainders, 268 The abbey-lands confirmed to ham by parhament, 269. Grants
a general possession of the Bible, u7 o Sohcats the dutchess-dowager of Lon-
guevllle in marriage, zb Is refused by Francis, on account of her prevmus con-
tract to the king of Scotland, _b Demands Anne of Cleves of her father, 27 a Sees
her privately, and dislikes her, zb Marries her nevertheless, from political mo-

tives, 273 His disgust increases, _b Complains to parliament of the diversity
of rehg_ons, zb Creates Cromwel earl of Essex, and kmght of the garter, 274
Obtains of parhament a dissolution of the order of St John of Jerusalem, or
kmghts of Malta, zb Reqmres and with difficulty obtains grants from parhament
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and convocation, zb Fixes his affections on the lady Catharme Ho.aard. 275 Is
influenced by the duke of Norfolk to commit Cromwel to the Tm_er. zb Crom-
wel's moving letter to him. 276 Is dworced from Anne of Cleves. 277 Con-
cludes an alhance with the emperor. 278 Marries Catharme Hov, ard. 279
Persecutes the reformers, zb Makes a progress into the north. 28o Exhorts the
king of Scotland to smze the church revenues, _8_ James e_ades a promised
mtervmw with him, 283 Is informed by Cranmer of the queen's dissolute con-

duct, *b The queen attainted, with her associates, 284, and executed, 986 Dis-
solves divers colleges, hospitals, and other foundations, and smzes their reve-
nues, zb Extorts a surrender of chapter-lands from divers bishops, _87 Ireland
erected into a kingdom, and added to his titles, 478, note Mltlga[es the penalties
of the six articles, so far as regards the marriage of priests, _87 Appoints a
commission to establish a rehglon for the natron, _b Writes and publishes his
Inst_tutzon of a Chrzstzan Man. _88 Publishes the ErudzUon oJ a Chrzstzan Man. _b
Prohibits the lower classes ot people to read the scriptures. 289 Rexm_s and
alters the mass-book, zb Suppresses the interludes m ridicule of the former
superstitions. 29o Publishes a manifesto, prewous to his v,ar with Scotland. 291
Sir Robert Bowes defeated by the Scots. 292 Battle of Solwa). 293 Death of
James. 294 Proposes a marriage to the Scots nobles, bet_een prince Edu ard and
the infant queen of Scotland. zb This marriage contracted bv treaty, with the
earl of Arran. _96 Is disgusted with Francis. 298 Leagues with the emperor
against Francis. zb Obedience to his Erudztzon oJ a Chrzst_an Man enforced b'_
parliament. 30o. Marries Catharme Par. zb Influences parhament to restore the
princesses Mary and Ehzabeth to thmr right of successmn, dependent on his wdl.
303 His regal style settled. 3o4 Is released by parhament from his debts, con-
tracted by a general loan. zb Requires new loans from his people, and rinses the
value of speoe. _b Extorts a benevolence from his people, zb Invades Scotland.
and burns Edinburgh. 3o5 Concerts an invasion of France _lth the emperor.
306 Passes over to France. and leaves the queen regent. _b Takes Boulogne. 3o7
Charles makes a separate war with Francis. zb Returns to England. zb buhsldms
granted h_m by parhament and convocatmn. 31 o Obtains a parhamentar_ grant
of umverslty revenues. V,hlch he dechnes, zb The gross flatterv of parliament to
him. 311 His speech on proroguing it. zb Sends the earl of Hertford with forces

over to Calais. zb Makes peace with France and Scotland. 312 His high en-
commm on the duke of Suffolk at his death. 313 Protects Cranmer against the
cabals of his catholic courtiers, zb The queen's tender care of him m his illness.
316 Orders her to be impeached for heresy._b Her prudent cautmn m evading
this danger, tb Abuses Wrlotheselv on his coming to take the queen to the
Tower. 317 Commits the duke of Norfolk. and earl of Surry to the iower. 3_9
Trial and execution of Surry. _b Expedites the proceedings against Norfolk.
3=o Orders hxm for execution. _b Dles.zb His behaviour at his death. 3_ _ The
successmn, how settled by h_s wdl. zb His character. _b The number of parlia-
ments summoned by him. 3_3 His rigorous and contradlctorv statutes against
heresy and treason. 324 A recapltulatmn of his statutes. _b His military laws.
325 - Tonnage and poundage arbltrardy levied by him. 326 State of commerce
m this reign, zb His laws to restrain the decay of tillage, and throwing lands into
pasturage. 33 ° His attention to the advancement of hterature. 331 L_st of the
regency appointed by his will. during the mmont} o_ Edward VI. 334

HENRY. prince of Wales. eldest son of James 1. his death and character. _ 5 °
HENRY. bishop of Winchester See Wznchester
HENRY II of France. his character, m 344 His conduct toward the protestant

league in Germany. _b Makes an ineffectual attempt on Boulogne. 374 H_s
treaty with England for the surrender of Boulogne. 38a Agrees to a marriage

between hls daughter Ehzabeth and Edward VI. *b Invades German)'. m favour
of Maurme. elector of Saxony. 41_ The emperor repulsed from Metz. 413

Montmorency defeated at St Qumtm. 453 Calais taken._b Requires the queen-
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do_ ager of Scotland to take part in his quarrel against England, 457 Concludes
the marriage between the dauphin and the young queen, Mary of Scotland, zb
Peace of Cateau Cambresis _ lth Spain and England, iv 15 Solicits the excom-
munication of queen Ehzabeth, 17 Orders the dauphin and his queen to assume
the title and arms of England, zb Is killed at a tournament, x8

HENRY lit of France. his character, and first views on his accession, iv 167 Grants

a peace to the Hugonots, 168 Declares himself as head of the catholic league.
but is suspected by both parties, zb Loses the good will of his subjects, 169 Sends

a splendid embassy to Ehzabeth, on the intended marriage between her and his
brother the duke of Anjou, 191 Declares war against the Hugonots, 912. Is
defeated by Henry of Navarre, 279 Is driven from Paris, zb Orders the duke of
Guise and his brother to be assassinated, 9.8o ls assassinated himself, 9.8o

HENRY 1g of France, his accession, x_ 9.8o Receives aid from queen Elizabeth of
England, to oppose the cathohc league, 281 Possesses himself of the suburbs of
Paris. _b Battle of Yvr_e, zb Is disconcerted by the duke of Parma, _b Receives

fresh asststance from Elizabeth, 982, 283 Motives of his changing his rehglon.
29o Renounces the protestant faith, zb Declares war against Spain, 9.94 His
representations to his alhes respecting peace with Spain, 3o4 . Concludes a sep-
arate peace, 3o5 He and queen Elizabeth, unknown to each other, entertain the
same thoughts of establishing a new system of pohcy m Europe, 34 ° His pas-
sionate admiration of the picture of queen Ehzabeth, 41o Concludes a treat'_
with James for the support of the United Provinces, v 7 Is assassinated by
Ra_ alllac. 46

HENR', IV emperor of Germany, his disputes with pope Gregory VII about the
right of investitures, i e 15

HENRY VI emperor of German), obtains possession of Richard I of England,
arrested by the archduke Leopold, 1 394 His ignominious treatment of him.

395 Produces and accuses him before the diet at Worms, 396 Rlchard's spirited
answer. 397 Is threatened by the pope with an excommunication for detaining
him, 398 Consents to release Richard on a ransom, 398 Rxchard's narrow
escape out of his hands, zb

HEPTARCH'_. Saxon, in Britain estabhshment of, 1 93 See Kent, Northumberland,

East Angha, Mercza, Essex, Sussex, Wessex
HERBERT. attorney-general, impeaches, by the king's order lord Kxmbolton, and

the five commoners, v 365 . Is impeached by the commons for it. 374.
HEREFORD, Humphrey de Bohun earl of, confederates with Leicester and other

barons against Edward I, n 34 Is a part), m forming the provlslons of Oxford.
35 Is gained over by prince Edward to the royal cause, 48 Refuses to ser_e in
the expedition against Gascony, and his quarrel with the king on the occasion,
x 18. Refuses to attend the king to Flanders, zb A new constable appointed in his
room for that service, 118 He and the earl of Norfolk present a remonstrance
to him at his departure, 119 They obtain from parhament a confirmation of the
charters and indemnity for themselves, which are confirmed by the king abroad,
zb Joins m the confederacy of Thomas earl of Lancaster. against Piers Gavaston,
_53

HEREFORD Henry duke of, accuses the duke of Norfolk m parliament in Richard
II's time, 3x9 Duel between them stopped by the king, 313 Bamshed for ten

years, _b Succeeds his father m the dukedom of Lancaster, 315 See Lancaster,
and Henry IV

HERESY, an act passed m the reign of Richard II enjoining sheriffs to apprehend
the preachers of, Ix 327 Repealed, 39.8 The repeal suppressed by the clergy, zb
The law of the six articles for abohshing passed, in 9.65 See Articles

HERESY. persons, burnt for, Wllham Sautree, n. 336 A Lollard, 349 James Barn-
ham, lU 9,16. Thomas Bllney, 9.16. Lambert, 9.64. Four Dutch anabaptists, zb Dr
Barnes, Jerome, and Gerard, 9.79. Abel, Fetherstone, and Powel, _b. Patrick
Hamdton, m Scotland, 9.8o Anne Ascue, Nicholas Belenaln, John Lassels, and
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John Adams, 3a5 Wtshart the Scots reformer, 346 Joan Bocher, and Van Paris,

367 Rogers, prebendary of St. Paul's, 435 Hooper bishop of Gloucester, ,b
Sanders, 436 Taylor parson of Hadle), *b Phllpot, archdeacon of Winchester,

zb Ferrar, bishop of St David's, 437 Rldley, bishop ot London, and Lanmer of
Worcester, zb Hunter an apprentice, 438 Thomas Ha_kes, zb A woman at
Guernsey and her infant, zb An express commission issued more effectualh to
extirpate it, 441 A proclamation rendering the possession of heretical books
capital, zb An estimate of the number of persons burnt. _b Archbishop Cranmer
burnt, 45 ° Walter Mill in Scotland, l_ 2o Two Arlans, b'_ James I, _ i29 A
madman, *b

HERETICS, old law for burning of, repealed, v1 54 °
HEREWARD an East Anghan nobleman, assembles his followers, and shelters him-

self in the isle of Ely, i 2ol Reduced b_ Wllham the Conqueror, and received
into favour, 209

HERIOT in the Anglo-Saxon law, w hat, 1 182, note
HERREIS lord, is sent b,_ Mary queen of Scots, then in England, to Elizabeth, to

express her readiness to justify herself as to her husband's murder, ix io 5 His

fluctuating conduct in this negoc_atmn, io6 Is appointed by Mary one of the
comm_ssloners in th_s cause, lo 7 Refuses to answer Murray's allegations against
Mary, at Hampton-court, 119 He and his associates break up the conference,
a 13 Elizabeth's reply to them, i 14

HERRINGS, battle of between Sir John Fastolff, and the count of Dunms, n 395
HERTFORD, earl of, son of the protector Somerset, is privately married to the lad_

Catharine Gray, iv 49 Is with his lady committed to the Tower, 5 ° Is prosecuted
m the star<hamber, zb Is released on his wife's death, zb

HERTFORD, marquis of, anecdotes of h_s hfe. v 392 Is made governor to the prince,
393 Raises forces for the king, and is named general of the _estern counties, _b
Is sent w_th prince Maurice into the west, 405 Battle of Lansdown, zb

HEXHAM, battle of, between Montacute brother of the earl of Warwlc, and the

Lancastrlans, n 461
HEYLE, se_3eant, his extraordinary assertion of the legal preroganve in the house

of commons, in the reign of queen Elizabeth, iv 413
HIALAS. Peter, sent ambassador from Ferdinand, king of Arragon, to Henry VII to

negoclate a marriage between Prince Arthur and the Infanta Catharlne, Ul 59
Negociates a truce between Henry and James IV of Scotland, zb

HICKES, Dr his account of a Saxon sodahtmm or compact, i 167
HIGH commission, or ecclesiastical commission, origin of that court, 1_ 207 Its

great power and arbitrary exertion of it, 2o8 Its powers extended by the queen,
eo 9, 356 The commons remonstrate against this court, _ 44 One established In
Scotland, 71 A rewew of the offences cognizable by this court, 124 Its authority
moderated by James I, 125. Is abolished m Scotland by the general assembly,
26t Is abolished in England by parhament, 328 Is relived by king James II,
w 489

HIGHLANDERS and Irish, the same people. 1 49 ° Came orlgmal])_ from the
Irish, 2b

HIGHWAYS.the first toll mentioned for repaxring, u 281 The first general law for
the repmr of, by parish duty. ui 464

HISTORIANS. monkish, a character of, i 25
HISTORY, ancmnt, causes of _ts uncertainty pointed out, 1 3, 17

HOBBES. a character of his philosophy, and polxncs, Vl 153 His death, zb
HOBBY. Sir Phlhp, is employed by the protector Somerset. to solicit an alliance w_th

the emperor Charles V but falls, in 374 His account of his negociation, _b
HOLGATE, archbishop of York, is _mpnsoned on the accession ot queen Marc.

111 408
HOLLAND. See Netherlands, and Umted Provinces.

HOLLINGSHED, his account of the manner of hying among the common people lust
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preceding his time, in 464 Curlou_ remarks by him of the growth of lux-
ury, 480

HOLLIS. forcibly detains the speaker of the house of commons in his chair, untd a
remonstrance is passed against tonnage and poundage, v 215 His sentence by
the court of king's bench, *b Is impeached by the king, 365 Proposes the
declaring the generals of the parliamentary army traitors, 53 ° Is made a lord by
Charles II, Vl 156 When ambassador at Paris, endeavours to make the French

take part with the English against the Dutch, 197 Is sent ambassador, to treat
with the Dutch at Breda, 2o 9 Agrees to favour the intrigues of France, but
refuses to accept a bribe, 317, note

HOLLO_AY, a merchant of Bristol, is executed for the duke of Monmouth's

conspiracy, vi 437
HOLMES Sir Robert, his expedition against the Dutch settlements, vi i94 Burns

a fleet of Dutch ships in harbour, _o 5 His attempt on the Dutch Smyrna
fleet, _55

HOL'_ LAND See Crusades

HOMELDON, battle of, between the Plercles and the earl of Douglas, n 339
HOMILIES, twelve, published to he read to the people, lU 341 Bishop Gardmer's

objections to them, 34 _ The slavish principles Inculcated In them, iv 367
HONORIUS, pope, his avaricious demands on the clergy, li _3
HOOPER, bishop of Gloucester. l_ imprisoned on the accession of queen Mary, ni

4o8 Is cruelly burnt for heresy, 435 An account of his scruples at consecration,
and the compromise he obtained, 1_ 12o

HoPs the planting of much Increased m the reign of Jarnes I, _ i44
HOP/ON, Sir Ralph, reduces Cornwal for Charles I, v 4o_ Is defeated at Formg-

ton, 476
HORN CAS'rLL battle of, between the earl of Manchester and the royalists, v 418

HORSES forbid to be exported by Henry VII, ni 78
HOSPITALITY, causes and effects of the decay of, in England, i,, 389.
HOTHAM Sir John, xs by the house of commons made governor of Hull, v 374

Refuses the king admittance into Hull, 382 Is detected in an intention of giving
up the place, and is, with his son, sent up to London and executed, 418

HOTSPUR See Pterc_
HOV,ARD, Sir Edward, admiral, son of the earl of Surrey, destroys Barton the Scots

pirate, Ul 96 Ravages the coast of France, ioo Is kdled in an engagement m
Conquet harbour, iol His Idea of naval courage, _b note

HOVCARD, lord, commands the main body of the English army at the battle of
Flouden, Ul lo6 Created earl of Surry, lo8

HOg, ARD lady Catharme, becomes the object of the affections of Henry VIII on his
disgust against Anne of Cleves, nl. _75 Is married to Henry, _79 Is accused to
the king of mcontlnency, 284 Her confession, 285 Is attainted by parliament,
ib Beheaded with the viscountess of Rocheford, _86

HOWARD lady Frances, is married to the earl of Essex, _ 54 Receives him from his
travels with obstinate disgust, *b Contracts a familiarity with Carre viscount
Rochester, ,b Procures the disgrace of Sir Thomas Overbury, 55 Is divorced,
and married to Carte. then earl of Somerset, 56 Procures Overbury to be
poisoned, 57 Is found guilty of Overbury's death, 62. Is pardoned, zb Dies in
obscurity, 63

HOWARD, lord, one of the cabal of six, his evidence against lord Russel, Vl 43 °
Gives evidence against Algernon Sidney, 436, and against Hambden, 437.

HUBERT, archbishop of Canterbury, and chlefjustlciary, pumshes Fitz Osbert, a
licentious lawyer, i 4o 5 Assists John, in his claim to the succession on Richard's
death, 4o9 Summons a synod by his legatine authority, 421 Dies, *b

HUBERT, a servant of earl Bothwel, is executed for the murder of Darnley, and

charges queen Mary with being accessary to It, iv i x3.
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HUBERT, de Burgh, chlefjustlclarv, is chosen joint protector of the realm with the
bishop of Winchester, on the death of the earl of Pembroke, n io Takes Rock-
ingham castle on the earl ofAlbemarle's rebelhon, l 1 Executes Constantine Fltz
Arnulf and his associates for a rebellious riot in London, i '. Obtains of the pope

a bull, declaring Henry IlI of age for government. 13 His character, 16 His
removal from the ministry, and subsequent vicissitudes. _b

HUDIBRAS the event on which that poem was founded, vl 149 Character of that

performance, 544
HUDSON'S Bay company, its charter when first granted. _i 538
HUGONOTS, or French protestants See Condd, Cohgnz. Navarre, Anthony king of,

Guzse, Medzczs, Catharlne de, Montmorency, &c --Battle of Dreux. iv 59 Battle
of St. Dennis, and siege of Chartres, 148 The court agrees to an accommo-
dation, _b A scheme formed for seizing the prince of Cond+ and the admiral
Cohgni, _b Battle of Jarnac, and death of Cond6, zb Battle of Moncontour, 149
Charles marries h_s sister to the prince of Navarre, 162 The queen of Naxarre

poisoned, zb Massacre of Paris, 163 Are calumniated at foreign courts to palliate
these barbarltles,_b Take arms again, 166 Make peace with Henr} III, 168 The

cathohc league formed against them b'_' the duke of Guise. zb War declared
against them again, 21 _ Assistance sent to the king of Navarre by Elizabeth, e 79
The Enghsh ships sent against Rochelle desert, v 163 The Dutch assist the
French in reducing that town, 164 Rochelle reduced, 2o 5 A toleration con-
tmued to them, 2b Are persecuted and driven out of France. by the revocation
of the edict of Nantz, Vl 47 _

HULL, a magazine formed there b} the parhament, and Sir John Hotham. ap-

pointed governor, v 374 The king refused admittance into, 382
HUME. lord, procures the regency of Scotland to be conferred on the duke of

Albany, ni a 16 Is traduced to the regent, 1a 7 Makes uar against the regent, and

is put to death, a a 8
HUME, lord.joins a confederacy of Scots nobles, to protect prince James against the

attempts of Bothwel, and to punish the murderers (If Darnle). i_ 95 Surrounds
Mary and Bothwel m Borthwic castle, who escape from him, _b

HUME, lord, signs a protestation against the hturgv in Scotland, v 257
HUNTER an apprentice, burnt for heresy, ni 438
HUSBANDRY, remarks on the regulations to promote it, enacted b_ Henry VII,

ui 79
Huss. John, burnt for heresy by the council of Constance, n 379
HYDE, Sir Edward, is made chancellor, and created earl of Clarendon. vl 157 See

Clarendon

ICON BASILIKE, of Charles I an enquiry into its authenticity, v 547 A character of
the work, 548

IDA, The Saxon prince arrives in Britain, conquers Northumberland and founds
the kingdom of Bermcla, i 23

IMAGES,when they began to be worshipped, i 54
IMPRISONMENT, arbitrarily lnfhcted by officers of state during the reign of queen

Elizabeth, iv 358, 365 See Pet_twn of right
INA, king of Wessex, his wlfe and glorious reign, 1 46 Bequeaths his kingdom to

Adelard, his queen's brother, zb
INCIDENT, in Scotland. an account of, and ItS effects, v 335
INCLOSURES observations on the law of Henry VII against, ni 79 An insurrection

m Northamptonshlre, for the destruction of. v 36
INDEPENDENTS, rise and character of that party, v 441 Is the first Christian sect

which admitted of toleration, 442 Adopt republican principles, 443 Form a

party in parliament against the presbyterians, zb Reduce the parhament under
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subjection to the army, 509 Affront the Scots commissxoners on their de-

parture, 518 Obtain the entire command of the parliament, by the violent
exclusion of the presbyterian members by the army, 53 °

INDIES See East and West

INDULGENCE, the declaration of, published by king Charles II, vi 184 Repeated,
254 Recalled, _75 A general declaration of, published by James II, 481 Is
repeated, and ordered to be read in churches, 489 .

INDULGENC1ES, from what motives the sale of them, promoted by pope Leo X, m
137 The produce from, how apphed by him, 138. Licentious conduct of the
venders of them, zb The sale of, preached against by Martin Luther See Luther,
and Reformatzon A large cargo of, taken on board two Spamsh ships, iv. 285 Not
productive of a total dissolution of morality, 354

INDIT_TRY Inquiry Into the causes of the low state of, in the time of Henry VII,
111 79

INFANTRY, Swiss, their advantages over the heavy armed cavalry m use at the time
of Henry VIII, 111. loi

INNOCENT III pope, his character, and state of the papacy, at his promotion, 1.42o

Levies a fortieth of ecclesiastical revenues for the rehefofthe Holy Land, zb His
conduct on the double election of Reginald, and John de Gray to the see of
Canterbury, 422 Sets both of them aside, and appoints cardinal Langton to be
primate, 4 ° 3 His mysterious present to John. to pacify him, zb Lays the king-
dom under an interdict on account of John's opposition, 4e 5 Excommumcates
the emperor Otho, 428 Pubhshes a crusade against the Albigenses, zb Excom-
mumcates John, 429 Absolves John's subjects from their allegiance to him. 43 °
Offers John's kingdom to Philip of France, zb His private instructions to
Pandolf, his legate to Philip, 431 Takes off his interdicts, 436 Inclines to favour
John against his barons, 44 ° Is applied to by John, complaining of his being
forced to grant the great charter by his barons, 447 Annuls the charter by a
bull, 448

INNOCENT IV pope, calls a general council at Lyons, to excommumcate the em-

peror Frederic, n 24 His claims of Ecclesiastical revenues, _b Offers the king-
dom of Sicily to Richard earl of Cornwal, who refuses it, 25

INO1OSA. the Spanish ambassador, gives James I a paper, discovering the schemes
of the duke of Buckingham, v a 17

INSTITUTION OF A CHRISTIAN M _.N, a treatise so called, wrote and published by
Henry VIII, nl 288

IN FERCURSUSM_GNUS or great treaty of commerce, concluded between England
and the Flemmgs, in 6o

I_TEREST OV MONE_ when first regulated by law, 1il 331 Declared dlegal by
parhament, 39 ° The Iates of, how limited m England and France, m the time
of queen Ehzabeth, iv 379 The rates of, m the reign of James I, v 136

INVESTITURES dispute between pope Gregory VII and the emperor Henry IV
concermng, 1 2a 4 Between pope Pascal II and Henry I, of England, 262
Artifices of the popes, to annex the prxvaleges of, to the papacy, 4_3

IRELAND an expedition against, undertaken by Henry If, 1 338 State of, at that
time, 339 Its distinct sovereignties, 34 o. Granted to Henry II by pope Adrian
III, 341 See Dermot, Strongbow, and Fztz-Stephens Improper conduct of the
Enghsh with regard to, 344 Piers Gavaston made lord-heutenant of, by Edward
II, u 15o Is grievously oppressed by the English, 159. Robert Bruce, king of
Scotland, makes an unsuccessful expedition to, zb Annual expence of, to En-
gland, in the reign of Henry V, 38i Attached to the house of York, Ill 17
Revolts under the pretentions of Lambert Slmnel, zb Sir Edward Poynmgs sent
over to reduce the malcontents in that kingdom, 5 ° His memorable statute, zb
Ineffectual attempts upon, by Perkln Warbec, 53' Erected into a kingdom by
parhament, 478 note. Is invaded by the Spamsh general San Josepho, xv 185
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The cruelt_ of lord Gray on reducing the invaders, ib The imperfect domimon
of England over, 3lo. Cruel treatment of the natives, 311 History of Shin
O'Neale, 313 Account of the earl Thomond, 314 Tyrone rebels 315 Defeat of
the Enghsh under Sir Henry Bagnal, _b The earl of Essex sent over, 317 His ill
success, 319 Treaty between Essex and Tyrone, 32o Essex suddenly goes over
to England, 3_ 1. The truce broke by Tyrone, 324 Tyrone drl_,en Into the Mo-
rasses by Mountjoy, zb The Enghsh troops there paid with base money, 341 Is
invaded by the Spamards, 34 _ Tyrone and the Spaniards reduced, 343 Tyrone
surrenders to the deputy, 349 The civilization of, undertaken by James I, v. 47
An explanation of the Brehon law, _b. Gavelkind and tanxstry, zb These customs
abohshed, and the Enghsh laws introduced, 48 Colomes planted in Ulster, on ItS
falling to the crown by attainders, 49 The plan of civilization confirmed by
Charles I, 335 The English protestants there adopt the puritanical opinions,
and popular pretensions of the English house of commons, 336 The men raised
by Strafford to serve against the Scots, reduced, 337 Are withheld from enter-
ing the Spanish service, zb A conspiracy formed to expel the English_ 338
Massacre of the English m Ulster, 341 The rebelhon and cruel treatment of the

English extended through the other provinces, 344 The fugitives received in
Dubhn, 345 The English of the pale,join the Irish insurgents, 346 The rebels
defeated in several encounters by Scots troops sent to suppress them, 424 The
distressed state of the kingdom by these devastations, 4_5 A cessation con-
cluded with the rebels by the king's order, 496 Glamorgan's treat) "_lth the
council of Kflkenny, 48o A new rebelhon excited by Rinucclm, the pope's nun-
clo, Vl 8 The nuncio is driven out of the Island, 9 The garrison reduced for the
king by Ormond, lo Cromwel is chosen lord lieutenant by the council of state,
11 His rapid successes there, _b Is reduced by Ireton, 4 _ A vie_ of the admin-
istration there, under the protectorate of Oliver Cromwel, 92 The nanve Irish
confined to Connaught, 2_ 9 Court of claims erected to restore confiscations and
arrears to royalists, zb An intended insurrection suppressed by Ormond, 2_o
The cattle of, prohibited from being imported to England, 93 _ Succession of
lords heutenants, 4o80rmond sent over again, 4o9 Violent measures of king
James m favour of popery, 478 Tvrconnel made lord lieutenant, zb The
corporanon-charters annulled, and new ones granted, subject to the king's will,
484 The offices of government there fdled with catholics, zb

IRELAND, father, tried and executed with Grove and Picketing, for the popish plot,
vi 354

IRETON son-in-law to Oliver Cromwel, ISwounded and taken prisoner at the battle
ofNaseby, v 472 His character, 5 I4 Proposes to Crom,_el a meetingto consider

of setthng the nation, and bringing the king to a trial, tb His speech in parlia-
ment against farther treaty with the king, 516. His cruelty on the taking
Colchester, 528 Is appointed one of the judges to try the king, 534 Is left
commander m chief m Ireland by Cromwel, _i 28 His successes there. 42 Takes

Llmenc, and dies of the plague, 43. His character, zb
ISABELL_ daughter of the count of Angouleme, is taken by her father from her

husband the count de la Marche_ and married to king John. l 41o Her children
by John, 453 Marries the count de la Marche on John's death, n 2o Her
children by him sent to England to wsit their brother Henry III, zb Henry's
bounty of riches and honours to them, zb The) are bamshed, 36

ISABELLA. daughter of Philip, king of France, contracted to prince Edward of
England, n 1_ 4 Is married to him when king, x49 Her character and aversion
to Piers Gavaston, 15o Is resulted, and some of her retinue killed by lord
Badlesmere, 163 Goes to Pans to mediate between her husband and her brother
Charles the Fair, I66 Her expedient to this end, tb Becomes acquainted with
Roger Mortimer, 167 Her intimacy with him, zb Engages m a conspiracy
against the king, _b Affiances her son to the daughter of the count of Holland
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and Halnault, i68 Lands with an army m Suffolk, _b Is joined by the baron,

169 Her declaration, _b The city of London declares for her, _b She calls a
parhament, whmh deposes Edward, i7o Is confined, on the execution of
Mortimer, 189

I_ABELL_, daughter of Charles VI of France, married to Richard II of England, n
3o5 Returned to her father, 337

IS_.BELL_ queen of Castile, and wife of Ferdinand, king of Arragon, dies, 111 68
Her daughter Joan married to Philip, archduke of Austria, 69

IT_.LY ItS defenceless state when invaded by Charles VIII of France, nl. 51 View
of Italian politics at that period, zb League formed against France, _b The state
of, at the accession of Henry VII, ilI. 87 The powers of, confederate with the
emperor Charles V against Francis I, king of France, 15 ° The French driven out
of, i54 The confederate states of, become jealous of the emperor, tb They
league v, ith Francis against him. 164 Character of the writers of, on the revival
of learning, v 15 o.

JAMAICA, the island of. taken from the Spaniards by Pen and Venables, Vl 8_
JAMES I of England, an examination into his pretensions to the crown, v 3 His

succession admitted by Elizabeth on her death-bed, 4 Forbids the resort of
people to him on his journey to London, tb His profuse distribution of titles. 5

His partiality to his countrymen, zb Recexves embassies of congratulation, 6
Concludes a treaty with France. for the support of the United Provinces, 7 A
conspiracy against him detected, 8 Summons a conference of divines at
Hampton-court, on points of faith and rehgmus dasclphne, 1o Why averse to the
puritans. _b His behaviour at the conference, i2 His reply when solicited in
favour of prophecyings, 13 Summons a parliament, _b Orders that no out-law
shall be chosen, ]6 Orders the commons to confer with the judges concerning
the election of Sw Francis Goodwin, an out-law, zb Compromises the affair _ lth
them. 17 His mistaken notions of government and regal prerogative, 19 Calls
m and annuls all patents for monopolies, 2o Puhhc-splrlted attempts of the
commons, zb Is desirous of an union between the two kingdoms, 2 a The com-
mons backward m granting supphes to him, 22 Prorogues the parhament, _3
Concludes a peace with Spain, zb His eagerness for a cessation of hostilities. 24
Why ignorant of foreign politics, _b Is strict in executing the penal laws against
papists, 25 History of the gunpowder conspiracy, 26 Receives obscure hints of
it, 28 His speech to parliament on this occasion. 31 H_s rehgmus sentiments

explained, zb Remarks on his speech m favourofthe projected union of the two
kingdoms, 33 Assumes the stile of king of Great Britain, 34 Checks the com-
mons in an intended petition agamst popish recusants, and for lenity toward the
puritans, 36. Lays open h_s necessmes to parliament, but is mortified with a
refusal of suitable supphes, 38 Causes of the present poverty of the crown, zb
How induced to arbitrary exertions of hl_ prerogative, 4 o. A spirit discoverable
among the commons for reforming the constitution on free principles, 42. Owns
proclamatmns not to be equal to laws, but pleads precedents and utdity for them,
zb Enters into a treaty for rehnqulshment of wardships and purveyance, 44 His
pleasant conce_t on the ocasslon, zb note Procures Vorstlus, an Armlnlan
professor of dlvimty, to be banished from the Umted Prownces, 46 How in-
duced at length to alter his opinion of the absolute decrees of God, 131 Founds
a college at Chelsea for the refutation of papists and puritans, 132 His plan for
the civilizing Ireland, 47 Death and character of Henry prince of Wales, 5 °
Marries the princess Ehzabeth to the elector Palatine. 51 His rapid promotion

of Robert Carre, a young Scots gentleman, 52. Undertakes his education, zb
Unites the famlhes of Howard and Devereux by marriage, 54. Is prevailed on to
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procure the divorce of lady Essex. 56 Creates Carre earl of Somerset. zb Raises

money by the sale of tMes. 57 Calls a parliament, ib Dissolves it in anger, and
imprisons some of the members. 59 Instance of his indiscretion m pohtlcat
conversation. 6o Young George Vllhers introduced to him. 61 Makes Vilhers
his cup-bearer, zb Is informed of the secret of Sir Thomas Overbur_ 's death. 69
Orders a strict mqmr'/into the affair, tb Pardons Somerset and his lady. 6_ His
conduct in this instance extenuated. 63 Creates Vllliers duke of Buckingham. 64

and lord high admiral, zb Dehvers up the cautionary to_,ns to the Dutch for
money. _b His motives to this composition explained. _b Proposes to *lS_t Scot-
land. 66 His former endeavours to estabhsh episcopal authority in Scotland. 67
Proposes to the Scots parliament a la_. for the government of the church to be
vested in him and the bishops. 7 _ Is forced to drop the act. 7 z Summons a
meeting of Scots bishops and clergy at St Andrev, s. _b Is referred b'r them to a
general assembly. _b Reluctance of the general assembly in admitting the cere-
monies enjoined by him. zb Allows. by proclamation in England. sports and
exercises on the Sunday. 73 Releases Sir Walter Raleigh. and grants permission
for his expedition to Guiana. 74 Executes Raleigh on his return. 79 Whv he
refused to acknowledge the elector Palatine as king of Bohemia. 89 The nation
discontented at his mactiwty in the elector's cause. 83 Obtains supphes from
parliament. 85 His reply to the representation of grm*ances. 86 Fall of the
chancellor Bacon. 87 Prorogues the parliament. _b Recals his patents for mo-
nopohes, and redresses grievances. 88 The commons remonstrate to h_m m
favour of the elector Palatine. and against the Spamsh match. 89 Reproves the
house for this measure. 9° They repeat their remonstrance. 91 His behaxlour
to the committee who present it. _b Tears the protestation of the commons out

of theirjournals. 99 Dissolves the parhament, and pumshes the leaders ot the
opposltmn, zb. 93 The remarks of both parties on these disputes between him
and the parhament. 94 Negocmtes with the emperor in favour of the elector
Palatine, q7 Persuades him to submission, 98 His want of spirit rMlculed
abroad, 99 His efforts to conclude the Spanish match, _b His consent obtained
for prince Charles's journey to Spare, which he repents afterwards, i o4 Is
bullied by Buckingham into comphance, zb Concessions in favour of the catholic
rehglon made by him in the marriage treaty, lo 7 Yields to Buckingham's oppo-
sition to the match, _o 9 Assents to Buckingham's insincere representation ot
the affair to parliament, i 19 Agrees to a war with Spain, 113 Endeavours to
jUStlf_ the earl of Middlesex, Impeached by the commons, i 14 Begins to es-
trange himself from Buckingham, i i6 Receives intimations of Buckingham's
schemes from the Spamsh ambassador, i 17 Sends forces to assist the Dutch
against Spare, 118 Enters into a treat'_ for the marriage of Charles with the
princess Henrietta of France, zb Undertakes the recover}' of the palatinate, but
to no purpose, lI 9 Dins, 191 Hlscharacter, zb Characterofhisqueen, I99 The
number of peers created by hlm, _b His moderation m causes tried before the
court of high commission, 125 Two Arlans burnt m this reign, 129 A re_ lew of
manners during th_s reign, a 3o Discouraged the gent D living m to_n, _33
Instance of his hherahty 136 His attention to the nav_, _4e His aversion to
tobacco, i48. His character as a writer i54 His reason for expelling Toby
Mattheus from the house of commons, 55 ° His notmns of the regal power, from

his book of The true laws ofJree monarchzes, 55 _ Inqul D into his conduct m the
case of Sir Walter Raleigh, 553 Remarks on his administration in general, 556

Is acknowledged by parliament to have allowed more freedom of debate than
any of his predecessors, 56o The general notions of the Enghsh government at
this Hme, 561 Testimony of the advantages derived from his peaceable disposi-
tion, 56_

JAMES II, his accession and first professions, vl 449 Orders by proclamation a
continuance of the customs and excise, 45 ° Goes publicly to mass, 45 _ Sends

an agent to the pope, _b His reception of the exclusionIsts, 459 His attachment
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to Mrs Sedle_, _b Summons a parhament, 453 His speech to parhament on the
subject of his revenue, zb Receives a grant of his revenue during life, 456
Monmouth's rebellion suppressed. 46o His undisguised and peremptory lan-
guage to parhament, 468 Prorogues, and after dissolves it, 47 ° Remarks on his
imprudence with respect to rehgion, _b His resolute exeruon of the dispensing
power, 471 Endeavours to establish it by the case of Sir Edward Hales, zb
Displaces fourjudges, 474 Brings four popish lords into the privy council, 476
His violent measures for the establishment of popery in Ireland, 477 Revives the

court of high commission, 479. Issues a declaration of general indulgence, and
suspends the penal laws against nonconformity. 48x Suspends all penal laws in
ecclesiastical affairs, and grants a general hberty of conscience, 48_ Pays court
to the dissenters, zb Sends a solemn embassy to Rome, 485 Four cathohc bishops
consecrated, _b Dissolves the parhament, 486 Recommends a Benedictine to a
degree at Cambridge, 487 His contest with Magdalen-college. 488 Repeats his
declaration of indulgence, and orders it to be read in churches, 489 . Commits six
bishops, w_th the primate, to the Tower, for petitioning against the declaration
of indulgence, 491 Orders Gxfford, doctor of the Sorbonne. to be elected pres-
ident of Magdalen-college, 494 B_rth of the prince of Wales, _b Apphes to the
prince of Orange for his concurrence m his schemes, 499 Shews his displeasure
against the Dutch, 5oi Is informed by Lewis XIV of the prince of Orange's
schemes, 5o 5 Disavows Lewls's memorial to the States, in his favour, 5o7 His
army and navy become disaffected and mutinous, zb Retracts his measure, 508
The prince of Orange lands at Torbay, 511 His chief officers and soldiery desert
him, lb Is deserted by prince George of Denmark, and the princess Anne, 513
His consternation at his misfortunes, _b Issues writs for a new parhament, and
sends commissioners to treat with the prince of Orange, 514 Sends away the

queen and prince, and flies, 516 Is seized by the populace, and brought back to
London, 518 Embarks for France, 519 His character, 520

JAMES, son of Robert king of Scotland. afterwards James I taken prisoner and
educated by Henry IV of England, n 344 His father dies, zb Carried to France
by Henry V, 375 Restored by the duke of Bedford, 386. Murdered, 387

JAMES II of Scotland, general _lew of his conduct, n 458 How killed, zb

JAMES III of Scotland, his character, ni _4 Enters into a seven years truce w_th
Henry VII, zb Murdered, 39.

JAMES IV of Scotland, succeeds on the murder of his father, hi. 39 Receives Perkm
Warbec, and marries him to a Scots lady, 54 Invades England m conjunction
with Perkin, 2b Makes a truce with Henry VII and sends Perkln away, 59
Marries Margaret eldest daughter of Henry VII, 66 Sends a fleet to assist the
French against Henry VIII, 97 Ravages Northumberland, 1o6 Loses his
time with lady Ford, zb. Defeated, and supposed to be killed at the battle of
Flouden, lO 7

JAMES V of Scotland, Is withdrawn by his mother Margaret, from the power of the
duke of Albany, regent of Scotland, m, 118 Fhes from the power of the earl of
Angus, 2o8 Takes the government into his own hands, _b Refuses to concur
with his uncle Henry of England in shaking off the yoke of Rome, zb Assists
Francis against the emperor. 226 Is married to Francis's daughter Magdalen, zb
Death of queen Magdalen, zb Is betrothed to the duchess dowager of Lon-

guevllle, whom Henry notwithstanding sohcits In marriage, 27 o. She is sent to
Scotland, zb Is persuaded by Henry tojoin him in his rehglous renovations, 28_

His clergy dissuade him, _b Henry pubhshes a manifesto against him, _91. Sir
Robert Bowes defeated by the lords Hume and Huntley, 292. Is disconcerted m

his operations, by the disaffection of his nobility, 293. Removes lord Maxwell,
and appoints Ohver Sinclair general of this army, _b Battle of Solway, _b His
death and character, 294

JAMES prince, son of Mary queen of Scotland and her husband lord Darnley, born,
vl 8o Is protected by an association of nobility, from the attempts of Bothwel,
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to get him into his power. 94 His mother forced to resign the croun, 99 See the
next article.

JAMES VI of Scotland, proclaimed and crowned, an infant, i_ 99 His party openly
espoused by queen Elizabeth, 16 i, 166 The earl of Morton resigns the regency
to him, 183 Count D'Aubigney is sent by the duke of Guise to detach him trom
the English interest, _b Creates D'Aublgney carl of Lenox, 184 Is seized by an
association of the noblhty, from out of the hands of Lenox and Arran, 196

Summons a parhament and convention of estates, zb Receives an embassy from
Elizabeth, 197 Is induced to dissemble his resentment at his detention, i98

Makes his escape, and summons his friends to attend him, 2Ol. Walslngham sent
by Ehzabeth to discover his true character, 202 Summons a parliament. 2o2
Writes a copy of verses in praise of Sir Phllllp Sidney, 218 Escapes from the
artifices of the English ambassador Dr Wotton, 22o Concludes a league _lth
Ehzaheth for their mutual defence, zb Licentiousness of his clergy. 2 e 1 Remon-

strates to queen Ehzabeth against the execution of his mother. 253 His beha_'-
iour on this event, 254 Prepares to assist Elizabeth against the Spanish invasion,

264. Marries a daughter of Denmark, 277 Goes over to Norv, a'_' to fetch hls
bride, zb Philip of Spain excites conspiracies against him, 291. Drives the catho-
hc lords who combined against him out of the kingdom, 293 Negociates to
ensure his succession to England, 33 ° Sends an embassy to Elizabeth on the
suppression of Essex's insurrection, 339 Is appointed heir to the English crown
by Elizabeth, 351 See James I, of England

JANE Gray, lady See Gray
JACQUELINE. countess of Halnault See Ha_nault
JARNAC battle of, between the duke of Anjou. and prince of Cond& iv 148
JEFFER1ES. lord chief justice, procures the conviction of Algernon Sidney, Vl 436

Has crueltv towards those who had engaged in Monmouth's rebelhon, 463
Is retarded with the chancellorship and a peerage, 466 Is appointed one of
the commissioners on the revival of the court of high commission. 48o, note
Dechnes In favour by his adherence to the protestant faith, 487 Is killed by the
mob. 517

JEPHSON, colonel, makes a motion in parliament for glwng Cromwell the title of
king, vI 93

JERGEAU. the earl of Suffolk besieged and taken prisoner there, n 4o3
JEROM OF PRAGUE. burnt for heresy by the council of Constance. n 379
JERUSALEM conquered by the Mahometan Arabs, I. 234 Mastered by the Turks,

235 Their depredations on the Christian pilgrims to. the first rise of crusades.
zb See Crusades Taken by the crusaders, e99 Godfrey of Bouillon made king
of, 250

JESUITS. the motives of the estabhshment of that order. _v 188 Character of. zb
Campion and Parsons sent into England, 189. Campion executed, ,b Five exe-
cuted for the popish plot, w. 369

JEWS. a character of that people, I 378 How they came to practice usury, _b
Forbidden by an edict to appear at the coronation of Richard I, 379 A massacre
of, zb The great oppressions exercised against them under the Anglo-Norman
kings, 483 A massacre and plunder of, encouraged by Fltz-Richard, mayor of
London, u 47. Extortions practiced upon them during the reign of Henry III,

68 The pretences made use of to oppress them, zb Are accused of adulterating
the coin, and cruelty used by Edward I, 76 Banished by him. and robbed and

persecuted at the cmque-port towns, 77
JOAN D'ARc. commonly called the Mazd of Orleans, her history previous to her

pubhc actions, n 397. Becomes respired with a desire to assist Charles VII
oppressed by the English, zb Applies to the governor of Vauceuleurs. who sends
her to the king, 398. Offers to raise the siege of Orleans, zb Examined by the
theologtans, and parhament, 399 Entrusted with the command of a convoy to
supply Orleans. _b Enters Orleans with safety, 4oo Another convoy enters
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unmolested, lb Drives the Enghsh from one of their posts, 4oi Masters two
others, 4o2 Wounded, lb The besiegers retire, zb Takes Jergeau, whither the
earl of Suffolk had retired, by assault. 4o3 The probable share she had in these
enterprazes, zb Attends the coronation of Charles at Rhelms, 4o5 General
terror w hIch the reports of her raised, zb. Inchnes to return home, but is de-
tamed by Dunois, 4o6 Goes to the assistance of Compeigne, and is taken
prisoner, 4o7 Review of her conduct, zb Tried for sorcery, 4o8 Interrogatories
put to her, zb Condemned. 4o9 Recants her pretensions to Inspiration, zb
Burnt, 4io

JOHN fourth son of king Henry If. his father's kind intentions m his favour, 1 347
Sent to reduce Ireland without effect, 362. His father's grief on finding him a
party in his brother Rachard's revolt, 369 The bounty of his brother Richard 1
to him, 378 Marries Avlsa, daughter of the earl of Gloucester, 2b Summons a
council at Reading, m his brother Rlchard's absence, to oppose the tyranny of
Longchamp, bishop of El),, guardian of the realm, 389 . Is seduced from his
allegiance by the offers of Phlhp of France, 39 ° Abets Phxhp's invasion of
Normandy, 395- Claims the kingdom of England, as heir to his brother, whom
he reported to be dead, 396 Returns to France, and openly acknowledges his
alliance with Philip, zb All his possessions in England for felted on account of this
treason, 399 The lacomc letter sent him by PhJhp on Rlchard's release, _b His
treacherous conduct to Phlhp, prewous to his submitting to his brother, 4oo
Retrospect of his measures to secure the succession, while his brother was absent
in Palestine, 4o8 H_s accession to the crown on R_chard's death, _b Concludes
a peace with Phlhp, 4o9 Procures a divorce from his wife, and espouses Isabella,
daughter of the count o2 Augouleme, who had been married to the count de la
Marche, 41 o. His nobles refuse to attend him to quell the commotions m France,
without a confirmation of their privileges, zb But are intimidated by him, 41 i
Incenses the Norman barons against him, zb Violates his engagements to Phihp,
zb Takes young Arthur, duke of Britanny, prisoner, with the count de la Marche.
and other Norman Barons, 413- His conference with Arthur, zb Kills him, zb
Generally detested for this cruel act, 414 Is summoned before Philip to answer
for this murder, and, on non-appearance, sentenced to for felt all his royalties m
l_rance, 415 Besieges Alengon, but obliged to abandon it by the address of
Philip, zb Resigns himself to a stupid reactivity, 416 Flies over to England on the
taking of Chateau Gaillard, 418 The possession of Normandy recovered by the
French, 419 Oppresses his barons for deserting him m Normandy, zb. Makes
ineffectual preparations for recovering Normandy. _b Makes a disgraceful ex-
pedltlon to Rochelle, zb Remarks on the tendency of his behaviour. 42o His
conduct on the clandestine election of Reginald to the see of Canterbury. 42 i
Procures John de Gray, bishop of Norwich, to be elected. 422 Appeals to the
pope on the occasion, zb His rage on the pope's setting aside both competitors,
and appointing cardinal Langton to the primacy, 424 Expels the monks of
Christ-church, zb Is threatened with an interdict, 4_ 5 His opposition and inca-
pacity to support it. zb The kingdom interdicted, and the immediate con-
sequences of it, _b His retaliation, 426 His cruel treatment of Wllham de
Braouse's wife and son. 428 Is excommunicated, zb His treatment of Geoffrey,
archdeacon of Norwich, zb His bishops withdraw themselves out of the king-
dom, _b Is deserted by his noblhty, zb Proposes a conference with Langton. but
his terms rejected by him, zb His subjects absolved from their allegxance to him,
43 ° His kingdom offered by the pope to Phlhp of France, who prepares an
armament to take possession of It. _b Assembles hxs vassals at Dover, to oppose
him, 431 Is prevailed on by the legate Pandolf, to submit to the pope, ib Resigns
his kingdom to the pope, 432 His mean homage to Pandolf, 433. His cruel
resentment to Peter of Pomfret, zb Proposes an invasion of France, but _s
deserted by hxs barons, 435 His abject submissions to Langton and the prelates
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who returned with him, tb The exorbitant claims of restitution b_ his clergy
436 The interdict taken off, _b Makes a frmtless expedition to France, zb His
barons confederate for a renewal of their charter of liberties, 438 Their tormal
demand thereof, 439 Yields the right of investitures to hJs clerg_ to attach them
to him, zb Appeals to the pope against his barons, zb Refuses to grant their
demands, 44 ° They commence hostlhtles dgamst him, zb He signs the great
charter of English hbertles, 442 Makes farther concessions to them, 446
Twenty-five barons appointed conservators of this charter, 447 "Fakes secret

measures to oppose his barons, and apphes to the pope, zb Receives forces from
abroad, _ _th the pope's bull against the great charter, 449 Besieges and takes
the castle of Rochester, _b His cruel treatment of the garrison, and devastatton
in the open country, tb The barons oiler the kingdom to Lew is, son of Philip of
France, 45 ° Is defeated by the French soldiers on the arrr¢al of Le'_ is, 4 _ 1 D_es,
452 H_s character, zb His children, 253 Granted the first charter to the c_tv of
London, _b His cruel extortion of mone_ from aver) rich Jet, n 69

JOHN kmg of France, son of Phlhp de Valois, puts the constable d'Eu to death n
944 Seizes Charles, king of Navarre, and imprisons him, _45 Is defeated and
taken prisoner at Polctlers. by prince Eduard, 251 Is noblv treated bv Eduard,
zb Is carried to London, 253 Concludes a dishonourable treat,_ with Edward,
which is disclaimed b_ the dauphin, _56 Recovers his hbert'¢ by the treat) of
Bretlgm, 959 Ratifies this treatv at Calais, z6o Returns to England, and
dies, 261

JOHN. Don, of Austria, _s appointed governor of the Low Countries, on the death
of Requesens, iv 174 Is forced to agree to the treaty called the pacification of
Ghent, zb Breaks this treaty, and seizes Namur, zb ProJects a marriage with
Mary queen of Scots, zb Gains an advantage over the Flemlngs at Gemblours, IV
a 76 Is poisoned, as supposed, by Philip, zb

JOHN III. duke of Brltann), marries his brother's daughter, as his heiress, to
Charles de Blois, u 217

JOHN OF GAUNT See Lancaster
JONES colonel, contributes to the defeat of Charles I at Chester, _ 476

JONES, Inlgo, is prosecuted by the parhament, tor assisting in rebmldmg the ca-
thedral of St Paul. Vl 149

JONSON compared with Shakespeare as a dramatic urlter, _ 15_
JOSEPH, Michael, instigates an resurrection in Cornv, al against Henry VII, m "55

Defeated and executed, 58
JOURNALS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS when the'¢ first began to be regularl_ kept,

v 36
JovcF, cornet, seizes Charles I at Holdenb_, and carries him to the army, v 497
JUDGES itinerant, why first appointed, 1 474 Their answer to the question pro-

pounded to them b_, Henry VIII respecting attainders, m _68 Patents given
them, during good behaviour, b_ Charles I, v 33 ° Four d_splaced by James II
preparatory to trying the case of Sir Edward Hales, _ 474.

JUDGMENT OF GOD. in the Anglo-Saxon law, what, _ _8o
JULIUS II pope, his character, 111 8 9 Joins in a league with the emperor, and the

kings of France and Spain, against the Venet_ans, tb Declares war against the
duke of Ferrara, zb Interdicts the council of Pisa, 91 The Swiss in h_s interest
drive the French out of Milan, and reinstate Max_mxhan Sforza, 95 Dies, and IS

succeeded by Leo X, _b See Leo X
JULIUS IIL pope, his joy at the return of England to _ts obedience to the church of

Rome, in 4_6 H_s commission to cardinal Pole w lth respect to church-lands,
497, note

JULIUS AGRICOLA See Agrzcola
JULIUS CAESAR See Caesar
JURIES. origin of the appointment of, for judicial decisions, i 77
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JURISPRUDENCE revival of the Roman, and its advantages over those modes
which preceded its revival, n 5_o Why it did not become the municipal law of
England, zb

JURORS, antaently pumshed by free and imprisonment for finding a verdict con-
trary to the dlrectaon of thejudges, iv 359

JURY, a life of the purltamcal names of, at the ume of the commonwealth, Vl 69,
note

JUSTICE OF PEACE, the first mstatUtlOn of that office, n 141
JUSTICIARY, chaef, that office when abohshed, n 142.
JUSTINIAN'S PANDECTS, the accidental finding of, how far advantageous to the

revaval of civil pohcy, n 5_o

JUTES. where they settled m Britain, a _o, note
JUXON. is made bashop of London and high treasurer, v _ 55 Resigns, 309 . Attends

Charles I at his execution, 559

KENDRED. king of Mercia, resigns has crown, and ends his days an penance at Rome,
a. 41

K_NR1C, the Saxon, defeats the Britons fighting against his father Cerdic, _ 2

KENT. history of the Saxon kingdom of, 1 _5
KENT earl of, brother to Edward II engages with queen Isabella, m a consplracv

against his brother, aa a68 Pursues Edward to Bristol, i69 Is msnared by the
arts of Mortamer, condemned and executed, a 87

KENT, maid of See Barton, Ehzabeth
KET, a tanner, excites and heads an insurrection in Norfolk, against inclosures, m

372 Is defeated by Dudley, earl of Warwlc, and executed, _b
KILDARE, earl of, made deputy of Ireland, under the duke of Richmond, m _o 7

Is called over to answer for has conduct, and dies m prison, zb His son, with five
uncles, executed for joining the Irish rebels, zb

KILKENNY councd of, a cessataon agreed wath, by the earl of Ormond, "_ 4_6

Glamorgan's treaty _ lth, 48o Concludes a peace with Ormond, and engages to
assist the king, va. 8

KILSYTH, battle of. between the earl of Montrose, and the covenanters, v 477

KIMBOLTON, lord takes part with the commons, in their disputes with Charles I, v
361 Is impeached by the king, 365

KING OF ENGLAND, a summary _lew of his power as a feudal prince, a 461 Naturally
favoured by the common people. 464 Heard causes often personally in their
court, 473 All who act under the authority of ham for the tame being, indemni-
fied from future attainder by statute, ui 5° Observations on thas lab, _b Extent
of his power at the time of Henry VII. 73

K1RKALDYOF GRANGE. commander of the castle of Edinburgh, declares for queen

Mary, 1_ 16o. Is reduced by the English, and executed by his countrymen, a6a
K1RKE, colonel has savage cruelty after the battle of Sedgmoor, "_ 462
KIRKPATRIC. the crest and motto of that family, whence derived, u x39
KNEVET Sir Thomas, engages the French admiral Pramauget, off the coast of

Bratanny, and the two admirals blown up, in 94
KNIGHTS formerly distinguished in battle only by the ensigns on thear shaelds.

a 4o6.
KNIGHTS-FEES, the number of those estabhshed by Walham the conqueror, n 53

How the number decreased, zb

KNIGHTS OF SHIRES. to assist m parliament, when they f_rst began to be appointed,
n 35 See Commons

KNOLLS. Sar Robert, invades France from Calais, but as defeated by Du Guesehn,

n _69
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K_,4ox.John. the Scots reformer, remarks on his account of the murder of cardinal
Beaton, Ul. 347. note Arrives in Scotland from Gene_a, i_ 22 Inspires the

people with zeal against poper). 23 Riot thereupon, zb Becomes chmfdlrector
of the CongregaUon of the Lord, 25 Instigates the people and preachers to insult
queen Mary on her arrival, for her adherence to the catholic religion. 39 His
insolent speeches to Mary, on her kind overtures to him, 4 ° Defends the out-
rages committed in the queen's chapel, 43 Insults lord Darnley on his marriage
with Mary, 72

L&BOUR, the price of, attempted in _ain to be reduced by parliament, in the reign
of Edward III, n 981 And commodities, remarks on the comparative prmes of,
at the time of Henry VII, and now, 111 7 8

LACI Roger de. constable of Chester, has gallant defence of Chateau Galliard for
John against Philip of France. 1 417 His generous treatment by Philip w hen the
place was taken, _b

L_.MBERT, a schoolmaster, controverts the real presence, nl 262 Is accused, and
appeals to Henry VIII, lb Henry enters into a formal disputation with him, lb
Is silenced and sentenced as a heretic, 263 Is burnt u lth great cruelt), 264

L_.MBERT, IS disappointed of the heutenanc_ of Ireland, b) the intrigues of Ohver
Cromwel, Vl 11 Follows Charles II out of Scotland into England. 34 Battle of
Worcester, 35 Cromwel appointed protector b) his means, 64 Opposes the
motion for giving Cromwel the title of king, 94 Is deprived of his commissions,
and retires with a pension. 99 Engages in the cabal of Walhngford-house, l 14
Suppresses an insurrection of royalists, and takes Sir George Booth prisoner,
119 Forms an association among the officers against the parliament, zb Is
cashiered, zb Expels the parliament, 1_o Establishes the committee of safety.
zb Marches northward to meet Monk, _26 Is comtmtted to the To,aer, 128

Escapes, 137 Is re-taken by Ingoldsb'_, 138 Is excepted from the act of indem-
nity on the restoration, 159 Is tried, 179. Is reprieved and confined in
Guernsey, 182

LAMBETH, a council summoned there, by Anselm, archbishop of Canterbu13, to

enquire into the lawfulness of Matilda's marrying Henry I, i 256
LA'_CASTER Edmond earl of, sent by Edward I to accommodate differences _lth

Philip king of France, n 96 Makes an unsuccessful attack upon Gmenne, 113
Dies. zb

LANCASTER, Thomas earl of, h_s character, opulence, and power, n 15o Heads a
confederacy of barons against Piers Gavaston. lb Comes to parliament with an
armed retinue, and demands the banishment ofGavaston, ib Is made heredltar_

stew ard, 151 Forms another confederacy against Gavaston, 153 Raises an arm)
against the king, ib Puts Gavaston to death, x54 Insists on a renewal of the
ordinances after the defeat of Bannockburn, 16o Combines with the barons to

ruin the Despensers, 161 Opposes the king with an army 163 ls defeated b'_'
Sir Andrew Harcla, and executed, 164 His character, lb

LANCASTER, earl of, brother and heir to Thomas earl of joins the conspiracy of
Isabella and Mortimer, against Edward II, n 168 Edward delivered into his

custody, and confined in Kenilworth-castle, 17 ° Is suspected of favouring the
king, who is therefore taken out of his hands, 172 Is appointed guardian to the
young king. i 83

LANCASTER, Henry earl of, is engaged in fruitless negoclations for peace between
Edward III and ]ohn king of France, at Avignon, n 245 Is sent with an army
into Normandy, 248 Is created duke of Lancaster. 258 Endeavours an accom-
modation between Edward and John of France, his prisoner. 2b
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LANCASTER. John of Gaunt, duke of, son to Edward III, accompanies his brother

In his expedition to Castile, ll 265 Marries the daughter of Henry duke of, zb
Espouses for hls second wife, the daughter of Peter king of Castile, 267 His
army in France, harassed and destroyed, 970 The administration of govern-
ment committed to him by his father, zb His great authority during the minority
of Richard II, 287 Consequences of his pretensions to the crown of Castile, 988.
His unsuccessful attempts in Brltanny, 289. His palace at the Savoy burnt by the
rabble, 291 Disappointed in hopes of obtaining Castile, 295 Returns home, 304
Obtains a grant of the duchy of Gulenne, zb Relinquishes it. zb Dies, 313
Succeeded by his son the duke of Hereford, 314 See Hereford

LANCASTER Henry duke of, his character, n 3a4 Comes over on the embarkation
of Rachard II for Ireland, 325 Increase of his army, zb Seizes Bristol, and

executes some of Richard's ministers without trial, _b Obtains possession of the
king's person, and assembles a parliament in his name, 316 Procures his depo-
sition, 321 His challenge of the crown, zb Reflections on has ostensible pre-
tensions, zb Calls a parliament by his own authority, 322 See Henry IV

LANCASTER. James, his successful captures from the Spamards, and expedition to
Brazd, iv 996 Commands the first fleet fitted out by East-India company, 375,

LANCASTER, Thomas earl of, a curious view of h_s annual expences, n 18_
LAND See Feudal System.
LANDAIS. Peter, a corrupt minister of the duke of Britanny, bribed by Edward IV

to persuade his master to dehver up Henry earl of Richmond, u 5ao Enters into
a negociatlon with Richard III to betray Rachmond, 515 Put to death by the
nobles of Bratanny, ui. 96

LANDRECY. besieged by the emperor Charles V, 111.3ol Charles forced to abandon
it by the succours of Francis, zb

LANFRANC. a Mllanese monk, made archbishop of Canterbury, 1 9o 7 His
character, zb Crowns Wdham Rufus, 929. Dies, 931

LANGHORNE. his trial for the popish plot, vi 37 °
LANGSIDE, battle of, between Mary queen of Scots, and Murray the regent, iv ao2
LANGTON cardinal, appointed archbishop of Canterbury, by pope Innocent III, m

opposition to Regmald and John de Gray, i 493 Rejects king John's proposal
towards an accommodation, 43 ° Returns to England, and receives the king's
submissions, 435 His character, 438 Stimulates the barons to an assertion of

their hberties against the oppressions of John, zb Refuses to publish the pope's
bull of excommumcatlon against the barons, 449 Is cited to Rome, and sus-
pended, zb

LANSDOWN, battle of, between the royahsts and parhamentanans, v 405
LASCELLES. accuses queen Catharme Howard of mcontinency to archbishop

Cranmer, m 984. Confirms his charge to the lord privy seal, zb
LATIMER, bishop, resigns his bishopric on the passing the law of six articles, and is

Imprisoned, m. 966. Is again imprisoned on the accession of queen Mary, 408
Is sent under a guard to Oxford, to debate on transubstantiation, 415 Is burnt
for heresy, with bashop Ridley, 437

LAUD,bishop of London, hlscharacter, v 92_ Introduces new ceremomes into the
church, 223 Is offered a cardinal's hat, 294 Becomes odious to the puritans, zb
Has behawour an the consecration of St. Catharme's church, zb Introduces

pictures into churches, 996. Exalts the regal authority, 997 Is made archbishop
of Canterbury, 935. His ungrateful prosecution of Wllhams bishop of Lincoln,
949 Is attacked by the populace in Lambeth palace, which he Is obhged to
fortify, a77 Is impeached by the house of commons, 289. Is committed to
custody, zb Is tried, 457 And executed, zb Retrospect of his conduct and
character. 458

LAUDERDALE. duke of, dissuades Charles II from rigorous measures toward Scot-
land, w. 167 Persuades the king to admit presbytery there, a68 Obstructs the
union of the two kmgdoms, intended by the king, 939. Is one of the cabal
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ministry. _b His character, 24o His being employed, voted a grievance by the
house of commons, 98_ Is sent down as commissioner to the Scots parliament,
323 . Becomes chief minister for Scotland. zb His violent and arbitrary adminis-

tration, 324 His private conduct, 325 Brings down Highland clans to ravage the
country at free quarter, 328 His death, 44 x, note

LAURENTIUS. Successor to Augustine, how he brought back Eadbald to the christian
rehgaon, 1 33

LAUTREC. marshal, the French general in Italy, defeated by the Imperialists at
Blcocca, 111 144. Rinses the siege of Bayonne, attacked by the emperor Charles
V. a59

LAw. the first written code of, In England, I 39
LAw. the study of. anciently confined to the clerg, r, 1. 473
LAw. civil, the early reception and studv of. m our umverslt_es, u 52o Motives for

its reception, zb Why it did not obtain to be the mumclpal law of England. 5 _ I
LAW, the common, first r_se of, i 78
LAw, criminal, among the Anglo-Saxons. a view of, I 174

LAw, feudal, the origin of, traced, l 83 Its mtroductaon to England, 89 The feudal
government in England delineated, zb

LAws and proclamations, difference of, explained, _ 49
LEAGUE, cathohc formed m France by the duke of Guise against the Hugonots. _

i68 Is revived, 21 _ Is headed b_ the duke of Mayenne on the death of Guise,
28i Declines on the conversion of Henry IV, 294

LEAGUE, and covenant, solemn, _s framed at Edinburgh, at the persuasion of S_r
Henry Vane. v 499 Is received by the English parhament, 493 Is renounced by
the Scots parhament, vl 17 ° Is burnt in England by the hangman, a 72

LEARNING, the decline of. from the Augustian age. to the ages of monkish barba-
rism traced, n 519 When the lowest point of depression may be dated, ,b
Gradual recovery of, ,b Circumstances which tended to the rewval and advance-
ment of, in the fifteenth century, m 81 The _tate of m queen Fhzabeth'_ reign.
Iv 385 Remarks on the state of, in Greece, v i49 Account of the re_l_al of, m

Europe, a5 ° In England, zb
LEGANTINE court, erected by cardinal Wolsey. m _94 Its oppressions checked. 126
LEGATES a latere, their power and office described, i 494, note
LEGITIMACY of birth, dasputes between c_11 and ecclesiastical courts concerning, m

the reign of Henry III, u 65 Memorable reply of the barons to the prelates on
this occasion, 66

LHCESTER. lS stormed by Charles I and taken, v 471 Is retaken b;r Fairfax after the
battle of Naseby, 474

LEICESTER. earl of, h_s insolent behaviour frustrates the conference between Henr_
II of England, and Lewis the VII of France, 1 353 Invades Suffolk, 354 Taken

prisoner by Richard de Lucy. guardian of the kingdom, zb
LEICESTER. Robert earl of, takes the command of Rouen on his return from the

crusade, and repulses the attack of Phdlp of France on that city. i 396
LEICESTER, S_mon de Mountfort, earl of, his h_storv, n 32 Marries the sister of

Henry III, widow of Wdham earl of Pembroke, _b His disputes with the king, 33
Joins with the barons against him, zb Enters into a confederacy with them, 34
Is placed at the head of the council of twenty-four, chosen bv the parhament at
Oxford, to regulate the government, 35. Their regulations, zb He procures the
banishment of the king's half-brothers, 36 Protests against Henry's cession of
Normandy to Lewis IX, 41 Henry refers the differences between them to Mar-
garet queen of France, 44 Confederates with other barons against Henrv. 45
He leagues with Lewellvn prince of Wales, who invades the borders, zb Im-
prisons the bishops who published the pope's absolution, 46 Le-,les war on the
king, zb Takes prince Edward prisoner, 47 Restores him on treaty with the king,
48. His son sent to the assembly of the states of France at Amiens, on the appeal
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made to Lewis, zb Rejects the arbitration of Lewis, and renews the war, 49 His
message to the king how answered, 51 Defeats Henry at Lewes, and takes him
prisoner, 52 Proposes another appeal to arbitration, ab His imperious behav-
iour on this victory, 53 Ruins the trade of the nation, and encourages piracy, 54
Is menaced with excommunication, which he braves and defeats, 55 Calls a

parliament, forms a house of commons, and appoints members to be sent by the
boroughs, 56 Reflections on this memorable event, 57 Employs this parliament
to crush his rivals, zb His treatment of prince Edward, whom he detained in
custody, 58 Edward escapes from ham, 59 His son Simon defeated by prince
Edward, _b Himself defeated and killed at Evesham by Edward, 59 Review of
his character and conduct, 6o His wife and children banished, 62 His sons

assassinate their cousin Henry d'Almalne at Vlterbo, ab
I_ICESTFR lord Robert Dudley created earl of, and proposed as a husband b_

queen Elizabeth to Mary queen of Scots, iv 67 His character. _b ls suspected of
murdering his w lfe, to make way for his expectations of obtaining Elizabeth, _b
Declines the proposal of Mary, 2b Is appointed one of the commissioners to
inquire into the conduct of Mary, 111. Writes a letter to Mary, recommending

the duke of Norfolk to her for a husband, 127 Discovers Norfolk's designs to
Ehzabeth, 128 Reports that Samler, the duke of Anjou's agent, acquired an
ascendancy over Elizabeth by Incantations, 19 ° His marriage discovered to the
queen by Slmler, zb Attempts the life of Slmier, zb Forms an associauon of
courtiers for the protection of the queen against all violence or conspiracy, 205
Commands the forces sent over to the Umted Provinces, 216 H_s transactions

there, 217 Returns to England, 219 Advises the poisoning of queen Mary, 228
Returns to Holland where his conduct is complained of, 258 Is recalled by the
queen, 259 Commands a body of forces at Tilbury, to oppose the Spamsh
invasion, 264 Dies, 283 Instance of his magmflcent manner of hving, 382

LEIGHrON, is severely sentenced m the star-chamber, for hbelhng the king and
queen, v. 23o Recovers his liberty, and obtains damages. 296

LEIPSIC, battle of between Gustavus king of Sweden, and the Imperial general Tllly,
v 219, 220

LEITH, as fortified by the regent of Scotland, iv 27 Is reduced by the English, 3°
Is fortified with great zeal by the covenanters, v 263

LENOX, Matthew Stuart earl of, _s sent by Francis. with a promise of succours to

cardinal Beaton and the queen dowager of Scotland, ni. 297 Entertains hopes
of marrying the queen dowager, 3ol Patromses the protestant interest in Scot-
land. 3o2 Applies to England for assistance, _b Is forced by Arran to fly to
England, and marries Henry's niece, 3o5 Is invited to Scotland with his son lord
Darnley, iv 69 Imploresjustlce for the murder of his son, 86 Is cited to make
good his charge on Bothwell, _b Protests against the precipitate trial of Bothwell,
who as acquitted, 87. Claims the regency, as grandfather to the young king James
vI, 99- Appears before the commissioners at Hampton-court, to implore ven-
geance for the murder of his son, 111 Is chosen heutenant or governor of
Scotland, on the death of Murray, 134 Is made regent by Ehzabeth's allowance,
zb Delivers up the earl of Northumberland to Ehzabeth, 159 Is seized, and put
to death, by queen Mary's party, 16o

LENOX, count d'Aublgney created earl of, iv 184 Causes the earl of Morton to be
tried and executed, zb. The king taken out of his hands by an assoclat_on of

nobility, 196 Retires to France, where he dies, 197. The kindness of James to has
family, ab

LENT, the fast of, estabhshed in the kingdom of Kent, a 33.
LENTHAL, lS chosen speaker of the long parhament, v 285. His answer to the king's

personal enquiry after the five members, 367 Goes to Hounslow-heath, with the
speaker of the house of lords, to desire protection from the army, 5o7 Is
reinstated, 5o8. Is chosen speaker m parhament under the protectorate, w 7 °
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Resumes his place as speaker, at the restoration of the long parliament, i i6 Is
prevented from going to parliament by Lambert, who puts an end to it, 12o
Continues speaker at ItS second restorauon, 127

L'HoSPITAL, chancellor of France, h_s pleas to elude the restitution of Calais to
queen Ehzabeth, 1_ 117

LIfo X, pope, his character, in 95 Sends a vessel with wine and hams to Henry VII1
and his court, 96 Excommunicates Lewis XII of France, and all who adhere to

the council of Pisa, 97 Takes off the excommunication from Lewis, lo 9 His
motives to the sale of indulgences, 137 Remarks on his conduct on this occasion,

zb The produce from the sale of, how applied by him i38 Bestows the title of
Defender of the Fazth on Henry VIII, 14o Dies, _b

LEOFRIC, duke of Mercia. his contest with Harold, son of earl Godw in, 1 137
LEOLF the robber kills king Edmund at a feast, 1 8 9

LEONARD'S hospital in Yorkshire. tumult occasioned b}_ an ancient privilege en-
joyed by. u 468

LEOPOLD, archduke of Austria. arrests Richard I of England, in his return from
Palestine, i 394

LESLEY. bishop of Ross is appointed by Mary queen of Scots one of her commis-
sioners in the cause between her and Murray the regent, iv i o 7 Refuses to repl_
to Murray's allegations at Hampton-court, 111 He and his associates break up
the conference, 113 Ehzabeth's repl,r to them, _ 14 Complains to the English
council of their insincerity toward Mary, 137 Engages in the duke of Norfolk's
conspiracy, 155 Is imprisoned. 158

LESLEY earl of Leven, See Leven

LESLEY David, defeats the earl of Montrose at Phlhp-haugh in the forest, 478
Commands the Scots army against Ohver Cromwel, Vl 29 Follows Cromuet m
his retreat to Dunbar, 3° Is ordered to attack Cromwel, and is defeated, lb

LESLY, Norman, son of the earl of Rothes, distlngmshes h_mself at the battle of
Ancram. ni 3o8

LEVELLERS. their plan for government after the death of Charles 2, Vl 3
IA!VEN, Lesley earl of. marches with a Scots army to the assistance of the Enghsh

parliament against Charles I. v 423 Joins Sir Thomas Falrfax. 433 Assists in the
defeat of prince Rupert at Marston-moor, 435 Marches northuard, and takes
Newcastle by storm, 438 Reduces Carhsle, 476 The king puts himself into the
hands of the army when before Newark, 485 Surrenders the king to the parha-
mentary commissioners, 49 °

LEVISON. Sir Richard commands a fleet in an expedition to the coasts of Spare. ix
348 Attacks the Harbour of Cerimbra, and takes a rich carrack there, zb

LEWELLYN, prince of Wales. applies to Henrv III for protection against his
rebellious son Griffin, n 45 Renews his host'flities on the death of Griffin, tb

Is succeeded by Grlffln's son Lewellyn, zb
LEWELLYN, son tO Griffin, succeeds his grandfather in the prlnc_palltv of Wales, n

45 Renews the homage to Henr), zb Confederates with Leicester, and invades
England, zb Is pardoned, but cabals with the barons again, 79 Is summoned bv
Edward I to renew his homage. _b Is subdued by Edward on has non-compliance.
81 Is defeated and killed by Mornmer on occasmn of new disputes,
zb His brother David tried as a traitor, and executed, zb

LEWES, battle of, between Henry III and his barons, headed by the earl of Leicester.
n 51 The treaty called the Mzse of, 53

LEwis the gross, king of France, disturbs Normandy, i 269 Endeavours to restore
Wdham son of duke Robert, zb Defeated by Henr) I. 27o Was the first estab-

hsher of corporanons, and with what view, 468
LEwis VII, king of France. betrothes his sister Constant_a to Eustace, eldest son of

Stephen king of England, a 283 Divorces Eleanor heiress of Gulenne, 293
Affiances his daughter Margaret to Henry, eldest son of Henry II, of England
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302 Anecdotes of a conference between him and Henry II in relation to Becket,
archbishop of Canterbury, 328 Disgusted at his daughter Margaret not being
cro_ned with prince Henry, 33 ° Exhorts the pope to excommunicate king
Henry, 335 Encourages the revolt of prin(e Henry against his father, 351
Besieges Vernoml, m conjunction with prince Henry, 352 His fraudulent be-
hawour to king Henry here, zb Has a (onference w_th Henry, _b Disappointed
in another treacherous scheme against Rouen, 357 Deceives Henry again, zb
Peace concluded between him and Henry, _b Becomes superstitious, and makes
a pilgrimage to Becket's shrine, 362

LE_IS, eldest son of Phlhp of France, married to Blanche of Castile, niece of John
king of England, 1 41o The barons of England offer him the kingdom, 45 °
Arrtves m England with an army, 451 Loses his influence among the English
barons by his imprudence, zb The barons who adhere to him excommumcated
by the pope's legate, u 8 They desert him, _b The city of Lincoln taken from
him by the earl of Pembroke, zb The French fleet coming to his assistance,
defeated by the Enghsh, 9- Concludes a peace w_th Pembroke, and goes back to
France, zb Succeeds his father Philip m the kingdom of France, a 4

LE_Is VIII, invades Poictou, and takes Rochelle, n a 4
LEwis IX, of France his character, u 4o His conduct towards the English, zb

Obtains a cession of Normandy from Henry I II, 41 Henry refers the differences
between him and Leicester to his queen Margaret, 44 Another reference made
to hzs arbitration, 48 Decides in favour of Henry, 49 Engaged prince Edward
m a crusade, 63 Dies at Tunis in Africa, zb His character, zb

LEWIS X1, king of France, his character, and ambitious views, n 467 Protects the
earl of Warwlc, 471 Leagues with him and queen Margaret, 472 Assists Wart tc
with a fleet. 474 Buys peace of Edward IV at a tribute during his hfe, 482
Interwew between them, 486 Farther transactions between them, zb Ransoms
queen Margaret, 488 Reflections on his conduct toward the duke of Burgundy
and his daughter, zb Concludes a peace with Maxlmahan king of the Romans,
and marries the dauphin to his daughter Margaret, m 25

LEWIS XI! of France. subdues the duchy of Milan, m 64 Engages Ferdinand of
Spare to assist him in seizing Naples, 88 Outwitted by him, zb Joins in a league
against the Venetlans, 89 His nephew Gaston de Folx defeats the Spamsh and
papal armies, but is killed, 95 Loses his conquests m Italy, _b Excommumcated
by pope Leo X, 97 Sends rehef to Terouane, besieged by Henry VIII, io 3
Concludes a treaty with Ferdinand, and otfers his daughter for one of his grand-
sons, lO 9 Empowers the duke de Longuevllle prisoner in England, to conclude
a treaty with Henry, a 1o, Stipulates to pay the arrears of the pension due to
England, _b Marries Henry's sister, and dies quickly after, l l 1

LE'_,IS XIV, succeeds to the crown of France, an Infant, vi 76 Meets Philip of Spain
at the Pyrenees, and espouses his daughter, 121 .Joins the Dutch in the war with
England, 2ol His person and character described, 216 Forms pretensions to
the dutchy of Brabant. m right of his queen, 2a 7 His rapid conquests m the Lob
Countries, 218 His haughty behaviour to the courts of Europe, _b The triple
alhance formed against him, 221 His art m bringing Charles II over to the
French interest, 244 H_s sudden _rrupt_on into Lorrain, 245. Declares war
against Holland, 256 Marches a large army to the Dutch frontiers, 257 His
rapid successes m the Low Countries, _69 Enters Utrecht, 263. His demands
from the Dutch deputies sent to implore peace, 265 Is opposed at last by the
prince of Orange, _72 Enters Into treaty with Charles II to restore popery in
England, 286 note Operations of the prmce of Cond_ and marshal Turenne,
291 Serves as a volunteer under the prince of Cond@, _97 Takes Cond_ bv
storm, 300 His receptton of the earl of Feversham sent w_th the terms of peace
to htm, 3 a 2 Takes Ghent and Ypres, 3_5 Treaty at Nlmeguen concluded, 319
His prosperous s_tuatxon by this treaty, 32o. H_s haughty and arbitrary treat-
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ment of the European powers, 442 Revokes the edict of Nantz, 47 ° A league
formed against hlm by the prince of Orange, 499 Informs James of the prince
of Orange's schemes, 5o5 Receives James kindly on his abdication, 52o His
great regard for hterature, 541

LEWIS, Dr a Welsh physician employed to negoclate a marriage between the prin-
cess Elizabeth, daughter of Edward IV and Henr) earl of Richmond, u 511

LEYDEN Is besieged by the Spamards, _v i72

LIBERTY,civil, the revival of arts favourable to, n 52 _ Instance shewing the barons
to have been sensible of this, zb note A regular plan formed b_r the commons at
the commencement of the reign of Charles I for the estabhshment of, * 16o

LIDINGTON, Maitland of, is sent by the protestant association m Scotland, called the
Congregatzon of the Lord. to request assistance of queen Elizabeth, iv 28 Is again
sent to thank her, and request farther aid, 33 Is made secretary of state by queen
Mary, 38 Is sent to London with Mary's comphments to Ehzabeth, and to
reqmre a declaration of her nobles, to protect prince James, and punish the
murderers of his father, 94 Assists at the conferences concerning Mary, before
the Enghsh and Scots commissioners, _o 7 Encourages the duke of Norfolk in
the hopes of espousing Mary, i a o Takes part with Klrkaldy of Grange in favour
of Mary, and is supposed to have killed himself, on the suppression of the party
by Elizabeth, 16_

LILBURNE. his cruel prosecution in the star-chamber, and resolution in suffering,

v _44 Recovers his hberty, and obtains damages, 296 Is Imprisoned b_ the
parhament for his seditious writings, vl 13 Is acquitted on trial bv the ne,a
statute of treasons, 39 Is again tried and acquitted, during the protectorate, 68

LILIBALLERO, on what occasion this song was made, vl 5_6

L1LLA, an officer of king Edwin's army, his extraordinary fidehty to him, l 36
LIMERIC IS besieged and taken by Ireton, vl 43
LINCOLN, the clty of, taken from Lewis by the earl of Pembroke, n 8 Is taken for

the long parhament by the earl of Manchester, v 435
LINCOLN, John, earl of, his family and character, ui 19 Retires to the court of the

duchess of Burgundy, zb Commands Simnel's army, and is kdled at the battle of
Stoke, 21

LINCOLNSHIRE, insurrection headed there by Sir Robert Welles, m the reign of
Edward IV, n 47 ° The insurgents defeated by the king, 471

LINDESEY, earl of, is sent to the relief of Rochelle, but is unable to pass the mole,
v 2o 5 Signs a protestation against the hturgy, 257 Commands under the king
at the battle of Edge-hill, 395 Is mortally wounded, and taken prxsoner, 396

LISLE, Dudley lord, commands the fleet of Henry VIII m an invasion of Scotland
m 3o5

LISLE, lady, the cruel prosecution of, vi 464
LITERATURE, the state of, m queen Ehzabeth's reign, iv 385
LITURGY, one framed by a committee of b_shops and divines, ui 364 In what

respects it dxffered from the old mass book, ib Is revised, 385 Is authorised by
parliament, 39 ° Is suppressed by the restoration of the mass by queen Mary,,
4 a 5 Is restored by queen Ehzabeth. iv 12 Is abohshed b) the assembly ofd_vlnes
at Westminster, v 45 _ Is again admitted at the restoratmn Vl 165

LOANS, arbitrarily exacted by queen Elizabeth from her subjects, iv 361 A general
one reqmred by Charles I, v 176 Persons confined for refusal, 178 Other
oppressions exercised against them, a 8o

LOCHLEVIN castle, Mary queen of Scots confined there, iv 96 She makes her
escape from thence, lol

LOCKHART IS made governor of Dunkirk by Ohver Cromwel, _ 1. _o_ His scruples
when applied to by Monk, to join in restoring the king, 135

LOLLARDS, the followers of Wlckhffe the reformer, their tenets, n 326 Favoured

by the duke of Lancaster, 327 One burnt for heresy, 336 Another, 349 Prose-
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CUtlOn of lord Cobham as their head, 355' His transactions and execuuon, 356
The points of reformation aimed at by them, 357 The doctrines of Martin
Luther embraced by them, ui 139 See Heresy, and Rejormatzon

LONDON, a flourishing Roman colony there, destroyed, and the inhabitants massa-
cred by the Britons. 1 9 Burnt by the Danes 59 Rebuilt by Alfred, 7° Submits
to William duke of Normandy. 189 The liberties of, confirmed, but the inhab-
Itants disarmed by him, a92 A synod summoned there, 214 Another, 275
Charter granted to, by king Henry I. 278 The citizens summoned to a council
to recognize the pretensions of the empress Matilda, 290 Computation of the

number of its inhabitants at this time, 291 Revolts against Matilda, zb Massacre
of Jews there at the coronation of Richard I, 279 Its first charter of incorpo-
ration, when granted, 453 Tumults excited there m favour of the barons, by Fltz
Richard the mayor, n 46, 49 The citizens rise m favour of queen Isabella, and
murder the bishop of Exeter. 169 They put Baldoc the chancellor m Newgate.
and kill him bv bad usage, 17 ° Great destruction there by the plague, 243 John
king of France brought prisoner to, 253 Its charter seized bv Richard I, 3o5 .
The chapter lands of that see_ seized by Henry VIII, nl 287 An resurrection of
apprentices and others there, to oppose the encouraging foreign artificers. 327
Queen Mary's title acknowledged by the magistrates of, m opposition to lady
Jane Gray. 4o 5. Twent_ thousand die there of the plague brought from Havre
de Grace, iv 64 The royal exchange bruit by Sir Thomas Gresham, 379 The
number of foreigners m, at this time, zb Great plague there in James's reign, v
13 The number ofmhabltants at this time, zb Is the center of all the commerce
of the kingdom, _o The continued concourse of the gentry there, discouraged
by James I, 133 He renews the edicts against increasing bmldmgs m, zb Brick-
buildings m, by whom introduced, 141 Another plague in, 161 Refuses a loan
to the king, 176 Ship-money levied on it by Charles, zb Refuses another loan to
the klng_ 278 Petitions for a parliament, 28o The treatv with the Scots at
Rippon, adjourned to, 28'_ Petitions for a total alteration of church govern-
ment, 3oo The king comes to the common-councd, 367 The clt_ petition
parliament, as also the porters and apprentices, 371 Takes part with the parha-

ment against the king, 387 Its trained bandsiom the earl of Essex, 398 Sends
four regiments of militia to Essex, 415 Its militia ordered out by the parhament

to defend it against the arm_, 5o2 Petitions the parliament against the change
of its militia, which the populace oblige It to grant, 5o7 The common counc_l
refuse an assessment to the long parliament on its restoration, and declare _or
a free parliament, Vl 131 Lends money to Charles II for the Dutch war, i94
Great plague of. 2oo Is burnt, _o 5 Good effects of this calamity, 2o6. Disputes
between the citizens and S_r Robert Clayton, lord-mayor, about the election of
sherxffs, 382 Disputes between the citizens and Sir John Moore, on the same
occasion, 42o A writ ofquo warranto issued against the city, 421 Conditions on
which the charter was restored. 424 The mayor, aldermen, and a deputation of
the common-councd, summoned to the convention parliament. 522

LOnDON-BRIDGE, when first flmshed of stone, 1 454
LO'_GBEARD See Fztz Osbert

LONGCHAMP, btshop of El'c, see Ely
LONGUE_clLLE, duke of, defeated and taken prisoner by Henry VIII at the battle of

Spurs. ni lo 3 Negoclates a peace between Henry and Lewis, 1lo
LONGUEVILLE, duchess dowager of. see Guzse, Mary of
LOPEZ, Roderigo, physician to queen Elizabeth, is executed for receiving a bribe

from the Spamsh ministry to poison her, iv 293
LORDS. house of, their proceedings m settling the plan of government during the

minority of Richard If, IL 286 Their proceedings against the king's ministry at

the instigation of the duke of Gloucester, 3oo. The Irregularity of their judicial
proceedings, 3on The duke of Gloucester's accusation against the duke of Nor-
folk, 312 Duel between them prevented by the king, 3 _3 Tumults among, at the
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accession of Henry IV, 334 Debate on the pretensions of Richard duke of York
447 Acknowledge his right of successxon and present administration. 448 Con-
demn the duke of Clarence, brother to Edward IV, 491 Their charge against
cardinal Wolsey, 111 185 Frame the bill of six articles, for abolishing diversity of
opinions m rehgxon, 265 Henr_ complains to them of the diversity of rehglons,
273 Their flattery to Cromwel earl of Essex, zb Condemn Cromwel without
trial, 275 Petition the king to lay his marriage with Anne of Cleves before the

convocation, 277 The lord Mountjo_ protests against the bill estabhshlng a
council to judge offences against the king's proclamations, 3oo Pass a bill of

attainder against the duke of Norfolk, 319 Lord Seymour attainted, 363 Pass
a severe law against treason, which is altered by the commons, 391 Frame a poor
bill, which xsrejected by the commons, 392 Are impatient to have the succession
of the crown settled, iv 8a Check the commons, by the queen's order, from
debating on matters of religious reformation. 141 Are refused a conference

desired with the commons, 181 The commons dxspute wlth them concerning
punctilios, 3o3 Send a bill to the commons for entaihng the crown lands on the
king and his successors, which is refused, v 2_ The number of lords m the
house, m the reign of James I, 123 Impeachment of the earl of Bristol, and duke
of Buckingham, 169. Procure the earl of Arundel's hberty, 172 Remarks on
their conduct during the disputes between the king and the commons, i95 Pass
the petition of right, 197 Are dissolved, 215 Their interposition with the
commons m the long parhament requested by the king, 272 A committee of,

joined to one of the lower house, appointed to sit during the recess of parlia-
ment, 331 A committee of, w_th one of the commons, appointed to attend the
king to Scotland, zb The commons declare an intention of setting their author-
lty asxde, without they concur with them, 361 The bishops votes in, taken away,
373 The majority of the peers retire to the king at York, 383 For those trans-
actions whereto the remainder concur with the commons, see Parhament Are

obliged to pass the self-denying ordinance. 448 Chuse Lord Hunsdon speaker,
on Manchester's going to the army, 5o8 Reject the vote of the commons for
bringing the king to a trial, 532 The house of, voted useless, dangerous, and to
be abolished, 546 A house of, summoned by the protector, which the ancaent
peers refuse to attend, vl 99. Thelrjurlsdlctlon refused to be acknowledged b_
the commons, _oo The peers resume their seats m the parhament, following the
final dissolution of the long one, 139 Charles II proclaxmed, Ib The bishops
restored to their seats, 173. Refuse to commit Clarendon to custody on the
impeachment of the commons, 214 Vote Clarendon's letter to them, a hbet, _ 15
Their disputes _lth the commons on Skinner's case, 236 Differences with the
commons on thexr altering a money-bill, 247 Endeavour to introduce a ne,_
test-act, enforcing passive obedience, 293 Great disputes between, and the com-
mons, on the case of Fag and Shirley, 294 Are prevailed on by the duke of York
to admit an exception m his favour in the net test-act, 349 Refuse to commit
Danby on his impeachment by the commons, 352 Pass the bill of attainder
against Danby, 36o Resume the business of the popish plot, zb The right of the
bishops to vote In Danby's case denied by the commons, 369 . Reject the exclusion
ball. 391 Free the popish lords impeached bv the commons, 457 Take the
speech of James II into consaderation, at the motion of Compton bishop of
London, 469 . Assume the administration of government on the king's fhght,

517 . Desire the prince of Orange to assume the government, and summon a
convention, 521 Their debates on the question of a new king or a regency. 525
Their conference with the commons, 526

LORDS of articles in the Scots parliament, an account of their restitution, v 333
Are abohshed, zb

LORNE. lord, son of the earl of Argyle, obtains the gift of his father's for felture, Vl.
17o Is condemned on the statute of leasing making. 224 Is pardoned by the
king, zb Retrospect of his life, 413 Is created earl of Argyle, zb See Argyle
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LORR_.INE. cardinal of. see Guzw Advises his niece. Mary queen of Scots. to rigour
against the protestant leaders who had taken armies against her. iv 75 Concerts
a massacre of the French Hugonots. *b See Hugonots Founds a seminary at
Rhelms for the education of English catholics. 187

LOTHAIRE. elder brother of Egbert. king of Kent. dispossesses his nephew Edrlc. i
33 Defeated and killed by him. 34

LOUDON,. lord. IS committed to the Tower for signing a letter sent by the Scots
malcontents to the king of France. v 27o. Is made an earl. 335 Is sent with other

commissioners by the Scots to Oxford. to mediate between the king and parlia-
ment. 42o Returns dissatisfied. 421 Does public penance for countenancing the

royalists. 528
LOUDON-HILL. the covenanters repulse an attack on a conventicle there. Vl 373
LOUlSE of Savoy. mother of Francis I of France. her character, nl i5o Makes

overtures of marriage to Charles duke of Bourbon. which he rejects. _b Deprives
Bourbon of his possessions by a law-suit. 15a Concludes an alliance with
England. on the captivity of Francis. 158 A large present exacted of her covertl_
by Wolsey. on the treaty with Henry. 159

LOUVlERS. peace concluded there, between Phlhp of France. and Richard I of

England. 1 4 ° 1

I_DVEL.viscount, heads an insurrection in the north, against Henry VII. ni 14
Flies to Flanders. 15 Joins Lambert Slmnel. _o. Supposed to be killed at the
battle of Stoke. 2 i

go_. COUNTRIES. state of. at the time of Henr). VII. nl 25 See Netherlands. and
United Provznces

LUCY. Richard de. left guar&an of the kingdom by Henry II. during his absence
in France. 1 354 Repulses the irruptions of the Scots. zb Suppresses an invasion
of Flemlngs under the earl of Leicester. and takes him prisoner, zb

LUDLOW.. lieutenant-general, obtains command of the army m Ireland. on the
death of Ireton. _i 43 Engages in the cabal of Walllngford-house. i 13

LuDOVlCO duke of Milan. invites the French to an invasion of Naples. 11151 Joins
the emperor and other princes in a league against France. _b Milan subdued b_
the French. 64

LUPICA1RE. a Brabanfon. commands at Falaise for John king of England. 1 418
Surrenders the place to Philip. and enlists with him against John. zb

LUS1GNAN. Guy de. how he became king of Jerusalem. l 387 Loses his kingdom.
and applies to Richard I of England at Cyprus. to establish his title in opposition
to Conrade. marquis of Monserrat. *b Made king of Cyprus by Richard. on
quitting his pretensions to Jerusalem. 39 _

LUTHER. Martin. his character, and the motives of opposing the sale of ln-
dulgencles, in 139 Is patronized by the elector of Saxony. zb The progress of
his opinions m Germany. zb His doctrines embraced by the Lollards m England.
*b Is wrote against by Henry VIII. zb His sharp reply to Henry's book. 14o The
quick progress of his doctrines, owing to the art of printing, zb Terms the pope
anti-christ. 141 Several of his disciples take shelter in England. 385

LUXEMBOURG. mareschal, defeats the prince of Orange at St Omers. vi 3o5 Is
attacked at St Dennis bv the prince of Orange. the day after the peace of
Nlmeguen. 319 .

LUXURY laws against, in the reign of Edward III. n 28_.
LYONS. a general council called there by pope Innocent IV to excommunicate the

emperor Frederic II. n. 24. Complaints transmitted to it by Henry III and his
nobiht_. _b Councd of. removed thither from Pisa. Ul 90 Interdicted by the
pope. 91 Renounced by Lewis XII of France. ao8

MACBETH a Scots nobleman, murders Duncan king of Scotland. and usurps the
crown, l 138. Is defeated and kdled by Siward duke of Northumberland. zb
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MACCA1L. a Scots covenanter, expires under torture m extacv "_,l 22_

MACGILL, Sir James, is by the Scots parhament appointed a commissioner to treat
with Elizabeth concerning Mar,,, iv 136 Is dismissed by Elizabeth without con-
cluding on any thing, 137

MACKREL Dr prior of Barhngs, heads an resurrection against Henry VIll, in 245
Is deserted by his adherents, taken, and executed, 246

MADRID, treaty of, between the emperor Charles V and his prisoner Francis I of
France, m a63

MAEGBOTA in the ancient German lav_, uhat, i 175
MAGDALENE, sister to pope Leo X the produce of mdulgencms in Saxon_, assigned

to her, iu 138 Farms the sale out to Arcemboldl, a Genoese, _b See Arcemboldz
MAGDALEN, college, Oxford, ItS contest with James II, vl 488 The president

and fellows expelled, ib Glfford, doctor to the Sorbonne, appointed by man-
date, 494

MAGNA CHARTA See Charter oJ Lzbertzes

MAHOMET. the prophet of the east, a general revleu of the transactions of him and
his followers, 1 234

MAINE the province of, agreed to be ceded to the duke of AnJou. on the marriage
of his niece Margaret with Henry VI, 11 419 Surrendered and alienated from
the Enghsh government, 42 i

MAINFROY, natural son of the emperor Frederic II, his contest with the pope for the
crown of Sicily, n _5 A crusade published against him, _6

MAITLAND OF LIDINGTON See Lzdzngton
MAJOR GENERALS established by Cromwel all o_er England. vl 73 Their authority

reduced, 93
MALHERBE'S ode to Mary de Medlcis, _nt in 1614, a stanza of, v 562

MALTA knights of, refuse to surrender up their revenues to Henry VII1, ni 274
Their order dissolved bv parliament, zb

MANBOTE. in the ancient German la_, what, 1 176, note
MANCHESTER earl of, is bv the parliament appointed general of an association of

several counties against Charles I, _ 415 Deteats the Ro_ahsts at Horn-castle,
418 Takes Lincoln, and joins Ealrfax m the siege of York, 435 Assist in de-
feating the king at Marston-moor, 436 As also at Newburv, 44 ° Disputes be-
tween him and Cromwel, 444 Goes as speaker of the house of lords, with Lenthal
of the commons, to Hounslow-heath, to desire protection of the army, 5o 7 Is
appointed lord Chamberlain, by Charles II, vl 156

MANNERS, a review of, in the thirteenth century, 1 486 State of, m the reign of
Edward II. u. 178 During that of queen Ehzabeth, iv 380 A re_le'_ of, during
the reign of James i, ", 132 A review of, during the time of the commonwealth,

vI. 147 Great alteration In, produced by the restoration, 539
MANSEL, chaplain to Henry III, his enormous possession of pluralities, n 24
MANSFELDT, count, commands an army m the service of Frederic, elector palatine,

98 Is dismissed and engages in the service of the Umted Prmmces 99 Is
engaged by James, and assisted _ lth men to recover the palatinate, 12o His men
reduced by smkness, zb

M_.NUFACTURE, state of, m the reign of queen Elizabeth, v 379 State of. m the reign
of James I, v. 143 Great increase of, after the restoration, _l 537

MAN'_,ARING,lS xmpeached by the commons for his sermon on the regal prerogative
m levying taxes, v 199 Is promoted to the see of St Asaph, lb

M_,RCH earl of See Mortzmer

MARCHE, count de la, his wife Isabella taken from him by the count of Angouleme,

her father, and married to John, king of England, i 4io Excites commotions
against John m the French provinces, *b Is taken prisoner by John, 413 Marries
Isabella on John's death, n _o

MARGARET OF ANJOU her character, n 419 Married to Henr) VI of England, zb
Joins the cardinal of Wmchester's faction against the duke of Gloucester, ,b

Suspected of having some hand m Gloucester's murder, 421 Dehvered of a son,
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441 Raises an army in the north of England, and defeats and kills the duke of
York, 449 Her army under the earl of Pembroke defeated by Edward duke of
York, at Mortimer's cross, 45 ° Defeats the earl of Warwic at St Albans, zb

Regains possession of the king, _b Retires before the army of Edward duke of
York, 451 Consequences of the licentiousness of her troops, 456 Her arm},
routed at Touton, 457 Retires with Henry to Scotland, 458 Endeavours to
engage the Scots in her interest, _b Solicits assistance ,n France, 461 Defeated
at Hexham, _b Her extraordinary, adventure with robbers in a forest, 462 Goes
to her father's court, and retires, zb Enters into a league with the earl of Warw _c
472 Marries her son Edward to the lad_ Anne, daughter to the earl of Warwic,
zb Returns to England on the restoration of her husband, but arrives not till
after Warwxc's defeat, 477 Ransomed by Lewis of France, 488. Her character, zb

MARGARET OF NORWAY.by what title she succeeded to the crown of Scotland, u 84
Guardians appointed during her infanc), zb Treaty of marriage between her
and prince Edward of England, zb Dies on her passage to Scotland, 85

MARGARET daughter to Henr_, VII married to James IV of Scotland. nl 66 Marries
Douglas, earl of Angus, on the death of James IV, 116. Is divorced, and marries
another nobleman, _o8.

MARIGNAN. battle of, between Francis I of France, and the Swiss, iu _ 19
MARKHAM. Sir George, his oppressive treatment by the court of star-chamber,

238
MARLEBRIDGE laws enacted by the parliament, summoned there b_, Henry II1 after

the barons wars, u 66

MARRE. Donald, earl of, appointed regent on the death of the earl of Murray,, n
I99 Is defeated and killed by Edward BalIol, zb

MARRE, earl of, chosen regent of Scotland, on the death of Lenox, iv I6O Is
obliged to conclude a truce with the queen's party, _b Dies of melancholy, at the
distracted state of the country, 16I. Forms an association, who seize the young
king James, 196

MARRIAGE WITH KINDRED. an examination of the question concerning, with refer-
ence to that of Henry VIII withCatharmeofArragon, ui igi_

MARSHAL'S COURT. abolished by the long parliament, v 33 °
MARSTON-MOOR. battle of, between prince Rupert, and Sir Thomas Fairfax, v 435

MARTIAL LAW. the arbitrary indiscriminate exertion of, previous to, and during the
reign of queen Elizabeth, iv 356 .

MARTIN II. pope, summons a council at Pla entia, to consult about rescuing the
hol) land from the Turks, I _35 Calls another councd at Clermont, _36

MARTIN V. pope, elected by the council of Constance, n 379 Wntes Henry VIa
severe letter against the state of provisors, 453

MARTYR. Peter, desires leave to withdraw from England at the accession of queen
Mary, ni 4o9 . Is generously assisted by bishop Gardlner, zb Indignities used to
his wife's body, zb

MARTYRS See Heresy
MARY OF ANJOU. queen to Charles VII of France, recovers her husband from his

dejection on the siege of Orleans, n 396
MAR'_, princess, sister to Henry VIII married to Lewis XII of France, who dies

quickly after, ui. a lo Marries the duke of Suffolk, 111
MARY. princess, daughter ot Henry VIII betrothed, an infant, to the dauphin of

France, ni. 123- Is after betrothed to the emperor Charles, 13 _ Is contracted by
treaty with the duke of Orleans, x67. The states of Castile oppose her marriage
with the emperor, 17 x The bishop of Tarbe, ambassador from France, objects
to her marriage with the duke of Orleans, 2b Is excluded from the succession b_,
parliament, ",o 4 Is taken into favour on her compliance with the acknowl-
edgment of her father's supremacy,, _39 Is illegitimated by parliament, _4 o Is
restored to her right of succession by parliament, 3o3 Adheres to the mass
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during the steps to reformation in her brother's reign, and. by the emperor's
means, obtains a temporary connivance, 367 Her chaplains imprisoned. 384 Is
remonstrated with by the council, zb Continues obstinate in the catholic faith,

2b A discussion of her title to the succession, 4oo Her narrow escape from
falling into the hands of Northumberland. on her brother's death, 4Ol Her

measures to secure possessions of the crow, n, 4o_ The lad's' Jane Gra) IS pro-
claimed at London, zb The nobdlty and people flock to her, 4o3 The lady Jane
deserted, and her title universally acknowledged. 4o4 . 4o5 Causes the lady Jane
and her party to be apprehended. 4o5 Releases the duke ot Norfolk, and other

prisoners, from the Tower, 4o6. Affects popularity, _b Her bigotry, 4o7 Im-
prisons the protestant bishops, 4o8 Cause of her prosecuting Cranmer for
treason, zb The mass celebrated before the parhament, 41o All Edward's stat-
utes on rehgion repealed, zb Deliberates on the choice of three husbands pro-
posed to her. 41 i Cause of her first declared animosit} to her sister Elizabeth,
ib Declares her intention of reconcilement to Rome, 41 _ Invites o_er cardinal
Pole m quahtv of legate, _b The emperor Charles V proposes his son Phihp to
her for a husband. 413 Dissolves the parliament for opposing the Spanish
match, 414 Substance of the marrxage-artmles, 415 Remarks of the people on
this alhance, 4a6 Insurrecuon on occasion of it, 4 _7 Treats her sister Elizabeth
harshly. 419- Orders the execution of lady Jane and her husband, 42o Her cruel
conduct with respect to Sir Nicholas Throgmorton, 422 Disarms the people, _b
Her fond anxiety for the arrival of Philip, 424 ls married to him. 495 Is unable
to get her husband declared presumptive heir to the crown, or to get hlm
crowned, 427 Imagines herself pregnant. 498 Dissolves the parhament, 429
Resolves to exert the laws against heresy with rigour, zb See Herep) An express
commission issued, more effectually to extirpate heresy, 438 A proclamation

against hereucal books, 441 Sends a solemn embassy to pope Paul IV. 449
Resolves to comply with the pope's demand of full restitution of all church-
property, 443. Is dejected at her husband's neglect, and going to Flanders, 444
Her oppressive extortions from her subjects, zb Is opposed by Pole and others
in her design of engaging the kingdom in Philip's quarrel with France, 451
Phlhp returns to press her to that measure, _b Hou th_s was effected, lb Raises
money arbitrarily for this war, 452 Calaxs taken by the duke of Gmse, 453
Obtains grants from parhament, 4_8 All sales or grants of crown-lands by
her for seven years to come. confirmed h_ parliament, zb Thanks her sister
for referring the king of Sweden's proposal of marriage to her considera-
tion. 459 Prepares a great fleet for a descent on Britann'_, which fails, 46o Her
health dechnes, and the cause of her illness, 46I Dies, zb An estimate of her
character, _b

MARY,daughter of James v of Scotland. born, in 294 Becomes queen by the death
of her father, lb Is contracted by prince Edward of England, 296 Is sent to
France. and betrothed to the dauphin, 357 Is married to the dauphin, 457

Assumes the title and arms of England. on the accessmn of queen Ehzabeth. IV
17 Treaty of Edinburgh, and settlement of the administration by this treat,_.
during her absence, 3° Refuses her assent to the parhamentar_ reformation ot
rehgion, 33 Refuses to ratlf) the treaty of Edinburgh, _b Her husband Francis
II dies, 35 Refuses the desire of the Enghsh ambassador, of ratifwng the treat_
of Edinburgh, or to renounce her pretensmns to the crown of England. zb Is ill
treated by the queen-mother of France. and resoNes to return to Scotland, _b
Her resentment on being refused a passage through England. 36 Arrives in
Scotland. 37 Shews great regret on leaving France. zb Her character and accom-
phshments, 39 Bestows her confidence on the leaders of the reformed party. _b
Loses her popularity by her adherence to the catholic rehglon, lb ls exposed to
results from this cause, zb Endeavours to gain the favour of John Knox the
reformer, who contrives to insult her, 4 ° Her life rendered unhappy through
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his insolent conduct, 41 Her future errors deducible In part from this cause, 42
Is petmoned by the church on account of a riot at a bawdy-house, zb Outrages

committed on her chapel, 43 Makes an ill-judged claim to Ehzabeth, of being
declared her successor, 45 Ehzabeth's reply to her, 46 An apparent reconcih-
atlon takes place between them, 65 Elizabeth evades an interview with her, zb
Divers matches concerted tor her by her uncles. 66. rI he earl of Leicester pro-
posed to her by Elizabeth, 67 Is piqued at Elizabeth's duplicity in this offer, zb
Sends Sir James Melvll to London to accommodate their difference, zb The lord

Darnley proposed to her as a husband, 69. Is advised by Ehzabeth to invite him,
and his father the earl of Lenox, to Scotland, zb. Elizabeth inconsistently against
the match, 7° Reflections on her situation m being of a different rehglon from
her people, _b Is exhorted by the general assembly to renounce the Romish
religion, 71 Is married to lord Darnley, 7_ A confederacy formed against her
at Stlrllng, zb Drives the Rebels into Argyleshlre, 73. Forces them to retire into
England, zb Elizabeth's deceitful conduct on this occasion, zb Pardons the lead-
ers of the conspiracy, 74 Is advised to rigour by her uncle the cardinal of
Lorraine, 75 Summons a parliament to attaint the rebel lords, zb A character of
her husband Darnley, 76 Incurs his resentment on her neglect of him, on
discovery of his weakness and vices, zb Her attachment to David Rlzzlo, zb
R_zzxo assassinated m her presence by Darnley's order, 78 Is detained prisoner
in her palace, 79. Is reconciled to the banished lords, zb Her art m procuring her
liberty, zb Collects an army, and drives the conspirators into England, _b Grants
them hberty to return home at the intercession of Bothwel, 8o Makes Darnley
disavow all concern in RlZZlO'S murder, and then leaves him in disdain, *b Is

brought to bed of a son, zb Sends Sir James Melwl to Elizabeth with the news,
zb Melvd's account of Ehzabeth's behaviour on this intelligence, zb Her intimacy
with Bothwel, 84 An apparent reconciliation between her and Darnley, 85
Darnley blown up with gunpowder in a lone house, zb Is suspected to have
concerted this murder with Bothwel. 86 Is petitioned by the earl of Lenox for

justice against Bothwel. and others whom he charged with the murder, zb Calls
a parliament, and establishes the protestant religion, 87 Bothwel recommended
to her for a husband by the nobility, 88. Is seized by Bothwel, to afford her the

plea of violence, _b Grants him a pardon for all crimes, 89 Acknowledges herself
free, and orders the bans to be published for her marriage with Bothwel, now
made duke of Orkney, 9o. Craig, the mlmster who is ordered to publish the bans,

firmly remonstrates against it, zb Is married to Bothwel, 91 Is exhorted against
st both by her French relations and Ehzabeth, zb The people murmur at these
gross proceedings, zb A confederacy of nobility formed against her, who take
arms, 94 Is reduced to put herself into the hands of the confederates, 95 Is
conducted to Edinburgh amidst the reproaches and insults of the people, zb Is
sent to the castle of LochlevIn, 96 An embassy sent by Elizabeth in her favour,
16. Four different schemes framed for the treatment of her, by her subjects, 98

Pretensions to the regency, 99 Is forced to resign the crown, and concur In a
settlement of the administration during her son's minority, zb Escapes from
Lochlevan castle, a oa An association formed, and an army rinsed, m her favour,
_b Receives offers of ass:stance from Elizabeth, lo_ Is defeated by Murray at

Langslde, zb Retires to England, craving protection from Elizabeth, zb Is re-
quired by Ehzabeth to clear herself from the murder of her husband, lo 4 Sends
lord Herrles to declare her readiness to submit her cause to Elizabeth, lo 5

Appoints commassloners on her part, lO7. The conferences opened at York, zb
The secret reason of the weak allegations made against her by Murray, ao 9
Ehzabeth transfers the conferences to Hampton-court, and adds other commis-
sioners, 111. Murray accuses her more exphcltly, and her commissioners refuse
to answer, 1 1_ Her letters and sonnets to Bothwel, produced i a 3 Is directly

charged with the murder by Hubert, Bothwel's servant, at his execution, ,b. The
result of the conference laid before the English privy-council, 1 a4 Elizabeth's
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reply to her commissioners, zb Is removed from Bolton to Tutbury, under the
custody of the earl of Shrewsbury, a 16 Refuses to make any concessions, *b A
marriage with the duke of Norfolk proposed to her, 125 Receives a letter from
the earl of Leicester, recommending this match, 127 Returns a favourable
answer, zb Is removed to Coventry, and more strictly guarded, 129 Writes to
Murray, but receives no answer, 13_ Her party strengthened by the death of
Murray, 134 Receives terms for a treaty from Elizabeth, which she agrees to,
135 Ehzabeth evades this treaty, and convinces her of her insincerity, i37
Enters into the duke of Norfolk's conspiracy. 157 Ehzabeth remonstrates with

her on her conduct, 159. Her party in Scotland suppressed by the influence of
Ehzabeth, 161 Her confinement rendered stricter by the apprehension of
Elizabeth, a 76 Writes a pathetic letter to Elizabeth. 198 Her proposal of accom-
modation, 2oo Counterfeit letters writ m her name bv the English ministry, to
discover her partlzans, 2o 3 Is committed to the custod_ of Sir Am_as Paulet, and
Sir Drue Drury, _o 4 Desires leave to subscribe Lexcester's association for the

queen's protection, zb Enters into Babmgton's conspiracy, 227 Is conveyed to
Fotherlngay-castle, _9 Her papers seized, ib Her answer to the reformation of
her approaching trial, _3 o Is prevailed on to submit to trial, _31 Is proved to
have conspired against her son James, 232 The commissioners adjourn to the
star-chamber, London, and sentence her to death, 235 Her last letter to
Elizabeth, _38 Her behaviour on being ordered to prepare for execution, 245
ls executed, 251 Her character, zb Proofs of the authent_cit)_ of her letters to
Bothwel, 389 The countess of Shrewsbury's scandalous reports of queen
Ehzabeth, commumcated by her to the queen, 396 Her resentment against her
son for deserting her cause, 398 Enqmry into the ewdences of her engagement
In Babmgton's conspiracy, 399

MARY, lady, daughter of James duke of York, is married to the Prince of Orange,
vl 31o Concurs in the settlement of the crown of England on the prince, her
husband, 529,

MASS-BOOK.reviewed and altered by Henry VIII, in _89 Private masses abohshed
by act of parhament, 353 The mass revived b_ queen Mary, 4o8 Is finatl_
abolished by queen Ehzabeth, iv 11

MASSE_,, governor of Glocester, for the parhamenl, his character, v 41o Is be-
sieged by the king, zb His wgorous defence. 414 Is reheved by the earl of
Essex, 415

MASTERS, Richard, wcar of Aldmgton in Kent, concerts the _mposture of the Holy
Mazd of Kent, in. 218 Confesses the artifice, and is punished, _ 19

MA.THEWS, Toby, case of his expulsion from parhament, stated, v 55 °
MATILDA, daughter of Malcolm III king of Scotland, married to king Henry I of

England, 1. 255.
M_TILDA. daughter of king Henry I betrothed to the emperor Henr_ V of

Germany, i. 27_ Married afterward to Geoffrey, son of Fulk, count of Anjou,
zb Brought to bed of Henry, _76 Receives the oath of fealty from the Enghsh
and Norman nobility, zb Lands m England to assert her pretensions against
Stephen, 287 Stephen taken prisoner, 288 Receives homage of the barons, 289
Gains over Henry, bishop of Winchester. 289 Cultivates the favour of the
clergy, zb Her character, 291 Besieged m Winchester, *b Fhes, and exchanges
Stephen for her brother Robert, ,b

MATRIMONY, ordered to be solemnized by the civil magistrate, vl. 6_

MAURICE. bishop of London, crowns Henry I, a _51
MAURICE, elector of Saxony, the grounds of his quarrel with the emperor Charles

V, nx 412 Raises an army of protestants against him, zb. Reduces Charles to
grant a peace favourable to the protestants, 413.

MAURICE, prince, son of the elector Palatine, comes to England w_th his brother
Rupert, and offers his assistance to Charles I, v 395 See Rupert Is sent by the
king w_th a reinforcement of cavalry into the west, 4o5 Is shipwrecked, vi 4 _
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MAURICE, prince of Orange, See Orange
MAUTRAVERS AND GOURNA_, the keepers of the deposed king Edward II murder

him cruelly by Mortimer's orders, n 173 Their fates, zb
MAXIMILIAN, king of the Romans, his pretensions to the government of the Low

Countries, how founded, nl 25 Marries Anne, duchess of Bratanny, 34 Who as
afterward forced into a marriage with the king of France, 36 Makes peace with
France, and obtains restitution of his daughter's dowry, 4 I. Has conduct as
emperor, 88 Joins pope Juhus IIm the league of Cambray against the
Venetlans, 89 Calls a council at Plsa, m con]unction with Lewis, m opposition
to the pope, 9a Detached from the French interest by pope Leo X, 95- Con-
cludes an alhance with Henry VIII and Ferdinand against France, 97- Serves
under Henry, and receives pay from him m his French expedition, lO2. Detaches
himself from Henry, and allies with Spain and France, lO 9 Has ineffectual
invasion of Milan, and treat), w_th France and Venice, 121 His death, and the
competition for the lmperml dlgmty, i _b

MAYENNE,duke of, becomes head of the catholic league, on the assassination of has
brother the duke of Guise, iv. 281

MAZARINE cardinal, succeeds Rlchheu, in the French mlmstry, m the infancy of
Louis XIV, vi 76 Temporises with CromweI, 77 His comphment to Cromwel,
IO2 Concludes the treaty of the Pyennees with Spain, 12i Refuses to see
Charles II of England, 122.

MEAL TUB PLOT Vl 380
MEAUX, besieged and taken by Henry V, n 376
MEDICIS, Catharlne de, her influence in the court of France, lessened by the

enormous authority usurped by the duke of Gmse, and his brothers, av 33 Is
appointed regent on the death of Francis II during the minority of Charles IX,
35 Her ill usage of Mary queen of Scots, makes Mary think of returning to
Scotland, zb Remarks on her plan of internal administration, 55 Is forced to
embrace the Guise party against the prince of Cond+, 56 Consents to an accom-
modatton with the protestants, 63 Comes to an agreement with Ehzabeth, 65
Concerts, with Phlhp of Spare and the cardinal of Lorraine, a massacre of the
French protestants, 75 See Hugonots Massacre of Paris, 163

MEDINA SIDONIA, duke of, is appointed to the command of the Spanish invincible
armada, iv 266 His instructions, 268 Disobeys his orders, an falling to attack the

English fleet, zb Is worsted, and sails to Calais, 269 Is attacked and disconcerted
by the Enghsh admiral, 27o Sails northward on his return, and has fleet de-
stroyed by a storm, _b

MELVIL James. assassinates cardinal Beaton, Ul 346 His behaviour applauded in

Knox's history, 347 note.
MELVIL. Sir James, is sent ambassador, from Mary queen of Scotland, to queen

Elizabeth, i_ 67 Has instructions for negoclatlon, 68 His account of has con-
versataon with Ehzabeth concerning has mistress, zb. His character of Ehzabeth
on his return, 69 Is sent again to Ehzabeth to notify the birth of prince James,
8o His account of Ehzabeth's behaviour on thxs occasion, ib

MELVIL. Robert, as sent by the protestant association in Scotland. called the Congre-
gatzon of the Lord, to request assistance from queen Elizabeth, iv 27 Proposes to
Mary a marriage with the duke of Norfolk, 1_ 5

MEMBERSFOR COUNTIES, the first steps towards sending them to parliament, u 35
See Commons

MERCHANTS, grant impositions on merchandize to Edward I in their private
capacity, u 1o8, note

MERCHANT-ADVENTURERS the society of, when first formed, n. 145
MERCIA, the Saxon kingdom of, ItS extent, and by whom founded, _ 4o. Its history

continued, zb

MERTON. a synod called there, to establish ecclesiastical priwleges, n 42. The
resoluuons of, annulled by the pope, _b

METZ, ineffectually attacked b), the emperor Charles V, ni 413
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MICHELSON, the Scots prophetess, some account of, x 263
MIDDLESEX,earl of, treasurer, his character, _ 114 ls mlpeached b,_ the means of

Buckingham, zb His free remitted, 115

MIDDLETON, earl. is sent commissioners, on the restoration, to call a parliament m
Scotland, vl 168 His arbitrary conduct, 224 His commission given to lord
Rothes, 226

MILAN, duchy of, subdued b) the French, m 64 Maxlmlhan Sforza, reinstated m
that duchy, 95 ls attacked by Francis I of France, 119 Surrendered to Francis
by Sforza, for a pension, zb The French driven out, 144 Is invaded again under
the admiral Bonmvet, 153 The city blockaded, zb Bonm_et obliged to retire b)
the desertion of his Swiss-troops, *b Is conquered by the lmperlahsts under the
duke of Bourbon, 165 The investiture again granted to Francis Sforza, 188 The
emperor renounces all claim to, 3o7

MILDMAY, Sir Walter, asserts the royal prerogative m high terms to the house of
commons, xv 18o, 181

MILITARYSERVICE, the origin and nature of, explained, 1 456 Changed into pecu-
mary supplies, u 85

MILITIA. the first establishment of, by Alfred, I 7o Regulated b_ king Henr) II,
359 Feudal, the inconveniences attending their service, to the kings _ho sum-
moned their attendance, u 99 Hob their personal service became changed into
pecuniary supplies, ,b The consequences of this alteration, lo 3 Lab of queen
Mary for the regulation of. m 463 State of, during the reign of queen Elizabeth,
iv 379 State of, m the reign of James I, v 14o A bill framed by the commons
and passed, taking it into their own hands, 374 King Charles's reply when
pressed to pass it, 377. Is carried into execution, without his concurrence, 379
Establishment of by parliament on the restoration, w 187 State of, between the
restoration and revolution, 133

MILL, Walter, is burnt for heresy at St Andrews, iv 2o The extraordmar) zeal of
the people m his favour, 21

MILLENARIANS, or fifth-monarch) men, are for abolishing all government, after
the death of Charles I, _l 4.

MILTON, John, his opinion of the monkish histories of Britain, i 25 His character
as a writer, vl. 15 o. His Paradise Lost, how rescued from oblivion, 151. Remarks
on the fate of the author, zb His death, 152.

MIND, human, history of, n 519

MISE OF LEWES, the treaty so termed, n 53
MITCHEL, a Scots fanatic, fires a pistol at the archbishop of St Andrew, s, vi 326

His extraordinary treatment and execution, 327
MONA See Anglesea
MONARCHIES, hereditary and elective, a comparative vie_ of, under the feudal

system, 1. 464
MONASTERIES, subjected entirely to the king's regulations, by the parhament of

Henry VIII, m 203 Reflections on their tendency, 227 Commissioners ap-
pointed to visit them, 228 Great abuses charged upon them, 229 Several sur-
render their revenues, zb All nuns and friars, who required dismlss_on, set at
liberty, zb The lesser, suppressed b'_ parhament, _b Discontents among the
people, excited by the dispersed monks, 244 The greater monasteries sup-
pressed, 251 Reports of their scandalous abuses published to bring the memor'_
of them into contempt, zb Their rehques exposed, particularly tbe blood of
Christ, 253 And rood of Grace. zb The number of them suppressed, and the
amount of their revenues, 255 The hospltahty exercised by them, 256 The
surrender of, confirmed by parliament, 268 The abbots of Colchester. Reading,
and Glastenbury, executed for treason, 269 A curious passage from Coke's
Institutes, relating to the suppression of, 476

MONCONTOUR, battle of, between the duke of Anjou, and the admiral Cohgm,
Iv 149

MONEY, the value of, among our Saxon ancestors, _ 183 Reflections on, 184 The
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interest It bore, m the reign of Richard I, 496, note Remarks on the hxghest
anterest at bore, m the tharteenth century, n 68 A vxew of the state of, m the
reign of Henry V, 38o. The rate of, m the tame of Henry VII. m 68 note The
interest of, when first fixed by law, 331 The anterest of, how hmlted m England
and France, at the rime of queen Ehzabeth, av 379

MONEYAGE,an explanation of the tax levied by the Anglo-Norman kings under that
name, 1 476 When abohshed, _b

MONK, general, commands for the parlmment m Dundalk m Ireland, where hxs
garrison mutinies against him, and dehvers the place up to Ormond, vl lo Is

left by Cromwel to complete the reductmn of Scotland, 35. Reduces Stlrhng-
castle, and sends the records of Scotland to London, 43 Takes Dundee, and puts
the inhabitants to the sword, 44 Reduces the kingdom to obedience to the
commonwealth, zb Commands at sea under Blake, m an engagement wath the
Dutch, 5° Defeats the Dutch fleet under Tromp, who is kxlled, 66. His family
and h_story, 123 His behaviour to his brother, who came to engage ham an the
royal cause, 1_6 Marches into England, 126 Advances without orders, x_9. Has
message to the parhament, from St Albans, 13 ° Arrives m Westminster, zb Hxs

reply to the thanks of parhament, zb Executes the orders of the parhament m
apprehending the refractory catlzens, 131 Orders the parhament to dissolve,
and call a new one, and umtes wath the clt_zens, 132 Commumcates his m-
tentmns to Sir John Granwlle, x34. Advases Charles II to leave Spare for Hol-
land, 135 Secures the commanders m Ireland m the king's interest. 136 The
king proclaamed, 139 Receaves the king at Dover, 14o Is created duke of Albe-
marle, 156. See Albemarle

MONKISH h_stormns, character of, _ 25
MONKS, Bntash, great slaughter of, by Adelfnd king of Northumberland, 1 35.

Saxon, characterised, 9° Their addresses m working miracles, lo 4 See Mon-
asteraes

MONMOUTH, James duke of, has birth and character, vx 358 H_s flleglnmacy de-
clared by the king m council, ab Defeats the Scots covenanters at Bothwel-
bridge. 373 Is deprived of his command, and sent abroad, by the influence of

the duke of York, 378 Comes over without lea_e, 380 Presents a pennon against
calling the parhament at Oxford, 399 Engages m a conspiracy against the king,
425 Absconds upon the discovery of st, 429 Is pardoned, 44 o. Is bamshed, ab
Invades England on the accessmn of James II, 458 Is attainted by parlmment,
_b Instances of his masconduct. 459 Is defeated at Sedgemoore, 46o Is exe-
cuted, 461

MONOPOLIES enormous grants of, by queen Ehzabeth, _ 344 The permcmus
tendency of these grants, 36o Debates in the house of commons concerning,
4 t 1 Chief part of the natmnal trade engrossed by exclusive compames and
patents m the reign of James I, v. eo An act passed against, 114 Are revwed by
Charles I, _31 The patents for, all called m and annulled by James I, 2o

MONOTHELITES. their heresy condemned m a synod at Hatfleld, _ 54
MONSON. Sir Wflham, commands under admxral MarRachard Lewson, m an expedl-

non to the coast of Spare, iv 348
MONTAGUE, brother of the earl of Warw_c, defeats the Lancastnans at Hexham, n

461 Gains a battle with the insurgents m Yorkshire, 468 Created a marqms,
47 ° Leagues with has brother Warwlc against king Edward, 473 Encourages has

men to change sides, and drives Edward from his own camp, 475
MONTAGUE, Edward, a member of the house of commons, the arbitrary speech of

Henry VIII to him, m 47_
MONTAGUE. Sir Edward, chlefjusnce of the common-pleas, xs ordered by Edward

VI, wath otherjudges, to prepare a deed for the successmn of ladyJane Gray, m
396 Is abused by Dudley duke of Northumberland. for refusing, 397 His
expedient for the security of himself and the other parries, 398
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MONTAGUE, iS sent with a squadron to the Baltic, to mediate between Sweden and
Denmark. via 21. Quits his station to assist Sir George Booth, and the royahsts

m their intended rising, which falls, a 34 Obtains, with Monk, the joint com-
mand of the fleet, zb Carries the fleet to Holland, to bring Charles II over, a4o
ls created earl of Sandwich, 156 See Sandwzch

MONTAGUE ambassador at Paris, secretl) negociates ,alth France. and treach-
erously receives a large bribe from Barlllon, the minister of that court, Vl 317,
note Returns without leave, and produces Danby's letter to the house of com-
mons, 35 °

MONTARGIS, besieged bTy the earl of Warwlc, n 393 Raised b,_ the count of
Dunms, zb

MONTEAGLE, lord, recmves mtimauon of the gunpowder-plot, v 28 Commumcates

it to lord Sahsburv, 29
MONTECUCULI, the imperial general,joins the prince of Orange, and obhges Lewis

XIV to abandon his conquest in the Low Countries, Vl 28o
MONTFORT Simon de, appointed a general of the crusade published by pope

Innocent III against the Albigenses, l 429 For his son, see Le2cester
MONTMORENCY, constable, commands the French army, against the Spamsh under

Phllhbert duke of Savoy, 111 452 Is defeated, and taken prisoner at the battle of

St Qumtln, 453 His sentiments of the marriage of the dauphin with the queen
of Scotland, iv 27 Joins the duke of Gmse against the prince of Cond0, 56 Takes
Rouen from the protestants, 58 Is taken prisoner by the protestants at the battle
of Dreux, 59 Is released by treaty, 63 Besieges Havre de Grace, 64 Takes it b_
capitulation, 65 Is killed at the battle of St Denms, 148

MONTREVILLE, the French ambassador, prevails with Charles 1 to seek protection

in the Scots army, v 484
MONTROSE, earl of, his first introduction to Charles I, v 461 Is imprisoned in

Scotland for his attachment to the king, 462 Procures duke Hamilton's disgrace

with the king, 463 Negoclates for Irish troops, to make a diversion in Scotland,
464 Defeats lord Elcho, _b Defeats lord Burley, 465 Routs Argvle's forces, and

is joined by great numbers of them, 466 Takes and plunders Dundee, 467
Defeats Urrey and Badhe, 2b Defeats the covenanters at Kllsyth, 477 Is con-

quered by David Lesley, 478 Retires abroad, 487 Raises levies to assist Charles
II, Vl 20 Lands in Scotland, is defeated and taken prisoner 2J His cruel

treatment, 22 Is executed, 23
MORCAR and Edwin rebel against the injustice of Tostl duke of Northumberland,

1 144 Morcar jusnfies thmr cause, and is made duke, zb Head the Enghsh
against the Normans, after the battle of Hastings. 187 Submit to William the
Conqueror, i9o Attend him to Normandy, i93 Excite a rebelhon in the North,
197. Reduced, a98. Thmr deaths, 209

MORE, Sir Thomas, remarks on his account of Jane Shore, u 537, note When

speaker of the house of commons, joins the persuasions of cardinal Wolsey to
obtain the grants to Henry VIII, in 148 The great seal taken from Wolsey, and
committed to him, 184 Resigns the great seal on the prospect of alterations m

religion, 197 Refuses to subscrabe the oath regulating the succession ot the
crown, enjoined by parliament, 2o 5 Is attainted by parhament, _o6 His cruel

persecuUon of James Bamham for heresy. 216 Is tried and executed for denying
the king's supremacy, 221

MORE, Roger, an Irish gentleman, forms a conspiracy to expel the Enghsh from
Ireland, v. 338 Hxs design of smzmg the castle of Dubhn discovered, 341 Is
shocked at the barbannes of ONeale, abandons the cause, and retires to

Flanders, 343
MORRICE attorney of the court of wards, makes a motion in the house of commons,

against abuses of eccleslastmal power, l_. 286 Is divested of his employments,
and imprisoned, 287

MORRICE, a gentleman of Devonshire, is the only friend with whom general Monk
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consulted, concerning the restoration of Charles II, vl 134 Is made secretary of
state b) the king. 157

MORTIMER Roger, his history, n. 167 His first acquaintance with Isabella queen to
Henry II. zb Has intimacy with her, _b Joins Isabella m a conspiracy against the
king, zb Invades England V,lth her, 168 Procures the death of the earl of
Arundel, and the chancellor Baldoc, 17o Takes the king out of Leacester's

custody, and dehvers him to the lord Berkeley, Moutravers, and Gournay, 172
Orders the two latter to murder him, zb Attends Edward III in has army to

oppose the Scots, and checks his ardor to engage them, 185 Arrogates to himself
all authority in government, 186 Concludes a treaty with Robert Bruce, zb His
measures to disappoint any combinations against him, _b Contrives the destruc-
tion of the earl of Kent, 187 Is seized by the king. 188. Tried and executed, x89

MORTIMER Roger, earl of Marche. declared successor by Richard If, n 3o7 Killed
in Ireland, 315 His sons kept prisoners in Windsor-castle. by Henry IV. 334

MORTIMER'S CROSS battle of, between Jasper Tudor earl of Pembroke, and Edward
duke of York, n 45 °

MORTMAIN the first statute of, when passed, n 143 The probable motives of
Edward I an this la_, zb How eluded in the rime of Richard II, 399

MORTON John. his character, nl 13 Becomes confidant of Henrv VII, _b. Made
archbishop of Canterbury, _b Created a cardinal, 56

MORTON earl of, chancellor of Scotland, becomes jealous of David Rlzzao. IV 77
Ad._ases Darnley to get him cut off. 78 Takes the coronanon oath in the name

of the young king James v1, 99 Is appointed commissioner in the cause of Mary,
Io 7 How he became possessed of a casket of Mary's letters, a 13 Is appointed by
the Scots parhament a commissioner to manage a treaty with Ehzabeth concern-
mg Mary, 136. Is dismissed by Elizabeth without concluding on any thing, 137
Is chosen regent on the death of the earl of Marre, 16 a Resigns the regency Into
the hands of the young king, and renres, 183. Returns, and resumes an Influ-
ence o_er government, zb Is tried and condemned for being an accomplice in
Darnley's murder, by the Influence of the earl of Lenox, 184 His execunon
hastened in opposinon to the interposition of Ehzabeth, zb

MOUNTFORT. count de, half-brother to John III duke of Bntanny, acknowledges

Charles de Blols. as successor to that duchy, n 2x 7 Endeavours to acquire
possession of the duchy, zb Engages Edward III of England to patromse has
pretensions, 218 Goes to Paris to plead his cause, zb Is taken and confined m the
tower of the Louvre, zb See the next article

MOUNTFORT. Jane, countess of, her vigorous efforts to support her husband's
interest m Britanny, n 2 x8 Is besieged by Charles de Blois at Hennehonne, 219

Her vigorous defence, zb Is relieved by an Enghsh fleet, 22o Goes to England
to sohclt farther succours, zb Edward goes over to Bntanny in person, 2_x A

truce concluded for three years, _22. Takes Charles de Blots prisoner. 235. Her
son obtains possession of Brltanny, and is acknowledged by France, _62

MOUNTJOY, lord, protests against the bill estabhshing a council to judge offences
against the king's proclamations, the only protest against any public bill during
the reign of Henry VIII. m 3oo.

MOUNTJOY, lord, is sent lord deputy to Ireland, on the precipitate return of the earl
of Essex, xv 324 Drives Tyrone and his party into the woods and morasses, zb
His successes against the rebels, 341 Reduces the Spamards, and defeats

Tyrone, 343. Tyrone surrenders himself up to him, 349
MOUBRAY, Robert, earl of Northumberland. excites a conspiracy against Wflham

Rufus, i 234 Dies in confinement, _b
MOWBRAY John de. eJected from his inheritance of the barony of Cower, by

Edward II at the instance of Hugh le Despenser, n 16x.
MUNSTER. bishop of, invades the Dutch territories at the msngatlon of Charles II

but makes peace with the States, vl 199.
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MURDEN. his account of the military force of England. at the time of the Spanish
armada, iv 378

MURDER. a list of the legal composztlons for. among our Saxon ancestors, l _77
MURRA'_. earl of. appointed by Robert Bruce joint commander of the Scots army

with lord Douglas. invading England on the death of Edward II. u 183 His repl)
to the defiance of Edward III. 185 Retires home _b Is appointed guardian to
David Bruce. 19o Dies. 192

MURRAY. lord James. created earl of. and enjoys the chief authorIt_ under Mar'_

queen of Scotland. i_ 38 Becomes discontented at the marriage of Mary with
lord Darnley. 72 Joins a confederacy of malcontents at Stlrhng. lb Is ill-used bv
Ehzabeth on the occasion. 73. Obtains a restoration to favour. 74 Is lm 1ted back

to Scotland by Darnley. 79 Is reconciled to Mary. zb Obtains leave to retire into
France. 95 Is appointed regent, on the first resignation of Man. 99 Arrives.
and treats Mar,/harshly. ann Summons a parhament, which condemns Mary to
imprisonment, zb Demohshes the fortress of Dunbar. zb Raises forces on Mary's
escape from Lochlevin-castle. lo2 Defeats her at Langslde. zb Is reqmred by
Ehzabeth to jusufy his conduct toward Mary. 1o 5 Promises to come with other
commissioners to submit his cause to Ehzabeth. zb Is appointed a commissioner

by the kingdom for this purpose, an 7 The secret reasons of the _eakness of his
allegations against Mar?. lo 9 Lays his full e_ldences privately before the En-
glish commissioners, and requests Elizabeth's protection. 11 o Proposes queries
to Elizabeth. zb The conferences transferred to Hampton-court. l I 1 Accuses
Mary more exphcltly, zb Her commissioners refuse to reply. 112 Produces
Mary's letters to Bothwel. with the confession of Hubert. 113 Is dtsmissed by
Ehzabeth. with a present for his charges. 115 Proposes to the duke of Norfolk
a marriage with Mary. 125 His pohtical motives in this proposal. _b Discovers
Norfolk's design to Mary. 128 Is assassinated. 133 His character, zb Vindicated
from the accusations of queen Mar_ and her advocates. 393

Muscow" a profitable trade estabhshed w_th. 111463 An embassy arrives from. to
queen Mary. zb An exclusive trade with. granted to the English. ix 375 This
privilege withdrawn. 376

NAJARA. battle of. between Edward the Black Prince and Henry de Transtamare.
n 266

NAME& Christian. strange modification of. at the time of the commonwealth. Vl
62. note

NANTZ, the edict of, revoked by Lewis XIV, xi 47 °

NAPLES, conquered by the joint force of France and Spare, nl 88 Seized b_, the
latter, zb

NASEBY,battle of, between Charles I and the generals Fair fax and Cromwel, v 472

NAVARRE, situation of that kingdom, nl 9 _ Crafty Invasion of, by Ferdinand of
Spain. 93-

NAVARRE Anthony klng of. is excluded from all office and favour at the court of
France. by the influence of the Guise famIh' l_ 33 Declares m favour of the
protestants. 34 Is made heutenant general of the kingdom, on the accessJon of
Charles IX. 35 Joins the duke of Guise against the protestants. 56 Is mortally
wounded at the siege of Rouen. 58. For his son. see Henry prince of

NAVARRE.Henry prince of. is placed by Cohgnl at the head of the protestants after
the defeat ofJarnac, xv i48 Is married to Margaret. sister to Charles 16_ His

mother poisoned by order of the court. _b Is obliged by Charles to renounce the
protestant rellgmn at the price of his life. during the massacre of Paris. 163 Fhes
from the court, and places himself again at the head of thc Hugonots. 168
Defeats the king at Coutras. 279 Obtains the crown of France on the death of
Henry III. 28o See Henry IV
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NAVIGATION ACT, one of this nature rejected by Henry VI, u 454 Is passed by the
commonwealth parliament, Vl 46. Is suspended by Charles II, 254

N_v¥, Enghsh, state of, m the time of queen Mary, Ul 462 The improvement of,

by queen Elizabeth. iv 377 Harrison's account of her navy, 414 A view o _ the
state of, during the reign of James I, v 142. The number of seamen then
employed in the merchants service, zb Account of the state of, from the restora-
tion to the revolution, Vl 537

NAYLOR, James, a quaker, his extravagances, vi i45. Is restored to his senses by
punishment, 146

NAZAN-LEoD, the British chief, defeated by Cerdlc the Saxon, i 2 l
NE1LE. bishop of Lincoln, occasions disputes between the two houses of parhament,

by reflecting on the commons, v 59 Anecdote of him, 6o
NERO emperor, sends Suetonius Paullnus over to Britain, i 8 Recalls him, 9.
NETHERL-_NDS, the foreign commerce of England at the time of Henry VIII con-

fined to those countries, ui 326,327 The arbitrary and severe behaviour of the
emperor Charles V toward the protestants there, iv 152 The duchess of Parma
left go,,erness of, bv Philip, zb The Flemish exiles become masters of the Brill,
17o Revoh of Holland and Zealand, 171 See Orange Duke ofAlva recalled, i72
The treaty called the Pacification at Ghent. 174 A treaty concluded with Eliz-
abeth, i75 The duke of Anjou comes over to their assistance, 191. Anjou ex-
pelled for an attempt on their hbertles, i95 See Unzted Prownces Spamsh, rapid
conquests of Louis XIV In, vI 218 Settlement of. by the triple league, and treaty
of Aix-la-Chapelle, 221 Dutch, over-run by Louis XIV, 262

NEUSTRIA. a province In France, granted to Rollo the Dane, i a 14 See Normandy
NEVIL, Sir John, executed for an resurrection m Yorkshire, nl 28o.

NEVIL the power, connexlons, and branches of that family, n 428 Honours be-
stowed on. by Edward IV, 47 °

NEVILE. Hugh de. a fine paid to the king by his wife, for leave to pass a mght with
him while in prison, i 48o

NEVILLE'S Cross, battle of, between queen Phfllppa and David king of Scotland
n 235, 236

NEWARK, Is besieged by the parliamentary forces, but relieved by prince Rupert, v
434 Surrenders to the Scots army by the king's order, 485 '

NEWBURN, lord Conway routed there by the Scots covenanters, v 279
NEWBURY, battle of, between Charles I and the earl of Essex, v. 416 Second battle

of. 44 °
NEWCASTLE, the first charter granted to the inhabitants of, to dig coal, n 72 Is

taken by storm, by the earl of Leven, the Scots general, v 438
NEWC&STLE earl of, commands for the king in the north of England, and takes

possession of York, v 4° i Is created marquis, 417 Is repulsed m an attack upon
Hull, 4_8 Is besieged in York, by the parhamentary army, 435 Leaves the
kingdom in disgust, after the battle of Marston-moor, 438

NEW-ENGLAND, the colony of, how peopled, vi t48, 149
NEW-FOREST, how and when made, i 222 Remarkable accidents happening to the

family of Wilham the Conqueror In, 246
NEWFOUNDLAND first discovery of, in 81
NEW YORK IS taken from the Dutch by Sir Robert Holmes, w x94 Is ceded to the

English by the treaty of Brbda, 2i 1
NEWTON, the mathematician and philosopher, his character, vi 54° H_s death, _b
NICHOLAS. Sir Edward, IS made secretary of state by Charles II on his restoration,

Vl i57 Is displaced by the Influence of the duchess of Cleveland, 188
NIMEGUEN congress there, under the mediation of Charles II, vi 3oo Peace

concluded there, 319 The treaty ratified, 32o
NOBILITY, Saxon and Norman, wherein they differed, i 171 The titles of, sold to

supply James I with money, v 57
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NON ADDRESSES, the vote of, passed by the long parliament, v 516, 517 Is re-
pealed, 522

NON-CONFORMISTS, their ministers ejected out of their hvmgs, Vl 182 Five mile act,
2oo Act against conventicles. 238 Declaration of indulgence, 254 The declara-
tion recalled, 275 A bill for their relief passed, 276 See Purztans

NORFOLK, an insurrection there, against inclosures, headed b_ Ket, a tanner, m
372 The insurgents defeated by Dudley earl of Warwlc, tb

NORFOLK, duke of, challenges his accuser the duke of Hereford, ni 312 The duel
prevented by Richard II, 313 Banished for life, zb

NORFOLK, Blgod, Roger, earl of, is appointed agent for Henry III to the council of
Lyons, n 24 Objects to king John's right of subJecting England to the supremacy
of Rome, zb His address to Henry III on the parhament assembling in armour,

34. Is gamed over to the royal party by prince Edward, 48 Refuses to serve m
the expedition to Gascony, and quarrels with the king, i 18 Refuses to attend the
king to Flanders, zb A new mareschal appointed m his place for that service, zb
He and the earl of Hereford present a remonstrance to him on his departure,

i 19 Demands of parhament a confirmation of the charters, and indemnity for
himself, which are granted, 1 t 9 Obtains a full confirmation of them from the
king on his return, 12o

NORFOLK, earl of, brother to Edward II engages with queen Isabella, in a con-
spiracy against him, n 168

NORFOI K, duke of, resigns his office of treasurer, and retires from court, in 115
NORFOLK, duke of, opposes the progress of the reformation, in 213 From what

motives he became an enemy to his niece queen Anne Bolevn, 236 Presides as

high steward on her trial, zb Is commissioned to suppress Aske's insurrection,
termed the Pilgrimage of Grace, 247 His prudent measures to distress the
insurgents, tb Prevails on them to disperse, 248 Routs another msurrect_on,
and puts their officers to death, 249 Proposes the framing of the bill of six
articles to the house of lords, 265 The repartee of one of his chaplains to him,
concerning the cehbacy of priests, 478, note Procures a commission to commit
Cromwel to the Tower. 275 Influences the king to a cruel persecution of here-
tics, on his niece Catherine Howard becoming queen, 279 Is appointed to

command m the war against Scotland, 292 Attends Henry in his invasion of
France, 3o6. Is checked by the king m a scheme of ruining Cranmer, 313 . A
review of his services and honours, 317 . Is, with his son the earl of Surrey,
committed to the Tower, 319 . Surrey executed, _b Is attainted by the parha-
ment, lb Ordered for execution, but saved by the king's death, 32o Is released
from confinement by queen Mary, 4o6 His attainder reversed b) parliament,
411. Advises Mary to the Spamsh alhance, 4 _3 Is sent to suppress WIat's resur-
rection m Kent, but IS forced to retire by a desertion of h_s troops, 418

NORFOLK, the young duke of, is appointed heutenant of the northern counties b_
queen Elizabeth, iv 29 Is appointed one of the commissioners m the cause
between Mary queen of Scots and Murray the regent, 1o 7 Entertains hopes of
marrying Mary, 11o Transmits Murray's queNes to Ehzabeth, zb His character,
124. A marriage with Mary, proposed to him by Murray, le 5 Obtains the
countenance of several of the nobility to th_s scheme, 126 Secures the concur-
rence of France and Spain, 127 Receives intimations from the queen of her
knowledge of his negociatlons, zb Endeavours to discredit the reports raised
against him to the queen, 128 Is committed to the Tower, and his friends taken
into custody, 1_ 9 Is released on promise of thinking no farther of Mary, 131
Renews his correspondence with Mary, 155 Enters into a conspiracy with the
duke of Alva, against Elizabeth, 156 His scheme discovered by lord Burleigh
157 Is tried, 158. Executed, 159

NORHAM, castle of, conference there, between Edward I and the Scots parhament,

to determine the right of the crown of Scotland, il 89
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NORM AN BARONSconspire against William the Conqueror. 1 21 i Suppressed, _ x3
Instance of their voting In English councils, 318

NORMANDY, settled by Rollo the Dane, 1 i 13 History of his successors, i 15 Char-
acter of the Normans, 148 William duke of, obtains the crown of England, 188

See Wzlham the Conqueror, and Robert Invaded by Philip of France, on the news
of Richard I being imprisoned in Germany, on his return from the crusade, 395
Philip repulsed at Rouen by the earl of Leicester, tb John invested with the
dutchy of, on his brother Rlchard's death, 4o8 Laid under an interdict on
account of the bishop of Beauvals's captivity, who is surrendered, 4o9 Two
Brabanfons left governors of it, b), John, on his leaving it, 418 Recovered by
Philip, *b The barons of, how differently circumstanced from those of other
countries, during their connexion with England, 437 The states of, how com-

posed, 469 Formally ceded to Lewis IX by Henry Ill of England, u 41 Is
suddenly invaded by Edward III. 995 Caen seized and plundered, 2_6 Calais
taken. 237 Is Invaded by four French armies, 4_ 3 Finally reduced to the govern-
ment of France, 425

NORMANS, origin of the name, 1 56 Their first invasmns of France, zb And En-
gland See Wzlham Their character, x48, _54

NORRIS Sir John, joins Sir Francis Drake in his expedmon to Portugal, iv _74
Commands the English forces sent to reduce Brltanny tor Hen IV, 294. Is sent
to reduce lnsurrectmn in Ireland, zb Is deceived by the treacherous negoclatmns

of Tyrone, and dies of vexation, 316
NORTH-'e, EqT passage, three attempts for the discovery of, made by Sir Martin

Forbisher. iv 375 Davis's straits discovered, zb Attempts for the discovery of,
made in the reign of Jaines I, v 145

NORTHAMPTON a council called there, b_ king Henry II in which Thomas a Becket
is condemned, i 317 Battle of, between Henry VI and the earl of Warwic,
n 446

NORTHUMBERLAND. history of the Saxon kingdom of, 1. 34
NORTHUMBERLAND earl of, defeats earl Douglas at Homeldon, u 339 Rebels

against Henry IV and leagues with the Welch and Scots, zb His son defeated and
killed by the king, 341 His submission accepted, 34 _ Retires to Scotland, and
is killed in an irruption Into England, 343

NORTHUMBERLAND Dudley, earl of WarwIc, made duke of, Ill 387 Determines to

ruin Somerset, 388 Causes Somerset, his dutchess, and friends, to he arrested,
zb Trial and execution of Somerset, _b Endeavours to get Tonstal bishop of
Durham attainted, but is disappointed by the commons, 392 His measures in the
calling a new parhament, 393 His representations to induce the king to alter the
succession, 395 Places his own emissaries about the king, 397 Abuses the chief
justice, Sir Edward Montague, for refusing to draw the deed of settlement for
lady Jane Gray, _b Procures the patent to be passed, 398 Endeavours to get the
two princesses Mary and Ehzabeth into his power, 4 ° i Proclaims the lady Jane
Gray, 4o3 Is disconcerted at the bad aspect of affmrs, _b Takes the command of
the army. 4o4 Is deserted by his army, and proclaims queen Mary. 4o5 Is
apprehended, zb Is tried, and executed, 4o6

NORTHUMBERLAND, earl of, offers to release Mary queen of Scots from her con-

fmement in England, iv 1_9 Enters into a negoclatlon with the duke of d'Alva,
and raises an insurrection with the earl of Westmorland in the North, 13 ° Is

taken by Murray, and confined in the castle of Lochleven, 131 Is delivered up
and executed, 159

NORTHUMBERLAND, earl of, is sent by Charles I to command his army against the
Scots, v 279 Retires from Newcastle on the rout of lord Conway at Newburn,
2b The command by his illness devolves on Stratford, _81. Joins the parliament

against the king, 388 Retires to his seat, 414
NORTHUMBERLAND, extract of some curious particulars from a household book of

an old earl of that family, Ul 469 .
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NORWAY maid of See Matgaret

NOR'_ICH. bishop of. leads out a crusade against the Clementlnes. 11 33 °
NORWICH. John lord. is besieged by the duke of Normandy na Angouleme. 11 224

His stratagem to save the garrison, zb
NOFT1NGHAM countess of. discovers on her death-bed, to queen Elizabeth. her

treachery to the earl of Essex. iv 35o
NOTTINGHAM. earl of. and lord high admiral, is sent to Spain. to ratlf) the peace

with. v 24 Sentiments of the Spaniards at sight of his train, zb
NOVA BELGIA.. taken from the Dutch by Sir Robert Holmes. Vl I94 See New York
NowI=c. chaplain to queen Elizabeth. openl._ reproved by her. for speaking irrever-

ently of the sign of the cross, l_ i22. note
NOYEN. treaty of. between Francis I of France and Charles king of Spain. alter-

wards emperor. Ul 1 2 1

OATES Titus. his account of a popish plot. vi 334 His birth and character. 337 Is
examined befo)e the council. 338 Inconsistencies of his narrative pointed out.
341 Obtains a pension. 345 His evidence against lord Stratford. 392 Is hea'_ll)
fined for calling the duke of York a popish traitor. 438 Is COmlcted and sen-
tenced for perjur'_. 457

OATH ex officio, arbitrary administration of. b_ the court of ecclesiastical commis-
sion. iv _o8

ODO. bishop of Baleux. uterine brother to Wilham the Conqueror. left joint admin-
istrator of the kingdom, with Wllham Fltzosborn. during his brother's absence
in Normandy. i i93 Aspires to the popedom. _23 Seized b_ Wllham. and
confined during his reign, zb Engage_ in a conspiracy against William Rufus.
230

OFF_.. king of Mercia. his descent, i 41 Succeeds Ethelbald. zb His wars. tb Itls
treacherous murder of Ethelbert. king of the East Angles. Jb His pious deeds of
expiation. _b Imposes the tax of Peter's pence. 42 Endows a rich monaster_ at
St Albans. zb Enters into an alliance with Chailemagne. 42 Makes a rampart
against the Welch. 43. note

OKE'_. colonel, one of the king's judges. Js seized in Holland. brought home. and
executed, vi I79 His character. 2b

OLA.VETHE DANE his character, i i io Confirmed b_ English bishops and cano-
nized b_. the church of Rome. zb

OLDCASTLE Sir John See Cobham
OLD Ma_N OF THE MOUNTMNS See Assassins

ONE4I.. Owen. enters into a conspirac) with Rlnuccinl. the pope's legate, against
the lord lieutenant Ormond. Vl 8 Enters into a correspondence with the parlia-
mentary generals, io Is reduced by Cromwel. 14

O'NEaLE. Hugh. See Tyrone
ONEALE. Sir Phehm. engages In Roger More's consplrac'_' to expel the English from

Ireland. v 338 His cruel massacre ot the English m Ulster. 341 Forges a
commission from the king for his insurrection. 346 Is taken and executed b_,
Ireton. Vl 43

O'NEALE Shan. hls history and character. IV 313
OPD_M. the Dutch admiral, is killed in an engagement with the duke of York. _l

a96
ORANGE. prince of. taken prisoner by the French on the defeat of the duke of

Britanny. iu 31 Gained over and released, to persuade the _oung dutchess to a
marriage with the french king. 35

ORANGE. William prince of. is condemned as a rebel, and his possessions confis-
cated by the duke of Alva. iv 171 Unites the towns of Holland and Zealand into
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OR _.NGE (continued)

a league against the Spanish government, _b Sends an embassy to implore the

assistance of Ehzabeth, 172 Concludes the treaty called the Pacification of
Ghent, 174 Concludes a treaty with queen Elizabeth, 175 Is assassinated b)
Gerard, 21 i

ORANGE. Maurice prince of, succeeds the earl of Leicester in the government of the
United Provinces, _x 259 Battle of Tournholt, 295 Renews the war with Spain
on the expiration of the truce, v i 17

Ot_,NGE, William prince of, is educated by John De Wit, vi 258 His character, zb
Is appointed general and admiral of the Umted Provinces, 259. Is made
Stadtholder, 267 Unites the Dutch to oppose the conquests of Louis XIV, 27a
Is joined by the imperial general Montecuculi, and obhges the French to aban-
don the Low Countries, 28o His obstinate battle with the prince of Cond_ at
Senesse, 291 Is unable to prevent the loss of Bouchaine, 3oo Is defeated by the
French at St Omers, 3o5 Comes over to England, to marry the princess Mary,
309 The marriage concluded, 31o Concerts with Charles the plan of peace,
311 Attacks the French army the day after signing the peace at Nlmeguen, 319
Remarks on his conduct with respect to English affairs, 497 Forms a league

against Lores XIV, 499 Refuses to concur in the designs of James II, _b His reply
to the king's sohcItatmns, by Fagel, 5oo His instructions to Dykvelt, his envoy to
England, 5ol. Applications made to him by the English, 5ol Is formally invited
over to England by the principal men, 5o2 The motives which induced him to
listen to the overtures of the Enghsh, 5o3 His preparations to oppose king
James, 5o4 His declaration published, 5o9 Embarks, 51 o Lands at Torbay, 511
Declines treating with the commissioners and marches for London, 515 Orders
the king, on his return after his first flight, not to approach London, 518. Is
desired by the peers to assume the government, and to summon a convention.
521 Summons the convention, zb Summons a convention at Edinburgh, 523
Receives an offer of the crown of Scotland, zb His conduct during the meeting
of the convention parhament, 5z 9 His declaration to a meeting of peers, zb The
crown settled on him and the princess, 53 °

ORDAINERS, a council of, formed in the reign of Edward II by parliament, to govern
the nation, n 152 Ordinances framed by, 2b Aim particularly at Piers Gavaston,
and banish him, zb

ORDEAL In the Anglo-Saxon law, the several species of, i x81.
ORDIN_tNCE, the self-denying one, passed by the long parliament, v 448
ORKNEY, earl of Bothwel made duke of, iv 9 o The banns ordered to be published

between him and queen Mary, _b Is married to her by the bishop of Orkney, zb
Endeavours to get prince James into his power, 94. Raises an army to oppose a
confederacy of nobles, formed against him, zb Flies to the Orkneys, and subsists
by piracy, 95 Escapes to Denmark, where he dies miserably m prison, _b

ORKNEY, bishop of, marries Mary queen of Scots to Bothwel, iv. 91 Is appointed
one of the commissioners m her cause, on the part of the king and kingdom, i o 7

ORLEANS. city of, besieged by the earl of Salisbury, n 394 Succeeded by the earl
of Suffolk on his death, 395 Cannon first successfully apphed at this siege, zb
Battle of Herrings, 395 The duke of Burgundy recals his troops from the siege,
396 Distress of the town and garrison, zb. Joan D'Arc enters it with a convoy,
4oo A second convoy enters unmolested, _b The Enghsh repulsed from several
of their posts, 4o2. Amazement of the besiegers, _b The siege raised, zb. See Joan

D'Arc Is besieged by the duke of Guise, iv 63 Guise assassinated there, zb
ORLEANS, Lewis duke of, disputes the administration of affairs with the duke of

Burgundy, on the insanity of Charles VI, n 358 ReconclhatIon between them,
359- Assassinated by the duke of Burgundy, _b For his natural son, see Duno_s

ORLEANS, duke of, took prisoner at the battle of Azlncour, Ii. 366 Obtains a
neutrahty for his demesnes, 396 Ransoms himself, 4I 7-

ORLEANS, Lewis, duke of, disputes the administration of France during the minor-
ity of Charles VIII with the princess Anne of Beaujeu, ui. 96 Obliged to fly to
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the court of Brxtanny, zb Commands the duke of Brltanny's forces against the
invasion of France, 27 Taken prisoner by the French, 31 Released, to promote
the king of France's smt to the dutchess of Britannv, 36 Succeeds to the crown
of France, 64. See Lewzs XII.

ORMESBY, leftjudic_ary of Scotland on the return of earl Warrenne to England, _i
125. The Scots irritated at his oppressions, _b Fhes to England, on the appear-
ance of William Wallace, 126

ORMOND. earl of, reduces the Spamsh general San Josepho in Kerry, iv 185
ORMOND. earl of, his successes against the Irish rebels, _ 425 Engages the justices

and council to adhere to the king against the parliament, _b Concludes a cessa-

tion with the rebels by the king's order, 426 Sends over troops to assist the king,
427 Glamorgan treats with the Irish rebels without his knowledge, 48o Resigns
Dublin, and all other places, by the king's order, to the parhamentary forces,
487 Concludes a peace with the council of Kllkenny, and engages ]t to assist the

king, vi 8 Narrowly escapes from a conspiracy formed against him, zb Retires
to France, 9 Returns back, ao Reduces the parhamentary garrisons, 1i

Besieges Dublin, 14 Is defeated by a sally from the otv, zb Again leaves the
tsland, a6 Comes to England to concert a conspirac_ against the protector, io2

Is forced to fly, 1o 3 Is made steward of the household, and created a duke, 157
Is made lord-lieutenant of Ireland, where he suppresses an intended insur-
rection, 230 Remonstrates against the English act prohibiting the importation
of Irish cattle, zb Is seized by Blood. but rescued, 249 Is again sent lord-
heutenant of Ireland, 4o9 His administration vindicated, b'_ his son Ossory,
against lord Shaftesburv, 41o Is recalled bv king James, 477

OSR1C, king of Delri, and Eanfrad, king of Bermoa, apostatise to pagamsm, and
both perish an battle, 1 37

OSTEND, short account of the siege of, by the Spamards, _ 348 note
OSSORY, lord, son of the duke of Ormond, his bold speech to the duke of Buck-

mgham, vi 249 Commands in the fleet under prince Rupert, 277 Justifies his
father's administration an Ireland against lord Shaftesbury, 4_o

OSWALD, king of Northumberland, recovers the dismembered parts of his king-
dom, and restores the christian rehglon, i 37 Gives the Britons a final defeat.

38. Slam by Penda, king of Mercia, zb History of his successors, zb
OTTERBORNE, battle of, n 3o5
OTWAY, the poet, his unhappy fate, vi 545
OUTLAWS, whether ehgable to parhament, v _5
OVERBURY, Sir Thomas, assists young Carre, the king's favourite, with good advice,

v 53 Has imprudence in the affair of lady Essex, 55 Is committed to the Tower,
by the deceitful contrivance of Rochester, 56 Is poisoned, by order of Somerset
and has lady, 57 Has remarks on the English navy, 142

OXFORD, earl of, invites Henry VII to an entertainment, m 76 Freed by the king
for his retainers, _b.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY, by whom first founded, _ 79 The parhament, afterward

called the madparhament, assembles there, n 35 The provisions of, enacted, _b
See Barons Lectures in cawl law. when first read there, u 52o When first erected

into a bishopric, m 255 The parhament removed thither by Charles I on
account of the plague at London, v 161 This parhament dissolved on the plague
appearmg there, 166. Negooations there for a peace between the king and
parhament, 399 The king endeavours to form a parhament there, m opposition
to that at London, 43 °

PACK, alderman, makes a motion an parhament for giving Cromwel the title of

king, w 93
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PAGET secretary, remonstrates to lord Seymour the impropriety of caballing
against his brother, the protector, nl 359- Informs the protector of his practices,
and advises him to return from Scotland, to guard against them, zb Adheres to

Somerset in his distress, 377 Advises Mary to the Spanish alliance, 413
P_LaT1NaTE OF THE RHINE. See Frederzc The English undertake lhe recovery of It,

•_ i 19 The attempt fails, zb Treaty of Westphalia. vl 75
PALESTINE, state of. at the arrival of the crusader, Richard I of England, and Philip

of France, i. 387
PALMER Mrs See Cleveland

PALMER. Sir Thomas, is employed by Northumberland as a spy upon Somerset, nl
388 His accusation against Somerset, _b Is apprehended for joining the party
of the lady Jane Gray, 4o 5 Is executed. 4o6

P_.NDOLF. legate from pope Innocent III to Phlhp In his expedition against king
John of England, his private instructions, i 431 Proposes an interview with
John. zb Procures his submission to the pope. 432 Receives the resignation of
his kingdom, and homage from him, zb Excommunicates the earl of Albemarle
and his adherents, n i 1

PAPACY.the seat of, how fixed m Italy, u 3_9
PaPaL AUTHORITY the popular sentiments of, in the reign of Edward III. n 278

Renounced by Henry VIII. in 205 See Reformatwn
PaR Catharine, married to Henry VIII, m 3oo Is made regent during Henry's

absence in France. 3o6. Her narrow escape from impeachment for heresy, 316
Her prudent evasion of this danger, zb Marries lord Seymour soon after Henry's
death, 359 Dies m child-bed, 36o

P__RIS massacre of the Hugonots in that city, on the eve of St Bartholomew, iv 163
See France

PARKER. archbishop, his character, iv 2o 7

PARKER bishop of Oxford. is vlolentl'¢ appointed president of Magdalen-hall, by
James If, vi 488

PARI laMENT. English. a view of, in ItS feudal form, 1 466 By what titles the clerg}
obtained seats in, zb The importance of the barons m, _b The commons not
orlglnall), a part of, 467 Composed wholly of military tenants, _b When usually
assembled, 47 I. That summoned at Oxford m the minority of Henry IIl grants,
in his name, a renewal and confirmation of the great charter, n 12 Refuses
supphes to Henry, 2 i, _6 The spirited remonstrances of, to the king, on his
demand of a supply, 3° Grants a supply on a solemn confirmation of the great
charter, 32 Assembles dressed in armour, 34 That termed the mad one. meets
at Oxford, 35 A supreme council of twenty-four chosen by. to regulate the
government, zb The first efforts toward sending representatives of counties to,
_b Regular sessions of, appointed by the council of barons, 36 A committee

appointed by the council of twenty-four, of equal authorlty with, to act m the
intervals of the sessions, 38. One called by Henry. which authorises him to
resume the government, in consequence of the pope's absolution, 44 One sum-
moned by Leicester after the battle of Lewes, which appoints a council of nine
to admimster government, 54 Again summoned by Leicester, and the house of
commons regularly formed, 56 Approves of the ordinances of the reforming
barons, after the civil wars were ended, 66 Other laws enacted m the reign of
Henry III, _b The first summoned by Edward I reforms the admlmstratlon of
justice, 75- The barons prohlbtted coming to, except summoned by writ, lO2
Grant supphes to Edward for a French war. a 14 Is awed into a confirmation of
the two charters, by the earls of Norfolk and Hereford, while the king is m
Flanders, i _o A summary view of the supphes granted to Edward I, x44 The
banishment of Piers Gavaston demanded by Thomas earl of Lancaster, 15o
Procures the government to be vested in a council of twelve, 152 Passes a
sentence of forfeiture and perpetual exile against the Despencers. 16_ Deposes

Edward II, i7_ A council of regency formed by, to act during the mInoNty of
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Edward III, 183 Ratifies Mortimer's treat) v_lth Robert Bruce. 186 Condemns
Mortimer to death, i88 Assists the king in his endeavours to restore Edward

Baliol in Scotland. and its advice to him, 194 Grants supphes to assist the
pretensions of Edward to the crown of France. 2o2 Is summoned by prince
Edward during his father's absence in Flanders, but no supplies obtained, 2o 5
Remarks on the present power of. _b Its condltmnal grants to the king, _ofi
Resolutions of, on his assumed title as king of France. 207 Frames an act for
redress of grievances before the making the required grants, 214 Is prevailed
on to repeal this act, 216 Advises the king to break the truce with Phihp, and
makes grants for the renewal of the war, 2_ 3 The consideration it arrived to, m
the reign of Edward III, _73 Its frequent endeavours to abolish purveyance in
this reign, 275 Attempts in vain to reduce the price of labour. 281 Settlement
of government established by. during the minority of Richard II. 286 Is dis-
solved, and the increase of its authority shewn, 287 Imposes a poll-tax, and the
alarming consequences of it, 289 Its peremptor) deputation to the king, 296
Its undue compact with the duke of Gloucester and his part), 299 Proceeding_
against the mlnist_. 3oo The irregularity of their conduct, 3o2 Influence of
the king over, and their compliance with his measures, 3o3 Adjourned to

Shrewsbury, 311 Grants Richard the duties on wool and leather for hfe, with
other subsidies, zb Before their dissolution vest the parhamentary authority in
a committee of twelve lords and six commoners, tb Names of the commissioners,

zb note Heads of the accusation presented to. against king Richard, 317' Depose
him, 32I Act against heresy, 328 Repealed, zb The repeal suppressed b._ the
influence of the clergy, ,b Confusions in, at the accession of Henry IV, 334

Opposes his attempt to exclude females from the succession, 348 Advises the
king to seize the temporahtles of the church, lb Reneus the same ad_me to
Henry V, zb, 357 Grants to Henry, after the battle of Azlncour, 367 , 374
Causes which contributed to increase ItS influence in goxernment, 38_ Appoints
a new arrangement of administration during the minority of Henri VI, _b
Refuses supplies to the duke of Bedford, regent of France, LIo5 One called at St
Edmondsbury, 42o. Makes the duke of York protector during pleasure, 442
Resumes all the grants to the crown since the time of Henry V, 443 That of
Coventry, remarks on, 453, The title of Edward IV recognized by, 459 At-
tainders reversed, zb Act of forfmture and attainder passed against Henry V1
and his queen, and their party. 46o. Summoned, at the restorauon of Henry V1,
476, New system of attainders and reversals, zb Summoned b) Edward on his
restoration, 483 Their grants to the king toward a French _ar, 484 Reflections
on the consistency of their proceedings, 491 One summoned by Richard III
recognizes his authority, creates his son prince of Wales, and makes grants, 513
Attainders reversed on the coming in of Henry VII. nl 9, Expedient for qual-

ifying the king's prior attainder, io Entail of the crown, hou managed, zb
Attainders of the York party. 12 Grants a supply for the assistance of the duke
of Brltanny, 32 Grants supplies to the king for a war with France, 39 Passes a

law to indemnify all who act under the authority, of the king for the time being,
5° Grants Henry another subsidy, 55 Its obsequiousness to his oppressive
measures, 68 Chuses Dudley, the minister of his extortions, speaker, _b Star-
chamber authority confirmed by, 74 The king's suit for murder limited w uhin
a year and day, 75 Benefit of clergy abridged, _b Statutes against retainers, and
for other salutary purposes, zb Law permitting the entailment of estates to be
broke, 77. Review of other laws passed by Henr_, VII, ab The first of Henry VIII
attaints Empson and Dudley, the ministers of the extortions of Henr_ VII, 86
Redresses some abuses in the late reign, zb note Grants supplies for a war with
France, 91 Imposes a proportional poll-tax, 96 Grants of, to Henry, by the
influence of cardinal Wolsey, and of Sir Thomas More, 148 Passes an act against

levying annates, 195 Continues to abridge the papal authority, m the regulauon
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of monasteries, and election of bishops, 203 The succession of the crown regu-

lated, 2o 4 Declares the king supreme head of the church, 2o6. Attaints Sir
Thomas More, and bishop Fisher, zb Umtes England and Wales, zb Passes an act
of attainder against the accomplices of the Holy Ma,d of Kent, 219 The lesser
monasteries suppressed by, 229 Farther progress made In the union between
England and Wales, _3 o The gross flattery of the speaker of the commons to the
king, 24 ° Reason assigned for annulling the king's marriage with Anne Boleyn,
_b The princesses Mary and Elizabeth illegitimated, and the succession settled
on the king's issue by Jane Seymour, *b All authority of the bishop of Rome
renounced, 241 Passes the bill of six articles, for abohshmg diversity ofoplmons
in religion, 265 Enacts that royal proclamations shall have the force of laws, 266
Yet passes a statute declanng that the king's proclamations shall not infringe the
laws or customs of the realm, zb Confirms the surrender of the monasteries, 268.

Dissolves the order of St John of Jerusalem, or knights of Malta, 274 Grants,
with reluctance, supplies to Henry, zb Instance of its servile compliance with
Henry's caprices, 478 Condemns Dr Barnes for heresy, 279 Attaints queen
Catharme Howard and her associates, 285 Passes an act to secure the virtue of

Henry's future wives, 286 Ireland erected Into a kingdom by, 478 Ratifies the
future decisions of the commissioners appointed by the king to estabhsh a
religion, 287 Prohibits the reading of the Bible to the lower classes of people,
289 Grants supplies for a French war, 299 Enacts that offences against the
king's proclamations shall be judged by a council of nine, zb Enforces obedience
to the Erudzt*on ofa Chrzstzan Man, published by Henry VIII, 3oo Restores the
princesses MaT y and Elizabeth to their right of succession, 3o3 The style of the
king's regal title settled, _b The king's debts contracted by a general loan remit-
ted, zb Another oath of the king's supremacy imposed, 3o4 The law of the six
articles mitigated, zb Grants another subsidy, 31o Bestows on the king all the
umverslty and hospital revenues, zb The abject flattery bestowed on the king,
311 Henry's speech to, on proroguing it, zb Attainder of the duke of Norfolk,
319 A recapitulation of the statutes passed b), Henry VIII, 324 Remarks on the
statute granting him the duties of tonnage and poundage, 326 One summoned
by the duke of Somerset, protector, 353 The wholesome laws passed this session,
_b Lord Seymour condemned, 363 Cehbacy recommended to the clergy, but
their marriage permitted, 365 , Heavy taxes laid on money and trade, 48o, note.

Deprives the protector of all his offices, and fines him, 379 Passes a severe act
against rioters, zb Interest for money declared Illegal, 39 ° The new liturgy
authorised, lb Acts passed, against treason, and making provismn for the poor,
zb I he Latin mass celebrated in, at the accession of queen Mary, 41 o The species
of treason limited, *b The queen's legitimacy established, _b All Edward's stat-
utes of religion repealed, zb The duke of Norfolk's attainder reversed, 411 Is
dissolved, for opposing the Spanish alliance, 414 A large sum sent over by the
emperor Charles V to bribe the new one, 422 Gardiner's speech at the opening
of, 423 The caution of, with respect to the pretensions of Phihp, zb Is dissolved,
424 A new one summoned, which reverses the attainder of cardinal Pole, 425
Implores forgiveness of the pope, for their defection from the church of Rome,
426 Its cautmon to prevent the resumption of church-lands, 427 Revives the
sanguinary laws against heretics, zb Tenths and flrst-frmts restored to the
church, 443 Subsidies granted by a new one, 458 All sales or grants of crown-

lands by the queen, for seven years to come. confirmed, ,b Law for regulating
the mlhtaa, 463 The first law for repair of the highways by a general parish-duty,
464 . The joy discovered at the accession of queen Ehzabeth, iv. 4 A new one
called, by whom the title of the queen as recognized, 9 The newly-erected
monasteries suppressed, lo. All statutes of Edward VI concerning religion,
restored, I I The nommatlon of bishops g_ven to the crown, *b The mass
abohshed, and liturgy restored, 12 The queen's royal power over all her domm-
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ions strongl) asserted, and the assertion of the papal authority subjected to the
penalties of treason, 6I Laws against prophesying and witchcraft, 62 Supplies
granted to the queen, zb Elizabeth's speech at the dissolution of, 82 A new one

summoned, after an interval of five years, 137 Is prohibited by the queen's

order, from meddling with any matters of state, a 38 Reflections on her haughty
treatment of, and her declared notions of the proper objects of its attention, 144
Laws passed this session of, 146 A spirited speech of Peter Wentworth, a
commoner, in favour of hberty of speech in, 178. Petmons the queen for church
reformation, instead of proceeding on the bill introduced for that purpose, 18 i

Supplies granted by, to the queen, 186 Laws against popery, 187. Confirms the
association for the protection of the queen, 2o 4 Appoints a regency, in case of

her violent death, 2o 5 A severe law against Jesuits and popish priests, ib Eliza-
beth's speech, on the applications made by the commons for farther religious
reformation, _o 9 Ratifies the sentence against Mar?', queen of Scots, and peti-
tions for her execution, 237 Grants supplies to the queen, on the defeat of the

Spamsh armada, =7 a Passes a severe law against recusants, 287 Votes supplies,
288 The queen's speech to, 289. Its [egtslative power checked by Elizabeth, 363
Tyrannical statutes passed by, 366 One summoned by James I, v 13 Appoints
commissioners at the king's desire, to treat of an union between the two king-
doms, 21 Becomes jealous of the regal prerogative m ecclesiastical affairs, 43
Buckingham lays before it an insincere account of the treaty for Spanish match,
which the king and prince vouch, 1 i2 The king's speech relative to a war with
Spain. 113 An act against monopolies, i 14 One summoned by Charles I on his
accession, 156. Its ill-humour, owing to disgust against Buckingham, 158 Other
contributing causes, _b Is adjourned to Oxford on account of the plague, 161
The king lays his necessmes before it, 162 Refuses supphes,zb Dissolved, on the
plague appearing at Oxford, i66 A second called bTrCharles, ,b A third sum-
moned, 187 The king's threatening address to it, zb The petition of right
passed, 197, which is followed by a grant of supplies, 2oo Is dissolved, 2i 5 Is
summoned after eleven years interval, _69 The king's pleas to procure supplies,
27o Is abruptly dissolved, _76 Meeting of the long, 285 An act for triennial
parhaments, passed, 3o8 Attainder of Strafford, 324 Act against adjourning
and proroguing the parhament without ItS own consent, 325 The star-chamber,
and high-commission court, abohshed, 328 Other arbitrary courts suppressed,

33 ° Adjourns, and appoints a committee of both houses to sit during the recess,
331 Appoints a committee to attend the king of Scotland, zb Makes a present,
with acknowledgments, to the Scottish arm_, which are now disbanded, 332 A
day of thanksgiving appointed for the national pacification, zb Applies to the
earl of Essex for a guard, 335 Votes the king's interfering in a bill depending
in, to be a breach of privileges, 358 Reflections on the uncertainty of parha-

mentary privileges, zb Petitions or addresses received from divers bodies of the
common people, promising to protect its pri_ ileges, 371 Is petitioned by a body
of women, _b. The bishops' votes taken away, 373 Threatens the queen with an
Impeachment, tb Passes the mihtIa-blll, 375 Raises an army, and appoints the
Earl of Essex general, 383 Obtains loans of the people, zb Sends conditions of
agreement to the king, 384 Stops all remittances of revenue to the king, 388
Their fleet intercepts supplies from the queen to the king, _b Its haughty
reception of the king's overtures, 391 Votes an address for a treat} after the
battle of Edge-hill, 397 Its demands m the negocxatlon at Oxford, 399 For the
operatmns of its forces against the king, see Essex, Waller, Fazrfax, Cromwel, &c
The mlhtary operations conducted by a committee of both houses, 411 The
secret measures and despotic authority of this committee, zb Applies to Scotland
for assistance, 419 Sends commissioners to engage the Scots to confederate with
them, 4=2. Receives and enforces subscriptions to the solemn league and cov-
enant, 423 Remits money to Scotland, to raise an arm),, 424 Measures taken to
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suppress the Irish rebellion, zb A committee of, sent to Ireland, is excluded the

council by the influence ofOrmond, 4_5 Lays an excise on beer, wine, and other
commodities, 43 ° Publishes an ordinance for retrenching a meal a-week, toward
the pubhc service, zb Is wrote to by the king, but rejects his offers of treaW, 43 _
The Independents form a party in, 443 Differences between Manchester and
Cromwel, 444 Passes the self-denying ordinance, 448 Receives proposals from
the king for a treaty, 45 ° Sends commissioners to Uxbrldge, 451 Summons an
assembl) of divlnes at Westminster, for regulating religion, 45_ Demands of the
commissioners at UxbrIdge, as to religion, zb Demands as to the militia, 455
Demands with regard to Ireland, 455. Other demands made to the king, 456
Return of the commissioners, _b Execution of Laud, 457 Publishes the king's
letters taken at Nasebv, 473 Refuses a treaty with the king, 479 Issues orders
for securing him, If he came to London, zb Reproaches the king with Glamor-
gin's transactions in Ireland, 48a Establishes the presbyterian discipline, zb But
refuses to admit the divine right of It, 482 Restrains the power of excommu-
nication, zb Is informed by the Scots of the king's arrival in their army, 485
Sends fresh proposals to the king, 487 Treats with the Scots for delivering up
the king, 488 He is dehvered to the commissioners sent for him. 49 ° Proposes
a reduction of the armv, 493 The army begins to mutiny against its authority.
494 Sends proposals for their going to Ireland. 495 Votes to disband all who
refuse that service, 497 Discovers Cromwel's schemes, and prepares an accusa-
tion against him, 499 Its oppressive acts render _t odious to the people, _b A
review of ItS C_vll administration, 5oo Orders out the London militia to defend
it against the army. 5o2 Enters into a negociatIon with the arm_, 5o3 Appoints

Fair fax general in chief of all the forces, 5o6 Is obliged to vote according to the
instructions of the army, lb Is forced by the populace to reverse a vote for the
change of the London militia, 5o7 Their speakers apply to the army for protec-
non, tb New speakers chosen, and defence prepared for, 5o8 The old speakers
reinstated by the army, 5o8 Negociates again with the king. 515 Declares the
Scots enemies. 5_ Endeavours to regain its hberty during the absence of the
army, and sends to treat with the king_ _b The points debated between them.

518 Disavows any concurrence in the seizure of the king by the army, 53 ° Is
surrounded by the army, _b Proceeds to a conclusion of the treaty with the king,
zb The presbyterian members excluded, and confined by colonel Pride, 53 I
The remaining members reverse the former proceedings, _b See Commons Its
proceedings after the battle of Worcester, vi 39 Erects a high court of justice to
try offences against the commonwealth, zb See Commonwealth Frames the nav-
igation act, 46 Grants letters of reprisal against the United Provinces, 47
Refuses to admit the apolog_ of the Dutch for Tromp's conduct, and commences
war with the States, 48 See Blake, Ayscus, &c The army remonstrates for a new

one, 51 Is violently dissolved by Cromwel, 53. Reflections on ItS proceedings, _b
A new one summoned by Cromwel, 6o Character of it, zb Regulations in gov-

ernment and religion proposed by, _b Orders marriage to be solemnized by the
civil magistrate, 62 Resigns its authority to Cromwel, 63 One summoned by the
protector, 68 The equitable plan of election, 69 Is reproved by the protector for
disputing his authority, 71 Is forced to recognize his authority, and IS then
dissolved, _b A new one chosen by the protector, 9 _. Votes a renunciauon of the

royal famdy, 93. A motion made by Jephson for bestowing the crown on Crom-
wel, zb The same morion made in form by alderman Pack, _b This motion
agreed to, and a committee appointed to persuade the protector's acceptance, 2b

Confirms his protectoral authorIt}_, on his refusal of the title of king, 98 Is again
assembled m two houses, as formerly, 99 Is dissolved, loo One called by Rich-
ard CromweL 1] 3 Votes against the council of officers, 114. Is dissolved by their
influence, 115 The long one, restored by the council of officers, 1x6. Discovers
a design formed for restoring the king, which is suppressed, 119 Cashiers
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Lambert, and vests the command of the arm)' in commission, _b Is expelled bv
Lambert, 12o Is again restored, 127 Reduces the army to obedience, 128 Is
desired by Monk to send the regiments out of London, 13 ° Monk arrives, and
is thanked, _b His reply, zb Its authority disputed b_ the people, particularly b)
London, 131 Orders Monk to march into the city to seize the refractory citizens,
_b Is ordered by Monk to fix a time for dissolution, and tor calling a new one,
132 The secluded members take their seats, and after some necessar) votes,
issue writs for a new one, 133 The new one meets, and Sir Harbottle Grimstone

chosen speaker 138 See Common_ The house of lords reassemble, 139 See
Lords Charles II proclaimed, _b A committee appointed, to invite the king over,
zb Act of lndemmty passed, 158 Settlement of the revenue, 159 Its caution in
disbanding the army, 16o Is dissolved, 162 The new one passes an act for the
security of the king's person and government, 172 Resigns all military author_t_
to the king, 173 Corporation-act passed, 174 Act of uniformity passed, 175
Grants the king four subsidies, being the last grant of that nature, i87 Militia
regulated, zb Repeals the triennial act, 19o Grants supplies for the Dutch war,
195, 2oo Five mile act, 2oo Regulates the rebuilding of London, 2o6 Votes a
supply to the king, 2o 7 An act of incapacity and banishment passed against
Clarendon, 214 Prohibits the importation of Irish cattle, 231 Supplies granted,

238 Act against conventicles passed, zb Coventry act, 248 Meets, after two years
prorogation, 272 Speeches of the king and the chancellor Sha[tesbury to, _b,
273 Test act passed, 276 Is prorogued on the discontent of the commons, 28 i
Its legality disputed, after a twelvemonth's recess, 3o4 Exhorts the king to guard

against the growing power of France, 3o5 Addresses the king, to form an
alliance with the States against France, 3o8 Is adjourned, zb Takes the popish

plot into consideration, 344 A new test-act passed, 349 Is dissolved, 353 Char-
acter of this long one, zb A new one summoned, 356 Habeas corpus act passed,

367 Is prorogued, and afterwards dissolved, to stop proceedings against Danb',
369 The king's speech to the new one, 383 The persecuting statute, 35 Ehz
repeals, and dissenters eased, 396 The king evades gl_ lng his assent to this bill,
398 ts dissolved, and a new one summoned, 399 Meets at Oxford, lb Is sud-
denly dissolved, 4o3 One called by James II, 4_53 His speech to, on the set-
tlement of a revenue on him, zb Arguments urged for and against the grant of

a revenue during life, 454 The grant during llfe voted, 456 An act of attainder
passed against the duke of Monmouth, 458 The convention, summoned by
the prince of Orange, 521 Settles the crown on the prince and princess (if
Orange, 53 °

PARLIAMENT of Scotland, recognizes the title of the maid of Norway to the crown,

u 84 Refers the pretensions of Bahol and Bruce to the award of Edward I of
England, 87. Is summoned by the queen dowager in an abbey near HaddIngton,
and determines to send the young queen Mary to France, lU 357 Summoned by

the Congregation of the Lord, in which the catholic religion ts suppressed, and the
presbyterian dlsclphne established, iv 31 The queen in France refuses to ratify
the proceedings of, 32 Is summoned by Mary, to attaint the banished lords, 75
How this scheme failed, _b The protestant rehgmn established, with the queen's
sanction, 88, note Is summoned by the regent Murray, condemns Mary to

prison for the murder of her husband, and ratifies the settlement of the crown
on her son James VI, loo Appoints commissioners to negociate a treaty with

Ehzabeth, 136 Prohibits the clergy from meddling with the affairs of govern-
ment, 2o2 A law proposed to it by James, for the external government of the
church to be vested in him and the bishops, v 7I The bill dropped by the

opposition of the clergy, 72 One held by Charles I, 232 Its proceedings toward
ratifying the acts of the assembly, stopped by prorogation, 268 Abohshes the
lords of articles, 333 The creation of peerages limited, 334 Triennial parlia-
ments estabhshed, zb Its consent made necessary in the appointment of officers
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of state, zb Its cool behaviour on being informed by the king of the Irish massa-
cre, 347 Sends commissioners to treat with the Enghsh parhament, zb Opposes

the dehvermg up the king to the Enghsh parliament, 49 ° One summoned by
Charles II after the defeat at Dunbar, Vl. 32 One called on the restoration, which
annuls all laws passed since the year 1633, a68. The covenant annulled, a7o
Proceedings of, 224 Act of Indemnity, zb Act against conventicles, 2_6 One
summoned before Lauderdale as commissioner, 323 . Severe law against con-
vent_cles, _b. Enacts a contradictory test-act, 413. Its abject servility to James II
on his accession, 466. ReJects the king's application for indulgence to cathohcs,
483 The convention summoned by the prince of Orange, offers the crown to
him and the princess, 522

PARMA, dutchess of, is left by Philip II of Spare governess of the Low Countries,
Iv i5_

PARMA, prince of, succeeds Don John of Austria, in the command of the Lo_
Countries, iv. x76 Reduces several provinces to obedience to Spain, 2 a 2. His
successes against the earl of Leicester, 217 Prepares to join the armada m the
invasion of England, 26_ Refuses to join the fleet on ats 111success, 27o. Marches
to assist the cathohc league in France, 28].

PARRY Wflham, is instigated by the jesuits to take away the life of queen Ehzabeth,
iv 21o His dehberate prosecunon of his purpose, _b Is discovered and exe-
cuted, 211

P_SEAL II, pope of Rome, his disputes with king Henry I about investitures, 1 262
His insolent answers to Henry, _b, 263 His shameful breach of treaty with the
emperor Henry V, _65 Threatens Henry with excommunication, 266 Compro-
mise between, 267

PASSIVEobedience, the antiqmty of that doctrine in England, v 563 . The principle
of, endeavoured to be enforced by the house of lords, vn _93 Arguments urged
concerning, zb

P_,STUR AGE,laws enacted by Henry VIII to restrain the throwing lands into, 11133 °
The inducements to this practice, and evils resulting from it, 369

P_TENTS for monopolies, debates in the house of commons concerning, m queen
Ehzabeth's reign, iv. 411. See Monopohes

PAUL III, pope, hopes at h_s succession to effect a reconcxhanon with Henry VIII,
ni 222 Excommunicates Henry, 223,256 The rage expressed against Henry on
his suppressing the rehglous houses, 256. A council summoned at Mantua, the

authority of which Henry declares against, 261. Appoints Beaton, primate of
Scotland, a cardinal, _94

PAUL IV. pope, his character, m 442 Is offended at queen Mary's assuming the
title of queen of Ireland, zb Insists on full restitution of all church possessions,
_b His conduct compared with that of the emperor Charles V, 448 Cites arch-
bishop Cranmer to stand trial for heresy at Rome, 449 His haughty behav-
iour on the English ambassador's notafication of the accession of Ehzabeth
IV. 5

PAULLINUS, archbishop of York, converts Edwin king of Northumberland to
christianity, 1 37 Converts Coxfl the Saxon high priest, *b

PAVIA, battle of, between the Imperialists and Francis I of France, ui. x56.
PEADA. son of Penda, king of Mercia, receives chnstlamty into h_s kingdom, i 4 °
PECQU1GNI, treaty of peace there, between Edward IV of England and Lewis XI of

France, n 486.

PEERS, when first created by patent, 11. 38o A great council of, summoned by
Charles I at York, v. 28o House of See Lords

PEMBROKE,earl of, his ineffectual endeavours to save Chateau Galliard from being
taken by Philip of France, 1 417

PEMBROKE, earl of, is mareschal of England, at the death of king John, u 5.
Procures young Henry III to be crowned at Gloucester, zb Is chosen protector
of the kingdom, *b Endeavours to conclhate the affecnons of the barons to the
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young king, 7 Takes the city of Lincoln from the French, 8 The barons con-
clude a peace with him, 9. His prudent care to restore the form of government,
lO Dies, zb

PEMBROKE, Aymer de Valence earl of, joins in the confederacy of Thomas earl of
Lancaster, against Piers Gavaston, n i53 Takes Gavaston prisoner in Scar-
borough castle, 154

PEMBROKE earl of, is taken prisoner w_th his whole army at sea, by Henry king of

Castile, n 269
PEMBROKE,Jasper Tudor earl of, defeated by Edward duke of York at Mortimer's

cross, n 450
PEMBROKE, Sir William Herbert created earl of, nl 387 Deserts Northumberland,

and declares for queen Mary, 4o4 Is confined to his house for engaging in the
duke of Norfolk's designs, 1_ i29

PEN, admiral, commands the protector's fleet sent to the V_est-lndies, v_ 81 Makes
an attempt on St Domlngo, 82 Takes Jamaica, and is sent to the Tower, zb

PE'_DA. king of Mercia, his character, 1 4° Has enterprises, zb Killed, zb
PENNINGTON, commander of some ships sent in the serwce of France, refuses to sail

against Rochelle, and returns, v. 163 Is ordered back to Dleppe, where has men
desert the service, _b

PENRUDDOC, and other royalists, excite an insurrection against Cromwel at
Sahsbury, vi 73

PENRY, a Brownist, his cruel prosecution for writing against the hierarchy, _v 367
PENSYLVANIA,when settled, vi 537
PEOPLE their situation under the feudal government an England, i 463
PER1GORD, cardinal, endeavours an accommodation between prance Ed_ard of

England and John king of France, at Polctxers, n 248
PERJURY, the frequency of, under the old Anglo-Saxon law, remarked, and the

causes traced, i i79.
PERKIN Warbec See Warbec
PERTH, Knox, the reformer, arrives from Geneva, and preaches there, IV 22 R_ot

of reformers there, against the catholic worship, 23 The queen regent received
there by accommodation with the Congregation of the Lord, 25 Is besieged and
taken by the Congregatwn, 26 A synod of presbyterian ministers there, routed
by a mob of women, w 547

PESCARA, marquis of. the imperial general, invades Provence, and besieges Mar-
seilles, ui. 154

PETER the Hermit, undertakes to rescue the holy land from the Turks, and apphes

to pope Martin II, i. 235 Leads a vast multitude on this enterprise, _38
PETER of Pomfret, a hermit, has cruel treatment by king John, for a prophecy

concerning ham, i 433.

PETER of Savoy, uncle to queen Eleanor, invested w ith the honour of Richmond,
and the wardship of earl Warrenne, u 19

PETER, king of Castile. See Castile
PETER, des Roches See Wznchester
PETERBOROW when first erected into a bishopric, m 255 Dean of. h_s behaviour

to Mary queen of Scots at her execution, _v 249
PETER'S PENCE, occasion of imposing that tax, i. 4 _ The payment of suspended by

Henry II, 3_5
PETERS, Hugh, chaplain to Oliver Cromwel, a frequent text of his, v 515, note Is

tried and executed, va i62
PETERS, father, a Jesmt, and confessor to king James II is made a Wavy counsellor,

va 478
PETITION Of right, this famous bill taken under consideration by the house of

commons, v i92 Is passed by the commons, I97 Passed by the lords, I98 The

king's evasive manner of passing it, 2b Receives the king's full assent, _oo The
petition at large, 212
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PETITIONERS _ND ABHORRERS an account of the origin of those party distinctions,
Vl, 381

PEYTO, a friar, insolently reproaches Henry VIII from his pulpit, m 217 Is in turn
abused by Dr Corren, _b Is reproved by the council, tb

PHILIBERT, duke of Savoy. commands the Spanish army against France, in 452
Besieges St Quintin, 453 Defeats the constable Montmorency, and takes him
prisoner, zb Philip arrives at his camp, but declines any action with the duke of
Guise. 46o

PHILIE king of France. assumes the government on his father Lewis VIIth's Illness,

1. 362 Henry II of England mediates a peace between him and his family, 363
Engages in a crusade, 366 Stimulates young Richard to revolt against his father,
_b His army, with that of Richard I intended for the crusade, rendezvous at

Vezelay, 382 Reiterates has promises of friendship wnh Richard. zb Takes the
road to Genoa, and embarks his army, zb Is obhged to winter at MessIna, zb His
character, and that of Richard compared. 383 His disputes with Richard at
Messlna, 384 Their differences accommodated, zb Arrives m Palestine. and

assists at the siege of Acre, 386 Espouses the pretensions of Conrade, marquis
of Montserrat, to the kingdom of Jerusalem, in opposition to Guy de Luslgnan,
387 Returns to Europe. 388 Is prevented from invading Normandy, but se-
duces prince John from his allegiance, 389 . Makes the death of Conrade the

pretence of his enmity to Richard, 391 His hostile measures, on hearing of the
captivity of Richard, 395 Invades Normandy, zb Besieges Rouen. but is re-
pulsed bv the earl of Leicester, 396 His laconic letter to prince John, 399 Is
routed, and his records taken by Richard, 40o Concludes a truce with Richard.
4o_. Concludes a peace at Louviers, which is soon broke, _b Makes a truce with

Richard for five years, 402 Takes Arthur duke of Brltanny under his protection,
4o8 Concludes a peace with John, 409 The Norman barons appeal to him
against John, 41 i His disputes with John, 412 Marries his daughter to Arthur
duke of Brltanny, zb His successes against John, ib Is appealed to by the Britons
on the murder of Arthur by John, 414 Summons John to appear before him,
and on his non appearance, sentences him to the forfeiture of all his royalties in
France, 415 Takes various places from John, and by his address raises the siege
of A/en_on, _b 416. Besieges and takes Chateau Gallhard, on the frontiers of

Normandy, 417 Takes Falalse, and the governor Luplcalre lnhsts with him
against John, 418. Acquires the possession of Normandy, zb With the other

provinces, 419 Accepts the offer of the kingdom of England made by pope
Innocent III, 43 ° Prepares an armament to acquire possession of it, 43 I. His
rage on the treaty between John, and Pandolf the pope's legate, 433 His fleet
destroyed b) the earl of Sahsburv, 434 His reflections on the offer of the

kingdom of England, by the barons, to his son Lewis, 451 Demands hostages
of the barons for their fidelity, _b Sends forces over with Lewis, zb His con-

duct respecting this enterprize of his son, u. 9 Dies, and is succeeded by his son
Lewis, 14

PHILIP, king of France, cites Edward I as duke of Guienne before him, to answer for

some differences at sea, 11.96. Gains the province of Guxenne, by artifice, from
the English, 97 Defeats their attempts to recover it, 98 Forms an alliance with
John Bahol, king of Scotland, 99 Edward forms alliances against him, 114. His
successes in Flanders, 123. Concludes a truce with England, and submits his

differences to pope Bomface, zb Bestows his sister on Edward, and his daughter
on prince Edward. 124

PHILIE the Fmr, of France, his cruel treatment of the knights templars, u _75
PHILIP de Valms, how he became entitled to the crown of France, IL I97 Receives

homage for Guienne from Edward III of England, i99. Prepares to oppose the
hostile pretensions of Edward to his crown, _o 3 His fleet destroyed by Edward,
2o 7. Reheves Tournay, besieged by Edward, 2o8. His reply to Edward's defence,
2o 9 Concludes a truce with Edward, by the mediation of Jane countess of
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Hamault, 21o Espouses the pretensions of Charles de Blols to the duch_ of

Brxtanny, 217 Confines the count de Mountfort in the Tower of the Louvre,
218 Concludes a truce with the countess and Edward, 222 His surprlze and
movements on Edward's invasion of Normandy_ 226 His precipitate behaviour
m following Edward to Crecy, 23o. His memorable defeat there, 23i The great
number slam at the battle, 233 Concludes a truce with Edward. 239. His death
and character, 243

PHILIP. son of the Emperor Charles V is proposed by his father as a husband to
Mary queen of England, hi. 413 Substance of the marriage articles, 416 Reflec-
tions of the Enghsh on this match, zb Caution and reserve of the parhament with
respect to his pretensions, 423 Arrives m England, and is married, 425 Disgusts

the Enghsh by his haughtiness and reserve, zb Is denied the ceremony of coro-
nation, 427 His attempts to acquire popularity, 428 His motives for protecting
the lady Ehzabeth, _b His artifice to elude the charge of promoting the crueltles
exercised against the Enghsh reformers, 439 Leaves England. and retires to
Flanders, 444 His father makes a formal resignation of all his hereditary domin-

ions to him, 445 Ungratefully neglects paying his father's pension, 446 En-
deavours to engage England in his quarrel with France, 448 Comes over to
England to press the queen on that measure, 451 Raises an army under Phflibert
duke of Savoy, 452 Battle of St Quintm, 453 Takes the town, _b Joins the arm,_
under the duke of Savoy, but declines engaging Guise. 46o Enters into nego-
ciations for peace, 46i Death of queen Mary. zb Receives a kind embass_ from
Elizabeth, iv 5 Makes proposals of marriage to her, zb She refuses his proposal
of adhering to the Spamsh alhance against France, i5 Peace of Cateau Cam-
bresas, with France. 16 Exerts has good office at the court of Rome. to prevent
the excommumcatlon of Ehzabeth, i7 His character delineated, 52 Vows to
spend his hfe m the extirpation of heres), 53 Has cruel persecution of Con-
stantine Ponce his father's confessor, lb Issues rigorous orders for the prose-
cutlon of heretics, zb Commencement of his open enmity to Ehzabeth, 54
Forms an alhance with the duke of Guise for the suppressing heresy, 57 Con-
certs a massacre of the French Hugonots with Catharme de Medacls, and the

cardinal of Lorraine, 75 Leaves the duchess of Parma governess of the Low
Countries. a52 The Flemish protestants revolt, 153 Determines to overthrow
the Flemish privileges, zb Remonstrates to Ehzabeth against her giving counte-
nance to the F|emlsh exiles, _7 o Revolt of Holland and Zealand, i71 The
revolted Hollanders associate under the prince of Orange, zb Recals the duke of
Alva at his own request, 172 Elizabeth aims to accommodate matters, a 73 Sends
don John of Austria, governor of the Low Countries, 174 The pacification of
Ghent concluded, zb Invades Ireland, 185 Remonstrates against the depre-
dations of Drake, x86. Founds a seminar) at Douay for the educauon of Enghsh

cathohcs, 187 His power and naval strength, 2 a 5 ProJects an invasion of En-
gland, 26o Fats out the invincible armada, 262 Has instructions to its com-
mander the duke of Medina Sldoma, 268 Has behaviour on the destruction of

the armada, 271 Excites disturbances an Scotland, 291 Makes peace with
France, 3o4 Dies, 3o9 His character, v 7

PHILIP III of Spare, character of him and his minister the duke of Lerma, v 7
Concludes a peace with James I, 23 Acknowledges the lndependenc_ of the
Umted Provinces, and concludes a truce with them for twelve years. 37

PHILIP IV of Spare, the honourable reception he gave prance Charles, _ lo6 His
conduct on understanding Buckingham's scheme to prevent the marriage, l a 1

PHILIP archduke of Austria. and son of Maximilian, _s educated In the Lo_ Coun-

tries, m. 25 His friendly lnterwe_ with Henry VII at Calais, 64 Marries Joan
daughter of Ferdinand king of Arragon, and Isabella queen of Castile, 69
Forced by a storm on the coast of England. pays Henry a _iSlt at Windsor, 7°
Obhged by Henry to surrender the earl of Suffolk whom he had protected, 71
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Arrives in Spain, and dies, 72 His son Charles affianced to the princess Mary,
Henry's daughter, _b

PHILIPPA, daughter of the count of Holland and Halnault, is affianced to prince
Edward, son of Edward II, n 168 Raises an army to repress the Scots in Edward's
absence, and takes their king David prisoner, 235, 236 Goes over to Edward's
camp at Calais, 2b Intercedes wqth Edward for the deputies of Calais, at ItS
surrender, 238

PHILIPS, Sir Robert, his speech in the third parhament of Charles I, v 189
PHILPOT. a reformer, archdeacon of Winchester, instance of his zeal against Anan-

lsm, in 436 Is burnt himself for heresy, _b
PlCTS and Scots, harass the Britons, _ 1_, 13
PIERCY surnamed Hotspur, taken prisoner b,/the Scots at the battle of Otterburne,

n 3o5 See Northumberland
PIERCV, Thomas, created earl of Worcester, 11 31o Rebels against Henry IV, 339

Taken prisoner at the battle of Shrewsbury, and executed, 34 l
PIERC¥. of the house of Northumberland, engages with Catesby in the famous

gunpowder-plot, for blowing up king and parhament, v 26 Hires a vault under
the parliament house, and conveys thirty-six barrels of gunpowder into it, 27
Flies on the discovery of the scheme. 3° Is killed, zb

PILGRIMAGE of Grace, an insurrection raised against Henry VIII in the north of
England under that name. iu 246

PILKINC,TON sheriff of London, prosecuted by the duke of York for scandalous
expressions, vi 42

PINKE_, battle of, between the duke of Somerset, and the earl of Arran, in 35 °

P1SA a council summoned there, m opposition to pope Juhus II which removes to
Milan, and after to Lyons, nl 9° Interdicted by the pope, 91

PISTOR, his speech m the house of commons, on kneeling and making the sign of
the cross, iv i39

PIuS V. pope, excommunicates queen Elizabeth, iv 137
PLAGUE. a great one m the time of Edward III, n 248 Is brought into England by

the earl of Warwic from Havre de Grace, ix 64 One at London, v _3 Another,
161. At Oxford, 166 On board the fleet, _b Great one at London, vi _oo

PLOT gunpowder, history of, v. 26 Popish, a history of, vl 333, 36o. See Oates,
Coleman, and Bedloe Meal-tub, 38o Rye-house, 427 .

POITIER& battle of, between Edward, son of Edward III and John klng of France,
n 249 Is besieged by the admiral Coligni, iv 148 Is defended by the young duke
of Guise, _b

POLE. Arthur, and his brothers, nephews of the cardinal, are conwcted of a con-
splracy against queen Ehzabeth, but pardoned, iv 5°

POLE. Edmund de la. See Suffolk

POLE, Sir Geoffrey de la, enters into a conspiracy with some English noblemen, and
his brother the cardinal, nl. 258. Discovers the conspiracy, and is pardoned for
_t, _b

POLE_ Michael de la, chancellor of England, and earl of Suffolk, some anecdotes of,
n 296. Impeached by the commons, zb Reflections on his case, zb Deprived of
his office, _97

POLE, Reginald de la, his descent, iu. 257 Is made dean of Exeter. zb Dechnes any
concern m the divorce of Henry VIII from queen Catharme, _b Inveighs against
the conduct of Henry in rehgious alterations, zb Is invited to England by Henry,
258. Is created a cardinal, and sent legate into Flanders, zb Is suspected of
aspiring to the crown, zb Enters into a conspiracy with some Enghsh noblemen,
who are discovered and executed, _b His relations persecuted by the king, 268
His mother attainted by parliament, zb And executed, 28o Is proposed as a
husband to queen Mary, 411 Why it did not take effect, zb Is invited to England
m quahty of legate. 412 Is stopped m his journey by the emperor, and why, 414
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His attainder reversed, and his blood restored by parliament, 496 Arrives m
England, and Invites the parhament to reconcile themselves to the see of Rome,

_b Gives the parhament and kingdom, absolution, tb Debates with bishop Gar-
diner on the expedxency of pumshlng heretics, 43 o. Is made archbishop of
Canterbury, on the burning of Cranmer, 451 His politic behaviour, zb Opposes
the queen's design of engaging the kingdom in Phlhp's quarrel with France. zb
His death and character, 46_

POLERONE. In the East lndxes, taken by the Dutch from the English, is agreed to be
restored by treaty, w 67 The English again expelled, _o8 Is resigned to the
Dutch, 211

POLL-MONE_, first levied by parliament, and the alarming consequences of it, n
289 A proportional tax imposed by parhament to assist Henr,, VIII m his war
with France, 1ll. 96

POLTROT, assassinates the duke of Guise, at the siege of Orleans, iv 63
PONCE, Constantine, confessor to the emperor Charles V is cruelly treated bv Phlhp

of Spain for heresy, iv 53

POOR, an act passed, for ra,smg charitable contributions for them, 111399 The first
legal establishment for the subsistence of, when made, iv 379

POPEDOM, ItS situation at the time of the Norman invasion, i 151. See Papacy and
Reformation

POPULAR government, the first beginnings of, in England, n io 4
POPUL_.TION, observations on the properest means of promoting, nl 79
PORTERS of London petition the long parliament, v 37 i
PORTO RICO, an attempt against, by Francis Drake. iv _97
PORTSMOUTH dutchess of, mistress to king Charles II how introduced to him,

vl 945
PORTUGAL, the kingdom of, revolts from the crown of Spare, vi 78 The princess

Catharine of, married to Charles II of England, 177

POST-HOUSE, at what sum farmed, in the protectorate of Oliver Cromwel, vi i48
POST-MASTER,instance of that office at the time of queen Ehzabeth, iv 38o
POST-OFFICE, IS established by parhament, vi 162
POULTRY. the estabhshed prices of, at the beginning of the reign of Charles I,

v. 139
PO_NINGS, Sir Edward, sent over to Ireland by Henr,r VII to reduce the malcontents

there, ni 5 ° Passes the memorable statute which bears his name, _b Disappoints
Perkm Warbec xn his designs upon that kingdom, 53 Made comptroller by
Henry VIII and chosen of his privy council, 84

PRAGUE, battle of, between the duke of Bavaria and Frederic elector Palatine, v 83
PREACHING, the abuse of, restrained, and twelve homilies pubhshed to read to the

people, m. 341 Farther restrictions of. to prevent the people being distracted by
opposite doctrines, 355

PREJEANT. a French admiral, kills Sir Edward Howard m an engagement m Con-
quet harbour, in loo Invades the coast of Sussex, and loses an eye, zb

PRELATES,obnoxious ones, how treated by the court of Rome in the time of Richard
II, u 3_9 . Their unfitness for being intrusted with the great offices under the
crown, In the papal times of England, 79 Causes which favoured their pro-
motion to them, _b

PREROGATIVE, regal, the motxons entertained of, in the tame of Elizabeth. iv 345

Inqmry into the antlent prerogatives of the crown, 355, 356 Apology for the
arbitrary exertions of, byJames I, v 4° The commons manifest an retention of
hmltmg it, 41 A review of the various articles of, claimed until the time of
Charles I, 197

PRESBYTER'_, as established an Scotland, by parhament, and the cathohc rehglon
suppressed, iv 39 Cruel insults shewn to queen Mary for her adherence to the
cathohc rehglon, 39. The causes of the morose severity of the presby terlan clerg,_
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traced, 44 The meaning of that term explained, v 26o, note. Dlstlnctmns be-
tween presbyterians and independents, 442. Is established m England, 481. ls
suppressed on the reformation of Charles II, Vl 165 And by the act of
uniformity, 175 The presbyterian clergy ejected, a 82

PRESS, hberty of the, its commencement, Vl. 54 °
PRESTON, battle of, between Cromwel and the Scots under Hamilton and Langdale,

v 527
PRIDE, colonel, violently excludes and confines the presbyterian members of the

long parliament, v 531. Procures a petition to be signed by the officers against

the office of king, on the offer of that title to Cromwel, Vl 97
PRIESTS and Jesmts, a severe law against them, 1_ 2o 5

PRIMAUGET, a French admiral, engages Sir Thomas Knevet off the coast of
Bratanny, and is blown up _lth him, ua 94

PRIME minister, reflections on the nature on this office hitherto unknown an

Europe, n 16o.
PRIMOGENITURE, the advantages of adhering to, in the succession of princes, 1 4o7

Not understood an the earher ages of the English history, _b.
PRINTING, the art of, by whom first introduced into England, u 496, note
PRINTING, the invention of, one of the causes of the quack progress of the reforma-

tion, nl 14o Restrictions laid on the press by Elizabeth and James I, _. 13 °
PROCLAMATIONS,royal, declared by parhament, to have the force of laws, m _66

Reflectmns on this statute. 267 Offences against them, by whom to bejudged,
299. This law repealed, 353 Those of queen Ehzabeth, enforced more rig-

orously than laws, by the star-chamber, iv 363 . KmgJames's plea for the utility
and necessity of assmng them, v. 42 Differ from laws, 43

PROPHESYING. among the puritans, explained, v 12 King James's sentiments con-
cernlng, t 3

PROTECTOR _TE, the supreme government altered to this form, and Oliver Cromwel
chosen, Vl. 64 The out lines of this form of government explained, _b Peace
made with the Dutch, 67 The nation divided into twelve mlhtaryjurlsdlctlons,
under so many major-generals, 73 See Cromwel, Ohver, and R_chard

PROTESTANTS, how the German reformers acquired that name, m. 189 See Refor-
matwn

PROVISIONS. reflections on legal restrictions laid on the prices of, 11 a 77 The prices
of, in the reign of Edward II, zb

PROV1SORS,the statute of, when first enacted, n 278 Enacted a-new, 329
PRYNNE. the principles advanced an has H_strzo mastyx, v _32. His severe sentence

for at m the star-chamber, 233 A repetition of his cruel usage for another
offence, 239 His sentences reversed by the commons, 295.

PUFFENDORF, the Swedish agent at Paris, reforms de Wit of the schemes of the
English mlmstry, va 243

PUNS recommended to orators by Aristotle, v 149, note
PURITANS, an account of their obstinate scruples at the infancy of the reformation,

iv 1so. Are depressed by queen Elizabeth, but countenanced by her mlmsters,
124, 177 The court of ecclesiastical commission instituted for the suppression
of, 2o 7. A severe law passed against recusants, 2 a o. Petition king James for relief
against the severities exercised against them, v lo Conference at Hampton-
court, 1o, 12 Their pretensions, 129 Their influence in promoting the dissatis-
faction of the first parliament of Charles I, with him and Buckingham, 159- The
species of, pointed out. 212 Transport themselves to America, until stopped by
the king, 241. Under countenance of the parhament, begin to attack the pro-
fessed rehgmn, 3oa See Nonconformists.

PURVEYANCE, the hardships of, a _74 Frequently endeavoured to be abohshed by
parliament in the time of Edward III, u. 275 The nature of that prerogative of
the crown explained, iv 27_. Parhamentarv attempts to regulate it, checked by
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queen Elizabeth, _b Was made use of by her to _ictual her nay',, 362 Lord
Bacon's speech against, 4o5 The commons attempt to free the nation from the
burden of, v 21 An ineffectual treaty for the rehnquishnlent of, 44

PuzA.s Hugh de, bishop of Durham See Durham
PYM, the subject of his speech at the opemng of the fourth parhament of Charles

I, v _ 72 His speech against the earl of Strafford m the long pai hainent, '_87 His
conduct on Strafford's trial, 318 Is appointed chairman of the committee of the
lower house, sittmgdurmg the recess, 331 Is impeached b'¢ the king, 365 His
death, and the regard paid to him b_ the parliament, 439

P_RENNEES treaty of. between France and Spain, _ i22

QUAKERS, the origin of that sect. vi _4 _ Whence the_ denved their name, i43

Their riotous zeal occasions their persecution, zb Their singularities, zb Thear
address to James II on his accession, 45 o, note

QUEEN dowager of France, takes refuge m the court of Charles I, v 3o5 Is insulted
on account of her religion, ib Is requested to depart by the commons, 3o6

QUEE_,S of England, see each under their respective names
Quo WARRANT(), a writ of, Issued against the Clt_ of London, _i 491 The pleadings

In behalf of the city. 422 Condltmns on which the charter was restored, 424

RAtNS, extraordinary, in the time of Richard Ill, which defeat the purposes of the
duke of Buckingham against him, n 512

RAINSBORO_,_, admiral, Is put ashore by his fleet, u hlch declares for the king, v 5 z
RALEIGH, Walter, goes over to France, a volunteer, in the ser_ _ce of the Hugonots,

iv i49 His first expedition to Guiana, 296 Publishes a l_lng account of that
country, zb Goes under lord Efflngham in the expedltmn against Cadiz, 298
Attends Essex m another expeditmn, and takes Fayal, 3oi Falls sink uhile Essex
is m disgrace, on the apprehension of his coming into favour again, 323 His
letter to Cecil, on the queen's displeasure, 41o Is dismissed from his empto)-
ment, v 6 Enters into a conspiracy against James, 8 Is sentenced to death, but

reprieved, 9- Is grossly abused on trial by Sir Eduard Coke, io Writes his hlstor'_
of the world, during his long confinement in the Touer. 74 Spreads reports of
a gold mine in Guiana, lb Is released, and obtains permission for his expedition
there, 75 His son kdled by the Spamards on landing. 76 Is disappointed in the

mine, and plunders St Thomas, 77 Is carried back prisoner, by his men, zb Is
executed, 79 A character of his histor) of the world, 154 His conduct at Gmana
mqmred into, 553

RALPH DE GUaDER. earl of Norfolk, reason of his conspiring against Wllham the

Conqueror, 1 2I i Peace concluded between them, 214
RANDOLPH the English ambassador m Scotland, his character of the Scots reform-

ers, iv 44 Is sent by Elizabeth to interpose m favour of the earl of Morton, 184
Forms a party in opposlnon to the earl of Lenox, zb

RAVAILLAC assassinates Henry IV of France, _ 46
RAVENNA, battle of, between the French under Gaston de Fmx, and the Spamsh and

papal arnne_, in 95
READ, an alderman of London, enrolled b) Henry VIII, as a foot soldmr, fm

refusing a benevolence to him. m 3o4
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READING, a council summoned there to oppose the tyranny of Longchamp, bishop
of Ely, 1 389 Is besieged and taken by the earl of Essex, v. 4oo A garrison
established in, by the king, 4a6

REAL PRESENCE. why the clergy were so much attached to the doctrine of, m the
infancy of the reformation, ni 365 The point of, debated in Convocation, 415
The debate adjourned to Oxford, zb Instance of queen Elizabeth's attachment
to that doctrine, l', 122, note

RECORDS judicial, how preserved among the Saxons, i 173
RECUSANTS, a severe law enacted against them, iv 287

RZDUALD,king of the East-Angles, protects young Edwin, against Adelfrld, king of
Northumberland, 1 35 Defeats and kills Adelfrld, 36 Conspired against, and
killed, zb

REFORM_,TION. the first commencement of, in Germany, by Martin Luther, in 139

His doctrines spread among the Lollards m England, zb Henry VIII writes
against Luther, and receives the utle of Defender of the Faith, from the pope, zb
Luther answers Henry closely, 14o To what causes the quack progress of, may
be ascribed, _b The pope declared to be Annchrlst, and set at defiance by the
reformers, 141 How the reformers favoured the cavil power in their tenet, zb

The first steps toward, in England, 186. Progress of, 196 How far forwarded by
the appeal to private judgment, 211 Tlndal makes a translanon of the scrip-
tures, 2 a4. A translation prepared by order of convocation, _33. All authority of
the bishop of Rome renounced, 241 Articles of faith prepared by the con-
vocanon, _4 _ How far protestant principles were favoured in these articles,
stated, 243 Suppression of religious houses, 2_ 9, 251 The law of six articles

passed, 265 The Bible granted to every family, 27o. Hospitals, colleges, and
other foundauons, dissolved, and their revenues seized by the king, 286 The
chapter-lands of Canterbury, York, and London extorted from those sees, _87
The Lltan), and part of the pubhc service, allowed to be celebrated in Enghsh,
3i_ The accession of Edward VI favourable to, 338 The twelve homilies pub-
lished, to be read to the people, 341 Laws passed favourable to, 353 The cup
restored to the laity, and private masses abolished, 354 Penalties on denying the
king's supremacy, zb A new commumon-service framed, 355 Liturgy framed by
a committee of bishops and divines, 364 Gardlner, and other bishops, deprived
of their bishoprics, 383 The general anupathy at this tame, to popery, 384 The

hturgy revised, 385 Articles of rehglon framed, zb The liturgy authorized b_
parliament, 39 o. The cathohc rehgaon restored by queen Mary, 4o3 All Ed-
ward's statutes relating to rehgaon repealed, 41o The reformers persecuted,
'i35 See Heresy Cecil's arguments to induce queen Ehzabeth to restore it, iv 6
The queen's prudent caution in performing it, 7 The newly-erected mon-
asteries suppressed, 1o The queen declared governess of the church, zb All
Edward's statutes concerning rehgmn confirmed, I 1 A solemn disputation, 1
The mass abohshed, zb The Enghsh hturgy restored, 13. The bishops degraded
for non-comphance, zb Progress of, in Scotland, 19 Rise of the association
called the Congregatwn of the Lord, zb Riot of protestants at Edinburgh, on the
festival of St Gyles, _1. Riots of Knox's congregation at Perth, 23 See Congre-
gatzon of the Lord The catholic religion suppressed in Scotland, and the presby-
terian dlsclphne estabhshed, 31 , 3_. Struggles m favour of, in France, 33. Cruel
insolence of the Scots reformers, to their queen Mary, 39. Civil wars of France,

55- See CondO, Medzczs, Catharine de; Hugonots, &c Is estabhshed m Scotland by
parhament, with the queen's sancuon, 88 A character of the plan of, estabhshed
m England, 119. Reflecuons on the conduct of reformers, 15 ° Cruel severity of
the Emperor Charles V toward the Flemish protestants, 152 The Flemish prot-
estants revolt, 153 Massacre of the Hugonots at Paris, 163 The catholic league
formed m France against the Hugonots, 168 A review of Ehzabeth's conduct m

rehglous matters, _76 Severe laws passed against popery, 186. Popery finally
suppressed by the strict law against Jesmts and popish priests, 2o 5.
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REGICIDES, trial and execution of, Vl 16o, 179
REGINALD, sub-prior of Christ-church, Canterbury, his clandestine election to that

see on the death of Hubert, 1 421 Is sent privately to Rome for confirmation,
ib His imprudent conduct, 2b

REHEARSAL, a character of this satirical play, Vl 542
RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS, the foundation of, in 135
RELIGIOUS HOUSES, the number of suppressed by Henr) VIII, 111255 The amount

of their revenue, zb See Monasterzes

RELIQUES, the artifices of, exposed on the dissoluuon of monasterms, m 253
REMONSTRANCE, an account of that framed and passed by the commons in the long

parliament, v 351 . Reasoning of the people on both sides with regard to it, 352
Is answered by the king, 357

RENAUD, a Frenchman, takes the earl of Suffolk prisoner, and is knighted bv him,
u 4o 3

REPRESENTATIVES TO PARLIAMENT, the first steps toward chusmg them for counties,
11 35 See Commons

REQUESENS, commendator of Castile, succeeds the duke of Alva in the command of

the Low Countries, iv 17_ His character, zb Undertakes the siege of Leyden,
lb Dies, and his troops mutiny, which ruin the Spanish affairs in the Low
Countries, a 74

RETAINERS, the term explained, Ul 75 Frequent laws passed against, b'¢ Henry VII,
76 Story told of Henry relating to, _b The practice of, how destroyed, zb

REXTNUE of the Anglo-Norman kings of England, in what it consisted, 1 474
Crown-lands, 475 Tailliages, 2b Scotage, 476 Danegelt, and Moneyage, zb
Escheats, 477 Wardships, zb Frees, ameqcaments, and oblates, 479 State of,
ordinary and extraordinary, at the time of Henry V, n 38o Amount of, m queen
Mary's ume, Ul 45 = State of, in the reign of James I, v 135 State of, in the
protectorate of Richard Cromwel, Vl 147 State of, between the restoranon and
revolution, 534

REVENUES eccleslasucal, the ahenation of, proh_blted, iv 1
REVOLUTION In 1688, compared with the deposition of Richard II, n 32o
REYNOLDS excites an insurrection In Northamptonshlre, to destroy inclosures,

v 36
RIBAUMONT, Eustace de, has encounter wKh Henry III at Calms, n _4 o Ymlds

himself prisoner, and is generously treated, and set at hbert) by him, zb
RHE, isle of, attacked by the duke of Buckingham, v 185
RHEIMS. Charles VII attended bT_Joan D'Arc, marches m there, and is crowned,

11 4o4
RHODES the knights of, chuse Henry VII of England, protector of thmr order,

m 65.
RICHARD, second son of Henry II invested by has father with the duchy of Gmenne,

and county of Pmctou, a 347 Insugated by has mother Eleanor to revolt against

his father, 349 Is reconciled to his father, 357 Refuses homage to his elder
brother for his duchy, 363 The difference compromised b) thmr father, _b
Becomes intitled to the successmn by his brother Henry's death, 364 Refuses his
father's assignment of Gumnne to his brother John, _b Resigns It to his mother
Eleanor, zb Is encouraged to rebel again, by Philip of France, 366 Excommu-
nicated by Albano, the pope's legate, 368. Peace concluded with has father, and
he is contracted to Ahce, sister of Philip of France, 369 Has remorse on seeing
his father's body, 37 ° Has accessmn, 377

RICHARD I. &scountenances has former evil advisers, and caresses his father's

ministers, 1 zb Releases his mother, and makes her regent until his arrival m
England, 378. Prepares for a crusade to the Holy Land, zb Jews prohibited by
an edict from appearing at h_s coronation, 379 A massacre of, on that occasmn,
_b Has expedient to raise money for the crusade, 38o Sells the vassalage of
Scotland, zb His reply to Fulk, curate of Neufllv, 381 In whose hands he placed
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the administration, during his absence on the crusade, zb Meets PhIhp of
France, with his army, at Vezelay. 382 Renews his engagements of friendship
with Philip, zb Embarks his army at Marseilles, zb Is obliged to winter at Mes-
slna, zb His character, and that of Philip, compared, 383 The occasion of his
attacking the Slclhans, and taking Messlna. 384 His disputes with Phxhp, zb Sets
aside his contract with Alice, and proposes to marr), Berengarla, daughter of
Sanchez, king of Navarre, 385 Is attended on his crusade by his bride and his
sister Joan, queen dowager of Sicily, 386 Some of his vessels wrecked and
pillaged on the coast of Cyprus, zb Conquers and imprisons Isaac, prince of

Cyprus, _b Espouses Berengarla there, zb Arrives in Palestine, and assists at the
siege of Acre, zb Engages to support the pretensmns of Guy de Luslgnan, to the
kingdom of Jerusalem, in opposmon to Conrade, marquis of Monserrat, 387
Troubles in England during his absence, 388 Confers the kingdom of Cyprus
on Luslgnan, on condition of his quitting his pretensions to Jerusalem, 39 I
Defeats Saladin, 392 Is obliged to abandon the intention of besieging Jerusa-
lem, zb Concludes a truce with Saladin, for three years, three months, three
weeks, three days, and three hours, 393 His cruel treatment of his prisoners, _b
Is arrested on his return by Leopold, archduke of Austria, 394 Is delivered up

to the emperor Henry VI who imprisons him in irons, zb Is carried to, and
accused before the diet at Worms, 396 His spirited reply, 397 Ransoms himself,
398 His ransom, how levied, according to the feudal system, _b Obtains his
liberty, and escapes a second arrest by the emperor, 399 Is again crowned at
Winchester, zb Goes over to Normandy to revenge himself on Philip's perfidy,
2b Defeats Phlhp at Fretteval, 4oo Concludes a truce with him, _b His brother
John submits to him, zb Makes peace with him at Louviers, which is qmckly
broken, 4ol Takes the bishop of Beauvais prisoner, and sends his coat of mail
to the pope, 4o2 Concludes a truce with Philip for five years, zb Is wounded
besieging Vidomar. count of Limoges, zb The gallant reply of Gourdon the
archer whc_ shot him. 403 His sensibility of the retort, zb Dies, zb His character,

zb Reflections on his reign, 4o4 . Miscellaneous affairs, zb
RICHARD II, HIS accession, u 285. State of parties at thatjuncture, 286 Form of

government settled by parliament during his minority, _b Council appointed,
287 The administration, hob conducted, 287. His embarrassments at his acces-
sion. 288 War with France, zb Popular insurrection, 289. Has a conference with
Watt Tyler, 292 His prudent behaviour at the death of Tyler, zb Reflections on
this affair, _b Heads the army against the Scots, 293 Burns Edinburgh, Perth,
and Dundee, 294 Returns to England prematurely, tb His attachment to Robert
de Vere, earl of Oxford, 295. Awed by his parliament, 296 Deprived of his regal
power by a council of fourteen, appointed by his uncle Gloucester, 297 Falls in
the endeavour to influence the election of the house of commons, 298 Consults

the judges, on the vahdity of his commission to the council of fourteen, zb Their
opinion, 299. Violent proceedings against his ministry by the duke of Gloucester,
3oo His and his queen, Anne, their ineffectual concern at the execution of Sir
Simon Burley, 3o2 Exerts himself, and removes archbishop Fxtz-Alan from his
office of Chancellor, 303 Removes Gloucester and Warwlc from the council, zb
Truce with France, and marriage of Richard to Isabella of France, 3o5 Seizes
the charter of London, and the character of hts admimstration, tb Declares

Mortimer successor, 3o7 Hurries Gloucester over to Calais, and awes his faction,
zb Proceedings against his party, 3o9 Procures Gloucester to be murdered at
Calms, 31o Creation of poets, zb Removes the parliament to Shrewsbury, zb
Their grants to him, 31 i Prevents the duel between the dukes of Hereford and
Norfolk, and banishes them, 313. Opposes the succession of Hereford to the
dukedom of Lancaster, 314 Embarks for Ireland, 315 Leaves the duke of York
guardian of the realm, _b Returns to oppose the invasion of the duke of
Lancaster, 316, Seized by the earl of Northumberland, and confined in Fhnt-
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castle, *b Heads of accusation preferred against him in parliament, 317 Com-
parison between this period of history, and the revolution in 1688, 32o Deposed
by parliament, zb Murdered in Pomfret-castle, 323 . His character, *b Com-
parison between, and Edward III, 324 Miscellaneous transactions during
this reign, 395 Comparison between his situation, and that of Charles V1 of
France, 358

RICHARD III. the first acts of his admlmstratlon, n 5o6 Reflections on his seizure
of the crown, 5o7 Appoints the duke of Buckingham constable, 2b Procures his
execution, for rebelhng against him, 512 Obtains a parliamentary sanction of

his sovereignty, 513 Supposed to poison his wife Anne, to make room for his
marriage with the princess Elizabeth, 514- Marches to oppose the Invasion of the
earl of Richmond, 516 His suspicions of his own party, zb Battle of Bosworth,
517 Killed, *b His character, _b

R1CHE_.tONT. Arthur, count de, taken prisoner at the battle of Azlncour, n 366
Released on his parole, 385 Evades his parole on the death of Henrv V, 386
Obtains the duke of Burgundy's sister by the regent's interest, zb Engaged m the
English interest, ,b Attends the congress at Arras, 411

RICHLIEU. cardinal, prime minister of France, his character, _ 18_ RI_ als the duke
of Buckingham in his addresses to the queen of France, i83. Throws a mole
across the harbour of Rochelle. to complete the blockade, _o 5 Supphes the
covenanters in Scotland with money, 262 The conclusion of his administration.
and death, vi 76

RICHMOND. Henry earl of, carried into Britain by the earl of Pembroke, on the
establishment of the York family in Edward IV, n 483 His pedigree, 5o9
Measures taken for his safe custody by Edward, 51o Edward disappointed in a
scheme for getting him into his power, _b Overtures for his marriage with the
princess Elizabeth, 514 Makes unsuccessful attempts for a descent on England,
zb His party exhort him to another speedy attempt, 515 Lands at Milford-
Haven, zb Battle of Bosworth, 517 Richard III killed, zb See Henry VII

RICHMOND. duke of, natural son of Henry VIII, made lord-lieutenant of Ireland,
in 2o7 Dies, zb

RIDLEY, bishop of London, pleads with Edward VI. in behalf of the princess Mar_,
m 384 Is imprisoned on the accession of queen Mary, 408 Is sent, under a
strong guard, to Oxford, to debate on transubstantiation, 415 Is burnt for
heresy, together with bishop Latimer, 437

RIGHT See Petztzon of Right
RINUCCINI, IS, by the pope, sent nuncio to the Irish cathohcs, v_ 8 Excites the Irish

to break the pacification concluded with Ormond, *b Is driven out of Ire-
land. l o.

RIOTS, a severe statute passed against, ul 379
RIPPON, treaty of. between Charles I and the Scots covenanters, v 28o Is ad-

journed to London, _82
RIVERS, earl of, uncle to Edward V entrusted with the care of h_s person, n 496

His character, _b The first who introduced the art of printing into England, zb
note Arrested by the duke of Gloucester, while conducting the young king to
London, 497 Murdered in Pomfret-castle. 499

RIzzIo, David, some account of his introduction to the court of Mary, queen of
Scotland, iv 76. His promotion and character, zb Excites the jealousy of
Darnley, the queen's husband, 77 Incurs the hatred of the protestants, zb A
conspiracy formed against him by the chancellor Morton, 78 Is assassinated m
the queen's presence, zb, 79

ROBBER_t, instance of the general practice of, at the time of Henry lie _i 69
ROBERT, eldest son of William the Conqueror, his character, _ 218, 2_ 9 Revolts

against his father, _ 19 Extraordinary rencounter between him and his father,
_2o. Reconciled to him, zb Returns to England, and repulses the Scots, 2_1
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Succeeds to the duchy of Normandy, 224. Mortgages his dominions to his
brother, and enters the crusade, 239 His reputation on the crusade, 25 ° How
he lost the kingdom of England, 251 Returns, and Invades England, 256. Enters
Into an accommodation with his brother Henry I, 257. Distressed by his re-
missness, 958

ROBER_r III. king of Scotland, his character, n 344 Has son taken prisoner by
Henry IV of England, zb Dies of grief, _b

ROCHEFORD, lord, brother to queen Anne Boleyn, is accused by has wife of intimacy
with has sister, Ul. 233 Is confined by the king's order, 235. Is tried, together
with the queen, 937 Is condemned, lb

ROCHEFORD, viscountess of, calumniates queen Anne Boleyn to Henry VIII, nL
234 Conducts the secret amours of queen Catharme Howard, 285. Is beheaded,
together with the queen, 286

ROCHELLE, Pennington ordered to assist an the reduction of, deserts, and sails back
to England, v a63 A squadron sent by the Dutch against, 164 Buckingham
brings a fleet and forces to assist the town, and is Ignorantly refused admittance,
a 84 The blockade effected by throwing a mole across the harbour, 2o 5 Is forced
to surrender at d_scretlon, zb

ROCHESTER. the castle of, taken from the barons by king John, and the common
men of the garrison hanged, 1 449

ROCHESTER, earl of, a character of has poems, vi 543
ROCKINGH_M, a synod summoned there by Walham Rufus, to depose Anselm,

archbishop of Canterbury, i 243
ROCROY. defeat of the Spaniards there, by the prince of CondG, vl 79
RODOLPH1. a Florentine merchant m London, is employed by the pope to negoc_ate

with the cathohcs an England, jv 155 Is engaged by the Spanish ambassador to

disturb the government, m favour of Mary, queen of Scots, 156 The duke of
Norfolk enters into his scheme, ab Goes to Rome to mature his design, _57

ROGER, earl of Hereford, cause of has conspiring against Wflham the Conqueror,
1 2 _1 Has estate forfeited, and himself confined for life, _ a4.

ROGER archbishop of York, crowns prince Henry, when associated with his father
Henry II, i 324 Suspended at Becket's instigation, 33 o. Complains to the king,
and the consequences of this complaint, zb Circumstances of a quarrel between
him and Richard, archbishop of Canterbury, 375

ROGERS, prebendary of St Paul's, burnt for heresy, m 435
ROLLO THE DANE. his h_story, _ _ _2 Makes inroads into France, i 13 Settles in

Neustraa, and marries the daughter of Charles the Simple _ _4 His prudent
government, *b See Normandy

ROMANS, their first arrival in Britain, 1 7 Subdue it all except Caledonia, lo

Abandon it, _2 Refuse assistance to the Britons, 13
ROME, reflections on the policy of the court of, i. 264. The venal principles of the

court of, at the early period of Henry III, his reign, n 23. Church of, when at
the summit of his power, 7 a A character of the decretals of pope Gregory IX,
zb Remarks on the new order mstltuted by, ,b Our literary obligations to the
ancient clergy of, 518. The bad principles on which the church of, as founded,
in _35 Its encroachments on civil authority, _36. Favourable however to the
restoration of the arts, 137 Consequence of the sale of indulgences by pope Leo

X, 139 See Luther, and Reformatzon Its authority renounced by the English
convocation and parliament, 2o 5 Reflections on this event, 2o6. See Reforma-
t*on City of, taken and sacked by the Imperial troops, m 165.

ROOD OF GRACE, a miraculous crucifix, the artifice of, exposed at Paul's cross, by
Kllsey, bishop of Rochester, ui _53

ROPER. Sir Anthony. is freed by the star-chamber, for converting arable land to
pasture, v 236

ROSE, red and white, party distinctions of the houses of Lancaster and York, n. 456.
Remarks on the confused history of the wars between, 469
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ROSEWEL. a presbyterian preacher, his prosecution for treasonable words, vl 439
ROSNI, marquis of, minister to Henry IV of France. comes over to Dover, to confer

with queen Ehzabeth, iv 34 ° Discovers Ehzabeth to have entertained the same
views with Henry, of establishing a new system of policy in Europe, zb Is sent
ambassador from Henry IV of France to king James, on his accession, v 6
Proposes to James a league against the house of Austria, 7 Concludes a treaty
with James, for the support of the Umted Provinces, tb

ROtdE_, besieged and taken by Philip of France, i 418 The king of Navarre
mortally wounded at the siege of, 1_. 58 Is taken by Montmorency, and the
garrison put to the sword, zb

ROUNDHEADS, the appellation of, when, and to whom given, v 362.
ROUNDWAY-DOWN,battle of, between lord Wilmot, and Sir Wdham Waller, v 4o5

ROUTIERS See Braban_ons.
ROXBOROUGH.James II of Scotland killed at the siege of, 11 458
ROYAL SOCIET'Y, the first lnsUtutlon of, vl 541
Rufus See W*ll*am Rufus
RUMP-PARLIAMENT, the restoration of the long one so termed, See Parlzament
RUNNEMEDE. the great charter of English liberties signed there by king John, 1 442

The principal heads of this charter, 443 Remarks upon it, 445 See Charter
RUPERT. prince, son of the elector Palatine, offers his service to Charles I and

commands a body of horse for him, v 395 Defeats a party of Essex's army at
Worcester, zb Defeats the left wing of Essex's army at Edge-hill, 396 Surprlzes
Essex, and carries off booty and prisoners, 4o6 ls sent westward to join the
Cormsh troops, 4o8 Takes Bristol, zb Obhges the parliamentary forces to retire
from Newark, 434 Marches to the rehef of York, 435 Engages rashly in the
battle of Marston-moor, where he is defeated, 436 Urges the battle of Naseby,

472 Retires to Bristol, 475 Capitulates, is dismissed by the king, and leaves
England, 475, 476 Commands the squadron which deserted to Charles II and
is harassed by admiral Blake, vl 4 a Takes refuge in France, 42 Commands
under the duke of York against the Dutch, 196 lores Albemarle during his

engagement w_th Tromp and De Rulter, 2o 3 Obtains the command of the
English fleet, 277 Engages the Dutch on their own coast, zb Another action, zb
Another at the mouth of the Texel, 278 Is appointed one of the prlv),-councll,

363 His death, 441, note Was the inventor of etching, 538
RUSSEL, lord, suppresses an insurrection m Devonshire, excited to oppose the

reformation, m. 371 Is created earl of Bedford, 378 See Bedford

RUSSEL, lord, privately favours the French intrigues, but refuses to accept any
present from that court, vl 317 , note Is made one of the prlvy-councd to
Charles II, 363 Resigns, 379 His character, zb Enters into the duke of Mon-
mouth's conspiracy, 425 Is sent to the Tower, 429 Tried, 43 ° Is condemned,

433 Is executed, 434
RUTHVEN. lord, assists w_th others m assassinating David Rlzz_o, _v 78

RUTHVEN, governor of Plymouth for the parliament, xsdefeated by the royalists on
Bradoc down, v. 4o3

RUTLAND, earl of created duke of Albemarle by Richard II, u 31o Degraded, 323
Conspires against Henry IV and betrays h_s associates, 335 Summary wew of his
treacherous behaviour, tb Kdled at the battle of Azmcour, being then duke of

York, 366
RUYTER See De Ruyter
RYE HOUSE PLOT, h_story of, vl 427

SA, Don Pantaleon, brother to the Portuguese ambassador, hanged by Cromwel for
assassination, vl. 67

SADLER, Sir Ralph, ambassador from Henry VIII to the court of Scotland, con-
cludes a treaty of marriage between prince Edward and Mary, the infant-queen
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of Scotland, nl. 296 His retinue insulted, at the instigation of cardinal Beaton,
zb His demand of the stipulated hostages, evaded by Arran, the regent, 297
Orders the Scots prisoners on parole to return to England. zb Is made counsellor
to the regency of Edward VI, 334 Assists in restoring the advantage to the
English. at the battle of Pmkey, 351 Is appointed one of the commissioners for
determining the cause between Mary, queen of Scots, and Murray, the regent,
IV. lo 7

SAFETY, committee of, elected, v_ 120 General Monk's artful behaviour to, 126

SALADIN, king of Egypt, his character, 1 387 Recovers Palestine from the cru-
saders, tb Acre taken from him by the Chrlsuans, 388 Is defeated by the
Chrisuans under Richard I of England, 392 Concludes a truce with Richard,
393 Review of his conduct m this war, zb Dies, tb Instance of his philos-
ophy, zb

S_LIC L_'_,_ of succession to the crown of France, the foundation of, traced, u 196

Attempted to be introduced into the English government by Henry IV, 347
Revoked at the instance of the house of commons, 348

S ALISBURk,an msurrecUon of royahsts there, under the protectorate, who proclaim
Charles II, vl 73

8_.LISBURY earl of, natural brother to king John, commands the Enghsh fleet
against Phlhp of France, and destroys his ships m their harbour, i 434

8ALISBUR'_ countess of. mistress to Edward III, the dropping of her garter, sup-
posed to be the occasion of insututing the order of the garter, u 243

S_LISBI_RY, earl of, besieges Orleans, u 394 Killed before the town, _b
SALIqBURY earl, instance of generalship m, at the battle of Blore-heath, n 445

Taken by queen Margaret at the battle of Wakefield, and beheaded, 45 °
S_LISBURY countess of, mother of cardinal Pole, is attainted and condemned by

parhament, but reprieved, ui 968 Executed, 28o
SALISBURY secretary Cecil created earl of, by James I, v 6 Causes which procured

his promotmn, zb Procures the dlsmission of his former associates, zb Commu-
mcates to the king the hints he received of the gun-powder plot, 29 Is made
treasurer. 38 Expostulates with the parhament on the kmg's necessKies, zb
Invents the title of baronet, to supplv James with money by the sale of it, 57

SALLLE. IS destroyed by an Enghsh fleet, v. 239

8A.NCHEZ, king of Navarre, instance of his confidence m the jusnce of Henry II of
England. i 373 His daughter Berengaria married to Richard I, 385 .

SANDILANDS, Sir James, _s sent from the parllainent to queen Mary in France, to
obtain a ratification of their proceedings in reforming religion, IV 32

SANDWICH, earl of, falls in attempting to seize the Dutch East India fleet, m the
Damsh harbours, Vl i99 Is killed at the battle of Solebay, 261

SANQUHIR lord, executed for assasslnauon, v 49
SANTA CROCE, marquis of, appointed to command the Spanish Armada, iv 262

Dies, _66

SANTA CRUZ. a Spanish fleet burnt in the harbour of, by admiral Blake, vl 84
SAUTRF..William, rector of St Osythe, the first person burnt in England for heresy,

n 336
84.VILE Sir John, a zealous commoner against the court, is promoted and ennobled

by king James I, v 93.
SAVOY, a conference there, between twelve bishops, and twelve presbyterian minis-

ters, vl 17 °
SAVOY PhIllbert, duke of See Phzhbert

SAXONS, nauonal character of, 1. i6 Arrive m Britain, under Hengist and Horsa,
17 Subdue Britain and settle there, 18. Their conquests m Britain, very ruinous
to the country, 23 Throw back all the BrIush improvements Into ancient

barbarity, zb After subduing the Britons, war against each other, 24. Difficulty
of contmmng their history, and why, 25 Brief view of their Idolatrous rehgion,
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27. Made but slow improvement in arts in England, 5 ° Their bigotry and
superstition, 51 Their gradual ecclesiastical subjection to the see of Rome,
traced, zb Their theological disputes. 53 Reduced to despair by the ravages of
the Danes, 66 Admit the Danes to settle with them, after defeating them, 69
Their monks characterized, 9° Their affected austerltles. 93 Opposed by the

secular clergy, _b Re'_ lew of the Saxon government in England, _6a The succes-
sion of their princes, how regulated, zb Account of their Wlttenagemot, or
national council, i63 Earl and Alderman, synonimous appellations among, zb
note Their government arlstocratical, toward the time of the Norman conquest,

165 State of popular liberty among, 169. Several orders of men among, zb Their
courts of justice, 17 _ State of legislation among, 173 Their criminal law, 174
Their military force, i82 Public revenues, zb Value of money among, i83
Their manners lnqmred into, i85 Finally subdued by William, duke of
Normandy, i57 i86 See Harold, and Wdlzam Their laws, compared with the
civil law, n 52o

SAXONY Maurice, elector of See Maurwe
SCANDAL AND REPROACH, instances of the severe punishment of, by the court of

star-chamber, v 236, _37
SCONE, the famous stone there, on which the kings of Scotland were anointed,

carried to London by Edward I, n I i2 Robert Bruce crowned there, i39
Edward Baliol crowned there, i93

SCOTLAND, and Scots, the Scots and Picts invade Britain, i 13 King Constantine

defeated by Athelstan, king of England, 85, 86 K Duncan killed by Macbeth,
138 Macbeth killed, and Malcolm restored, _b King Wllham taken prisoner b_
Henry II, does homage, with all his nobihty, for his iansom, 358 The vassalage
of, sold by Richard ! to raise money for his crusade, 381 Remarks on the ancient
history of, n 83 Alexander III king of, marries the sister of Edward I, 84 Dies,
zb Is succeeded by Margaret of Norway. _b Guardians appointed during her
infancy, zb A treaty of marriage negonated between her and prince Edward of
England, zb She dies, on her passage to Scotland, 85 Competitors for the crown
of, _b., 9 a Their clmms referred to the decision of Edward I of England, 87 An

enqmry into the nature of the homage done by the kings of, to those of England,
88. The parliament of, and the competitions for the crown, attend the summons
of Edward to Norham, south of the Tweed, 89 Edward asserts his right to

dispose of the crown, as liege of the kingdom, 9° The fortresses m, delivered up
to Edward, 92 The barons and prelates swear fealty to him, _b Edward decides
in favour of John Bahol's right to the crown, 93 Bahol swears fealty to Edward,
and is put in possessmn of the kingdom, 94 The Scots, and their new king,
provoked at Edward's acts of usurpatmn over them, _b Assign a council to carr)
on the admimstratlon, and assemble an arm) to oppose the forces of Edward.
111 Berwlc taken by Edward, and the garrison put to the sword, zb The Scots

defeated by earl Warrenne, and the castle of Dunbar surrendered to Edward, zb
Roxborough taken, 112 Edinburgh, and the whole country, subdued, zb Bahol
swears fealty to him, zb Bahol carried prisoner to London, and committed to the
Tower, a 13 Earl Warrenne left governor of zh The Scots abandoned by Philip
of France, in consequence of his treaty with Edward, 124 Warrenne returning
to England, leaves the admlmstratlon in the hands of Ormesby and Cres-
singham, i25 Their oppressions of the Scots, _b The Scots rise against the
Enghsh, under Wflham Wallace, zb Gain a victory over Warrenne. 127- Wallace
made regent, 128 The regency given to the steward, and Cuming of Badenoch,
on Wallace's resignation, 1_9- The Scots army defeated by Edward at Falklrk, zb
Apply to France for succour, but are refused, 131 Engage pope Boniface in their
interest, 132. John de Segrave, left guardian of, by Edward, who is defeated by
the Scots, 133 Is again subdued by Edward, 134 Young Robert Bruce arrives
m Scotland, and sprats up the nobility to a revolt, 137 Bruce is crowned at
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Scone, 139 He reduces the English In Scotland, and is acknowledged by the

whole country, i55 Bruce defeats Edward at Bannockburn, 157 The indepen-
dency of, established by this victory, i58 He invades England on the death of
Edward II, i83 The nature of the war made by the Scots, and their army
described, zb Death of Robert Bruce, and accession of his son David, 19 o. State
of, at this period, a91 The earl of Marre appointed regent on the death of
Murray, 19_ Marre defeated and slain by Edward Bahol, 2b He is crowned at
Scone, x93. Is routed by Sir Archibald Douglas, and flies to England, zb Douglas
defeated by Edward III of England, and Edward Bahol restored, i95 He is

acknowledged no longer than protected by the presence of the English king, _b.
King David defeated and taken prisoner by queen Phihppa, 236 Is ransomed,

253 An express Inquiry Into the nature of the homage paid by kings of, to those
of England, 526 The Scots obtain assistance from France to invade England, and
their conduct in these incursions, 293. Disoblige their allies, who return home,
294 Invade England again, but are worsted, 338 Battle of Homeldon, 339
Prince James taken prisoner by Henry IV and educated in England, 344. Carried
to France by Henry V, 375. The Scots army in France refuse to obey their young

king while in captivity, zb James I restored, 387 Murdered, zb Affairs of, during
the reign of Henry VI and beginning of Edward IV, 458. State of, in the time of

Henry VII, nl 23 James IV receives and assists Perkin Warbec, 54 Marries
Margaret eldest daughter of Henry, 66 The Scots routed at the battle of

Flouden, and James killed, lo 7 His queen Margaret married Douglas earl of
Angus, 116 The duke of Albany called over to the regency, zb The state of. as

It appeared to Albany on his arrival, 117. Confusions in, on Albany's going over
to France, 1i8 Reasons in favour of aUiances with France or England contrasted,
i45 Extraordinary case of Patnc Hamilton burnt for heresy, 28o Friar Forrest
burnt, 28i The reformation spreads in, 282. Henry declares war against, 283.
Sir Robert Bowes defeated by the lords Hume and Huntley, 292 Battle of
Solway, 293 Death of James v, 294. The infant queen Mary, contracted to
prince Edward of England, 296. Invaded by Henry VIII and Edinburgh burnt,
3o5 The English defeated at Ancram. 3o9 Is included in the peace of Campe
between Henry and Francis, 312 History of Wlshart the reformer, 344 Cardinal
Beaton assassinated, 346 Its misfortunes at this time, owing to a succession of
minorities, 347 The duke of Somerset prepares to prosecute the war with, _b
His manifesto, 348 The Scots prepare to repel Somerset, 349 Battle of Pinkey,
35 ° The young queen Mary sent to France, 357 The earl of Arran resigns the
regency to the queen dowager, 456 The young queen Mary married to the
Dauphin, 457. English reformer protected there from the persecutions of queen
Mary, iv i8 Account of the association called the Congregatwn of the Lord, 19
See Congregation, and Guzse, Mary of. Treaty of Edinburgh, 3° Settlement of the

administration during the queen's absence by this treaty, zb The catholic reh-
gIon suppressed, and the presbyterian discipline estabhshed, by parliament, 32
Queen Mary arrives, on the death of her husband, 37 The queen exposed to
insults for her adherence to the catholic religion, 39 The poverty of the re-
formed clergy there, 44 The ecclesiastical benefices, how assigned by the privy
council, 45 Mary married to the lord Darnley, 72 A confederacy formed against
Mary at Stirhng, which IS encouraged by Elizabeth, 72 The rebels driven into
England, 73. Murder of Darnley, 85 The protestant religion estabhshed by

parliament, with the queen's sanction, 88, note Mary married to Bothwel, 9 I.
Reflections of the people on these events, 92 Mary imprisoned in Lochlevin

castle, 96 Mary forced to resign the crown, and her son James vI crowned, 99
Arrival of Murray the regent, ioo The settlement of the crown and adminis-
tration confirmed by parliament, _b Battle of LandsIde, io2 Mary flies to
England, *b Her cause examined before English commissioners, xo7, I x4 Mur-
ray the regent assassinated, 133 The earl of Lenox appointed regent, 134 He
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IS put to death by Murray's party, and the earl of Marre chosen, 16o Morton
made regent on the death of Marre, i6x Discontents and factions against Mor-
ton, 182 Morton tried and executed, 184. A conspiracy of nobles formed, who
seize the young king James, 196 James escapes from them, 2oi Earl of Arran
degraded, 9o 3 A defensive alhance entered into between James and Elizabeth,
913 Queen Mary sentenced to death by English commissioners, 236 And exe-
cuted, 951 The hostde laws between, and England, abolished, v 34 The natural
consequences of their king succeeding to the crown of England, 66 View of the
state of religion there, 67 James obtains the jurisdiction of bishops to be ac-
knowledged, zb The establishment of episcopal authorit,_ and ceremomes op-
posed, 68 The nature of the excommunicauon pronounced by the ecclesiastical
courts m, 69 Behaviour of Black, mimster of St Andrews, 7o. Seditious prin-
ciples of the clergy there, 71 Some of the refractory ministers pumshed on his
accession to the crown of England, zb The general assembly submit to regal and
episcopal authority, _b A court of high commission erected, zb Altercations
between James and the clergy, 79 Consequences of the influence of the nobility,
and the absence of the king, 95o Discontents of the inferior clergy there, 95x
Introduction of the canons and liturgy, 954 A tumult at Edinburgh on occasion
of the liturgy, 955 The covenant established, 957 Episcopacy abolished by the
general assembly, 96i The covenanters assisted by cardinal Richlieu, 969 The
covenanters raise forces, and secure the whole country, 963 Their zeal inflamed
by Mlchelson the prophetess, zb Charles marches with a force to Berwic, 965 A
pacification concluded with the covenanters, 979 Another armament sent
against them, zb The Scots army rout lord Conway at Newburn, zb They take

possession of Newcastle, zb Treaty of Rlppon, 98o Are attacked by Stratford,
98i The army disbanded by the English house of commons, 33 I. The lords of
articles abolished, on the arrival of Charles, 333 Reflectmns and views of the

covenanters, on the breaking out of the cwll war in England, 419 Send commis-
sioners to the king at Oxford, to offer a medmtlon, 49o Summon by their own
authority, a convention of states, 491 The solemn league and covenant framed
with the English commissioners, 499 Raise an army to assist the Enghsh parlia-
ment. 493 The king puts himself into the hands of the Scots army before
Newark, 485 Delivers up the king to the parliament for the payment of the

arrears of the army, 489 Their commissioners affronted by the independent
faction m the long parhament, 5 _6 Their commissioners concert a treaty with
the king, for arming xn his favour, 519. Parties distinguished there at this time,
_b The royalists defeated by Cromwel, 598 Charles II proclaimed after his
father's execution, vi 7 Commissioners sent to Breda, to propose terms to
Charles, 17 Cruel and insulting treatment and execution of Montrose, 22

Treatment of Charles on his landing. 95 Numbers burnt for witchcraft, 97.
Battle of Dunbar, 3° Charles crowned at Scone, 39 . Charles marches into En-
gland, 34 Is routed by Cromwel at Worcester, 35 Stirhng-castle reduced by
Monk, and the records of the kingdom sent to London, 43 Dundee and other
towns taken, 44 l he kingdom submits to the commonwealth, _b The civil
admimstratlon of, under the protectorate of Oliver Cromwel. 9I The forts
raised and troops disbanded by Charles II on his restoration, 168. A parliament,
tb Prelacy tacitly restored, zb Sharp made archbishop of St Andrews, 169 Traal

and execution of Argyle and others, _b. Lord Lorne condemned, but pardoned
by the king, 993. Proceedings of parliament, 294 Arbitrary xmposiuon of frees
under the act of indemnity, zb. Disorders occasioned by the re-estabhshment of
episcopacy, 9z 5 And by violent measures to suppress conventicles, 296 Insur-
rection and renewal of the covenant, 997 The insurgents routed by Dalziel, zb
Cruel execution of the covenanters, 228 The attempts to reconcde the people
to episcopacy without effect, 392 A parliament, 323 Severe lav_ against con-
venucles, 394. The arbitrary administration of Lauderdale, 395 Case of Mit-
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chel, 326 Archbishop Sharp murdered, 372 A parliament held by the duke of
York, 4 a 3 Condemnation of the earl of Argyle, 415 Cruel persecution of the
covenanters, 416 Two women drowned for not abjuring the declaration, 418 A
declaration of indulgence pubhshed by James II, 483 Revolts against James, on
the coming over with the prince of Orange, 516. The convention summoned by
the prince, makes a tender of the crown to him and his princess, 522

SCRIPTURES a translation of, made by Tindal the reformer, in 215 See Bzble
SCUTAGE, an explanation of that term, and on what occasions levied by the Anglo-

Norman kings, 1 476 None levied by Edward I, n 145
SEA-FIGHTS See under the names of the respective commanders
SECRETa.RIES OF STATE. a list of those during the reign of James I, v 122, 123

During that of Charles I, 547
SEDGEMOOR. battle of, between the duke of Monmouth and the earl of Feversham,

Vl 460
SEDLL'_, Mrs., her Influence over James II, Vl 452

SEGRAVE,John de, appointed guardian of Scotland by Edward I, ii 133 Is defeated
by the Scots, zb

SE1F-DENYING ORDINANCE passed by the long parhament, v. 448
SE_EFFE battle of, between the prince of Orange and the prince of CondO, Vl 29 i

SEVERUS. emperor, completes Adrian's rampart, 1 lo This rampart erected of
stone, 1 2

SEYMOUR_lady Jane, maid of honour to queen Anne Boleyn, attracts the notice of
Henry VIII. in 234 Is married to the king the next day after Anne Boleyn's
execution, 239 Is brought to bed of a son, (afterward Edward VI) and dies, 250

SEYMOUR, Sir Edward, brother to queen Jane, made earl of Hertford, ni. 250
Commands the forces of Henry VIII m an invasion of Scotland, and burns
Edinburgh, 305 Is sent with forces over to Calais. 31 i Is appointed one of the
regency during the minority of Edward VI, 334 Is chosen protector by the
regency, 335 Is created duke of Somerset, 336 See Somerset

SEYMOUR lord, second son of the protector Somerset, commands a squadron sta-
tioned at Dunkirk, to prevent the duke of Parma from joining the Spanish
armada, iv 263

SEYMOUR, Sir Francis, his speech at the opening ot the third parhament ot Charles
I,v. 188

SEYMOUR, Slr Thomas, IS nominated one of the council to the regency, during the
minority of Edward V1, ni 335 Is created lord Seymour, and high admiral, 336
His character, 359 Marries the queen dowager, tb Cabals against h_ brother the
protector, during his absence in Scotland, zb Forms a party in parliament
against the protector, 36o Is intimidated, and desires a reconcihatlon with his
brother, _b Addresses the lady Ehzabeth, after the queen-dowager's death, zb
Is committed to the Tower, 362. Is examined by the councd, zb Is attainted by

parliament. 363 . Is executed, zb
SFORZA Francis, obtains the investiture of Milan, ui a88 See Mzlan

SHAFTESBURY. Anthony Ashley Cooper, earl of, his hint of shutting up the
exchequer, carried to the king by Sir Thomas Chfford, vi 253 Is made
chancellor, 255. His speech to parhament on the Dutch war, 273. Issues writs for
supplying vacant seats m parhament, 274 Deserts the court, and joins the
country party, 276 Is dismissed from being chancellor, 981. Is sent to the Tower.
for disputing the legahty of the parhament after a twelvernonth's prorogation,

304 , Flatters the duke of Monmouth with hopes of the succession, 358 Is made
president of the council, 363 . Is removed by the king, 379 Presents the duke of
York, as a popish recusant, to the grand jury of Middlesex, 382 Is accused of
treason, but acqmtted, 412 Investigates the duke of Monmouth's conspiracy,
426 Retires to Holland, and dies, zb H1s character, zb
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SHAKESPEARE. scarcely any mention of ctvll liberty to be found in his historical
plays, iv 368, note A character of his dramatic writings, v 151 Compared w lth
Jonson, zb

SHARP. a Scots presbyterian commissioner, abandons their cause, and is made
archbishop of St Andrews, Vl 169. His cruelty toward the covenanters. 228 Is
shot at by Mltchel, 326 Is murdered, 372

SHARP, Dr. IS suspended by the court of high-commission, m the reign of James II
for preaching against popery. Vl 48o

SHAW Dr procured by the duke of Gloucester to declare his brother Edward
illegitimate, in a sermon at St Paul's. n 503 Ill success of this scheme. 5o4

SHEEP. the number of, restricted by statute, ul 33 ° Sir Thomas More's censure of

the excessive breeding of, 37 °
SHERFIELD, recorder of Salisbury is prosecuted in the star-chamber for breaking a

painted church-window, v 226
SHERIFFS the primitive nature of their office, n lo 3
SHIP-MONEY, first levied in England, i 117 Imposed on occasion of the Spanish

invasion, iv 361 First levied by Charles I. v 176 Is extended over the whole
kingdom, 235 Trial of John Hambden, for refusing to pay it, 246 The sheriffs
voted dehnquents for assessing it, by the commons, 291 Is declared illegal, 297

SHIPPING, state of. in the reign of Edward III, n 281 Cause of its decay at that time,
zb See Navy

SHIRLE'r, Dr and Fag. a member of the house of commons, great disputes between
the two houses, occasioned by, vl 294

SHORE,Jane, accused by the duke of Gloucester in council, n 5ol Her history. 5o2
Remarks on the accounts given of her 537, note

8HREWSBUR_ battle of. between Henry IV and young Plercy, n 341

SHREWSBURY, Countess of, her scandalous reports of queen Elizabeth, commu-
nicated to Ehzabeth by Mary queen of Scots, 1_. 396

SHREWSBURY,earl of, ls added to the privy-council for the consideration of the case
of Mary queen of Scots, iv 114. Mary committed to his custody at Tutbur 3 , 116
She is removed from his care on account of his indulgence to her, 2o 4 Is

appointed to attend on her execution, 245
SHREWSBURY earl of, renounces the catholic religion, and joins the prince of

Orange, vi 5o3

SICILY, transactions of Richard I of England, and Philip of France, during their
wintering there, on their way to the crusade, l 383 The pope's contests with the

emperor Frederic, concerning, u 25 Is offered, by the pope. to Richard, earl of
Cornwal, who refuses it, zb Is accepted by Henry III for his second son Edmond,
26 The heavy debt incurred by Henry. in asserting this grant, zb A crusade
pubhshed against, by the pope, zb

SIDNE_z, Algernon, secretly negoc_ates with France, and receives bribes and
presents from that court, vl 3x7 , note Enters into the duke of Monmouth's
conspiracy, 427 Review of his life and character, 435 Is tried, zb His defence,
436 Is executed, zb

SIDNEY, Sir Henry, lord deputy of Ireland, reduces Shan O'Neale. ix 313 His
vigilant administration, zb.

SIDNEY, Sir Philip. writes to queen Elizabeth to dissuade her from marrying the
duke of Anjou, iv. a93 Is made governor of Flushing, 216 His death and
character, 218.

SIGEBERT. king of East Angha, restores Christianity in his kingdom, and said to
found the university of Cambridge, i 39

SIGEBERT, king of Wessex, deposed for his bad administration, i 47 His base
ingratitude to his protector, *b Revenged upon him, zb

SIGEBERT, a Northuinbrian pyrate, routed by Alfred, i 74
SIINER See Money
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SIMIER. lS sent over by the duke of Anjou, to prosecute his suit with queen Ehzabeth,
iv 189 His art m rendering his conversation agreeable to her, 19o. Discovers
Lelcester's marriage to the queen, ab Is taken under the queen's immediate
protectmn, on Leacester's attempting his life, zb

S1MNEL, Lambert, a baker's son, becomes the instrument of Simon the priest to
disturb the government of Henry VII, ui 16 Opens his pretensions in Ireland.
as earl of Warwlc, which revolts under him, *7- Crowned at Dublin, as Edward
VI, ab Receives forces from the duchess of Burgundy, 2o Invades England, ab
Defeated at the battle of Stoke, _ i Becomes scullion to the king, and as promoted
to be has falconer, zb

SIMON, Richard, a priest, concerts the pretensions of Lambert Samnel, against

Henry VII, ni 16 Carries his pupil to Ireland, which revolts, 17 Why only
confined, on Simnel's overthross, 21

SINCLAIR, Oliver, favourite of James V appointed to the command of the Scots
army, ni _93 Is defeated by the Enghsh at Solway, ab

SINDERCOME, IS condemned for attempting the life of Oliver Cromwel, vi ao 4
Poisons himself, lo 5

SIRNAMES, when introduced into England,, 486
SITHRIC, a Damsh nobleman, appointed king of Northumberland, by Athelstane,

i 85 Fate of his sons, *b
SIWARD. duke of Northumberland, has history, a _37
SIX _.RTICLES, law of See Artzcles

SKINNER, applies to the house of lords for redress against the East India company,
and is taken into custody by the commons, Vl 236.

SLAVES,or villains, how considered among the Anglo-Saxons, i 171 Two kinds of,
_72

SMALCALDE, a league of the protestant prances of Germany formed there, nl 189
Money remitted to the league by Henry VIII, 224

SMYRNA FLEET. Dutch, attacked by Sir Robert Holmes, vi _55
SOCIETY. civil, more probity to be found an, than among rude and barbarous

nations, i i79.
SODALITIUM, or Saxon bond of compact described, a _67.

SOLDIERS, common, their pay in the tame of Edward III, n. 28,, note. Whence their
chief emoluments arose, ab

SOLEBAY, battle of, between the Enghsh and French fleets, and De Rulter the Dutch
admiral, vi. 26o

SOLWAY.battle of, between the English and Scots, nl 293
SOLYMAN, sultan, conquers Hungary, and besieges Vienna, in 189

SOMERSET, duke of, governor of Normandy, obliged to surrender Rouen, and the
rest of the prownce, to Charles VII, n 4_3 . Succeeds the duke of Suffolk an his
influence with Henry VI and has queen, 433 Sent to the Tower, 442, Killed at
the first battle of St Alban's, 443

SOMERSET, the earl of Hertford, protector during the minority of Edward VI
created duke of, in 336. Procures his authority to be confirmed by patent, 337
Favours the establishment of the reformation, 338. Appoints a visitation of
dioceses, 341 Makes preparation for the war with Scotland, 348. Publishes a

manifesto, zb Advances toward Edinburgh, 349. Defeats the Scots at the battle
of Pmkey, 35 ° Leaves Warwac to treat for an accommodation, and returns to
England, 352 Calls a parliament, 353. Passes laws favourable to the reformation,
zb Suppresses some popish ceremonies, 354- Orders Haddmgton to be fortified
and garrisoned, 356. Is informed on his brother's cabals against him, 359 Com-
mits h_m to the Tower, and orders a prosecution of him, 362. Signs the warrant
for has execution, 363 Appoints a commission to mqmre concerning inclosures,
37 o. Insurrections of the people, 371. Endeavours at an alliance with the
emperor, but is disappointed, 374. Is opposed an has intention to conclude a
peace wlth France and Scotland, zb Has haughty exertmn of has authority excites
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cabals agamst him, 375 Becomes obnoxious for courting popular favour, zb
Demolishes churches, to build a palace with the materials, 376 A conspiracy
formed against him at Ely-house, zb Removes the king to Windsor, and prepares
for his defence, 377 Is deserted by all but Paget and Cranmer, and despairs, zb
Is sent to the Tower, 378 Confesses on his knees before the council, the charges
laid against him, is deprived of his office, and fined, 379. Is re-admitted to the
council, 2b Marries his daughter to the lord Dudley, son to Warwlc, zb The
schemes of Northumberland to rum him, 387 . Is arrested, together with his
duchess and friends, 388. The charges against him, zb Is tried, _b Executed, 389
His character, and reflections on his fate, 39 °

SOMERSET, Carre, viscount Rochester, created earl of, v 56 Is msngated by his lady
to procure Sir Thomas Overbury to be poisoned, 57 Is stung with remorse, and
dechnes m the king's favour, 61 Is convicted of Overbury's death, 69 Is par-
doned, and dies m obscurity, 6_, 63

SOUTHAMPTON, Wnothesely, chancellor, and one of the regency, during the minor-
xty of Edward VI created earl of, lil. 336 Puts the great seal in commission, zb
Is deprived of the chancellorship, and removed from the council, 337 Is re-
admitted to the councd, and cabals with Warw_c against the protector, 376
Enters into a plot against him at Ely-house, zb Retires from the councd, and dies
of vexanon, 378.

SOUTHAMPTON, earl of, attends the earl of Essex to Ireland, who makes him general
of horse, iv 318 Is displaced, by the queen's orders, zb Enters into Essex's
conspiracy at Drury-house, 339 Is tried with Essex, and condemned, 335 Is
spared, but detained m prison, 339.

SPAZN, state of, at the time of Henry VII of England. m 24 See Ferdznand of
Arragon Leagues with the Itahan states against France, 5 a Obtains possession

of the kingdom of Naples. 88 Death of Ferdinand, and accession of his grandson
Charles, 1_2 See Charles V Acquires the final possessmn of Navarre, 93 The
kingdom of, resigned bv the emperor Charles V to his son Philip 446. See Ph2hp
H Charles retires to the monastery of St Just m Estremadura, zb Victory of St
Quintm, 453 Peace of Cateau Cambresls, iv 15 Phdlp vows to spend his hfe in
the exurpation of heresy, 53 His cruel persecution of heretics, zb Its flour-
ishmg state and power at this time, 215 The mwnoble armada fitted out for the
conquest of England, _6_ This fleet destroyed, 27 o Cadiz taken and plundered
by the Enghsh, 999 The harbour of Cenmbra attacked, and a rich carrack taken
there, 348 Peace concluded with England, v 23 Acknowledges the indepen-
dency of the United Provinces, and concludes a truce with them for twelve years,
37 Arrival of prince Charles there, to prosecute hls marrmge with the Infanta,
io6 The match broke off by Buckingham, lo 9 Acknowledges the repubhcan
government of England, Vl 78 The Enghsh ambassador murdered there by
banished royahsts, zb Revolt of Portugal, and other dl successes, zb Declares war
against England, on the seizure of Jamaica, 82 The galleons taken and destroyed
at Cadiz, 83 A fleet burnt m Santa Cruz harbour, 84. War with France, 218 Its
sltnauon at the ume of the congress of Nimeguen, and motives of hastening the
treaty there, 3° x The treaty of Nimeguen concluded, 3 _9 Declares war against
France, 443

SPALATO. archbishop of, comes to England, turns protestant, escapes to Italy, and
dies m confinement, v _55

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS, first appointment of, n 286.
SPENCER, his character as a poet, iv. 386
SPENSER See Despenser
SPRAGUE, admiral Sir Edward, _s killed m the engagement with the Dutch at the

mouth of the Texel, w 279

SPURS, battle of, between the troops of Henry VIII and the duke of Longuewlle,
m. _o4,
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ST ALBANS the monastery of, by whom endowed, _ 42 Observations on the

petition of the borough of, to parliament, in the reign of Edward II, n 53 °
Battle of, between Henry VI and Richard duke of York, 443 Between queen
Margaret, and the earl of Warw_c, 45 °

Sq ANDREWS Wlshart the reformer burnt there, by cardinal Beaton, lU 345- The
cardinal assassinated there, 346 Is surrendered to the queen-dowager of Scot-
land, 347 Curious resolution of a scholastic debate there, by the sub prlor's
servant, 479 Walter Mill burnt there, iv 2o A meeting of bishops and clergy
summoned there by king James, _ 72

ST ANDREWS, prior of, attends the queen-regent of Scotland, in her endeavour to
suppress the riots of the reformers, iv 33 Joins the association termed the
Congregation of the Lord, 35

ST AUB1N, battle of, between the duke of Britanny and the French, ui 31
ST BARTHOLOMEW. massacre of the Hugonots at Paris, on the eve of that day,

iv 163
ST DENNIS, battle of, between the constable Montmorency, and the prince of

Cond+, IV 148. Battle of, between the prince of Orange, and mareschal Lux-
embourg, vl 319

ST DlSIER. taken by the emperor Charles V, m 3o7

ST EDMONDSBURY,a confederacy of the barons formed there, by cardinal Langton,
to assert their privileges against the oppression of king John, i 438

ST GmES, tutelar saint of Edinburgh, riot of protestants there on the festival of,
IV 21

ST JOHN his ineffectual negociations with the States-general of the Umted Prov-
inces, Vl 45- Excites a quarrel between the Commonwealth and the States, 46

ST JOHN, of Jerusalem. the knights of, refuse to surrender their revenues to Henry
VIII, in 274 The order dissolved by parliament, _b

ST OMERS the prince of Orange defeated there by mareschal Luxembourg, Vl. 3o5
ST QU1NTIN battle oL between the constable Montmorency, and the Spanish army,

under Phihbert duke of Savoy, in 453-
STAFFORD lord viscount, is tried for the popish plot, w 392 Is condemned, 394

Executed, 395-
STANDARD, battle of, I 285
STANLEY,lord, suspected by Richard III of favouring the earl of Richmond, n. 5 x6

His son retained by Richard as the pledge of his fidelity, zb His ambiguous
conduct prewous to the battle of Bosworth, zb Declares for Richmond, soon

after the commencement of the action, zb Created earl of Derby, Ul 9
STANLEY, Wllham, governor of Deventer, betrays the place, and deserts with his

whole garrison to the Spaniards, iv 358
STANLEY, Sir William, presents the earl of Richmond with Richard IIFs crown,

found m Bosworth-field, m 3 Detected by Sir Robert Clifford m abetting Perkin
Warbec, 46 Tried and executed, 47.

STANNARY-COURTS,suppressed by the long parliament, v 33 o.
STA.R-CHAMBER,the jurisdiction of, how founded, and when established, m 74 The

nature of that jurisdiction explained, iv. 356. Its antiquity, v 136 Its authorlty
not limited by any precise law or statute, zb Oppressive sentences of this court,
329, 233, 336, 245 Its proceedings condemned by the commons, 39_. Its sen-
tence on Prynne and others reversed, and satisfaction ordered, 295. Is abolished
by parliament, 338

STAYNER, captain, takes and destroys the Spanish galleons at Cadiz, vl 83
STEPHEN. king of England, his pretensions to the crown, how founded, i. 38o

Assumes the crown, 38I Grants a charter to his subjects, 383 His title ratified
by the pope, 383 His subjects swear a conditional allegiance to him, zb Sum-
moned before a synod, by his brother Henry, bishop of Winchester, 387 Faken

prisoner by the empress Matilda's party, 388. Exchanged for earl Robert, Mat-
llda's brother, 391 Disgusts his nobles, by demanding their castles, 292. His
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STEPHEN (continued)

party laid under the papal interdiction, but removed by his submissions, zb The
archbishop of Canterbury refuses to anoint his son Eustace. 294 Enters into a
compromise with Henry, son of the empress Matilda, zb Dies, zb His charac-
ter, ab

STIGAND. archbishop of Canterbury, proclmms Edgar, and encourages the English
to resist the Normans, l 187 Not permitted to officiate at the coronation of king
WIlham, 184 Attends him to Normandy. 193 His character, 2o 5 Degraded and
imprisoned. 2o6

STIL-'__RD merchants of, when estabhshed into a company, nl 386 The prlx lleges
of, annulled by the council of Edward VI, zb

STIRLING a confederacy of malcontent Scots nobles formed there against queen
Mary', Iv 72 The rebels forced to retire into England, 73

STOKE, battle of, between Henry VII and the earl of Lincoln, Lambert Slmnel's
general, ni 2I

STOWE his acknowledgment of the advance of trade during the peaceable reign of
James I, _ 563

STOWEL, an abhorrer, resists the order of the house of commons for his commit-

ment, Vl 385
STR_.FFORD, Wentworth earl of, has preferment, and the motive of It, v 222 His

character, zb Is called from Ireland, and sent heutenant-general against the
Scots, 279 Obtains the chief command by the illness of Northumberland, 28I
Advases the king to continue the war, 2b Gains an advantage over the Scots, _b
The army dascontented, ab His general unpopularity at the meeting of the long
parliament, 286 Is promised protection by the king, 287 Is impeached by the
house of commons, 288 Is taken into custody, tb A commission appointed for

trying him, 3io Is accused by the Irish parliament, 311 Examlnataon ofhls case
and conduct, 3a2 His defence, 314 Notes of hts speech in council, produced

against him by Vane and Pym, 318 Has defence against this paper, 319 Is
attainted by the commons, 320 The populace excited against him, zb Writes to
the king to gave ham up, 324 His attainder passed, 325 Is executed, 326 His
character, 327

STRATFORD, archbashop of Canterbury, is employed by Edward llI in collecting the
new levies, n 212 Enters into a combination against the king on his return from
Flanders, 213 His letter to the king, tb Comes to parliament unsummoned, m

his pontifical robes, and demands admittance, ab Is at length reconciled to the
king, 214

STRATTON battle of, between the earl of Stamford and the royalists, v 404
STRAW, Jack, one of the heads of Tyler's resurrection See Tyler
STRICLAND, a member of the house of commons, introduces a bill for the amend-

ment of the liturgy, iv 138, Is summoned before the council, and prohibited
appearing in the house, i39 Is restored to his seat, i4i

STRIGUL, earl of See Strongbow
STRODE his cruel treatment an Cornwal, for bringing a bill into parliament, re-

lating to tin, in 3=5
STP.ODE, a member of the house of commons, impeached by Charles I. v 365
STRONGBOW, Richard, earl of Strigul, engages to assist Dermot, king of Lelnster,

342- Applies to Henry II for permlssmn. 343 Marries the daughter of Dermot,
and succeeds to hls kingdom, 2b The Irish not able to withstand ham, 344
Receives from Henry the commission of seneschal of Ireland, zb

STROZZI, the French admiral, makes an attempt on Jersey, but as engaged by an
English fleet, m 374

STUART, the causes of the unhappiness of the princes of that house in the govern-
ment of England, pointed out, v. 569 Reflections on the admlmstratmn of that
family, while on the throne of England, vi 53 I.

STUART, James, of Ochfltree, joins in the designs of the count D'Aubigney, In
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STUART (contznued)
detaching James VI of Scotland from the interest of England, iv i83 Is made
earl of Arran, 196 See Arran

SUBSIDIES AND FIFTEENTHS, the nature, amount, and method of levying these taxes,

v 137 Are altered into a land-tax, 138. The last grant of subsidies, vl i87.
SUETONIUS. Pauhnus, sent by Nero to Britain, x 8 Subdues Anglesey, the chief seat

of the Druids, zb Defeats Boadlcea, 9- Recalled, zb
SUFFOLK. earl of, succeeds at the death of the earl of Sahsbury, to the command of

the siege of Orleans, 11 395. Disconcerted by Joan D'Arc, 4oo Raises the siege,
4o2 Besieged himself at Jergeau, 4o3 . Taken prisoner by one Renaud, whom he

kmghted, zb Negoclates a truce with Charles VII of France, 418 Concludes a
treaty of marriage between Henry VI and Margaret of Anjou, 419 Created a
duke, zb Defends his conduct m the house of lords, 43 ° Impeached by the
commons, 431. His justification of himself, zb Bamshed by the king, 433. Mur-
dered, zb

SUFFOLK,Edmund de la Pole, earl of, fhes to Flanders, and why, 111.7o. Is pardoned,

but elopes again, zb Political improvement of this incident by Henry VII, 71 His
secrets betrayed, by the treachery of Sir Robert Curzon, zb Protected by Phihp,
archduke of Austria, zb Deluded over to England by Phdlp, and committed to
the Tower, _b Beheaded by Henry VIII, lo_. Motives to this action, zb

SUFFOLK, Charles Brandon, duke of, marries Mary queen-dowager of France, sister
to Henry VIII, privately, in 11 a Henry reconciled to him, 112 Retires dis-
gusted, a 15 Is sent by Henry to invade Picardy, 151 Penetrates almost to Paris,
15 _ Is sent by Henry to suppress Dr. Mackrel's resurrection, _46. Dies, 313. The
king's character of hlm, 314

SUFFOLK, the marqms of Dorset created duke of, in. 395 For his daughters, Jane
and Catharme, see Gray Is appointed to command the army, to defend his
daughter Jane's pretensions, 4o3 . The command taken by Northumberland, zb
Declares for queen Mary, 4o5 . Is apprehended, but released, zb Engages in a
conspiracy against Mary, 4I 8 Is taken prisoner, zb Is tried and executed, 42 i.

SUFFOLK, lord, and lord chamberlain, Is ordered to search the vaults under the

parhament-house, and discovers the powder, intended to blow up king and
parliament, v. 29-

SUEFOLK, earl of, his daughter, married to the earl of Essex, v. 54 See Carre and

Essex Succeeds Sahsbury as treasurer, 57-
SUITS IN FORMA PAUPERIS, first g_ven to the poor, ni 75
SUNDAY. sports and exercises allowed on, by proclamation of James I, v 73 The

puritans distinguish themselves by terming xt the Sabbath, i65 An edict for
sports on, renewed by Charles I, 234

SUNDERLAND, earl of, is made secretary of state, vx 363 . Remarks on his conduct,

4_9 Is supposed to have entered into a correspondence with the prince of
Orange, 5o3

SUPPLIES, extraordinary, the amount of those granted to James I by parhament, v
136 See Revenue

SURIENNE, Sir Francis, refuses obedience to Henry VI's order to surrender Marne
to the duke of Anjou, n. 422 Reduced to capitulate by Dunoxs, _b Retires into
Brltanny, zb.

SURREY, earl of, encourages Henry VIII in his pleasures, ui 84 Collects an army,
and marches to oppose James IV of Scotland, io6. Defeats James at the battle
of Flouden, 1o 7 Created duke of Norfolk, lo8. See Norfolk

SURREY, lord Howard, son to the duke of Norfolk, made earl of, in lo8. Is made

admiral of England, and by the emperor Charles V admiral of the Imperial
dominions, i43. Commands the English incursions Into France, zb Commands
m the invasion of Scotland, i45. His character, 3_8 Is made governor of Bou-
logne, but after displaced, zb The motive of Henry's aversion to him, _b. His
accusation and execution, 319 .
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SUSSEX, history of the Saxon kingdom of, i 44
SUSSEX. earl of, is appointed one of the commissioners to hear the cause between

Mary queen of Scots, and Murray the regent, iv. 1o 7 Marches against the
northern insurgents, 131 Is sent with forces to Scotland, to check the progress
of Mary's party, 134. Writes to Scotland, m order to frustrate the treaty entered
Into by Mary with Ehzabeth, 135

SWART, Martin, sent with forces by the dutchess of Burgundy, to the assistance of
Lambert Slmnel, m 2o Defeated and killed at the battle of Stoke, 2 i

SWEATING SICKNESS, first appearance of, m 9
SWEDEN, accession of Charles X by the resignation of queen Christina, and his

successes m the north, Vl. 75 Peace concluded with Denmark, by the mediation
of the Enghsh and Dutch, 19o Joins in the triple league, 991 Is detached from
it by France, 957

SWEYN king of Denmark, his invasion of England, m conjunction with Olave king
of Norway, i lo 9 Exacts tribute of Ethelred, and departs, 11o Subsequent
invasions by him, zb, 116 Dies at Gainsborough, 118

Swiss. league with pope Julius II against the French, in 89 DHve the French out
of Milan, and reinstate Maximihan Sforza in that dutchy. 95 Excel other nations
m their infantry, lol Invade Burgundy, lo 4 Deceived m a treaty by Tremoufile

the governor, zb Are defeated by Francis I of France, at Marlgnan, 119 A body
of, m the service of Francis, desert m disgust, 154

SYNODS, held m England, i 54, lo4, 914, 217, 949,955. 967, 275, 286, 989, 313,
317, 39 o, 491, n 49, 1 _5- See Convocatlon

TA1LLIAGES, lewed by the Anglo-Norman kings, 1 475
TANCRED, natural brother to Constantia, queen of Naples and Slcdy, dispossesses

her of her domimon, i 383 His apprehensions on the arrival of the crusaders
Richard I of England, and Philip of France, who are obliged to winter at Mes-
sina, zb His insidious behaviour toward his guests, 384

TANGIER, the fortress of, yielded to Charles II as part of the dowry with the
princess Catharme of Portugal, vl. 178 Is demohshed and abandoned, 4o4.

TANISTRY, In the Irish customs, explained, v 47 Is abohshed, 48

TAXES, how imposed m the reign of Edward I, u. 145 Are arbitrarily increased by
Edward III, 976 Never imposed without consent of parhament, by the house of
Lancaster, 381 Oppressively raised by Henry VIII under the name of loans, in
x47 Exorbitant levies of, in the reign of Edward VI, 479, note A rewew of those
imposed during the time of the commonwealth, vi 146

TAYLOR, parson of Hadley, burnt for heresy, m 436
TAYLOR, bishop of Lincoln violently thrust out of the parhament-house for re-

fusing to kneel at the celebration of mass, m. 4io

TEMPLARS, knights, character of that order, n 174- Their cruel treatment by Philip
the Fair, of France, 175 The order abohshed by pope Clement V, 176

TEMPLE, Sir Wfiham, resident at Brussels, is sent to the Hague, to concert an
opposition to the French conquests in the Netherlands, vi 9 a 9. His negociatlons
with De Wit, 99o. Concludes the triple alhance with the States and Sweden, 92
Is sent plempotentlary to the treaty at A_x-la-Chapelle, 999 Is visited by De Wit,
and the reformation he brings to him, 943 Is recalled from the Hague, _46 His
remonstrance to the king on being appointed ambassador to the States, 989 Is

sent to the congress at Nxmeguen, 3oo His remonstrance to the king, respecting
an alliance against France, 313 Concludes an alhance with the States, to obhge
Louis to comply with the treaty of Nimeguen, 317 Adwses the king to form a
new council, 369. His character as a writer, 544 His death, zb

TENCHEBRAY_ battle of, between king Henry I, and duke Robert, 1 96o
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TENURES, feudal, the nature and principles of, explained, 1 456
TEROUANE, besieged by Henry VIII, Ill IO3 Extraordinary rehefbrought them, ab

Capitulates, lo 4
TEST, act passed, Vl 276 The duke of York set aside by it, 277 A new one passed,

with an exception in the duke of York's favour, 349 Is dispensed with by James
II, 468. His privilege of dispensing with it, confirmed in the case of Sir Edward
Hales, 472

TEUKESBURY, battle of, between Edward IV and queen Margaret's army, n 482

TEXEL engagement, between prince Rupert and De Rmter, at the mouth of,
Vl 278

THANES among the Saxons, import of that distinction, i i69
THE_,TRES, cause of the licentiousness of, after the restoration, w 542 How cor-

rected, zb

THEFT when first made capital in England, i. 277
THEOB&LD, archbishop of Canterbury, made legate m England, i 292. Refuses to

anoint Eustace as king Stephen's heir, 294 Favoured by Henry II on this ac-
count, 3o6

THEODORE, archbishop of Canterbury,, calls a synod at Hatfleld against the heresy
of the Monothehtes, i 54

THOLOUSE count de despoiled of his dominions, for protecting the Albigenses,
a 429

THOMAS A BECKET his histor'_ prewous to his preferment, 1 306 Appointed
chancellor, 3o7 His magmficent way ofhfe, zb Goes ambassador to France, 3o8
Instance of the king's familiarity with him, ab Promoted to Canterbury, 3o9 His
assumed sanctity on this occasion, zb His attacks on the earl of Clare, and

Wflham of Eynsford, 31 o Opposes the king in a national synod, 313 Is prevailed
on to subscribe the constitutions of Claredon, 314 His sorrow for has comph-
ance, 316. Sued for some lands, and his behawour thereupon, 317 Condemned
for contempt at the council of Northampton, 318 Consults with his suffragans
about a subsequent demand of money made on him by the king, 32o His
extraordinary visit to the king, ab Appeals to the pope, and leaves the kingdom,
322 Has reception m France, 323 His representations abroad, 324 . Excommu-
mcates Henry's ministers, 325 Obtains a legatine commission, zb Ineffectual
treaties of pacification between him and the king, 327 Is reconciled to him, 328
Opposes the coronation of prince Henry when associated with his father, 329
Suspends the archbishop of York, and excommumcates other bishops who as-
sists at the coronation, 33 ° Murdered at the altar, 333 Has character, and that
of the age he hved m, _b Canonized by pope Alexander. 336 Pilgrimages to his
shrine, _b King Henry does penance at It, 355 His murderers how pumshed,
36i The extraordinary devotion paid to his shrine, ill 254 The shrine pillaged,
and Becket's bones burnt by Henry VIII, zb

THOMOND, earl of, his h_storv, _v. 314
THROGMORTON. Sir Nicholas, _s tr_ed at Guildhall, on account of Suffolk's

conspiracy, but acquitted, m 42i. His jury cruelly treated, 422. His brother Sir
John, convicted, zb Is released from confinement by Phdlp, 428 Is made am-
bassador to Pans, and sends over mtelhgence of the hostde measures of the

French court, iv. 28. Renews his apphcatmn to Mary queen of Scots, to ratify the
treaty of Edinburgh, 35 Mary's spirited declaration to him on being denied a

passage through England to Scotland, _b Is employed by Elizabeth to encourage
an resurrection in Scotland against Mary, 73 His prudent management in this
affair for his own security, 74 Is sent ambassador to Scotland, on the captivity
of Mary, 96 The tenor of his commission, ab Is ordered not to assist at the
coronation of the young king James VI, loo.

TIBETOT, John, earl of Worcester See Worcester
TILLAGE See Agriculture.
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TIME, how measured by king Alfred, 1 80.
T1NDAL, files to Antwerp, from the power of Henry VIII, in 214 Makes a trans-

lation of the scriptures, 915 Is artfully supplied with money to perfect it, by
Tonstal bishop of London, zb

TOBACCO, when first introduced into England, iv 217

TOLERATION not a priestly virtue, n 379 The popular arguments for and against.
occasioned by the debates between cardinal Pole and bishop Gardlner on that
subject, 111 431 The chaef cause and origin of it. Vl 165

TOMLINSON, colonel, the speech of Charles I to, at his execution, _ 54o
TONGUE, Dr his character, and his intelligence concerning the Popish plot, Vl 333

Is recommended by the house of commons for church preferment, 386
TONNAGE and poundage, granted by parliament to Henry V for hie, u 367

Granted in like manner to Richard III, 513 To Henry VII, Ul 19. The duties of,
arbitrarily levied by Henry VIII, 396 Remarks on the statute granting these
duties to him, ,b The long possession of the duties occasion them to be consid-
ered by the princes as their proper right and inheritance, v 41 A short histor)_

of these grants, 9o 9 Are levied by Charles I after the expiration of the grant of
them, 9 lO The speaker of the commons forcibly detained until the passing a

remonstrance against Ihem, 9 a4, 915 A hmited grant of, made by the commons,
3o8. Are granted to Charles II for hie, Vl 159

TONST_L bishop of London, IS sent by Henry VIII to Madrid, ambassador to the
emperor Charles V, in 158 Buys up all Tlndal's first incorrect translation of the
scriptures, and burns them, 915 His scheme in so doing, _b Is appointed one of
the regency during the minority of Edward VI. 334 Is dismissed the council for
opposing the reformation. 343 His character, 399. A bill of attainder passed
against him by the peers, but rejected by the commons, 2b Is restored to his see
of Durham, by queen Mary. 4o7

TORTURE_ arbitrarily mfhcted by the officers of state during the reign of queen
Ehzabeth, iv 358

TOR_, the origin of that name, as a party distinction, vl 38I The views of that
party m opposing James II and their plan for settling the government on his
abdication, 593

TOSTI, brother to Harold, duke of Northumberland, his subjects rebel against him,
i 144 They justify themselves to Harold, who went to suppress them, zb Super-
seded by Morcar, zb Retires to Flanders, 2b Prepares to disturb Harold's govern-
ment, 147 His depredations on the Enghsh coasts, i53 Defeated and killed b'_
Harold. ,b

TOUR_A¥, in Flanders IS besieged by Eduard III, n 9o8 Taken by Henry VIII,
in. 1o 5 Wolsey put in possession of the bishopric, zb Is delivered up to France,
193

TOURNHOULT, battle of, between prince Maurice and the Spamards. iv 295
TOURS, truce concluded there between England and Charles VII of France, u 418
TOUTON, battle of, between Edward IV and the Lancastrians, n 457
TRADE regulation of, among our Saxon ancestors, i 179 A board of, when erected,

vi 538. See Commerce
TRANSTAMARE Henry count de. engages Charles king of France to mvade his

brother Peter king of Castile, n 264 Becomes possessed of Castile. by the flight
of his brother, 965. His soldiers desert to prince Edward. *b Is defeated by
Edward, and Peter restored, 966 Murders Peter, and regains the kingdom, zb
See Castzle

TRANSUBSTANTIATION, the point of, debated m convocatmn, in 415 The debate
renewed at Oxford, _b

TRAQUAIRE. earl of. goes to London to reform Charles of the tumults m Scotland,
in opposition to the canons and liturgy, v 257 Prorogues the Scots parhament,
e68. Intercepts a letter from the malcontents to the king of France, 27o
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TREASON, high, the cases of, hmlted by law, in the reagn of Edward llI, n 274. The

rigorous and contrary statutes against, enacted by Henry VIII and his parlia-
ments, ni 323 A severe law against passed by the lords, but altered by the
commons, 391 The species of, restricted by parliament, 41o. Statutes of Ehz-
abeth concerning, iv 146.

TREASURERS, an account of those during the reign of James I, v a22. During that
of Charles I, 547

TRENT. the council of, assembled, Ul 343 Is tranferred to Bologna, zb
TRESIL1AN, Sir Robert, gives his opinion against the vahdlty of Richard II's commis-

sion to Gloucester's faction, u. 298 Executed for it, 3ol.
TREVES. taken from the French by the Imperialists, vl 298

TRIALS by battle allowed by Henry II to be evaded by appeal to a jury, i 359.
TRINITY college, Cambridge, when, and by whom founded, m. 331.
TRIPLE alhance, formed against Lewis XIV, v,. _u 1.
TROMP, the Dutch admiral, quarrels with Blake m Dover road, vI 47 En-

gages Blake, zb He, and de Rmter defeat Blake, 49 Engages Blake for three
days, and is worsted, but secures the merchant ships under his convoy, 5°
Engages Blake for two days, and is defeated, 66 Is killed m an engagement with
Monk, zb

TROME son of the former, sustains an engagement against the duke of York, after
the death of Obdam, vi 196 He and de Ruiter engage the duke of Albemarle
four days, _ol Is defeated at the mouth of the Thames, 2o 4. His commission
taken from him, zb

TROYE. treaty at, between Henry V and Phihp duke of Burgundy, u 372 Articles
of, specified, zb Reflections on this treaty, 373.

TUDOR, Sir Owen, marries Catharme, widow of Henry V, u 378 Taken prisoner
at the battle of Mortimer's cross, and beheaded, 45 ° Remarks on the adminis-
tration of the princes of that house, v 557

TuNIs, is bombarded by admiral Blake, and the ships m the harbour burnt, vl 8i
TURENNE, marshal, his successes in Alsace, vi 291 Prevents Montecucuh from

passing the Rhine, _97 Is killed, *b

TURKEY, commencement of the trade with, by a company estabhshed by queen
Ehzabeth, iv. 376

TURNPIKES, the first law for the erecting of, when passed, v_. 538
TYLER, War, and Jack Straw, heads of the resurrection m the reign of Richard II

assemble their adherents on Blackheath, n 291 Tyler has a conference with the
king In Smithfield, *b Is killed by Walworth, mayor of London, 292

TYRCONNEL. earl of, his character, and violent oppression of the protestants in
Ireland, vi 477 Is made lord-heutenant, 478 ProJects a reversal of the act of
settlement, 484

TYRONE, earl of, h_s character, iv 3_5 Enters into a correspondence with Spare,
and heads an resurrection of the nanve Irish against the Enghsh, ,b. Defeats the
Enghsh under Sir Henry Bagnal, 3_6 His conference and treaty with the earl
of Essex, 3_o Breaks the truce on the return of Essex to England, 324 Is driven
into the morasses by lord Mountjoy, zb Joins the Spamards who invade Ireland,
343 Is defeated by Mountjov, zb Surrenders himself to Mountjoy. 349 Is par-
doned, *b

TYRREL, Sir James, murders Edward V and the duke of York xn the Tower, by
orders of Richard III, n. 5o5 Proves the murders by order of Henry VII on
account of Perkm Warbec's Imposture, m 45 Executed for another crime, 7 °

TYRREL Walter, accidentally kills Wilham Rufus with an arrow, 1 _45-Joins the
crusade for penance, _b,

TYTHES, the large pretensions of the Saxon clergy formed under that name, 1.61
TYTPIINGS. the subdivision of counties into, by Alfred, for the regular adminis-

tration of justice, i. 76
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UDAL. a puritanical clergyman, his cruel persecution for writing against
episcopacy, iv 366

ULSTER, a company formed in London for planting colonies in, on ItS falhng to the
crown by attainders, v 49 An insurrection of the Irish, and massacre of the

English there, 341 , 342 See Ireland
UNIFORMITY, the act of, passed, vi 175 The penalties of. increased, 19 i
UNION of England and Scotland, attempted by king James I, v 21 Commissioners

appointed to treat of it, 22
UNITED PROVINCES, of the Low Countries, commencement of their association

against the dominions of Spain, iv. 171 Pacification of Ghent, 174 Conclude a
treaty with queen Elizabeth, 175. Again implore the protection of Elizabeth,
212 Conditions of her league with them, 214 Are reproved by Elizabeth for the
extraordinary honours bestowed by Leicester, 218, 219 And jealous of the
intentions of Elizabeth, 259 The earl of Leicester recalled, zb. The government
of, conferred on prince Maurlce, zb Conclude a new treaty with Elizabeth, 294
Another, 3o8. A treaty between James I and Henry IV for the support of, v 7
Their freedom acknowledged by Spain, and a truce of twelve years concluded,
37. Banish Vorstlus, an Armlnian, to gratify James, 46 Are Induced to practice
severities against bigots, zb Obtain of James, a resignation of the cautionary
towns, 64 Acquire their full freedom by this restitution, 65 Renew the war with
Spain, and receive forces from England, 119 Cruelties exercised by the Dutch
on the English factors at Amboyna, 145 Their herring-busses attacked by the
English, and a fine paid for the license of fishing, 239 Are obliged to remove
Charles II after the murder of DorIslaus, w 17 Decline the proposed coahtlon

with the English commonwealth, 46 Their ships taken by the English, 47 En-
gagement between Tromp and Blake, _b Their apology rejected by the English
commonwealth, 48. See Tromp, de Ruzter, &c Make peace with Cromwel, 67
Review of their conduct toward the English, 192. Nova BelgIa taken from them,

194. Order de Rmter to attack the English settlements, 194. Their ships seized
by the English, 195 War declared against them by the English, i96 Treaty of

Breda, 2o 9. Triple alliance, 221 Charles determines to quarrel with them, in
virtue of his league with France, 251 Thelr Smyrna fleet attacked by the En-
glish, _55 War declared by England, 256 War declared by France, 257 Their
defenceless state at this time, 258 Sea fight at Solebay, 26o. Rapid progress of
Lewis XIV in their territories, 262 General consternation of the states. 264.

Sends deputies to beg for peace, 265 The prince of Orange made Stadtholder,
267 Sea-fight at Schonveh, 277 Another at the mouth of the Texel, 278 Inef-
fectual congress at Cologne, 28o. Peace with England, _82 Their motives of
hastening the treaty of Nlmeguen, 3Ol Conclude an alhance with Charles to
oblige France to peace, 313. Peace of Nimeguen, 319, 3_o Join with Germany
in a league against Lewis XIV, 499 Concur with the prince of Orange In his
intention of assisting the English nation against James II, 5o4

UNIVERSITIES, their revenues granted to Henry VIII by parhament, but declined by
him, in 31 o.

URBAN disputes the papacy with Clement, 1 242 His kind receptmn of archbishop
Anselm, 243.

URBAN III. dies of grief, at the taking of Palestine b) Saladin, i 365
URBAN VI, pope, how elected, n. 33 °
URBANISTS, and Clementlnes, source of those distractions, u 33 °

URREY. colonel, deserts from the parhament-army to prince Rupert, v 4o6. Essex's
army surprised, by his intelligence and Hambden killed, 407 Is defeated by
Montrose near Inverness, 467 Is executed in Scotland, vl 25

URSWIC, almoner to Henry VII sent by hlm to mediate between France and
Britanny, m 29 The duke of BrItanny's answer to his proposals, 3° Sent a
second time with new proposals, 31
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USURY, how looked on at the commencement of the reign of Richard I. 1 378 Is
worse practised after the expulsion of the Jews by Edward I, than by them

before, n 77 Ill judged laws against, by Henry VII, m 77 Another statute
passed against, 39 ° The meaning of that word hmlted to the taking exorbitant
interest, and condemned by law, iv 38o

UTRECHJ IS taken by Lewis XIV, vl _63
UXBRIDGE negoclatlons entered into there for the treaty between Charles I and the

long parliament, v 451

VAC_tR1US reads public lectures in civil law at Oxford, under the protection of
Theobald archbishop of Canterbury, n 5_o

V_.GR'_NTS are punished by queen Ehzabeth, by martial law, iv 357
VALENCE, bishop of, maternal uncle to queen Eleanor, made chief mimster to

Henry IlI, n 19

VALENTINE, forcibly detains the speaker of the house of commons m his chair, until
the passing a remonstrance against tonnage and poundage, v 215 His sentence
by the court of king's bench, zb

VAN GHENT. the Dutch admiral, is purposely insulted by an English yacht, vl _51
Is killed by the earl of Sandwich at the battle of Solebay, 261

VANE, Sir Harry. secretary, his imprudent manner of urging the klng's demands in
the house of commons, ,_ 275 Notes Strafford's speech in council, found among
his papers by his son, and made use of to condemn Stratford, 318 His doubtful
depositions concerning this paper, 319

VANE, Sir Henry, the younger, how he procured the condemnation of the earl of

Stratford, v 318 Is sent by the parhament, with offers to negoclate a confed-
eracy with the Scots, 422 His character, zb Procures the solemn league and
covenant to be framed, *b Becomes a leader of the Independents. 443 His
speech in parhament preparatory to the self-denying ordinance, 446. Is sent
with other commissioners to the Isle of W_ght, to treat with the king, 522. His
remarks on the king's abilities, 524 Is named one of the council of state after the
king's death, vl 6 Is sent with other commissioners to settle the affairs of

Scotland, now reduced by Monk, 44 Encourages discontents against the
protector, 7_ ls confined by the long parliament to Its restoration. 128 His
general conduct and behaviour, zb Is excepted from the act of indemnity on the
restoration. 158 Is tried, 179 Is executed, 181 His character, zb

VARENNE, seneschal of Normandy, sent by Lewis XI of France, with some forces,
to the assistance of Henry VI of England, n. 46_ Gets possession of Alnwic-
castle in Northumberland, *b

VASSALAGE, the origin and nature of. explained, l 456. Their condition under their

respective lords, 462. Military service why charged into pecuniary supplies,
n 85

V_SS_LS under feudal tenure, obliged to ransom their superior lord, ifm captivity,
i 398 The ransom of Richard I of England, how levied, zb

V_UGHA.N, an outlaw for debt, motives for conflrmmg his election to the house of
commons, v 15

VENABLES, commands the forces on board Penn's fleet, sent to the West-lndles, vl

81 Is routed at St Dommgo, 8_ Takes Jamaica, and is sent to the Tower, _b
VENNER, an account of his insurrection, vl 166

VERE, Sir Francis, is made governor of Flushing, iv _95 Commands the English
auxiliaries at the battle of Tournholt, zb Defends Ostend against the Spamards,
348 , note

VERE, Robert de, earl of Oxford, his ascendancy o_er Richard II, n 295 His
preferment and licentious conduct, 296 Defeated by the duke of Glouces-
ter, 3o0
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VERNEUll battle of, between the duke of Bedford and the earl of Buchan, n 389
VERVINS, peace of, between Henry IV of France and Philip II of Spain, iv 305
VEZELAY the armies of Richard I of England and Philip of France, intended for the

crusade, rendezvous there, i 382
VICTOR IV, pope, see Alexander HI
V1DOMAR,count of Limoges, hob he incurred the resentment of Richard I, i 4o2

Is besieged by him, and all his garrison hanged, zb Richard receives his death
wound at the assault, zb

VIENNE, John de, admiral of France, sent by the regency of Charles VI to assist the
Scots in invading England, n 293 Returns home disgusted, 294

VIGO taken and burnt by Sir Francis Drake, ix 975

VILLAINS, among the Anglo-Saxons, what, 1 171
VILLENAGE, the gradual decay of, deduced from the revival of the arts, n 52_ No

remains of, left at the time of queen Elizabeth, 624
VILLIERS, George, IS introduced to the notice of James I, v 61 Is made cup-bearer

to him, zb Is made duke of Buckingham, 64 See Buckingham
VIRGIL, Polydore, cause of his antipathy to cardinal Wolsey, in 124
VIRGINIA the first settlers planted there by Sir Walter Raleigh, desert It, iv 917

The settlements there resumed and effected, _ 147
VORSTIUS a disciple of Armlnius, banished from the United Provinces, to gratify

klng James I, v 46
VORT1GERN, prince of Dumnonium, his character, i 15, i8, 19 Deposed, 19
VORT1MER, succeeds his father Vortlgern, 1 18

W_GER OF LA.% the source of, i 179
WAGES OF LA_BOURERSregulated by a la_ of Henry VII, m 78 Remarks on the rates

at that time, compared with the present, zb
WAKEFIELD, battle of, between Margaret and the duke of York, n 449 Action there

between Sir Thomas Falrfax and Goring, _ 418

WAKEM_.N, Sir George, the queen's physician, zs accused of an intention to poison
the king, w 333 Is acquitted, 371

WALCOT, lieutenant-colonel, is tried and executed for the duke of Monmouth's

conspiracy, w 429
W_LER_N DE TIES, his disputes with Richard earl of Cornwal, son of king John,

concerning a manor in that county, u 15
_¢_'_.LES,the state of, and the restless disposition of its princes, previous to the time

of Henry III, n 45 Prince Lewellyn apphes to Henry for protection against his
rebellious son Griffin, zb Griffin delivered up to Henry, by his elder brother

David, who does homage to Henry, _b Griffin loses his life in attempting an
escape from the Tower of London, zb His son Lewellyn succeeds, and renews the
homage to Henry, zb He confederates with Leicester, and invades England, zb
Is reduced by Edward I for not renewing his homage, 8o Lewellyn defeated and
killed by Mortimer, 81 His brother and successor David tried as a traitor, and
executed, zb The Welch bards all put to death, 82 The traditional account of its
annexation to the crown of England. and giving title to the king's eldest son, zb

The motto of the princes of, whence derived, _33 The Welch remonstrate
against the taxes imposed by prince Edward, to defray his expenses in Castile,
266. Appeal to Charles, king of France, 267 Insurrection there by Owen
Glendour, 337. United to the Enghsh government by parliament, Ul 206 Far-
ther regulations made to complete the umon, 23o

WALLACE. Wilham, hl_ character, n 125 Becomes a leader of the discontented
Scots, 126. His first exploits against the English, zb Chases Ormesby, the En-

ghsh justiclary, to England, zb Is countenanced by Robert Bruce. zb Gains a
victory over earl Warrenne, 127 Is made regent of Scotland, 1_8 Makes an
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ancursaon Into England. zb Resigns his regency, to avoid g_vang umbrage to the
Scots nobles, 129 Is routed at Falklrk by Edward, _b His prudent retreat, _b Has
conference _lth young Robert Bruce, on the banks of the Carron, 13 ° Gains
Bruce over to the Scots interest, 131 Is betrayed Into the hands of Edward, a 35
Is executed on Tower-hill, zb

WALLER, Edmond, the poet, his anecdote of James I, v 60 His character as a writer,

and as a member of parhament, 4a_ Forms a party without doors against the
violent councils wIthan, zb Is discovered, and, with two others, condemned by a

court martial, zb Is pardoned, on paying a fine, 413 His character as a poet, vi
15_ His death, zb

WALLER. SIr Wlllaam, a parhament general, his rapid exploits, v 4o2 Joins the earl

of Essex, tb Is sent into the west, and is defeated by lord Wilmot on Roundway-
down. 4o5 . Is routed by the Kang at Cropredy bridge, 439.

W_kLLINGFORD-HOUSE, cabal of, against Richard Cromwel, vi _ 14.
WALPOLE Mr a particular examlnataon ofPerkm Warbec's imposture, an reference

to his Hzstorzcal Doubts, ua 465

WALSINGHAM, minister to queen Elizabeth, countenances the puritans, IV 124.
When ambassador at Paris, IS deceived by the plausible conduct of Charles, 162
Is sent ambassador to France, on occasion of the antended marriage between
Elizabeth and the duke of Anjou, 191. The strange contrariety of instructions
received by htm, zb., 192. Is averse to the French marraage, 193 Is sent ambas-
sador to Scotland, to discover the real character of James, 2o2 Sends a favour-
able account of him, zb His vagalance and artifices to detect conspiracies, 2o 3
Discovers Babangton's conspiracy, 226 His schemes to acquare full insight anto
It, lb Seizes the consparators, _27, _8 Justifies his conduct toward Mary queen
of Scots, on her trial, _35 His letter to Thlrlstone, the Scots secretary, relating
to the execution of Mary queen of Scots, 255 H_s death and character, 4o7 .

W_LTER. archbishop, of Rouen, IS, wath others, appointed by Richard I counsellor
to Longchamp, I. 389 Is made chIefjustlclary, zb Forces prance John to an ac-
commodation, 396 Attends queen Eleanor to Germany to ransom the king, 398

WALTHEOS, earl, enters into a conspiracy against Walham the conqueror, I _ 12
Betrayed by his wife, zb Confesses it to Lanfranc, archbishop of Canterbury, and
after to the king, zb Executed, 2a 4

WALWORTH. mayor of London, kills Watt Tyler at the head of his adherents, lI 292
WAPE_-TAKE, what, a 77

W_R. reflectaons on the state of, and manner of carrying on, an the early t_mes of
the Englash htstory, aa 366, 414 Cavil, favourable to eloquence, va 15o

WARBEC Perkan, his parentage, uI 42 For what purpose sent for by the duchess
of Burgundy. zb Secreted in Portugal, zb Sent to Ireland, and assumes the

character of the duke of York, 43 Invited to Paras by Charles VIII, _b Mag-
mficent reception and appointments, zb Retares to the duchess of Burgundy, on
the peace between England and France, zb His interest gains ground In England,
44 His secrets betrayed by Sir Robert Clifford, 45 His private history published
by Henry VII, zb Puts to Sea w_th a band of refugees, and escapes the snares of
the Kentash men, 49 Makes an aneffectual attempt upon Ireland, 53 Received
by James IV of Scotland, and married to lady Catharine Gordon, 54 Attends
James m an invasion of England, and publishes a manifesto, _b. Desired by James
to leave Scotland, on his concluding a truce with England, 59 Excluded
Flanders, he retires to Ireland, 6o. Makes a descent on Cornwal, 2b Besieges
Exeter, _b Raises the siege, and his followers disperse, 61 His wife taken
prisoner, and generously treated, zb Fhes to a sanctuary, 6_. Persuaded to
surrender, zb Conducted to London in mock trmmph, zb Makes a confession,
whach is pubhshed, zb Escapes, 63. Taken, and put in the stocks, zb. Concerts an
escape with the earl of Warwic, zb Executed, zb Has _mposture estabhshed by an
express examination of circumstances, 465 .

WARDSHIPS, a branch of the revenue of the Anglo-Norman kings, the vast advan-
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tages made thereby, 1. 477 The oppressive nature of the preroganve, l_ 362
The commons attempt to free the nation from the burden of, v 2o. Enter into
treaty with the king for the resigning, which falls, 44

WARHAM. archbishop of Canterbury, and chancellor, chosen to the privy-council by
Henry VIII, ni 84 Resigns his places, and retires, ll 5 His observation on
cardinal Wolse),, l'_ 4 Informs Henry of Wolsey's arbitrary conduct, 126 De-
clares against the king's completing his marriage with Catharme of Arragon,
171. Dies, 199 How imposed on b_ the story of the Holy Matd of Kent, _18

WARRENNE, earl, the last baron who submitted to the prov_smns of Oxford, u. 37

Joins pnnce Edward In support of the royal cause against the earl of Leicester,
and the turbulent barons, 48. Commands the van at the battle of Lewes m

conjunction with Edward, 51 Flies beyond sea on the loss of the battle, 52 His
reply, when reqmred to shew his title to his estate, 78 Defeats the Scots, and
takes the castle of Dunbar, 1i z Is left governor of Scotland, 113 Returns to
England on account of his health, 125 Collects an army to suppress Wallace,
127 Is defeated by him, zb Retreats to England, 128 Joins the confederacy of
the earl of Lancaster against Piers Gavaston, 153

WARSAW, the battle of, gamed by Charles X of Sweden, vi 75
WARWIC. Guy earl of, confederates with the earl of Lancaster against Piers

Gavaston. n 153 Seizes Gavaston, who _s put to death at Warwic-castle, 154
WARWlC. earl of, left by Henry V guardian of his infant son Henry VII, u 377 This

charge transferred by parhament, to the bishop of Winchester, 383 Besieges
Montargis, 393 Obliged to raise the siege by the count of Dunms, _b Becomes
regent of France, by the resignation of the duke of York, 416 Dies. tb

WARWIC, earl of, distinguished by the appellation of Kzng maker, his character, n
428 Made governor of Calais, 444 Brings over a body of soldiers from thence
to the duke of York, who desert to the king, 445 Lands again, and is received
at London, 446 Defeats and takes Henr), at Northampton, tb Defeated by
queen Margaret at St Albans, 45o His behawour previous to the battle of
Touton, 456 Sent by Edward IV to Pans, to negociate a marriage with the queen
of France's sister, 465 Returns disgusted with Edward's secret marriage w_th the
lady Ehzabeth Gray, _b Makes a party against the king, 466 Gains Edward's
brother the duke of Clarence over, b), giving him his daughter, zb Confused
accounts of their subsequent operations, 469 . Raises men, m conjunction with
the duke of Clarence, but despairing of success returns to Calais, 471 Refused
admittance by the deputy governor, _b Received by the king of France, 472
Enters into a league with queen Margaret, tb Marries his daughter to her son
Edward, zb Gains over his brother Montague, 473. Lands at Dartmouth, 474
Amazing increase of his army, ib The king expelled by the treachery of Mon-
tague, 475- Reflecnons on his temporary administration, 480 Defeated and
killed at the battle of Barnet, 481

WCRWlC, Edward Plantagenet, earl of, Imprisoned m the Tower by Henry VII, in

7 Carried openly through London to ¢hscountenance the pretensions of Lam-
bert Slmnel, 18 Executed, 63

WARWIC, Dudley, viscount Lisle created earl of, m 336. Attends the duke of Som-
erset in his expedition against Scotland, 348 Restores the advantage to the
English at the battle of Pmkey, 35 ° Endeavours to foment the differences
between Somerset and the admiral, 361 His hastory and character, _b Defeats

the insurgents m Norfolk, 372 Cabals with Southampton against Somerset, 375
Enters into a consparacy against him at Ely-house, 376 Procures Somerset to be
sent to the Tower, 378 Becomes the chief of the council, and drives South-
ampton away disgusted, _b Marries his son lord Dudle)_ to the lady Jane
Seymour, daughter of Somerset, 379 Gardiner, and other bishops deprived of

their blshopncs, 383 . The hbranes of Westminster and Oxford purged of Ro-
mish books, _b. Is created duke of Northumberland, 387 See Northumberland

WARWIC, earl of, eldest son of Dudley duke of Northumberland, takes the corn-
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mand of Havre de Grace, for queen Elizabeth, iv 58. Prepares to defend it by

order from the queen, 64 Is besieged, zb The garrison infected with the plague,
_b Capitulates, 65

WATCHES, pocket, when first introduced into England, iv 38o
WELLES, Sir Robert, heads an insurrection in Lincolnshire against Edward IV, n

47 ° Defeated and executed by the king, 471
WENTWORTH, Peter, his spirited speech In the house of commons, in reply to

asseruons of the regal prerogatwe, iv. 143 His speech in favonr of liberty, 178
Is summoned before a committee of the house in the star-chamber, 18o His firm

behaviour before them, ib Is released by the queen's favour, zb Offends the
queen again, by resuming the subject of the succession, 286 Is sent to the Tower,

ib Proposes queries to the house of commons, for determining the extent of
their privileges, 4o2

WENTWORTH Sir Thomas, his speech in the third parliament of Charles I, v 19 I
Is created earl of Strafford, 229 See Strafford

WEREGILD among our Saxon ancestors, what, 1 i77
WESSEX. the Saxon kingdom in Britain, by whom founded, i 22. History of, 45
WEST. Dr dean of Windsor, sent by Henry VIII ambassador to James IV of Scot-

land, to accommodate differences, nI 96. Advises Henry to prepare for a war
with James, 97

WEST-INDIES. the effects resulting from the discovery of, to the English crown and
people, v 39 The effects on the spirit of the people, zb

WESTMINSTER a synod held there, on the marriage of priests, and wearing long
hair, a 267 Another summoned by Henry bishop of Winchester, against king
Stephen, 986 Is erected into a bishopric by Henry VIII, na 955 An assembly of
divines called there, for the regulation of religion, v 459

WESTMORELAND earl of, suppresses the rebellion of the earl of Nottingham, and
archbishop of York, and takes them prisoners, n 343

WESTMORELAND earl of, joins the earl of Northumberland in raising an incur-
recuon an the North, iv i3o Takes shelter in Scotland, i3i

WESTPHALIA, the peace of the Germamc body settled by the treaty of, vl. 75

WHEAT, observations on the price of, in the reign of Henry III, n 66, 67.
WHIG. the origin of that name as a party distinction, vi 38a. The plan of that party,

for settling the government, on the abdacauon of James II, 525
WHITG1FT prevails on queen Elizabeth to estabhsh a court of ecclesiastical commas-

sion to prosecute the puritans, iv 207
WHITLOCKE, his remarks on the case of lord Strafford, v 317 His account of the

conduct of Charles I in the negociation at Oxford, 573 Has speech m parliament
relative to the self-denying ordinance, 447

WIAT. Sir Thomas, engages m a conspiracy against queen Mary, on account of the
Spanish match, nI. 417 . A body of Norfolk's troops desert to him, 418 Is sup-
pressed, taken, and executed, 419 .

WICKHAM, William of, bishop of Winchester, made chancellor by Richard II,
n 3o3

WICKLIFFE, John, a secular priest, his character, n 326. Has doctrines, zb A bull
issued by pope Gregory XI for taking him into custody, 327 . Cited before
Courtney, bishop of London, and protected by the duke of Lancaster, _b A new
bull Issued against him, but as protected by the people, zb Has address explaining
away his tenets, to avoid convlcuon of heresy, 328 Has opinions spread both at
home and in Germany, zb. Dies of a palsy, zb See Lollards

WILDRED, king of Kent, history of has posterity, 1 34-
WILFRID, bishop of Llndisferne in Northumbria, by appealing to Rome against the

decision of an English synod, confirms the pope's supremacy, i 59
WILKINS, bishop, the first promoter of the royal society, VL 54 °
WILLIAM I. successor to Rollo, duke of Normandy, improvement of has country m

this tame, 1 a 15
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WILLI_kM, natural son of Robert. duke of Normandy, declared his successor b), his
father, 1 139 Makes good his pretensions at his father's death, :4 ° Visits
Edward the confessor, who entertains favourable intentions of leaving him the
succession, zb Gets Harold in his possession, and engages him to swear a renun-
ciation of his own pretensions, and to assist William in his, i42 Sends ambassa-
dors to expostulate with Harold on his breach of faith, 147 Projects an invasion,
i48 Situation of Europe at that period, a49 His successful levies, zb His address

in raising supplies, 152 Review of his forces, zb Embarks, 154 Lands in Sussex,
ab Wmts for Harold at Hastings, i56 His address to his chieftains, the morning
of action, 156 Order of battle, zb Battle of Hastings, 157 Losses m the action,
159. Consequences of the battle, 186 Seizes Dover, 188 Receives the submasslon
of the Londoners, 189

WILLIAM the Conqueror, crowned at Westminster-abbey, i _9 o Gratifies has
troops out of the treasure of Harold. and the gifts of his new subjects. 191 His
kind treatment of Edgar Athehng, ab Confirms the liberties of London, 192
Disarms them, and places all the power in the hands of Normans, *b Takes the
English nobality wath him to Normandy, 193 Conjectures as to the motives of his
journey there, 195 Returns on account of insurrections during his absence, ab
Reduces Exeter, 196 Builds a citadel there, _b Reduces Edwin and Morcar in the

north, 198 His rigorous government, ab This the occasion of several insur-
rections, 2oo Reduces them, 2oi H_s cruel pohcy, and tyranmcal government,
2o2 Introduces the feudal law. 203 Subjects the church to it, 2o 4 Receives
Erminfroy, the pope's legate, 2o 5 Degrades and imprisons Sigand, archbishop
of Canterbury, 2o6 Promotes Lanfranc to Canterbury, 2o 7 Attempts to sup-
press the Enghsh language, 2o8 Repels Malcolm king of Scotland, and receives
homage from him, 21o Reduces a rebellion in the province of Maine, ab The
Norman barons rebel against him, 2 a 1. Suppressed, 212 His resolute answer to
the claims of pope Gregory VII, 217 His eldest son Robert rebels against him,
219. Extraordinary remonstrance between them, 22o Is reconciled to him, ab
Causes a survey of all England to be made, 2_ 1 Account of Domesdav book, zb
Computation of his revenue, ab Wastes Hampshire, to make the new forest, 2_2
Imprisons his brother bashop Odo, 2_ 3 Makes war against France. _24 Occa-
sion of his death, and has remorse, 225 Predicts the future grandeur of has son
Henry, zb His character, zb. His title of Conqueror defended, zb His family, _7
Inqmry into his supposed revenues and treasure, 24 ° His vast grants to his
chieftains m England, 465

WILLIAM RUFUS, his accession to the crown of England, 1 228. His tyranmcal
disposition, 229 Quells an insurrection raised against him, 23o His arbitrary
administration, zb Invades Normandy, 231 Makes peace with his brother, 232

Assists ham to reduce their brother Henry, ab Imades Normandy again,
233. Obtains a mortgage on at from his brother Robert, 239, 24 o Anecdotes
shewing his lndffferency about religion, zb Appoints Anselm to the arch-
bishopric of Canterbury, 241 Opposes Urban in his pretensions to the pa-
pacy, 242 Confiscates Anselm's temporahtles, 243 Embarks for Normandy
to rescue Mans, 244 Accadentally killed by Walter Tlrrel, 245 Has character,
246 A famine caused by the neglect of tillage on account of his oppressive
taxes, 477.

WILLIAM, son of Robert duke of Normandy, commatted b_ Henry I to the tutorage
of Helle de St Saen, i 268. Protected by Fulk, count of AnJou, zb Marries his
daughter, 272. Put m possession of Flanders, 273 Killed, tb

WILLIAM, eldest son of king Henry I contracted with the daughter of Fulk,
count of AnJou, i. 264 Recognized his successor, 271 Drowned in his passage
from Normandy to England, ab His character, and sentiments regarding the
Enghsh, _b

WILLIAM king of Scotland, joins the confederacy of prince Henry, against his

father Henry II, i 351 Repulsed by Richard de Lucy, guardian of the kingdom,
354 Commits depredations again in the northern provinces, 355 Taken prls-
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oner by Ralph de Granville, 356. Does homage to Henry, with all his noblhty, for
his ransom and crown, 358

WILLIAM II king of Naples and Sicily, how he bequeathed his domlmons. I 383
WILLIAM de Fynsford, excommumcated by Thomas a Becket, I 31o Absolved by

the king's order, 31 l
WILLIAM of Polctiers, his character of the English nobility who attended William

the conqueror to Normandy, 1 193
WILLIAMS, bishop of Lincoln, his severe prosecution in the star-chamber by arch-

bishop Laud, v 249 Is resulted by the populace when archbishop of York, 363
Calls a meeting of his brethren, and presents a protestation to the king, and his
peers, lb

WILLIS, Sir Richard betrays the designs of the royahsts, during the protectorate to
Oliver C1omwel, Vl 88 Discovers a conspiracy to the protector, lO 3 Betrays to

the long parliament, a design formed to restore Charles II, 118
WILLOUGHBY, lord, governor of Par_s, unable to maintain it, retires to the Bastile,

u 414 Capatulates, _b
WILLOUGHBY of Broke, lord, sent by Henry VII to the assastance of the dutchess of

Bntanny, m 33 Finds the court m a distracted state, 34 Returns home without
effecting any thing, zb

WILTSHIRE, Sir Thomas Boleyn created earl of, and sent by Henry VIII to the pope,
whose foot he refuses to kiss, m 193

W1NCHELSEY Robert de, archbishop of Canterbury, procures pope Boniface to
pubhsh a bull exempting the clergy from paying taxes to prances without the

papal consent, n 115 Has reply to Edward I on a demand of supply from the
clergy, zb Has treatment, on the clergy being excluded from all protection of the
laws, zb The king appoints ham and Reginald de Grey, tutors to prince Edward,
a 18 Joins the confederacy of the earl of Lancaster against Paers Gavaston, 154

WINCHESTER, a synod summoned there, concerning the celibacy of the clergy,
i 918

WINCHESTER, Henry bishop of, brother to king Stephen, calls a synod, and cites
Stephen before it, 1 286. Encourages the pretensions of the empress Matilda,
987 Declares openly in her favour, 989 Has speech at her coronataon, 29o
Instagates the Londoners against Stephen, zb Besieges Matilda in Winchester,

291 Has legatine commlssaon withdrawn, 992. Pronounces sentence against
Becket, at the councd of Northampton, 318

WINCHESTER, Henry Beaufort bishop of, the legitimate son of John of Gaunt,
intrusted by parliament with the tutorage of the young king Henry VI, n. 383
Has character, 391 Has dasputes with the duke of Gloucester, compromised by
the duke of Bedford, regent of France, 399. Created a cardinal, and sent wath
men into Bohemaa against the Hussites, whach he lends to the duke of Bedford,
4o6 Attends the congress at Arras, 412 His disputes with the duke of
Gloucester, throws the English affaxrs into confusaon, 4a3 His arguments in
favour of releasing the duke of Orleans, 417 Advases a truce wath France, zb
Contraves the rum of the duke of Gloucester, 419 Dies, 49o

WINCHESTER. Peter des Roches b_shop of, is chosen joint protector wath Hubert de
Burgh, chlefjustlciary, on the death of the earl of Pembroke, n lo Hlscharacter
and anecdotes of him, 17- Succeeds Hubert de Burgh m his offices, and influ-
ence over the king, zb The barons combine against ham, zb Has insolent speech
with regard to them, 18 Has dasmasslon procured by Edmond the pramate, 19

WINDEBANK, Sir Francas, secretary, fhes to France, to avoad impeachment by the

long parhament, v 99o
WINDHAM, colonel, secretes Charles II after the battle of Worcester, vi. 37
WINDSOR-CASTLE when buxlt, n 976.

WINTER, IS sent by queen Ehzabeth wath a fleet to the assastance of the protestant
malcontents m Scotland, iv 99
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WINWOOD, S_r Ralph, secretary of state to James I discovers to the king that Sir
Thomas Overbury was poisoned by Somerset and his lady, v 62

WISH_RT, the Scots informer, an account of, 111 344 Is condemned and burnt for
heresy, 346 His prophetic denunciations against cardinal Beaton, zb His
prophecy, how accomplished, _b

WITCHCRAFT, and conjuration, a law against, iv 62
WITCHES. numbers burnt under that accusation in Scotland, Vl 27 The discovery

of, studied as a science, zb, 28

WITTENAGEMOT, the ancient Saxon council of parliament, particulars relating to,
and conjectures concerning, 1 163 The commons no part of, 164.

WODEN, the Saxon God of War, some account of, I. _7
WOLFHERE, king of Mercia, his history, 1 4i
WOLSEY, Thomas, his birth, ni 98. How introduced to the notice of Henry VII, _b

His address in executing a commission from that king to Maximilian, zb Intro-
duced to Henry VIII by Fox bishop of Winchester _b Encourages Henry In his
pleasures, 99. The maxims of government he instils into him, Lb Admitted of
the privy-council, zb His character, loo Put m possession of the bishopric of
Tournay, lo 5 Created bishop of Lincoln, lo8 Reconciles Henry with the duke

of Suffolk, who had married his sister, the queen dowager of France, privately,
112 Is promoted to the see of York, 114 Shares the revenues of the Italian

non-resident bishops, zb His magmfmence, zb Is made chancellor, i 15 His
disgusts against Francis I of France. 120 His confidence courted by BonnIvet the
French ambassador, i 12 Is induced to persuade Henry to deliver up Tourna,_,
zb Is believed to have intended the delivery of Calais to the French, I_4 Is
appointed legate in England, zb His ostentation, zb His arbitrary exertmns of
power, zb Character of John Allen, judge of his legantine court, 125 His power
restrained by the king, i26 Is respired with the hopes of the papacy by the
emperor Charles V when m England, 129 Regulates the ceremonial of the
interview between Henry and Francis, to which he had persuaded Henry. zb The
emperor's grants to him at his second interview with Henry at Gravehnes. 133
HIS enormous revenues, zb His negociatlons for peace between the emperor and
Francis, ineffectual, zb Goes to Bruges, and concludes an alliance with Henry,
the emperor and the pope, against Francis, zb Procures the condemnatmn of the

duke of Buckingham, i33 Intimidates the convocatmn into the grant of a
moiety of eccleslasncal revenues, i48 His endeavours to procure the required
grants from the commons, zb His arbitrary behawour to the citizens of London,
472 Obtains of Clement VII the legantine commission for life, i49. His resent-
ment against the emperor, on missing the papacy, _b Erects two colleges, "*ith
other ecclesiastical regulations, i5o Receives a present covertly from Lomse
regent of France, on the conclusion of her treaty with Henry, 159 Advises the
king to exert his prerogative in levying taxes, zb Becomes odmus for his bad

counsels and oppressive conduct, 16o Builds the palace of Hampton-court, and
presents it to the king, 161 Goes over to France, and makes a treaty with Francis,
167 Is appointed by the pope, to try the king's marriage, jointly with cardinal
Campeggm, 178 The trial opened, i8o Abruptly prorogued by Campeggm,
18o The great seal taken from him, 183. Is ordered to depart from York palace,
and his moveables there confiscated b) the king, 184 His want of fortitude on
his disgrace, zb Is prosecuted m the star-chamber, 185 The peers exhibit a long

charge agamst him, _b Is warmly defended by Thomas Cromwel, m the house
of commons, zb Is prosecuted on the statute of provisors, _b Is pardoned by the
king, _86 Is arrested by the earl of Northumberland for high treason, 193 His
dying request to the constable of the Tower, 2b His death, and a revieu of his
conduct, i94 Used no severities against the reformers, 215

WOLVES, how exterminated from England, i. lo 3
WOMEN, a body of, peutlon the long parhament, v 371 A mob of, rout a synod at

Perth, _1 547
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WOODVILLE. lord, applies unsuccessfully to Henry VII for liberty to raise men to
assist the duke of Britanny, in. 31 Raises a few privately, zb Routed and slain by
the French, _b

WOOL. a duty granted to Edward I on the exportation of, n. 78. Oppressive extor-
tions practiced by him on the traders in, 117 Duties laid on, by parliament, 2o6
The great trade in, at the time ofEdw III, 28o The staple of, where fixed in this
reign, 282 The price of, during the reign of James I, v 139 Laws relating to,
in this reign, 143

WOOLLEN manufacture, taxed by parliament, in 365, note.
WOOLLEN clothes, state of the English manufacture of, in the reign of James I, v

i43 The art of dying, when introduced Into England, vii 538
WORCESTER, burnt by order of Hardtcanute, l 129 Charles II routed there, by

Cromwel, vi 35
WORCESTER,John Tibetot, earl of, his character, n. 477 Taken and executed by the

Lancastrlans, *b

WOTTON, Dr is one of queen Elizabeth's ambassadors at the treaty of Cateau
Cambresls, iv. 16 Signs the treaty of Edinburgh with Cecil, on the part of

Elizabeth, 3° Is sent ambassador again to Scotland, 919 His character, *b Is
forced to fly from Scotland on account of his political schemes, 99o

WOUNDS, the legal composition for, among our Saxon ancestors, 1 178
WRECKS, law made by Henry II to secure the property of, 1. 373
WRIOTHESELEY, lS made chancellor of England, in 315 His cruelty in tormenting

Anne Ascue for heresy, zb Persuades Henry to impeach queen Catharme Par for
heresy, 316 Comes to convey the queen to the Tower, and is abused by Henry,
317 Is appointed one of the regency, during the minority of Edward VI, 334
Is created earl of Southampton, 336 . See Southampton

WRITERS, English, a review of those during the reign of Charles I and the suc-
ceeding commonwealth, vi. 15o

WRITS to parliament, the antlent establishment of summoning barons by, u lo2
WYCHERLEY a character of his dramatic writings, Vl 544

YELVERTON, his free speech in the house of commons, on Ehzabeth's invasion of
their privileges, iv i4o

YELVERTON,a lawyer, his speech on being chosen speaker of the house of commons,
in the reign of queen Elizabeth, iv 4o8.

YEOMAN of the guard, first institution of, m 9.
YORK, city of, its size at the time of the Norman conquest, i t7o Burnt, 2oi The

Norman garrisons put to the sword, zb A court ofjustice erected there, by Henry
VIII, in 249 The chapter lands of that see, seized by Henry VIII, 986. A great
council of peers summoned there by Charles I, v 98o Is besieged by the parha-

mentary army, but reheved by prince Rupert, 435. Is obhged to surrender after
the battle of Marston-moor, 438.

YORK, AND LANCASTER, the parties of, how d_stmgmshed, n 456
YORK, New See New-York

YORK, archbishop of, executed for rebellion by Henry IV, n. 343
YORK. duke of, uncle to Richard II left guardian of the realm during Rlchard's

absence m Ireland, ai 315 Raises forces against Henry duke of Lancaster, but
espouses his party, _b

YORK, Richard duke of, son to the earl of Cambridge, appointed successor to the
duke of Bedford as regent of France, n 414 Finds the English affairs m France
in a declining way, zb Resigns his government to the earl of Warwlc, 416
Resumes it on the earl's death, zb Concludes a truce with the duke of Burgundy,

zb His pretensions to the crown of England, 427 . His character, zb His pre-
tensions how regarded, 498 Driven to the assertion of his claim, 436 Motlves
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which retarded having recourse to arms, 438 Raises an arm_, demanding a
reformation of government, 44 ° Is followed into Kent by the king, and retires,
after a parley, _b Created lieutenant of the kingdom, with a power to hold
parliaments, 442 Made protector by the parliament during pleasure, _b His
moderation, and in what respect hurtful, zb Levies arms against the king, and
battle oI St. Albans, zb A formal reconciliation among the partlzans of York and
Lancaster, 444 Retreats to Ireland, 446 Return_ and opens hls pretensions to
parliament, zb HIS right of succession and present administration, acknowl-
edged, 447 Defeated and killed by queen Margaret at Wakefield, 449 His son
the earl of Rutland murdered by lord Chfford, zb For his son Ed_ard, see

Edward duke of York, infra
YORK Edward duke of, defeats the earl of Pembroke, at Mortimer's Cross, n

45o Enters London, and procures a popular election to the crown, 452 See
Edward IV

YORK. James duke of, second son of Charles I serves m the French and Austrian
armies during his brother's exile, _1 lOO A present voted him by parliament on
his brother's restoration, 139. Takes command of the fleet which carried his
brother over to England, as lord high admiral, 14o Seduces the daughter of lord
Clarendon, 164 Marries her, lb Becomes a zealous catholic, 186 His motives for

desiring a Dutch war, i93 Commands a fleet, and defeats Opdam, the Dutch
admiral, i96, His behaviour on this engagement justified. _b His duchess dies
a catholic, and he now openl'r professes the same religion, 251 Is. with the
French fleet, attacked bv De Ruiter at Solebav, 26o Is set aside b) the test-act,
277 Malntams an intimate correspondence with the king of France, 288 His
daughter the lady Mary married to the prince of Orange, 31o Obtains an
exception from the new test-act, 349 Retires to Brussels, 358 Bill of exclusion
passed against him by the commons, 365 Returns, and retires to Scotland, 378
The earl of Shaftsbury presents him to the grandjury of Middlesex as a popish
recusant, 382 The exclusion bill resumed, 387 Arguments for and against his
exclusion from the succession, 388 Holds a parliament in Scotland, 413 Re-
turns to England, 416 His cruel administration there, ib Sues Pilklngton sheriff
of London for defamation, 421 His daughter the lady Anne married to prince
George of Denmark, 442 Is restored to the office of lord hxgh admiral, zb His
accession to the crown, 449 See James 1I

YORKSHIRE, resurrection there, m Edward IV's time, n 468 Defeated b_ the lord
Montague, zb Joined by leaders of distinction, _b Defeated again at Banbur_.,
469 Mutual executmns, tb No particulars to be found how it "_as quelled, _b

YPRES taken by Lewis XIV, Vl 315
YVREE battle of, between Henry IV of France, and the generals of the catholic

league, av. _8i

ZUYLESTEIN, his commission to England, and the consequences of it, _1 5o2 Is sent
by the prince of Orange to forbid king James returning to London, 518

F I N I S
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